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THE COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 

| Washington, November 1, 18705. | 

Sir: I have the honor, in accordance with law, to submit the annual 

report of the Indian Bureau, accompanied with reports of eighty-two 

superintendents and agents. Only one agent has failed to forward his | 

report. . | 
The attention of the honorable Secretary is especially invited to the 

general encouraging tenor of these reports, conveying unmistakable 

evidence of a year of advance in the civilization of Indians. This testi- 

mony is entitled to great weight. It comes from competent witnesses 

on the ground, men of ordinary intelligence and common sense, speak- 

ing out of personal knowledge and experience of from one to five years. 

With few exceptions, abundantly accounted for by untoward circum- 

stances, their testimony is uniform to the fact that the civilization of 

Indians is not only entirely practicable but is fairly under way. While 

public attention is being directed principally to the great Sioux tribe in | 

its disturbed condition, the larger portion of the remaining 225,000 | 

Indians who have passed the year comparatively unnoticed furnishes 

the field of labor from which the encouraging facts are gathered. | 

A comparative statement, made from statistics covering a period 

of five years, gives ample concurrent testimony to a steady progress 

- year by year. The statistics of the present year, gathered with more 

‘than usnal care, furnish important facts for consideration. By the num- 

ber of Indians returned they substantially verify the counts and esti- 

mates of last year, making a total, as now enumerated, of 278,963. 

This population is determined by actual count of the tribes, with the 

exception of Navajoes, Papagoes, Pueblos, Mission Indians, roamers | 

in Oregon,. the Blackfeet, Piegans, non-treaty Sioux, and a portion of 

the Utes, in all less than fifty thousand, and for these fifty thousand, 

with the exception of not exceeding ten thousand, the estimates have | 

been based on long acquaintance with the condition and habits of their 

tribes, and cannot be far from correct. 
Taking labor which Indians undertake for themselves and its resuits as 

a standard of progress, the reports show forty-two thousand six hun- 

dred and thirty-eight male Indians, representing not far from the same 

number of Indian familes, undertaking self-support by labor with their 

“ownhands. <A portion of them have labored awkwardly enough, and with 

little profit to themselves, except that which comes from the effort, but 

the majority of these laborers have procured the Jarger portion of their 
| 

. . | 

. 
|
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means of living, as represented in a crop of 2,575,440 bushels of corn, © 
wheat, and other small grains, and 471,630 bushels of potatoes and other 
vegetables. The fields under cultivation by individual Indians planting 
for themselves aggregate 329,327 acres, a larger area by 12,482 acres 
than ever before reported, and nearly 200,000 acres more than were 
cultivated in 1871, a gain of 149 per cent. in five years, and over 550 
per cent. in ten years. Additional lands broken and ready for cultiva- 
tion next year aggregate 23,146 acres. Five years ago 10,329 Indian 
families were living in houses. This year shows 19,902, a gain of 92 
per cent. The number of Indian children attending school during the 

- ——-s«- Year is reported at 10,598. . 
The school-reports do not show a gain in education equal to that shown 

in the products of labor. This is due partly to the want of increase of — 
funds for school purposes, but more largely, I believe, to the accurate 
reports of the last three years respecting the school attendance. The 
monthly report of each teacher furnishes the means of entire correctness 
as to the numbers above quoted. This report would have shown still 
more gratifying results but for the fact that for want of later returns 
the statistics for four civilized tribes in the Indian Territory are taken 
from the report of 1872. There is every reason to Suppose that among 
these 42,000 people there has been a larger proportion of gain for three 
years past than among any other Indians. 

For general information concerning the different tribes, and the con- 
dition of their agency affairs, reference is made to a summary statement 
given hereafter. | 

INDIAN WARS. | 

In my last annual report I ventured the statement that “except under 
extraordinary provocation, or in circumstances not at allto be appre- 

| hended, it is not probable that as many as five hundred Indian warriors 
will ever again be mustered at one point for a fight; and with the con- 
flicting interests of the different tribes, and the occupation of the inter- 
vening country by advancing settlements, such an event as a general 
Indian war can never again occur in the United States.” 

During the year passing in review there has been less conflict with 
! Indians than for many previous years. With the exception of the Chey-. 

ennes and Comanches, who at the close of the period covered by my last 
report had still refused to surrender to the military, there has been no 
hostile engagement with the United States troops, and complaint of 
marauding has been much less than usual. This fact is significant. 
According to all experience in the management of Indians, this year 
should have been marked for bloody conflicts. White settlements have 
been brought nearer to wild Indians than ever before ; many disturbing 
questions have arisen, and with the most warlike and powerful of all 
the tribes there has been a constant series of irritations which in any 

_ previous year would have raised the war-cry along a large exposed sec- 
tion of the frontier. : 

The Sioux have been many times represented as about to go out on 
the war-path; at other times they have been reported as disatfected by 
bad management of bad agents and goaded by desperation of hunger 
and cold to an outbreak. Nothing shows the utter want of truth in all 
these reports more clearly than the fact that when they were brought 
cheerfully to relinquish a cherished hunting and roaming privilege they 
requested that nearly all the $25,000 received in compensation for this 

 relinquishment should be expended in cows, horses, harness, and wag-
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ons. Such use of money indicates anything but a hostile intent on the 

part of the Red Cloud and Spotted Tail Sioux. 

It will probably be found necessary to compel the northern non-treaty 

Sioux, under the leadership of Sitting Bull, who have never yet in any 

way recognized the United States Government except by snatching ra- . 

‘tions occasionally at an agency, and such outlaws from the several 

agencies as have attached themselves to these same hostiles, to cease 

marauding and settle down, as the other Sioux have done, at some desig- 

nated point. This may occasion conflict between this band of Indians 

and the soldiers. There is also a possibility that the Utes in Northern 

New Mexico, who are without a home, unsettled and insolent, and 

| transiently fed at Cimarron and Abiquiu, may before long require coer- 

cion by force of arms. But neither of these bands can bring three 

hundred men into the field. I am led not only to repeat. with increased 

confidence the statement made last year that a general Indian war is 

never to occur in the United States, but also to the opinion that conflict 

with separate tribes will hereafter be of rare occurrence, and only in the 

nature of skirmishing. | 

RELINQUISHMENT OF HUNTING-PRIVILEGE IN NEBRASKA AND KANSAS. 

By the treaty of 1868 the Sioux retained for themselves the right to 

hunt in Nebraska on any lands north of the North Platte and on the | 

Republican Fork of the Smoky Hill River. By act of Congress, March 

3, 1874, $25,000 was appropriated for the purchase from the Sioux of the 

right to hunt in Nebraska. The negotiations for this purchase, under- 

taken by.a special commission in 1874, having failed to obtain the con- 

sent of the Indians, were renewed during the visit of the Sioux delegation 

to Washington in May last, and resulted in an agreement signed by the 

chiefs and headmen in the presence oftheir tribe, a copy of which is 

herewith. | - 

The treaty of 1868 also stipulated that “ the country north of the North. 

Platte River, in Nebraska, and east of the summits of the Big Horn 

Mountains, in Wyoming, should be held and considered unceded Indian 

territory, and that no white person or persons should be permitted to set- 

tle upon or occupy any portion of the same, nor, without the consent of | 

the Indians first had or obtained, should pass through the same.” 

The distinction between the country assigned for a permanent reserve 

and that desczibed as neutral territory seems never to have been clear to 

the Sioux mind; and when the northern boundary-line of Nebraska was 

surveyed, which by their treaty is made the dividing-line between their 

| permanent reserve and the neutral country, they were surprised and 

troubled to find it running north of their present agencies and of the coun- 

| try which they have always regarded and intended to retain as their own; 

and they demanded that the surveyor’s stakes should be taken up and 

moved south of the Niobrara River. The negotiations for the cession of 

this neutral country, in addition to that of the hunting-rights, was thus 

found to be involved in unexpected difficulty. Tne Indians attached 

large value to the rights they were surrendering, and declined to accept 

the sum appropriated by Congress, except upon the condition that the 

Department would present their claim to Congress for the additional 

~ gum of $25,000. This pledge was given to them by the Secretary of the 

Interior when they entered into the agreement above named, reference 

to which will show that the attempt to procure the relinquishmeut of all 

the neutral country resulted in a compromise, by which the Sioux stipu- 

late for themselves the right of occupation of that portion of Nebraska
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lying west of the 100th meridian and north of the south divide of the 
_ Niobrara River. Good faith with the Indians will therefore make it 

| necessary to lay this matter before Congress and ask for an appropria- 
tion in the sum of $25,000. | 

THE SIOUX PROBLEM. 

For a fall discussion of the question of the future of the Sioux, atten- . tion is respectfully invited to my last annual report, page 6. 
it affords me no small gratification to find the observations and con- 

clusions reached at that time upon this subject fully confirmed by the 
report of the Red Cloud investigating commission, after many weeks 
Spent in the Sioux countryein careful inquiry into the condition and 

| prospects of these Indians. The problem for these people has not 
approached a solution during the year, unless it shall be found that the 
discussion arising from the Black Hills excitement and the Investiga- 
tion at Red Cloud ageney have so awakened the public attention to the 
presevt necessities and pitiable condition of the Sioux as to lead to 
immediate, appropriate, and vigorous measures for their relief, by remov- 
ing the Indians at the Red Cloud and Spotted Tail Agencies to the - 
Missouri River, by driving out the squaw-men who infest the Indian 
country, and by compelling labor as a return for rations. These three 
essential undertakings will require for success three things: (1) Largely 
increased appropridtions for the Sioux during the next two years, which 
may thereafter be steadily diminished till they cease altogether; (2) 
the most efticient and hearty co-operation of the War Department; (3) 
in order to afford a suitable location for Red Cloud and his people, the . 
removal of the Poncas from their present reservation, which is a part of 
their Sioux country, and their consolidation with the Omahas in Ne- 
braska. a 

| Sooner or later these or other radical measures must be adopted, the 
‘only alternative being to continue to ration and clothe the Indians as 
idle and insolent vagrants and paupers. I do not believe it possible to 
subsist the Sioux many years longer upon the appropriations which 

_ Congress can be induced to make for feedin g purposes only. The whole 
spirit of our people and of American institutions revolts against any 
process that tends to pauperism or taxation for the Support of idlers. 
Lhe bringing of these wild Sioux under such wholesome restraint would 
also be of a material aid to the process of civilization now progressing 
among other bands of the nation along the Missouri River, upon whom — 
it has as yet been impossible to enforce proper discipline in the require. | 
ment of labor for rations, because of the proximity and exam ple of Red | 
Cloud and Spotted Tail ageucies. a 

But the reports of agencies along the river, with the possible exception 
of Standing Rock, show that it is entirely feasible to civilize the Sioux, 
provided a suitable country can be found for their occupation and the 
Government and its agents are capable of continuance in well-doing. 
At Cheyenne River, bands of Sioux who three years ago were as intract- 
able, as impatient of labor, and in other respects as far from the first 

. steps of civilization as Spotted Tail’s immediate followers are to-day, 
have been induced to erect log houses and open farms to such an extent 
that the agency is able to report 240 Indian families living in houses, 
~40 male Indians who labor in civilized pursuits with their own hands, 
and 138 children in school. : | 

The report of the Crow Creek agent, as an account of a first success. 
‘ul year’s effort in civilization, is equally encouraging. The reports of
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the Yankton and Santee Sioux are still more hopeful. Among the lat- 

ter civilization is an accomplished fact, and if the Yanktons could plant | 

crops with ordinary certainty of a harvest, they would shortly provide | 

their own subsistence. Such progress indicates unmistakably that the 

(lifficulty of the Sioux problem does not inhere principally in the Sioux 

nature, but in the barrenness of their country and the absence of neces- : 

sary control. , 
THE BLACK HILLS. 

The public excitement mentioned in my last report, occasioned by the 

discovery of gold in that portion of the Sioux reservation known as the 

Black Hills country, increased to such a degree in the opening of the © 

spring season as to require action looking toward the purchase of this | 

country from the Sioux proprietors and the opening up of the Big Horn 

Mountain country for settlement and mining. For this purpose, as well 

as for completing the negotiation for the relinquishment by the Sioux | 

of their hunting rights in Nebraska and Kansas, a large delegation of | 

this tribe, composed of representatives from those agencies, was brought 

to Washington in May last for an interview with the President. It 

was not expected that this interview would conclude the purchase, but 

that it would prove a preliminary step by which the Sioux tribe would | 

become acquainted with the wishes of the Government and its purposes 

relative to their own necessities and interests. Accordingly, at. the | 

request of the delegation, the President sent a commission, of which 

Hon. W. B. Allison, of the United States Senate, was made chairman, 

to negotiate at a general council of the tribe in tbeir own country. The 

commission has not yet submitted its report, but Laminformed thatthe . 

negotiations have failed on account of a wide disagreement as to the 

value of the rights to be relinquished by the Sioux. Meanwhile, not- 

withstanding the stringent prohibitory orders by the military authori- 

ties, and in the face of the large military force which has been on duty in 

and around the Hilis during the summer, probably not less than a thou- | 

sand miners, with the number rapidly increasing, have made their way | 

tuto the Sioux country. A mining association has been organized, laws | 

and regulations have been adopted for mutual protection, and individual 

claims staked out, in the right to which they expect hereafter either to 

be protected by the Government or to protect themselves. 

In this ‘serious complication there seems to be but one alternative for 

the Government: either to so increase the military force and adopt such 

- summary means as will insure a strict observance of the treaty-rights of 

| the Sioux by preventing all intrusion, or to renew the effort of negotia- | 

| tion. However unwilling we may be to confess it, the experience of the | 

' past summer proves either the inefficiency of the large military force 

under the command of such officers as Generals Sheridan, Terry, and 

Crook, or the utter impracticability of keeping Americans out of a coun- 

try where gold is known to exist by any fear of orders or of United States 

cavalry, or by any consideration of the rights of others. 

The occupation and possession of the Black Hills by white men Seems 

now inevitable, bat no reason exists for making this inevitability an 

cecasion of wrong or lasting injury to the Sioux. If an Indian can be 

possessed of rights of country, either natural or acquired, this country = 

| belongs for occupation to the Sioux; and if they were au independent, 

self supporting people, able to claim that hereafter the United States 

Government should leave them entirely alone, in yearly receipt of such 

annuities only as the treaty of 1868 guarantees, they would be in a post-
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tion to demand to be left in undisturbed possession of their country, 
and the moral sense of mankind would sustain the demand ; but unfor- 
tunately the facts are otherwise. They are not now capable of self-sup- 

_ port; they are absolute pensioners of the Government in the sum of a 
_ million and a quarter of dollars annually above all amounts specified in 

treaty-stipulations. A failure to receive Government rations for asin gle 
season would reduce them to starvation. They cannot, therefore, 
demand to be left alone, and the Government, granting the large help 
which the Sioux are obliged to ask, is entitled to ask something of them 
in return. On this basis of mutual benefit the purchase of the Black 
Hills should proceed. If, therefore, all attempts at negotiation have 
failed on the plan of going first to the Indians, I would respectfully 
recommend that legislation be now sought from Con gress, offering a fair 
and full equivalent for the country lying between the North and South 

| Forks of the Cheyenne River, in Dakota, a portion of which equivalent 
Should be made to take the place of the free rations now granted. 

SURVEY CF THE BLACK HILLS—THEIR VALUE TO THE INDIANS. 

In order to provide for the question of a fair equivalent for this coun- 
try, by direction of the President, a topographical and geological sur- 
vey of the Black Hills was ordered, the preliminary report of which, by 
Walter P. Jenney, mining engineer in charge, will be found herewith. 
It furnishes many interesting and important facts respecting a region 
hitherto almost unknown. Professor Jenney and his assistants are 
entitled to large credit for the conscientious diligence and thorough- 
ness, which are apparent at every point in their work. The aid rendered 
by the War Department, by the courtesy of the General of the Army, | 
and by Col. R. I. Dodge, commanding the escort, has been invaluable to | 
the success of the survey. Without such aid, no satisfactory results | 
could have been obtained, on account of the limited funds available for | 
this purpose. The report confirms, in a large degree, the statements of | 
travelers and explorers and the reports of General Custer’s military 
expedition of last year, and shows a gold-field with an area of eight 

: hundred square miles, and around’this gold region, principally to the |. 
north, an additional area within the Black Hills country of three thou- 
Sand square miles of arable lands, and this latter embracing along its 
Streams an area equal to two hundred square miles finely adapted to 
agriculture, while the hill-sides and elevations contiguous thereto are | 
equally adapted to purposes of grazing, making the whole area of three 

. thousand square miles oftimber, grazing, and arable land of great value | 
for agricultural purposes. 

According to the findings of this report, if there were no gold in this 
country to attract the white man, and the Indians could be lett to undis- | 
turbed occupation of the Black Hills, this region, naturally suited to 
agriculture and herding, is the one of all others within the boundaries 
of the Sioux reservation best adapted to their immediate and para- 
mount necessities. J doubt whether any land now remaining in the . 
possession of the General Government offers equal advantages ; but it 
will be found impracticable to utilize the country for the Sioux. So 
long as gold exists in the same region, the agricultural country sur- 
rounding the gold-fields will be largely required to support the miners, 
and to attempt to bring the wild Sioux into proximity to the settlers and 
miners would be to invite provocations and bloody hostility. 

These facts respecting the country which the Sioux seem about tobe _ 
compelled to surrender, for the sake of promoting the mining and agti-
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cultural interests of white men, have an important bearing upon the 

question of compensation which shall be allowed for their lands; for 

it must be borne in mind that unless the Sioux Nation becomes extinct, 

of which there is no probability, the time is close upon them when they 

must have just such an opportunity for self-support as that which is | 

now known to be offered in the Black Hills; and if, for the want of 

another such country, they are obliged to begin civilization under 

increased disabilities, humanity as well as equity demands that such | 

disability shall be compensated by increased aid from the Government; x 

and to avoid the perils of future legislation, or want of legislation, the 

compensation should be provided for and fixed at the time when we are 

taking away their valuable lands. oo | 

The fact that these Indians are making but little if any use of the 

Black Hills has no bearing upon the question of what is a fair equiva- 

lent for the surrender of these rare facilities for farming and grazing. 

They are children, utterly unable to comprehend their own great neces- 

sities just ahead; they cannot, therefore, see that the country which 

now only furnishes them lodge-poles and a few antelope has abundant 

resources for their future wants, when they shall cease to be barbarous 

pensioners upon the Government and begin to provide for their own 

living. Their ignorance of themselves and of true values makes the 

stronger appeal to our sense of what is right and fair. 

The true equivalent to be offered the Sioux, as helpless wards of the 

Government, for the Black Hills will be found by estimating what eight | 

hundred square miles of gold-fields are worth -to us,and what three 

thousand square miles of timber, agricultural, and grazing lands are 

worth to them. | | 

THE MISSION INDIANS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

These Indians have heretofore been the subject of much inquiry and 

effort for relief by the Department. In 1873 Special Commissioner Rev. 

John G. Ames made thorough inquiry into their condition and necessi- 

ties, and made full report of the same. The measures suggested in that 

report and recommended to Congress: for adoption not meeting with 

approval, Commissioner C. A. Wetmore, of California, made further in- 

quiries as to the feasibility of a different plan for relieving their disabjl- 

ities, and submitted his report in December, 1874. These reports fur- 

nished valuable information to the Office, from which, together with 

_ previous reports of superintendents and agents, the following facts 

| respecting these Indians are compiled. | 
They have received the name of Mission Indians from their relation 

' to the early Catholic missions on the Pacitic coast, the first of which 

- was established at San Diego in 1769, others following until 1804, at. 
which time there were nine missions at different points lying along the 

coast between San Diego and San Francisco. The missionaries having 

a semi-religious and semi-political recognition by the authority of Spain 

and Mexico, assumed control of the entire coast, and by degrees brought 

the Indians under subjection and gathered them in settlements around 

their missions, where they were instracted in agriculture and alow form 
of civilized life, and put to labor in cultivating large tracts of fertile 
lands, which they were allowed to occupy in common, under the direc- 
tion and control of the padres. The original idea on which these mis- 

sions were maintained seems to have been that so soon as these Indians 

- ghould be brought, as converts of the church, into a condition for self- 

support, the lands which they were occupying and cultivating should be
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allotted as their own. But the profitableness of the peonage and the 
docility of the Indians made any haste in the direction of individual 
rights unnecessary if not undesirable on the part of the missionaries. 
They were therefore coutinued in peonage and without recognition of | 
their individual rights up to the date of the secularization act of 1833. — 
At this time the Indian missions were the centers of industry and of | 
wealth and of social attraction for the Pacific coast country. In 1826, _ 

_ they were reported at twenty-one missions as numbering 25,000, and. — 
. possessed of 365,000 head of cattle, Sheep, and horses, and harvest- 

ing 75,000 bushels of grain. The “law of secularization” passed in the | 
Mexican Congress treated all these Mexican lauds, with their improve- _ 
ments, flocks, and herds, as the property of the church, and divided | 
them up among a few Spanish and Mexican families. The Indians were © 
scattered over the country, principally along the coast, upon the fertile, 
watered, and then unoccupied tracts, aud procured their living by herd- _ 
ing wild cattle and horses, cultivating small patches of ground, and 
receiving employment from the surroundin g whites, whom they accepted 
virtually as their masters. a | 

In this way they gradually eame into possession, and some have con- | 
tinued to occupy the best portions of the country without inquiry as to — 

_ whether their homes were embraced in the boundary-lines of a Mexican | 
srant or lable at any moment to be entered at the land-office in the | : name of some settler. | 
When the tide of trade and the gold emigration swept over the State | 

of California, these Indians were found practically without protection 
by law in their rights to the land on which they were living, and by 
Suits, of ejectment and cost of contingent fees it was comparatively easy | 
for the incoming American: to dispossess all the'Indians of Northern _ 
and Middle California: Thus made homeless wanderers, the process of. 

. vice and destitution by which they were carried away 1s fitly described 
as extermination. For, the 4,000 or 5,000 who remained in the southern _ 
portion of Lower California, this doom seems to have been postponed by 
the delay in the settlement of the country. Gradually, however, for 

| the past eight years, Southern California has been filling up by emigra- — 
tion; Spanish and Mexican grants have been “determined” in such a 
way as to cover choice tracts wherever found; large ranches have been 

_ cut up and the desirable portions of public domain pre-empted; and 
thus all available agricultural lands have been seized or occupied by 
individual owners, who, in conformity to law, have become possessed of 

_ the Jands on which the remnants of a few thousand Mission Indians are | 
making their homes in San Diego and San Bernardino Counties. So | 
long as the pre-émptors and purchasers did not require their lands for 

, use or Sale, the Indians were allowed to remain undisturbed and in bliss- | 
ful ignorance of the fact that the place they called home had by law | 
passed to the ownership of another. Of late, under the increasing _ 

/ demands for these lands,.writs of ejectmeut are being procured by. . 
which the Indians are forcibly dispossessed and turned adritt in poverty | 
and wretcbedness. . 

The Indians living on the tract of iand known as Temecula, in the 
county of San Diego, have within the past two months been thus dis- 
possessed. The Temecula ranch was contirmed by the district court 
of the United States for the southern district of California to Louis 
Vigues in 1855. No steps were taken to d'sturb the Indians until 1873, 
when a judgment was recovered in the city of San Francisco against 
these Indians, who were at that time living 500 piles away, all uncon-. 
scious that any person was seeking their possessions; and on the 17th
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of August last the owners, under Vigues, procured a writ from the court | 

in San Francisco for ejectment of Indians and for the satisfaction of the | 

costs by the personal property of the Indians. The execution of this — 

writ has not only deprived the Indians of their homes and of their crops 

just maturing for harvest, but has taken their little personal property 

in satisfaction of cost of judgment. It is easy to understand the exas- 

peration and despair produced among the Indians by such an order 

enforced by the authority of the State. Their remonstrance and threats 

under the provocation were interpreted to mean violence, and the aid 

of the United States military was evoked against them. Their forbear- . 

ance and peaceful dispoSition were, however, soon manifest, and the 

fears of white citizens allayed. The agent has been instructed to pro- 

cure, if possible, a suitable ranch which may be leased temporarily, with 

privilege of purchase ; but the embarrassments under which the Depart. - 

ment has labored for the past two yearsin its efforts to rescue these 

Indians from their present condition still continue. There are no 

adequate funds for their relief, either in purchasing small tracts of coun- 

try, or leasing ranches, or for furnishing rations in adequate amount. . 

In 1870, on the representation of the agent, Lieut. A. P. Greene, United 

States Army, indorsed by the superintendent, B. C. Whiting, six town- 

ships were set apart for the permanent homes of these Indians, and the 

lands, by Executive order, were withdrawn from public sale. At that 

time afew settlers had made improvements of comparatively small value 

within these six townships. This tract of country, known as the Pala 

and San Pasqual reservations, was adapted to the Indians’ wants, and 

contained lands sufficient to farnish homes for ali the Indians in Call- 

fornia who were liable to be dispossessed of the homes they were occu- 

pying. But the setting apart of these reservations received the most 

strenuous, united, and persistent opposition of the citizens and pri ss of e 

California. The proceeding was represented as an enormous swindle 

upon the Government and a hardship and outrage apon the Indians, 

and numerous petitions and remonstrances, signed by leading citizens, | 

were forwarded to the President. And the Indiaus themselves, for 

whose benefit alone the reservations had been created, were induced to 

-- ask not to be sent thither, but to be “let alone” upon the lands they were 

» then.oceupying, and which they were left to believe would remain per- 

-manently their homes. : 

In accordance with this demand of public opinion in California,Com- | 

missioner Parker suggested to the Department the propriety of restor- 

| ing the Pala and San Pasqual reserves to the public domain, which was 

accordingly done by Executive order of February 1%, 1871, and this last 

|} opportunity of furnishing these Indians with homes by substitating pub- 

| lic lands in California for those in the title to which the Government - 

| ' had failed to protect them was lost. A resistance to the public demand 

in strict conformity with justice to the Indians would have enabled the 

Government then at slight cost to have made ample provision for the | 

‘Mission Indians. Thus matters remained until in 13873 the Department, 

anticipating for all the Mission Indians what has lately happened to the 

| Temecula band, called the attention of Congress most earnestly to the 

| subject. The necessary appropriation asked for this purpose not being 

| = granted, attention was agaiu called during the last session of Congress 

- tothe same subject, and an appropriation of $100,000 asked for the Indian 

service in Calitornia, by which great relief would have been brought to 

these Indians; but that estimate was reduced in the bill to the usual : 

| amount granted for the other Indians of that State, leaving but a small | 

| amount which could in any case be used for the Mission Indians. |
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in my judgment, the best method of meeting the necessities of these 
Indians will be to secure to them by withdrawal from sale all the public 
Jands upon which they are nowliving. Under directions from the Office, 
the agent has employed a surveyor to indicate such boundaries as will 
enable the President to issue an Executive order making the proper , withdrawal. This course, however, will provide for but very few of the | Indians, from the fact that nearly all of the arable lands in that section — 
of the country have been sought for and are covered by Mexican land. | grants or entries in the United States Land Office. For the remainder, | 
it will be necessary to purchase small tracts of land at different points . 
upon which the Indians may locate permanent homes, and where they : will be in the vicinity of the planters and ranch-men, who will give | 
them profitable employment as laborers. For the purchase of these | 
tracts and of the improvements which may be found within other tracts — 
desirable for small reservations, an appropriation of not less than | 
$150,000 will be required, and I respectfully suggest that the attention | 
of Congress be again called to the importance of this subject. = | 

INDIAN CAPTIVES. 

Congress at its last session appropriated funds for an experiment of | 
enforced civilization among the captives of the Kiowa, Comanche, and | 
Cheyenne tribes of the Indian Territory. It was proposed to movea | 
large number of these hostiles—from three to four thousand—away from | 
their present surroundings, and from the buffalo ran ge and easy oppor- _ 
tunity for raiding in Texas, to a-portion of the Indian Territory where. | 

| they could be disarmed, dismounted, and prevented from returning to. — 
their old haunts, and compelled to undertake day-labor in return for 

3 the food and clothing turnished them by the Government. 2 
In pursuance of this plan, a tract of country containing 40,000 acres. 

was procured from the Quapaws, who have a reservation lying in the — 
northeast corner of the Indian Territory. Such preparation as the 
Season allowed has been made for the reception of these captive hos- 
tiles, in the breaking of ground and erection of buildings; but owing to. 
objections raised by military officers, the execution of the plan is stillin — 
abeyance, and the Indians, with the exception of seventy, are at their _ 
former agencies. These seventy were selected by the military officers, 
as ringleaders in marauding and guilty of other enormities, for punish- 
Ment, and were taken by the War Department to Fort Marion, on the. 
coast of Florida, where they are still held as prisoners. The effect of”. 
this treatment is most happy upon others of the tribe. Itis the first | 
wholesome lesson which these Indians have ever had in a settled pur- | 
pose of the Government to compel them to cease trom murder and ma- 
rauding. I deem the delay in the proposed experiment of enforcing civil. 
ization by removing a portion of these Indians to Quapaw reservation as. 
‘untortunate ; and it will still be more unfortunate if it finally be decided. 
to abandon the plan, and thus surrender this most favorable opportu- 
nity of compelling Indians hitherto wild and idle, and often insolent in 
their demands for rations, to come to daily toil or suffer hunger. | 

, THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 

No marked change has appeared in the condition of the five civilized 
tribes in the Indian Territory. They number 99,000, and occupy a 

— eountry containing 62,000 square miles, or more than one square mile to- 
a@ person. No statistical reports having been received concerning them.
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since 1872, the Office has no means of making a comparative statement 

of their condition, but there is abundant evidence that socially they are 

in atransition state. They feel the pressure of the white man on every 

side, and, among the full-bloods especially, there is a gro wing apprehen- 

sion that before long the barriers will give way, their country be over- 

run, and themselves dispossessed. To the more intelligent among them, 

and especially the mixed-bloods, who are able to see that close contact 

with the civilization of the whites will help forward rather than retard 

their own civilization and prosperity, this outlook is not so fall of 

apprehension. Indeed, it is probable that if the question were left to 

this class among tbe Indians, with primary reference not only to their 

own interests, but to the common welfare, they would regard the settle- 

ment of families of respectable whites in such numbers as to fairly popu- 

late the country as a contribution to the prosperous condition of the 

Indians, rather than otherwise ; provided that before the pressure and 

competition of white neighbors 1s permitted, the Indians themselves 

should have first come into individual ownership of a homestead, with- 

out power to alienate the title, and with a fair acquaintance by experi- 

ence of its value asa home. In other words, this people are now at the 

point in civilization where the next lesson can be given, not in councils | 

or in continued isolation, but in the living example of a neighbor, who, 

by his skill and industry in cultivating the same soil from which they 

procure a scanty and precarious livelihood, comes rapidly into comfort 

and wealth. The time has not by any means arrived for throwing this 

country open to settlement, but the fact is before them, and should now 

be embraced in their plans for the future, that it is not possible for them 

and would by no meaus be well for them, if it were possible, by perpetu- 

ating their Indian nationalities, to live always outside the pale of United 

States citizenship, and that no Indian country can exist perpetually 

within the boundaries of this Republic without becoming in all essential 

particulars a part of the United States: and they should at once begin 

to shape their affairs with reference to this fact, by taking their lands in 

severalty, and by using all possible means of giving their children such 

education as will prepare them for contact and competition with white 

men. | | 

GOVERNMENT FOR THE TERRITORY. | 

In order, however, to render such preparatory steps possible by the 

- Indians, a long-neglected duty of providing adequate means for protec- . 

' tion of life and property and punishment of crime among 71,000 people 

| who are practically without law or means of justice should at once be 

\ undertaken by the United States. 

| Further effort has been made by leading men among these different 

, tribes in the Indian Territory to procure the establishment of a consoli- 

' dated government of Indians by Indians; but it has not succeeded, 

and this large population becomes more and more helpless under the | 

increasing lawlessness among themselves and the alarming intrasion of 

- outlawed white men. | 

The nearest United States court for this whole Territory is that.of the 

- western district of Arkansas at Fort Smith. The expense of making 

arrests by marshals, and securing the attendance of witnesses over the 

- great distances of the Indian Territory, makes the court practically of 

little avail for protection or punishment. Meanwhile the country con- 

tinues to afford an asylum for refugees from justice from the States and 

to invite the immigration of the very worst class of men that infest an 

Indian border. The need of this Territory to-day is a government of |
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the simplest form possible; and, in my judgment, a government similar 
to that provided for ‘the territory of the United States northwest of 
the river Ohio,” (Stat. at L., vol. vl,) preliminary to the organiza- 
tion of a general assembly, would, 1 think, be the best adapted for the 
Indian Territory at present, both on account of its Simplicity and of 

-  itseconomy. It consisted of a governor, a secretary, and judges, who 
had power to adopt and publish in the Territory such laws of the 
United States, criminal and civil, as were found necessary and best | 
Suited to the circumstances of the Territory, said laws to be reported to 
Congress from time to time, and to be in force in said Territory unless | disapproved by that body; the governor also to have power to appoint 
magistrates and other necessary civil officers. 

The anomalous state of social and political affairs in this Territory 
renders some such form of government as above set forth much better 
adapted to the circumstances and necessities of the case than an elect. 
ive and representative government could possibly be for several years, 
Of the seventy-one thousand, all but seven thousand have attained to 
sucha degree of' civilization as to be capable of appreciating and profit- 
ing by a government of this character, and the remainder being the 
wilder and wholly uneducated tribes could be readily brought to feel its 
force in restraint and education. On the other hand an elective gov- 
ernment for these people would bring together representatives from 
thirty-five different tribes, and any legislation or any discussion to be 
made intelligible must be translated into as many different tongues. 
But a more serious, and I think more fatal, objection would be found 
in the sectional and tribal jealousies, which have their strength in pro- 
portion to the ignorance of a people, and among these thirty-five tribes 
would render most, if not all, the enactments of such a representative 
-body practically of no avail to govern its people or enforce its laws. 

I believe the simple form of government above suggested can be made 
strong and effective and will prevent the experiment of a contederated | 
self government, for which the Indians are not, prepared, and which | 

| would be sure to result in anarchy and strife. 4 | 
Great care should be taken, however, that this government be so. . 

restricted in its powers that its sole function Shall be to make and ) 
administer law, for the prevention of intrusion, the protection of the ) 
rights and interests of the Indians as against all outside parties, and to _ 
define the rights and enforce the obligations of the Indians as among 
themselves ; and this Government should be strictly prohibited from. 
any attempt to confer rights or privileges upon any corporation what- |: 
ever, Or upon any individual other than the lawfal members of the ' 

~ Indian tribes. By this method I deem it entirely feasible by appropri- { 
ate legislation to provide an efticient government for the Territory to the | 
great benefit of the people governed without encroaching upon the rights ( 
and privileges of individuals. If, however, it shall be deemed inexpe- | 
dient to provide such a government on account of treaty stipulations . 
that each separate tribe shall govern itself, then I would respeetfally — | 
recommend the establishment of a United States court within the bound- a 
ary of the territory, with such a force of marshals as shall be sufficient | 
for the execution of the process of court without calling for troops to || 
act aS posse. . | These Indians oceupy a most interesting and important position in | 
the history of the country. They ought not to be left the prey to the | 
worst influence which can be brought to them in the life and example | 
of the meanest white men. They deserve such guardianship and eare | 
on the part of the United States as will secure for them the powerful aid 
to elevation which comes from the presence of law. 

| | CO 

| 
}
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CONSOLIDATION OF AGENCIES, | 

While some of the agencies are overcrowded with Indians, bringing 

more persons under the management of one agent than he can well 

control, there are instances where reduction of agencies by consolida- 

tion is both practicable and desirable. During the past year three 

agencies in Arizona have been put into one, to the increased economy 

and efficiency of the service. The effort to consolidate Siletz-and Alsea . 

agencies in Oregon, interrupted by the winter-season, will be resumed 

iu the spring. Legislation was sought from the last Congress which 

would have permitted an important consolidation of agencies and reser- 

vations in Washington Territory, reducing their number by one-half, 

and effecting a correspondidg saving in the cost of administrating 

agency affairs. 
I respectfully recommend that this matter be again brought to the 

attention of Congress. . 

-Paurther consolidation may be effected by combining the two Nevada 

agencies, and by sending the Poncas to the Omahas or the Indian Ter- 

ritory, and the Hoopa Valley Indians, and, if possible, the Tule River . 

Indians also to Round Valley, in California. : 

. INSPECTORS. 

Forty-four Indian agencies have been inspected during the year 

Additional service was required, and would have been rendered but for 

- the inadequate appropriation for the traveling expenses of the inspectors. 

By act of Congress the number of inspectors was reduced from five to 

three, and the provision requiring agencies to be visited in rotation by 

different inspectors was repealed. The use of the force has been thus 

placed at the discretion of the Department, and the service of three | 

made equivalent to that of five, as rendered under previous restrictions. | 

This force, however, is not sufficient to meet the requirements of thor- 

ough and frequent inspection. By increasing the number to five, with 

a sufficient allowance for mileage, the additional expense will be many . 

times compensated in securing increased efficiency of the service, and 

economy in the use of agency funds. | ) 

oS _  YOMESTEADS FOR INDIANS. 

In my last annual report I laid special emphasis on the importance of | 

| securing for Indians the privilege of a homestead-act by which those 

| disposed to abandon tribal connections and Indian life might be able to 

| secure homes for themselves on the public land. By legislation of Con-- 

| gress a privilege looking to this end was procured; but in order to secure 

: the highest benefit, such. modifications of the Indian homestead-act are 

required as shall guard against, the attempt of speculators who will seek 

to induce Indians not yet prepared for a homestead to avail themselves 

/ of its privileges, with a view to secure an easy partition of the tribal 

_ fands, which in many instances are of such amounts as to make the 

' Indians a prey to the avarice of his white friend and attorney. | 

LAW FOR INDIANS. | 

[had the honor to make the following recommendations in my last 

annual report respecting the necessity of such additional legislation as 

will secure a suitable government for Indians: | 

. | 

. | 

| 

gl
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4 1. By providing that the criminal laws of the United States shall be in force upon reservations and shall apply to all offenses, including those ; of Indians against Indians, and by extending the jurisdiction of the | United States courts to enforce the same. | | 4. By declaring Indians amenable to the police-laws of the State or © Territory for any act committed outside a reservation. 7 3. By conferring upon the President authority at his discretion to ex- ! tend the jurisdiction of the State courts, or any portion of them, to any reservation whenever, in his Judgment, any tribe is prepared for such _ control. 

4. By providing sufficient force of deputy marshals to enforce law and , order both among and in behalf of Indians. : 5. By giving authority to the: Secretary of the Interior to prescribe : for all tribes prepared, in his judgment, to adopt the same, an elective _ government, through which shall be administered al] necessary police regulations of the reservation. | | | | 
6. By providing a distinct territorial government or United States court, wherever Indians are in sufficient numbers to justify it. a | These recommendations failed to receive favorable action, and asa | consequence the Department has had another year of experience in the | effort to govern over 275,000 people without any law punishing crime | committed among themselves. Several instances have occurred in | which the State courts have been asked to receive an Indian prisoner _ arrested and delivered to them, and to try him for murder or other high | crime; the evidence of guilt was abundant, but the Indian has always | escaped punishment for want of jurisdiction of the court. ) Practically the crime of murder, where only Indians are concerned, com- | mitted off a reservation and within a State or Territory, cannot be pun- | ished, either for waut of jurisdiction or from indifference on the partofthe . local authorities. This state of im munity for crime by Indians is unfortu- | : nate for them and em barrassing to the service, and becomes increasingly | So as a tribe approaches civilization, from the fact that every Step in that | - direction loosens and disintegrates the old tribal government of | authority by chiefs, and furnishes only anarchy in return. | Such legislation is absolutely required for the further progress among the Indians as shall modify radically their relation to the Government | in the following particulars: | First. To make an Indian as amenable to law as any other subject of 

the United States. | | Second. To encourage and, if necessary, to compel him to abandon : 
tribal relations and act for himself as an individual. | So long as the Government allows an Indian to live without law, and furnishes inducements for him to remain one of a herd with only com- 
munity interests, instead of coming under personal responsibility for { 
good behavior, and individual rights of property, he will be found dis- | 
abled and oppressed with needless difficulties. By appropriate legisla- _ 
tion recognize each man no longer as a member of a savage tribe, butas | 
capable of individual manhood, and on that theory provide forhisneces- — 
sities and capabilities, and a very important step has been taken in the . 
advancement of the work which now lingers waiting for this aid. Ot 

RELATIONS OF THE INDIANS TO THE STATES. 

The theory of Indian sovereignty has practically placed the Indians 
at a disadvantage in their relations to the several States where they are 
found. Being held by the State authorities to be neither citizens nor -
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paupers, nor criminals, nor wards in any sense, they come eas 0 be 

regarded on all hands as outcasts and intruders, and a normal y for | 
anybody strong or cunning enough to defraud them. 

The most potent and sure remedy for this evil will be found in com- 

mitting the Indians at the earliest day possible to the care of the State. 

It is not probable that State authorities will be found ready to accept — 

| this care with its responsibilities, except in cases where the Indians 

have attained to such a degree of civilization-as to become self-support- 

| - ing, and in other respects ready to mingle with the citizens of the State, 

| and be subject to the same municipal control; or in cases where suffi- ) 

i cient funds are provided for by the annuities of the tribes, or by the 

surplus lands within the reservations, or by special appropriation of 

Congress to meet all probable expenses incident to their care and 

preparation for citizenship. These conditions already exist among the © 

Indians of New York, and Michigan, and North Carolina, and a portion | 

of those in Wisconsin, lowa, aud Minnesota. | | 

- There can be no question that the interests of all parties concerned 
would be benefited by a transfer of the care of the Indians upon the | 

seven reservations in New York to the authorities of that State, either 

directly, or by declaring said State the guardian or agent of the United 

States in their behalf. The funds belonging to these Indians, $4,000 

per year, would then be disbursed under the care of the officers of the | 

“county in which the Indians reside, and could easily be applied for 

school purposes, support of orphans, or for meeting some other common 

want of the Indians, instead of being expended, as they now are, in 

the purchase of annuity-goods, amounting to a few yards of calico and 

cotton-cloth to each person. With the responsibility of these Indians 

thus assumed by the State, it is not at all probable that there would 

long remain in the heart of New York seven Indian reservations existing 

as separate kingdoms, one of them 40 miles long and 1 mile wide, within | 

which the laws of the. State relating to highways, schools, taxes, and | 

the collection of debts have no jurisdiction. 
The interest which the authorities of New York have shown in the | 

protection and education. of the Indians within her borders, leaves | 

no duubt as to the benefit which would arise to. the Indians from coming 

under the immediate care and entire control of the State, among the 

first of which would be immediate steps to bring the Indians into citi- 

zenship, qualified or entire. What is true of New York is also true of | 

Michigan, although not to so marked a degree. Four-fifths of the Indians . 

within her borders are prepared fot full citizenship, living in their : 

own homes and farms; and the others are in such a condition of 

advancement as to be quite unlikely to receive any further Government 

aid than is provided in their treaty stipulations. Itis, therefore, largely 

for the interests of Michigan as well as for her Indians, that she should 

take charge of this people; and that the treaty-funds still due them should . 
be so expended through her local officers that the most benefit shall be 

- derived therefrom in the direction of the civilization and preparation. for 

vitizenship of a people who are a part of her body politic. | 

The same is true of the Chippewas, Menomenees, Oneidas, and Stock- | 
. _ bridgesin Wisconsin. They belong within this State,and thereisno pros-. 

pect or proposal for removing them. ‘The property of these’ Indians in 

annuities and lands, and the timber standing on their reservations is am- 

ple to create a fund which will secure the State against any burden of 

taxation in their future care and control; and it would seem fit that the 

State having them in charge, and obliged ultimately tojbear whatever 

lisability may arise from their presence, is entitled now to take) charge 
2 IND:
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of th roperty, and so to manage it as to provide for the largest 
| benefi the Indians within her borders. What is true of Indians in 

Wiscon™e@ and their property, may be said with some qualifications of. 
the Chippewas in Minnesota. / { 

~ | recommend that legislation be sought from Congress looking toward _ 
the divorcement of the United States and Indians as ‘ citizens of a 

| domestic sovereignty within our borders,” and the transfer of the : 
| Indians and their property to the States where they reside, as rapidly —| 

as both the States and the Indians are prepared therefor; but the pro- | 
visions of such legislation should be specific as to the States, and not | 
in general terms. | L 

TRANSFER OF THE INDIAN BUREAU TO THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 

A question has been raised in many forms during the year as to the | 
expediency of transferring the Indian Bureau from the Interior to the 
War Department. In 1868 this subject was quite thoroughly discussed, 
and is treated of at length in the annual report of the Commissioner of 

| Indian Affairs fortbat year. During that year, also, a peace commission 
was appointed by the President, under act of Congress, ‘to remove if 
possible the causes of war, to secure as far as practicable our frontier | 
settlements and the safe building of our railroads, looking toward the | 
Pacific, and to suggest or inaugurate some plan for the civilization of 
the Indians.” This commission, composed of eight, three of whom were | 
civilians of large acquaintance with Indian matters, and five military 
officers of high rank, and most familiar with the subject of which they 
treated, after visiting and making treaties with the most warlike and 

. unmanageable of all the tribes, declared their opinion on the subject as 
follows: a 

‘This brings us to consider the much-mooted question whether the | 
Indian Bureau should belong to the civil or military department of the 

- Government. To determine this properly we must first know whatis 
to be the future treatment of the Indians. If we intend te have war 

— with them, the Bureau should go to the Secretary of War. If weintend | 
to have peace, it should be in the civil department. In our judgment | 
such wars are wholly unnecessary, and hoping that the Government and 
the country will agree with us, we cannot now advise the change. It is 
possible that, in despite our efforts to maintain peace, war may be forced 

«on us by some tribe or tribes of Indians. In the event of such oceur- 
rence, it may be well to provide, in the revision of the intercourse laws 
or elsewhere, at what time the civil jurisdiction Shall cease, and the mil- 

| itary jurisdiction begin. If thought advisable, also, Congress may 
authorize the President to turn over to the military the exclusive con- - 
trol of such tribes as may be continually hostile or unmanageable. Under { 
the plans which we have suggested, the chief duties of the Bureau will 
be to educate and instruct in the peaceful arts—in other words, to civil- 
ize the Indians. The military arm of the Government is not the most 
admirably adapted to discharge duties of this character. We have the 
highest possible appreciation of the officers of the Army, and fully rec- 

- “ognize their proverbial integrity and honor; but we are satisfied that . 
not one in a thousand would like to teach Indian children to read and 
write, or Indian men to sow and reap. These are emphatically civil and 
not military occupations. | | , 

‘‘But it is insisted that the present Indian service is corrupt, and this 
change should be made to get rid of the dishonest. That there are many 
bad men connected with the service cannot be denied. The records ar
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bundant to show that agents have pocketed the funds appropriated by. 
he Government, and driven the Indians to starvation. It cannot be. 
doubted that Indian wars have originated from this cause. The Sioux . 
war, in Minnesota, is supposed to have been produced in this way. For 
a long time these officers have been selected from partisan ranks, notso  , 
much on account of honesty or qualification as for devotion to party in- . \ 
terests and their willingness to apply the money of the Indians to pro- , 
mote the selfish schemes of local politicians. We do not doubt that 
some such men may be in the service of the Bureau now; and this leads 
us to suggest that Congress pass an act fixing aday (not later than the 
1st of February, 1869). when the offices of all superintendents, agents, 2 
and special agents shall be vacated. Such persons as have proved 
themselves competent and faithful may be re-appointed. Those who | 
have proved unfit will find themselves removed without an opportunity | 
to divert attention from their own unworthiness by professions of party 
zeal.” : | 

The wise expedient, recommended for ridding the service of unworthy — 
agents already in office, was not adopted by Congress, but has been vir- | 
tually put into effect by the order of the President requiring the nomi- 
nation of all Indian agents to come from the several religious bodies of 
the country. | -_ 

This opinion respecting the transfer to the War Department Was ren- | 
dered before any well-defined plan for civilization had been adopted, | 
and at a time when the Indian service, under civilian management, was _ 
in its most unsatisfactory condition, and when open hostilities or a very- 
precarious condition of peace existed among more than half the Indians ; 
of the country. That the conclusions thus reached by military officers 
of the rank and experience of Generals Sherman, Harney, Terry, and | 
Augur were safe and wise, the experience of the last seven years has 
fully demonstrated. And if the civil arm of the Government was best 
adapted to the work required then, it is difficult to see how it can be 

- otherwise now, when, with the exception of a portion of the Sioux In- 
dians in Montana and Dakota, and three or four thousand vagrant Utes | 
and Apaches in New Mexico, the whole Indian population is quiet, and, 
except under the most blundering and grossly unjust treatment, will 
cause no apprehensions of war or serious difficulty hereafter. At five- 
sixths of the Indian agencies no soldier is ever seen or needed. At one- 
half of the remainder, soldiers are only required to act as a posse to as- 
sist the agent in making arrests of turbulent men; and even this posse | 
could be much more cheaply and efficiently provided by dispensing with | 
soldiers and increasing the force of United States marshals wherever 
needed for the control and discipline of Indians. So far, then, as eleven- 
twelfths of the Indian agencies are concerned, the question of putting 
them under the control of the War Department has no more pertinency 
than that of putting the alms-house and city schools under the metro- | 
politan police. A standing army and .an ordinary Indian agency have 
no common end in view. On the contrary, whenever it is at all pos- 
sible to control the Indians without force, the purposes sought to be 
accomplished under a policy of civilization are always materially hin- 
dered by the presence and example of soldiers. The first lesson to be 
given the Indian is that of self-support by labor with his own hands— 
the last lesson which a man in uniform teaches. But more, and above 
all, the inevitabla Qemoralization of intemperance and lewdness which 
comes to a reservation from a camp of soldiers makes it of the highest 
consequence that the connection of the Army with the Indians be kept 

ll | : a 

, |
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. at the minimum consistent with their necessary control and the safety 
of the frontier. | . 

For the wilder tribes who cannot yet be controlled, except either in 
the presence or under the fear of cavalry and infantry, the question has 
a Somewhat different aspect. If there are any tribes, or portions of a 

_ tribe, of whose civilization the Government for any reason despairs, 
and whom it is proposed merely to corral and ration from this time on 
until they cease to exist, their transfer to the War Department is emi- 

_ nently fit and desirable. But if it is proposed at some time and by 
Some means to bring these wilder tribes out of barbarism into a condi- — 

| tion of self-support, then the present condition of control by civilian 
agents, if abandoned for purposes of discipline through the military, . 
must be resumed as soon as the Government is ready to pursue its main 

| end in the management of Indians; and, in my judgment, owing to the - 
| entire incompatibility of the methods and teachings of the Army with 

| this civilian service, I should regard it far better to continue even the 
wild tribes under the control of the civil agent and arrange for the 
required discipline and restraint by a hearty and thorough co-operation 
on the part of the military. 

_ The difficulty which this Bureau has experienced heretofore in deal- ~ 
ing with Indians of this class in connection with the military service 

| has arisen quite largely from the unreadiuess of Army officers to fur- 
| nish a force to act merely as a posse to a civil agent, and the want of 

| _ acquaintance on the part of the agents with the requirements of mili- 
tary routine and regulations. This source of friction, however, among 
officials at the front is not serious, and can be largely overcome by the 
cultivation of a spirit of forbearance and by the common purpose of their 
superior officers, both military and. civil, to bring the whole service of — 
the country to its highest condition. | . 

There is, however, a sphere of service now undertaken by this Bureau 
_ which might, to its great relief, be transferred to the War Department. 
The supplies of clothing and subsistence required to be purchased for 
the Indian service amounts to about $2,000,009. Much the larger por- — 
tion of this sum is expended in purchasing for the Sioux and several 
Other tribes a few articles in large amounts. The Indian Bureau has © 
never had an adequate appointment for making such large purchases 

_ and for transportation of the articles to the distant parts of the 
| country. The Quartermaster and Commissary Departments of the 

Army have such appointments in complete organization, through which 
the War Department would be able to purchase, inspect, and transport 
the goeds and supplies required to subsist Indians, and fulfill the treaty _ 

mo obligations, with much more regularity and system than is possible for 
| this Bureau as at present organized; and while a comparison of pur- 

chases made by the Army with those made by the Indian Bureau of the 
same article at the same place does not indicate that the transfer will on 
the whole tend to economy of funds, but rather otherwise, it will yet 
tend to allay suspicion, and will furnish checks and tests for ready ap- 

_ plication, whenever charges of fraud in the service are made, either on 
| good grounds or for partisan or selfish purposes, or by. persons of repute 

and acting in good faith, who are themselves victims of such purposes 
on the part of others. If it shall be deemed advisable to transfer this | 
portion of the service to the War Department, rather than to furnish 
the additional clerical equipments necessary for its proper administra- 

. tion in the Indian Bureau, I would respectfully recommend for the con- 
sideration of the honorable Secretary the procurement of such legisla- 
tion as will allow the President in his discretion to direct that any portion 

Se _ :
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of this service of buying and transporting Indian goods and supplies be | 
performed by the War Department. But,if the transfer suggested is 
made without lodging this discretionary power in the President, it should 
be limited in its operations to the purchasing and forwarding of supplies, 
of which the value of any one class of article at any one agency shall 
exceed the sum of $1,000. This limitation is quite important in order to 
allow the disbursement through the agents of such limited amount of 
funds as may be required in purchase of articles for immediate use, in — 
cases where delay would be damaging to all interests concerned. | | 

| DEFICIENCIES. oo 

Owing to inadequate appropriations, deficiencies have occurred in 
greater. or less amounts annually. The largest deficiency was found in 
the appropriations of 1873 and 1874, of which there is a balance still 
remaining unprovided for, amounting to $495,001.23, for which the esti- 
mate submitted to the last Congress failed to receive action by that 
body. During the same year, $751,418.82 was covered into the Treasury 
as a surplus fund, not being applicable to meet the class of liabilities 
for which the expenditures creating the deficiency were made. | 

The existing deficiency is mainly composed of comparatively small 
sums, due to a large number of individuals for supplies or services actu- 
ally furnished on the order of the agents of the Department. There is ° 
no dispute as to the justness of the accounts of these claims, and the | 
failure to provide for their payment will be a perpetuation of hardships. _ 
The affairs among the Sioux, developed by the events of the year, have 
necessitated an unexpected expenditure, which will require to be met 
by a deficiency appropriation. The sum of $1,100,000, appropriated for 
their subsistence, is not sufficient to give them bread, meat, coffee, and 
sugar, and make suitable provision for transportation and issuing of the 
supplies at the seven different agencies. Possibly, if only beef and flour 
or corn were furnished, this sum would support life for them; but the 
cutting off of bacon, coffee, aud sugar would be made the occasion of 
great complaint by the Indians. I have endeavored to reduce these _ 
luxuries for the Sioux to the minimum which their demands and the 
complaints of their friends would allow, and expected to be able, by 
subsisting the Indians on beef, to carry them through the year, by 
supplementing the amount appropriated for their subsistence with 
their beneficiary fund of $200,000; but the cession of the Black Hills 
has made an exigency which has involved the Department in a con- : 
siderable outlay, which requires to be met by a deficiency appropri-_. 
ation. The cost of the very satisfactory geological and topographical 
survey, and the expense of the negotiations for the cession of the Black | 
Hills, including the presents to the Indians, together with that of the 
Red Cloud investigating commission, have caused an unexpected ex- 

- penditure of nearly $75,000, which will require to be met bya deficiency —’ 
appropriation. From the best judgment I am now able to form, all 
other deficiencies for the present year will not exceed the amount which 
will be saved to the Government by being carried to the surplus fund. | 

| THE BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS. | 

. The relations of the Office to the Board of Indian Commissioners have 
been entirely co-operative, and of material benefit and assistance in pro- | 
moting economy and efficiency to the service. The suggestions of the 
Board, made on information derived by them by personal visitation of | 
agencies, and other sources, have enabled the Office to act with a better
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| understanding upon important questions involving large intere the ° 7 Indian and heavy expenditures by the Government. The da d- ance of the purchasing committee, and other members of 1, during the opening of the bids, and the awarding of contracts al : supplies, and the delivery and inspection of goods, enabled t] O purchase and enter into contracts for articles desired amount T | $2,000,600, at reasonable and entirely satisfactory rates. T 2 no question but that for the superior quality of goods, and .' 7 rates at which they were procured, the Office is indebted tothe | | care and personal attention of these gentlemen, who serve the Gove. | ment without pay. In my judgment, the full amount appropriated for. the expenses of this Board has been saved many fold by the service which - they have rendered gratuitously. The relation of the Board of Indian Commissioners to the General Government is somewhat anomalous; but when the peculiar mission of the Indian Bureau is considered, it will be seen that: the function of the Board-is important, if not essential, to the successful workings of a Bureau, in whose operations the social, humane, and moral questions involved render its mission unlike that of any other branch of the public service, and requiring other care and consid- | eration than can be given by ordinary official routine. 7 | 

CO-OPERATION WITH RELIGIOUS BODIES... 

| It is with great gratification that I record the hearty good-will with — which the several religious bodies of the country have in general aided _ the work of civilization during the year, and the close relations of con- _ fidence and co-operation which have existed between them and the agents nominated by them and this Office. The advantages derived | from the nomination of agents by religious bodies are manifest on every , hand. It secures a better elass of officers than could be had by political. -homination; it brings to the aid of the Government the sympathies and ¢o-operation of a large number of the best citizens of the country ; it enlists a kind of aid for which the Government has no substitute, and without which all effort for civilization will drag heavily until it is aban- doned. | : . No movements for changing the character and habits and prevailing _ condition of a people or a class can attain anything worthy the name of _ success without calling for the help whieh a volunteer benevolent or | ‘religious organization outside of the Government alone can give. The Sanitary and Christian Commissions of the war, Prison Associations, _ | Children’s Aid and other Relief Societies, and the multitude of benev- _ | olent organizations which the Government and the States call to their aid whenever any work of humanity or recovery of man is to be under- | taken, bear abundant testimony to the prevailing opinion on this subject which has grown out of experience. | | Indian civilization presents a complication of questions and difficulties which require to be studied from a point of view entirely different from that which any routine official administration of the Indian Bureau : can give. The agents who have the work in immediate charge must: 
be more thau Government agents. They must be filled and animated 
with a personal interest in their work, and inspired by the constant feelin g 
which comes trom the consciousness of being an associate and represent- ative of those who are cheerfully contributing time and thought and making personal sacrifices for the work he has in hand. | 

No desire for church-propagation on the part of any religious denom- -  iInation, with one exception, has in any way interfered with the pur- |
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poses of the Government, and such interference on the part of the Ro. 

man Catholics has arisen evidently not from intent to produce sucheffect, 

but from the incompatibility existing between a strict adherence to their 

religious system and any provision for public schools other than those | 

taught by themselves. 
| At the seven agencies assigned to the care of the Catholics, no restric- 

tion has been placed upon their system and methods of education, and. 

no other religious body, so far as am aware, has in any way attempted | 

to interfere. I regret to say that this is not true, so far as the Catholics. 

are concerned, of some of the agencies assigned to other religious bodies, 

and in some instances the interference has been a material hinderance to 

the efforts of this Office through its agents to bring Indians under con- 

trol, and to enforce rules looking toward civilization. 

: INDIAN CIVILIZATION. 

The question of Indian civilization is deeper and broader than is to 

be found in the inquiry and answer as to whether an Indian can be Civ- 

ilized. The question in that form has been long since answered, and 

| the only form remaining, which is of practical interest to the American. 

people, relates to the methods which are essential to any extended and _ 

successful effort for that end. I believe that the present unsatisfac- 

- tory condition in which Indians of this country are still found, notwith- 

standing the large and increasing outlays of money which the Govern- 

ment has been making for a half-century, is due to the fact that by far_ 

the largest portion of the expenditures have been made with no practi- 

cal reference to the question of civilization. An annuity in money or : 

blankets, or bacon and beef, may have a tendency to draw the Indians 

within the reach of the Government, and prepare them for the begin- 

ning of a work of civilization, and also to render them disinclined to 

take up arms and go upon the war-path. But with any tribe a few . 

years of this treatment is sufficient for the purpose, and after this end 

has been gained, a continuation of the feeding and clothing, without a | 

~ reference to further improvement on the part of the Indians, is simply 

a waste of expenditure. This has been the case with a large portion of 

the money spent upon Indians during the last fifty years. It is true 

that the letter of treaties may have been complied with by such ex- | 

penditures, and thus the credit of the nation saved in form. But the . 

: spirit of the treaties, which uniformly looked toward the civilization of the 

Indians, has been disregarded, in that no reasonable methods have been 

devised and adopted for promoting civilization. This is manifest from 

the fact that the question has not been raised as to whether an Indian 

should be subjected to a system of enforced industry, and no plan has 

been devised looking toward his elevation, by bringing to bear upon him 

the ordinary motives of industry, which are found in the responsibilities 

that attach to self-support and individual manhood. . 

This negligence’ or long-continued disregard of the main question 

relative to Indians has largely resulted from the theory adopted from 

the beginning as to the political status of Indians. They have been 

treated as if capable of acting for themselves in the capacity of a nation, 

whereas all history shows no record of a tribe, within our republic, 

- able to assume and continue the character and relations of a sovereign 

people. There may have been a reason in the weakness of the early 

colonies, and far superior numbers of their Indian foes, for recognizing 

this condition of Indian sovereignty. But that has long since passed 

away, and there is no longer any occasion for recognizing the tribes who-
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remain with us as foreigners. Their own interests, more strongly even | 
than those of the Governments require that they should be recognized and 

| treated for what they are, an ignorant and helpless people, who have a 
large moral claim upon the United States—a debt which cannot be dis- 
charged by gifts of blankets and bacon, or any routine official care 
for their protection or relief. These are trifles compared with the one 

| boon—civilization—which every consideration of humanity requires that | 
we should give them. We have taken from them the possibility of liv- 
ing in their way, and are bound in return to give them the possibility 
of living in our way—an obligation we do not begin to discharge when 
we merely attempt to supply their wants for food and clothing. They 
need to be taught to take care.of themselves. If any demonstration of 
the feasibility of this teaching is required, there are very few Indian 
agents now in the service who cannot, each out of his own experience 
and observation, furnish facts remarkably conclusive on this subject. 

| An Indian is subject to like passions with the rest of us. So long as he 
| can be subsisted by rations or by the chase, he will not labor ; So long as. 

he declines to labor, he cannot take the first step In civilization. Thecall 
to labor must come to him, not through memorials or treaties, councils 
or presents, but through his necessities. He must be driven to toil by 

- cold and the pangs of hunger. Then, when he has taken this first step 
toward self-support, his wants, which at the beginning were registered 

: _ only in his stomach, take on multiplied forms, and urge to increased _ 
_ Industry. Naturally, when a man begins to toil for that which he re- 

ceives, he begins to learn the value of personal-property rights, and 
thus takes the first step in separating from his tribe, and toward indi- 
vidual manhood. | | 

Congress, at its last session, recognizing the propriety that Indians, 
like other people, should toil for what they have, directed that alk annu- 
ities should hereafter be paid only in return for some form of labor, giv- 
ing, however, to the Secretary of the Interior discretion which allows 

_ the exemption of certain tribes from the operation of this restriction. 
This eminently wise legislation has been of great avail to the Bureau | 
during the year in enforcing industry. While in some cases it has ex- 
cited hostility and produced slight disturbance, it has on the whole 
worked with eminent satisfaction. : | 

. The question has been raised by the Indians, and sometimes by their 
friends, as to the right of the Government to compel them.to labor as a 
condition antecedent to receiving that which the Government; has prom- 
ised to give them, and without any such restriction being named in the 
promise. But when it is recollected that the Indian actually receives 
that which the Government has promised him, and enjoys beside the 
benefit of all the labor he performs, not only in its moral effect in pro- 
moting habits of industry, but also in the inprovements made and crops) 

: -Taised, there can be no hesitation as to the positive benefit conferred 
. upon the Indian by holding him to this restriction in the enjoyment of 

_ bis funds; and when it is remembered that the Government has upon 
its hands the care and support of these Indians, not only for the brief 
period covered by their treaties, but until they shall be able to care for 
themselves, it will be seen that the interests of the Government, as 
well as those of the Indian, require that whatever expenditure is made 
in his behalf shall be so made as will tend most rapidly and certainly 
to his civilization. For this reason I would most respectfully recom- 
mend that the restrictions placed upon appropriations for annuities for 
Indians by the last Congress be hereafter continued, and that the dis- 
cretion of the Department as to releasing any tribe from its operations
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be reduced to the minimum which the proper handling of wild Indians 

who cannot be at once reduced to labor will allow; and also that author- 

ity be given to expend a necessary portion of annuities in preparing the 

ground for Indian labor and the purchasing of seeds and implements 

and stock-cattle. There have been several instances where an agent has 

been unable to put his Indians to labor because they had no land plowed 

and nothing but their hands to work with, and yet they would not con- 

sent that any of their cash annuity should be expended in these means 

of labor. . ; oO | 

All attempts to require laboras a condition of receiving annuities will ) 

meet with much opposition. The Indians will resist it from their con- 

stitutional disrelish for toil. They will also be incited to such resistance 

-by half-breeds and squaw-men, traders, and other interested parties, | 

who always turn up as champions for the rights of an Indian whenever , 

any measure is proposed which threatens to disturb their peculiar rela- 

tion as his next friend, and entitled to hold his money and divide his ! 

annuity-goods. : | 

Asthe means of enforcing civilization become more available, and 

the necessity arises to compel Indians, through the moral suasion of 

hunger, to do that which they dislike, it will be found necessary in many : 

instances to rid agencies of the interference of this low class of whites 

by expelling them from the reservation. There is no reason why the © 

Government should continue to clothe and feed any class of men who! 

are able to shift for themselves, and especially does such obligation 

cease toward men who persist in making the terms of a treaty their pre- 

text for thwarting the purposes of the Government and retarding the 

civilization of its wards. A law providing for their summary ejection 

and punishment for their subsequent return would relieve many a res- 

ervation from great embarrassment. 

| | ECONOMY OF CIVILIZATION. 

But the adoption of these methods does not by any means secure civill- 

zation. It merely prepares the way fora rational effort in that direc- - 

tion. Three essential conditions still require to be met. 

First, that the Indians should be placed or allowed to remain in a 

country affording water, timber, grass, and a soil upon which a white 

man could make a living. Inthe warm and dry climates, ordinary facil- 

ities for irrigation are sufficient. : | 

Second, the necessary funds must be provided to carry the untaught 

barbarian through the period of his childhood in civilization. This 

childish ignorance requires much patient and expensive teaching. The . 

farmer or mechanic who is to be his instructor, needs to be more than 

an ordinary man of that calling, and must receive suitable compensa- 

tion. No view can be more short-sighted than that any common laborer 

will make a profitable employé upon an Indian reservation.. But under | 

the best of teaching there will necessarily be large expenditures in the 

first steps in agriculture or herding. Awkwardness is wasteful. Noman 

- Jearns to take responsibility and care except by experience, and this 

with an Indian comes at high rates. The first cow or yoke of oxen in- 

trusted to his care will quite likely be rendered valueless by misman- 

agement, or eaten in stress of hunger, and you may be obliged to repeat , 

the aid in several forms before you will have an Indian farmer capable — 

: of providing for his stock. There were purchased seven years since 

for the Winnebago Indians in Nebraska 307 cattle. For three years — 

they were kept by the Government at large expense, under the care of
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| farmers and herders, when it was decided to issue them to the Indians, _ and thus save at least the expense of keeping, which amounted annu- | ally to the value of the cattle. But few of these cattle are now remain- 
ing among the Winnebagoes. They have died for want of care, or have 
been eaten by their owners; but in this process, expensive as it has | _ been, the Indians have learned the value and care of cattle, and are 
now receiving a new supply, purchased by their own money, and are 
giving them the treatment requisite for protection and increase. In the 
erection of houses upon a reservation, it will be more expensive to 
attempt to utilize the rough labor of an Indian than to hire white labor, 
but the house is worth tenfold more to him, not only for the increased 
interest with which he will always regard it as the work of his own . hands, but for the lesson of labor which its erection has afforded him. 

- .. In the same manner a plow or wagon broken in the Indian’s experi- : ment of his first useful exercise of muscle, is a costly expenditure, and 
yet experiments which involve these and more serious outlays, are 
in the end highly economical. | 

| For this comparatively brief training-period larger annual appropria- 
tion will be required than if the Indian were allowed to continue his 
life of vagrancy and barbarism. The cost of furnishing school-houses. 
and teachers in a commonwealth wiil be considerably greater in any 
five years than to allow the children to run in idleness and ignorance 
during that period. But before that generation of children has come 
to manhood, the cost for police and punishment will be many times 
greater than the sum required for their proper education. In like man- 
ner a discussion of the question of comparative economy in the civiliza- 
tion of Indians must not fail to count the cost of the alternative. When settlements approach an Indian country, this uncivilized class _ comes into new relations with the Government. If they are allowed 
longer to roam, they will be a heavy expense either to the people, by marauding, or to the Government, by the maintenance of a sufficient 
military force to prevent or punish such marauding. The Territory of _ Arizona presents a striking illustration of the economy of civilization. _ .By the combined efforts of the War Department and the Interior, the 
fierce, bloody Apaches, who three years ago were the terror of that Territory,.making a twenty-mile ride out from its capital unsafe without | a guard, are now in quiet upon their reservations, aud, with the excep- 
tion of a small number, followers of Cochise, who as yet occupy the _ Dragoon Mountains, are digging ditches. for crops, and making adobe | 
dwellings. Meanwhile, the country is freed from hostile incursions, 
and the Governmeht is enabled to reduce the military force hitherto 
required for peace and safety in Arizona. The cost of maintainin gthis 
half of the military in Arizona for a single year exceeds all the expend- 
itures by the Indian Bureau for all the Apaches in that Territory for — 
four years past, and from this time the expenditure will annually decrease _ 
until the Apaches become entirely self-supporting. 

| ' Third. The agents who stand for the Government in close contact . with the Indians must be competent for the business in hand. They 
must be able to comprehend how far it reaches beyond the mere attempt 
to gratify the Indians or to keep them quiet. They. must be men who 
have faith in their fellow-men, who believe that the lowest, creature God _ 
has made is capable of coming up higher. They must be not only.strong 
In integrity and able to resist the plots and machinations by which 
greedy and unscrupulous men will seek to use them, but they must | also possess. such administrative ability as will enable them to bring alk 
their personal and ofticial power to bear in restraining and euring
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vicious habits and inspiring high motives and aiding feeble beginners. | 

in a better life. Men of this character are not to be found in the ordi- — 

nary way of political appointment. Their selection must be made on | 

no other ground than that of fitness for their pecaliar duties. A mis- 

take here is fatal to the whole effort. For this reason the mode 

adopted for the last few years, of precuring nominations of agents 

through the several religious bodies of the country, has worked 

‘most admirably. Not that the best men have always. been selected 

by those bodies, but that the proportion of true, devoted, capable 

agents furnished in this way has been far greater than it would © 

have been by any other method of appointment. When these agents.. 

thus selected have reached their distant fields of duty, they find, in the 

relations which they bear to the Christian people whom they. represent, 

a constant inspiration to fidelity. Any man fit to receive such an ap- 

pointment must constantly recognize the duty upon him to be true, not 

only to the Government, but to his own religious convictions, and to those | 

‘7 whose name he has been sent to engage in the work of lifting men 

out of barbarism. And it is exactly this element of enthusiasm which 

comes from living for an idea, from the purpose and consciousness of 

living for others, which is most essential to the effort of civilization 

among Indians. For this reason I most devoutly trust that the Gov- 

ernment will still be inclined to call upon the religious bodies of the 

country to name the proper men for Indian agents. - 

With these three essential conditions, suitable country, reasonable : 

appropriations and proper agents, supplied and continued for a reason- 

able length of time, there is not a shade of doubt, in my mind, that the 

Indians of this country can be reclaimed from barbarism and fitted for 

citizenship, and that every year, from the time of its adoption till its. 

consummation, will give increased demonstration of the wisdom and ulti- 

mate success of the plan. But it must be borne in mind that all these 

conditions, namely, men, country, and funds, relatively important in the 

order named, are absolutely essential. If one of them is lacking, the 

highest excellence of the other two cannot repair the loss. You cannot — 

civilize the Sioux on the alkali plains of Dakota with any amount of funds — 

and the best of agents. You cannot civilize the Otoes on the best soil 

in Nebraska. with their large per capita annuity, without an agent capa- 

ble of his high trust. You cannot civilize the Lac -Court Oreille | 

Chippewas in Wisconsin, on their fine reservation, and with all the 

encouragements which a competent sub-agent can give, without the 

ineans necessary to provide for their first steps in civilized labor. : 

It surely is not too much to expect that a work of such magnitude, 

involving, as it does, the welfare of so many poor who in all their history 

have stood in such peculiar relations to the American people, and who 

| are now attracting the increasing interest of philanthropists and schol- 

ars and the commiseration of all classes, shall obtain such recognition | 

by the Congress of the United States as will remove the difficulties © 

which bave heretofore been experienced in procuring the enactment of 

laws and the necessary appropriations for their training in civilization. 

- -The following table shows the annual appropriations, including defi- 

ciency and special appropriations, of each year since 1870, and the 

disbursements for the corresponding years, together with the funds. 

- derived from interest on Indian stocks and sales of bonds. and lands and 

turned over to the Indians or expended for their benefit. This table - 

shows the largest amount to have been expended in 1873, which was the 

-- yneertain period as to the number of the Sioux and the year in which the- 

~
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Apaches and other wild tribes were being gathered upon reservations 
in Arizona and New Mexico. : 

Statement of appropriations by Congress, and the disbursements therefrom, during the fiscal years 1870 to 1876, inclusive; also the disbursements JSrom interest collected on Indian trust- | JSunds, from proceeds of sales of Indian lands, and of bonds sold for the benefit of various _ _Indian tribes, and, also, of amounts carried to the surplus fund. | 
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* A deficiency of $495,001.23 for 1874 is still unprovided for. 
(a) Disbursed in the fiscal year 1875 from deficiency appropriation for the fiscal year 1874 and prior 
ears. 

. 
v (b) Disbursed in the fiscal year 1875 from appropriations for the fiscal year 1876. (c) Disbursements from J uly 1 to November 1, 1875, from appropriations for the fiscal year 1876. 

The expenditures of the year 13875, exclusive of expenditures of 
funds derived from interest of Indian stocks, and sales of bonds and 

- lands, as compared with those of 1875, show a decrease of $1,002,947.19. 
| ‘The appropriations for 1876 are $5,435,627, and from present prospects 

it is confidently expected that the deficiency for this year will not exceed | 
$200,000, making a total of $5,635,627, and a diminution of $1,524,446.46 
against the cost of 1873. This reduction of expense has occurred partly 
by increased cheapness of supplies and decreased cost of transportation ; 
but mainly by the definiteness with which numbers and wants of In- 
‘dians have been ascertained, whereby waste and overissue of supplies 
have been in a degree prevented. co | 

The cost of maintaining all the Indians, except the wilder tribes, like 
the Sioux, Utes, Crows, and Arickarees, will steadily decrease from this 
time on until they cease to be any burden to the Government ; and this 

' not through any process of extinction, but because of their Increasing 
self-support in a civilized mode of life. 

- It is not improbable, however, that such additional expenditure will 
be required in bringing the wilder tribes through the transition from a 
State of almost complete barbarism into the beginning of civilization 
as will make the totals of appropriations for three or four years to come 
equal to those of the last three years, and perhaps greater. 

| The problem of the Sioux, as discussed elsewhere, involves even 
larger outlays for at least three years than are now required for the 

_ feeding process. The Sioux on the Upper Missouri, with the Piegans 
and Blackfeet, who are now procuring much the larger portion of their 
‘Subsistence by hunting, will, before long, be compelled by scarcity of 

_ game todepend upon Government rations. When this necessity comes
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to them, and to the Crows and Utes, the change {from a nomadic to an. 

agricultural life, which must necessarily follow, will bring the tempo- 

rary necessity of a corresponding increase of appropriations. These are 

- the exigencies or the crises which come in the history of all tribes; and 

the fact that the cost of maintaining Indians is growing less, notwith- 

standing there are more of them upon reservations and under the imme- 

‘diate care of the Government to-day than ever before, is most instruct- 

ive as well as encouraging. And _ if it were possible to show in figures 

the increased advantages which have been derived from the compara- 

tive quiet upon the border, and exemption from pillage and maraud- | 

ing, and the very marked decrease in expenditures incurred in cam- 

paigning against the Indians, a most gratifying exhibit could be made — 

of economical results already accomplished. 

A sum egual to the cost of fighting only a small portion of tae Sioux, © 

in 1862, if funded at 7 per cent., would yield an annual interest suflicient, 

even on the present unsatisfactory plan, to care for the whole Sioux 

people for all time. 7 | : 

It should also be remembered that,we might naturally have expected _ 

an increase instead of a diminution in disturbance and depredation 

on the part of the Indians, with a correspondingly increased cost for 

police and restraint by the Army, on account of the growing settlements 

which have pushed their way on every side, up to the border, and,some- 

times into the very heart, of the Indian country. | 

Before yielding to any despondency or doubt as to the future, 

even of the most hopeless tribe, it is well to recall the fact that 

only seven years ago the United States was willing to make any 

‘promise to the wild Sioux, wham we did not wish to figbt, if they 

would allow us to push a railway across their plains toward the 

Pacific coast. Five of the wisest and bravest leading generals of the 

Army did not consider it derogatory to the dignity of the Government 

to solemnly stipulate, in order to gain this end, that the larger part of 

- Dakota, Nebraska, and Wyoming, claimed by the savages, should 

never be trodden by a white man’s foot; that military forts and roads | 

should be dismantled and abandoned; that no man wearing the United 

States uniform should ever be seen within their reservation ; the Indians 

should receive large supplies of rations and clothing, and that these 

stipulations should never be altered by a subsequent treaty except on 

the written assent of three-fourths of the male members of the nation. 

The trains on the Union Pacific roads have been running daily undis-  - 

turbed ; the surrounding country has been occupied, while Indian dep- | 

- redations have greatly decreased. The lands in Nebraska are now being 

occupied by settlers, the Indians having withdrawn their claim; soldiers. 

are to be tound in every part of the Sioux reservation, and the present 

season has wituessed thousands of miners and “pilgrims” swarming ~ 

over the Sioux country, and digging into their sacred hills for gold. | 

Yet there has been no fighting, under all this. provocation, which, five | 

years ago, would have brought ten thousand painted savages into the | 

field fora war which would not have cost less than fifty millions. And 

with any kind and firm treatment, which bears a resemblance to justice, 

there will be no serious contention with this powerful tribe hereafter. 

The results have therefore fully justified the negotiations of 1868, and 

have demonstrated most completely that it is far better to feed and 

| temporize and parley with a wild, unreasoning savage, until you have 

brought him within authority and proper requirements, so thathemay be 

assured, from experience, that the Government on the one hand desires. 

only his good, and on the other is able to compel submission to law.
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. LEGISLATION RECOMMENDED. | | 
| Seminole negroes. _ 

There are on and in the neighborhood of the military reservations of 
_ Forts Clark and Duncan, on the Texas border, about 500 persons of 

African descent, who are known as “ Seminole negroes,” sixty of them 
men and grown boys, the remainder women and children, who, being 
in a very destitute condition and in an inhospitable country, are a care 
upon the Government. These negroes were transferred with the Semi. | nole Indians from Florida to the West as a part of that tribe. They were induced to return to Texas from Mexico, whence they fled to escape 
bondage. By the 2d article of the Seminole treaty of March 21, 1866, 
(vol. 14, p. 756,) it appears that these negroes have an equitable right to 
be located on the reservation, in Indian Territory, set apart for the 
Seminole Indians, and there can be no question as to the humanity and 
economy of such location. Recommendation is therefore made that these | Seminole negroes be collected and removed to said Seminole Indian 
reservation in Indian Territory, and there permanently located, and that 
the sum of $40,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, be appro- 
priated by Congress at its next session to effect such removal. 

Pawnee removal. , | 

Provision was made by the act of Congress approved June 10, 1872, 
for the survey and sale of a portion of the Pawnee Indian reservation in 
Nebraska. Since the survey hereby authorized these Indians have been 
In a restless and unsettled condition, which was further increased by the © 
failure of their crops from grasshoppers and drought. 7 

: Witha view to the ultimate removal of the whole tribe from Nebraska, 
the agent and a delegation of the tribe were authorized to visit the 
Indian Territory, and make selection of lands tor a new reservation of 
the tribe. Inaccordance therewith, they made the visit, and selected lands 
lying in the forks of the Arkansas and Cimarron Rivers, east of the 
9ith degree of west longitude, embracing about 391,000 acres, and on 
the 4th of March last signed an agreement to adopt said tract of country 
as their new and permanent home. This selection has been approved 
by this Bureau, and is embraced within the following boundaries: Com- 
mencing at a point in the middle of the main channel of the Cimarron 
River, where the 97th meridian of west longitude crosses the same; 
thence north on said meridian to the middle of the main channel of 
the Arkansas River; thence down the middle of the main channel of the 
Arkansas River to the mouth of the Cimarron River; thence up the middle 
of the main channel of said Cimarron River to the place of beginning. 
The main body of the tribe has already removed, and a most encouraging 
beginning has been made in their new homes. | 
Recommendation is made that Congress at its next session ratify the 

selection made, and take the necessary action to permanently establish 
the whole Pawnee tribe thereon, by providing for sale of their lands in 
Nebraska and appropriating a sum, to be re-imbursed by such sales, 

' sufficient to provide for the expenses of removal already incurred and to 
carry them through the coming year. | 

Lapwai suits. 

In the matter of the ejectment-suits of W. G. Langford vs. Employés 
of the Nez Percé Indian reservation at Lapwai, Idaho, certain expenses
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of rent, costs, and fees were incurred by said employés in their defense , 

at the trial of these cases, amounting to $625.75. This expense was neces: 

sarily incurred, owing to the remote distance of the proper United States 

district attorney from the agency, as well as difficulty of communication 

with him or the Department, and the exigencies of the case, which have 

been promptly and fully reported to this Office. From these facts and 

the circumstances of the parties who were mulcted with the costs, and in 

view of the fact that by this course they were enabled to hold the agency 

buildings, and thereby avert their destruction by the Indians, Congress 

should be urged to appropriate the necessary amount to fully re-imburse 

the parties named. 
Red Cliff. 

| 

By the sixth section of the second article of the treaty of La Pointe — 

made September 30, 1804, four sections of land, known as the Red Cliff 

Indian reservation, were set apart for the use of a certain La Pointe 

band of Chippewa Indians, of which Buffalo was chief. The fourth 

article of the said treaty authorizes the allotment of lands and the issue 

of patents therefor. This reservation was enlarged in 1856, by the order 

of the President, by the addition of nearly eighteen sections of land. : 

Legislation by Congress is now asked authorizing the allotment of the 

land embraced within the extension made by the President and the issue — 

of patents therefor upon the terms named in the treaty aforesaid. | 

Sisseton and Wahpeton Stoux. 

The fifth article of the treaty concluded with the Sisseton and Wahpe- 

ton bandsof Sioux Indians February 19, 1867 ,provides: “* * * FEvery 

person to whom lands may be allotted under the provisions of this article, 

who shall occupy and cultivate a portion thereof for five consecutive 

years, shall thereafter be entitled to receive a patent for the same 80 

soon as he shall have fifty acres of said tract fenced, plowed, and in 

crop. * * *” (Vol. 15, p. 506.) 

Recommendation is made that legislation be adopted by Congress at 

its next session authorizing the issue of a patent to each allottee, when 

said allottee shall have turenty-five acres of said (bis or her) tract fenced, | 

plowed, and in crop, instead of fifty acres, as required by the treaty. 

a 
Ottawa land. 

‘Upon the establishment of the boundary-line between the Peoria and 

- Ottawa Indian reservations in Indian Territory, determined by the re- 

cent survey, a strip of country, containing 930 acres of land, which had 

formerly been used and held by the Peorias as a part of their reserva- 

tion, lies now within the limits of the Ottawa reservation. At the sug- - 

gestion of the Ottawa Indians, this tract of land was purchased and 

paid for by the Peorias, and it is now recommended that the legislation 

necessary to perfect the purchase of said land be had by Congress at 

its next session. 
: Pyramid Lake reservation. | 

By an order of the President, dated March 23, 1874, a certain tract of — 

country therein described, in the State of Nevada, which had been held 

and used for a number of years for Indian purposes, was Set apart for 

the permanent use and oceupancy of the Pah-Ute Indians, and known 

as the ‘“Pyramid Lake Indian reservation.” A portion of this reserva-
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, tion is covered by the grant to the Central Pacific Railroad, as provided In the act of Congress approved J uly 2, 1864, (Stat. at L., vol. 3, p. 356.) Negotiations have been opened with the railroad company respect- ing the purchase of the company’s interest within said reservation. No public survey has been made of the lands in question, which the rail. road, through its land-agent, is willing to sell at the usual rate for such _ lands, or to exchange for other lands in lien thereof. It is recommended © that legislation by Congress be had at its next session authorizing the exchange of these lands for other lands, and preserving this reserya- - tion intact with boundaries as established by the order of the President, Inasmuch as these Indians have held it in undisputed possession so long » atime, believing the entire area to have been legally withdrawn from Sale as their home, upon which they have made considerable improve- ments, 

Swamp-lands in Wisconsin, | | 
The treaty of September 30, 1854, with the Chippewa Indians of Lake Superior makes reservation for the La Poiute band of those Indians of a tract of country, the boundaries of which are therein defined. This ss treaty also provides for an allotment of lands in severalty to certain _ members of the band and the issue of patents therefor, Allotments have already been made to a large number of those residing upon the reserve, and it is now ascertained that a considerable quantity of the | _, lands within the reservation limits have been declared Swamp-lands, to - which the State of Wisconsin is entitled under the Sswamp-land act of 1850. 
These swamp lands include the tracts allotted to twenty-five or more of the Indians, in Severalty, and comprise some of the most valuable hay, rice, cranberry, and garden lands within the reservation, and upon which a large proportion of the most valuable improvements made by the Indians are located. [ earnestly recommend that legislation be asked of Congress, givin g to the State of Wisconsin an equal quantity of public lands in lieu of these swamp lands, located elsewhere within the limits of said State, or that provision be made for otherwise indem- nifying the State, and that their reservation be preserved intact for the | Indians, inasmuch as they have been encouraged for twenty years to believe that these lands belonged to them, and that when allotments Should be made in Severalty they would receive patents therefor. Rely- | ing upon the guarantees contained in their treaty, they have made extensive and valuable improvements, and should they now be deprived . of both their lands and improvements, it would be a very great hard- Ship, and one that should be prevented if possible. - | | 

Sale of Indian lands in Nebraska. 
| The act of Congress approved June 10, 1872, havin g provided for the sale of portions of the Omaha, Pawnee, Otoe, and Missouria, and the | whole of the Sac and Fox of the Missouri Indian reservations, on sealed bids, for cash, an appraisement was made of the Omaha and Pawnee, . which received the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and the _ Omaha lands were offered for Sale last vear. The bids were very few in number and for small tracts, so that awards were only made. of 300.72 acres. It was deemed inadvisable to again offer the lands upon the same terms, and therefore, on the 10th of December, 1873, the De- partment submitted to Congress the draught of a bill to amend the act of June 10, 1872, the object of which was to provide for the sale of any
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of the lands described in said act, at not less than the appraised value 

thereof, on the following conditions, viz, one-fourth cash in hand, the 

balance in three equal annual payments, drawing interest at 6 per cent. 

per annum from the day of sale; the purchaser to give bond with ade- 

quate security to commit no waste or damage, by the sale or destruction 

of timber, or otherwise, until the last payment should be made. Con- 

gress at its last session failed to enact the foregoing bill into a law, and 

no further steps have been taken toward carrying out the provisions of 

the act of June 10, 1872. The Pawnees have removed to the Indian 

Territory south of Kansas, and have expressed the desire in open coun- 

cil, under date of October 8, 1874, that their entire reserve in Nebraska 

should be sold. A bill was submitted to Congress embodying this pro- : 

posed provision, and such legislation relative to the disposition of the 

remaining reservations named in the act of June 10, 1872, as was deemed 

advisable and proper. No final action was taken by Congress, but as 

the same reasons exist now as formerly, I think it important that this 

subject be again presented to Congress. oe, a 

ASSISTANCE RENDERED BY MILITARY FORCES. 

The aid rendered by the War Department in enforcing discipline and 

compelling Indians to remain within their reservations, has been of 

great service during the year. The campaign against the hostile Chey- 

ennes and Comanches, which was mentioned in my last report as proba- 

bly near its close, continued with occasional skirmishes until March, . 

when the last of the hostiles came into the Cheyenne agency and sur- 

rendered; but, unfortunately, during the selection and identification of | 

the ringleaders for punishment by confinement at Fort Marion, a stam- : 

pede occurred, in which the whole camp of surrendered prisoners broke 

away, after a severe engagement with the military. About four hundred 

ot them made good their escape through Kansas and Nebraska to Red 

Cloud agency, where they have, up to this time, eluded pursuit by the _ 

military, and have formed a most troublesome element in connection with 

the northern Arapahoes and Cheyennes, and a turbulent portion of the 

Red Cloud Sioux. With this exception, the campaign against the hos- 

tiles of the Indian Territory was most successful and beneficial; the 

punishment which has been visited upon the seventy of the ringleaders 

in marauding, by confinement at a military post in Florida, is proving 

most salutary upon the tribes whom they represent. A few marauding ° 

Osages have been driven in upon their reservations, and troops have 

been asked to assist in the arrest of their ringleaders. The military 

force at Red Cloud and Spotted Tail agencies has been sufficient to pre- _—_, 

vent bloodshed, though at times the peril of an outbreak has seemed im- 

minent. The. escort to the geological survey of the Black Hills, under 

Colonel Dodge, made that survey successful. Soldiers have also been | 

used for the arrest of Sioux offenders at Standing Rock. 

In August last, the agent at Spotted Tail requested the aid of the 

military in expelling troublesome, vicious whites, known aS squaw-meb, , 

who live among the Sioux and excite them to turbulence. This request, 

though indorsed by the Department, has not yet procured the desirea 
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assistance in ridding the agency of a mischievous element. In Minne- 
Sota, a small military escort was sent to arrest four turbulent pillagers, | Chippewas, at Leech Lake, west of the Rocky Mountains. Military aid 
has been invoked to protect the Nez Percé agency from attempted seiz- 
ure by W. G. Langford, under the claim of ownership. Troops have 
also been put in motion in Nevada, on account of great alarm by the 

: citizens, caused by the murder of a white man by an Indian whom he 
had dispossessed of hisland. The alarm proved, in a large degree, with- 
out foundation, and no interference of the soldiers was found necessary. 
In New Mexico, the military at Fort Stanton were called upon to pro- 
tect the Mescalero Apaches, but were not able to prevent their massacre 
by whites on their own reservation, and within sight of the flag-staff of 
the military post. At the Navajo agency, military aid was sought, but 
not secured until all need for it had passed. In Arizona, wantof co-op- 

| eration between post-commanders at Camp Apache has rendered the im- 
mediate aid of the military of very little value durin gtheyear. The ftactof 
the presence of troops within the Territory has, however, exercised a moral 
effect, of which agents have availed themselves in keeping order without 
calling for actual interference by the Soldiers; and there is little doubt 
that Sitting Bull and his followers among the northern Sioux have been 
restrained from overt acts by the fact of military posts being stationed 
on the Upper Missouri. a 

| PRIVATE CLAIMS FOR DEPREDATIONS BY INDIANS. 

The attention of the honorable Secretary is called to the service re- . quired of the Bureau under the rules and regulations prescribed in com- pliance with section 7 of the act of Congress approved May 29, 1872. 
These regulations provide for an application for indemnity for loss or _ injury sustained by the action of Indians to the Indian agent in charge 
of the tribe to which the depredators are Supposed to belong, such appli- . Cation to be supported by the sworn testimony of the claimant, giving 
full description of the property and a detailed statement of the circum- 
Stauces by which the loss occurred, also by the deposition of two or more persons cognizant of the facts set forth by the claimant. This 
application thus supported is to be investigated by the Indian agent as _ to the probable facts of the case and the validity of evidence submitted, 
and then by him presented to the tribe with a demand for satisfaction 
to the claimant. If the demand is not complied with, a report is to be 
made as to whether the tribe admit the depredation to have been com- 

- mitted by some of their number or deny the charge, the case to be 
then reported to this Office for examination and report to the Depart- 
ment. In accordance with law the Secretary has heretofore been required 
to report to Congress at each session all such claims, with the action 

‘taken by the Department thereon. 
In the Revision of the United States Statutes, however, this require- 

ment of a report to Congress is omitted, and it is provided only that 
, upon the report of the agent, as above set forth, to the Commissioner 

ot Indian Affairs, “such further steps may be taken as shall be proper, 
7 in the opinion of the President, to obtain satisfaction for the injury.” 

It will be readily seen that such extended official action in compliance 
with the requirements of law is calculated to lead parties who have suf- 

J fered loss by Indians to expect to receive satisfaction therefor, and in 
this expectation they proceed to conform to the regulations prescribed by 

| he Department, and often incur no inconsiderable expense inthe employ- 

- : 2
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ment of attorneys and in procuring necessary testimony to establish : 

their claims. 
The facts, however, give to claimants but little encouragement to ex- 

pect a final adjudication, as the following statistics, covering the period 

from January 1, 1867, to October 31, 1875, will show: | 

Number of claims filed in Indian Office ...--..----.--- +20 ss eee eee eee eee 1, 557 | 

Aggregate amount of claims filed ....-. ..---+-----+ ---222 cere ee cerns $4,797, 380 65 

Amount reported by the Office for allowance thereon...------cee--enee $l, 148, 810 54 

‘Amount reported for disallowance... ..---------+ -----+ --erer erect 1, 626, 389 70 

Amount of the claims on file yet to be examined and reported upon..-- 1, 930, 568 30 

Amount of such of the claims as have been returned to the claimants... - 96,612 11 

Total .. cc ccccec cocccc ceccee cecces cecccececccetreceeessecences 4,797, 380 65 

Number of above claims allowed and paid by the Department previous | 

to act of Congress May 29, 1872, prohibiting any payment on account | 

of such claims except from funds specifically appropriated therefor. 62 

Amount of payments on said 62 claims from treaty-funds of Indians and | 

from moneys specifically appropriated .-...-.- ----+---+-¢---208 707° $139, 000 00 

Number of the said reported 1,557 claims paid by the Department since | 

act Of 1872 .-2ce cnn cne cece cece cece cece eet ene cee cow nee cere sees ceeeee . 5 

Aggregate amount payments on said five claims... ..e0-.-ccee ---0 eee eee $26, 112 80 

| , a 

Since the act of May 29, 1872, under which this inquiry has been made 

and corresponding expectations excited, only five claims, amounting to 

$26,112.80, out of the 1,557 claims filed, involving nearly five millions of — 

dollars, have received the attention of Congress ; and I respectfully sug- 

gest that this matter be laid before Congress, with the recommendation 

that, if no further action upon the claims thus examined and reported 

is to be taken, the Office may be relieved from the duty of such exam- 

ination, in order that persons who have suffered from Indian depreda- 

tions may not be led to incur additional loss by the expense involved in | 

preparing and presenting their claims to the Department, and that they 

may be also saved from solicitude as to the issue of expectations which 

are very naturally awakened by the formal official action now required 

by act of Congress. | 

SPECIAL COMMISSIONS—KICKAPOO REMOVAL. 

A commission consisting of Hon. Henry M. Atkinson, of Nebraska, 

and Col. Thomas G. Williams, of San Antonio, Texas, was appointed in 

March, 1873, under acts of Congress approved July 15,1870, and March 

31, 1871, [Stat. at Large, pp. 359, 569,] to effect the removal of the Kick- | 

apoo and other American Indian tribes, roving on the borders of Mexico | 

and Texas, to reservations within the Territories of the United States. 

. They have reported the successful removal of 480 Kickapoos from the 

border to reservation in Indian Territory. On the 5th of May last, Will- 

iam M. Edgar, esq., succeeded Mr. Atkinson, resigned, and was author- 

ized to complete the work begun by said commission. On the 14th of 

July last, Mr. Williams, in concluding the work assigned the commis- 

sion, reported that the authorities of the Mexican State of Chihuahua 

had made a treaty, in May last, with the Indians of that State, wherein 

the Indians are provided with subsistence and a permanent reservation 

for all the tribes, who are required to locate and remain thereon, under 

similar restrictions to those regulating American reservations, and they 

are specifically prohibited from crossing the Rio Grande into the United 

| States, for any cause, without special permission. This treaty, if ap- 

proved by the general government of Mexico, and-enforced, will relieve 

Be
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) that portion of the frontier of Texas from further depredations by these : Indians, and at the same time the United States will be relieved of the cost of feeding, caring for, or of fighting them, in the future. Inas- | ‘much as the same grounds for complaint existed in Sonora as in Chihua- hua, Colonel Williams was authorized and instructed, September 1, 1875, to return to Chihuahua, to see that the arrangements agreed upon by the authorities of Mexico, to provide a reservation in Chihuahua as a permanent home, &c., for the Mescalero Apaches and other Indians ' had been properly effected, and to extend the visit into Sonora, and en- deavor to effect the removal of such other members of the Apache tribe as are in that State to a reservation, with a view to their permanent settlement thereupon. — 

EXPLORING EXPEDITION TO BLACK HILLS. 

| An exploring expedition, consisting of Walter P. J enney, esq., of the School of Mines, New York City, as mining engineer in charge; Henry | A. Newton, esq., of Ohio, as assistant geologist; Henry P. Tuttle, esq., formerly of the United States Navy, as astronomer; and Dr. V. T. Me. Gillyeuddy, of Powell’s expedition, as topograper, was authorized by the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, in March and April last, with instruc. | tions from this Office, to visit the Black Hills country, in the Territories of Dakota and Wyoming, with a view to obtain accurate information in relation to its mineral deposits. Mr. Jenney has submitted a prelimi- nary report, which is found herewith. 

SIOUX CESSION OF BLACK ‘HILLS, ETC. | . 

A commission, consisting of Hon. Wm. B. Allison, of Iowa; F. W. Pal- mer, esq., of Illinois; Brig. Gen. A. H. Terry, of United States Army ; Hon. Abram Comingo, of Missouri; Rev. 8. D. Hinman, of Dakota; G. P. Beauvais, esq., of Missouri; Albert G. Lawrence, esq., of Rhode Island; and W. H. Ashby, esgq., of Nebraska, was appointed, in June last, by the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, under the direction of the Pres- ident, to negotiate with the Sioux Indians relative to the procurement of a cession by them of such portion of that country known asthe Black Hills, between the north and south forks of the Big Cheyenne, as the _ President may determine to be desirable for the Government to pur- chase for mining purposes, and a relinquishment of their rights to that portion of Wyoming known as the Big Horn Mountains, and lying west of a line running from the point where the Niobrara River crosses the east line of Wyoming to the Ton gue River. No report has been received at this Office from this commission, though it is known that its mission _ Was not successful.* - 
| RED CLOUD AGENCY INVESTIGATION. . 
On the nomination of the chairman of the Board of Indian Commis- sioners, the Hon. Secretary of the Interior appointed Hon. Thomas C. Fletcher, of Saint Louis ; Hon. Benjamin W. Harris, of Massachusetts, | Hon. Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia, a special commission, to | which Hon. T. O. Howe, of Wisconsin, and Prof. George W. Atherton, of New Jersey, were added by the President, to visit the Red Cloud agency, and were instructed to avail themselves of all means within oo their reach so as to obtain the true state of affairs, and to make, with- 

“Report since received—sev page,—.
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out fear or favor, a full and thorough investigation of all complaints of 

fraud and irregularities, and other matters pertaining to the agency, 

and report relative to its past and present condition and management, 

with such recommendations as will enable the Department to take 

proper action in the premises ; and, while in the Indian country, to make 

such observations, pertaining to Indian affairs generally, at Red Cloud 

agency, as will be of assistance to the administration of the Indian 

Bureau. 
The commission has submitted the result of its investigation and 

views in areport to the president of the Board of Indian Commissioners, 

under date of October 16,1875. 
The complaints and alleged grievances of Red Cloud upon which the 

/ eommission was originated were found to be groundless. The sweeping 

charges of fraud on the part of the agent and other Government officials 

were also found to have been made upon hearsay evidence and not in 

accordance with fact. The commission inquired with great thorough- 

ness into all the. disbursements made with Red Cloud agency during 

last two years, amounting to over $1,250,000. This. disbursement was | 

made in many forms, by contracts and purchase, and employment of serv- 

ices of a multitude of persons, and in acountry remote and inaccessible, 

aud where attempts at fraud might be expected to be made, and to meet 

with success as frequently as in any portion of the Indian service. A 

diligent inquiry on the ground by these five gentlemen, eminent for 

their ability and sagacity, resulted in a discovery of several attempts | 

at fraud which had been defeated, and of two attempts which had 

proved successful, one resulting in a loss to the Government of $900, 

aud the other of from $4,000 to $7,000. The commission recommend 

radical measures for enforcing civilization, and the inspection and de- 

livery of supplies through the officers of the Army. , 

| OSAGE AGENCY INVESTIGATION. | 

Hon. Nelson H. Van Vorhes, of Athens, Ohio; E. C. Kemble, United — 

- States Indian inspector; Hon. Henry S. Neal, of Ironton, Ohio; H. F. 

Hawkes, of Chicago, and Hon. Asa Hodges, of Marion, Ark., were desig- 

nated by the honorable Secretary of the Interior, in July last, special 

commissioners to investigate affairs at the Osage Indian agency, in 

Indian Territory, the necessity for which arose from the frequent com- 

plaints which have reached the Department from a large portion of the 

_ tribe, but more especially from a petition addressed to the President, 

- numerously signed by the Osages, making charges against their agent 

and asking his removal. | | 7 : 

This commission was instructed to inquire into Agent I. T. Gibson’s | 

administration of Indian affairs, giving the subject a particular and 

thorough investigation, in order that the proper remedy may be applied 

it the service has in any way suffered, or is suffering, by reason of inef- 

ficiency, fraud, or neglect on his part; and also if he is In any manner | 

unjustly accused, that his conduct and administration may be vindi- 

~ gated and the Indians informed accordingly. 

This commission performed its duties and submitted its report and 

proceedings September 14, 1875. They find the charges against Agent 

Gibson to have been mainly frivolous in their nature, and aris ng out of 

contentions and disturbances in the tribe; that the agent has adminis- 

tered his affairs with strict integrity, and that the Guvernment has suf- 

fered no loss from any frand or neglect by any officer or employé of the 

Jovernment. | |
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REMOVAL OF INDIANS TO SILETZ AGENCY. | 
A commission consisting of Benjamin Simpson, esq., of Portland, Oreg.; 

J. H. Fairchild, United States Indian agent at Siletz agency, and George 
P. Litchfield, United States Indian Subagent at Alsea, was appointed by 
the honorable Secretary of the Interior, July 19, 1875, to visit the coast: 
range Indians in Oregon, and, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Indian appropriation act approved March 3, 1875, (Stat. at L., vol. 18, p. 446,) to remove them from their present reservations to the Siletz 
reduced reserve. 
- The commission have visited the agency and report the Siletz Indians 
as consenting to the removal, and as actually removing, September 29, | 1875, to the reduced reserve. The Alsea Indians have not yet assented - to a removal, and the commission recommend the removal of all Gov- ° 
ernment property, and such Indians as are willing to accompany it, to 
the Siletz reduced reserve at once. | 

MESCALERO APACHE INDIAN INVESTIGATION. \ 

Upon the recommendation of this Office, Hon. John MeNulta, of 
Bloomington, Ill., a late member of the Indian Committee of the House 
of Representatives, was appointed, March 11, 1875, by the honorable Sec- retary of the Interior, a commissioner to visit the Mescalero Apache In- 
dian agency at Fort Stanton, N. Mex., and make investigation of the 
alleged outrage and massacre of Indians upon that reserve bya party 
of Mexicans and American citizens on the 1st of J anuary last, which resulted in the murder of three Indians, the loss of their property, and 
Subsequently the abandonment of their reservation ; and a retaliation 
on their part, followed by a further attack on the part of citizens and 
outlaws. , 

Mr. MceNulta was instructed to look into the causes of such conduct on 
the part of the citizens, and to adopt such methods, if possible, as would prevent its recurrence, and to assure the Indians of protection during 
good behavior or of punishment when they commit depredations. 
Inasmuch as grave charges were made by the military relative to the management of affairs at the agency, and reflecting upon the adminis- — tration of those representing the Indian Department, Mr. MeNulta:was 

instructed also to inquire fully into all alleged irregularities at the 
agency, and report the cause of the irritation and conflict which seemed 
to exist between the military and the agent at the Fort Stanton Indian 
reserve, and to endeavor to procure harmony and co-operation between 
them. 

Mr. McNulta was further charged with the duty of reporting what 
- Settlers were within the limits of the reservation, and located there prior 

to the establishment of the reserve by order of the President dated May 
29, 1873, the value of their improvements, and whether any necessity 
existed for their removal, and whether any change should be made in 
the boundaries of the reservation to meet the wants of the Indians and 
avoid conflict with the rights of bona-fide settlers. 

In compliance with these instructions, Mr. McNulta visited this reser- 
vation, also the Cimarron agency, which he was verbally requested to 
do, and has filed his report giving the result of these visits and his 

| investigation of the questions therein involved. 
| The Cimarron Agency. 

The Indians of this agency he pronounced “an un mitigated nuisance” 
to the citizens, and should, tor mutual benefit, be removed to the reser-
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vation provided for them north. of the San Juan River. They con- 

stantly encroach upon the fields and possessions of the settlers, kill 

their cattle, and are insolent and overbearing. He recommends that | 

the attention of Congress be called to the necessity for ratification of 

the agreement with the Indians to put them on the Jicarilla reserve, | 

and immediate measures be taken to discontinue the agency at Cim- 

arron. 
| 

Mescalero Apache Reservation. 

Respecting the outrage upon and subsequent massacre of some of 

the Indians upon this reservation, Mr. MecNulta has evidently made a | 

thorough investigation, and comes to the conclusion that the Indians ° 

are in no degree at fault in this affair. : | 

The attack was commenced and continued by the citizens within the 

hearing and reach of the military, who rendered no relief, excusing 

themselves upon the supposition that the Indians were fighting among 

themselves. The Indians seeing no effort was made to afford them any . 

protection or relief, fled to the mountains as their only safety, after in- 

forming the agent and the military of their intention. 

Here they were attacked by the military, when they left again for Oe 

remoter parts, abandoning their camps, clothing, and provisions, which 

were taken by the military and destroyed, and fifty-five horses were 

_ eaptured and sold; and three mules, taken at the same time from the 

Indians, are now in the possession of the quartermaster. | , 

The Indians have since been induced to return to the reservation, : 

where they have remained with a greater feeling of security. | 

The charge that “the Indian Department throws obstacles in the way 

of the military,” &c., is fully presented, but he finds no evidence to sus- 

tain it; and the commanding officer, when called upon for testimony in 

support of the charges made, gave none, and would indicate no source 

from whence it could be derived, but gave it as his “ opinion” that such 

was the fact. 
Respecting the alleged mismanagement of agency affairs, Mr. MeNulta 

entirely exonerates the agent, and states that he seems to have devoted 

nearly all of his time to the outside control of the Indians, and to have 7 

been eminently successful in teaching them to work; but concerning the | 

internal business management of the agency he is less favorably im- 

pressed, and recommends changes which have been directed. . 

Mr. MecNulta recommended a change of the western boundary of the 

reserve, which has since been incorporated in an executive order defining 

the boundaries of the Fert Stanton Indian reservation. 

“ Seminole Reservation. | 

- On the 17th of March last, the hon. Secretary of the Interior desig- | 

nated Hon. J. P. C. Shanks a special commissioner to visit the Indian 

Territory and negotiate with the Creek Indians for the relinquishment to 

the United States of such portion of their country aS may be occupied 

by the Seminoles, in accordance with the provisions of the act of Con- 

gress entitled “An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to 

negotiate,” &c., approved March 3, 1873. (Stat. at L., vol. 17, p. 626.) 

Full instructions were issued on the 22d of March last, with a detailed 

history of the action of the Government, and the present status of the 

Seminole reservation, and other information as to the plan of settlement 

of this vexed question, which this Office has deemed feasible. 

Mr, Shanks has made no report as yet on this subject.
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Status of negroes in Chickasaw and Choctaw Nations. : 

On the 17th of March last, Hon. J. P. C. Shanks was appointed a 
special commissioner to visit Indian Territory and investigate and report. 
an adjustment of the status of persons of African descent resident in 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw countries, reference being had to the pro- . Vision relative to said persons embraced in the third and fourth articles 
of the Choctaw and Chickasaw treaty of J uly 10, 1866. (Stat. at L., 

| vol. 14, p. 769.) | | 
| Mr. Shanks has not submitted any report on this subject to the con- 

.  &Sideration of this Office. | |



INFORMATION WITH HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL STATEMENTS RELATIVE 

TO THE DIFFERENT TRIBES. | . | 

APACHES. | 

The number of agencies through which the Apaches are cared for by 

the Government has been reduced during the vear from eight to six | 

by the consolidation of the Verde and White Mountain agencies with 

San Carlos, and the removal of the Indians belonging thereto to the 

San Carlos reservation. There are now four agencies in New Mexico 

and two in Arizona, with an aggregate of 9,245 Apaches, of whom 4,233 

are on the San Carlos reservation. Of these, all but the 950 Jicar- 

illas, who belong to the Cimarron and Abiquiu agencies, and 1,000 

Mescaleros, on the Mescalero agency in New Mexico, have remained 

quietly on their reservation, and have given no disturbance nor alarm 

to the citizens of either Territory. The former have always been re- : 

garded as thievish vagabonds. They have no land of their own, 

their agencies being on private land-grants. They are in the vicinity 

of Mexican towns, where they have unlimited access to whisky, and : 

nothing has ever been attempted on their behalf beyond furnishing 

sufficient rations in the scarcity of game to remove them from the 7 

temptation to live by plunder; yet even these savages, wandering | 

about the country without a home, are not reported as having com- 

mitted depredations during the year past. They should be removed to 

and consolidated with the Mescaleros. : | 

The Mescaleros have been the source of much alarm on the part of 

citizens in the vicinity of their reservation, while the Indians themselves 

have been the sufferers. They were falsely charged with depredating 

in the vicinity of the Pecos River, and by way of retaliation during Se 

the following winter, repeated raids were made on the Indians while | 

asleep on their reservation by armed white men, who fired into them 

and ran off their horses, until they were finally induced to pitch their 

tents within a few hundred yards of the military post, where they were 

promised protection. Hearing rumors of another attack to be made on 

- them, being themselves alinost unarmed, and not daring to trust their . 

- safety to the military, who had hitherto failed to recapture their horses 

or find the raiders, they fled to the mountains. This flight for safety 

was construed by the citizens to mean taking the war-path for revenge, | 

and the military were started in pursuit. After two weeks’ search they 

found them in a cafion and opened fire. The Indians fled precivitately, 

leaving all camp-equipage behind, to be burned by the soldiers, also 

fifty horses and mules, which were captured and sold. While fleeing, 

and under exasperation, they struck some ranchmen, and are reported | 

to have killed one Mexican. After nearly six weeks’ search they were — | 

again found, in an almost naked and starving condition, and were con- 

ducted back by one employé and two citizens to their agency. These 

Indians are entirely friendly and careful to keep upon their reservation, . 

and apologized for leaving it on the ground of the insecurity of life 

within its boundary. 
They have this year made their first attempt at farming, in which ©
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they have shown an interest and perseverance which promise well for 
the future. A school-building has just been completed, and their first 

| school will be opened this fall. | 
The 900 Chiricahua and other Apaches still keep their pled ge to the 

Government, but are making no further advance in civilization, owing 
to the sterility of their reservation in the Dragoon Mountains. | 

The Southern Apache agency, at Tulerosa, N. Mex., was last year 
abandoned, and 400 Apaches belonging thereto, who bore the reputation 
of being the most intractable and indolent in the Territory, were re- 
moved to Ojo Caliente. The gathering of 1,700 more on the new reserv- 

| ation, it is believed, leaves less than 100 Apaches who are not now fully 
| under the control of the Government. No depredations have been laid 

to their charge during the year. One hundred families have com- 
mitted themselves to the “new way” by breaking and cultivating 100 

_ acres; and having come into a good location for a permanent home, it 
is believed that their self-support by farming will be found an accom- 
plished fact within a few years. 

At San Carlos reservation, in Arizona, where nearly half of the whole 
Apache family is now permanently located, the most vigorous and suc- 
cessful efforts for civilization have been made. Three hundred and 
twenty-eight acres are under cultivation by Indians, whose crops 
amount to 625 bushels of wheat, 2,000 bushels of corn, 625 bushels of 
barley, and 9,200 bushels of potatoes and other vegetables ; 800 rods of 
fencing have been built; 223 houses are occupied by ludians. When it 
is considered that only 1,000 of these Indians have been on the reserva- 
tion two years, most of whom were participants in the outbreak of last 

_ year, that the 1,400 Tonto, Yuma, and Mojave Apaches from Verde 
arrived in March last, and that the 1,800 Coyteros from White Mount- 
ain agency arrived July last, after harvest, the above figures will be 

_ found a most striking exhibit of the results of the application of a firm 
control and common-sense treatment for one year. 

The law requiring that rations and goods shall be issued only in return 
for labor is strictly adhered to. The agent also reports that ‘all work 
on new ditches and repairing old ones, clearing land, building fences, 

| and farming for themselves, is performed without any compensation 
whatever.” Good order is maintained by a force of 25 Indian police, 
who are armed with needle-guns, and receive a small fixed salary. 
They render such efficient service that with over 4,000 Indians who have 
been regarded the terror of the Territory, the agent finds no further 
necessity for calling on the military to assist in the enforcement of his 

| orders. By the support of this police he has compelled all Indians who 
have removed to his agency, much against their will, to deliver up their 
arms. By their aid, also, the manufacture and use of “tiswin” has 

| been almost entirely abolished. | . a 
: The removal of the 1,000 White Mountain Apaches by the agent and 

one employé, with no escort, and with the opposition, instead of the as- 
sistance, of the military, is given in detail by Agent Clum in his annual | 

| report, to which attention is respectfully invited. | 
The following extracts in regard to the removal of the Verde Indians 

are taken from the report of the special commissioner, L. E. Dudley, 
by whose efforts this most difficult undertaking was accomplished : 

General Crook assured me that neither himself or his officers would place any obsta- 
cles in the way of removal, and that he would afford me every assistance in his power, 
except to compel them to remove by military force; and when the move was decided 
upon, General Crook did afford me every facility for transportation at his command ; 
and both himself and Z. W. Mason, commanding Camp Verde, aided me to the extent 
of their ability. No effort was made by any of the citizens of Northern Arizona to
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interfere with the movement by personal influence over the Indians. Of course the 

Indians were opposed to going, but when told it was the order of the President, that . 

the move was intended for the purpose of placing them in a more healthy and better 

country, that the move was to be peaceable, and that they were not to be driven by 

troops, their consent was obtained. I found the distance to be traversed was nearly 

180 miles, over an extremely rocky trail, and that it would be impossible to supply ra- 

_ tions at any point upon the route by other means than pack-animals. After seeing the 

Indians fairly en route, under the care of Agent Chapman, under the escort of fifteen 

cavalry, I proceeded to carry out the remainder of my orders, and then took a saddle- 

horse and one man, and overtook them the second afternoon. A severe snow-storm 

had for one day impeded the march. Late in the afternoon of the next day a difficulty 

occurred between two boys—one an Apache Yuma and the other an Apache Tonto— 

which resulted in a general fight between the two tribes. An old feud had long ex- 

isted between the two tribes, and had been augmented by the fact that the young men 

of vach tribe had been used against the other as scouts. The escort, under the direc- — 

tion of Mr. A. L. Seaber, chief of General Crook’s scouts, at once took position between | 

the two contending parties, and made every effort to send them to their respective } 

camps, and success attended their efforts. When the loss came to be counted, we ~ 

knew of five dead (the Indians said seven) and ten wounded. Nota great loss where - 

- go much lead was expended. 
| 

No further matter of any particular interest occurred until Saturday, the 3d of March, 

when we reached Salt River. We fortunately found that the stream could be forded, 

- but running as swiftly as it does in the month of March, it was a sad duty to compel 

men, women, and children, to wade through the cold water, even though they were . 

Indians. The water was about waist-deep to a tall man, and the crossing was a piti- 

ful sight. 
| 

We found at the crossing 25 head of cattle and 1,100 pounds of flour sent out to usby 

- agent Clum, which relieved the fears which had fearfully troubled me about being 

able to keep the Indians supplied. I left the same day, and on the following reached 

the agency at San Carlos. The next thing was to select a location for those who were 

coming. I found the bottom-land of the Gila the best adapted for agricultural pur- . 

poses, the best of any I had seen in the territory, and it was easy to find just the right 

place. I can see no reason why, with good management, these Indians should not 

become self-sustaining next year. I returned and met the column, and found everything 

going well. The move was a difficult one to make and was successfully made; no one 

at Prescott thought it could be made without many of them going to the mountains. 

I have purchased a small quantity, but large variety, of seeds for the Indians, and 

hope that the Gila bottom will soon be green with other fields than those of the Indi- 

ans who were here before. 

_ The few Apaches in the Indian Territory are not included in the above 

enumeration. 
Of these, 520 Apaches on the Kiowa and Comanche reservation are : 

entirely friendly and peaceable, and took no part in the recent hostili- 

tiesin that Territory. They are still blanket Indians, but show a decided 

readiness to engage in agriculture and have cultivated afew acres success- 

fully. They have sent 20 children to school, as many as could be provided 7 

for. ‘One hundred and eighty Essaquetas, who were enrolled as friendly, 

were frightened away at the time of the Wichita fight, and are supposed 

to be now in the vicinity of the Pecos River, Texas. They have been 

directed to return to the reservation. 

A small band of 119 Apaches, attached to the Cheyenne and Arapa- 

hoe agency, are peaceable and friendly, but have taken no steps in Civ- 

-jlization beyond a promise to plant corn next spring. 

ARAPAHOES. | | | 

A careful count shows the Arapahoes to number 3,229, of whom 1,664 

are included in the Cheyenne and, Arapahoe agency, in the Indian Terri- 

tory, and 1,552 in the Red Cloud agency, in Dakota. Those in the In- 

dian Territory have continued loyal and peaceable during the year in 

spite of the bad example of their Cheyenne neighbors, and of hardships. 

| and privations endured in consequence of hostilities in which they took 

no part. They bave been obliged to remain near the agency in worn- 

out lodges during the entire year; their lodge-cloth, blankets, and other |
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annuity-goods did not arrive till mid winter; their ponies, herded within short range, became poor; one short buffalo hunt was almost a failure; the trade in robes has been dull ; the Government rations allowed were _ hot only entirely inadequate for their support while encamped around the agency, but were irregularly issued, owing to the criminal neglect | of the contractor to deliver Supplies on time. Indian goods were left for months lying in depots and cars while his teams were freighting for other parties, and he is thus directly responsible for great suffering among the Indians and for injury if not peril to their relations with the Government. | 
Between the Arapahoes and Cheyennes a growing antipathy is taking _ the place of the former unity and friendship, and, as suggested in report of last year, separate reservations should be provided for the two tribes. Though still wild blanket Indians, the Arapahoes are showing a de- cided inclination to begin a civilized life, and a number of converts to agriculture have been made during the year, by whom 140 acres have — been cultivated and 82 broken. Many more have selected their farms and intend to commence work next Spring, and to foster these efforts a permanent location should be decided upon at an ear! y day. Fifty-three children have attended the boarding-school and have made satisfactory | progress in study. | : . The good feeling among these Indians has been greatly promoted by the arrest of two young Arapahoes, one for the murder of a Mexican agency employé and the other for the atteupted murder of the son of | the agency blacksmith. They are now serving out a sentence of. im- prisonment at Fort Marion, Florida. Regardin g the moral effect of these | arrests the agent says: 

Some anxiety was felt as to how the tribe would behave in regard to the arrest of two of its members. It is my pleasure to state that the tribe considered the arrest as a “‘new departure ” that will ultimately prove of great benefit to the tribe in holding the members individually responsible, instead of, as has been the case previously, punishing a whole community for the sins of one man. : 
The Northern Arapahoes in Dakota have been ordered to join their brethren in the Indian Territory, and now that peace is restored in that country there is nothing on the part of the Bureau in the way of such  - removal. | . 

ARICKAREES. 

. The Arickarees number 900; who, with 600 Gros Ventres and 420 Mandans, are included under the Fort Berthold agency, and have had an exceptionally prosperous year. The Sioux have left them unmolested, | and owing to an unusual quantity of rain the 520 acres cultivated by - Indians on an agency-farm and in garden-patches have yielded 3,400 bushels of corn and 6,500 bushels of potatoes, so that they are able to look forward to a winter of comparative comfort. Ten neat agency- buildings have been erected on a new site, one and one-half miles from _ the site of the old buildings which were burned last year; and for the first time in many years the employés are in quarters fit for human occupancy, and removed from the immediate vicinity of a compact Indian village, whose noise and filth were alike destructive to comfort and health. Forty-three wagons, 31 carts, and 84 sets of harness have been issued to.deserving Indians. Fifty new log-houses have been built by the Indians for themselves during the year. They have also cut and 
sold to steamboats and the Government 1,000 cords of wood, put up 600 co tons of hay, and are now engaged in mining the 75 tons of coal required | for agency use. Within two years 150 male Indians have been induced
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for the first time to labor with theirown hands. Asa result of all these 
circumstances sickness among the Indians is less prevalent and fatal ~ 
than ever before. 

Notwithstanding the great improvement in their condition, which has 
resulted from two years of wise, faithful, and laborious effort, the out- 
look for these Indians is not encouraging. The soil of the reservation is 
entirely unsuited to agriculture, and only about once in three years can 
it be expected that the crops will escape the ravages of grasshoppers, . 
worms, frosts, and droughts; and even if the soil were productive the | 
Indians could not be induced to settle upon individual farms, owing to 
their constant fear and danger of attacks from their hereditary enemies 
the Sioux. There is no doubt but that rapid progress toward self-sup- 
port and civilization would at once be made by these Indians if they 
could be properly located. Their tried loyalty to the Government ren- _ | 
ders them deserving of all reasonable assistance tending to increase 
their comfort and well-being in their present location. - 

Two treaties, at Fort Abraham Lincoln, were concluded in May and 
June last by the Indians of the Berthold agency with the Sioux of the 
Standing Rock and Cheyenne River agencies. This most gratifying 
change in the attitude of the large body of the Sioux toward their 
weaker neighbors is largely due to the efforts of General Custer, and is 
an important step in the direction of the prosperity and civilization of 
the parties concerned. The strenuous effort a year ago to induce the © 
Arickarees to remove to the Indian Territory resulted only in a further 
illustration of the innate unwillingness of Indians to leave the country 
that is endeared to them by occupancy and inheritance. ~ 

-BANNACKS. 

This tribe has scarcely taken the first step toward civilization. Six 
hundred, parties to the Fort Bridger treaty in 1863, belong on the Fort 
Hall reservation in Idaho, but spend more than half the time in hunt- 
ing outside the reserve. The reservation is well supplied with grazing 3 
and farming lands. The agency-tarm of 235 acres, cultivated by Indian 
labor under the direction of but one white man, notwithstanding the 
grasshopper raid, has yielded large crops. , | 

The evil influence of the Mormons upon some 120 of the Indians of | 
this reservation is thus reported by the agent: : | 

It was known in early spring that the Mormons had out their emissaries seeking inter- 
views with these Indians, urging them to go to Salt Lake City to be baptized in the 
Mormon Church Quite a number of them went without the knowledge of the agent, - 
were thus baptized, and then returned as missionaries to work among their tribes. By 
these efforts quite a number who were out on permits found their way to Corinne, 
where the Mormons had an encampment and furnished rations to all Indians who would 
come to them and be baptized in the Mormon faith. They were told that by being bap- 
tized and joining the church the old men would all become young, the young men | 
would never be sick, that the Lord had a work for them to do, and that they were the 
chosen people of God to establish His kingdom upon the earth, &c.; also that Bear 
River Valley belonged to them, and if the soldiers attempted to drive them away not 
to go, as their guns would have no effect upon them. Their whole teachings were 
fraught with evil and calculated to make the Indians hostile to the Government, and | 
especially to the people of Corinne. As near as I have been able to ascertain there 
were about twenty lodges or one hundred and twenty persons there from this agency. | . 
They had no idea of fighting the troops, and when ordered by them to leave started at 
once. They seem very much disgusted with the whole proceeding, have lost faith in 
the Mormons, and say they did not know they were doing anything in opposition to the 
Government. I have no fears of any more trouble in that direction at present. 

To the 210 Bannacks on the Lemhi reservation in Idaho, the following 
remarks of Inspector Watkins in regard to the Indians at Fort Hall 
would apply with equal force: | .
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They are generally willing to work and anxious to get farms of their own. If the 
* appropriation for them could be increased a few thousand dollars for the next two 

years, so as to enable the agent to build them small houses at suitable places on the 
reservation, and assist them in starting with farm tools, &c., the question of Indian 
civilization, so far as these Indians are concerned, would be settled. They would be | 
self-supporting. 

The 173 confederate Bannacks and Snakes recently gathered on the 
_ Malheur reservation in Oregon are manifesting some disposition to labor 

for day-wages, but have not yet settled down to individual farming. 

| BLACKFEET AND BLOODS. 

The Sakitapix nation is composed of three tribes—the Kanaans or 
: _ Bloods, the Siksikas or Blackfeet, and Piegans. They are estimated to 

number in the aggregate 7,200, and speak the same language. Their 
| superiority to many other savage tribes is shown by their tribal organi- 

zation, which is thus described by their agent: , 

Each tribe was divided into a certain number of bands, with a band-chief, a war- 
chief, and a mina.maska, or priest of the sun. The band-chief was responsible to 
other chiefs for the conduct of those under him. There were formerly 33 of these 
bands in the nation, each independent of the other, but answerable for all offenses 
against each to the exkinoya, or great council of the tribes, which formed a confed- 
erate supreme council for the decision or action of all matters affecting the entire 
nation, and the declaration of war or peace with neighboring tribes, and alone possessed 
and exercised all judiciary and legislative powers, and whose decision was final. The 
exkinoya-chief was head-chief for the year, and the rest of the band-chiefs formed 
the senate, while the other chiefs formed a body of representatives. 

The war-band chiefs were charged with the proclamation and enforcement of laws 
enacted by the supreme council, the protection of the camp, all police matters, and 
also the punishment of public offenders. Another class of men busied themselves 
entirely with hunting and marching of the camp. Early in the spring of each year 
the head chief named a day for a general meeting of all the members of the tribe, 
which was then formed in a single camp for the summer season. 

The exkinoya-chief kept his council nearly every day settling differences among 
members of the various bands, examining candidates for different degrees, assigning 
the band-chiefs to their fall and winter quarters, the Blackfeet north, the Bloods in 
the middle, and the Piegans south in the tribal lands. Okan, the feast of the sun, 

. which is the national feast of the Blackfeet, was held for four days, as a closing cere- 
' mony, after which the exkinoya and soldier lodge dissolved themselves, and the members 

of the tribes resumed their band-camp organization under their respective chiefs, and 
‘dispersed to their fall and winter quarters. 

For the past five years they have been entirely peaceable and friendly 
to the Government, but have shown no desire to settle down to any civ- 
ilized pursuit. Buffalo are plenty, and more than half the year is spent 

| in hunting across the British line, where easy access to bad whisky 
_ and continued intercourse with low whites have reduced their numbers, 

and debauched and degraded them to such extent as to destroy even 
- this tribal organization. 

| The country formerly roamed over by this tribe covered 20,000 square 
miles, and included the valley of the Saskatchawan, and the head-wa- 
ters, south and west, of the Missouri River. ‘The Executiveorder reduc- 
ing their territory to a tract along the northern boundary of Montana, 
bounded by the Missouri, Marias, and Sun Rivers, and the State line of 
Dakota, deprived the Indians of much of their best hunting-grounds, 
and left the agency outside of the reservation. | 

New agency-buildings are now being erected within their reserve. 
During the year, in a council called by the agent, chiefs were formally 
elected, who, with the agent, constitute a tribunal before which all of- 
fenses are to be brought, with power to hear, try, and punish. A code 
of laws was adopted prohibiting intemperance, polygamy, traffic in 
women, and providing punishment for theft, or assault, and establishing
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the death-penalty for murder. These laws are considered by the Indians © 

as binding, and the agent reports them as having been thus far rigidly | 

obeyed, resulting in a marked change for the better in all their habits. | 

The practical workings of the system are thus described by Inspector 

Watkins: 
While there is no law under which such a tribunal can legally act, their decision iS 

considered binding by the Indians, and every violation of the law which they have 

thus made is reported to the agent, and steps taken to bring the offender to justice— 

if an Indian, to be tried and punished ; if a white man, to be turned over to the proper 

authority. I consider the code of laws eminently just and the practical working of 

the system very beneficial. 

A day-school with an enrollment of 80 pupils has been successfully car- 

ried on, notwithstanding the irregular attendance of children who have 

no fixed home. Many of the older Indians express themselves as ready 

to settle down and make their first attempt in farming, and it is hoped — 

that the next year will witness a decided change in the condition and | 

prospects of these savages hitherto neglected and considered hopeless. | 

CADDOES. 

They include 50 Tonies and 61 Delawares, and number in the aggre- 

gate 552, and, as reported last year, are noted for industry and general 

intelligence. They have well-managed farms in the reservation set 

apart for Wichitas and affiliated bands in the Indian Territory. 

. CANCOWS. 

This tribe, numbering 149, will be spoken of hereafter under the head 

of Potter Valley Indians, with whom they are associated on the Round 

Valley reservation in California. - 

. CAYUGAS. 

The main body of this tribe, one of the famous “ Six Nations,” are in 

the Indian Territory, where they are confederated with Senecas and | 

have adopted their name. That part of the tribe which remained in 

their original home are on the Cornplanter reservation in Pennsyl- 

vania, where they are self-supporting by agriculture. They number 

only 156. Twenty-four out of their 31 children of school-going age are 

in a school supported by the State, which is also attended by four white 

-  @hildren. . | | 
CAYUSES. 

The 385 Cayuses, with 169 Umatillas and 129 Walla-Wallas, who are 

now on the Umatilla reservation in Northwestern Oregon, formerly 

ranged all over the northern portion of the State, and along the Colum- 

bia River, in Washington Territory. They are related to some of the 

renegades” now roaming on that river, of whom about four hundred 

properly belong on the Umatilla reservation. This reserve, of about 

twenty-five miles square, includes the Umatilla River, (which abounds 

in mountain-trout and salmon,) and the surrounding valley, whose rich 

grazing and farming lands are the envy of white settlers adjacent. The 

crops raised upon 1,500 acres, cultivated by individual Indians, consist. 

of 3,000 bushels wheat, 500 bushels corn, and 2,000 bushels oats, which, 

together with their herds of cattle, containing 3,000 head, gives them a . 

comfortable subsistence independent of any Government aid. A large : 

number, however, still prefer to hunt and fish for maintenance rather 

| .
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than to settle down to an agricultural life. Stock-raising also offers 
: stronger inducements than farming, as the cattle and horses require little 

care and find a ready market. Only 12 families live in houses and only 
_ 21 children attend school. Many Indians are asking for houses, and the 

, recent removal of the mill nearer the timber will enable the agent to 
furnish lumber for building next season. | 

Through the vigilance of the chiefs intemperance is almost unknown. 
T'wo white men have been tried and convicted in the United States 

_ court, one for selling whisky to an Indian and the other for stealing a 
| horse from an Indian. | 
a, : CHEHALIS INDIANS. | 

The 300 Chehalis Indians, on a reservation of the same name, near 
_ Puget Sound, are making satisfactory progress. They have labored 

well during the year on their farms, and in clearing lands, fencing, and 
building a few houses. A day school has been maintained for a portion 
of the time. A church, with Indian members and two local Indian 
preachers, has been established by the Methodist Episcopal Church, and 

' a Sabbath-school is well attended. - 

_, CHEROKEES. | 

No census has been taken of the Western Cherokees in the Indian Terri- 
| tory since 1872; They were then reported, in round numbers, at 17,000, 

which number has probably been swelled by natural increase and immi- 
- gration to 18,000. | | 

They have been much disturbed during the past year by an attempt 
_ to distribute a per-capita relief-fund of $200,000. Many persons who 
claimed to. belong to the nation were excluded from participation in the 
distribution, being declared aliens by the authorities. | 

The contentions between the Downing and Ross factions are often | 
bitter and sometimes bloody. Except for the’moral effect of the gar- 
rison at Fort Gibson, it is doubtful whether these factions could long be | 
held from open war with each other. — 

| The Cherokees maintain trom national funds sixty neighborhood and 
_ two boarding schools. A new building has been erected for the orphan- 
asylum. | | 

| A severe loss has been met in the destruction by fire of the office and 
type of the “Cherokee Advocate,” a weekly paper published under the 

- auspices of the national.council, and greatly prized by the non-English- __.” 
speaking portion of the tribe. | 

A portion of the tribe, formerly associated in their tribal and property 
. - relations with the Cherokees now in the Indian Territory, are still residing 

in the southern part of North Carolina, and are known as the Hastern | 
Cherokees. They number not far from seventeen hundred; and there are 
probably in other parts of North Carolina, and scattered through Georgia 

_ and Tennessee, between three and four hundred more. These Cherokees 
have had an eventful history. When the main portion of the tribe was 

| — compelled to remove west of the Mississippi, they fled to the mountains, 
and have steadily refused to leave their homes. The proceeds of their 
lands, which were sold in accordance with a treaty with the main body of 

| the Cherokees, have been mainly expended in the purchase of landsand — 
providing funds for the Western Cherokees. Atvarious times previous 

, to the year 1861, the agent for the Eastern Cherokees, at their request, 
purchased lands with their funds, upon which they might make their 

* homes. These purchases, though probably made with good intent, care-
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lessly left the title in their agent personally, and not in trust. By this 
neglect, when subsequently the agent became insolvent, all their lands 
were seized and sold for his debts. By special legislation of Congress, 
their case has been brought before the courts of the State of North Caro- 
lina, and their rights to a certain extent asserted, and they are enabled 

to maintain possession of their lands, and, by the use of their own fands in 

extinguishing liens, are now in possession of above seventy thousand acres 

of fair arable timber and grazing lands. They have shown themselves 

capable of self-support, and I believe have demonstrated the unwisdom 

of removing Indians from a country which offers to them ahome, where 

a white man could make a living. This is shown by the fact that they 

are now, though receiving scarcely any Government aid, in a more hope- | 

ful condition, both as to morals and industry personal property, than 

the Cherokees who removed West. 
A question has arisen between these two Cherokee bodies as to rights 

in the proceeds of the lands west of the Mississippi, purchased with funds 
received in compensation for lands ceded by the Cherokees in the East. 

CHEYENNES. | 

The Southern Cheyennes belonging to the Cheyenne and Arapaho 

agency in the Indian Territory have been carefully counted, and num- — 

ber. 2,055. Those in Dakota number 1,727. 
Of the former, all but Whirlwind’s band of 280 men, at the time of 

making my last report, were at war with the Government. The cam- 

paign against these hostiles was most vigorously and successfully prose- 

cuted by General Miles. During the winter small parties were contin- 

ually arriving at the agency and delivering themselves up as prisoners 

of war, until, on the 6th of March, the main body surrendered uncondi- 

tionally, were disarmed and placed under guard, and their ponies con- 

fiscated and sold. Their condition is thus described by Agent Miles: 

A more wretched and poverty-stricken community than these people presented after 

they were placed in the prison-camp, would be difficalt to imagine. Bereft of lodges 

and the most ordinary of cooking apparatus, with vo ponies or other means of trans- 

portation for wood or water, half-starved, with very little meat, and scarcely anything 

that could be called clothing, they were truly o'jects of pity, and for the first time 

the Cheyennes seemed to realize the power of the Government and their own inability | 
to cope successfully therewith. —. 

By way of punishment and example, it was decided that thirty-three of 

the ring-leaders and desperadoes, who were known to have committed - 

crimes, should be selected from among these captives, and condemned to 

close confinement in Fort Marion, at Saint Augustine, Fla. Onan ap- | 

pointed day the hostiles were assembled and the selection and identifica- | 

tion begun, but only fifteen had thus been selected when night came on, | 

and General Neil, to comp!cte the number, “ cutoff eighteen from the right 

of the line,” without regard to name or character, intending at a future day 

to proceed with the identification, and to release those of the eighteeit™: ° 

against whom no charges could be found, substituting therefor other 

proven offenders. These thirty-three were then placed under strong 

guard. A few days afterward a stampede of the hostile camp occurred, 
which is reported by Agent Miles as follows: 

The very fact known tv us all, that these Indians had not surrendered their best 
arms, was sufficient to lead us to the belief that it was only a question of time and 

opportunity that a revolt should occur. While the process of “ironing ” the prisoners | 
was going on, a young “ brave,” stung to madness by the taunts of some squaws seated. 

a little distance off, watching the process, kicked over the “blacksmi hb,” sprang 

away from the guard, and would have escaped had not the guard been ordered to fire 

upon him, which they did, inflicting a mortal wound, from the effects of which he died 

4 IND :
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shortly afterward. In the mean time the firing had created the wildest consteruation 
in the immediate vicinity, which soon spread all over the prison-camp. A number of 
arrows were aimed at the guard, one man of which received a very dangerous wound. 
News of the disturbance was quickly signaled to the commanding officer, who ordered 
a company of cavalry to at once advance in support of the prison-camp guard. Seeing 
the troops advancing, and believing that they were about to be attacked, the Cheyenne 
braves fled to an adjoining sand-h'll, where were a quantity of arms and ammunition 
that they had previously hidden away for an emergency of this kind, and intrenching 
themselves in the sand, in pits, they opened fire on the troops who. had followed them, 
and successfully held their ground against three companies of cavalry and two Gatling 
guns, from 2 p. m. until dark, escaping under cover of an extremely dark and stormy 
night. A number were wounded on both sides, and three Cheyennes were killed. 

Of the “‘stampeders” it is estimated that between 300 and 400 went 
: north and joined their relatives in Dakota. The remainder gradually 

returned and assembled in the vicinity of “ Whirlwind’s ” camp, and on 
April 27 were formally turned over to Agent Miles, and were by him 
registered, and for the first time in eleven months declared at peace with 
the Government. . | _— 

The thirty-three selected before the stampede have been taken to Fort 
| Marion, where they are serving out their sentence. As above stated, 

not half of these have been proven guilty of any crime. It would there. 
fore seem but simple justice that the eighteen shuuld be tried, and that 
such as are not found guilty be returned to their friends at the agency. 
There is no doubt that Cheyennes guilty of the most flagrant crimes 
are still at large among the Sioux, having fled thither during the hostil- 

: ities in the fall and winter, and at the time of the stampede in April. 
The friendly Cheyennes, while suffering with the Arapahoes, as detailed 

above, have had their loyalty put to the severest test by a comparison - 
of their own condition with that of the full-fed and warmly clothed and 
housed captives in charge of the War Department. Notwithstanding 
all privation, they have been unswerving in their friendship and ever 
ready to assist the agent in maintaining order and in compelling North- 
ern Cheyennes who have visited the ageucy to submit to acount. They 
have not heretofore taken any interest in farming or education, but now 
promise, as soon as located on a new reservation apart from the Arapa- 
hoes, to send their children to school. | 

The Northern Cheyennes, to whom have been added over 400 of the 
wild blanket Southern Cheyennes, have been heretofore subsisted with 
the Sioux of Red Cloud agency on Government rations. They affiliate 
with the Northern Arapahoes, and are to be removed with them to the 

_ Indian Territory, where they can be subsisted with their southern 
brethren. Until this removal is effected, there are no funds applicable | 

_. from which rations can be furnished. 
Upon such removal all the Cheyennes should be placed at a new 

agency to the east of the present site, leaving the Arapahoes where they 
now are. Such removal and division would tend greatly to good 
discipline, and enable the enforcement of compulsory labor by the 

““"Yndians. This removal is only waiting until the military is prepared to 
support the order from the Department. | 

CHIMHUEVIS. | 

They number 350, and formerly ranged through Southern California, 
and as tar north as Utah, but were last year induced to settle down on 
the California bank of the Colorado River, and the Colorado River 
reservation was so extended as to include them within its boundaries. 
With the exception of a little assistance from the agent in the way of 
tools and seeds, they are self-supporting.
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CHIPPEWAS. 
! 

The Chippewas, now numbering 19,606, formerly ranged over Michi- 

gan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and with common interests, and acknow!l- 

edging more or less the leadership of one controlling mind, formed a 

homogeneous and powerful nation; a formidable foe to the Sioux, with 

whom they waged incessant warfare, which was checked only by the 

removal of the Minnesota Sioux to Dakota after the outbreak of 1862. 

‘The collecting of the Chippewas upon thirteen reservations, scattered 

through the northern portions of the above-named States, under five dif- 

| = ferent agencies, has so modified the esprit du corps of the tribe, that 

though speaking the same language and holding the same traditions and 

customs, the bands located in different sections of the country havefew . 

interests and no property in.common, and little intercourse or influence 

with each other. The agency has taken the place of the nation, . 

and is in turn developing the individual man, who, owning house, farm, 

and stock, has learned to look solely to his own exertions for support. 

No tribe by unswerving loyalty deserves more of the Government, or is 

making, under favorable conditions, more gratifying progress; 9,850 of 

the tribe live in houses; 9,345 are engaged in agriculture and other civ- | 

ilized occupations; and 13,202 wear citizens’ dress. Fifty-seven per 

cent. of their subsistence is obtained by their own labor, mainly in farm- 

ing. For the rest they depend on game and fish, especially the latter, 

of which they readily obtain large quantities. 

Those who have good farming-lands, and have made a fair start in 

civilization, are: 
The Chippewas who intermarried with the Ottawas reside along the 

-  sonthern shore of Lake Superior and the eastern shore of Lake Michi- | 

gan. This band have had their lands allotted in severalty, have well- 

cultivated farms, and are now thrifty and worthy citizens of the United 

States in all respects save that of education. Receiving no help from 

Government, aud being tvo poor themselves to pay teachers’ salaries, 

but one school is maintained among 6,115 people. | 

The Chippewas of Saginaw, Swan hiver, and Black Creek, numbering 

1,580, half of whom are located on a reservation in Isabella County, in 

Michigan, and the other half on lands purchased for themselves, scat- — 

tered along the Saginaw River fort a distance of thirty miles. They : 

farm in the summer, work iu lumber-camps in the winter, have an ample 

educational fund, and three good schools, have received patents for 

their lands, aud are making wore rapid progress in civilizAtion than any 

- other band in Michigan. | 

The L’ Anse band, numbering, 1,120, on a reservation on both sides 

ot Keewenaw Bay. The fish of this bay furnishes so large a portion of 

their subsistence that, until recently, agriculture has received but little 

attention. A strong impulse in that direction was given last year by 

‘the allotment of their lands in severalty, and, as a result, a large crop 

has been harvested this year. The two schools have an attendance of 

80 pupils. 
In regard to these Michigan Chippewas, their agent reports as follows: 4 

I feel very much gratified with the prospects of material prosperity of the Indians : 

Never during my agency have they planted and sowed seed to such au extent as this 

season, and I have never seen their crops look so thrifty and promising. The special 

‘attention I have given toward encouraging them in agricultural pursuits during the 

past two seasons has more than met my expectations, and convinced me that this is 

the way to advance the Indians in civilization and prosperity. In the Indians of Michi- 

gan may be unquestionably seen the triumphs of Christian civilization over paganism. 

They stand out in the strong light of a striking contrast with the aborigines. They
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: almost nniversally wear the dress of citizens; many speak, and more understand, 
the English language; large numbers have adopted our industries ; camp and tent, are /- superseded by shanty and house; domestic, instead of nomadic, life is their rule; the . 
mumeries of idolatry and conjuring of paganism have given place to the prayers and — 
praises addressed to the true and living God; polygamy is practically abandoned, 
monogamy accepted, and the rites and rights of mairiage and home regarded and 
respected. | 

The Bad River and Red Cliff bands in Wisconsin who are located, the 
, _ former in Ashland County, numbering 732, and the latter, numbering 726, 

north of Bayfield. At Bad River, in ‘Spite of determined opposition on 
the part of the chiefs, 160 allotments, of 80 acres each, have been made 
to ax many families, who are persevering in farming, and have raised 
during the year good crops of corn, potatoes, and turnips, sufficient, 

- with fish, of which they consume and sell large quantities, to subsist 
them comfortably through the winter. The day and night schools, in con- 

: nection with the manual-labor boardin g-school, have had an attendance 
of 128 pupils. At Red Cliff, the 80 acresunder cultivation have yielded 
good crops, proving that the reservation is adapted toagriculture. Sev- 
eral Indians have learned the cooper’s trade, but the barrels made this’ 
year found no market. One hundred thousand staves have been man- 
ufactured. An allotment in severalty should be made at an early day 
to these enterprising Indians, who have received their last annuity from 

' the Government, and are glad to engage iu any employment which will 
furnish them with a livelihood. Their day and night schools have an 
attendance of 52 pupils. , 

_ The Red Lake band, numbering 1,141, on a reservation lying around 
' . Red Lake, in Minnesota. Satistied with their blanket and wigwam, 

_ kept from hunger by the cultivation by the women of small patches of 
corn and potatoes, and by fish from thelake, scantil y clad by means of their 
annuity of blankets and cloth and $8 per capita, and seldom visited by 
white men—these Indians, uutil within three years, have passed an 
undisturbed and comparatively comtortable savage life. A recent 
attempt to begin among them, while yet undemoralized by contact with 
white men of the border, a work of civilization, has met with most grati- 
fying success. A desire for houses, for citizens’ dress, for more land 

_ under cultivation, and for theindividual possession of stock and farming- 
| implements, was soon awakened. Two hundred men, out of a population 

of less than 1,200, have learned to labor with their own hands. The 
‘medicine-men ” are losing their hold, aud there is a growing desire for 
the education of their children. A small day-school has been’ main- 
tained, but, owing to the distance of their scattered homes, little can be 
accomplished in this direction until a boarding-school shall have been 
established. For this a special appropriation is needed. The condition 
and progress of the Red Lakes is reported by their agent as follows: 

The Indians have raised this year crops in about the following quantities : Corn, 
5,000 bushels; wheat, 80 bushels; potatoes, 2,000 bushels. The Indians manifest a 
growing desire for a surer and better livelihood, for homes like the whites, with simi- — 
lar comforts and conveniences, and to this end are anxious to obtain work, are willing 

. to work well and faithfully, and have cleared up some land adjoining their gardens, 
thus increasing the area under cultivation. Their crop of corn is good, notwithstand- 
ing the drought, while the wheat, although Severely injured by the grasshoppers, is 
double that ever raised here; the potato-yield will be under their average owing in part 
to lack of seed, severe cold freezing them, and also to the potato-bug. 

Some half dozen hewed log-houses for Indians are just finishing at this date. 
Nearly one-half of them wear citizen’s dress, and all are engaged in cultivating 

gardens, even though they resort to the lakes at their very duuis tor fish, which con- 
stitutes a large element of their food: The Indians are quiet, peaceable, and orderly ; 
about as much so as a white settlement in the same locality would be.
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Daring the year I have, with the help of the Indians, built a very fair wagon-roa 
with the necessary bridges, from this agency to the north«rn line of the White Eart 
reservation, a distance of abont fifty miles, there connecting with a road, via Whit 
Earth, to Detroit, our shipping-point on the Northern Pacific Railroad. 

The Mississippi Chippewas, numbering about 800, (with a few Pilla 
gers and half of the Pembinas,} at White Hurth, Minn. These In: 
dians, who, five years ago were in their wigwams and_ blankets, are 
now ready for a limited citizenship. They show by object-lesson teach- 
ing what the Government cau do for Indians with an apjlica- 
tion of the proper means in a way not altogether contrary to common 
sense. In these few years they have been raised from wretchedness and 
beggary to a condition of comfort and self:support by agriculture. They 
have houses, farms, stock, farming-implements, saw and grist mills, 
Shops and schools. Religious societies have furnished churches, pas- 
tors, and a hospital. The results of this season’s Indian-farming are 7,000 
bushels of wheat, 2,500 bushels of corn, 15,000 bushels of oats, 5,100 
bushels of vegetables, and 2,000 tons of hay. Oue boarding and two 
day schools are attended by 129 pupils. Each year of effort has shown 
Steady progress, and they need now from the Government little beyond 
the continued support of the schools and of the employé-torce to insure 
a constant annual gain toward Christian civilization. To this end the 
recent allotments of lands will largely contribute, in giving a sense of 
security in the possession of the first homes which they have earned 
the right to call theirown. The following in regard to these White 
Earth Indians is taken from a report made by the assistant secretary 
of the Board of Indian Commissioners: ae 

The progress made in the seven years past gives reason to hope that in a few years 
more the goal will be reached of self-support and mauly, honest living. No geod 
reason appears why these Indians should much longer ueed the care of the General 
Government. They have a rich country, well watered, containing fair proportions of 
prairie and timber lands, and large enough to support every Indian in the State of 
Minnesota. Let their lands be partitioned under the homestead act of Mareh 3, 1875 ; 
let this reservation be organized as a county ; let them have the protection and control 
of State laws, the benetits of commou schools, and the rights of cltizens; then the 
United States Indian agency can be abolished. 

The Chippewas who have made little or no progress in civilization are: | 
Half of the Pembinas, who number in all 557, and: who were ordered 

two years ago, on pain of forfejture of their annuities, to remove from their 
haunts in Turtle Mountain and around Fort Pembina, in Dakota, to White 
Earth, and most of the Otter Tail Pillagers, 522-in number, who were 
likewise compelled to remove from Otter Tail County in Minnesota, 
where they had become a source of annoyance and alarm to the settlers. 
These two bands have been slow in falling into line with the rest of their 
tribe on that reservation, although a fine location has been selected for 

_ them, on which ground has been: broken and a water-power saw-mill 
erected. Several have this year made a beginning in farming, and it is 
hoped that next year will witness a greater readiness on their part to 
labor and to adopt the white man’s dress and customs. ° - 

The Pillager and Lake Winnebagoshish bands in the vicinity of Leech 
Lake, Minnesota, comprising 1,594 of the most degraded and disorderly 
of the Chippewas. Nothing is being done for their civilization, except 
in the maintenance of pupils in a boardiug-school. and the plowing in the 
spring of the few accessible patches of arable land of inferior quality which 
the reservation affords. The only help for these Indians is in a large 
annual expenditure for all time to come for their support in their present 
location, or geuerous appropriations for a few years to effect their removal | 
and establishment upon White Earth reservation, or lands adjoining. 
To such removal their unwillingness to leave their lake would present 
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‘ostacles more or less serious. Two Indians, who have been ringleaders 

n all the disturbances which have taken place on the reservation for 

he past few years, were arrested by the agent in September and taken 

before the United States district court at Saint Paul for trial; but the 

ourt decided that the case did not come within its jurisdiction, and thus 

the moral effect which it was hoped their arrest and punishment would 

‘have on other turbulent members of the tribe, was lost for want of the 

legislation which the Bureau has most earnestly asked. | 

The White-Oak Point Mississippis, numbering 790, on the Mississippi 

River, who are in much the same condition as the Pillagers, except that 

they have no school, and are at a greater distance from the agency. 

The Mississippis of Mille Lac who live around a lake of the same name 

in Central Minnesota, on good farming and timber lands, which they 

ceded in 1863, reserving only the right of occupancy during good 

behavior. They depend for support on the fish and rice of the lake 

and their per capita annuity, of which a portion has this year been 

expended in getting their little garden-patches plowed and in the pur- 

chase of farming-implements and clothing., A band of Mille Laces, 
known asthe Snake River Indians, are living at Rice Lake, in the vicin- 

ity of Brunswick, Mivn., some of whom own small tracts of land pur- 

chased by themselves at Government rates, and work in the lumber- 

camps. But they have become so demoralized by whisky and close 

contact with bad white men that their elevation in their present loca- 

tion is impracticable if not impossible. 
The Fond du Lac band, numbering 404, who, as reported last year, 

have a reservation nearly covered with pine on Saint Louis River, near 

Duluth, Minn., which, if it could be sold, would furnish ample means 

tor their removal and establishment at Bad River. They are naturally 

thrifty and intelligent, and accustomed to obtain more than half their 

scanty subsistence by work for the railroad and lumber camps, and in: 

the cultivation of small patches of corn and potatoes, but are utterly 

unwilling to be removed to a better country. 
| The Lac de Flambeaux, 665 in number, on a timbered reservation in 

Marathon County, Wisconsin. Remote from settlements, they are still 

in their primitive condition, the chiefs resolutely opposing any attempt 

on the part of the agent to induce the young men to begin a civilized 

life on Bad River. : : . 

The Bois Fortes, numbering 697, on an almost inaccessible reservation 

| in Northern Minnesota. They have made a small beginning in farming, 

but no report as to the results has been received, and no encouragement 

is expected while they remain in their present location. Itis feared that 

the Bois Forte country has been swept over by the late fires, which have 

caused more or less damage on all of the seven reservations belonging 

to the La Pointe agency. 
The Grand Portage band, numbering 262, which is in the same condition 

aslast year, living in log houses on a sterile reservation on the northern 

shore of Lake Superior, subsisting mainly by hunting and fishing, and | 

occasionally working in mines and lumber camps in Canada. <A school 

sustained by a Catholic mission has an irregular attendance. In regard 

to their condition their agent reports as follows: ; 

As you are well aware, no attempt has been made to bring these bands of Indians 

under the civilizing influence of the Government, through the labor of their hands. It 

has been impossible to find any kind of labor for them to do, even though we had 

funds to do it with. They are so far north that they can be reached but oxce each. 

year, and then it must be in the season of navigation. 

| The fires of midsummer that swept over the Northwest, extend-d to their reserva- 

tion, and fears were entertaived that their houses on the lake-shore would be burned.
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The flames were stayed, however, through the combined efforts of every man, woman, 

and child that could lift a hand. The fires were fought for some two weeks, during. 

which time many gardens were entirely destroyed. Potatoes, just large enough to eat, 

were scorched and burned till their growth was entirely destroyed. It being too late 

to replant, many will be entirely without during the coming winter; they have had 

an unusually good year in sugar and rice. Those having gardens near the lake-shore 

have unusually good ones. The lots and gardens have been fenced with the lumberI 

ent them last year. I observed neatness and cleanliness where two years ago I found 

filth and vermin. Many who wore long hair have abandoned this superstitious custom, 

and now wear hair short. I am satisfied the Indians are trying to do the best they 

can under the circumstances to make their homes comfortable. They expected notbing 

from the Department this year, and when informed of the object of my visit, and that 

the Government was mindful of their condition and wants, their joy and happiness 

were unbounded. 

The 1,040 Lac Court d’Oreilles, who have three townships in the center 

of Wisconsin. It was hoped, from the vigorous effort which was put 

forth last year for their civilization that most gratifying progress 

would this year be reported. In regard to the adverse influences which 

have been at work, their agent writes: . 

‘This band has been kept in a state of excitement and unhappiness by mischievous 

white men, who, too lazy to work, circulate among and live off the poor ignorant 

ndiaps. 
7 

The farmer and teacher who had inaugurated this work on the reserve, in July, 1873, 

becoming discouraged and disheartened on account of funds, and a suspension of the 

work, resigned in January, and I wish to bear record to their faithfulness and devotion 

to the labor in hand. About twenty-five thousand dollars have been spent in this 

work, the Indians receiving the greater part for labor performed for their own benefit, 

or that of their bands, and so much had been accomplished that the agent did not con- 

sider it policy to abandon the work ; he therefore engaged another teacher and farmer, 

who were sent out June last. Highty families are now actually engaged in agricul- 

tural pursuits. These Indians certainly deserve attention from the Government; they 

are willing to work, and have some good farming lands. Can we not be assured that 

funds ample for this work will be furnished this next year? | 

Notwithstanding these discouragements the Lac Court d’Oreilles have 

raised 1,000 bushels of potatoes, 100 bushels of corn, and have broken 

thirty-three acres, and a small school has been maintained since July. 

| CHOCTAWS AND CHICKASAWS. | 

The Choctaws and Chickasaws, though maintaining separate govern- 

ments, occupying different reservations, and speaking a different Jan- 

_ guage, having made joint treaties with the United States, are generally 

classed as one people. Living in the southeast portion of the Indian 

Territory, where they came in contact with the slave-holders of Arkan- 

sas and Texas, there is less tendency to individual effurt among them 

than among some of their neighbors. 
| 

The question of the rights of the freedmen has reached, as yet, no 

satisfactory solution. The expenditures by the Choctaws from their 

national funds, for school purposes, have been proportionally larger than 

those of any other tribe, but they are characterized by Principal Chief 

Overton, in his annual message, as extravagant and badly managed. 

The children of the freedmen are not allowed to attend their schools nor 

to’ receive any of the public fund for the support of schools among them- 

selves. To remedy this disability, two schools for this class have been 

opened by the Bureau within the Choctaw Nation. 

The Choctaws and Chickasaws have two weekly papers, the Atoka 

Vindicator and the Oklahoma Star, published both in the native and 

English languages. . 

The Chickasaws have asked to have their country surveyed, for the 

an a aaa te
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purpose of allotment of lands in severalty among themselves, but the Choctaws decline to join in the tequest, and claim that the treaty pro- — vision, that no survey shall be made until the Choctaws and Chickasaws ask for it, will not allow the granting of this request. Unfortunately, the letter of the treaty requires this view of the subject. 
Coleman Coie, governor of the Choctaw Nation, in his annual mes- Sage to the national council in October last, recommended the adoption by the nation of the colored people formerly held as slaves by the Choe. taws, giving them equal rights with Choctaw citizens except in the soul, in which they areeach allowed forty acres only of land, in accordance with _ the terms of the treaty of 1866 ; also the placing of the public schools entirely under the control of the national council and excluding the children of white persons not citizens. He is Opposed to the admission of any more white men as merchants or miners, and hopes the people of the United States will let the Choctaws alone to enjoy their rights in their own way. He says the crops of corn, wheat, oats, potatoes, and cotton are sufficient for the wants of the people, and much better than for years past. He claims that all the mines of coal, lead, and other minerals, and all the timber belongs to the Choctaw and Chickasaw Na- tions and not to individual Indians who may be occupying the soil, and recommends the appointment of national agents, with authority to con- Struct scales for weighing coal offered for sale, and to collect royalty for | the same, the proceeds to be expended for educational purposes. — Rec- ommendation is also made to continue the effort to collect of the United States what is known as the Choctaw net- proceeds claim rejected by the last Congress, and its payment to the national treasurer for the indi vidual claimants as per the treaty of 1833. : 

COAHUILLAS AND COCOPAHS. | 

AS reported last year, they are estimated to number respectively 150 and 180, and cultivate small patches in the neighborhood of Fort Yuma, Arizona. Ample provision has been made for receiving them upon the Colorado River reserve, where rich lands, capable of irrigation, offer them . an abundant living in return for moderate toil. The main body of these tribes are in Mexico. Their proximity to Arizona City and Fort Yuma tends to perpetuate their degredation by lewdness and intemperance, and nothing but hunger bordering on starvation is likely to make them willing to remove. 
| 

COAST TRIBES. 

The Indians included under this head are located on three reserva- tions on the Oregon coast. They number, in the aggregate, 2,068, and are designated as follows: 118 Alseas, 45 Sinselaws, 120 Coos, and 42 Umpquas at Alsea; 1,000 Indians, divided into tourteen small bands, of which only Chiteoes, Sixes, Rogue Kivers, Chasta Scotons, and Macanoot- nas are hamed by the agent, at Siletz; and 54 Oregon City, 32 Cow | Creek, 41 Mary River, 76 Mollala, 66 Clackama, 29 Calapooia, 73 confed- erated Rogue River aud Shasta, 160 Umpqua, 62 Santiam, 66 Wappato 32 Luckiamut, and 51 Yam Hill Indians on the Grand Ronde reservation, » adjoining Siletz. | 
AS stated in report of last year, a treaty made in 1855 with the Indians in Oregon, west of the Cascade Mountains, setting apart a tract of country along the Pacifie coast for permanent occupancy, was not rati- fied by Congress, but the tract Specified was set apart by executive order until 1865, when a strip taken out of the middle of the reserva-
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‘tion was restored to the public domain, thus making two reservations, 

of which the lower is occupied by the tribes in the Siletz, and the upper 

by those in the Alsea agency. It is of first importance, in endeav- 

oring to promote the welfare of these tribes that the question of their 

permanent home should be settled at an early day. The Indians on the 

‘Alsea and Siletz reservations are scattered at different points along | 

the coast, and should be gathered together within the reach of a small 

agency. Fortunately the Siletz reservation offers a country suitable 

for such consolidation, and the Department is now endeavoring to effect | 

the removal of the scattered bands and their location under the present 

Siletz agency. 
| 

The Alseas and Sinelaws are on lands which their fathers have 

occupied for generations. The Coos and Umpquas were removed 

thither in 1855. The Indians of this agency wear citizens’ dress, live 

in houses, and though cultivating a very few acres, subsist mainly on 

fish, game, and berries, with which their reservation is abundantly sup- 

plied. Their first school has been opened the past year, in which o2 

pupils have shown great interest and advancement. They are naturally , 

disinclined to remove, and on account of their unwillingness, in accord- 

ance with the recommendation of their agent, the removal is postponed. 

till spring, when it is hoped it will be effected without resistance on the 

part of the Indians, and greatly to their advantage. 

The fourteen bands of Siletz Indians were formerly scattered along 

the coast, in small villages, each governed by its own chief, independent 

of and generally hostile to the others, holding nothing in common but 

» hatred of the whites. Every crime could be condoned by payment; 

wives were bought and sold like cattle; and they seemed to have 

reached the lowest depths of degradation and superstition. They were 

the principal actors in the wars of 1855 and 1856, and after their subju- 

vation and collection’ by force upon a reservation, licentiousness and 

bitter and constant feuds were a most effectual bar to all progress toward 

civilization, and at the end of sixteen years of reservation-life these 

Indians still bore the reputation of being the most turbulent and de- 

graded in the State. Five years ago an earnest effort was made by 

 @hristian men for their physical, moral, and religious elevation, the 

results of which have more than realized the most sanguine expecta- 

tions. The whole population, clothed in citizens’ dress, live in houses | 

and engage in. agriculture, the men working with their own hands. 

Allotments have been made in seyveraity; agency-farms have been 

abandoned; agency teams and cattle have been bought by Indians and | 

paid for in labor or produce, and a community of independent farmers 

_is taking the place occupied by a set of paupers and vagabonds. 

Their crops this year will average to each individual nearly 3 bushels 

-wheat,* 2 bushels oats, and 4 bushels potatoes and turnips. They own 

22() houses, 50 waguns, avd 80 head of cattle. The grist-mill in process 

of erection will be a great stimulus to industry and, it is hoped, will 

enable them to realize good profits by wheat-raising. _ 

In education, they are not keeping pace with their improvement in 

other respects. A school building has just been erected, but owing to 

the prejudice of parents, caused by the death of several school-children | 

some years ago, but twenty-eight pupils have been induced to attend. 

In regard to the remarkable change in morals and religion, their 

agent reports: 
, 

Only by looking backward two and a half years, and contrasting the condition then | 

and the condition now, can any definite idea be gained of the great change that has 

~ * By clerical error the wheat raised on this reservation was reported last year at 

40,000 instead of 4,000 bushels. . | 

pn
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taken place. Adultery and other kindred vices, then so common,. have now almost ceased ; theft, wife-beating, then of every-day occurrence, are now seldom heard of. Our guard-house, or jail, has been tenantless for mouths. Then the fierce jealousy: existing between savage tribes who had been hostile for generations, was continually breaking out in desperate conflicts, in which numbers were engaged; now, a more peaceable, orderly, and quiet community does not exist. — | On the Sabbath, a well-dressed, orderly congregation assembles for worship. During the week few men are seen lounging around the agency and stables, as formerly; but in their shops or on their farms are busily employed, while the women at home are learning to make their houses comfortable and attractive, and are profiting by the in- structions given them. Of course, all have not yet been able to divest themselves of old customs and old ways; some still cling to the traditions of their ancestors, and manifest little inclination to profit by the assistance tendered them ; but their numbers and influence are decreasing. Men formerly foremost in brawls and fights, feared and disliked by all the others, have been brought under the light of the Gospel, and exhib- ited such change of character and life, patience under provocation, readiness to for- give injury, a spirit of meekness and love under persecution, that they have now the . respect and confidence of all; and men who a short time ago derided and persecuted them, now eagerly seek their advice and apply to them to settle their differences. | The number uniting with the church during the past year has not been great. Prob- ably twenty (20) in that time have been received on probation, who are still giving evidence of cousistent Christian conduct. The church here, though not numerous, is 
earnest and agressive, and the circle of its influence is daily widening. 

7 As a result of this reformation in character and life, the rapid decrease 
in numbers has been arrested, and the number of births and deaths are 
now about equal. None of these tribes have any treaty relations with 
the Government, except some of the Rogue Rivers, who were associated 
with the Grand Ronde Indians in their treaty and were placed upon 
that reservation, but were subsequently allowed to remove to Siletz, 
much to the relief of the better-disposed Indians at Grand Ronde. 

| The Indians under the Grand Rondeagency, like those at Siletz, are rem- 
: nants of various tribes; but, unlike them, have, in the main, been loyal to 

the Government. Since coming upon a reservation, about twenty years 
ago, they have steadily evinced.a desire to improve and willin gness to sup- 
port themselves by labor on farms. Four thousand acres, the entire 
amount of tillable land which their reservation of 69,120 acres affords, are 
under cultivation by Indians in individual farms, allotted in severalty, 
from which the more enterprising raise not only food enough for their own 

_ consumption, but a surplus which finds a ready market at good prices. 
; Their wheat-crop this year will average two barrels of flour to each 
. individual. They live in houses, wear citizens’ dress, and have a local 

government, with justice, jury, lawyer, sheriff, clerk, &c., modeled after 
the State government of Oregon. | . 

These Indians have now reached such a point that the expiration of 
treaty stipulations last year will not materially affect their progress, if 
the Government will only for a few years longer continue the salaries of 
employés and the support of the two schools. They furnish a fine illus- 
tration of the wisdom of the policy which, while treating the Indian as 
a child, gives him facilities for growth in the way of schools, careful 

_trainiug in farming or some mechanical art, furnishes him necessary aid 
while learning to care for himself, and assists him in acculmulating-prop- 
erty sufficient for a fair start until he shall attain his majority and is 

- ready for citizenship. _ . | 
A tract of country north of the Salou River has for generations been 

occupied by some twenty-four Nestuccas, one huhdred Tillamooks, and 
_ afew Clatsops and Neehalims, numbering in the aggregate not tar from 

| two hundred, who have never been parties.to any treaty. They have 
| hitherto lived by fishing and hunting, with occasional assistance in the - 

way of provisions, to prevent suffering. The opening of this portion of 
Oregon to settlement has made their removal necessary, and through 

| the efforts of Special Commissioner Simpson they have reluctantly 7
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consented to remove to the mouth of the Salmon River, on the Siletz 

reserve, on the condition that they shall be included under the Grand , 

Ronde agency, from which they are only eight hours distant by a good 

road. 
: | 

oo COMANCHES. | | 

The Comanches in the Kiowa and Comanche agency, in the south- 

western part of the Indian Territory, number 1,556, the larger portion 

of whom were engaged with the Cheyennes in war against the Govern- 

ment. Some of them doubtless were frightened from the agency at the 

time of the Wichita fight, in August, 1874, and against their will be-. 

came identified with those whose hostile intentions they did not share. 

In October following they began to return, a few bands at a time sur- 

- rendering unconditionally to the military commander at Fort Sill, until, 

in June of the present year, only 35 remained out ftom the agency, and 

are supposed to be now on the Pecos River, in Texas, whither they fled 

at the time of the Wichita fight. As each band surrendered they were 

disarmed and dismounted, the chiefs put in irons, and the men impris- | 

oned for a short time. 
| 

Only eight of their number are reported as killed by the military, but 

the campaign left them utterly impoverished and thoroughly humbled. | 

Nine of their number, including one chief, have been sent to Fort Marion, 

*Florida, for military confinement. 

Many of the horses delivered up to the military by the Comanches 

and Kiowas died ur were shot ; some were returned to the Indians, some 

takeu by military scouts, some given to Tonkaways, and the remainder 

sold for about $22,000, with which General Mackenzie is now purchasing 

sheep to be distributed to the Indians of the agency. 

Of the Comanches who remained loyally on their reservation a large 

number have this year, for the first time, taken hold of farming in earn- 

est: About 200 acres have been plowed, plauted, and cultivated by men 

who have barvested 5,000 bushels of corn. Heretofore it has been im- 

possible to get a Comanche child to attend school; twenty have this 

year attended the ‘industrial school, in which the parents have taken an 

unusual interest. | 
| 

: Only two whites are reported killed by these Indians during the year. 

During the same period the Comanches with the Kiowas have lost fifteen 

of their people killed by Texas citizens and rangers. Five Quahada 

Comanches out of a party of six were beheaded by citizens of Jack 

County. 
| : , 

A band of 165 Penetethka Comanches were settled on the Wichita . 

reservation at the time it was set apart for friendly tribes. While 

‘entirely loyal, they have manifested no disposition to labor until within | 

the past year, when they have taken hold of farming with unexpected 

energy, and have realized good crops. | : | 

COLVILLES. 

They are still in their original homes in Washington Territory; a 

few on the Colville reservation, but for the most part in the Colville 

Valley, on both sides of the Columbia River, from Kettle Falls to the 

mouth of the Spokane River. Here, scattered among the settlers, they 

cultivate small fenced fields, aggregating 875 acres, and raise consider- 

able wheat, about one-half of their subsistence being obtained in: that 

way. They number 650, have never made treaties with the Govern- 

ment, but are peaceably disposed, and are reported. to be thrifty and —
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progressive. During planting and harvest they labor industriously for | white settlers, and, if suitable lands were set apart for their occupation, would soon settle down to agriculture and. readily abandon fishing, ~ hunting, and root gathering, to which they are now forced to resort during two-thirds of the year. Nearly all have embraced the: Roman Catholic religion, and have built for themselves a large log church. Thirty children are in a boarding-school under the care of Sisters of Charity. _To its support the: parents willingly make contribution, and have recently furnished a year’s supply of fish. | The other tribes belonging to the Colville agency are the Lakes, Spo- kanes, Pend a’Oreilles, Okanagans, Methows, San Poels. and Nespeelums, of whom all but the last three tribes, like the Colvilles, are inclined to . agriculture and a civilized life, and with almost no assistance from the Government in that direction are making praiseworthy efforts to follow _ the “white man’s ways.” None of them have made any treaty with the United States, and the reservation set apart for their occupancy by | executive order in the northwestern part of the Territory is so barren and mountainous that but few Indians are located thereon and no build- ings have been erected, and the agent and his small force of employés | are at Fort Colville occupying such quarters as the post-commander can Spare. Consequently the influence of the agency extends to but a small _ portion of the Indians, and the difference in thrift and intelligence between those bands which come most directly under its influence and- those which are more remote is marked. A portable grist-mill has been . recently purchased for the use of the agency, which will be of great serv- ice and encouragement to such Indians as are undertaking agriculture. Their agent says: 

. 
They are much pleased in having a mill of their own where they can get their wheat and corn ground without having to pay the excessive tolls that were exacted of them heretofore. Since the mill commenced grinding, about the first instant, the Indians have floured about five hundred bushels of wheat. They came from eighty to one hun- dred miles with their wheat, and many of them now work for the whites and take their pay in wheat, who would not work before. 

| - CGUR D’ALENES. 

This tribe, whose number is variously estimated from 500 to 7 00, | roam through Northern Idaho, along the proposed line of the North- ern Pacific Railroad. They have no treaty with the United States, and, though a reservation was set apart for their occupancy by Rxeeu- tive order in 1867, no steps have ever been taken to place them upon it. A Catholic mission, established many years since in their vicinity, is the only eivilizin g influence within their reach. It is thought that if the Colville reservation were properly located, they might be induced to settle within its limits. 

CREEKS. 

The Creeks were reported in 1872 as numberin g 13,000. 
‘Notwithstanding the discouragement caused. by the destruction of their crops last year, they have made more rapid improvement during the year than ever before. The bitter contention of parties has largely ceased. The educational interest has been quickened and the increased industry among all classes shows an unusual recognition of the neces- sity for individual effort. 
Lhe crops are not only larger, but are in greater variety. Besides 

the accustomed crops of corn, beans, and potatoes, a larger quantity of
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wheat, cotton, tobacco, &c., has been gathered than ever before. Dur- © 

ing the year a flouring-mill and cotton-gin have been brought into suc-_. 

cessful operation, and large expenditures made for improved agricultural 

machinery, while various families of the tribe have purchased sewing- 

machines and cabinet-organs for their households. 

The three boarding-schools, with their 200 pupils, have had continued 

success. The 36 day-schools, with an estimated attendance of 600, labor 

under many disadvantages, because of the scattered population and the 

impracticability of teaching English thoroughly during the brief daily 

session. A “Teacher’s Institute” was held by the Creeks during the year. 

The second-territorial fair, held at Muskogee, was a decided success, 

bringing together representatives from all the various tribes to strive 

for the mastery in a way quite unusual among Indians. 

The need of a United States court for a more efficient administration 

of law becomes every day more apparent and urgent. 

CROWS. | - , 

‘The Mountain and River Crows, numbering respectively 3,000 and 1,200, 

have a reservation, bounded by the Yellowstone River, the 107th merid- 

ian, and the north boundary-line of Wyoming; but most of the River 

Crows roam north of the Missouri River, where they fall an easy prey to 

the vices and bad whisky of degraded white men. This year, for the 

first time, the River Crows have-been at the agency ina body. A care- 

ful count shows their number to vary little from that previously reported. 

They promise to remain on the reservation during the coming winter. | 

With plenty of buffalo and liberal annuities, aud other large amounts | 

realized from the sale of robes and peltries, the Crows are entirely com- 

fortable and prosperous, according to their savage ideal. Abundance of 

game, illicit whisky-trading, and incessant warfare with the Sioux, are - 

the main obstacles in the way of their civilization. 

The second obstacle has been decidedly modified by the removal of the | 

agency from the Yellowstone River to a location fifteen miles from the 

river, on Rosebud Creek. Twelve convenient and substantial buildings 

have been completed since June, and ten more are in process of erection. 

This work has been pushed forward with the greatest difficulty and peril, 

owing to frequent raids by the Sioux, who annually invade the Crow res- : 

ervation. Three men at work for the agency and five others have been 

murdered, and a large number of beef-and work-animals have been stam- 

peded or killed. Employés have been obliged to carry arms as well as 

tools, and to labor in parties much larger than the necessities of the work 

would require. The Indians, full of war and revenge, have no thought to 

bestow upon farming or other peaceful employment, especially as the | 

best farming-lands of the reservation are most exposed to these hostile | 

incursions. Six families, however, bave been induced to tend small 

farms, and have succeeded well. A mile and a half of ditch, sufficient 

to irrigate several hundred acres, has been dug, and itis hoped that 

another season will see at least a beginning made toward the civilization 

of these 4,000 wild, but always loyal, Crows. 

; . DELAWARES. | ; | 

The Delawares were originally a powerful tribe, in the vicinity of ‘the 

Susquehanna River. After their removal to Obio, they became a thrifty, | 

-_- prosperous community. But after a series of removals, each one of ‘ 

‘which has brought them into contact with a new set of the worst class 

| an . ;
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| of men found upon the extreme border, they have at last reached the 
- + Indian Territory, where 1,000 have been incorporated with the Chero- 

kees, and show in their habits of dissipation and unthrift the debasing 
| effects of. the process of removals of which they have been the victims 

for two generations. The thirty Delawares on the Kiowa and Comanche 
reservation obtain about half their subsistence by agriculture, but have 

. not yet adopted citizens’ dress, nor do they live in houses. 
The Caddoes in the Wichita agency include sixty-one Delawares, who 

last year united with the Caddoes under one chief, and assumed their 
tribal name, and who have long had the reputation of being, next to the 

| Caddoes, the most industrious and advanced in civilization of all the 
tribes in that agency. 

ETAKMURS. 

They will be referred to hereatter under the head of Snohomish 
Indians. | : 

FLATHEADS. | 

_ The Jocko reservation, in the valley of the Jocko River, surrounded 
by the mountains of Northwestern Montana, contains 2,240 square miles, 
Most of it is unsurpassed for grazing and timber, and 1,500 acres are till- 
able. In the treaty of 1855, by which a large territory which they had 
long held in undisputed possession was ceded to the United States by 
the Flathead Indians, who were then quite largely engaged in agricul: 
ture in the valley of the Bitter Root, the question of their permanent — 
location in that valley or their removal to the Jocko reservation was 
left undecided. Owing to the increasing number of settlements on the 
Bitter Root Valley, made at first by the permission and even invitation 
of the friendly-disposed chief of the Flatheads, after a lapse of seven- 

) . teen years it was decided that these Indians should either take up lands 
and become citizens or remove to the Jocko. : 

| Both propositions met with decided opposition, but two of the three 
chiefs were finally induced to sign an agreement to move, and in’1873 
one chief, with 20 families consisting of 81 persons, took possession of 
twenty houses, built, according to agreement, in the vicinity of the old 

: ' agencyfarm. These Indiansareconsiderably advanced in civilization, and 
depend entirely on farming for support. The chief, Arlee, has recently 
decided to organize a police force, and to punish crimes by fines or work 
for the benefit of the tribe. For the Flatheads and 1,185 Pend d’Oreilles — 
and Kootenays there are one boarding-school tor girls and one day- 
School, having an attendance of 45 pupils. 

The remaining 350 Flatheads, under two chiefs, are still in the Bitter 
Root Valley, and hold no communication with the agency, and are try- 
ing to maintain themselves on their farms. Whether they will prove 
equal to the competition: which the settlements have brought around 
them, and be able to save their property from sheriff’s sale by prompt 
payment of taxes, is vet a question. Amid the eager desire to gain pos- 
session of their valuable farms, there will be few days of grace after the 
taxes are due. | 

-_ GROS VENTRES. 

Though never failing iu their friendship to the Government, this tribe,! 
as a whole, have taken no steps out of barbarism. | 

Six hundred Gros Ventres at Fort Berthold, Dakota, have already been 
‘ referred to in connection with the Arickarees. They, with the Mandans, 

speak the same language as the Crows, and if they could be induced to
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join them on the Yellowstone, could be readily assisted in beginning 4 

civilized life. But they are not yet ready to leave their wretched country. 

‘Nothing is being doue for the 950 Gros Ventres in the Fort Belknap 

agency, in Montana, beyoud distributing annuities and furnishing a few 

rations. Their principal and favorite source of supply being the chase, | 

buffalo, still found in large numbers in their vicinity, furnish their prin- 

cipal source of supply, as well as furs for barter. 

| HOHS. : | | 

They are a small tribe of 115 Indians who belong to the Quinaielt 

agency in Washington Territory, but with the Quillehutes are living on | 

lands north of the reservation-limits. Remarks in regard to the latter 

tribe will apply to the Hobs. 7 

HOOPAS. 

The Hoopas are native to the valley of the Trinity River, in California, 

‘in which the Hoopa Valley reservation is located. They number 571, 

generally wear citizens’ dress, and live in houses half under ground. A | 

few work on the agency-farm, and seem to have made a genuine attempt 

at reform, but the majority prefer to live on roots and acorns gathered 

by the women; and, from long proximity to a military garrison, within | 

the limits of the reservation, are most deplorably licentious and dis- 

eased. Frequent recommendations and. requests have been made by 

agents, one of them an officer in the Army, that Camp Gaston be 

removed to a point twelve or fifteen miles distant from the reservation. . 

A school was closed after being maintained four months, the results not 

being such as to justify the expenditures. 

| | HUALAPAIS. 

Kighteen months ago the Hualapais were removed from Beale’s 

Springs, in Arizona, to the southern part of the Colorado River reserve, 

in the vicinity of a military post established to prevent their return to | 

their old haunts. On the approach of the planting-season, the agent 

removed them without difficulty thirty miles nearer the agency, with _ 

the intention of compelling them to labor in return for rations; but _ 

soon after, owing largely to bad influences from without, they suddenly 

left the reservation in a body. The commander of the post refused to 

pursue, and the Indians having been supplied with arms by that officer, 

the agent was powerless to prevent their escape. It has been decided, 

in accordance with the recommendation of the general in command, to 

allow them to remain in their old range during good behavior. They 

number 620. The military post has been abandoned, and marked 

‘improvement in the health of the other Indians of the reservation has | 

resulted therefrom. | | | : 

IONIES. | . 

These Indians are included under Caddoes. 

IOWAS. | 

The Iowas, 219 in number, as reported last year, live in houses on a | 

fertile reservation in Southern Nebraska, are all engaged in agriculture, 

having as well-tilled farms as the neighboring settlers, and, without Gov- 

ernment compensation for their labor, are raising larger crops than are
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required for their own consumption. Their perseverance through two 
| ‘“‘grasshopper years” and the energy displayed this year in the plant- 

ing of most of their corn for the third time; the attendance of nearly 
one-fourth of their number at school, and the ability of nearly half of the 
tribe to read; their self-government in accordance with a code of laws 
to which obedience is enforced by a police force of five Indians, receiv- 
ing salaries of $40 per annum from the tribal funds, place these Iowas 
in the front rank of the civilized Indian tribes of the country, who need 

7 as their gift from the Government, and more than anything else, the 
| rights and protection of American citizenship. | 

; KAWS. | 

The Kaws are native to Kansas, and removed in 1873 to the north- 
| west corner of the Osage reservation in the Indian Territory. They 

| number 516. Nearly one-fourth of the tribe wear citizens’ dress and 
live in houses. All the families are engaged in agriculture, and more 
than one-tenth of the population are in School. Previous to removal, 
though receiving generous Government aid, they showed no disposi- 
tion to labor and often suffered from want. The following, from report 
of Agent Gibson, shows that they are now making satisfactory progress 
in the right direction: | | 

The Kaws have been on their reservation about two years, and have made good | 
progress, particularly during the past year, under the stimulating influence of the law 
requiring labor for their rations. They have been subsisted in this manner from their 
own funds, provided by Congress. 

Each family now has a claim, under Government survey, recorded in this office. 
Over 150,000 rails have been split, and nearly all laid up in good fence on their farms. 
They are building houses, and otherwise manifesting an interest in civilization that 
they have not heretofore done. Their corn is estimated at 11,600 bushels. About 600 
acres of prairie has been broken for them,a considerabie portion of which they are 
preparing to sow in wheat. 

A steam grist and saw mill has been erected for them; also a commodious barn for 
the school-farm. Both these buildings are of stone. Theschool has been well attended 
and successfully managed during the year, averaging about 45 pupils. Meetings for 
worship and Sabbath-schools are well sustained. . 

| | - KEAWABS. 

: They, with the Wichumnies, are in the vicinity of Humboldt County, 
California, and were reported by Agent Maltby, in 1372, as numbering 
about 230. They speak Spanish, wear citizens’ dress, and are said to 
subsist comfortably, but do not accumulate property. Several petitions 
for their removal have been signed by citizens, but no suitable location 
has yet been provided. 

| KING RIVER INDIANS. 

They were also reported by Agent Maltby as numbering about 585. . 
They are scattered along King and Kern Rivers, and are more desti- 
tute than the Keawahs. , 

KEECHIES. 

They will be referred to under the head of Wichitas,  . | 

KICKAPOOS. 

The original home of the Kickapoos was Illinois. When forced to 
leave that State they emigrated to Kansas, and from thence a part of the 

7 tribe fled to Mexico. By the treaty of 1862, the Kickapoos received
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their share of the tribal funds, and became citizens. Those remaining 

on the reservation number 280, whose intelligence, thrift, and prosperity 

are fully commented upon iu my last report. The Kickapoos in Mexico : 

were two years ago visited by a special commission, whose efforts were 

successful in inducing about 300 to remove to the Indian Territory and 

settle on the North Fork of the Canadian River. A second attempt made | 

this year has resulted in the removal of 114 more, who arrived at the 

agency in July last. They have cultivated during the year 63 acres, 

raised 1,200 bushels of corn, and split 23,440 rails. A school-house for 

their use is in process of erection. In regard to what has been done, 

their agent says: | 

The Mexican Kickapoos were placed under my care in the early part of the autumn 

of 1874, and as they had nothing with which to gain a subsistence by labor, I bought | 

and distributed to the principal families 30 two-horse wagons, 61 plows, 58 hoes, 54 

_ shovels, 73 iron wedges, and such other articles as would enable them to.farm success- 

fully. As they had no teams used to work, I furnished them 22 mules, with good har- . 

ness, and 26 gentle oxen, with yokes and chains complete. But after spending twelve — 

years roving from place to place in quest of plunder, as they have, it isratherasudden 

change to settle down to quiet farm-work, and they have not done as much as they might. — - 

And yet they have done as well as any one acquainted with their former life could ex- - 

pect, and, everything considered, there are hopeful signs of their becoming settled and 

peaceable Indians. They are not lazy, as their flying marauding trips have educated 

them to be sharp and stirring, and, once thoroughly interested in farming, they will . 

excel most other tribes. | . , 

| KIOWAS. | 

~ On the opening of hostilities in the Indian Territory nearly eighteen 

months ago, fully nine-tenths of the- Kiowas at the Kiowa and Co- 

manche agency in the southwestern part of that Territory were enrolled 

as friendly to the Government, but a considerable number of those thus : 

enrolled, reaching one-third of the 1,050 Kiowas, fled from the loyalcamp . 

in fright, as is claimed by their agent, at the time of the Wichita fight, 

and were afterward obliged to surrender to the military as ‘Chostiles.” » . 

Twenty-six leading Kiowa chiefs and braves, including Swan and the 

noted raider and murderer Lune Wolf, were taken to Fort Marion with | 

other Cheyenne and Comanche captives. The Kiowas have recently | 

sustained a severe loss in the death of Kicking Bird, who, though a , 

young man, was the head chief of the tribe. He abandoned raiding 

several years ago, and determined to make his reputation by loyalty to 

the Government and effort to promote the elevation of his people; it } 

was largely due to his influence that the Kiowas, who were as wild and . 

savage as their neighbors, the Comanches, took so small a part in the | 

late hostilities. His dying request, to be buried after the “ white man’s © 

way,” was carefally fulfilled. | 

Fifty-eight men have this year taken hold of the plow and hoe, and, | | 

without assistance by the women, have cultivated 175 acres in corn, ae 

which has yielded on the average 25 bushels to the acre. This is the 

first step ever taken by the Kiowas in the direction of self-support, and , 

most fortunately it has occurred in a season unprecedentedly favorable for | 

a crop. From an observation, extending over many years, it is not 

safe to expect such exemption from drought as will promise a fair crop. 

oftener than once in three years. 
Twenty Kiowa children, as many as could be accommodated in con- | 

nection with the Comanches, have spent their first. year in the board- 

ing-school. . 

KLAMATHS. oe 

Around a lake of the same name, in the southern part of the Kla- 

math reservation, in Southern Oregon, are located 546 Klamath Indians, 

5 IND | | 

,
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who, with Schonchin’s band of Modocs, were parties to the treaty of 1874,” 
, whieh defined the boundary of their reservation, and provided for the 

| erection of a saw and grist mill, and the employment of teachers and 
: other employés to the numberof ten, besides the agent. All the Indians 

wear citizens’ dress, and afew live in houses. During the year they have 
: been more or lessengaged incutting and haulin g saw-logs, splitting rails, 

| putting up a few houses, and cultivating about 100 acres of land. Their 
_ crops were destroyed by frost, which occurs so late in the spring as to 

render agriculture very discouraging, if not impracticable. Their res- 
ervation affords fine pasturage all the year round, and to stock-raising 
must these people look as the avenue by which they are to come up to 
self-support. ‘To this end, a herd of three hundred head of stock-cattle 
was purchased last year and distributed to the Indians. Their first 

— year’s experiment in caring for their own herds has been satisfactory, 
and leaves no question as to the practicability of providing for the In- 

/ dians in the manner proposed. At present roots, berries, and fish form 
the chief part of their subsistence. ‘The boardin g-school, with 23 pupils 
is prospering | 

. About 1,125 Lower Klamaths are scattered along the Klamath River, 
/ _ in California, from its junction with the Trinity to the ocean, about 43 

being included within the limits of Hoopa Valley reserve. They fre- 
: quently visit Hoopa Valley agency for niedical aid, and occasionally 

| receive a little assistance from the agent at that place, in the way of 
: blankets and supplies. They formerly belonged to the old Klamath res- 
— ervation, which was established in 1853, and extended from the mouth 

| of that river to within about 20 miles of the boundaries of Hoopa Valley 
, reservation, but was abandoned in 1862, owing to destruction of the 

agency by flood. Another agency was established, on rented lands, at 
Smith River, but the Klamaths never removed thither, being unwilling 
to leave their original home. From a report of an expedition down the 

| river, made in May last, by Lieutenant Wilson, of Camp Gaston, the 
: following extracts in regard to the present condition of these Indians 

are taken: : 
Commencing at tke mouth of the river, I examined each Indian village and counted 

| ‘. the homes, with the following results: 'lotal number of houses, exclusive of sweat- 
houses and other small buildings not occupied as dwellings, 225. I have included in 

_ this, Pac-ta, 13, and As-le ga, 6. These villages were situated within the limit of the 
Indian reservation, but, as I understaid, do not partake of the benefits of the agency, 
and are not treated as reservation Indians. 

| The usual estimate, from all I could learn, is an average of five persons to the house, 
making, from the mouth of the river to and including the village at the junction of the 
Klamath and Trinity Rivers, 1,125 Indians, of every age, sex, and condition. I am in- 
clined to the opinion, however, that five to the house is a very liberal estimate. A very 

| large proportion of these Indians, both old and young, are in a miserable condition 
. physically, the result of venereal diseases, and their numbers are fast decreasing. 

They seem to lay in great abundance of food, which consists principally of fish - 
(salmon and sturgeon) and acorns. These articles they lay in, in the proper season, in 
large quantities, enough to subsist on until the next year. In every house I examined 
I fuund large supplies of food on hand, much of it having remained over from last year. 
A great number of the young men go out and work for white men, principally in the 
cultivation and digging of potatoes, around Humboldt Bay. In this way some of them 
have learned how to cultivate the soil and build log and board cabins, a few of which 

- . are now substituted for the old style of Indian house, such as seen in this valley. 
a, Farming, however, is not carried on to any extent, only here and there a very swall 

) patch of potatoes. The only place worthy of note in this connection is the village of 
Warsoc, where they have nice gardens, well fenced, with irrigating-ditches, and in a 
high state of cultivation. They also have over eighty young fruit-trees out, all looking 
well. This state of things is due to the advice and assistance of Mr. Martin, who has 
lived adjoining them nineteen years. From the testimony of all the white men IJ talked 

7 to on this trip, the Indians seem to be given to petty thieving whenever opportunity 
. offers. I might also mention that they are sometimes very exorbitant in their charges 

for ferriage across the river, and threatening in cases of remonstrance.
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They say that they are doing well enough, and do not want to be on a reservation, 

not even desiring their own country set aside for that purpose ; or, at least, they do not 

waut to be subject to an agent, and the regulations of a reservation. 

These Indians do not seem to object to mining on the river, nor dol think they 

would object seriously to the lumber business being carried on; but they do not like: . 

cattle-ranches in their country, on account of the destruction of the acorns, nuts, . 

berries, &c., and driving away the game; and I am of the opinion that the establish- 

ment by white men of salmon-fisheries on the Klamath would result in serious trouble. 

There are no tribal relations, of any kind, of binding force among these Indians; no : 

chief or head-man recognized by the whole. Each village is a separate community of 

itself, where the wealthiest man is the recognized chief. So far asI could see, the _ 

Klamath Indians are pretty well supplied with fire-arms, principally the old muzzle- 

loading squirrel-rifle. They have a great many canoes—I estimate the number at 

about two hundred—and also some horses, but not a great number. | 

L think three or four hundred acres would cover all the level land along the river, . 

which is principally at the site of old Fort Terwer, and just opposite, on Wakel Flats, 

the site of the old Indian agency. Formerly there was more cultivated land at these 

places, but the floods of 1862 washed it away. Of the farming-lands on the mountain 

sides, I should think three or four thousand acres would be a large estimate for, say, 

one mile on each side of the river from the Trinity to the ocean; but timber is in the 

greatest abundance and variety, and very fine. From the month of the river to Kla- 

math bluffs is a very dense growth of the finest rosewood, and easy of access. : 

KOOTENAYS. | | : 

The 350 Kootenays living on the Jocko reservation, in Montana, - 

have undertaken very little in the way of farming, and subsist mainly — 

by hunting and fishing. They are willing and able to work for white : 

settlers, but their earnings are squandered in gambling. 

Some three or four hundred of the tribe are roaming im Northern 

Idaho, and have never come into any treaty relations with the United 

States. ; 
LAKES. | 

- Pwo hundred and forty-two Lakes are in the northern part of Wash- 

ington Territory, where they are cultivating, with little assistance from 

the Government, about fifty acres, but have no permanent home. : 

Six of their children are in the boarding-school at the Colville agency. : 

LITTLE LAKE INDIANS. | 

These Indians number 160, and have a home in the Round Valley res- 

ervation in California, with the Potter Valley and Pitt River Indians, 

under which head they will be referred to hereafter. | 

LIPANS. 

The Lipans to the number of 26 are near Fort Griffin, Texas, and will 7 

be referred to hereafter in connection with the Tonkaways. 

LUMMIS. 

_ They will be mentioned hereafter in connection with the S’Kokomish | 

Indians. 
MAKAHS. . 

The 560 Makahs on the Neah Bay reservation, in the extreme north- - 

west of Washington Territory, are almost exclusively engaged in the 

remunerative but hazardous occupation of catching seals, which abound | 

in the Straits of Fuca from February until June. They also find a
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good market for the oil of whales, dog fish and sharks. The seals are 
| _ captured by spearing, and are chased by the Indians in enormous canoes 

many miles from land. Several lives are lost yearly by canoes being 
carried by sudden winds far out at sea, beyond all hope of return. 

For several years past the agents at Neah Bay have urged that a 
| schooner be fitted out for the use and protection of these Indians, and 

| this recommendation was renewed in report of Special Commissioners 
Lang and Smith, published last year. 

. The Makahs subsist almost entirely on salmon and halibut. At pres- 
ent scarcely any tillable lands are found on the reservation ; but, accord- 
ing to the estimates made by the above-mentioned commissioners, by the 
expenditure of not more than $1,500 in diking, an area of two thousand 
acres of rich, arable land could be reclaimed from the tides; and it is 
believed many Indians could then be induced to undertake agriculture. 

By the consent of their parents, the agent and his wife have taken 
| into their own family twenty-two children, and assumed the entire care 

| of their board, clothing, education, and training. This first experiment 
among them, in separating Indian children from Indian life and lan- 

| guage, and placing around them the influences of a Christian home, has 
met with most encouraging success. Half the number, who began with 
the alphabet, now read readily in the Testament and write a legible 
hand, while by their health, neatness, industry, and good behavior they 
would scarcely be recognized as the wild, filthy, diseased beings of one 
year ago. 

: MANDANS. , 

They were once a large tribe—located in nine villages, on both sides 
of the Missouri River—but, reduced to a mere remnant by warfare with 
the Sioux and by two visitations of the small-pox, they took refuge among 
the Arickarees, where they have since remained, maintaining through 
all reverses an independent tribal organization. They now number 420, 

| and live in large dome-shaped houses made of poles and brush plastered 
| with mud. These cold, damp, and unwholesome habitations are grad- 

ually being replaced by log-houses built under the direction of the agent. 
Their condition and prospects have already been referred to in con- 

nection with the Arickarees. | : 

MARICOPAS. 

| They number 300, and, being associated with the Pimas, will be re- 
. ferred to under that head. 

: | MENOMONEES. , 

The Menomonees are native to Wisconsin. They number 1,522, and ~ 
are living in a civilized way on their reservation in Shawano County, 
in that State. No change has been made in their comfortable circum- 

| stances, as reported last year, except in the matter of schools. In this 
respect an attendance of 160 scholars in three day-schools, against 82 
scholars in two schools last year, shows an advance in the right direc- 
tion. A manual-labor boarding-school is their greatest need at present. 

| During the past winter the Menomonees cut over five million feet of 
logs, half of which were sold on the banks of the Oconto, and the other 
half in Oshkosh, at an average price of nearly $7 per thousand, netting 

| to the Indians, after receiving full wages for their labor, nearly $4 per 
thousand.
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METHOWS. | 

The Methows are a peaceable tribe of Indians residing on the river . 

of the same name in Washington Territory. They number 315 and | 

make some attempts at farming, but are so far from the headquarters 

of the Colville agency, to which they belong, that they receive but little 

encouragement or assistance from the Government. Oo 

| | MIAMIES. | | 

They are native to Indiana, where a few are now citizens. Most of | 

the tribe removed to Kansas in 1846, and in 22 years were reduced 

in number from 500 to 92. In 1873 their lands in Kansas were ap- 

praised for sale and most of the tribe confederated with the Peorias in — 

the Indian Territory. A few who were nearly white elected to remain — } 

in Kansas as citizens. The land matters of those who are consolidated 

with the Peorias are still in an unsettled state, and this uncertainty ass 

to their affairs operates unfavorably in regard to their advance in civili- 

zation. However, their agent reports: 

The Miamies who have removed to tlis reservation are, notwithstanding their many 

discouragements, doing well. They have been in a very poor condition consequent on 

their first starting in a new country, and the total failure of their crops last season. 

Since their removal here they have taken active steps in organizing a church, Com- 

mencing with twelve members less than two years ago, they now have seventy-seven 

- among the Miamies and Peorias. The effects of this movement can be plainly seen in 

the decreased number of drunken brawls, and in the general improvement of the con- 

duct and morals of both tribes. | 

A school-house has just been completed for their use. 

MISSION INDIANS. 

These tribes have already been referred to at length on pages 9 to 12 

of this report. 
MISSOURIAS. | | 

They are confederated with the Otoes, and will be spoken of in con- | 

nection with that tribe. | 
MODOCS. " 

The portion of this tribe who took no part in the Modoc war are at 

Yainax station on the Klamath reservation in Oregon, under the chief-  _ 

tainship of Schonschin, brother of the chief of that name who was exe- | 

euted with Captain Jack. They number 103, are remarkably temperate, _ 

and are disposed to labor. Their relatives in the Indian Territory 

strongly urge their removal thither, but in reply they only reiterate 

their determination to live and die in their own country. | 

Those who were removed in 1873 to the Quapaw reservation, in the | 

Indian Territory, have made a good record in the year just closed. 

Their agent reports: | 

They have engaged in manual labor with more readiness and perseverance than I 

had any anticipation of. They have during the year past made and put in fence 17,200 a 

ails, built 12 houses, and planted 50 acres of corn and vegetables. The average num- 

er of men in the tribe able to work has been about 20. Bogus Charlie, the principal 
hief, had already saved a sufficient sum of money and bought him a cow anda calf. 

or the last two months there has been a great deal of sickness among them, and in : 

everal instances it has proved fatal. 

A careful perusal. of the accompanying report of their agent with 
hat of 1874 will satisfy any mind of the truth of what I have so often _ 

: | | |
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; insisted upon in this report, that Indians need only opportunity offered 
by suitable lands, adequate assistance, and a proper agent, to come at 
once into civilization. If one-tenth of the interest of the money spent 
in fighting these Modocs in 1873 could have been annually expended on 
such a basis for their civilization, the principal of that large expenditure 
would be now in the Treasury of the United States and many lives 

_ would have been saved to the country. . 

| . | MOHAWKS. 

The descendants of this tribe are now known as the Saint Regis In- 
dians, and will be spoken of hereafter under that name. | 

MOJAVES. | 

The Mojaves are divided into two bands with rival chiefs. Several 
years ago, those under Iretaba, now numbering 820, removed from the 
vicinity of Fort Mojave, on the Colorado River, in Arizona, to the Col- 
orado River reservation, one hundred miles lower down, and from obtain- 
ing a precarious living by the cultivation of small patches, dependent on 
the uncertain overflow of the river, they passed to an idle dependence 
on the Government for rations, which, with whisky and vices learned 
of white men, completed their utter demoralization and degradation. 

, Three years ago these Indians, not without much opposition, were re-— 
quired to pay for all rations in labor, most of which was expended in 

- extending an irrigating-canal, which had been commenced several years 
previous, and on which depended their only chance for becoming self. 
supporting. Respecting this canal the agent reports as follows: 

I have the honor and the extreme satisfaction to inform you of the completion of the 
irrigating-canal and its successful opening, June 24, by Hokorow, chief of the Mojaves. 
We have 9 feet depth of water now at the head-gate, but admit only 4 feet, leaving 2 

| feet clear between the water and the top timbers to prevent injury to the tunnels and 
to enable us to visit them at all times. The water is now flowing through the tunnels 
and canal, a distance of nine miles, reaching the surface the last five, beginning a 
quarter of a mile below the agency building, and from that on, irrigating more land 
than we can now cultivate or shall require with the small number of Indians now 
here. They are greatly pleased with the result of their labors, which they feared were 
in vain, but being now supplied with tools and seeds, have gone to work with a will 
and vigor they have not heretofore displayed The Indians have been greatly inter- 
ested in its completion, and their chief and captains have been working with a shovel 
most industriously upon it. This is a great innovation upon established customs, labor 
by the captains being considered most degrading. I esteem this quite a victory, though 
three years were required to accomplish it. They now look forward to large crops 
from the success of the ditch. 

| The Mojave Indians have learned to labor so well by their work on the irrigating- 
caual that I have repeated applications for their services to work in the mines and on 
the roads; but I have disapproved of their leaving the limits of the reservation. 

The overflow has been less this year than any of the three preceding, and would not 
have served to raise even their few melons; but they now see abundance ahead, and 
will require no rations, except beef, after this crop is gathered. We propose to improve 
and extend the canal next winter, and to pay the Indians for their labor in flour. 

By this canal 50,000 acres can now be made to produce two crops a year, 
, upon which all the river tribes and the Pimas and Maricopas, who should 

be induced, if possible, to remove thither, may soon be made independ- 
ent farmers. Indeed, this reserve and the San Carlos offer sufficient 
suitable country for all the Indians of Arizona, with abundant.oppor- 
tunity for self-support. 

: The corn, beans, and melons raised by these Mojaves this season have 
enabled the agent to lessen his issues of subsistence, so that flour pur- 
chased on last year’s contract will last until their wheat harvest in Feb-
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ruary next. He also proposes to decrease the beef ration and to turn | 
over to Indians, as stock, the balance of the cattle contracted for. Tor 
the future it is believed that the only need of these Indians will be the 

-— eontinued instruction by employés and the maintenance of schools. 
Little has been accomplished in day-schools hitherto, except todemon- 
strate that the Mojave children are unusually intelligent and will make 
apt scholars, and that little permanent good can be accomplished except 
by placing them in a boarding-school. 

The agent believes that the other portion of this tribe still at Fort 
- Mojave, numbering seven hundred, who often visit the reservation, will — . 

see the advantage it offers, and gradually settle thereon without any | 
compulsion other than the encroachments of settlers on their present 
campin g-grounds. 

MUCKLESHOOTS. . 

Of these 500 belong to the Tulalip agency (and will be spoken of here- 
after in connection with the Snohomish Indians) and 100 to the Puy- 

—allup agency. No teachers or employés are stationed on the Muckle- 
shoot reservation near Puget Sound, and consequently nothing in the 
way of civilization is being attempted there by the Government. The 
Indians, however, are quite extensively employed by white settlers, and 
cultivate a few acres on their own account, and, with fish and game for 
their main resource, secure a comfortable livelihood. Several are living 
in houses of their own construction. It is recommended that this reser- 

~ vation be abandoned, and that the Indians be removed to the Lummi 
reserve. | 

MUNSEES. 

These Indians have nearly passed out of existence as a tribe. About 
half a dozen, the remnant of those located with the Stockbridges many 
years ago in Wisconsin, have during the year received their share of 
tribal funds and become citizens; a few confederated with Chippewas of 
Swan Creek and Black River, in Kansas have for several years been 
thrifty, worthy citizens of that State. 

| NAVAJOES. : 

An attempt has been made during the year to introduce weaving upon 
hand-looms among Navajo women, who have long manufactured blankets 
and cloth with the most primitive tools, the wool being obtained from _ 
their own flocks. Four looms were put into operation, and the women 
proved themselves both apt and enthusiastic pupils. As reported last 
year, all the Navajoes are more or less engaged in agriculture and herd- 
ing. They own large flocks of sheep and goats, but are dependent 
upon the Government for two-thirds of their subsistence, and are sadly 
in need of educational facilities, only 130 out of nearly 10,000 being in _ 
school. | 

Vigorous efforts should immediately be put forth and adequate means 
provided to bring these Navajoes at once into a condition of self-sup- : 
port. Itis believed that if the expenditure of a single year could be 
doubled and properly applied under the administration of an efficient, ° - 
clear-headed agent in supplying seeds, tools, stock-cattle, and additional 
herds of sheep and goats, and furnishing rations to the Indians only 
when earned by their own labor, the large expenditure necessary to sup- 
port the Indians on the present unsatistactory plan could thereafter be 
materially reduced, and within a short time might cease altogether. 

The relations of the military to this agency are fully set forth inthe — 
report of the agent for this year and years previous. The accounts of 

Oe ed
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_ the lewdness among Indian women practised by the soldiers stationed 
at Fort Wingate, with the knowledge of their officers, furnish a record of 
-burning shame to the whole American people. | 

: a NESPEELUMS AND SAN POELS. © 

_ They are confederated tribes, numbering 500, who reside in the north- 
~. ern part of Washington Territory, and belong to the Colville agency, 

but have made no treaty with the Government, and refuse to acknowl- 
edge its authority even by accepting presents or favor: They will be 
spoken of hereafter in connection with the San Poels. 

NEZ PERCES. 

Of the 2,800 Nez Percés, nearly half, located on the Kamiah and Lap- 
. wai reservations in Northern Idaho, and a few others settled on Jands 
- outside the reserve, are prosperous farmers and stock-growers. The rest 

_ are “non-treaties,” who, with other non-treaty Indians in that region, 
make every exertion to induce the reservation Indians to leave their 
farms and join them in annual hunting and root-gathering expeditions. 

_ The settlements made in the Wallowa Valley, which has for years been 
the pasture-ground of the large herds of horses owned by Joseph’s band 
of the *‘non-treaties,” will occasion more or less trouble between this 

_* band and the whites until Joseph is induced or compelled to settle upon 
- his reservation. . . 

The prosperous condition of those cf the Nez Percés whoare upon there- 
Serve was fully set forth in my last report. That no special advancement 
has been made during the year is largely due to the distraction caused by 

_'. the attempt of Langford to take forcible possession of the section of land | 
_ embracing the sites of most of the agency buildings, claimed by him 

| under purchase. The nature of this claim was fully set forth in my last 
report. Under the decision of the Attorney-General that Langford’s - 

| title to these lands was not valid, military aid was procured, by which | 
he was ejected from the reservation and the buildings and lands again 

| turned over to the charge of the agent to be put to their intended use 

NISQUALLIES. , 

| The 150 Nisquallies on the Nisqually reserve, near Puget Sound, are 
in much the same condition as the Muckleshoots. 

: OKANAGANS. | | 

. They number 330, .and are on the Colville reservation, in Washington 
Territory. A few have made a feeble attempt at farming, but the land 
is poor, and their chief dependence must be on fishing, hunting, and 
root-gathering. No genuine effort has ever been made to raise them 

| out of barbarism. 
| OMAHAS. . | 

1..e 1,005 Omahas near the Missouri River, in Eastern Nebraska, are 
_ in the same thrifty, prosperous condition as reported last year. They 

have given up the hunt and are settled upon allotments of land, on the 
cultivation of which, without any compensation from the Government, 
they depend for their entire subsistence. 

oe Last year they sold 10,000 bushels of corn and several hundred 
_ bushels of wheat, potatoes, and beans. This year the crop, though
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injured by excessive rains, will average 25 bushels corn and 3} bushels 

wheat to each individual of the tribe. | | 

The Omahas take an exceptional interest in the education of their 

children, and for the last five years one-seventh of the whole population 

has been in attendance at three excellent schools. For some reason, 

in the adoption of citizens’ dress and in living in houses this tribe are un- 

usually backward. In _ respect to the latter, however, they are making’ 

improvement, having themselves built thirteen houses during the year. 

Order on the reservation is maintained by an efficient Indian police-force. 

The number of births during the year has exceeded the deaths by 54. _ 

ONEIDAS. , 

They are native tc New York, but the main body of the tribe, , 

numbering 1,332, are on a reservation near Green Bay, Wis. A | 

large proportion speak English, have learned to take care of themselves, 

and are ready for qualified citizenship, having reached the point where, _ 

as Indians, they will make no further progress in civilization. Looking 

to this end, a survey of their lands, with a view to allotment in sever- 

alty, is now.iIn progress. Such allotment will tend in a measure to 

break up the evil practice referred to in my last report, of the sale by — 

individuals of timber belonging to the tribe, by which unprincipled | 

buyers are benefited and the Indians defrauded. The timber is bar- | 

- gained by the Indians at half price, is fraudulently scaled, and is often 

paid for in goods at exorbitant prices, which in turn are frequently 

exchanged for whisky. | | 

In education the tribe is sadly deficient. Out of 400 children of 

sckool-going age, the agent reports an average attendance of only 60, 

with but little interest in education on the part of either parents or . 

children. 
| 

That portion of the tribe which is still in New York, and has been 

allowed to remain undisturbed in their original home, on suitable lands Lo 

set apart for their occupancy, and upon whom not only the law of labor 

has been brought to bear in the necessity of tilling the soil, but also the - 

example of thrifty white farmers in their vicinity, and for whom com- : 

mon schools have been provided by the State, on the ground both of | 

duty to those within her borders and also ultimate economy in the 

administration of her affairs, are considerably in advance of those in | 

Wisconsin in order, industry, intelligence, wealth, and general morality. 

They furnish another illustration of the principle that the best method 

of civilization with an Indian is not to remove him perpetually out on | 

the border, but to let bim remain and be surrounded with thrift and 

intelligence, and be brought under the operation of State law. They 

number 251, and have 51 childien between the ages of 5 and 21. Of 

these 44 have been enrolled during the year in the two day-schools, but | 

the teachers, probably on account of inadequate salaries, have failed to 

awaken the interest of either pupils or parents, and In consequence the 

average attendance is reported to be only eight. 

ONONDAGAS. 

Like the Oneidas the Onondagas have justified the kind and humane 

treatment received from the State of New York by steady progress in 

civilization, until they have become ready for membership in its body. 

politic. The perseverance and pride of this people in improving their | 

irs
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conducted after the manner of white communities, and productive of oo the same good results. Every child between the ages of 5 and 21 has attended school during some part of the past year. Oneof the two day- oe schools is supported by the State; the other is under the patronage of _ the Episcopal Church. Their population is 450 and is steadily on the | increase. | | 
| OSAGES. : 

- The Osages in the northern part of the Indian Territory, between the . Arkansas River and the 96th meridian, number 3,001; of these 323 : are mixed-bloods, who are self-supporting and may be considered 
civilized. Great changes have been wrought among the full-bloods 
during the last two years in the direction of abandoning the wigwam 
and blanket and the chase. .Owing to the failure of their first crop, 
one year ago, they were entirely subsisted during the winter on sup- | plies, purchased by Government with their large annuity, but issued 
only in return for labor. The crops raised by both full-bloods and half. breeds this season are 5,600 bushels corn, and 19,200 bushels wheat, 

7 and 9,500 bushels vegetables, which, if evenly distributed, would be 
sufficient to supply the whole tribe with bread for a year. The remark- 
able progress of the Osages, especially the full-bloods, in the last three 
years is best stated by the following table, taken from agent Gibson’s 
report, to which attention is invited for other interesting information in regard to this tribe: | . 
eee 

Mixed-bloods. : Full-bloods. 

1873, 1874. | 1875. | 1873, | 1874. | 1875. 

Number of families............2....0--. 65 70 464 | 468 Number of recorded claims. ............ 53 68 70 131 2356 310 Number of families living in houses... 53 59 64 23 50 | 150s Number of families who have orchards. . 12 32 64 |... ele. 42 | 113 Number of families who have wells. .... 21 31 47 |e e ee. 61 | — 42k - Acres of land in cultivation ............ 1, 258 1, 637 2, 037 563 993 1, 839 Acres of land broken................... wee ee cee ele eee ee enee 9) 0 2, 500 Number of rails in fence................ 238, 384 | 351,972 | 462, 772 84,658 | 382, 033 ' 385, 898 Whole number of fruit-trees set out .... wee eee pene laweneceeee 5, 000 |.......2.0. rotteeee ee 15, 000 

Most of the 150 families who have not recorded claims have fenced | fields and have raised good crops, but have been influenced by evil-de- 
signing men outside the reservation to disregard survey-lines, and in 
other ways to resist the agent in his efforts to induce the adoption of 
civilized methods of living. : 

The two schools have an attendance of 104 pupils, about the same 
number as last year. . , 

The Osages have, as a tribe, been fast friends of the Government, but 
they have been somewhat restless and difficult to control during the 
year, owing to unwarrantable interference by outside parties, and to 
causes for grievance which were fully set forth last year and which are 

| still unsettled. | | 
; Attention is invited to the statement of the agent respecting the in- 

trigues and bribery practiced upon the chiefs and headmen to induce 
them to urge the payment out of their tribal funds of $180,000, in addi- 
tion to the $50,000 already paid in satisfaction of a claim for attorneys’ 
fees. The recommendations of the agent for such decisive action as shall 
at once quiet all expectations of the claimants are eminently practical.
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OTOES. a 

The two years’ experiment of compelling the confederated Ottoes and ! 

Missourias to receive. their cash annuity only in return for labor, has 

proved a decided success. Notwithstanding the discoura gement of the 

entire failure of their first season’s crops which necessitated a hunt. 

during the winter to prevent hunger, they began work 1n the spring 

with renewed energy, and have performed the labor required on an agency 

farm of 383 acres in addition to the cultivation of 300 acres 1n small 

home fields by individual Indians. 

Were it not for serious damage to wheat and oats caused by grass- 

hoppers and drought followed by excessive rain, the crops realized would 

have nearly sufficed to subsist the whole tribe of A457 persons. Notwith- 

standing these damages, their first crop consists of 500 bushels wheat, 

10,000 bushels corn, 11,000 bushels potatoes and turnips, and 100 bushels 

beans, of which the Indians are justly proud. | 

A day-school, with 68 scholars, has been in operation ’ during ten : 

months of the year; and an ‘ndustrial-school building, which has been; 

erected during the year, will soon be opened for pupils. It is very | | 

desirable, as stated last year, that the west half of their reservation, . 

lying in southern Nebraska, be sold, and the proceeds be invested as a 

trust-fund to insure the permanent support of the industrial school, and 

to provide stock and agricultural implements for the tribe. Such sale 

will save to the Ottoes any thousand dollars now lost annuallyin timber 

stolen from their reservation by their white thieving neighbors. 

Other items of interest are thus given by Agent Griest: - 

I have procured a herd of three hundred and eight head of cattle, to be kept as 

agency property in the interests of the tribe, asa nucleus of supply for their future 

wants in the way of beef, and to furnish families with cows as they become so situated 

as to take proper care of them. 

One Indian who broke a piece of prairie last year, raised 75 to 100 bushels of wheat 

on it this summer, which is the Arst wheat-raising by individual Indians since my con- 

nection with the tribe, and will, I think, induce others to imitate his example next 

year. . 
| 

The pay-rolls of the past year show 132 names of Indians that have labored, while 

the ceusus recently taken shows 134 male Indians in the tribe over 20 years of age. . 

Of the land broken this season, about 60 acres was by Indians, done without com- 

pensation other than that afforded by the prospect of opening a farm. The time has 

probably arrived when allotments of iand should be made to those who are willing 

to take them, as is provided in the treaty of 1854. The preliminaries of a survey are 

already completed. 
OTTAWAS. 

Most of this tribe are consolidated with the Chippewas of the Supe- | | 

rior in Michigan, their native State, and have already been treated of. 

A portion of the Ottawas, now numbering 140, are located on the 

Quapaw reservation in the Indian Territory. They have 43 children in | 

school. | 
| 

Their agent says: 

The Ottawas have been energetically engaged during the season in putting in and 

| caring for their crops. The general condition of the tribe is good. The majority of | 

them attend church, Sabbath-school, and temperance meetings regularly. The public 

sentiment of the tribe is decidedly in favor of temperance, and as a result drunken- : 

ness has greatly decreased among them. A few of the dissolute young men of the 

tribe have long been suspected of horse-stealing, and the tribal regulations proving to 

be insufficient to restrain them, in accordance with the wishes of the chief and leading 

men, I had two of them arrested by the United States marshal, and taken to Fort 

| Smith, Ark., where they are now in jail awaiting trial, with almost a certainty of con- 

viction. This appears to have had a salutary effect on others, as no complaints of 

similar offenses have been made since. There have been two deaths and nine births 

during the past year. 
,
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| | PAH-UTES, 

They are properly called Paviotsoes, their own Indian name for the tribe, and, though often confounded with the Pi-Utes, are a distinct people, speaking another language, They are reported to number not | far from 2,000, of whom a small number are cultivating lands upon the Walker River and Pyramid Lake reservations in N evada. Trout caught in their streams in considerable quantities affords them a currency for barter, with which they are able to add materially to their means of | obtaining a comfortable livelihood, The remainder of the Pah-Utes are roaming through Western Nevada | ' and Northeastern California, cultivating patches of ground here and there, or laboring for farmers and miners, or living by begging, root- . digging, and fishing. 
, PAH-VANTS, 

The Pah-Vants are intermarried with the Uintah Utes, and Speak the Same language, and were reported, in 1873, to be living in Utah, and to number 134, under one chief, who, though himself living ina house, and having partially adopted civilized habits, had failed to raise his people beyond hunting, begging, and gathering seeds for Support. 

PI-UTES. 
7 | By report of Messrs. Ingalls and Powell, submitted in 1873, after care- ful and personal investigation, the number of this tribe is placed at _ 2,027, exclusive of those in Oregon, being distributed as follows: 528 in Utah, 284 in Northern Arizona, 1,031 in Southern N evada, and 184 in Southeast California. They are divided into 31 bands, and several years ago were extensively engaged in cultivating the soil, but by the gradual approach of Settlements have been pushed off from their best farming-land, and forced to a vagabond life and a precarious subsistence — _ ‘mainly on roots and_ berries and seeds, supplemented by tilling the soil to a limited extent, and by working occasionally for settlers. They are becoming quite familiar with the English language, but in other respects | | are growing more demoralized each year by contact with the worst fea- _ ture of civilization. A reservation of 3,900 square miles was set apart _ for their use by Executive order in 1873, of which less than 1 per cent. was valuable for either tillage, timber, or grazing. This large reserve has recently been reduced to one thousand acres of fine farming-land in | the upper part of the Moapa Valley, the abandoned site of an old Mor. ‘mon settlement, whose irrigating-ditches require but little repair to make them of great value in the effort to bring the Pi-Utes to self- | Support by agriculture. Only 400 have as yet been gathered on the re- serve. Their readiness to adapt themselves to the new mode of life is most encouraging for their future. - | Within the last two years 570 Pi-Utes, with 173 Bannacks and _ Snakes, vagrants of Southwestern Oregon, have been gathered on the Malheur reservation in that State, where they are being subsisted by the Government. N otwithstanding their previous roaming and lawless habits, the agent reports that they are not only peaceably disposed and easily controlled, but also that they have been induced to earn all their - annuity-goods and a small portion of their rations by labor. One hun- dred young men have taken hold of the hoe and Spade for the first time, | and by the cultivation of one hundred acres and the digging of an irri- . —- gating-ditch 10 feet wide, 3 feet deep, and a mile and a half long, have ‘fairly committed themselves to Self-support. |
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| PAPAGOES. 

Their condition with reference to an undisturbed occupation of their, -_ 

lands has been rendered more secure by the Executive order of July 1, 

1874, withdrawing from sale 70,000 acres. of public land around the 

old San Xavier Mission. Inspector. Daniels reports their condition as 

follows: 

From the best information that can be had there are about 7,000 Papago Indians, 

but of these there are only about 900 on the reservation lately set off for them. They 

are not fed, but receive assistance in farming-implements. These Indians are a peace- 

able, well-disposed people, good farmers, and willing to support themselves as they 

have done, but would be very grateful if they could have a grist-mill and a few : 

carts. | | s 

The reservation comprises 70,400 acres of land, which is ample for all of this tribe of © 

Indians for both farming and grazing. It has all the advantages of water for irrigating : 

purposes, and some of the most productive land in the Territory. 

Those on the reservation live in “ hacals,” have a few acres of land under cultivation, ) 

which in all amounts to 960 acres; and from observation they appear well supplied 

with provisions. In acouncil I held with them on the twentieth, they expressed them- 

selves satisfied with their agent, as they saw that he was doing everything to assist 

them and make them better able to support themselves. 

They are well-dressed and do not appear to want for anything to make them com- | 

fortable. To be sure they livein “hacals,” but when the agent builds a house for him- | . 

self at San Xavier they intend to put up adobe houses and livein them. Sosoon as the 

Mexicans on the reservation are removed, those Indians away on the Gila and in the 

Dry Papago Country will join them at San Xavier. 
Those in the Dry Country get a precarious living by hunting and planting in the 

‘‘temporals,” where they depend upon rain for moisture. With them there has been no 

improvement, while those who have been brought under the immediate control of the 

| agent have enlarged their fields, put on the dress of the whites, and keep away from 

the town, unless they have business here, or are employed to work. You see no drunken 

Indians about now, but a few years ago the town was full of them. The prospects of 

these people are certainly very encouraging. 

They require a little assistance, and I would recommend that they be provided with 

a grist-mill for a water-power that may be had on their reservation, and a few carts 

and work-cattle. At the present time, if they take their grain to the mill to be 

ground, it requires one-half of it to pay for grinding. The carts they are unable to 

buy, and as they progress in civilization and cultivate more land, they are indispensable 

vehicles. , | 

The school is doing well, and, for the time they have received instruction, the 110 

scholars have made marked improvement. . 

| PAWNEES. oe 

The settlement of the Pawnees, many years ago, upon lands in Cen- 
tral Nebraska claimed by the Sioux, gave rise to bitter hostilities on the 
part of the Sioux, and a subsequent cession of the lands did not cure 

the feud between the two tribes, which had become hereditary. Owing 

to constant exposure to raids from their powerful foes, seriously retard- 

ing their progress in civilization, the removal of the Pawnees from their 

fertile reservation to the Indian Territory has for a long time been under . 

eonsideration. In the winter of 1873 a band of 360 “removed ” thither 
on their own account and took up their abode among the Wichitas; and 
last year the prospect of a winter of destitution and suffering consequent 
on the entire destruction of their crop by grasshoppers induced the 

: remaining 1,840 to follow their example and to ask the Government 
that their lands in Nebraska be sold and the proceeds applied to the 
purchase of a new reservation ip the Indian Territory for their future. 

home. Accordingly the agent, with a delegation of chiefs and head-men, _ 
proceeded thither in the fall of 1874 to select a suitable location for the 
new reservation, and, after careful survey, decided on a tract of good 

, farming, grazing, and timber lands, including a fine water-power, lying 
between the forks of the Arkansas and Cimarron Rivers and east of the
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| 97th meridian. The remaining Pawnees, with the exception of between 
400 and 500 who were mostly old or infirm people or children, went south 

_ oon afterward under the charge of employés, and were ready for vigor- 
} = ous Work early in the spring. The results of their seven months’ labor 

are reported by Mr. B. Rush Roberts, of the Board of Indian Commis- 
sioners, as follows: . 

Our hearts were made to rejoice at the thrift and industry which we witnessed, as 
well as the care which had been taken to keep everything neat and clean, so unlike an 
Indian village ; and at the good judgment displayed in the location of the many agency 
buildings on the spot intended for and constituting the headquarters of the tribe. 

! The Indians arrived too late in the summer on their new reservation to plant any 
crops for winter use, but we were informed that a majority of the able-bodied men 
have been laboring, and nearly all the remainder were desirous to labor, but for want 
of implements, with insufficient employé force to direct them, it was not practicable to 
utilize their power and inclination in that direction. There have been twenty new 
buildings erected on the reservation, consisting of dweilings, shops, offices, &c., and a 
steam saw-mill, at which all the lumber required for building purposes is cut. Thirty 
Indians have been employed, with the white mechanics and laborers, on the farm and 
about the mill and shops, and in making roads and bridges. Many of these employés 
are hired on the only terms which the agent was authorized to offer, viz, to feed them, 
and they to rely upon an act of Congress to enable the Indians to realize funds from 

. the sale of their lands in Nebraska, from which these laborers can be paid. The whole 
tribe is now being fed and clothed on the same terms, relying on the justice of Con- 
gress to re-imburse the parties furnishing supplies. Much labor has been performed by , 
Indians in making roads and bridges for many miles across the prairie toward the 
Osage agency, through whick all the supplies have to be wagoned one hundred and 
five miles at heavy cost. A good substantial ferry-boat has been constructed by which 
to cross the Arkansas River on this road, and the ferry is used solely for the benetit of 
the tribe, there being no other travel on the route but that which communicates with 
the agency. 

Abvut 200 tons of hay bave been cut and put up, and the farmer was still cutting 
and stacking when we left the agency. There were abundant crops of melons and 
pumpkins raised and consumed or dried for winter use, during the present fall. There 
have been about 300 acres of land broken and 125 acres seeded in wheat. Two ox-teams, 
of three yokes each, are employed most of the time in hauling logs to the saw-mill. 

_ In cutting and sawing the logs Indians are found to be efficient helpers, as well as in 
farm-labor. Agent Burgess has, under proper authority, purchased 12 wagons and 23 

_ head of horses to enable him to remove the majority of the tribe from Nebraska, and 
these teams will add very much to the efficient working of the agency in the erection 

> of the agent’s house and industrial-school building which it is proposed to commence 
at once, and to use the material which is abundant on the reservation for the purpose, 1 
namely, stone, lime, sand, lumber, and shingles; the hardware and glass constituting 
nearly all the material which will have to be purchased. © , 

In the mean time those left on the Nebraska reservation have not been 
idle, and their crops, consisting of 5,500 bushels of wheat, 5,600 bushels 
of corn, 3,600 bushels of oats, and 1,800 bushels of vegetables, are the. 
fruits of Indian labor under direction of the agency farmer. The three 
Schools have been attended by 140 pupils, whose docility and steady 
improvement are most encouraging. This portion of the tribe are now 
en route to the Indian Territory. A few weeks before taking up their 
march, after the withdrawal of the military force which for several 
months had been their protection against incursions of hostile Sioux, 
two raids were made upon them, in which two Pawnees were murdered. 
The agent is in doubt whether the raiders were Indians or white horse- 
thieves in Indian disguise. | 

.- The Pawnees who have lived among the*Wichitas for the last two 
_ Years were permitted to remain and gather their large crops of corn and 

- vegetables, before joining their brethren on the new reservation. 

PEND D’OREILLES. 

The Upper Pend d’Oreilles, numbering 850, are located on the Jocko 
reservation, in Montana, their country by original occupation as well as
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by treaty. A small portion of the tribe, with their chief, cultivate a — 

small farm, and are earnestly endeavoring to become self-sustaining by 

agriculture; bat the main body of the tribe follow the chase, with other 

noa-treaty Indians, in the Rocky Mountains. 

The Washington Territory Pend d’Oreilles, sometimes called Callispels, 

number 395, and are stili in their original homes on the Pend d’Oreille 

River and around Lake Callispel, where they cultivate in potatoes and 

wheat about 100 acres of land, fenced in small patches. If suitable. 

assistance could be rendered, they would readily become self-supporting - 

by agriculture; but they are now obliged to depend mainly on fishing, 

hunting, and root-gathering for subsistence. These Indians have also 

been spoken of in connection with the Colvilles. 

Others of this tribe, numbering probably not far from 300, are roaming 

with the Coeur d’Alénes in Idaho. 
- 

PEORIAS. 
| 

- With the Peorias were confederated in 1854 the small tribes of Kas- 

kaskias, Weas, and Piankeshaws, all of whom, native to Illinois, removed 

to Kansas in 1832, and to their present reservation in the Indian Terri- 

tory in 1860. They number in the aggregate 162, and are in a condition 

of agricultural prosperity which will compare favorably with that of 

white men. Their school has an enrollment of 36 pupils, and an average 

daily attendance of 30. In other respects their agent reports: 

Their moral condition is improving ; drunkenness is decreasing, and their interest in 

the-education of their children is growing. Quite a number of the tribe, including 

their head chief, have united with the church, and are endeavoring to lead sober, 

Christian lives. 
| 

( 

At the time of the removal of the Peorias from Kansas, 55, who are 

not included in the above enumeration, elected to remain in that State 

as citizens. 
PIMAS AND MARICOPAS. 

Little change has occurred during the year.in the condition of these 

4,300 Indians in Arizona Territory. When there is an abundant rain- 

fall, the crops raised on reservation-lands along the Gila River are suffi- 

cient for their subsistence. This has been the case for the past two 

years, and, in consequence, a proposition to remove to some point where 

agriculture can be carried on with reasonable certainty of a yearly crop 

meets just now with no favor. Such removal, however, is more desir- 

able than ever before, owing to the recent discovery of valuable minerals 

in that section, and to the fact that a good home is now ready for them 

on the Colorado River reservation. Prostitution and intemperance pre- 

vail among these tribes to an alarming extent. | . 

PONCAS. 

The Poneas are in the same condition as reported last year—peace 

able, agriculturally disposed, and provided with good lands and plenty 

of farming-implements, and not utterly averse or unaccustomed to work, 

but in such constant exposure to raids from hostile Sioux that when . 

| working more than a quarter of a mile from the agency they are obliged . 

to carry hoe in one hand and gun in the other. A force of fifteen sol- 

 diers is stationed at the agency for their protection. The two hundred 

acres cultivated on the agency farm, mostly by Indian labor, and the 

two hundred and twenty-five acres in gardens and fields belonging 

Se 
a
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- to individual Indians, have yielded good crops, which will remove the discouragement caused last year by the grasshopper raid. Out of the seven hundred and thirty-four Indians, eighty have attended School irregularly. Nothing but Safety of life stands in the way of these In- dians settling down on allotments and becoming self-supporting ina few years. 

The hostility of the Sioux arises from the fact that the Ponecas are Settled on their lands, being claimed by them originally and confirmed to them as a part of their permanent reserve in Dakota. There are three reasons why the Poneas should join the Omahas: (1) They are related | and speak the same lan guage; (2) the Omahas have good lands to spare and are willing to receive them; (3) they cannot improve while subjected to their constant fear of the Sioux; (4) the country where they now are would make a suitable location to which the Red Cloud Sioux could be removed. It is hoped that provision may be made by the next Con- gress for such removal. . 
POTTAWATOMIES. 

More than two-thirds of this tribe, about one thousand four hundred, became citizens in 1861. A portion of the others fled to Mexico, from . whence they have raided into Texas, carrying back their booty to trade with the Mexicans. An attempt to induce them to return to the United States and settle as Indians again on lands in the Indian Territory has thus far proved unsuccessful. A few citizen Pottawatomies, after making trial of citizenship in Kansas, asked to be allowed to buy lands in the Indian Territory, and by special legislation of Congress their re- | quest was granted. After having received and Squandered their share of bountiful tribal funds, they take refuge from white competition and taxes alongside their Sac and Fox brethren, By direction of the Sec. retary of the Interior $2,500 of the Pottawatomie educational fand hag been set apart for their School, and a school-house is now in course of erection. 
| The Prairie band, which, in 1861, decided to continue to hold in com- _ Mon a limited portion of their lands in Kansas, now number about six hundred and Seventy-five, of whom one hundred and Seventy-five are voluntarily absent, roaming in Wisconsin, and receive no benefit from the tribal funds. 

The prosperous condition of those in Kansas is thus reported by their | agent: a 
During their planting-season their corn in some fields was destroyed two and three i times. The Indians, however, continued to replant until the grasshoppers left, and now have their reward in the prospect of a good crop of corn. During the past three a months I have issued to these Iniians, purchased by their own funds, over thirty wagons, about forty sets of harness, and agricultural implements sufficient, with what they had on hand, to complete a fair supply for the present wants of the tribe. Since the Prairie band have been settled within the limits of their present reserve, and the area of territory over which they were previously permitted to roam and make _ temporary fields has been circumscribed, they have been improving, and in the last few years they have been taaking rapid strides toward civilization and happiness. Their fields are inclosed with excellent fences, their houses are strong and comfortable, and the majority of them act like persons who, after a toilsome journey, have found a . place of rest and comfort. They perform all their labor, and manifest much pride in a - successful result. 

Only sixty of the large tribe who formerly roamed over Michigan | , are now in that State. They wear citizen’s dress, live in houses, and My obtain about half their subsistence by the cultivation of one hundred acres of the quarter section which they hold in common in Calhoun | County. |
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POTTER VALLEY AND PITT RIVER INDIANS. | 

The Potter Valley and Pitt River Indians, numbering, respectively, 307 

and 65, together with Ukies, Wylackies, Cancovws, Little Lakes, and Red 

Woods, making a total of 1,144 Indians, located on the Round Valley 

reservation in Northwestern California, are in a thrifty and prosperous : 

condition. : , | 

On an agency farm of 1,200 acres, cultivated by Indians, under the 

superintendence of the agent and farmer, have been raised this year, 

8,500 bushels of wheat, 3,200 bushels of other grains, and a quantity of 

vegetables, which are issued to the Indians in return. for labor. The —~ 

Indians also cultivate 160 acres in small garden-patches. With a steam- 

engine used for thrashing grain and running the grist-mill work is-done’ 

not only for the reservation but also for the citizens of the valley,thereby _ 

creating a revenue which is expended for the benefit of the Indians. 

Referring to this mill and the saw-mill recently erected, the agent -re- . 

ports, “We now control the lumber-trade and custom-grinding of this 

valley and vicinity.” The Indians of this agency are competent and | 

industrious to an unusual degree, and form the “ laboring class” of that 

part of California. They are relied upon by the citizens in the vicinity _ 

for service at 75 cents to $1.00 per day in all kinds of heavy farm work 

hauling rails, hewing timber, mending roads, and especially in shearing 

sheep, in which, on account of their skill and carefulness, they are de- 

cidedly preferred to white laborers, and are sent for from far and near. 

They shear as many as 40,000 sheep semi-annually at 5 and 6 cents per 

head. 
Inspector Vandever says: | | 

«The training they have on the reservation greatly improves them 

in these avocations, and the protection they receive from the agent : 

euards them against imposition from those for whom they work. In 

fact I have heard some settlers complain that they could no longer get 

Indians to work for the low wages formerly paid for that kind of labor.” 

All the Indians wear citizen’s dress, and one-fourth live in houses. In 

two day-schools, (of which one was discontinued in March for. want of 

funds, ) 121 pupils have made satisfactory progress; 300 scholars are in 

Sabbath-school, and a religious service 1s well sustained. | 

- 4A marked improvement has been progressing in the sanitary condition | 

of these Indians during the last three years until, for the first time, the 

agent is able to report an increase of births over deaths. This is due 

Jess to improvement in. their physical surroundings than toa genuine 

moral and social reform, which is working like leaven among them. | 

The land inclosed and actually occupied for the use of these Indians 

does not exceed 2,000 acres, while the boundaries of the reservation, as | 

fixed by the commissioners under act of March 3, 1873, include 75,000 to 

85,000 acres. Of this but four or five thousand acres can be cultivated ; 

the remainder is mountainous and valuable for timber and pasturage. 

In regard to the occupation of these lands by settlers, to the exclusion 

of the Indians, Inspector Vandever, after a careful investigation, reports } 

as follows: | : | 

As early as 1856 this whole valley and the adjacent hills were selected by Superin, : 

tendent Henley as an Indian reservation, and from that day to this it has been reserved- 

except that by the act of March 3, 1873, ail that part of the valley lying south and 

east of the west line, dividing townships 22 and 23 north, was opened toentry. By the 

same act the proceeds of the sales of the part lying south of this township-line was set | 

aside to pay for the claims and improvements of settlers residing upon land north of 

that line. This act was passed at the solicitation of and in the interest of the settlers 

as a final compromise and settlement of their supposed rights and claims. The ap- 

IND
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‘praisement has been duly made and approved. The amount realized from the sale of 
lands south of the designated line is not sufficient to pay the whole appraisement of 
claims and improvements situated north of the line, and Congress at its last session 
failed to provide for the deficiency. In consequence of this failure many of the settlers 

. seem to infer that Congress never will appropriate money to extinguish these claims, 
: aud they freely express the hope that the reservation may be ultimately abandoned, 

and the land surveyed and opened to entry. Immediately on the reception of the news 
in the valley that Congress had failed to make the appropriation other claimants ap- 

| peared and attempted to make improvements on the reservation, in some instances 
actually coming within the limits of reservation fences, and attempting to take portions 
of the reservation farm. By prompt action the agent was enabled to expel these fresh 

) intruders. He took possession of the houses partially erected by them, which he ap- . propriated to the use of these Indians. . These claimants occupy and claim all the land 
and pastures outside of the reservation fences, to the exclusion of the Indians, and reser- 
vation cattle are allowed little or no participation in the range. Not one of these ' claimants but located on the land he occupies with the knowledge that he was in the reservation boundaries. It is very important that this question should be settled with 
the least possible delay, as efforts will be made to defer or finally defeat the payment 
altogether, and thus retain possession of the land. 

There are about 1,200 Indians pertaining to this reservation. Within the present 
circumscribed limits it would not be possible to ever make them self-sustaining. The 
land divided to them would not furnish more than one acre to each person. With the 
land in the possession of the Indians, now occupied by the claimants, there would be 
near 5,000 acres of first-rate farming land, and a splendid mountain range of many thousand acres in addition. Unless these settlers’ claims are extinguished and the use 
of their lands secured to these Indians it will be almost impracticable to longer main- 
tain an Indian reservation in this valley. With the additional lands that will be ac- 
quired by the extinguishment of the settlers’ claims, not only the Indians here now 
can be maintained, but many more from all the surrounding: country can be subsisted 
and civilized. There are no other lands in all the State of California so well adapted 
for an Indian reservation as these lands, and none of any kind to be acquired anywhere 
else, without a cost to the Government exceeding many fold the amount of the settlers’ 

_ Claims to the Round Valley lands. 

About 60 Indians belonging to this agency, not included in above 
enumeration, are working on farms, and are engaged as herdsmen in 

| the vicinity of the reserve. | | 
Citizens in‘Sonoma and Lake Counties have petitioned the Office for 

a removal of the Indians in their vicinity, numbering from 400 to 600, 
to Round Valley. There are also about 200 Indians living a vagabond 
life on Stoney Creek, in Colusa County, who should be removed thither; 
but no provision can be made for their support until the settlers have 

. been removed from the reserve limits according to act of Congress. 

PUEBLOS. 

The only assistance rendered by the Government to the 10,000 Pueblo 
Indians, who live in nineteen villages in the northeastern part of New 
Mexico, is in maintaining seven schools, attended by 139 pupils, and in 
providing an agent to care for their educational interests and to protect — 
them from designing parties who endeavor to deprive them ‘of lands 
held in common under grants from the Spanish government, and subse- 
quently confirmed by the United States. | 

| It is essential that, for two villages which are located on sterile plains, 
y additional lands should be set apart. Hitherto they have cultivated 

adjacent unoccupied fertile tracts, but, unless action is speedily taken, 
approaching settlements will soon drive them into their own grants, 
where it will be impossible to gain a livelihood. - | 

The condition of several of the pueblos is reported by the agent: 
Complaints have reached me from time to time from several of the pueblos north of 

Santa Fé, of imposition on the part of their Mexican neighbors upon their land and 
| water privileges, and on the 14th of the month I started on a tout of inspection of all 

the northern pueblos. 
The pueblo of San Juan made complaint of Mexicans occupying land belonging to
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them, and to which the Mexicans claim title. Ihave the matter in course of investi- 

gation. The schoolat San Juan is small, but the scholars are learning very rapidly. .  ~ 

The pueblo of Taos complained of Mexicans opening an irrigating ditch above. the . 

pueblo, within the league of the pueblo, and depriving them of their water; also of the 

- Mexicans cutting their timber and pasturing their animals upon grazing lands belong- 

ing to the pueblo. All these complaints I have placed in the hands of the proper offi- 

cers of Taos county, and received assurance from them that justice would be done the 

Indians. I made an effort to place a school at Taos, but was defeated by the influence 

of the Catholic priest at the neighboring Mexican town of Fernando de Taos. 

At the pueblo of Yldefonso I found the Indians anxious for a school, and I at once 

made arrangements for one to open as Soon as possible. I have since procured a teacher 

who opened the school on the first of May with very encouraging prospects. 

The pueblos of Po Joaque and Nambe seem to have lost all spirit, and their popula- 

tion has decreased in such a manner as to be indicative of the extinction of these 

pueblos before a great many years. " | 

The next place visited was Acomita, a small branch from the pueblo of Acoma, sit- 

uated in a beautiful and well-watered little valley where many of the Acomas. spend 

the summer for the purpose of farming ; indeed it is the chief source of subsistence for 

the Pueblos, but it is not situated within the land-grant of the pueblo. | 

After spending one night at this place I proceeded to Acoma, distant about 15 miles. 

This pueblo is situated upon a small but high mesa of rock rising perpendicular from 

an arid plain, and is only second to the location of the moquis of Arizona, in destitu- 

tion of qualities that render life endurable to the average American. These Indians, 

like the Zunis, are compelled to seek arable land outside their grant, and if restricted 

to the limits of their grants would be compelled to steal or starve. It is true they claim 

all the land from Sierra Madalina to Sierra Mateo, but their claim will not prevent 

their being starved when the country becomes a little more thickly settled, unless Con- | 

gress gives them a title to the land which they are now cultivating. I hope to be able 

to present this matter in person in a few weeks. 

Krom Acoma I went to Laguna where there has been a Government school fora few 

years, the oldest school of them all, I believe. They have a good large school-house, well 

seated, built by the Indians some years ago through the the influence of the Rev. Mr. 

“ Gormon, missionary at Laguna for a time. From his manifest success in teaching these 

Indians I derive my principal encouragement in the effort to bring the Pueblos out of 

heathenish ignorance and superstition. Like the Zunis and Acomas, the Lagunas are 

compelled to seek farming outside their grant, but they have made purchases from the 

Mexicans, and, according to the most reliable information I can get, they have good 

titles to all the lands they cultivate. I have advised them to enter squatter’s claims 

to a number of outlying springs, which they have already improved. One Indian has 

entered such a claim, and it has been entertained by the register of the land-office. If 

this action is legal, I propose to try to induce individual Indians to leave the com- 

munity and take up neighboring watering-places. 

- From Laguna I went to the pueblo of Isleta, on the Rio Grande, the finest and 

wealthiest of them all. At this place there has been a Government school in operation / 

since March, and on examination I found itto be the best school in connection with the 

agency. It is pretty certain to accomplish a great deal of good if the present teacher | 

can be retained. - 
| 

Sandia was the next pueblo visited. This is a small pueblo on the Rio Grande ; it 

has plenty of good land, much more than it cultivates, and is in good condition. It 

supports a Mexican teacher, and the children are learning a little Spanish. me 

I spent the 13th at the pueblo of Chochita, the first one visited, and found all the 

affairs of the pueblo in very good order. The Indians were all very busy with their | 

} farming operations, and on this particular day the whole male population, except the — 

very smallest, were engaged in planting a field for the benefit of those who might be 

destitute during the next winter. The only complaint the Indians had to make was | 

on account of the continued trespassing upon their crops by the people of Pena Blanca, | 

but this, I hope, will now be stopped. This pueblo ought to be supplied with twoor | 

three plows, in order that they may be able to bring under cultivation a very valuable | 

portion of their land, which they cannot plow with their wooden plows; they have not 

the money to buy steel plows. 

| On Saturday and Monday, the 15th and 17th, I attended to the business of the 

Jemmes pueblo. Last summer my predecessor, Mr. E. C. Lewis, brought into the 

United States district court the case of certain citizens located upon the land granted 

to the Pueblo of Jemmes. The case was decided against the citizens, but I find them 

still occupying the land, and they have hitherto paid no attention to my order for them 

to leave. I will not let the case rest until they are removed. Left without the help 

of an agent, all the pueblos would soon lose the greater portion of their Jands. The 

Mexicans are constantly trying to possess themselves of it, and the experience of Mex- 

\ jean courts has taught them to dread any action that might possibly bring them into 

)  eourt. Without the help of the Government they are sure to suffer the greatest injus-
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tice, either quietly or at the hands of the courts. Tbe pueblo of Jemmes have fine ~ Jands and seem to be in a flourishing condition. i The Zuni pueblo was reached on the 26th, where I spent one day. This pueblo is farthest removed of them all from the agency, being about two hundred and forty miles distant. It is located in a sandy plain with no irrigation, and consequently they can raise nothing in this place unless the rain-fall happens to be sufficient, which occurs _ only about half the time. The Indians have hitherto succeeded in raising enough for their subsistence by planting every season three different farming districts outside the _ limits of their land-grants, which they claim as their own, and upon which there is water for i:rigation. They are named and located as follows: Nutria, 22 miles from Zuni, on the road to Fort Wingate; Pescado, 15 miles from Zuni, on the road to Albu- querque; Ojo Caliente, 12 miles from Zuni, on the road to Camp Apache. There is a small pueblo at each of these places, in which a large number of Zuni Indians live every season until their crops are gathered. In addition to the grant of two leagues square at the pueblo of Zuni, they should have the same amount secured at each of the above- named places of government, because if they should be confined within the limits of ' their present grant they would necessarily starve. The Mexicans are beginning to learn that the Indians have no titles to these three places that they have been farming _ 8o long,and the Indians already have trouble in holding possession of them. Itisa - matier of justice, economy, and policy to secure to the Indians of this pueblo the sources of their subsistence which they held and improved for so many years. After the annual election in the pueblo of Santa Clara, the ex-governor, in company with three others, refused allegiance to the new officers ; a slight encounter ensued, re- - Sulting in the new governor and others being haled before the alealde of a neighboring Mexican town by the rebels on a charge of assault and battery. I attended the court and had the case dismissed on the plea that the court had no jurisdiction in matters entirely within the pueblo; that those were cases for the Indians to determine by their os own laws for domestic government, or by appeal to their agent. I afterward settled that matter with the pueblo, but the four rebels still refuse to obey the officers, and, in compliance with a request from the governor and principal men, I have instructed them to enforce their Jaws in the case to the extent of expelling the turbulent fellows from the pueblo, if necessary to restore peace and quiet. I have since learned that these . troubles have been amicably settled. ’ 
Few changes have occurred during the year among the 1,600 Moquis Pueblos living in an isolated rocky portion of Northeastern Arizona. Through fear of the Apaches, their houses of mortar and sandstone are built by the Moquis into almost inaccessible rocis, Only by unremit- ting toil upon their small scattered patches of arable land are they able | to procure sufficient crops, which must be carried in their hands, 

together with their wood and water, with great labor up steep cliffs to ~ . their rocky homes. a 
Owing to drought their peaches this season are an entire failure, and 

corn and vegetables have yielded a scanty crop. 
Three day-schools are about being opened. <A boarding-school has 

been established, in which 21 children have been taught. The clothing 
-and feeding of these pupils and the salaries of teachers are the only | 
expenses incurred by the Government in behalf of the Moquis Pueblos, : 

PUYALLUPS. | 

The Puyallup agency includes the Puyallups, Squaxin, Chehalis, 
Nisqually, Shoal Water Bay, and 100 Muckleshoot Indians, each tribe 
having a small reservation of its own. A special commission reported 
last year in favor of abandoning all these reservations and removing 
the Indians to the S’Kokomish reserve. Owing to the deata of the 
agent no annual report has been received from this agency, and for infor- 
mation in regard to those Indians recourse has been had mainly to 
report of last year. Employés are furnished only for the Chehalis and 
Puyallup Indians. . 

_ The Puyallups, numbering 579, have good agricultural land and have 
_ farms allotted in severalty, which they cultivate with interest and to 
which they are very anxious to obtain patents. They have done con-
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siderable during the year in the way of clearing land, fencing, and : 
building houses. The school has an average daily attendance of 45 , 
pupils, the parents being greatly interested in the education of their 
children. Many attend church, and a flourishing Sabbatao-school is | 
maintained. | 

- QUAPAWS. | | 

| | : 
They number 235, and are located in the nor ieastern corner of the 

Indian Territory. Though wearing citizen’s dre s and living in houses, : 
and owning the finest of farming-lands, they re the most indolent, 
intemperate, and demoralized of any tribe in tha part of the Territory. | 
They are related to the Osages, speak the same anguage, and might, 
with’ gain to themselves, be incorporated with them. A large propor- 
tion of their children attend the miss on-school, and it is hoped that the 
next generation will infuse new life nto the tribe. They have just re- 
‘linquished from their reserve a trac. of 40,000 acres, on which it was 
proposed to settle the captive Cheye ines and Comanches. 

- * QUINAIELTS, QUEET! , AND QUILEHUTES. _ 

The Quinaielts and Queets, nun dering respectively 111 and 115,o0n | 
the Quinaielt reservation, in Washi gton Territory, and the Quillehutes, | 
numbering 253, on lands north of ae reservation, cannot be expected | 
to make any important steps tov rd civilization in their present cir- | 
cumstances. Building-materialis ‘arce; the nearest saw-mullis seventy - | 
miles distant, and inaccessible most of the year; the soil is sterile, and 
appropriations are meager. By the consumption and sale of fish, the . 
Indians are able to live without suffering, according to the savage : 
standard. Each tribe speaks a different language, and can converse . 
with the others only through interpreters. If the tide-lands on Neah 
Bay reservation are reclaimed, as before suggested, this agency can be : 
discontinued and these tribes removed thither, with economy to the 
Government and with immense advantages to the Indians in the way 
of civilization. Scarcely a case of intemperance has been known among : 
these tribes for three years. A small school with fourteen pupils has 
been held during ten months of the year. _ | 

oo | RED-WOOD INDIANS. 

The 96 Redwoods having a home on the same reservation with the 
Potter Valley Indians, have been treated of in that connection. 
Remarks in regard to tite Hoopas will apply to the 46 Redwoods on 

the Hoopa Valley reservation in California. | | 

| RENEGADES. 

About 2,000 Indians are roaming on the Columbia River, in Wash- _ 
ington Territory and Oregon, under the leadership of a self-consti- _ 7 
uted chief, Smohalla by name, whose followers represent nearly all the | 
ribes in the Territory and State, and whose influence extends even into’ 
daho. He has been able to inspire in his adherents veneration toward 
imself, and by his teachings, which are received with implicit faith, 
uperstition is fostered, unbridled license is granted to passion, civiliza- 
ion is despised, and reservation Indians are looked upon with contempt | 
nd disdain. These Indians, in their present unsettled and unrestricted 
fe, have no earthly mission beyond that of anuoyance to settlers and
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hindrance to the opening of the country, and are a positive detriment to 
| | all other Indians who are gathered upon reservations, many of whom are 

| unable to refuse the inducements offered for a free vagabond life among 
- these renegades. | 
| | SAC AND FOX. 

7 The main portion of this tribe, known as the Sac and Foz of the Afis- 
sissippi, are native to Wisconsin and Iowa, and for many years were 

, under the leadership of the famous chief Black Hawk. In 1870 a por- 
| tion of the tribe, now numbering 430, moved from Kansas to lands in 

| the Indian Territory ceded by the Creeks. Within the last three years 
they seem to have waked up to the necessity of taking hold of civilized life 

| in earnest. Three-fourths of their subsistence is now obtained by their 
| _ own labor in civilized pursuits, and no Government rations are issued. 

They are slow in adopting citizen’s dress and in occupying houses; but 
| the building of eight hewn-log houses this year, mainly by their own 

labor, shows progress in the latter direction, The agency blacksmith 
co. is'a Sac and Fox Indian. The manual-labor boarding-school has an 

enrollment of 49 pupils, and an average attendance of 31. 
About 250 are still in Kansas, homeless, destitute vagrants, who, 

under the influence of their chief Mokohoko, have persistently refused 
/ to remove to the Indian Territory. So long as they remain in Kansas 

| they are not entitled to any share of their tribal funds, although their 
brethren in the Indian Territory have frequently given generous assist- 
ance in the way of money and provisions, and even defrayed the expenses, 

a amounting to $1,000, of sending Mokohoko’s nephew and successor, with 
a delegation, to Washington, in December last, with the understanding 
that the result of the visit should be their consent to an early removal 
to the Indian Territory. This pledge they have not yet fulfilled. 

After their removal to Kansas, a small portion of the tribe returned to 
Iowa, and were allowed to purchase a section of land in Tama County, 
where they have been from time to time re-enforced by Pottawatomies 
and Winnebagoes, who were straggling about the country, and have now 
assumed the name of Sac and Fox. The condition of these 340 Indians 

) is hittle changed from that reported last year, except that under the appli- 
cation of the labor system they have performed more than usual labor 
upon their lands. A school-house has been erected in which a day- 
school is soon to be opened. They are blanket, wigwam Indians, obtain- 
ing about one-third of their support by cultivating small gardens and 

| working for farmers, and the remainder by hunting and fishing. __ 
_. he advancement in civilization of the Sac and Fox of the Missouri, 

| 98 in number, is retarded by uncertainty in*regard to their location. 
Their reservation is in the southeast corner of Nebraska, and running 
into Kansas, adjoining that of the lowas, with whom they are included 
under one agency. Their removal to join the Sac and Fox in the Indian 

| Territory has been under consideration, but they express themselves as 
decidedly opposed to any such measure. Hitherto their large annuity 
of $46 per capita, being paid cash in hand according to the terms of the 
treaty, has served only as an aid to unthrift and demoralization. The 
requirement that their annuity shall be paid to them only in return for 
labor, though looked upon by the tribe as unjust and tyrannical, has 
-had most salutary effect, which is reported by their agent as follows: 

There have been, on their reservation, the present year, cultivated in corn, 300 acres, 
which will yield 6,000 bushels ; wheat and oats were both sown, but were destroyed. Twa 
hundred acres of prairie have been broken, in tracts of from five to ten acres, for in 
dividual families upon claims selected by themselves, and paid for from tribal funds 
50 acres of which were broken by Indians. They also have 500 acres inclosed, 100 acres
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of which were inclosed the past year. They will cure 500 tons of as fine hay as could | . 

be found upon a western prairie. . 

There have alréady been purchased from their own appropriation, and issued to 

them, three farm-wagons and three sets harness. — One Indian has, from his individual, 

or family annuity, purchased a span of horses, wagon, and barness; another, a set of 

harness; and the first chief of the tribe has constructed for himself a comfortable log 

house, which is considered an example worthy of imitation. 

A building suitable for school-house and residence of teacher has been erected from 

funds appropriated for that purpose in fulfillment of treaty stipulations, and a member 

of the tribe has been employed as teacher, who opens school Ninth-month1. Thereisa 

desire among them to have the children educated, though with what perseverance they 

will be sent to school cannot be conjectured. . 

SANS POELS. | | | 

They have already been spoken of in connection with the Nespeelums, 

with whom they are confederated. | | | 

Their agent say: , 7 

The Sanpoels and Nespeelums, who may be regarded as one tribe, are wholly under 

the control of their preachers or prophets, who are called dreamers, aud are distinet 

from the drummers who live lower down on the Columbia. They tell their followers 

thai truth is revealed to them, the prophets, directly from heaven, and all that is 

necessary to secure their well-being in this world and their happiness in the next, is to 

“obey them implicitly ; and that they do almost without an exception. A distrust of | 

white men and a disregard of their teaching and laws seems to be the foundation of : 

their faith, and no one is permitted to acknowledge any authority emanating from . 

them. They are having a bad effect upon the surrounding tribes, offering to the tur- 

bulent and disorderly a place of refuge and immunity from punishment. 

The whites living in their vicinity complain that they steal their horses and kill their 

cattle, and commit other acts of lawlessness. ‘Unless some steps are taken to bring 

them to asense of their duty serious difficulty may be apprehended. The agent is. 

powerless, and they can only be dealt with by the strong arm of the military. T am of 7 

the opinion that the speediest and most effectual means of bringing them to terms is a 

to arrest the ringleaders, not over six, and send them to some distant reservation, and \ 

forbid them to return to their country. It would strike terror among them, as an In- 

dian dreads nothing so much as to be forced from his home and friends. The tribe 

would then be easily controlled. The chief isa well-meaning man, but has lost his 

influence and blindly follows the prophet. 

SEMINOLES. ‘ | 

In 1872 the Seminoles numbered 2,398. Living on a small reservation | 

in the center of the Indian Territory, they do not derive the benefits of 

proximity to the whites, and are remote from railway communication. 

‘They are a sober, industrious people, engaged in agriculture as @ means — 

of support. They have day-schools and native preachers, and in many 

respects are in a more hopeful condition than either of the other civil- 

ized tribes in the Territory. : 

A portion of this tribe, estimated at 350, are still residing in the Ever- 

glades of Florida. Little has been known or heard of them since the 

Seminole war. They are peaceable, and live altogether by themselves, 

coming out from the Everglades only for traffic. The opening of the 

southern portion of Florida, however, is likely, before long, to break in. 

upon their old haunts and to bring up the question of a disposition of , 

these Indians. It is therefore advisable that sufficient public lands be 

secured at an early day for their occupation, to save them from the fate 

of the Mission Indians of California, and to save the Government from 

the necessity of large future expenditures. 

| SENECAS. 

But few of the Senecas have been forced to submit to a removal. . 

They have been fortunate.in that they have been obliged to labor for a
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: living, and that the State of New York has allowed them to remain on 
fertile portions of their original land, and has protected them in their 

— property-rights, and, better than all, has maintained public schools for 
them according to their pro rata share of the State educational fund. 
They have thus been enabled in their feeble beginnings of a new life to 
profit by the example of white civilization without being pushed to the 
wall by too sharp competition; and now, instead of petitioning Congress 
to remove from her borders a set of paupers and vagrants, alike de- 
moralized and demoralizing, the State may point, if not with pride, at 
least with gratification and a feeling of honor, to the Allegany, Catta- 
raugus, and Tonawanda reservations, where 2,957 Senecas, with a few 

oe lingering exceptions, have come up out of barbarism and surrounded them- 
Selves with all the necessaries and many of the comforts of civilized 

_ life, and, in stock-raising, farming, and fruit-growing, are able to make 
a a most commendable showing in annual agricultural fairs. Twenty 

day-schools, supported by the State, are attended by 690 out of 
the 987 children of the tribe between the ages of five and twenty-one. 

- An orphan-asylum, largely supported by the State, cares for 86 more, 
| and 40 are in a boarding-school maintained by the Society of Friends. 

| In spite of the emigration steadily going on by the more enterprising 
| _ young men, without any corresponding immigration, this tribe has 

increased in number since 1865, as well as in prospérity and wealth. 
, Thisis shown by the accurate censuses taken in 1865 and 187 d, and leaves 

no doubt that Indians do not die of civilization. 
The Senecas on the Cattaraugus and Allegany reservations in 1849 

| adopted a written constitution and a republican form of government, and 
| have since elected their chief executive, legislators and judicial officers 

by ballotannually. They are thus fully prepared for citizenship, which 
~ they hesitate to accept, partly from fear of taxation and legal responsibil- 

ity for debts, and partly from fear that the abandonment of their tribal 
organizations will result in the loss of their lands, the ultimate fee of 

| which, whenever they cease to be held by the tribe in common, is in the 
| Ogden Land Company. _ | 

The Tonawanda Senecas, who held their lands in the same manner, 
- have used a large fund, appropriated by Congress, to purchase a suffi- 

cient quantity for their homes, which is now held in trust by the Secre- | 
tary of the Interior. | . 

The tribe of 240 Indians on the southern part of the Quapaw reserva- 
tion, in the Indian Territory, known as Senecas, is made up of numbers 

' Of each of the Six Nations, of New York, chiefly of Cayugas. They are 
industrious, energetic, and thrifty ; many have well-stocked farms, and 
have this year raised for market a large amount of corn over and above 
that needed for their own subsistence. Their children attend a school 
established for the Senecas, Shawnees, and Wyandotts. | 

| : SHAWNEES. : oo 

The Shawnees are natives of Ohio. In 1869 those living in Kansas on | 
lands for the most part allotted in severalty, were reported as number- 
ing 649. During that vear their lands were sold, and all but Black 
Bob’s band, who held. their lands in common and were at enmity with 

' the rest of the tribe, consolidated with the Cherokees in the Indian Ter- 
ritory and lost all tribal identity. These “Black Bobs” afterward 
became scattered, and merged, with others of their tribe, among the 
Absentee and Eastern Shawnees, and also among the Cherokees. 
Their rights in their lands are yet unadjusted, and are likely so to
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remain until the two sets of purchasers who have bought the lands can. 

find some way by which each can get the better of the other. When - . 

such method is discovered, it is probable that legislation by Congress : 

will be practicable, by which the Black Bobs may be able to realize 

something for their valuable lands. : , 

The Hastern Shawnees are those who, with some Senecas, emigrated Oo 

direct from Ohio to the Indian Territory, where they now are. They 

number 97, are engaged in agriculture, and have raised good crops. 

Intemperance among them is decreasing. They have a school, in con- 

nection with the Senecas and Wyandotts. 

The Absentee Shawnees are those who, nearly thirty-five years ago, 

separated themselves from the main portion of the tribe in Kansas and oe 

located in the northern part of the Indian Territory, and have since 

received no aid from the Government, except in the way of schools. 

Their prosperous condition was fully reported last year. Their greatest 

need has been supplied by the establishment of a manual-labor boarding- 

school, which has so increased the interest of the Shawnees in educa- — 

tion that the number of pupils enrolled is double that reported last 

year. 
: 

SHEEPEATERS. . 

They number 340, and are confederated with the Bannacks and Sho- 

shones on the Lemhi reservation. The remarks respecting the Ban- 

nacks apply equally well to these Indians. | 

SHOAL-WATER BAY INDIANS. | 

They number only 50, and have a reservation near Puget Sound of 

three hundred and forty acres of sandy beach, from which they should 

be removed to the S’Kokomish reserve. | 

| - SHOSHONES. , | 

Nine hundred on the Fort Hall reservation in Idaho are showing an 

increased readiness to engage in civilized pursuits, and the agent has no 

difficulty in obtaining all the Indian help. required in cultivating the 

agency farm. But five families are engaged in farming independently, 

but the 285 bushels of wheat and 210 bushels of potatoes raised this 

year on forty-two acres will not only encourage them to persevere, but will | 

incite others to follow their example. The twenty boys who have spent : 

their first year in school have made satisfactory progress, notwithstand- 

ing great disadvantages in the way of boarding accommodations. In- 

 ereased facilities for education will be furnished during the coming 

year. 
Little change in the condition of the 500 on Lemhi reservation, in the 

same State, has occurred since last report. | 

On the Wind River reservation in Wyoming 1,800 Eastern Shoshones — 

are making some progress in farming. They cultivated during the past 

year two hundred acres, but the crops being destroyed by grasshoppers, 

they will depend on the issue of Government rations for subsistence. 

Few have discarded either the wigwam or blanket. 

The Western Shoshones number 1,945, and are scattered through Ne- 

vada. One Government employé resides at Hamilton, Nev., who has a 

general oversight of their interests, and through whom the Government 

follows: a |
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The Western Shoshone Indians under my charge have improved in civilized habits during the past year, and have received little or no assistance from. the Government. They are generally inclined to be industrious, but are a ‘low, degraded -race, and some . _ are very indolent. They are all peaceably inclined, and quite anumber are engaged in a farming for themselves, and a great many support themselves by working for the white ~ people. Those that are farming have raised grain and vegetables enough for their yo support during the winter. They have no reservation, and are scattered over a large — tract of country. Some of the Indians who are engaged in farming are compelled to rent land of the whites. nearly all of the tillable land being claimed by the white set- tlers. More of tne Indians would engage in farming if they had the land. There has : been considerable sickness among them, several deaths occurring during the past year. | I would respectfully suggest that a suitable reservation be set apart for the Sho- shones of Nevada as soon as practicable. The whites are rapidly settling up the country, - and in many cases the Indians are compelled to vive up their little farms. The game is being driven out, and in a short time there will be no place suitable for a reservation, and the Indians will have nothing to subsist upon. 
They express an anxiety to be taken to a reservation suitable for them, that they might be assisted in case of necessity, and be able to support themselves without fear 

of being molested. Ifa reservation be established, and one Indian from each band be allowed to visit the same and return and report, I think the result would be good. In this way the Indians could be peaceably induced: to congregate at one place, where they could be assisted and protected. As they are, many of them die for the want of a little care. No effort has been made to educate these Indians. They are all peaceably inclined and willing to do right. Great improvement could be made in their habits, if properly attended to. 

oo SIAHS. | , | 

Remarks in regard to the Hoopas are applicable to the 56 Siahs, who are 
native to Humboldt County, California, and were removed to the Hoopa 
Valley reservation from the Smith River farm at the time of the aban- 
donment of an agency at that point. 

SIOUX. 

Reference has already been made, on pages 6 to 9 of this report, to the 
_ . Changes for the better which are yearly occurring in this largest of all 

_ the Indian tribes, and the most expensive and troublesome with whom 
the Government has to deal. Their number, based on careful estimate 
as to 10,000, and for the remainder, on actual count, is 50,044. The num- 
ber of the “ hostiles” roaming through Dakota, under the leadership of 
Sitting Bull and a few other chiefs, was put last year at 7,000. During 
the year 4,000 of these Indians have come in to the Standin g Rock, Spotted 
Tail, and Cheyenne River agencies, reducing the number of those who 
can now properly be called hostile to about 3,000. These have been guilty 

| of more or less depredating throughout the year, especially in Montana, 
_ and their hostility extends no less to other tribes of Indians on the north 
and west than to the whites. . 

The Sioux are included under twelve agencies—nine in Dakota, two 
' in Montana, and one in Nebraska—at all of which, except at Fort Bel- 

_ knap, a beginning in Indian farming has been made in Spite of all dis- 
couragements by reason of unsuitable location and the demoralizing in- 
fluence of the “ hostiles.” 

At Fort Belknap are collected, and fed when game tails, 3,500 of the 
more peaceable and less enterprising of the Assinaboine Sioux, who, 
by reason of their greater friendliness, have come in closer contact with 
whisky-sellers and illegitimate traders. It should also be said that the 

| Fort Belknap agency was established in 1873 as a feeding-post for such 
| Indians as were too distant to come advantageously within the jurisdic-. 

tion of the Milk River agency. : 
At Red Cloud agency, where 9,136 Ogallallas, who have almost aban- 

doned the chase on account of scarcity of game, report for rations, sixty
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acres of their barren country were put under cultivation during the year. 

But the expectations of a crop from even this feeble beginning were | 

destroyed by grasshoppers. 
| 

At Fort Peck and Spotted Tail agencies a little further advance has : 

been made by the recent establishment of a school at each point; the 

former with 62, and the latter with 75 pupils. The forty acres at each | 

place cultivated by Indians have borne crops which greatly encour- 

age the few who were induced to make this their first experiment with 

the hoe and spade. At the former agency 2,726 Yanctonnais, 1,000 

Santees and Sissetons, 400 Tetons, and 1,998 Assinaboines derive about 

half of their subsistence by hunting; at the latter, 1,189 Minneconjour 

and 8,421 Brulés depend entirely on the issue of Government rations. . 

- The Standing Rock agency has in charge 4,208 Yanctonnais, 2,100 Une- - - 

papas, and 1,019 Blackfeet Sioux, whose supply of Government rations it 

was hoped would have been materially reduced this year, and the fruits of 

the labor of one hundred families in the cultivation of twelve hundred 7 

acres substituted therefor, but their second season’s work has only re- - 

sulted in a second failure on account of the ravages of grasshoppers. 

The lesson of labor, however, was not lost, and those who had learned | 

to use the hoe readily took hold of the scythe, and put up for themselves, 

without assistance from the women, 250 tons of hay. Though a small 

supply, it is ten times the amount they have ever cut before, and is 

indicative of advancement in the right direction. No school has yet 

been provided. | | ; | 

Among 1,200 Lower Yanctonnais and 1,800 Lower Brulés at Crow 

Creek, and 2,261 Two-Kettles, 2,317 Minneconjoux, 1,778 Sans Are, and 

730 Blackfeet at Cheyenne River agencies, the work of permanent civil- 

ization is fairly inaugurated by anexchange of cloth teepes for log-houses. 

One-sixth of all the families are living in houses and undertaking | 

farming, though at the former place the crops were injured, and at the 

latter destroyed by grasshoppers, and the issue of full rations is still a 

necessity. The two schools are doing well, with an attendance of 33 

and 138 pupils, respectively. | 

These Cheyenne River Indians, who three years ago were in as hope- 

less a state as the Red Cloud and Spotted Tail bands are to-day—with a 

suitable country and under such faithful management as they are now | 

receiving, would soon take care of themselves ; but, exposed to drought 

and grasshoppers, and suffering for lack of timber, and in proximity 

to the great body of the Sioux, who are in equally unfortunate condition 

as to country, and less inclined to do right, their case only seems to 

illustrate an important element of the “ Sioux problem.” 

In regard to the progress at Cheyenne River agency, the agent re- 

ports: . : : | 

It cannot be expected that any considerable advancement has been made in ‘‘ book- 

education,” inasmuch as the school for their instruction was not opened till the 4th of 

September last. Nevertheless, I am pleased to notice a marked aptitude on the part of . 

many of the Indians to grasp even book-knowledge, and it is gratifying to me to be 

able to report the decided and even wonderful improvement in their moral condition 

with the limited time of my experience and labors among them. It may not be out of 

place in this connection to venture the assertion that any one having knowledge of 

their moral condition about two years ago, and not having witnessed the gradual and - 

marked improvement since, on coming among them at the present time, and looking 

from a moral stand-point, would hardly recognize in them the same class of people. 

The people under my charge, being among the wildest of the Sioux, have, of course, as 

yet made but little progress in the line of industry ; nevertheless, it pleases me to state 

that many of them have during the past season cultivated small pieces of land, and are 

making efforts to erect for themselves log-houses for their winter homes. 

I will mention, as indications of their advancement, that while, until recently, they 

have steadily avoided and manifested a decided aversion to the white man’s custom 

; 
ee
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and habits, many of them, of late, are anxious to discard the blankets, and other In- dian costume, and attire themselves in white man’s dress, which they conceive to be better adapted, and more convenient, to the pursuits of industry. 
. I am pleased to report myself under the firm conviction that, with the proper in- dorsement and co-operation from the “powers that be,” and which I have faith will be | accorded me, I shall be able, by another season, to break up the tribal relations, so far : as the issuing of rations and annuities are concerned , and to recognize them by individ- . ual families. | | 

| A new agency has been established for the Lower Brulés, whose loca- 
_ tion, ten miles below and on the opposite side of the Missouri River 

from the Lower Yanctonnais, has hitherto removed them too far from 
- - agency influence. 

At the other Sioux agencies, the appliances of civilization have been 
: brought to bear for several years past, and the results are both gratify- 
- ing and encouraging, — 
7 The Yanktons, numbering 2,000, have, this year built, for themselves ~ 

| 100 houses, which completes the abandonment of the teepee. They 
have churches, schools, farms, and stock, and are an industrious, order- 
ly, and progressive people. The abundant crops of this season relieves 
the Government of half their support. The introduction of weaving by 

| hand-looms, referred to last year, has been followed up, and the agent 
reports ‘enough cloth on hand to give each Indian woman in the tribe one 
good dress woven by Indian women.” Sheep-raising on that reserve is 
still a doubtful experiment ; many Sheep having died during the extreme 

' cold of last winter. The attitude of these Indians toward civilization 
is thus spoken of by their agent: | 

| Quite a goodly proportion of the Yanktons are workers. The general work of a farm 
is done by many of them. They build houses for themselves and their cattle, cultivate : fields, make hay, cut wood, make fences, &c. There are also employed at this agency 
twelve to fifteen Indian employés. These men, under the supervision of the farmer, 
carpenter, engineer, blacksmith, issue-clerk, and chief herder, do all the work at this 
agency. Some of these Indians have been regularly employed by the Government for 
the last six or seven years, and are now quite competent to do their work in their dif- _ ° ferent departments. The farmer sends out his men to the field to plow and plant, to 
tend and harvest the crops; and I state the simple truth when I say they do their work 
as well and faithfully as any white farm-hands in the country. We have Indian men here now daily seen in the harvest-field running reapers and mowers, binding, stack- 

- ing, thrashing, and helping to grind the wheat raised on the agency-farm, putting up 
hay for sheep, horses, and cattle, who three years ago thought of nothing but paint- 
ing their faces and going to feasts; now in white man’s dress, then in full Indian cos- 

_ . tume. With the carpenter is a young Indian as apprentice, who can now do such work - asmaking doors for Indian houses, tables, beds, cupboards, &c., besides mending broken . wagons, plows, and general farm and house utensils. The blacksmith has under his 
| care two apprentices; one, a tinner, who makes all the Indian tin ware, such as coffee- 

pots, tin cups, pails, pans, and camp-kettles, mends all when broken, and makes him- 
_ Self useful in many ways; the other is the blacksmith’s apprentice, now quite skillful, 

. able to do such work as generally comes into a country blacksmith’s sbop. So, too, 
with the engineer and chief herder, we have assistants who do as much of the work in 
their places as we could expect. Thus it will be seen that the work of this agency is 
done by Indian laborers; and when we take into consideration that this agency makes 

' its own lumber, cuts its own wood and logs, puts up all its own hay, grinds all the 
wheat and corn used by two thousand Indians, all without giving. a single contract, it 

_ an readily be seen what the amount of the work is which is accomplished by these 
Indian workers during the year. , 

The 1,807 Sissetons and W ahpetons on Lake Traverse reservation have 
generally adopted the white man’s dress and way of living, and are nearly 
self-supporting; they are no longer in villages, but are scattered about 
on farms all over the reservation. This season’s crop consists of 1,400 

~. bushels of grain and 4,500 bushels of vegetables. They have also put 
up 4,500 tons of hay, and broken 725 acres, which will double the area 
of farming-land next year. One-tenth of the whole population has this 

, year been enrolled in the six schools, and nearly one-half of the popula- 
tion can read in their own language. _
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They have their own churches and pastors, and are learning to aid in | 
their support. In this respect, by the contribution out of their poverty | 
of $500 in quarterly installments for the salaries of their pastors,two 
churches have made a gain of 50 per cent. on last year. 

The allotment of lands in severalty gives the new proprietors increased 
energy and perseverance. | | . 

The 1,800 Sissetons and Wahpetons at Devil’s Lake have met witha 
severe loss in the death of Agent Forbes, to whose five years of earn- 
est, self-sacrificing, and efficient labors more than to anything else 
they owe their present prosperous and hopeful condition and progres- — 
sive spirit. About half are living in houses, wearing citizen’s dress, and | 

have farms and cattle. The number of families en gaged in agriculture, 
the amount of land cultivated, and the crops raised have doubled in one 
year. ‘Twenty-five new houses have been built, and the whole move- _ 
ment of these people is in the direction of improvement. , 

The 800 Santees in Nebraska have entirely renounced paganism 
in all its forms and embraced the Christian religion, and, under the | 
fostering care of missionaries, have now churches, Sabbath schools, 
and prayer-meetings, all of which are regularly attended by an_ or- 
derly, well-dressed congregation. Their strict observance of the Sab- | 
bath would do credit to a New Engiand village. One church has con- 
tributed during the year for support of pastor $65.20; for relief of poor 
and sick, $23.04; and for missions, $7.48. One manual-labor school is 
supported by the Government and two industrial schools for girls, and 
three day-schools are supported by missionary societies; in all of which | 
147 pupils have been taught. A night-school, held during the winter, 
for young men, produced good results. A paper in the Dakota lan- 
guage, issued monthly, has an edition of 1,200 copies. Ten Indian 
apprentices are learning trades. : | 

Except for the observance of the letter of the Sioux treaty, in accord- 
ance with which these Santees have hitherto received rations without 
labor, they would, undoubtedly, by this time have attained not only to. 
civilization, but to self-support. The enforcement of the recent require- 
ment, that rations shall be issued only in return for labor, created no 
disturbance, and has already proved to be of decided benefit. Their 
discouragement of last year over the total failure of crops has given 
place to joy over an abundant harvest, sufficient to furnish two-thirds of 
their support. | ; 

The Flandreau Sioux, whose heroism and success in undertaking, five ; 
years ago, an independent civilized and Christian life and citizenship 
was detailed in my last report, have harvested sufficient to enable them, | 
for almost the first time since they left their tribe, to look forward to 
winter without dread of being pinched by hunger. Ifthecropshadbeen | 
untouched by either grasshoppers or frost,'a large surplus could have 
been sold, and would have brought in return many articles of comfort; - 
and even necessity, in a white man’s way of life. Their two-thirds crop 
consists of 1,605 bushels wheat, 3,485 bushels corn, and 3,000 bushels 
vegetables. This little Indian community now numbers 359; an in- 
crease by births during the year of 47. The attendance at the school — 
has increased from 47 to 65, and would be much larger, except for the 
long distances between the homes of these scattered farmers. Their . 
genuine religious interest is set forth in the following extract from 
report of Special Agent Williamson: 

The Christian religion is the religion of the community. Sun-dances, conjuring, 
charms, and idol-worshiping are laid aside. The people are all at meeting on the Sab- 
bath. The Presbyterian church, of 135 members, has been supplied by Rev. W. O. 
Rogers, a native preacher, who receives half his support from the people and half from
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- the missionary board. The annual meeting of the missionaries and native Christian 
| - workers among the Dakota Indians, in connection with the American and Presbyterian 

boards, has just been held with the Flandreau church. It was an interesting occasion. 
There were present five missionaries and 120 Christian natives from abroad. A noticea- 

oO ble item was, that the Flandreau Indians themselves raised a fund of over $100, with 
' which to purchase provisions to entertain those from abroad. 

The Episcopalians have also a number of members among these Indians, and hold 
meetings, but have no meeting-house or minister. 

S’KLALLAMS. 

The S’Klallams, numbering 525, belong to the S’Kokomish reservation’ 
but have refused to settle there and are scattered along Puget Sound. 
In regard to the energy and prosperity of a large portion of this tribe, 

| their agent reports as follows: 
. ' The agent has been absent most of the month visiting the S’Klallams 

living along the sound and straits, and has found them much improved, 
especially at Dunginess, where they have purchased a tract of 210 
acres of land and have subdivided it into small lots and assigned it to 
individuals. Upon these lots they have built houses, cleared and _ 
fenced patches for potatoes, &c., and are doing remarkably well.” 

SNAKES. : 

One bundred aud forty-three Yahooskin and 101 Wohlpapee Snakes » 
have been gathered in at Yainax station, in the northern part of the 

Lo Klamath reservation,in Oregon. They are forty miles from the agency 
and under the immediate charge of a commissary and blacksmith. The 
men are ready to work if fairly remunerated, and are remarkably free 

| . from ordinary Indian vices. They deserve great credit for having stead- 
fastly resisted the entreaties of the hostile Modocs to leave the reserva- 
tion and engage in war against the Government. They earnestly peti- 
tion for a school, for the maintenance of which funds should be provided 

, at an early day. Remarks already made in regard to the Klamaths 
apply equally to the condition of these Snakes. 

Ocheo’s band of 100 Pai-Ute Snakes also have a home at Yainax, but 
_ . spend most of the time hunting off the reserve. A few Snakes are con- 

federated with the Bannacks on the Malheur reservation in the same 
State. 

SNOHOMISH AND SWINOMISH INDIANS. a 

: The 900 Snohomish, 300 Swinomish, 600 Lummi, 500 AlLuckleshoot, 
and 550 Htakmur Indians were parties to the Point Elliot treaty. About 
two-thirds of them are located on four reservations on or near Puget 
Sound, Washington Territory. They are embraced in one agency, whose 
headquarters and employés, with the exception of one farmer on the 
Lummi reservation, are on the Tulalip reservation. These Indians 
live mainly by logging and fishing and working for white settlers. 
Those on the reservations are for the most part industrious and temper- 
ate; those off the reservations are drunken, dissolute, and disorderly. 
The Indians on the Tulalip reservation engeg2 in farming to a very 
limited extent; they show a decided superiority over other Indians of 

. the agency in general intelligence, thrift, and ability to transact business, 
the result of their closer contact with the agent and employes. A 
marsh of about 80 acres furnishes, by drainage, the only tillable land 
on that reserve. The only school of the agency is located here and has 
an attendance of fifty pupils. 

_ ‘The few Indiaus on the small Swinomish reservation, twenty-five miles
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distant, have had no opportunity to take any steps out of barbarism. =| 

Those on the Port Madison reservation own a few cattle and have done : 

something in the way of farming. On each reservation is a small 

church, built by themselves, in which occasional services are well 

attended. Lummi is isolated from white settlements; has a fine fishery | 

- and plenty of agricultural land, which can be easily cleared; and is in 

all respects the most desirable location in the agency. The Indians 

there own cattle and poultry and have cultivated small garden-patches | 

for many years. The impracticability of maintaining a corps of em- 

ployés on each of the four reservations, the few natural advantages | 

which most of them offer for inaugurating a work of civilization among» : 

Indians, and the near approach of white settlers make it vital to the 

interest of these Indians that they should be consolidated at one point; 

and after careful examination the special commission previously referred 

to reported in favor of abandoning all the reservations except Lummi. 

Congress failed, however, to provide by the necessary legislation for . 

_ the carrying out of this recommendation, and as a result, as far as any 

advancement in civilization by nine-tenths of these Indians is concerned, 

the year has been lost. a 

| . SPOKANES. 

Of this tribe 685 are in Washington Territory, on both sides of the 

Spokane River from its mouth to the Idaho line. They are peaceable 

and inclined to agriculture, and cultivate 350 acres in scattered patches, . | 

but like the other tribes in the Colville agency labor under great disad- 

vantages in having no permanent home. 

-SQUAXINS. 

~ The Squaxins, numbering 150, are on a reservation of the same name 

near Puget Sound, where no efforts at civilization have been put forth. 

‘They labor for settlers, hunt, fish, do a little farming, and live in com- 

parative comfort in a semi-savage way. | 

- §T. REGIS INDIANS. a 

In 1667, under the influence of some French Catholic missionaries, 

the Mohawks emigrated from the valley of the Mohawk River, in New 

- York, to Caughnawaga, near Montreal, Canada. Nearly a hundred 

years later a colony left Caughnawaga and settled at whatis now known . 

as St. Regis, on the St. Lawrence River, in the extreme northern portion 

of the State of New York. They still speak the Mohawk language, but 

are called St. Regis Indians, after Jean Francis St. Regis, a. French | 

priest, who died in 1690; for the most part they adhere to the Roman 

Catholic faith, and attend church in Canada. Though their reservation 

is colder and less fertile than any other in New York, these Indians | 

support themselves comfortably by agriculture, with no outside assist- 

ance beyond a State annuity of $3 per capita. | 
According to the State census, their number has increased since 1865 

from 413 to 737. But it is probable that this gain is due, partly at least, 

to an imperfect census in 1865, or to emigration from Canada. Tour 

hundred and forty-one of their number are under 21 years of age; only 

six deaths have occurred during the year. The enrollment of only 79 

children in the two schools supported by the State, with an average at- 

tendance of only 26 Indians, shows a lamentable want of interest in — 

education, and in this respect they are the most backward of any tribes 

in the State.
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STOCKBRIDGES. / | 

Oo The number of this tribe is reduced this year from 252 to 118, owing 
Cy to the carrying out of the provisions of act of Congress February 6, 

1871, under which 134 have received their share of tribal funds, $675.38 
per capita, and become citizens of the State. | | 

__ In anticipation of this payment most of these Indians had incurred 
heavy debts in the purchase of horses, wagons, dry goods, &¢., at ex-— 
orbitant rates, leaving a comparatively small sum with which to make 

| a beginning in independent living. But this balance, the agent reports 
them as having quite generally invested in lands scattered through that _ 
region of country, which they have industriously cultivated and from 
which they are realizing good crops. 

The remainder of the tribe holding no tribal lands suitable for farm- 
ing, torn with discords and quarrels of long standing, speaking good 
English, capable of self-support, and being as well prepared for citizen- 

: ship as Indians can well be without becoming citizens, seem at last to 
agree in one thing—a desire to follow the example of their brethren, — 
and will probably petition Congress during the coming winter to make 
suitable provision therefor. Every interest of the tribe demands that 

. such legislation be secured at an early day. : 

| | | TAWACANIES. 

They will be referred to under the head of Wichitas. 

| TENNOES. | | 

They number 56, and will be mentioned hereafter in connection with — 
. the Wascoes. , 7 7 

TONKAWAYS. | 

They are native to Texas, have always been friendly to the Govern- 
, ment, and, with the Lipans, are living near Fort Griffin, Texas. They 

are reported to number only 119, of whom not more than. 24 are able- 
i bodied men. These are employed as scouts, and receive pay and full 

- army-rations. The remainder are old men, women, and children, who. 
| for several vears have depended almost entirely on issues of supplies by — 

| - the post commander. <A year ago the Bureau expended $500 for their 
; benefit in the purchase of cows. The War Department has recently 

_ forbidden any further issues of rations to these Indian families, and they 
are now reported by Colonel Buell, commanding post, as in a deplorable 

| condition, reduced to either depredating or starvation. | | 

| TULES AND TEJONS. ° 

| The location of these 276 Indians upon the leased “ Madden Farm,” 
in the valley of the Tule River in California, their original lands, and 
their non-removal to the barren reservation set apart for them, was 

. spoken of last year. They are exceedingly intemperate, and as a result 
one Mexican and five Indians have been killed in drunken fights during 
the year. No attempts at permanent improvements have been made on 

‘the reservation, and a severe drought ruined all the crops on the 
farm. Many of these Indians obtain good wages by working for white 

_ settlers; but, until removed from contaminating influences and properly 
established upon-a fertile reservation, there can be no hope of any per- 

‘ manent advance in civilization. a
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TUSCARORAS. | 

The Tuscaroras, on a fertile reservation of 6,249 acres in New York, -, 
number 402—a decided increase since 1865. Like the Senecas they 

have been encouraged in industry and protected from encroachment, 

and are now a class of comparatively thrifty and wealthy farmers. 

Their lands are allotted in fee, with the restriction that no transfers can 

be made except between members of the tribe. Two-thirds of the res- 

ervation is under actual cultivation, and the balance, being timbered, is 

owned in common and protected from waste by a committee appointed 

by the chief. Of 183 children between the ages of 5 and 21, 120 have 

been taught in two State schools during some portion of the year past, 

but, from irregularity of attendance, failed to secure full benefit there- : 

from. | . 
TWANAS. 

They are a small tribe of 275 Indians who are on the S’Kokomish res- 

ervationin Washington Territory. The reservation contains 4,987 acres, 

of which 4,500 acres are heavily wooded. The Indians are therefore 

obliged to depend mainly on logging for their support, in which they ‘ 

-have been industriously engaged. From the sale of 883,000 feet of logs 

they have realized a net profit of $2,910. They have also built ten 

houses with the aid of the agency-carpenter, cultivated 75 acres, cleared. 

considerable new land, and worked for settlers, and by labor in these 

civilized pursuits have obtained two-thirds of their subsistence. A good 

school has been maintained during ten mouths of the year, whose total 

enrollment was 26.and average attendance 20. Through the efforts of 

the agent eight persons have been convicted in court for selling liquor 

to Indians, and thus intemperance among them has received a decided | 

~ check. : 

The application of the doctrine that Indians having only the usu- 

fruct of their lands cannot remove timber for sale operates most disas- 

trously on this agency, and tends strongly to make void all the faithful 

and toilsome effort which has been expended on these Indians for the 

last five years. Agent Ells reports on this subject as follows: 

A very serious cause of discouragement has arisen, which has operated seriously 

against their progress. By a comparatively recent decision of the Supreme Court of 

the United States, the right of the Indians to cut and sell logs from off the reservation, 

except when done in clearing land, has been abrogated. As the land on this reserva- 

tion is heavily timbered, and cannot be cleared for less than from $25 to $60 an acre, 

and as the only source of income they have had has been from the sale of the logs, the 
effect of this decision has been to deprive them of almost their only means of support. 

They have, therefore, been compelled, just as they were getting comfortably fixed to . 

live, to leave their homes and ramble about the country in search of work, thus com- 

ing in contact with strong temptation to drink and to acquire and practice other vices 
which not only demoralize and degrade them, but also use up all their earnings as 
well as destroy them. In addition to this, the construction here given by the courts 

to the law-in the Revised Statutes, regarding the sale of liquors to Indians, makes it 

no offense against the laws of the United States to sell Indians all the liquor they 

wish, provided it is done off the reservation. Thus, on the one hand, they are driven 

from the reservations, and, on the other, the flood-gates of destruction, are let loose 

upon them. Their circumstances call loudly for relief, which can only come through 

some act of Congress authorizing the cutting and selling logs off this reservation. By — 

it they can obtain their only means of support while at home. Take it from them, as 
at present, and the whole expense and machinery of keeping up an agency are ren- 
dered, to a great extent, useless, for an Indian must either leave or starve. The latter 

he cannot do, and if he does the former he not only deprives himself of the benefits of 

a home and subjects himself to many temptations and drawbacks, but loses the bene- 
fits granted him by the Government. It is earnestly hoped ttat something will imme- 
diately be done to relieve this serious embarrassment. : 

7 IND
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- In the report of Special Commissioners Lang and Smith, published 
| in my Jast annual report, it was recommended that the S’Kokomish 

- reservation be enlarged, and that the Indians on the Nisqually, Puy- 
allup, Chehalis, Squaxin,.and Muckleshoot reservations be removed 
thither, and that those reserves be returned to the public domain. 
There ought to be no hesitation in providing the means for such con- 

_ solidation, especially as it only requires an advance by the Government, 
which will be readily reimbursed by the sale of the relinquished lands. 

UKIALIES. | 

This tribe of 200 Indians are running at large in the vicinity of Ukiali, 
. Mendocino County, Cal., and should be gathered on the Round Valley 

reservation. 
UKIES. . 

They number 195, and have already been referred to under the head 
of Potter Valley Indians. 

UMATILLAS. 

Of these 169 are on a reservation of that name in Oregon, and have 
already been spoken of in connection with the Cayuses. Others are 
undoubtedly still vagabonds on Columbia River. Their number is not 

: ascertained. | 
UTES. 

Though holding a hereditary friendship for the white people and ac- 
knowledging the supremacy of the Government, and for the most part 

| included under agencies and receiving Government rations to a greater 
or less extent, no tribe in the country is more averse to manual labor or 
has yielded less to civilizing influences, partly because of the abundance 
of game and partly because of their remoteness from settlements. 

Out of the 2,900 on the Ute reservation in Colorado, under the White 
River and Los Pinos agencies, only nineteen families have made any at- 
tempt at farming, though they fully realize that at no distant day the hunt 
must be entirely abandoned. For this reason they are much dissatisfied 
with the lines laid down in the treaty of 1873, by which they claim they 
are to be deprived of a large area of farming-lands. This, they insist, 
is contrary to their intention and express declaration at the time of the 
treaty. The Los Pinos agency is in process of removal from its location 
on Grand River, outside the reserve, to the Los Pinos River. 

| Greater interest is being shown in the day-schools, one at each 
agency, which have enrolled 61 pupils. This is double the number 
reported last year, and, though the attendance has been irregular, is 
an encouraging indication. Large herds of sheep and goats are kept 
for food, but no use is made of the wool. | 

The 575 Utes who report at the Uintah agency, in Utah, for rations, 
have, during the last four years, made a real beginning in agriculture, and 
80 families have small fields which yield about three-eighths of their sub- 
sistence; but the hunt still occupies much of their thought and time, and 
often to the neglect of gardens, even after much labor has been expended __ 
in their preparation and planting. Twenty-five boys attend school. 

The Utes at the Abiquiui and Cimarron agencies in New Mexico, 
numbering respectively 900 and 350, belong in Colorado. Their agencies — 
being located on land-grants, are merely feeding-stations, and can exer- 
cise no controlling or civilizing influence, while their vagabond lives, in
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a country fast settling up, lead them into lewdness and intemperance, : 

petty depredations, and occasional conflicts with white men. | 

Two hundred and four Gosi Utes in Nevada and 256 in Utah, not 

included in the above enumeration, speak a language allied to the 

Shoshones, but are intermarried with the Utes. They cultivate small 

farms, scattered on each side of the boundary-line, from which they are 

from time to time driven off by the whites, and need only permanent 

homes to speedily arrive at civilization and self-support. | : 

WALLA-WALLAS. 

The 128 Walla-Wallas who are on the Umatilla reservation in Oregon 

have already been mentioned in connection with the Cayuses. Others. 

are roaming with the “renegades” on the Columbia River, whose num. 

ber is not known. 
WICHITAS AND WACOES. 

The Wichitas, numbering 228, the Wacoes 66, Tawacanies 102, and 

the Keechies 90, located with the Caddoes in the Wichita reservation 

in the Indian Territory, are in much the same condition as reported last 

year. Their boarding-school, which was filled to the utmost last year, 

has been enlarged. For the first timein five years, the crops of this 

agency have escaped severe loss or entire destruction by drought or grass- 

hoppers, and 45,000 bushels of corn have been raised, besides a large 

quantity of vegetables. 

_ WASCO AND WARM SPRINGS INDIANS. 

The Indians on the Warm Springs reservation in Northern Oregon 

are 304 Warm Springs, 326 Wascoes, and 56 Teninoes. The two latter 

tribes are the most advanced in civilization of any in the State. Their 
condition, as compared with that of the Warm Springs, is reported by 

the agent as follows: 

- Among the Wascoes and Teninoes almost all are either provided with houses or have 

the material ready to build as soon as they can get land allotted, and all are satisfied 

of the advantage and comfort it will be to them to have houses to live in. The differ- 

ence between them and the Warm Springs, in this respect, is most marked, and is 

probably the direct result of the form of religion held by each. The Wascoes and 

Teninoes have, as a general thing, expressed themselves as adherents to the Christian 

religion, while the Warm Springs tenaciously adhere to their own belief. The former 

are anxious to improve their condition as much as possible, and to locate themselves 

somewhere permanently; the latter are averse to giving up their old unrestrained, 

vagrant, and precarious modes of living, but when individuals have thrown off either 

their old habits or belief, they have simultaneously adopted civilized habits and 

Christianity. 

These 680 Indians have cultivated 800 acres and raised 4,000 bushels 

of wheat and 1,000 bushels of potatoes, which, with beef of their own 

‘raising, and salmon, their favorite food, in abundance, not only furn- 

jshes a comfortable subsistence, but, for the most thrifty farmers, a sur- 

plus for sale. A considerable revenue is also obtained by the sales of 

several thousand ponies annually, which with the cattle range the year 

round on rich grazing-lands, and require little or no care from their 

owners. No rations are issued except to a few old and decrepit members 

of the tribes. A Sabbath-school and prayer-meeting are well attended. 

Councils are opened with prayer by one of the Indians. Temperance 

and morality prevail, and the decisions of a court of head-men appointed 

by the head-chief, who is elected annually, are invariably respected. In 

general prosperity a large proportion of these Indians are nearly abreast.
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_ of the white settlers around, and in good order they are far in advance 
of white communities of the same intelligence. : | 
Among the Warm Springs are the men who served faithfully as scouts 

and soldiers during the Modoc war, captured the lava-beds, and saved 
many white soldiers from massacre. 

Nearly one-tenth of the whole population has attended the day-school 
during the year; but the boarding-school, owing to lack of funds for 

_ Salaries of teachers, has been closed most of the time. 

WINNEBAGOES. | 

| The Winnebagoes, though more difficult to control than any other 
tribe in Nebraska, are making steady advance in self-support by farm- 
ing lands allotted in severalty on their reservation, in the northern part - 
of the State. The difficulty of control.in their case does not arise from 
a spirit of resistance or turbulence, but from the attempt to govern this 

: nearly civilized people by a system of law, or absence of law, under | 
which any community of white people would be reduced to anarchy in — 
twelve months. They number 1,667. — 

| Nearly half are living in houses, and all are engaged in civilized pur- 
suits, the men working with their own hands, and are digging out of 
the ground three-fourths of their subsistence. 
From the 1,880 acres cultivated this year, averaging over an acre to 

: each individual, 20,000 bushels corn, 5,800 bushels wheat, and 6,000 
bushels oats and vegetables, have been harvested. They have broken 
800 acres this season without any compensation for their labor, and have 
built 3,000 rods of fencing. Six years ago the whole tribe, for protec- 
tion from the cold, were crowded in ravines and bottom-lands, within a 
space of four miles square, and were rapidly decreasing in number by 

_ disease and exposure. Only 23 houses were at that time occupied by 
Indians, and only 300 acres cultivated, and that by Indian women ; and 
by reason of a scanty crop, consisting of only 6,000 bushels of corn, 
regular rations of beet were necessary to prevent suffering. . 

The industrial school, opened last fall, has had an attendance of 52 
pupils; 159 children have been taught in three day-schools. For the 
last six years nearly one-sixth of the tribe has been in attendance at 
school. Chiefs are elected annually by the tribe, and they in turn select 

~ a police force of 12 Indians, who are efficient in maintaining order upon 
, the reservation. | 

/ The above census includes 204 of the 860 Wisconsin Winnebagoes who 
; were removed last year to Nebraska. Many of these blanket Indians 

have taken allotments, broken and fenced land, and harvested a fine — 
: crop of corn; twenty-five frame houses with brick basements have been 

built for their occupancy. The remaining 656, mainly through the mis- 
| representations and false inducements of a few meddlesome white men 
\ in Wisconsin, have found their way back in small parties to their old 
| haunts, where a few seem to be making a sincere effort to take care of | 

themselves by taking land under the homestead act. The larger por- 
| tion of them, however, are probably the victims of interested parties, 
| who are endeavoring to bring them within the operation of the home- 

Stead act, in order to show them what to do with their portion of tribal 
funds which it is expected will be distributed to those who separate 
from the tribe. 

A portion of the Indians in Tama County, Iowa, are Winnebagoes, 
but having intermarried with the Sac and Fox, are now known only 
under that name. ;
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| WYANDOTTS. 

The Wyandotts came originally from Ohio, and were removed first to 

Kansas and afterward to what is now known as the Quapaw reservation 

in the Indian Territory. At the time of their removal from Kansas" 

several families elected to remain as citizens, but most of these afterward 

rejoined their tribes on the reservation. They now number 247, are : 

steady, industrious, and progressive, engaged in agriculture, and have 

this year raised crops sufficient for their entire subsistence. . 

| WYLACKIES. | 

They number 172, and are on the same reservation with the Potter 

Valley Indians, and have already been treated of under that head. 

YAKAMAS. | 

Associated with this tribe are small bands of Palouse, Pisyuose, 

Wenat-she-pum, Klikatat, Klinquit, Skinpah, Washam, Shyiks, Ochecholes, , 

Kah-milt-pah, and Seapcat Indians, making an aggregate of 3,650 

persons—a natural increase by births during the year of 150. All but © 

about 300 of these Indians are on their reservation, 40 by 60 miles in 

extent, in the southern part of Washington Territory, which is rich in 

grazing and farming lands. Each year witnesses a steady and most 

eratifying advance on their part in adopting not only civilization but 

‘Christianity. | 

By agriculture and stock-raising a comfortable living is secured, and ~ 

no Government rations are issued, except occasionally to the sick. The 

amount of land cultivated and the crops raised are nearly double those 

of last year. From 5,200 acres they have harvested a crop which fur- . 

nishes an average of 26 bushels of corn and oats, 1 bushel of vegeta- 

bles, and a barrel and a half of flour to each individual on the reserva- 

tion. Gambling, intemperance, and plurality of wives are rarely 

known. Two Methodist churches have a membership of 500 Indians, 

who lead consistent, faithful, renewed lives. Sabbath-services are | 

largely and regularly attended, and one of the churches has a native 

pastor. ‘Two schools are in successful operation, with an attendance of 

80 pupils. This gratifying condition of things is due principally to three 

causes: (1) Faithful, continued religious teaching ; (2) a suitable coun- 

try, with moderate help from the Government, properly applied; (3) the 

services of an efficient, determined, and devoted agent, who knows how 

to deal with men. ; 
YUMAS. | 

About 930 Yumas around Fort Yuma, Arizona, are in the same con- _ 

dition as reported last year. The statements made respecting the Coa- 

huillas and Cocopahs relative to the demoralizing influences of contact 
with soldiers at Fort Yuma and a low class of persons at Arizona City, 
and the necessity that they find a home on the Colorado River reserva- 
tion, apply with still more force to the Yumas. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
EDW. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner. | 
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
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| . ARIZONA, | | | | | Ohiricahua agency. . | | | . | 
Northern Chiricahua Apaches, South 

| 90 BO nena deweee 
ern Chiricahua Apaches, Mimbres, | 

| eases seeenel[emee races lees rsesiencnee Mogollon, and Coyetero Apaches ..| 2, 736,000] 2, CO0i......|......|...... SOC} Q6) 20. oe. fee lene. wreercissecess|sorcse|soecerperees | | . | Colorado River agency. : | | 0 scl... cc \eeeeeee. 95 95 50; g0C| 100 
Mojaves, Chimehuevas .....-........ 128, 0OC} 50, 0OC)...... 500}. ----e) 172} .22./ee ee ee. weeesee weeeee) 1, 20(|.....- 1, 500) ------) pore 

{ 
. 

. 
i 

Moquis Pueblo agency. | | 
S | | ee eeeel 90 10|.-.---| 800) 300 Moquis Pueblos.....0.cceececeneccns|secececcnclececce-|occne. 3, 000 tenes 5} 10 1) en 150| 21, 00C}...---| 1,00€; 200 ee 

Papago agency. | 
| | | | 65 35 1,500); 325 \ | ce aceae www wwe een wwe | seme ewee cosece 

Papagoes......--- 2c ceecceeeeceneee 70, 400} 1,200}....../ 500) 49 250|.... 500 100 3,333) 2, 67€!..----} 106) 1,008, 100 
Pima and Maricopa ageney. 

. ot, 106 2, 200) 1, 109 
: 

. 

. K |. cee eeee ecw ccleccacwas|saneenes sansa waiseeane ? Pimas and Maricopas.-.-.....-......) 64,000} 8, 000;...-..| 8, 000/......) » 1, 75(| 12 1, 500 cree 45, 00C| 400) ...--- 15( 125 " 

San Carlos agency. e | . ° | | | | ¥50, 270 
Aribaipa, Pinal, Tonto, Mojave, | _. 1. 50C cece 700 S00]... -- eae lew w ewe] cenees 100; 0 ‘ Yuma, and Coyetero Apaches.....| 2,528,000).......) 6 3201 70' 3191 48 Beene. oe] O29) By WU erenee| Ua A sree eseeee | ! : . 

\ 
CALIFORNIA, | 

. | i Hoopa Valley agency. 
| - - QO} 140)..--- ; 

5 : 600 sewee-| 137] 111, 237)----6- 960) ---+---- 25) 5) 8 
Hoopas, Redwoods, Siahs, Klamaths. 38, 400] 1, 006 600) ....2-)..42..! p00) ae ee SOC] en eee | serene 

Round Valley agency. : | . | . Potter Valley, Redwoods, Ukie | ! 
. : * ; 

“ | 15 415 seae- 

Wylackie, Pitt River, Cancow, 
. 250) 211.166) 360 Q3)-eeecees 10 15 _ Little Lake....--..22.2..20-2..2..| 207,360} 1, 500)......1 1, 36¢ *9 102) Qc. eee, 1 8,50(} — 80() 1,000) SE) 1,095) Ye , - | | : Tule River agency. | | | | . 

i 
. ~- 15 Tules, Tejons. Wichumnis, Kaweahs, . | | 6c, 20|.-..-eeee| BO QWAOj-neeee--|  5Ol--ee-| 50) BS, DD and King’s River... ............. 91,837} 200} 250] 100! 100 LBC). c el cece eel eee e eee ") TO ceeeee|errees | 

COLORADO. 
of 

| | | Los Pinos agency. (a) 
| 

| Tabequache, Muache, Capote, and | 0 10( . 20|....-----| 100 L5| cece ee] eee ee| 50 50 25, 19 Weeminuche bands of Utes......../11, 724, 800/500, 00C 4, Q2 3 3,000; 20}........ oe eeee ee! coreee 10¢ soeceryeress | 
. White River agency. | | 

: | “| | 
Grand River, Yampa, Uintah, and | | c seceee| 25,000 50|...----.| $10, 000)......| 65 35 6 

Peah’s bands of Utes.............. (a) saecee. 15 2 7 2,000; 20 ld}... 2. ..! wrecer[swonme cj coeeer;coreeryeesere : 
DAKOTA. | | | | | | | 

— Oheyenne River agency. (b) . / | | | | 
Two-Kettle, Sans-Arc, Minneconjou, | | l wees 25,000; 400)....-. 2. fence ens jenenee|eoeeee 100, 240; 240 and Blackfeet Sioux ............../33, 500, 000/.4..... 40; 600; 350 3,310) 135 3.20 35 corcccicoseees | roemeryccceceyrrorreye.s | 

Orow Creek agency. | 
7 . 50 

Lower Yanctonnais Sioux, Lower | 09c!} 1, 000 150! «64061 «695,000! = 500!......-. 300] ..-0--!- 2-20 100 100, 25 Brulé Sioux ....+..-2.2---+2.0----1 601, 600/...... 1 175! 300/222.) a ara! 30) re weeeeel 3, pwns ’ ine Rock agencies (b) Includes Red Cloud, Spotted Tail, and Standing Rock ag Fe (a) Includes White River and Los Pinos agencies.
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. . . oy ‘ibes—Continued. Table showing agricultural improvements, stock, productions, ané sources of subsistence of the different Indian tribes Co 

t. of subsist-' ; ja ee ised during the year Other results of Indian labor. bo ooo nteined by— : a} ° a Lands. Stock owned by Indians. | Produce raised during year. a mn = 1/83 ! , > . | 38/88 Tf OI S “2 > oo = é (28 |S | 3 | | ! | | . 8 |8 |& | Ss |28 3 o ls? is2 |e | . ! 3 3 . [ra | 7212 3 & jer |e o | | | a | z ci 5 |S | 8), | © | sB a S jggej2a [28 bo | ! a | g s | & = |ag| 883] a¢/e8 (38 Name of agency and tribe. a a |e Bee | Bb | | . ,|3i]s8 i rg = 2 |B lee] g2) RE) AS 2 5 |Segis2 | 52 | | | = -| 2} oe] 2 2 g 3 f | Ee) 22) 28143 193 o 3 tal wed) aed | ® a 2B a t | Pa E 2 a S sa | 7% | AB )| 0 os 
os we ole Bal] aa 5 D oe | ¢ 5 © e "= A Di mat Bo} os 3 | 3 [SSs/Pe8l ay | : 2) s |) s |S), 4) 2 2) 8 | § | 39) 2B gt] 28/58 by ba Hg S| Big S| bE . a a a x 2 | S S S re) © a a a eo = & 2 Oo 2 om! 2 Se ox a) : . : i "o o _o ® 2 | GS aa 3 a} oS Q, GQ2i,Es 
2 2 2a ~ (28 Qry oO wh 2 | 2 | a | a a Ss | a > o Ss oe sS "2 3 58 > bp 
g g EShHeay g 2 x = a ES 3 3 3 3 | 8 x 8 2 S S fa we Ai A 
sg 5 SPQig rol 5 oO 3 +s z 5 S eB a Fs | 4 fc, OD 3 > x | Z Zz |\4 |a | |e Bel 5S | a | a | - |_|] ] | —_| —— nnn ne ee ns A S(O re rr rs re | ! : | DakoTa—Continued. | | | | | Devil’s Lake agency. | | | | 

Sisseton, Wahpeton, and Cut-Head | ant , = 093 560/ 4, 000\.-.----- 50|.naeee 5C| 275} 150 SIOUX -.-. 0. es eee eee ee eeeeee see. | 230, 4001230, 000] 35/235) 290 530} 3 122 16) esas 5,000,.-----) 50} 7,220) 709) 75, 00 . 
i | Fland tal ney. 

| 
andreau special agency : | | | ; » 5 35. 000 54 95 os} 1011 83 

Plandreau Sioux... .--.--2 02. seee elec ee eeeeee|eeence [eoceee] 422 133 74/00... 172 17) (1,605) 3, 485\...-.. 41) 2,965) 400)....----- sotecese , | 
Fort Berthold agency. : 

| | ! Arickarees, Gros Ventres, and Man- | | m 800 os 05 20; 1dU....- dans --- 22. 02+ 22222 --- sees eeeeeeee| 8,320,000; 86,400/ 120 40uj......| 350) 95) ~—sao...... cesses] B,000)--2220/-22+e¢/ 3,000, 690) 15,000) 1,150} 400 
Ponca agency. | | 

| oO 5 Vo ccc wel ee wwe] ce wm | eww e| come wet ress - PONCAS..---- sence rene eee nee eenenes- 96, 000} 64,000; 290; 225 40l.ccccneelenslecce ecclenee sens! 100) 2, OO0|..-2ee)---e--| 225, 50} 30, 000; @ 150 140 
. Red Cloud agency. | | | | ! | | 40} 134, 769 _cleceecccclecence|seceeel 106) 15} 100 OgallallaSioux, Cheyennes, Arapahoes (b) secene- 40; 160} 200! 15,000) 400 400!........| ec ecclenccces|sacece|susece|soeeee 1} 134, seceteleeee 

_ Sisseton agency. . | | | 3 6s| 300. 24) 
rs waeeeeee OD) weeeee 3 Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux.......] 918, 780/600, 000|......| 795} 725 350; | 450 Leneeees! 6,000) 7, 000; 1,000) 150) 4, = 4,500) 34, 569) 4,500) 4, 000 | _ 

Spotted Tail agency. | | | | | | | : 

! | | Upper Brulé, Lower Brulé, Northern | | | 7.000|....--'.-.-.-| 100! 36 30 Brulé, and Minneconjou Sioux..... (b) vencen-|snnnce 40 40 6, 000)... 130} 10! weeteeiceneee: veseee|iaceee|teeees 150) 20, 000)----.- 100 , | | 
Standing Rock agency. 

| | 
| Upper Yanktonai, Lower Yank- | | | , oo0| 100 tonai, Uncpapa, and Blackfeet 

6. 000|..-<--e- 150} ..ee0-jeeeee-| , 100) 1, | Si0Ux -- 20. sees eee ee eee ee seen se] (BY) feeeeee.feeeee-] 1,200! 517} 4,009) 50 20 7) seeeesjecceee-| 2,000]......]-2222+] 250) 60, 090) 6, 000 
Yankton agency. | | | 

r wan [reeeeees 50) .--eee 50; 600;..... / Yankton Sioux ..-.........--...---.| 400, 000/200, 000) 1,000] 1,200) 50! 3, 500150 300, 200) eeeees| 10, 000].-2-+-/..--+-} 1,500! 1,000] 500, 000) 500)... \ 
IDAHO. | | | | 

Fort Hall agency. | | | | 9 ; 
| 

* smaew (se eaervae 05! 70; Zo ‘ 0 Bannacks, Shoshones .............+./ 1,382, 400{ 3,000) 235) 42). 2...) eee elceclecee ceelece ee. 9285). ...0- ooo 210| 200|...------}  300)..-. | | 

Nez Percé agency. | | | | | 50 65 . 409| 200 
Nez Perces --.--.+-eeeseeeee--------| 746, 651)...22.. 60; 2,100} 200; 12,000] 60 8, 000 600} 16, 000; 2, 200 20 ene 3,150, 50 my | 

INDIAN TERRITORY. | | | | | | | | | | : - Cheyenne and Arapahoe agency. | . | | | . | ' . 26; 19 | leeeeee! 7,000; 12,000)....../......; 100 a Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Apaches .... 4, 441, 690}. ...22. 160; 140 90; 3,000) 10: 10) ..... .! oenee 400) .----- 19 °° 50] 30, 000)... * , | Kiowa and Comanche agency. | ! | 

| | | ) | i Kiowas, Comanches, Apaches, Dela- . \. | | Oj..------| $1,500).....-;.----.; 100) 200; 890 WAPeS .. cw www ne wwe cc ccce eneeemenae 3, 049, 440/200, 000 70 450 QU) 6, 000 soc a0 as peewee! 9, 875 sseree 20) 5 66 28, ovo ° $ 

Osage agency. | ! | 100 5101 510 | 14,500'......-. Dene eee pene 10 Osage reserve, Osages ........-...-.] 1, 466, 643/100, 000, 293) 3, 876 3,000] 8, 286) 11! 467} 2, 423) 19, 20) 56, 000).-----) 1, *| 6, Meu 611, 090) 28 3800 -2lo 22.) 100,..22--[2-----| 123) 125 Kaw reserve, Kaws.........--......| 100, 141] 25,000/ 58 404) 573 486 11] 18 45] -e+---{ 11, 600).-...- 29 serocetosereeccrics 
| (b) Includes Red Cloud, Spotted ‘Tail, and Standing Rock agencies. |
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. rurcos of subsistence of the different Indian tribes—Contint 

° e * 
. A a 

. ne nr nl 
Table showing agricultural improvements, stock, productions, and eee t of subsist-, 2 4 os 

, 

er cent. Sa o 2 a eS eee . . he year Other results of Indian labor. ence obtained by—| & a 28 Produce raised during the year. | | oe Lands. Stock owned by Indians. | | ro 4b > & S, aS | ag $ 18 |& |S2 188 ; 2 | : weed oj 
rd 2 a a . RS} 3 a? : . | & 22 (£8 |g | : g ; a - | l|aes|/e.lenl83 2 | ‘@ |S (BR |S, | 3% & 3 A = |oe | e% (58128 (Ss | & |eeleg (22) 2/8) 5s |s| #£ | ® |£8|28) 38] Fe | . ~~ ~ . i 

= ovat 

Name of agency and tribe. 3 | m a7 8 7 mS, a a s © 2 8 3 x Sz Be Z2A/S68|oo | 8 H |eeliae | Bo | s A | g | € | & | & A E 3 = lea |") 25 /.a|.8 
2 az wm ES‘ we aa . a 5 pars a > a 5 ae we GH — we ® O L D vey - S /°8S/935 ya Es o | ° 2 co ae 3 ‘3 ° 4 a a 2$\|20 . ts | os & ey Hey S| as . 2B a "SD "So Oo - ne = gy = a a S Bg oo 5 2 [a28di\s54i 8s wa : ; cs | gs Ss a a G a 9 = © a a = a ZA |Z S | € leeeleey scl 8 o = S| 2 3 Ss = eS ry o a - m ____—| ——_-|_ — 5 | 3s |pPo gepl 8 S = 3 EO a Q oO mA BS | A | A |G 4 Z ee = oO RM | a 

INDIAN TERRITORY—Continued. | | | | . 
| | Quapaw agency. | 4 

. Quapawes, Peorias, Miamies, Ottawas, | | . 
10; 500} 200 

Shawnees, Wyandottes, Senecas, | | _ “00 wenee| 4, 913|.------- OD}... eee Modocs, Kaskaskias, Piankeshawsg, | @ 517/116, 910, 4,630} 541| 5,577) 2, 592|.--+-+--+)- | ANd Weas «2+ --eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeene} 212, 298 125,360) 139] 4,695) 710) —-7701:-931«1, 054) 93, 680, 
Sac and For agency. | | 

3.50 935 40 95} 394) 163 | | ! | +5 4,381} $3 . Sacs and Foxes, absentee Shawnees, | | 165| 43, 635|.e0e- 383) 2,443) 364 175, 000 10 ’ ’ and Kickapoos...........2--.2.--.' 483, 840.120, 000/117! 1,551 314; 1,973) 79} 2,882) 4, 199 “ye 
| 

! 
. 

: . _caelecees 
*Union agency. | 

wrfeonsenesteersaaiereen sto ° 7" "1k Onis BQO: 
2 50,000} 480, 000)..----|------ 00)...---|------| % 

Cherokees (c)...--2.....00.-00----02| 5,031, 351).--00e-| scene 89, 250/......; 15, 000)... 103, 302} 68, 868 69, 650/629, 000/35, OOP “37 Doalne! GonI1O 000}---------]--222-|-200- 007 amt JM el aeaeefeeeeee|eeeee Creeks .-- 2.2 -2--eeeeeeeseesee--ee-| 3,215, 495).......] 40/34) 960) 3.0001 15,000 200 75, 000| 100, 000 9, 400600, 000 atte 5, 000(63, 500,50, 000/83, 000, 000)...-..| 300,000, oa nnn frr ren | ia aee feces Choctaws .......-20---- 22.22 ee eee 6, 688, 000)...-..%).-..-. 50, 000/12, 000} 100, 000!....| 100, 000} 150, 000 10, 000/100, 000)10, 0 3° 000136, 500/25, 000) 50, 000}......} 200, 000 12 OOO|... cee [enneeeleceeesfeeeeet teers Chickasaws .........2.. .-022ceneee 4, 649, 953 .....-.].-..../30, 000) 8,000} 35, 000}....} 50.000) 75; 000: 10, 000} 75, 000/10, 000; 3, 4. 000| 400; 50, 000).....-|.------. ’ 7 Seminoles ........--....2200.220-0.. 200, 000) .-..-..}------| 7, 600)......) 2, 500/..../ 10, 500 25, 000. weoae- | 150, 600).-----|------| 4 Unoccupied leased lands, Creek and | 
dec |ccccacleceese|sseree[eeess Seminole, ceded lands in Indian : se anee[eenercett[rerseeferersercpemesssssyess ees pe eres seseee|ereses|onees Territory .------ses20-+eeeeeseneae| 2,380, £0)) 22.2. | epee feeeeee|ecceeleeeecencleoecleeeceeec/ec ee ce waveee[eceeeee]eceece pense ne|ereree frre ee dee Unoccupied Cherokee lands .........| 6,976, 0UU......../.20.-. ott cranes onseeee eens veceeensloeese el on eaelecencee lessees [eeeere[orress | | 

Wichita agency. | | | | | | 
Wichita agency. | | | | : 

; ol BO osal 159 Caddos, Wichitas, Comanches, Taw- | | | | 0 60 800, 2, 300 25 29; ac ies i é é - 
i Q5) 150 g0, 00 | ‘ 

acanies, Keechies, Wacos, Paw | 100! 45,000; 400; 3060 5} ; NOS o 2 nee cae w ee ceeeeeeeeenesee-| 729, 600,146, 090 75) 1,590) 250; 3, 360/ 88 1,400; 1, 450 | | IOWA. | | | ; | , : - 5} 50: 
Sac and Fox agency. | | 

| oe. 50 300 300 30 65} .----- 2 
Sacs and Foxes..........20.22. ..00- 419 200)..----) 125] 10 230; 4........ Q: rerserisrsssectecoeseyee eee ss | a KANSAS, | ! | | | | | | | - | ! | h | | ee 

Kansas agency. { | . |e. 1, 600)..-..--. 5 .° 130 55 | / | oo) | : | | 50} 16,500, 100} 200, 2,010) 1, 500)..-.---0- fro Q00|..2.-2--| 50; — 50}------ Pottawatomies.........22.-----.-2--) 77, 357/ 59,000) ~—-63/._—««700)-—« 100 800} g 375 150 10.200! 200) 150] 1,110} 6v0)..-.--- | Kickapoos.......-.2...02. 22 eee. 20, 273 4000 35} 925} 20 350| 9 " 20, weeneey 1Y, 
MICHIGAN, | ° | | | ! ‘ 300} 100: 

Mackinac agency. | | sl 4. 650 ..| 4, 000 500; = 1, 100 40 60)..----- 
| -|  100).-..-- oer = : 700| 400: 

Chippewas of Lake Superior .-......; 55,235) 1,000]......] 509} 200 a. 50 40; mores : 0 | 1,000, 8,000) 5,000, 85) D)e---=) 3 oa] 700 
Chippewas of Swan Creek and Black Se 5. 000! 10,000] 4,000}  500:25,250; 800)....---- 10, 00C| 20,000} 5, 00 80 20) ween] 20; 10° 

River ...-...----+seeceeeseeeeeee-| 11,097] 5,000]..-...) 5,090) 400 250).... 200 400; 2,500} 2,000) 6,000} 500/21, 250, SOO]... .- sane Nye) ee | TL BB) wees ' Ottawas and Chippewast............ teenee---./ 8,000).-..../10, 000) 590 800}. ... 500} 1, 000! “ 50 100, 150 5} 330 10). .2.+ 2222 ]ee Pottawatomies of Huron ........ ... ee eee ee Ge C0) 0) 1Oj}--..; 12, 3 

MINNESOTA, | ' ! | | | | 
e ZeNC; 

= 0; 300° 

Leech Lake agency. ! | | | | ao | 300 200} 25,000) 05, 9d]..----| 50) 30 Mississippi, Pillager, and Lake Win- | | | | 1,500 .2ce[eeeese} 1,200 5 | nebagoshish Chippewas ..........- 414, 440! 250! ....00 170 10 Qd|.ee. 15}... 2 ene! seers , | | 50 50 9200) 300° _ Red Lake agency. | | ! 5 000 _..| 2,011) 150, 100,000/ 20 300} 19, 100 | Red Lake Chippewas ...............| 3,200, 000| 1, 000 4, 300) 50 100)....| 20 is sesece) Oy eb scess | White Earth agency. | | | | | 0.000; 250! 4,0001 12, 000 30, 70'...---| 216) 17 Mississippi, Otter Tail, Pillager, and \ | | . | | 7, 0p0| 2,500 1,500| 500) 4, 600: 2, 000! 508, , Pembina Chippewas ...-..........|  796.672.414, 7201 70, 539] 100 125) ~3I 600 200 | ; aa Territory. 
-alt -  (¢) 6,976,000 acres, other lands in Indiaa 

(*) From report of 1873, except Creeks. (t) Hold the lands in peveralty.
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. , | ; ifferent Indian tribes—Continued. _ 

Table showing agricultural improvements, stock, productions, and sources of subsistence of the differ 
a ee 

oo Its of Indian labor. ined by—| Ba | ° 
Lands. Stock owned by Indians, | Produce raised during the year. Other resu enee obtained by— 4 § 3s 

| : 7 Te Te fg | BIBS 
— $  ] ag les Dg) 

nn ee es ns as 
o S ° = o = | S$ jes i232 | oy ‘ 2 12 [6 | 88/83 ; x 9 (5 [25 (3. 

o % aa -35 | B os ay a | = |zSu/a8 | 48 | | Z e |B] & | gs |3,/ 88/22/83 /88 
Name of agency and tribe. = ma |x alee RD 

2 ¥ 2 ° a0 B “7S Sa5/ 30 | 8S | Os 
@ 2 3 M212 a0 = oO 

3 : x 3 oS & mn . & es Bg > = 

= Ss |*sEi* 2 1 ss # : a | 3 ~ 2 g © SEL Em| Za | Sa |se * {JO5 5/55 2! a 0 a 5 3 ® © S|. 8 5 ous ae Se} ag] eo] eS | ae 
Ss ° Mel|~ oe) SE | = 3 3 a > a = “4 te ‘S - wT | 2 24/153 
3 S [SuS|toe] FE s ~ 2 | 2 | 2 | % rs a ° 2 |2@ |8 |S | eslee 
2 2 |SSo|258) os ) os . 2 a = 3 ® o mm s g 2 3 = a 2 saiss | 
a g Eubelgar] eg” a ® = a a a a a a q % m S = Z "a =) Ba |g be 
3 BS |sPOC Seo) S 8 3 2 = x a 3 s | s fy } 64 > i Fy a . 
4 Zol% 4 Z se S S o a | ea Am | Be) af 

ane 
Pe 

__ | ! 

. 

. 

MONTANA. 

| 
; 

| 
Blackfeet agency. 

— (2) | 202| $48, 000]....--| 80) QC|------|--+-- 
Blackfeet, Bloods, and Piegans...... 26, 451, 200/720, 000/16] ..... |... 3, 000)....).....--./0--.....| vcnwac|eccecec|cnccce [occas leceece|ecsece|senecener|ceeees 

Crow agency. 
| 

6 3: 
| : 

40| 61,500|.-----| 50) —5¢ 
Mountain Crows and River Crows... 8, 192, 000]....... 5} 106 51/8100] 900/........ | 100 375} 1, 200 10| 106 5| 290, 000]...--.| 1,3 

Flathead agency. 
. , 

Flatheads, Pend d’Oreilles, Koote- 
_ | 600! 3. 00C 30 60 1; 300; 75 | 

MAYS owe ews e nen seeeereeseoee-e----| J, 433, 600} 15, 000 14; 1,590 741 2,500} 10/ 1, 800 450 4,00C| -....-| 1,000}....-.| 2,100} 150) 159, 000).-.... ’ . Fort Belknap agency. 

| 

. 250|.----- 65 B5]---- ee [ee eee 

Assinaboines, Gros Ventres..........|  (d) lececee Bl... ... 2 1,900] 30/........|..-.... enue |sewenec|ecncnslanscce|seeenclsecceefecesceee- |  LO0)--------/| 43, Fort Peck agency. 
| 

Yanctonai Sioux, Santee and Teton 
Sioux, Canoe band of Asgsina- 

©90| 19. 00Gl.-.ce- 50 50 1G|...-. 
DOineS..-..-- 2s eee eee cee eee ee (d) seen eee leeeees 4C 4(} 1,500) 10)...222 02). 0 8. 40 40|...--. 10} 1, 020 DO). nee ene leeeeee , | Lemhi special agency. 

! Bannacks, Shoshones, and Sheep- 

100)....---. 00} 30) 20) ins 

Caters --- ee eee eee eee ee 64,000)......./ 125 1 25 716|....).-0.-0.|cceeeee, wen een [ree cee feeees |-seeee BO eeneejecaereeec|eesees 
| l NEBRASKA. 

. 
| Great Nemaha agency. 

| ~ 
° . 

0 200; 1, 850/.--.....] 100)......).-..-- 90) 75 

Towas, Sacs and Foxes of Missouri . . 20, 863} 20, 000)......; 800) 267 326 9 174 138 we-e--| 16,000! 150]...---| 1,100] 1, 100)....----- 
Omaha agency. 

956 
- 20; 1,500; 90; 10)...... yore 

Omahas ....... 202... eee 143, 225/190, 000}...... 1, 500 681 - 630/10! 73 150 3, 500| 25, 000]...... 100 375|...---| 100, 000 400 1,1 . Otoe agency. 

. 
= 122 0| 1,500/ 65) 10) 25) 132 

Otves and Missouriag.............0.. 85, 680; 16,000; 385 300 156 500]... 319}........ 500] 10, 000|...... 100} 1, 100 500 44, 500 500 1,00 
Pawnee agency. 

. 
sol 150 ‘ - Qn; 2000; 50]...... sees 

PAWNCES ---2.-2e2eeeeeeeeeseeeeeees| 234, 775/200, 000! 650/150! 300 1,000} 10 1C 12 waeee-| 2,000] 100) = 25).---..]  40(|.--.- 222] -e | Santee agency. 
, | 

| 5 90; 4,500 35 15 50) 300)..... 
Santee Sioux ....... 0.022... 115, 076; 23, 600 27; 481 5C 400} 4 350].....-.. 800! 13, 400)...... 50) 3,850, 25(; 61,000, 400 . Winnebago agency. 

os! 32c1 930 | 
7; 3,000 500) 075i ewan 5} 8 

Winnebagoes ..........-. ...062.2./ 109, 844/160, GCO; 120) 1, 88°) gor 350} 2 48 400 5, 800} 20, 000} 1, 000) 1, 000) 4,300; 20() 150, 000) 1, 20% 
NEW MEXICO. | | | : 

Abiquiu agency. 
i 
| cececcce|eccececc[eesees| 65! B5l...2-- |e sees 

Utes, Jacarilla Apaches ............./.0020000c.).0c00- |... ret eee leew eel cece eeeeleeeeleceeceeslseeee..| ecccclecucccc|cceccc|ccccec|socnce [ececee|sncescees[eseees 
i \ i 

| 

Cimarron agency. 
| 

| 
95 7 6 

eee a see 

Muache Utes, Jacarilla Apaches.....[........../....... a 10)......} 1, 000]..-./......2./........| ooeeee "5 | cone leccecnlecccce|ccccce|cccccenasleccccclenccscaslecaecs 
Mescalero Apache agency. 

| | 
al 50 qo 

walencnas ve 
Mescalero Apaches..........----...-] 570, 240]....-.. senaee 4C 4( 1i Qjseeeee lees eens! 400|.---c0-|--eeee 20 00]. .20-- Teeeremecioncosetocesorsemreress (a) Include’ Fort Peck and Fort Belknap agencieg, 

9 IND
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, | Prod ised during th Oth Its of Indian labor, | Per cent ofsubsist-| = a ; Lands. | Stock owned by Indians, - Produce raised during the year. er results of Indian labor. ence obtained by—| — & 5 

Se pe pm | 3 ly a ae Ag > Ss (sa ga | 3 g g 6 meee 5 s ise? |3°2 | 2 rd a = = o ES&S z ge jem jem |e. | . 2 S 5 Agi" 5 J o& = le8sl28 | 2% , g es | 21.2 | gs |3_) #g/F.) eos lee Name of agency and tribe. @ | £ [Sw85e | bo , 3 |2g/2/3) 8 |g] 8 | ® | #8) 25/32/28 34 5 S [PEEP as| g6 | | 2|/¢f#e]}28/8/.)] 8 | 3) 8 | € | se] 22] 28) 25 ine S | & [Ses sealse | | F) Ss} 8} Se} |) a) eB Ee) Se | ES fee) Bl tS CE Ee 5 | § sgélavel se) y | 3/2/)/e/e/e}/2e] s |e] se) § jg | 812 | 82/3 3 3 |230/ 234/22) ¢ || ¢ 3 | 2/4/2;);8/2)2)] 2/81] = = |2£ |2 |& | 8$|e& 5 f |2e RS ER) 8 FE |e| & 2 a | 2 | 2 | 8/8] 8 3 5 | 3 a |/3 |2 | | Beles 

NEw Mexico—Continued. - | | 
Navajo agency. " | | 

. 000} 600 Navajos ......c.ceeceeeeeeeesceeeee-| 3,328, 000)....2.-] 6) 6,000/......! 11,000) 100} ~ 6, O00)......-. crete [rstesec/eccesslssecectscetes/eeecec|ooeesccos/secccsleeeeseesisoeeeec:| B50) .e2e--) 65) 3, 001 
. _ Pueblo agency. | 

| | 
Pueblos ..-.22....ccccceeeeeeeseees.| 439, 664] 13, 000)....../13, 000)....../ 1,500, 500 500)....-+..] 24, 000; 70, 000)...-.-| 3, 000) 2, 000 TO] oe ee cee ee freee eel eww eweeeleeeeeees| 100 sr reseprccees 8, 000/2, 000 

Southern Apache agency. | | | 

Mesca'ero, Gila, Mogollon, and Mim- | | | . . . - bres Apaches -...2....022e-2222265| 480, 000 1,000;...... 100) 100, 1,000 100)........[...- 222.) Trtretpconeesslsscees|ssceesticsces)sasescleseccenerisetene| 400 eeeseas[eeeeeejeeeeee| 100) 100) 100 
NEW YORK. ° | | . | | 

New York agency. | : | . 
. | Senecas, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayu- 

gas, Tuscaroras, Saint Regis sarees] 86, 366) 86, 366) ....../22, 989/10, 000 923} 2) 1,401; 1, 785: 12, 906) 60, 461/49, 229; 1, 266/61, 013) 3, 490)....-----] 5,000.2... 22.) ee...) -100..222.].22...! 2, 487) 600 
NEVADA. ; | | | | 

: Pi-Ute agency. | | oe 
Pi-Utes in Southern Nevada, (Utes in | 

| . Northern Arizona, Utes in Utah, | | . Pi-Utes in California, not on reser- o . : vation)... 2.00 .cecee ee ccceeccenees 1,006} 1,000, 306 3c) 100 30) Blan. eee fee ee ee. sees] 200)...... 5} WO) nena es] ee ee sees seen eee eeeeecieeeseee| 25) 60) 15) 40) 
Walker River and Pyramid Lake | | 

agency. 

Pah-Utes .....2--2. cee cceeeee eee ees} 329, oc! 1,500; 10) 250) 20 2501 2 5 40) 1, 000, 200) 50) eee] 270] TB). nese e fone eee ewer eee fee eee es 35) 35; 30). 50,50 Pah-Utes ......2... cess cence eee eee. 318, 815] 3, 000 10; 210 10) 2530/2 6j.------.! 750 50) 120).....-| 475 TD) eee weet lene wees wee ene lecnee eee 35 35 30 60; 60 
Indians in Nevada not under an | . | agent. | | . 
Pi-Utes, Goship Utes, Western Sho- | | | SONGS -.- 2022s eee cee e ee cece cee [eee eee eeelcenene lewnens 150:......! 1,150.... Q10)..2- ee. 1,300)..-----) 350.22...) 1,305) eee fee ee eee leceeeeeeleeeseeee| 80) 20/...-.-/ 860! 160 

| . . 

. NORTH CAROLINA. | | 

Eastern Cherokee special agency. | . 
Eastern band of Cherokees in North | | Carolina... 2... -0.. eee c eee ee wees 70, 00C; 5, 000:......! 4,000]...... 50; 10 150 1, 000; 2,000; 10, 000|......| 1, 000/LO, 000)......)......... seneeelinceeees saecenee 90 3 7| 1,000; 252 

OREGON, | | | . | 
Alsea subagency. | | | 

Alseas, Sinselaws, Coos, and Ump- | \ | 
QUAS -. ence meee eee eee eee meee, 448, 000 50¢ 40 35 eenunmasn 60 2 3B). ee..eee '‘@e@aenr senmpeaeeaeor . 100 sen easn 160 10 esenrmpaeene ris ena an 100 agama etansr 25 75 euasewne 14] 5D 

Grand Ronde agency. | 

Molels, Clackamas, Calapooias, and | i Other bands.................-..-.4.| 61,44(; 4,00€; 100; 3,900) 331) 650, 5 100 100) 6, 000)..-.-.-) 2,500)......} 700) 600) 450,000, 100 6,000 $2, 000 75) 13 12, 275) 170 
Klamath agency. 

Klamaths, Modoes, Yahooskin 
; Snakes, Wallpahpee Snakes, and . . Pi-Utes -..------..-.002 .--.--2-2./ 1,056, 00C) 1, 506 oc; = 100 25) 2,500' 8 300) sneer eee) 100)... 2-2.) eee e ef eee eel ee eee 150}, 200, 000)...... 500 600 05 70 Q5 600 150 

Malheur agency. . ! | 
Pi-Ute, Bannack, Snake ............) 1,778, 560) 65, OOC!...... 120 65 200 2. nfo nn seen- |e en eenns| eee ne| eee ees | ceenee|sneee-| 1,000 60)... ee nee] eee 360 500 05 05 90, 100)..... 

Siletz agency. | | | | 
| | | | | Rogue River and thirteen other bands 864,000; 1, 92C 85! 610 20; 220; 8 80 seneeee 2, 736)..-----/10, O00)...--.1 4,000) 200).-.....2.). 2. 670|.....-.. 95)...... 5| 220; ens 

* Reported 40,000 bushels last year instead of 4,000, by clerical error. .
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Table showing agricultural improvements, stock, productions, and sources of subsistence of the different Indian tribes—Continued. 

Land Stock : ., : h Oth lts of Indian labor Per cent. of subsist-} 2 2 a 

8. Stock owned by Indians. Produce raised during the year. er results of Indian lé - | ence obtained by~— | = 2 F 8 

| 
| | in 

@ . aly Be a A q . ro ' ‘ a 3 Ta oe 

P 2 |£8 |B | o J. , . o ° e &s'| 98 

| 5 S je8ul2e8 | 48 | | g nn: s [5,|/9g|F.) 23/23 
Name of agency and tribe. Zn $ jB. BS | gm , = 8 2 © op a 2 | <8 ei gelss 

5 § SPE Se. $8 2 | o|2{]s6)] 8 |g | 2 | & |#8| 88] 22) 6 ae 
o G a ED Aly, om IQ Oe . 5 a o = 4 a2 ° na oe 

| | 2 | 4 |SEEISBE) oe | | €/2)8)/8) 2] € | £) 2 | & | 82/48/28) 55 |e 
. . 9 Sat fe P fe eo a 

z oO ° 2 > = — Cy Se Cy & ms ob mm o Se = fy A 

, © 2 (S3G/S3E| 35 of . . ma 2 2 | 3 2 | ‘ ce 3 ‘3 3 ws | a | oc 
2 2 |22- (22) a6 © a] @  ¢ ’ 2 > oO D 2 S 3 on © © q a = 2o (2s 
g g Gaplgserl g R 2 = a “a a a a a 3 = oS B S a a a 82 |2% 

8 5 [BP ea Sra) s S B| E 5 z S a z 3 © 5 © a |S |B 5 SS |S 
| | wi Z |\4 |A Z a m | 2) fa a,a |} A] & fe o a > |F |R |n | 4 IA 

OREGON. . | | | 

Umatilla agency. 

Walla-Wallas, Cayuses, and Umatil- | . 

JAB .- 22 --n ene ee ence ree eeeereeeeens| 268, 800/108, 856) = 5() 1,500; 12) 8, 000} 15) 3, 00 150} 3,00¢| 506} 2,000]......] 400} 72} 5, 000, 300] 1, 500).-..---., 75) 25) Q75| 75 

Warm Springs agency. | : : | 

Wascog, Teninoes, and Warm Springs; 464,000} 3, 60¢ 1E} = 800 26} 6,800} 10} 750|.--.-.-. 4, 00C 200; 500) .....-| 1, 00¢ 5) «532, OO)... ..- 300} $1, 000 5C 5O}..eee-| 256) 125 

| UTAH. | | 
| : 

. Uintah Valley agency. | | 

Vintah Utes ...-2-.-0------eeeneene.| 2, 039, 046) 25, 760 QF; 325 5( 406} 1 450). .-.000.f 1, 200 300 50] ..-.-1 Bb. l.eeee-| 9-75, OO]... 350) 5, 500 40 25 33, 150) 80 

WASHINGTON TERRITORY. | ~ | | Ot : . | | 

Colville agency. : | - 

Colvilles, Lakes, O’Kinaganes, San . 
) | 

Poels, Nespeelums, Spokanes, Cal- 
. 

lispels, and Methows...........--.| 2,800, 006) 2, 00(|......} 1, 552 1¢} 4,006} 14 630}....-... 3, SOC 100; 1, 000 10} 2, '76( 40) .-.2--ne. 450 400) 15,000) 100)......).-.-.-| 1,500 300 

Neah Bay agency. | | - | 
, . 

Makahs ...c..-ceceecececenseeeceee:|  23,040]..200c-feeeeee] BQ] cceaefeeeesees [rene [eee ee coef ee ee ees oe feceeee | BOLecceee| G00] UBlsaeveeee.] 110]----22-.] 16, 750].-.---] 100) .----.]--2 22 |-+ eee 

| Nisqually agency.* | ‘ 
, 

Muckelshoot, Puyallups, Nisquallies, | | . | | 

, Squaxins, Chehalis, and Shoal-wa- 7 | 

ter Bay.....--0e0 eee ee eeneee eens 32,200] 14,950} a} 270 60 410} 1 155} ..00-00.] | 800}.-.---.| 1,100) 55) 1,750) 190) ....-----|------ 900|------0-[eseeee|eeeene|-eeeee 930 ----- 

co Quinaielt agency. 
. | 

Quinaielts, Queets, Hohs, and Quille- ‘ | | | . 

Hutes... 2-2 wea e ne cern eee eee eens 224, 000|....... 15 10)...... AQ). wc ealewwwec ns |sceerens we w eee | eee mee] eee ee| ceneee 100 Bi nee eee- 79 40 1, 650 25 75] eee 150).-..-. 

Skokomish agency. | . 
. 

: e 

S’Klallams and Twanas.........-...| 4, 9871 800 50 75 10 10U}. 22. 5 lee cece weccee leew ene] cece] weeee| = 150 60) ....--28- 60}. nee ene [e eee ewes 65 25 10} 500) 150 

Tulalip agency. | | | 
| 

Snohomish, Lummi, Etakmur, Swino- | 

mish, Muckelshoot ...... ---..-..-- 49, 281 80 45|.-0---|. 106 400} 6 350 100 wecwee le cmenes | mem ce! cece elewen ee] cones 45, 00 ABicweree- 500}. sewn tenn e | coeee| seen en|s eens 

Yakama agency. 
) 

Yakamas, Palouse, Pisquose, Wenat- . . | 

shapum, Klikatat, Klinquet, Kow- 
wassayee, Siaywas, Skinpah, Wis- oO 

ham, Shyiks, Ochecholes, Kah- 
miltpah, and Seapcat .--......--- | 800, 000/100, 000} 220] 5,280) 50C) 15,500) 50; 1, 800 200} 20,000, 1,590) 5,780; 200; 4, ml 500} 626,594) 600) 5,600) 1,500) 88) 12 .....; 1,200) 400 

WISCONSIN. . . | | | 

Green Bay agency. | 
| | 

Stockbridges, Menomonees, & Oneidas| 308, 600/120, 506} 30; 5,606; 30 703}... 804} 1,309 5,471] 16, 058/14, 469] 600/20, 116) 1, 644].....---.}  200).---.---| 6,000, 100)......] -----| 1,389) 458 

La Pointe agency. t | . | | , 

Chippewas of Lake Superior........| 536,756} 1,600/ 153] 836} 213) . 61).-..)| —-116).-...... veeeee| 1,050) 1,150] 35/14,260/ 460).---.+---| 1,459) 5L0} 24,000, 40) 60)......) 1,009) 484 

WYOMING. | | | ye 

Shoshone agency. 
| | 

Eastern band of Shoshones........--| 1,520,000] 4,000} 20} 210} + 25/ 3,300) 12) —-700)......-. srecee[eeoeees|  800]--2224/ 1,520) 60} 20,000, F00) 200 000) -sacee|asenee) verees 300) 00 
— tt 

nn 
RR RR 

. ° . ‘ 
. 

| | _ * From report 1874. { 259,470 acres i1 Minnesota and 277,286 acres in Wisconsin. — .
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RECAPITULATION. 

S fe TESETVES 1M ACTES® -. 2-2. Lee eee cee ene ee ee eee teen cece eee eee 164, 230, 339 
er of acres tillable ...-2. 0.2. eee ee ene cee ne cee eee cee 4, 807, 762 

Number of acres wooded... 2. 0.000 cee eee cece cece cece ee cece ee cee 10, 789, 351 
Number of acres grazing .... 0.222. 0200 0222 cee ece cee e es cece ee eee eee eee 27, 062, 516 
Number of acres valueless ... 2... 0.220. cee e cee cee cee eee ween ween 13, 770, 670 
Number of acres cultivated by the Government during the year....--.... 6, 237 | 
Number of acres cultivated by the Indians during the year.............. 329, 327 
Number of acres broken by the Government during the year ........--.. 6, 056 
“Number of acres broken by the Indians during the year.......-......... 40, 245 
Number of acres under fence... . 2. 22.2 eee cee eee eee cece cece ee 127, 555 
Rods of fencing made during the year .... 2.220... 022. cece eee cece ee eee 608, 834 
Number of Indian families engaged in agriculture (a) .............-.---- 16, 732 
Number of Indian families engaged in other civilized occupations (a@).... 668 
Number of mixed-blood families engaged in agriculture (A) .-22..-.------ 991 
Number of mixed-blood families engaged in other civilized occupations (a) 214 
Number of male Indians who labor in civilized occupations (@)........... 48, 638 
Produce raised during the year: 

Bushels wheat, by Government, 18,273 ; by Indians, 329,313; total... 347, 586. 
Bushels corn, by Government, 29,285; by Indians, 2,008,074; total... 2, 037, 359 
Bushels oats, by Government, 13,817; by Indians, 176,678 ; total..... 190, 495 

_ Bushels vegetables, by Government, 35,340; by Indians, 445,164; total. 480, 504 
Bushels beans, by Government, 120; by Indians, 26,366 ; total. ...... 26, 486 
Tons of hay cut, by Indians ...-... 0022. eee cee cee eee cee wee 163, 985 

Stock owned : 
Horses, by Government, 507; by Indians, 331,043 ; (increase by pur- 

chase, 469; natural increase, 5,550;) total ....-2....-... eee wee 331, 550 
Mules, by Government, 343; by Indians, 3,842; (increase by purchase, 

o4; natural increase, 8; total...... 0.2.0. .2 2-00 lee eee ee eee ee 4,185 
Cattle, by Government, 5,191; by Indians, 374,388 ; (increase by pur- 

chase, 1,496 ; natural increase, 4,420;) total ......--...--.--.ee--e 349, 579 
Swine, by Government, 989; by Indians, 439,634; (increase by pur- 

chase, 53; natural increase, 4,434;) total .....-......-...---0 ee eee 440, 623 
Sheep, by Government, 13,237; by Indians, 231,816 ; (increase by pur- 

chase, 837; natural increase, 25,548 ;) total .........-..--..-.-e ee 245, 053 
Other results of Indian labor: 

Feet of lumber sawed .... 2.2220 000222 cece wee ween cece cece cee eee 8, 785, 835 
Cords of wood cut...2.. 22. eek eee ween cee ee cones sane ceccee ce 42,733 
Value of furs sold -... 22.0. cc eee cee eee eee eee cen cone cece nce $415, 300 

SSS 
* Indian lands without agency, viz: _ . 

Coeur de Aléne reserve in Idaho . 2.0... cence cece cn nee cece ence cece ne cuenaecucececuceeeccccce 736, 000 
Reservations in Kansas... 2-2... cece cee e ne cece cnn ae cece ns cece n ce nne conc ncccecuncueeccceccccee 126, 361 
Mille Lac reserve in Minnesota ....... 2.0020 cece ne cece eee n en cece ee cen u ete neceeeee coeeeeee ee. 61, 014 
Jicarilla reserve in New Mexico ..... 222.02 cc cece ee eee ne cnn cw ee ccna neaccuccunccccccunecscace 576, 000 

: Total acres. ..- 2... .c ee eens een cnet e eee ccc nc cecnnannncccacauccacucccacsucccenne 1, 499, 375 

(a) Four largest civilized tribes in the Indian Territory not included in this number.
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: Schedule showing the names of Indian reservations in United States, agencies, tribes occupying the reservation, area of each reservation in square miles and | 

| acres, and reference to treaty, law, or other authority by which reservations were established. | . 

a 
—_——_ 

| Z 
Name of reservation. Agency. Name of tribe occupying reservation. Sanare Area in acres.| Date of treaty, law, or other authority establishing reserve. S 

e 
4 . 

a) 
I ana a 

A, 
ARIZONA TERRITORY. 

bs 

Colerado River ......-...-..| Colorado River........| Mojave, Cocopah, Hualpai, Yuma, and 200 "128, 000 | Acts of Congress, March 3, 1865, vol. 13, p.559; Executive te 

Chimehueva band of Pah-Ute. orders, November 22, 1873, and November 16, 1874. C2, 

. Gila River .....-...-.---.-..| Pima and Maricopa....| Pima and Maricopa ...-....---.-------- 100 +64, 000 | Act of Congress, February 28, 1859, vol. 11, p. 401. ce . 

Apache, Coyetero, Chilion, Yuma, and er , a. : 

White Mountain ,...........| San Carlos .......... Mojave. 3, 950 2, 528, 000 ; eee ves ° ders, Nove 9, 187, December 14, 1872, < 

Aravapai, Tonto, and Pinal Apache....| )~ 8 ’ ’ yer . , > 

Chiricahua .........----....| Chiricahua ............{ Cochise’s band of Apache .......------- 4,275 2, 736, 000 | Executive order, December 14, 1872. J 

Papago ...... ceceeeeeeeeee-| Papago .----. ----2--2-{ P&Pago..---- --- nee eee cece ee seen rr eee: 110 +70, 400 | Executive order, July 1, 1874. S 

Moquis Pueblo ........| Moquis Pueblo...-....-2-2- seen ee eee e ee [ree cere nes [iret terre cee: i 
. corp 

Total xccccccccccccac,|:ecececucececcecccccece.|coreeceececee cecceeecteceeeeeseeeereres| 8,635] 5,526, 400 aS 

CALIFORNIA. 
ar | 

Hoopa Valley.....---:-...-.| Hoopa Valley.......... Hoonsolton, Hvopa, Redwood, Miscott, 60 38,400 | Act of Congress, April 8, 1864, vol. 13, p. 39. Ge 

Cernalton, and Tishtang-a-tang.° - 

Round Valley. ........-.....| Round Valley ..-..-.--. Ukie, Pitt River, Con-Con, Redwood, 324 {207,360 | Acts of Congress, April 8, 1864, vol. 13, p. 39; and Mareh 3, 

Wylackie, Potter Valley, and Little 1873, vol. 17, p.634; Executive orders, March 30, 1870, b> | 

Lake. April 8, 1873, and May 18, 1875. A 

Tule River..--..----ece---.| Tule River ............| Tule, Manache, and Tejon ......-...--. 144 191, 837 | Executive orders, January 9, 1873, and October 3, 1873. tb 

Mission....-..----eees.| Coahuilla, Mission, Temecula, and others.|--------+-}-----+++--++- No reservation. - 

otal ecoccececececce.|ceeeeececeee cececececce:|coseeceeeececesececececeeseneetectersens, 528 337, 597 Fm 

COLORADO TERRITORY. 
= 

Ute ceccecccccccccccesceeee-| White River...........| Grand River, Yampa, and Uintah Ute Treaty of October 7, 186% ty 
’ ’ ’ . ‘ 363, vo], 13, p. 673; treaty of March 

Do.cceceecceeeeeeeee.| 0s Pinos .............| Capote, Muache, Tabequache, and 18, 320 | {11, 724, 800 ; y cee eee Colnbreeue Anpils RR 
Wreeminuehe Ute, 2, 1868, vol. 15, p. 619; act of Congress April 29, 1874. a 

- DAKOTA TERRITORY. fp bo 
o. 

Devil’s Lake ........-...--.| Devil's Lake...........| Sissiton, Wahpeton, and Cut-head 360 230,400 | Treaty of February 19, 1867, vol. 15, p. 505; agreement, D 
Sioux. September 20, 1872, confirmed in Indian appropriation act rr 

approved June 22, 1874. bef 

Lake Traverse ....-.-..-.--| Sissiton........-......| Sissiton and Wahpeton Sioux.......-.. 1, 435 *918, 780 Do. oO 

Fort Berthold............--./ Fort Berthold..........| Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan ... 13, 000 8, 320, OUO | Executive order, April 12, 1870. oO . 

«Surveyed. } Partially surveyed. + Out-boundaries surveyed. Oe 

qo 

. ‘ 1 ~ 
; i



Schedule showing the names o i : . | of Indian reservations in Unit ; . ed NG . . . . 

Go 

Name of reservation. © . ‘ ae 

vation . Agency. Name of tribe occupying reservation. Square. Area in acr ° 

ee ( 
. miles. cres.| Date of treaty, law, or other authority establishing reserve, D 

mee 

DAKOTA TERRITORY— 
a S 

Continued. 
> 

Sioux ........c4-.. : | 
. Zz 

-+-recee-| Standing Rock ... ....) Upper and Lower Yanktonai, Oncpapa, | ) 
Do..... Cheyenne Ri and Blackfeet Sioux. 

mo 

ween ee eenneaee yenne River ....... Two Kettle, wnseeonjou, Sans Are, | . ri 

Do......- 2.220. Spotted Tail Ocal uckieet Sioux, \ 52.3441 +33. 500.000 |§ Treaty of April 29, 1868, vol. 15, p. 635, and : 
| weaee seeeeeeeee.| Ogailalla and Upper Brulé Si (ef , 500, TY OF AY , 1868, vol. 15, p. 635, and Executive or- bey 

Do....2.-.22.+-+e+0+.| Red Cloud.......-....| Ogallalla Sioux Northern Cheyenne, | t ders, January 11, 1875, March 16, 1875, and May 20, 1875. e 

Old Winnebago........ and Arapahoe. 
| 

& -++--| Crow Creek ...........| Lower Brulé, Yanktonai, and Two-Ket- } 650 *416, 000 | P 
Crow Creek .... do tle Sioux. ’ Order at Department, July 1, 1863, (see annual report 1863, G 

Yankton 000 Vonkton oT "Vaditon Sing DULL £90 *185, 600 p- pe? treaty of April 29, 1858, vol. 15, p. 635. S 

: wteee OUX cone cece scene ecw eee eee: 625 *400, 000 | Treaty o i r . 
; ' ‘reaty of April 19, 1858, vol. 11, p. 744; , " 

PONCA 2.02.22... eee eee ee e.| POnCA.. 0.2. cee eee eee. Ponca............-..-. 150 +96, 000 ml 1868, vol. 15, p. 635. p ; and treaty of April P 

Tot re ees ceesse es ’ reaty of March 12, 1858, vol. 12, p.997; and a 

Flandreau........---..| Santee Sioux...... cee ecw ec ence een. |euneeae treaty, March 10, 1865, vol. 14, D673. ; and supplemental b> 

Total ................}ec. Trtportrtrrtstiss Lands entered by Indian families as homesteads, ey ; 

waetet ete s etl seamen sewer eanaee rene ne cewenssecccecen.| 68, 854 44, 066, 780 b> 

IDAHO TERRITORY. ‘ 7 —————S | ——_ —— SS TR 

‘Lapwai ..... | Nez Percé | | > 

' wroceecennccwes TCO .. nee ee eenee.| Nez Perc6......-..-.....--eee 

Pe etn rrrirrrer rss arent Spokane and Coeur d’Aléne ...-....-... ' 5g ti 746, Treaty of June 9, 1863, vol. 14, p. 647. 2 

esse eccecerccnes rt Mall............../ Shoshone, Boise, and Bruneau Bannack. 9) 160 | ftl 3x2 400 Teeter orders, June 14, 1867, and November 8, 1873. 

Lembi............. Lemhi Farm mo, “e Ya6 July 3, 1868,vol. 15, p. 673 ; Executive orders, June ty 
weawcenes -+eee--+---/ Bannack, Shoshone, and Sheepeater ... 100 64. 000 Unratinod and July 30, 1869. O 

atinied treaty of September 24, 1868; and Executive order 

Total -oceccccccc ccc beceeeececcce ccc fs February 12, 1875. 7 = 

. Ter tere etme tenses anne n awww en en ns cannes 4, 577 2, 929, 051 

INDIAN TERRITORY. 
—— SS = ee 

ee 

| 
et 

Quapaw...... scenes eens ee e.| QUAPAW. cece eee cece nne| QUAPAW. veccee cece ee cece ec cc ece cece ce. 884 *56, 685 | Treaty of . e 

Peoria ........... do ; : ’ ‘art aN aon 13, 1833, vol. 7, p.424; and treaty of Febru- — 
mene eeeene[neees GO ~......--..+-..| Peoria, Kaskaskia, Piankeshaw, Wea 784 *50. 301 ry 23, 1867, vol. 15, p. 513. 

Ottawa. i and Miami. ees ; , Treaty of February 23, 1867, vol. 15, p. 513. TR 

wesc te teen a wee wen eee |- anne GO -seeeeesseeeee.} Ottawa of Blanchard’s Fork and Roche 23 314, 860 Do | a 

Shawnee. ...........cc0000-| e000. dO Basiern Shawnee and M d . E 
° wom meme emacs wee A ODOC . aa wcaanece, o7 * . 17, 088 Treaty of July 20, 1831, vol. 7, p. 351; treaty of December 29, ° 

| 513 vol.7, p.4l1; treaty of February 23, 1867, vol. 15, 

Wryandott...-..-ce eens eee fene ee dO cee ees cone nee Wryandott...-. sence nee tenr cee n en nee: 334 *21, 406 | Treaty of February 23, 1867, vol. 15, p. 513. 

SeNeCA cence cence cc cer ce ne eew ee MO ceew eee c eee cens| DEMECAS - 2 ee eee ee eee e eset rte et ence: BL *51,958 | Treaty of February 28, 1831, voi. 7, p. 348 ; treaty of Decem- 

ber 29, 1832, vol.7, p.411; treaty of February 23, 1867, 

vol. 15, p. 513. . 

7 , 4, 480, 000 | Cherokee lands embraced within Arapahoe and Cheyenne ‘J 

., 
reservation, treaty of October 28, 1867, vol. 15, p. 593, Z 

2,496, 000 | Cherokee lunds between the Cimarron River and 100° ; unoce- C 

. cupied, « 
15, 031, 351 | Cherokee lands east of 96°, 5 

Cherokee. ......----+--e----| Consolidated.....-...-.| Cherokce......----eeee ere e ee ecerrc cen: 18, 762 12, 007, 351 | Treaty of February 14, 1833, vol. 7, p.414; treaty of Decem- by 

ber 29, 1835, vol. 7, p.478; treaty of July 19, 1866, vol. 14, ee 

p. 799. 7) 

Creek . oc ccc cecncccccccc cee: (eee e ee MO sseweneccnsenes| Creek .. ce cee ee ee cece e cone e ne ce eccee: 5, 024 3, 215,495 | Treaty of February 14, 1833, vol. 7, p.417; treaty of June 14, eI 

1866, vol. 14, p. 725. ae) 

Choctaw . cocccccnccccncene (seen 2 GO . cece eens eee | CHOCTAW 2.00 - ee eee renee cere terre neces 10, 450 +6, 688, 000 | Treaty of June 22, 1855, vol. U, p. 611. < 

Chickasaw ...c.c.eceeeceees|eeeee GO ..--- ee eee eee | Chickasaw .....--------+- eee eer cence: 7, 205 «4, 649, 958 Do. > 

Geminole ..cccccceccee cecceclecese GO ..------20.-00.| Seminole ..-..------ +e eee e ee eee sere 312 4200, OUO | Treaty of March 21, 1866, vol. 14, p. 755. re 

Pottawatomie ..........---.| Sacand Fox ........-.| Pottawatomie and Absentee Shawnee ..| .--------|----+-----+e2-| Treaty of February 27, 1867, vol. 15, p.531; act of Congress, gm 

. May 23, 1872, vol. 17, p. 159. 2 

Sac and Fox..-cececeeeccces{ecee+-O .....+-.--.----| Sac and Fox of the Mississippi.------- 756 *483, 840 | Treaty of February 18, 1867, vol. 15, p. 495. op 

Osage ....-2-2----eeenee ene | Osage ..--------+------| Great and Little Osage. ....----2.---6- 2,202 [ “1,466,643 | Article 16, Cherokee treaty of July 19, 1866, vol.14, p.804; 

order of Secretary of the Interior, March 27, 1871; act ot 

Congress, June 5, 1872, vol. 17, p. 228. > 

KawS coceccccnccccccccccecs [eneee:GO ..-...00-0-0---| Kansas or Kaws ....----e-eee reer ereee: 156 *100, 141 | Act of Congress, June 5, 1872, vol. 17, p. 228. . rd 

Arapaboe and Cheyenne ....| +--+. -s-ee scene eee eeee: Unoecupied .-.. -. 2-2. eee ee eee ee eee [omer ere nefr meters sess: Treaty of October 28, 1867, vol. 15, p. 593. [4,480,000 acres pj 

Cherokee lands; 48),U00 aeres Creek country. | > 

Do. .cceceececeeeeee-e--| Upper Arkansas .......| Arapahoe, Cheyenne, and Apache .... 6, 940 *4, 441,600 | Executive order, August 10, 1869; agreement with Wichita, TR 

Caddo, and others, October 19, 1872; (annual report, 1872, b> 

a Dp. 1QL.) 

Wichita ....-cscecee-eeeeee-| Wichita........-.----.| Wichita, Caddo, Waco, Tawacamie, 1, 140 *729, 600 | Unratified agreement, October 19, 1872. (See annual report, Z 

Keechie, Ionie, Delaware, and Pene- 1872, p. LUL.) ; o 

tethka Comanche. 

Kiowa and Comanche.......| Kiowa and Comanche..| Kiowa, Comanche, Apache, and Dela- 5, 546 «3,549, 440 | Treaty of October 21, 1867, vol. 15, pp. 581 and 589. a 

' ware, 
~ 1, 620 1, 636, 800 | Unoccupied leased lands not included in Indian reservations. = 

1, 200 7k, OVO | Unoccupied Creek and Seminole ceded lands not included ir | 

* Indian reservations. ts 

900 576, 000 | Seminole ceded lands. aD 

Total cece cccccccccc|conccccccececens cece ens lenmne nem ec enna neces canans seeneesaecrns 62, 695 40, 125, 166 ce 

« 
= o O—E—E—E—=E—ESE_ 

to 

IOWA. 
c 

Sac and Fox .....----------| Sac and Fox .......-..}| Sac and Fox of the Missixsippi, Potta- 1 419 | By purchase. (Sce act of Congress, March 2, 1867, vol. 14, m4 

watomie, and Winnebugo. p. ou7 ) os 

* Surveyed. t Partially surveyed. + Out-boundaries surveyed, ° 

OS 
~]



Schedule showing the nam i . es of Indian reservations in the Uni | ‘ ; . 
aa enn 

at 3 , 2 Ay an . 

I mmmembaiibons in the Onitted States, agencies, tribes occupying the reservation, §c—Continued. _ 
Name of reservation A . Frnt GRD 

. gency. Name of tribe occupying reservatio Square nat oe) 

a ne miles, |A™eainacres.| Date of treaty, law, or other authority establishing reserve. _ 

KANSAS. a 

Kickapoo........... . 
o 

‘ sseeres"t o Pottawatomie ...... Kickapoo...... eee e eee cee ce nee 2 Pal 
Pottawatomie .............. © ; Prairie band of Pottawatomie .......... 131 aT 357 Treaty OF Fane 2o: 1862, vol. 13, p. 623. 2 . a T meaty of June 5, 1846, vol. 9, p. 853; treaty of November 15 Z 

Kansas. ..--escceececeeeeee.| .. vol ibe a P 1191; Relinquish treaty, February 27, 1867, by 
Pro terteseteeesseees teeta eects ee teee eee n cece rene t eee t neces 122 *77, 965 | Treaty of Octot 5 eh 

. . ) aty of October 5, 1859, vol. 12, p. 1111: . 
Pibpewa and Munsee ......)..-.++...2+.++++--.-++--| Chippewa and Munsee ....... 7 ct aan | May 8 1872, vol. 17, p. 85. »P ; act of Congress, = 
Lance cece ne ewenceuae: | cence cecccccceces see...) Miami... wr tte tne. 4,395 | Treaty of July 16, 1859 Ei 

Black Bob BO me veer treme nwa nc canasen, 16 *10 608 v, y Jy ’ oY, vol. 12, p. 1105, by 

sttercveceencoeses| Quapaw.......-.-.....| Black Bob’s band of Shawnee.......... 59 #39° 303 Treaty of June 5, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1093. < 

Total <-cee--.. .. ’ Treaty of May 10, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1053. - > 
. srrteteetseceecas|teectteseseecseeeeeceeseeeeeees ceeeeens 350 223, 991 3 3 

MICHIGAN, 
——————_ | 

Ontonagon .. Macki . 
o 

° vafteressescee | Mackinac ......-....../ Ontonagon band of Chippewa of Lake 4 |. *9 55 : TR 
L’ Anse Superior. , OL | Sixth clause, second article, treaty of September 30, 1854 ~ 

wee ee cee e ewes cen femeee eM ceceseceeseeee.| L Anwe and Vieux De Sert bands of 824 #59. 6R4 vol. 10, p. 1109; Executive order, September 25, 1855. 854, b 

Isabella ............ d Chippewa of Lake Superior. “ Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109. by 

rresccccfereessdO ...+..s0.+--2../ Chippewa of Saginaw, Swan Creek, 174 *11.097 | E : bey 

and Black River. ’ xecutive order, May 14, 1855; treaty of August 2,1855; > 

Total ..c-scceceee---.|ece.e | vol. 11, p. 633; and treaty of October 18, 1864, vol. 14, p. 657, TD 
Be me mele sem et ewe wenn nme n esas e wesc encewancccnuae 104 66, 332 . . 

MINNESOTA. SS OE —EFE—S— E 

Red Lake .......... Red Lake R : o 
weeeeee. 4 seen cwerene ed Lake and Pembi ip- 

White Earth hi pewa, ina bands of Chip- | 5,000 | $3, 200, 000 | Treaty of October 2, 1863, vol. 13, p. 667. se 
crteecscerseess| Chippewa .....+---.00. Chippewa of the Mississippi, Pembina, 1, 2443 *796, 672 | Treaty of M _ Oo 

same eweewm eat eomasrecaus e os . . 

Mille Lae bands of Chip Be s is and Pillager 500 1320, 000 | Treaty of February 22, 1855, vol. 10, p. 1165: Executive 

Srortttrecseeceses|eeceoedO -ssssecsseee+e-] Mille Lac band of Chippewa ........... 95 61, 014 Treaty of February 23, 185 May 26,1874. o ’ of February 22, 1855, vol. 10, p. 1165; treaty of 
Leech Lake ................| Leech Lake ........... Pillager, Snake, and Leech Lake bands 1473 « 7, 1864, (article 12,) vol. 13, pp. 693, 695. y of May a 

of Chippewa, 94,440 | Treaty of February 22, 1855, vol. 10, p. 1165; treaty of May Ps 
Q a ro 13, p. 695 treaty of March 19, 1867, vol. i6, 

Fond du Lac .......... a Poi sag 3 “axecutive orders, November 4, 1873, and May 26, A 
-----| La Pointe .............| Fond du Lac band of Chippewa of Lake 156 *100, 12 eit | a 

Bois Forte Superior. » 121 | Treaty of September 30,1854, vol. 10, p.1109; act of Con- ae 
Pigeon River, (Grand Port. --0+--d0 ...............| Boise Forte band of Chippewa ......... 168 { 107, 50 gress, May 29, 1872, vol. 17, p. 190. fe 

is , ort- )..-.-.do ...............| Grand Portage band of Chippewa of 81 * 51’ ot Treaty of April 7, 1866, vol. 14, p. 765. o 

Total ....-... Lake Superior. ee a ae Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109, | 

"secere terest omenaes Tao etceteesroeereesccces sree es ween ecwee 7, 392 4, 731, 596 

MONTANA TERRITORY. 

Jocko ......0---ce-----ee---| Flathead ........-----.| Flathead, Pend d’Oreille, and Kootenay. 2, 240 1, 433, 600 | Treaty of July 16, 1855, vol. 12, p. 975. 

Blackfeet ......-..-..--.----| Blackfeet ......-......| Blackfeet, Blood, and Piegan........--. | sen of October 17, 1855, vol. 11, p. 657; unratified treaty 

Do......--.++-..-------| Fort Belknap........-.| Gros Ventre, River Crow, and Assina- | \ 41 339 96. 451. 200 of July 13 and 15, and September 1, 1868; Executive or- bes 

boine. | ’ uo \ ders, July 5, 1873, and August 19, 1874; act of Congress 4 

Do....--.-----.-------.| Milk River ...--.......| Teton, Santee, and Yanktonnai Sioux .. { April 15, 1874. 0 

CLOW .-ccceccecceccccsacee.| CLOW ..--..---..+.----| Mountain and River Crow.......-..---.| 12, 800 &, 192, 000 | Treaty of May 7, 1868, vol. 15, p. 649; agreement with Crows i 

, . August 16, 1873; Executive order, October 20, 1875. iA 

Total onc ccccnccccccc|cceccccccccecocces cecece[eneeuetecessceesscercsercesceserseerenee| 56,370 36, 076, 800 bd 

NEBRASKA. _ _ | ao 

. - te 

Niobrara ........---.+------| Santee ........2...---.| Santee Sioux ..--.--- eee eee eee eee renee 180 *115, 076 | Act of Congress of March 3, 1863, vol. 12, p.@19; Executive =e) 
orders, February 27, 1866, July 20, 1866, November 16, 1267, < 
and August 31, 1869. > 

Winnebago..........-------| Winnebago............| Winnebago... ....--0+--e ee eee eee ee: 171 *109, 844 | Treaty of March 8, 1835, vol. 14, p. 671; agreement of Oma- eS 

has, July 31, 1874; act of Congress approved June 22, —~ 

. 1874, (Indian appropriation act.) - ° 

Omaha .cecccccceccecececee-| Omaha. .....0. cence. | Omaha ... 20. seen eee ee eee ee eee nee 224 *143, 225 | Treaty of March 16, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1043; selections by ZA 
Indians, with President’s approval, May 11, 1855; treaty of 
March 6, 1865, vol. 14, p. 667; act of Congress, June 10, 
1872, vol. 17, p. 391; agreement for Winnebago Indians, > 
July 31, 1874; act of Congress approved June 22, 1874, (In- Pd 
dian appropriation act.) ty 

Ot0e .ccc eee uccccccccnaccee.| OtO@ .....--------.----| Otoe and Missouria .... ...--.-.------- 134 +85, 680 | Treaty of December 9, 1854, vol. 11, p. 605; act of Congress, > 

June 10, 1872, vol. 17, p. 291. TR 

PAWNE? cece cece cc cccccecee.| PAWN ..2-.- cee eeene-| PA&WNECE 222-2 cee eee cece cece ne eee: 367 4234, 775 | Treaty of September 24, 1857, vol. 11, p. 729; act of Congress, 
June 10, 1872, vol. 17, p. 391. > 

TOWD cencue cccccccccceccnee-| Great Nemaha.......-.| Towa... ..-. 2-2. ene e ee ene eee cece ce nee: 25 t16,000 | Treaty of May 18, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1074; treaty of March 6, 2 

° 186i, vol. 12, p. 1171. S 

Sac and Fox ..-cc.-ceeecee.|---e++G0 ..22..-0--+---.| Sac and Fox of the Missouri.......-.--- 8 *$4,863 | Treaty of May 18, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1074; treaty of March 6, 
1861, vol. 12, p. 1171; act of Congress, June 10, 1872, vol. pr 
17, p. 291. oO 

otal... 0. cece cc wen | vew een ewww ns weweee cee e ee [pee eee cee rece es ence ee cea e ee ccneeeneeeee 1, 109 709, 463 | . 4 

NEVADA. . Be 

Pyramid Lake...........--.| Pyramid Lake...-.....| Pah-Ute..-..---+--sseee-seeereeeereeee: 503 +322, 000 | Executive order, March 23, 1874. < 

Walker River .ccececcucoce: | cee ne dO - cece ce ce cee ne [ene en dO - ee nee ee ewe eee cece ee een renee 498 +318, 815 | Executive order, March 19, 1874. bd 

Moapa River ...............| Southeast Nevada .....; Sheav-wit, Pa-wea-pit, Ta-nout, Chen- 2 +1, 000 | Executive orders, March 12, 1873, and February 12, 1874, and ee 

ve-wava, and Kai-ba-bit Pi-Ute. act of Congress March 3, 1875, vol. 18, p. 445. Selection a 
. approved by Secretary of Interior, July 3, 1875. G2 

a 
pain . 

Total. 22.2222 cece dicen ee cence cence ce ec es freee ence nes crete tnt eraneescneeeesetaes 1, 003 641, 815 | B 

* Surveyed. t Partially surveyed. + Out-boundaries surveyed. § In Kansas. : 

pm 

Co 
co



Schedule showing the names of Indian reservations in the United States, agencies, tribes occupying the reservation, §-c.-—Continued. ~ 

Name of reservation. Agency. Name of tribe occupying reservation. | Sainare | Areain acres.| Date of treaty, law, or other authority establishirg reserve. 2 a] a] eee a 
ja NEW MEXICO TFRRITORY. 
E 

NAVAJO .-. 222s seen aeee ee eee. Navajo.....---.e-ee00.| NAVAJO... cece ecw eee eee cece cence ee, 5, 200 73, 328, 000 | Treaty of June 1, 1868, vol. 15, p. 667. Pueblo............-.-.2...-.] Pueblo ..e..ceee eee eee. Pueblo ...... 22 2c. ccc ne cece eee cnecce 687 $439, 664 | Confirmed by United States patents in 1864, under old Span- eu 
ish grants; act of Congress approved December 22, 1858, es 
vol. 11, p. 374, and June 21, 1860. vol. 12, p. 71. Mescalero Apache, (Fort | Mescalero...........-.| Mescalero and Mimbre Apache ......... 891 $570,240 | Executive orders, May 29, 1873, and february 2, 1874. es anton. . , 

Jicarilla .......es00-.--.---.| Abiquit....... 2.00.00. Capote and Weeminuche Ute and Jica- 
= . rilla Apache. . 900 576, 000 | Executive order, March 25, 1874. 5 Do.......---....-..-...] Cimarron..............| Muache Ute and Jicarilla Apache...... 
bed Hot Springs -...............] Southern Apache...... Gila, Mogollon, and Mimbre Apache.... 750 480, 000 | Executive order, April 9, 1874. Od —— |} — 
A Total... 2. eee nese fice eee cee ne cece e ec eeees fece nee eceeccacenesscnseuasececeececccce. 8, 428 5, 393, 904 | DP 

. SEW Y . SS oe Ol —=—=—=_=—aa—oO— —_— 
N ORK | 

P 
Tuscarora ...... .--.eeee0e-| New York ..........-. TUSCArOra..- 2... ene eee ce ewes canes 73 5,000 | Treaty of January 15, 1838, vol. 7, p.551L; and arrangement re 

. between the Indians and the State of New York. bo Tonawanda ..........2. 202] eee dO wee ce nnwccnces Seneca ... 02. eee eww ee cee eee ecee 114 “7,549 | Treaty of November 5, 1857, vol. 12, p. 991; purchased by TR 
Indians and held in trust by the comptroller of New York; 
deed dated February 14, 1862. > Cattaraugus ....2.....00 220] eee dO ce pecs eee ceeeee Seneca, Cayuga, and Onondaga ........ 34 _ 21,680 | Treaty of June 30, 1802, vol. 7, p. 70; and treaty of May 20, A, 
1842, vol. 7, p. 587. Alleghany.......2-2-+---+-. vee dO -. cee eee eee ee] Seneca occ c ccc cece ee cee c cee ccc cece. 474 30, 469 | Treaty of May 20, 1842, vol. 7, p. 587. . o Oil Spring.-......--...----. vane dO eee eee dO vee cee ee eee eee eee ee. a | 640 | By arrangement with the State of New York. px CAyUga once ce eee ee wenn [cee GO cele eee e ee eee Cayuga -... 22. ce eee ee cece eee e es lence nee ns | ceeeeenenenas Treaty of November 11, 1794, vol. 7, p. 44, and arrangement oO . rith State of New York. Onondaga ..----e-..0eeneene [nee dO oe cece eee ee eee Onondaga and Oneida..............00.. Qa 6, 100 Do. ate ob New Yor = 

Oneida .....0 2... eee e ee fee MO cece eee e eee e ee Oneida .. 2.0.2. cee eee ewww eee en ee: 4 288 - Do. Saint Regis. ...... cece eee | cee dO cece eee eee ee ee Saint Regis. ............ccecesncsneece, 23 14, 640 | Treaty of May 31, 1796, vol. 7, p. 55. a 
Total.......22ccecces[sceeeeseeenecceeceeeeeee| cece sceeseecesceesceeececceccceecc cee. 135 86, 366 < 

NORTH CAROLINA, | —_ : SS 
Hastern Cherokee...........| Eastern Cherokee...... Cherokee.....eeeccceccecececcccncccce. 109 70, 000 2 

Umatilla -.......2..........] Umatilla .....0..2..0.. Umatilla, Cayuse, and Walla Walla ....! 420 #268, 800 | Treaty of June 9, 1855, vol. 12, p. 945. o Warm Springs......... ....| Warm Springs:........| Warm Spring, Wasco, and Tinino...... 725 464,000 | Treaty of June 25, 1855, vol. 12, p. 963. ° Grande Ronde..............| Grand Ronde.......... Calapooia, Molel, Umpqua, Tumwater, | - 96 *61, 440 | Treaty of January 22, 1855, vol. 10, p. 1143; treaty December Clackama, and Rogue River. 21, 1855, vol. 12, p. 982; Executive order, June 30, 1857. 

. 000 | Unratified treaty, August 11,1855; Executive orders, Novem- 
Siletz wewccewcucresees| SiletZ ..neee-eeneeceee: Shasta, Seoton, Sinselaw, and Rogue 1, 350 1864, ber 9, 1855, and December 21, 1865. | 

esecee . . 
iver. 

ry Do. 
. * , t thers.....- 700 448, 000 

Alsea ...2----e-ee erence eens] Alsea ..- 222+ eee eee eees Alsea, Coosa, Umpaut winoowkin band | °1,650| 1,056,000 | Treaty of October 14, 1864, vol. 16, p. 707. — 
Klamath ..........-...--.--| Klamath .......-...--. rs ‘ ; j 1871. September 12, 1872, and ra Ute and Snak 2,779 | 1, 778,560 | Executive orders, Mar h 14, 1871, Sep ao o Malheur.....----.---..-«---| Malheur........-......| Pi-Ute and Snake...-.-+-----seccer eee] 0% May 15, 1875. - > : | ooeeeececcccceccccsecsece.| 1720] 4,940,800 2 

Total eneaeaeeveevee nw ae iscusaesaanwawaser sneer anneoenan . —— eS ee = 

UTAH TERRITORY. 
. 1861: act of Congress May 5 jT| . ‘Qoshi 3, 186 2,039,040 | Executive order, October 3, 3 ’ ? 

Uintah Valley .......-.----.| Uintah Valley ......--. Dintan te” Pah-vant, Goship Ute, and 1 Ud, 1864, vol. 13, p. 63. tS | 

| a s GT cRRITORY. . . Ex- WASHINGTON texu 36 23,040 | Treaty of Neah Bay, January 31, 1855, vol. 12, p. 3 Bx a 
Makah ee cuccceccceecee-| Neah Bay.........----| Makah.w.. eens cece ee cece teneeescrceee ecutive orders, October 26, 1872, January 2, 1873, an O sawccese 

October a 1873. July 1, 1855, and January 25, 1856, vol tA 
} . a, u 3 , . , ‘ ° inaielt _| Quinaielt ............--| Quinaielt, Quillehute, Queet, and Hoh.. 350 224, COO m5, on: Executive order, November 4, 1873. 5 033 - LP 

QUAINT creo ee seeeee sores Kokomish 8 *4,987 | Treaty of Point no Point, January 26, 1855, vol. 12, Pp. 299; b> 
S’Kokomish .....-.--.-.----| S’Kokomish ...........] S’Klallam, Twana, and S’Kokomish.... Executive order, February 25, 1874, ly &, 1864 =) " ae d Clatso 64 *4, 225 | Order of the Secretary of the Interior, July &, . a 
Chehalis........--.----.---.| Nisqually ......--.---- Chehalis, Chinook, and , AIBOP-+--seee- 4 *335 | Executive order, September 22, 266. 7 26, 1854,. vol. 10, p b> Shoalwater .... cc ccccccceen, |ceees+GO vesseecceeeece: Cheat and opallup, Steilacoom, 9 *1,494 | Treaty of Medicine Creek, December 20, 150%, vol. 10, p. oA ¥ Che: |.uc00.0O sececceecereee-| Nisqually, 132. Sauexi Island, (Klah-che do Squaxin, and five others. 74 4,717 Th. aty of Medicine Creek, December 26, 1854, vol. 10, p. = 
Nisquall nan [eeeee dO veeeeeeeeceeee eee OO. seenee renters ee teeeee sec eeee) , 1132; Bxecutive order, January 20, 1857. 1. 10 A NIBQOMIY voererenccesers 28 *J8,062 | Treaty of Medicine Creek, December 26, 1854, vol. 10, p. 6 
Puyallup ween dO ocecee ence ee eee [enn e dO. cere eeccercececr teeter cceccec: * , 1132; Executive orders, January 20, 1857, and September . soeeee sees 

6, 1873. . 
5 *3, 367 | Executive orders, J anuary 20, 1857, and ape Dp 907: a 

| wenn GO -eveccr eens rens|secnnesnseecrrerastasoeesegcns sas core , *7, 284 | Treaty of Point Elliott, January 22, ' , 12, p. 927; 
sn Aeon Tulalip . .....-.-.----.| Dwamish, Suquamish, and Lummi.... 1s ’ Order of the Secretary of the Interior, October 21, 1864 = Port Ma sameeren neceen : 12 *7,195 | Treaty of Point Elliott, January a3 1855, vol. 12, p. j 

: ‘ ’ [amen DO - cee m ence were ns [eee ne GO - cnn ne nce ne rr ecomeenesccccne: * Executive order, September 9, . - . bs | Swinomish, (Perry's Tsland) a 20 ‘12,312 | Treaty of Point Bliiott, January 22, 1855, vol. 12, p. 927; a 
i . . ween dO ore en ee core ee free ner OO -eecnenccncrocenane seccsscccee: Executive order, November 22, 1873. . Lummi, (Chah-choo-sen) .... 7 35 *99 490 | Treaty of Point Elliott, aI sad 1855, vol. 12, p. 927; > 

i i wee e mee ee ese ee lene nen GO - cern encereesecenne corres cecen: . tive order, December 23, . Snohomish or Tulalip. vases |soeee dO 
1 250 $800, 000 Treaty of Walla Walla, June 9, 1855, vol, 12, p. 951. C 

Yakama......--.-----+-----| Yakama......-+------- sae” Melbow, Spokane, Calispel, 4. 375 2,800, 000 | Executive orders, April 9, 1872, and July 2, 1872. oD A : ‘ .. i ’ ’ ’ 5 Colville ........-.--+--.-26-| Colville ...-..-.--.+- ‘Lake, Coeur d’Aléne, and Pend. 
5 d'Oreille, and others. 

. S 
wees eens cawee 6, 147 3, 933, 508 . 
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Schedule showing the names of Indian reservations in the United States, agencies, tribes occupying the reservation, §:c.—Continued. ~ 
oO | 

bo 
Name of reservation. Agency. Name of tribe occupying reservation. Square Areain acres.| Date of treaty, law, or other authority establishing reserve. > ° 

. 4 
a 

o a 

am! 
WISCONSIN, 

B 
Red Cliff ........-...-.e000-! Lia Pointe ............. La Pointe band (Buffalo, chief) of Chip- 22 *13,993 | Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p- 1109; Executive be pewas of Lake Superior. order, February 21, 1856; (lands withdrawn by General re 

Land-Office, May 8, 1863.) oD La Pointe, (Bad River) .... |......do ............--.| La Pointe band of Chippewas of Lake 194 “124, 333 | Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109. bx Superior. Lac Court d’Oreilles -.......)......do ....-2,........| Lae Court d’Oreille vand of Chippewas . 108 “69,136 | Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p.1109; act of Con- a , 
gress, May 29, 1872, vol. 17, p. 190. b Lac de Flambeau...........|......d0 ...........--..| Lae de Flambeau band of Chippewas... 109 *69, 824 Do. = Menomonee ................| Green Bay ....-....-.-| Menomonee... eee ee cence cen eee see. 362 1231, 680 | Treaty of October 18, 1848, vol. 9, p. 952; treaty of May 12, — 1854, vol. 10, p. 1064; and treaty of February 11, 1856, vol. 3 11, p. 679. Stockbridge .... 02.02. .c.000).02220d0 - ccc. seuss. Stockbridge and Munsee .....-......--. 18 “11,520 | Treaty of November 24, 1848, vol. 9, p. 955; treaty of Feb- PR 
ruary 5, 1856, vol. 11, p. 663; and treaty of February 11,_ 

. 1856, vol. 11, p. 679; act of Congress, February 6, 1871, > vol. 16, p. 404. bd Oneida 20.0. cece eee cele ee dO occe ween ne cenee Oneida ...... cece eee cee ee eee eens 102 165, 400 | Treaty of February 3, 1838, vol. 7, p. 566. br} 
Total 2.02. ccsece eens | ceee cece eee e cece ne cnn nee| scum ae center satececcccae secceecceccccce. 915 585, 886 | on 

WYOMING TERRITORY. . a 
p> 
A, Wind River ................] Shoshone..............| Eastern bands of Shoshone and Ban- 2, 375 t1, 520, 000 | Treaty of July 3, 1868, vol. 15, p. 673; act of Congress, June cw) nack. 22, 1874, vol. 18, p. 166; and December 15, 1874, vol. 18, p. 

292. br Grand total. -----sss00|oceeeeceseeeeeeeneteee| tase eeseeesseneeeteesetseeeecsuseesens] 258,953 | 165,729,714 | | | z | 
, 

. ‘ : 
e 

~ 
* Surveyed. t Partially surveyed. ¢ Out-boundaries surveyed. br 
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| REPORT OF TRUSI FUNDS. 143 

| | DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, | 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 

Co November 1, 1875. 

Sin: have the honor to submit herewith my tenth annual financial report in rela- 

tion to the accounts of Indian trust-funds, and proceeds of Indian lands. 

Your attention is respectfully invited to the closing part of the report, in which I 

have ventured to make some statements and suggestions for your consideration; espe- 

cially in reference to such futare legislation as will be required to carry out the treaty 

stipulations with the various Indian tribes for which the funds are held in trust. 

THE FOLLOWING LIST OF PAPERS INDICATES THE SUBJECTS CONSIDERED, AND THE 

ORDER IN WHICH THE REPORT HAS BEEN ARRANGED. | 

STOCKS AND FUNDS. 

Schedules. 

Number I. Purchase of stock. 
Il. The tribes or funds for which the purchases were made. 

LIL. The sources from which the funds were drawn for investment. 

_ Statements. 

IV. Sale of bonds. 
V. Redemption of bonds. 

Statement of requisitions—amounts drawn for investments and refandments. 

Revapitulation.—Debits and credits of stock account. 

Statement A.—Amount of stock to the credit of each tribe. 

B.—Exhibit, in detail, of stocks to the credit of each tribe. 

C.—Descriptive list of different classes of bonds held in trust. 

D.—Five per cent. funds in United States Treasury in lieu of investment. 

LD, No. 2.—Five per cent. funds in leu of abstracted bonds, and other deficiencies, — 

upon which interest is appropriated. 

INTEREST, ANNUITIES, ETC. 

- 

5 

.E.—Schedule of coin interest and premium. 

F.—Schedule of interest collected in currency. , 

G.—Interest collected on certain paying State bonds. 

H.—Interest collected on non-paying State bonds accruing prior to July 1, 

1874. 
J.—Interest collected on paying State bonds accruing since J uly 1, 1874. : 

Recapitulation of interest, §ce.—Total interest, premium, refundments, and credits to tribes. 

Unexpended balances.—Trust-fund interest due various tribes. 

Appropriations by Congress.—For arrears of interest for fiscal year ending June 30, 

1875. 

Re-imbursement account.—For appropriations made by Congress. 

Recapitulation, A.—Statement of all stock funds, interest, annuities, &c., including 

appropriation made by Congress of a general and special charac- 

ter, for the fiscal year commencing July I, 1875. 

B.—Consolidated statement of stocks and funds held by the Gov- . 

ernment for various tribes. . 

Report of receipts from sales of Indian lands. 

STATEMENT OF BALANCES FROM PROCEEDS OF LANDS ON HAND NOVEMBER 1, 1874, RE- 

CEIPTS DURING THE YEAR, DISBURSEMENTS, AND BALANCES ON HAND NOVEMBER 1, 

1875. 

Paying State stocks.—List of State bonds paying interest regularly. 

Non-paying stocks.—List of depreciated State bonds; interest in default. | 

Arrears of interest.—Appropriations required for arrears of interest on non-paying 

bonds. 

Deficiencies. —Amounts due various tribes, for which the United States should issue 

ponds, or make special appropriation. 

| |
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144 PURCHASE AND SALE OF BONDS. 

- PURCHASE OF STOCKS. | 

No. 1.—Schedule showing the description, amount, cost, and date of purchase. 

oe 5 f | g83. 
Qa, Ry S Ou og Ss - S . o oes Kind of bonds purchased. Date of purchase, s 2 3 Sa wig As 
Bg 2 3 Cosa & oO} 6 2 3 "Orn g 

. e |@& |g | 5588 Sa A i i ep ep reeeree—e eens en eee reverence | tee SN er 

. United States loan of 1881 ................! December 18, 1874 .....| $60, 450 3 1012*| $61, 281 19 United States loan of 1864 ................] August 6, 1875.........| 54/300 6| 116 62, 988 00 
Total... 21.0. eeeeee eel eee cece te ee[eeeeseeeseeeeeeeeceerees] 114,750 |oceees|eeeeeee.| 124,269 19 

eee 
* Coin. 

No. 2.—Schedule showing the tribes or funds for which the bonds exhibited in Schedule No. 1 
, were purchased. 

a a een 

| a 
ov 
x 
oO 

. . 2 Kind of bonds, a a Fund or tribe. 8 
s 2 & 3 © | 5 gq @ g < Ay . < 

; United States loan of 1881........... $60, 450 GO 3 | Chickasaw national fund. -.........] $60,450 09 
United States loan of 1864...........] 54,300 00 6 | Pottawatomies, (education) ........ 04, 300 00 

Total...2...22-+ceceeeeeeeeeee| 114, 750 00 |eeeaee| cccceececceeceeecccceeececeeeceecee] 114,750 00 
eee 

No. 3.—Schedule showing the sources from which JSunds were derived for the investments 
exhibited in Schedules Nos. 1 and 2. 

eT ne a Eee eo a Es 
| a : a2 | ‘ Kind of bond 8 g Tribe or fund. Te Sources from whence ind of bonds. . a3 ribe or fund. aa. drawn. 

e° 328 
oO 

< ane 

United States loan of 188]...| $60, 450 00 | Chickasaw national fund.....| $61,300 82*| Proceeds of United 
States loan of 1862 
redeemed. 

United States loan of 1864...| 54,300 00 | Pottawatomies, (education) ..| 63,000 00t| Proceeds of Indiana 
. State bonds re- 

ceemed. 

| Total. .... soveee tee | 114, 750 00 |.....2esseeceeseeeeeeecececeee] 124,300 82 
A Ag 

* Coin. } Currency. 

No. 4.—Statement showing the sale of bonds since November 1, 1874. 

3 
<I . 
© Premium Net proceeds 

- Kind of bonds. ° Fund or tribe. Date of sale. Amount realized on Rate of of 2 ores lamount gold. ’ | bonds sold. 

United States issue | 6 | Pottaw atomies, | Mar. 20,1875 | $10,000 00 $1,775 00 117% | $11,775 00 
of 1864. (Prairie band.) 

United States regis- | 5 | Kickapoos........| May 13, 1875 3, 250 00 515 94 1153. 3, 765 94 . 
tered loan of 1881. 

Do.........-.| 5 | Chickasawnation-| May 13,1875] 60,45000| 9,672 00] 116 70, 122 00 
al fund. 

United States regis- | 6 |......do .......... May 13,1875 | 24,000 00 4, 680 00 1194 28, 680 00 
tered issue of 1865. . . 

United Statesregis- | 6 |......do ....-..-..| May 13, 1875 1, 500 00 266 25 1172 1, 766 25 
tered issue of 1864. 

Total... 02. ca.[en eels ce nea cnw wee teccee|secanecencccas 99,200 00; 16,909 19 j........| 116,109 19 

RL .



_ REQUISITION-ACCOUNT AND RECAPITULATION OF STOCK. 145 

No. 5.—Statement showing the redemption of bonds since November 1, 1874. | 

eS 

Kind of bonds. Fund or tribe. Date of re- | Amount re- 
demption. deemed. 

United States 6 per cent. loan of 1862.| Chickasaw national fund....-..--.-----.; Dee. 14, 1864 | £61, 000 

Indiana 5 per cent. State bonds......| Pottuwatomies, (education)..........---./ July 10, 1865 | 63, 000 

Total cece ccee ee eee nc eee cence renee teem et eneae cena ees enewescnns Latecatesesees| 124, 000 
° | 

Statement of requisitions and refundments. 
I 

Amounts in- 

- Date. Requisition-account. . Amount vested and 
| awn refunded, 

a 

July 28,1875 | To amount of requisition No. 8848, in favor of the Secretary of the | $63,000 090 |............ 

Interior, on appropriation ‘' Trust-fund stock redeemed due 
Pottawatomies, (education.)” 

Aug. 6,1875 | By amount invested .......--- 2. seen seen ee nee renee ener c eee es [set ereccees $62, 988 00 

Sept. —, 1875 | By refunding-requisition No. 607 .....---------e ee ee ene eee tenn nett esr ecee 12 00 

63,000 00 | 63, 000 00 | 

Dec. 14,1874 | To amount of coin-check No, 21682, on account of redemption of 61, 300 oP 

$61,000 United States 6 per cent. loan of 1862. | 

Dec. 18,1874 | By amount of coin invested in United States 5 per cent. funded |....-.--.---} 61,281 19 3 

loan of 1881. 
—- —,1875 | By this amount of coin, the proceeds of which ($21.84 currency) |..-......... 19 63. 

was carried to appropriation ‘‘ Trust-fund bonds redeemed due 
Chickasaw national fund,” as per appropriation-warrant No. 639. 

61,300 82 | 61,300 82 

aan enn 
cS 

Recapitulation of statements affecting aggregate of bonds held in trust by the Secretary of 

the Interior. 
eee 

Whole amount of bonds reported on hand November 1, 

RUA . enn ceuccucccecccecceccecececcneeecccceccececs| cemsscemsreeecs[seseensecesees|  B5,215, 966 832 
Amount of bonds since purchased, (see purchase of 

bonds, schedules Nos. 1, 2,3) --.------0---0 ee ee reece ren tree etre ee reeeee $114, 750 00 

Amount of bonds sold, (as per statement No. 4, sale of 
DONS) . oo eee en ween cee eee eee e ween cn eeen ates $99, 200 00 

Amount of bonds redeemed, (as per statement No. 5, 

redemption of bonds ..--..---2eseceeeeeenee cece teense $124, 000 00 
——————--_|__ 223, 200 00 

Excess of the amount of bonds sold and redeemed to 

amount purchased .-..2-. 00-0 pene ee ene cee teen pce e tee eec ewes 103, 450 00 108, 450 00 

Total amount on hand November 1, 1875 ..2.. 2...) --2- cence cence nl eee nec eee cee 5, 107, 516 83# 

nT 
a a a aaa! 

The investment in $60,450 United States 5 per cent. bonds, loan of 1881, for the Chick- | 

asaw national fund, December 18, 1874, for which the honorable Secretary of the Inte- 

rior drew the sum of $61,300.82 in coin, in accordance with the provisions of the trea~- 

ties of October 20, 1832, and May 24, 1834, was made from funds arising from the pro- 

ceeds of $61,000 United States 6 per cent. bonds, loan of 1862, redeemed by the Govern- 

ment December 14, 1874. For further information in regard to this transaction see 

‘‘ Statement of requisitions and refundments.” | 

The investment in $54,300 United States 6 per cent. bonds, loan of 1864, for the 

Pottawatomie education fund, August 6, 1875, for which a requisition was drawn for 

the sum of $63,000 in currency, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty of Sep- 

tember 26, 1833, was made from funds arising from the redemption of $63,000 Indiana 

5 per cent. State bonds, which matured July 1, 1875. The cost of the bonds purchased, 

including premiom and commission, was $62,938. For uninvested balance see “ State- 

ment of requisitions and refundments.” 

The sale, March 22, 1875, of $10,000 United States 6 per cent. bonds, issue of 1864, 

which realized the sum of $11,775, was made in accordance with the general appro- 

priation act, approved Marck 3, 1865, (Stat., vol. 18, page 437,) “To relieve the imme- 

diate and pressing wants of the Prairie band of Pottawatomies.” The bonds sold were 

a portion of the $103,924.72 United States bonds purchased for said Indians September 
14, 1874. . 

—  IOIND ,



146 AMOUNT OF BONDS HELD FOR EACH FUND. 

It will be seen by reference to “Statement No. 4, sale of bonds,” that $35,950 United 
States bonds of the 6 per cent. issues of 1864-65, and of the 5 per cent. loan of 1881, were 
sold May 13, 1875, at the rates indicated. These bonds were a portion of the perma- 
nent fund of the Chickasaw Nation, and were sold as directed by section 12 of the’ 
appropriation act approved March 3, 1875, (Stat., vol. 18, page 451.) Further refer- 
ence will be made to this transaction at the close of the report. | 

A.—List of names of Indian trides for whom stock is held in trust by the Secretary of the 
Interior, showing the amount slanding to the credit of each tribe, the annual interest, the 
date of treaty or law under which the investment was made, and the amount of abstracted 
bonds for which Congress has made no appropriation, and the annual interest on the same. 
i 

Statutes r t -| / i t Large. : sa mount of | 

Tribe. : Treaty or act. eres Amount of Anoual | abstract: | Annual 2 7 stock. terest. ed bonds, | terest. 
[ver Page. ‘ 

Cherokee national fund......... Dec. 29, 1835 7 | 478 | $955, 602 37 | $55,907 01 |$68, 000 00 | $4, 080 00 
. ' Feb. 27,1819] 7 | 195 . - Cherokee sehool-fund .......4) Fee" 59° 1a3s 7 47a ¢| 528,881 36 | 31,101 61 | 15,000 00} — 900 00 
a Cherokee orphan-fund....... ; aoe a“ is i“ 460 252,291 28 | 15,057 80 |........22-[.22-22 22k. 

Cherokee asylum-fund........., Feb. 14,1873 | 17 | 462 - 67, 675 27 4,060 52 lecteeseres|eoneee eee. 

! Chickasaw national fund ; Oct. 20,1872 | 7 a0 L, 175, 496 733| 67,967 84 ) """") | May 24,1834] 7 | 4509 ('s*4% 3} 04, 90 roecne trons sanene eens 
Chickasaw incompetents.......| May 24,1834) 7 | 450 2,000 00 100 00 |..-.-...-..).02. 2. eee 
Chippewa and Christian Indians) July 15, 1859 | 12 |1105 42,792 60 2,449 79 |... eee eee 
Choctaw general fund .........| Jan. 17,1837) 7 | 605 453, 781 90 | 27,206 91 |... eee eee] ce tele 
Choctaw school-fund ..........| Sept. 27,1830) 7 | 333 90, 355 20 2,701 BL |.--.- eee eee ee 
Creek orphans .............-..| May 24,1832] 7 | 366 77, 015 25 4,397 90 |....0. eee eee eee 
Delaware general fund ........| May 6, 1854] 10 1048 460,171 33 | 26, 037 28 |........---/..22..000. 
Delaware school-fund.......-..| Sept, 24,1829 | 7 | 327 11, 000 00 500 00 |.....-. 2.22 | ene ee eee 

|! May 17,1854 | 10 |1069 : TOWAS....0-0-eeceeceeeerees } | May G 1seL [do lLpTL ¢| 107,463.43 | 6,617.37 |... eee lee. 
Kansas schools .........-.-....;| June 3,1825| 7 | 244 27, 267 31 1,525 48 [...--2-. eee] eee eee 

a: . May 30,1854 | 10 {1082 Kaskaskias, Peorias, &c ......$] May 3) 1894 | 10 Big | 80.047 92} 4,939 40 |... eee] eeeeeeees 
Kaskaskias, &c., school-fund....} Feb. 23,1867] 15 | 519 44,700 00 3,129 00 |......-.00.|.-eaeennee 
Kickapoos ..........--.---+-+.| June 28, 1862/13] 625 | 12859009| 6.43391 |...........|....0..... 
Menomonees .......--...----.-| Sept. 3,1836/) 7 | 506 153, 457 41 7, 753 OD |. cee e ee eel eens eens 
Osage schools ........-.-.-.0../ June 2,1825| 7 | 240 40, 236 63 2,074 20 |. ee eee eee eee 

, Ottawas and Chippewas......./ Mar. 28,1836) 7 | 491 21,209 47 ], 199 57 |..-...-.-2.).00..----- 
Pottawatomies, education ......| Sept. 26,1833 7 | 431 79, 613 31 4,55. 80) 1,000 00: 50 00 
Pottawatomies, mills ........../ Sept. 26,1833 | 7 | 431 17, 180 09 880 80 |......-....)...-.---. 
Pottawatomies, Prairie band...).......0...--.|-ce-|--enee 93, 924 72 5,635 48 |......--22.]. ccc e ee ee 
Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi..| Feb. 18,1867} 15 | 495 55, 105 41 2, 764 32 | oe ee ele eee ee 
Sacs and Foxes of Missouri ....) Mar. 6, 1861) 12 |1171 21,925 00 1,217 25 |e. eee] eee eee 

§| June 14,1836 [ 5 47? 
Senecas. .--e0eseeee---e-e eee Jan. 9, 1837 5 135 ¢ 40, 981 54 2, 049 45 i soreneceee 

June 14,1836| 5 | 47 | Senecas and Shawnees ...... § June Mo iear| os 135 15, 277 09 857 69 |..---- eee. | -cecceecee 
Senecas, Tonawanda band .....| Nov. 5,1857{ 11 | 737 86, 950 00 4,347 50 | .-.-e eee eel ee eee 
Shawnees................--...| May 10, 1854 | 15 | 515 4, 835 65 241 78 |... 22 eee ee] eee eee 
Hastern Shawnees.............| Feb. 23,1867 | 15 | 515 11, 688 47 TOL 30 |. --- eee eee |e ee eee eee 

| 5, 107, 516 833] 296, 349. 32 | 84,000 00] 5,030 00 
a 

aa eet 

¢



_-—-« SECURITIES HELD FOR INVESTED TRIBAL FUNDS. 147 

_—-Stutement of stock-account, exhibiting in detril the securities in which the funds of each 

tribe are invested and now on hand, the annual interest on the same,.and the amount of ab- 

stracted bonds not provided for by Congress. . 

anne mene ann 
oO . 
vv 

as er s . 

= g2k a % 
8 eae a & | 

Stcess. 5 aos = = 

, : . onl oc a 
— — we —_ — 

3 & Ege < a 
© o oS S 
4 oD So5 = = 
» he q Qa & a 

Ay oO < < <q 

- CHEROKEE NATIONAL FUND. 

State of Florida ........--eeeee scene eee cece eee] 7 $13,000 00 |.....-------| $18, 000 00 $910 00 

State of Lou siana .-.---.---2- eee eee ee ener ee: 6 ]1,600 00 | .-.-.---- - 11, GOO OO 660 00 

State of Missouri ...----eeeeeseceee en eee cece eee] OY 52,000 00 | $59,000 00 2,000 00, 120 00 

State of North Carolina...--.-.----+-----+--208> 6 41,000 00 | 13,000 00 28,000 00 | 1,680 00 

State of South Carolina.....-...-e----eeeeeeeee: 6 118, 000 00 |.....--.---- 118,000 00 | 7,080 00 

State of Tennessee ...-.----------eereercr nr ene: 6 5, 000 00 5,000 00 | ..-------. 0-2: |- 22+ scene 

State of Tennessee ..---6 sere seen ee een ee seer: 5 125, 000 OU |..---.------ 125, 000 00 | 6,250 00 — 

State of Virginia ....-..--.-------+---+-8 steerer: 6 G0, 000 OO |...-------+- 90, 000 00 | 5, 490 00 

United. States issue to Union Pacific Railroad, 

eastern division....--.--..---eseee eee et eee: 6 156, 638 56 |..-.--.+---- 156, 638 56 | 9,398 31 

United States, registered, act of June 30, 1864....| 6 118, 043 O6 |...--.-.---- 118, 043 06 | 7, 082 58 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865.... 6 101, 059 26 |..-.-.2-0--- 101, 059 26 | 6,063 55 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1860, ; 

loan Of L867 .----- ene ne ee eee wee cee menenee 6 161, 950 00 |...-......... 161,950 00 | 9,717 00 

United States, funded, loan of 1831...-..-.------ 3 30,911 49 |..-.-------- 30,911 49 | 1,545 57 

Total .-cececwce wc cee e ne nnn e seme e ees [eee 1, 023, 602 37 68, 000 09 955, 602 37 | 55, 907 OL 

CHEROKEE SCHOOL-FUND. 
— — 

State of Florida .....-..-eneseneee cece cen eteenes 7 7,000 00 |.....--.---. 7,009 00 490 00 

State of Louisiana...-...-.-ceeene- ener eee r ene 6 2,000 00 |..-..------ 2, 000 00 120 00 | 

State of North Carolina.....0---seeeceees eee cee: 6 21, 000 00 8, 000 00 13,000 00 | 1,780 00 . 

State of South Carolina ...----.--ea cece ee eeeee 6 1,000 00 j...-..------ 1, 000 00 60 00 

State of Tennessee .--cee-eeecenccencerceeseeece| 4} 7,000 00 | 7, 000 00 |.----4- 220 -- ee [eeee ee cees 

State of Virginia, (Chesapeake and Ohio Canal 
. 

Company).--.-----0-0e--eeeee eee e reser erent 6 1, 000. 00 |..-.-.------ 1, 000 00 €0 09 

United States issue to Union Pacific Railroad, 

eastern GivisiONn. 2... cn. eee nee newer eee eeenee 6 51, 854 28 |....---.---- 51,854 28 | 3,111 26 

United States loan of 10-408 ....-..-----------68- 5 31,200 00 |....-.----6- 31,200 00; 1,560 00 

United States, registered, act of June 30, 1864.... 6 24,757 69 |....-------- 24,757 69 | 1,485 46 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865.-.. 6 232, 866 05 [rected soseee| 232, 866 05 | 13, 971 96 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, 

loan of 1867 ..-2-..--- ne ee ewe ene ee ewer e ene 6 125, 270 29 |...-.-.----- 125, 270 29 7,516 22 

United States, funded, loan of 1831 ...---.------- 3 38, 933 05 |.---.------- 38, 933 05 | 1,946 65 

Total .cccccecoeceeacececteccecececeecses-[-se+] 543,881 36 | 15,000 00) 528, 881 36 | 31, 101 6L 

CHEROKEE ORPHANS’ FUND. 
~ . 

United States’ issue to Union Pacific Railroad, . | 

eastern division .------cewce cece sseecce cence ret] 6 fener ee eee ceeeleeee ee rnecee 92, 223 26 | 1,333 40 

United States, registered, act of June 30, 1864.... 6 | ween ew cece nen e lemme eenee 2, 002 50 120 15 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865.... G6 lonecccccccccec|eccecucsees-| 160,672 44| 9,610 35 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, 

loan Of 1887 .ccnce cece cece ccc cccereccccee scenes! GO leneene ee ee ee eeleenenercrnne 49,545 00} 2,971 59 

United’ States, registered, loan of 1868......----- G len ncc nce cennce | scence cscs 10, 000 00 600 00 

United States, funded, loan of 1861 ..-...-------0) 5 [ssecer eres eres feerre scree: 7,848 08 392 40 

Total .c cece cnncne scence ccc ewe cen w ewe nner eee seenteranccrar[smeaesrceses 252, 291 28 | 15, 057 80 

CHEROKEE ASYLUM-FUND. 
OO 

United States, registered, loan of 1865....-.------ 6 lec eee wwe nee serene eee eee 67, 675 27 | 4,060 52 

CHICKASAW NATIONAL FUND. 

State of Arkansas .ececccceecccccecceecececcccee| 6 [eceseereeecses[eceseecseeee| 168, 000 00 10,080 00 

State of Maryland.....2.cse20-----e reer eneeees 6 [own cece wee eee le ween cence 8, 350 17 501 O01 

State of Tennessee .--.--neneccccececccsccctcnee| GF jenen ee cenee reels nee ce rccnee 616, 000 00 | 36,960 00 

State of Tennessee ....---eeeeeene cece ence cee nee| Obl cece nee senna [eee ee cneeee 66, 666 663] 3,500 00 - 

State of Virginia, (Richmond and Danville Rail- 
TOA) concn cence e cece we cece ce cenenececececees| GB freee seer eeseeeleeneceeeress 100, 000 00 | 6,000 00 

United States, registered, act of June 30, 1864.... Gol. ccc ccecvccclececeececees|- 130,131 94] 7,807 92 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865.... GC lice eww ee cn ee | nee eee enes 80,150 95 | 4,809 06 

United States, funded, loan of 1881.....-..-----6) 9 je--e se se reece [reser er etees 6,197 O01 309 85 

Total ccuanaccceue sccace sencuncunnns seence [semen tener nerisemecerscnes 1, 175, 496 733) 69,957 84
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_ B.—Statement of stock-account, exhibiting in detail the securities, §-c.—Continued. 
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CHICKASAW INCOMPETENTS. 

State of Indiana... 2. lle eee cece ec eee eee | 5 lcec cece cn ecceclcce cee ccccee $2,030 00 $109 00 

CHIPPEWA AND CHRISTIAN INDIANS. oo 7 
United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, 

loan of 1867.2... 20. eee eee eee ene] GB fleece e ccc en lew ue cc cecce. 26,562 38 | 1,593 74 
United States, regixtered, loan of 1865.........-.| 6 |.-.. 2... -200e.|ece eee eee 4,454 74 267 28 
United States, funded, loan of 1881...............| 5 [ritttttetetee: wee eee eeee. 11,775 48 088 77 

Total ... 00... c eee cece eee cece ee enews [eens eee ence ocean |eueeeecce cy 42,792 60 2,449 79 

CHOCTAW GENERAL FUND, — : oo ~ 

State of Virginia, registered ........0....0022200.{ 6 lec cecncnc eee |ecence cenee. 450, 000 09 | 27,000 00 
United States, registered, loan of 1&65........-..1 6 [occ cc cece elem w ecw ee ene. 1, 781 90 106 OL 

. United States, registered, loan of 1881.-..-..-....) 5 feel eee ele lec e ee ence. 2,000 00 100 00 

Total 0.2.20. .eee cee cee eee eeceeeceeeeeene [sees] -coeseceeesea-[rosesesses-| 453,781 90 | 27,206 91 
CHOCTAW SCHOOL-FUND. a : 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, 
loan Of 1867 2.22.2 cee eee ee eee cee ne) 6 leew e cece cennc | cecuuecccce. 1, 427 20 85 63 

United States, registered, loan of 1865 -..........| 6 |o-- cece cece csleeccccee-.. 16, 928 00 1,015 68 
United States, registered, loan of 1881 -.22..0.20.) 6 | ec ee cece ccc lecce ce cence. 32, 000 00; 1, 600 00 

Total 2... . cee eee eee eee eens fee me| cece eee cccccelenecenneceas 50,355 20 | 2, 701 31 

| . CREEK ORPHANS, 7 | 

State of Tennessee .......-.-- 6-0 eee e ee eee eee] 5 lec c ee eee e ccf ena cee ceunee 20,000 00; 1,000 00 
State of Virginia, (Richmond and Danville Rail- 

road Company).---..---- +. 22 ee eee eee ee ene] 6 Lecce ec cece wns (enn e nw ceceee 3, 500 00 210 00 
State of Virginia, (Chesapeake and Ohio Canal - 
Company) .-.-..-.-2. cone ee cece ee eee ee ence | Gf cece eee c ees [eee ene Sees 9, 000 00 540 00 

State of Virginia, registered certificates..........] 6 |. 2... 1 cece [eee nce c cece. 41,800 00 | 2,568 00 
United States, registered, loan of 1865...........) 6 |... ec ccc e eee eee ee cence. 414 16 24 8&5 
United States, funded, loan of 1881 -..........22..) 5 | eee cece eee eee eee. 2, 301 09 115 05 

Total 0.22 .-ccec cece cece ee cne eee cece ee [ones | ens e ees ceeees[eseeeesceee- | 77,015 25 | 4,397 90 

DELAWARE GENERAL FUND. 

State of Florida......2...0.00 ce cence nec ceeeee| 7 leccececcncccc. |cceceecccee. 53,000 00 | 3,710 00 
State of Missouri ..---. 0... eee cee eens] 6 | cee cc ecw ens | scene cucee. 8, 000 00 480 00 
State of North Carolina...............2-2-2--2--| 6 |oess cee e wee e elena neuen 87,000 00 | 5,220 00 
United States issue to Union Pacific Railroad, 

eastern division.-..---.2.- 2-0. eee eee eee ne | Glee eee cece leew eee eens 49,283 90 | 2,957 03 
United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865....) 6 |.....--. cecee|- enews nneeee 52, 587 43 | 3,155 25 
United States, funded, loan of 1881 ..-.---.2.2.--[ 5 [ee -e eee e ee ene eee ee eee. 210, 340 00; 10,515 00 

~ Total 222. oe cece e cece eee ee eens cee eee een] cence nee wees ne mee ences 460,171 33 | 26, 037 28 

DELAWARE SCHOOL-FUND. - 

United States, funded, loan of 188L.2.........0..| 5 lene ee ence nn [ecw eee cenees 11, 000 00 550 00 

IOW AS. - 

State of Florida .. 2.2... cece cece eee ween | 7 leew eee eee ee newer eewes 22,000 00 | 1,540 00 
State of Kansas ... 2.2.22. een n eee eee cee e ne | 1 femme ene eee e | tee new eenes 17,600 00 | 1, 232 00 
State of Louisiana.... 2... 2.2 eee ee eee ee eee eee | 6 [eee eee eee eee len nee eww ees y, 000 00 540 00 
State of North Carolina. .... 2.22... ee ee ee eee] Ble eee ee fee wee eens 21,000 00 | 1,260 00 
State of South Carolina..--. 22.2... eee eee eee | 6 lence eee cece lowe e ene ne eee 3, 000 00 180 00 
United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865...) 6 |.----. 2. cece lene e ee ce cee- 5, 220 19 313 21 
United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, 

loan Of 1867.22. ene e ee cee eee eee eee cee | Glee e ewe ee eel ee eee wee ene 7,000 00 420 00 
United States, funded, loan of 1881 ....-.-....--./ 5 [eee ee ee ee lene eee eens 22,643 24 | 1,132 16 

Total ..0. 2-2 eee eee ccc ce ee cece pee fee eee nen ee [ewan en cenees 107, 463 43 6, 617 37
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B.—Statement of stock-account, exhibiting in detail the securities, §c.—Continued. 
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KANSAS SCHOOLS. | 

United States, registered, loan of 1865 ..--..-----| 6 |-------- ee ee [ence ee teecee $1, 781 90 $106 91 

United Stxtes, registered, act of March 3, 1865, 

loan of 1867 .......----- eee ee eee eee eens G | www ween cern | meee eee enee 14,430 16). 8355 81 

United States, funded, loan of 1881 .-.--.-----2--) 5 |---e cree ee ree [rece e cree 11, 055 25 552 76 

Total .ccccceccecececcceccececucceccecencs|scee|ecceesececenes[eeseseeeceee| 27,267 31 | 1,525 48 

KASKASKIAS, PEORIAS, ETC. - —_ OO TO 

State of Florida ...--2----cceeneceeeee cece er eee] Tf erence cnet eee leeee ee erene: 16,300 00} 1,141 00 — 

State of Louisiana.-.----.---- eee eee eee eens 6 | naw ewww ew wwe leone ew ceecee 15, 000 00 900 00 

State of North Carvlina -..---------0ceeee ence eee] GO fee we eee e nec e eel serene cerns 43,000 00 | 2,580 00 

State of South Carolina. ....------- 2-2 esener eee: | GO een ee eee ee eee | eter eeneeee 3, 600 00 180 00 

United States, registered, loan of 1865 .....--.--. GB | wwe ewe c een ee | ene ee een 97 04 5 82 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, 

loan of 1867 .-.--- cece ne cen eee cee eee en eee e ene! G fren cee nee een ee] ee ee eer cee: 3 85 23 

United States, funded, loan of 1881.....-.-.------ 5B le nw cece eee ewes eee eee en enee 2,647 U3 132 35 . 

Total occccccecncecceccececeececcreneccces|sces[seeeeeeceneeee|[-cereecneee| 80,047 92 | 4,939 40 

KASKASKIAS, PEORIAS, ETC., SCHOOL-FUND. a —_ 

State of Florida ....------eseeee cee n ee eee erences] LD fee nett es eeee nef rete erence 20,700 00 | 1,449 CO 

State of Kausas ...... .cccceccccseeececccecees| Uo [eceeceeeeeceec|teesesereeee| 24,000 00 1, 680 00 

otal cocececeecececcececcceccectceeceecee|scee[eseeeseeeecece|-cereeeeree{ 44,700 00 | 3,129 00 

KICKAPOOS. “ae UO —_ 

United States, registered, act of June 30, 1864....] 6 |------------s-[eeeeeeeee ee: 440 09 26 40 

United States, funded, loan of 1881 .......--..--. 5 | eeeecceccecac|-cececceees-| 128,150 00 | 6,407 50 

Potal cccccccececececececteeesteseescecccs|eces[esesscseseee-[eceeeeesseee| 128,590 09 | 6,433 90 

MENOMONEES. a a —_ 

State of Tennessee -.-a2eeen nnn cee ne eee cece ens | OF [ewe eee e teen eefec ences teens 19, COO 00 | 950 00 

United States, registered, loan of 1865 -.--...----. 6 |e c eee ene nel eee eee w eee 8, 018 52 481 11 

United States, funded, loan of 188]......c0--0---] 5 |eceseeeeeeeeec[oeerecereees| 126,438 89 | 6,321 94 

Total .cocccecceeee ceeccecceeeeeeeeeceeerferee|eceeeeeercerec[eseesessene| 153, 457 41 | 7,753 05 

OSAGE SCHOOLS. Oo 

United States, registered, loan of 1865 ....--..--.| 6 |.------+---- ee [seer ee ereee: 6, 336 63 374 20 

United States, fuuded, loan of 1881.-.---2-----0-] 9 [-eeee ener eee ener eer eeereee 34,000 00; 1,700 00 

otal .o ccc ce ee ce ewe wee cow ee eee eee me netfee nce e mere mns| sence eeesnes 40, 336 63 | 2,074 20 

OTTAWAS AND CHIPPEWAS. 
a 

State of Tennessee .....-.-- eee - anne ee ee ect e| OD [een eee nee e cme fete eee eeenes 10, 000 00 50 00 

State of Virginia, (Chesapeake and Ohio Canal 

Company) ..-.-.------+--------- eee eee a 3, 000 00 180 00 

United States, registered, act of June 30, 1864 .... 6 | cw eee ewe eel ene ween eeee 2,000 00 120 00 

United States, registered, loan of 1865 ....-------| 6 |.--------seeee|eeee rence 8,909 47 534 57 

United States, funded, loan of 1881 ......--------| 9 |--- eee ener e ne e| sense eneeee 6, 300 00 315 00 

Total <cccccccccccccecccucecceceecceceeccs|sees|cceecececscece[ecceenereees| 21,209 47 | 1,199 57 

POTTAWATOMIES—EDUCATION. a eas Caen Cn 

State of Tadiana.-.c.c----ceeeecceceececceceecee| D [eececeeeceenes|eeeeeeeneees 4,000 00} — 200 00 
United States act of June 30, 1864 -....-..-----2-| 6 |--- enn eee e | seen ee eee eee 54,300 00 | 3, 258 00 

United States, registered, loan of 1865 ....-..----| G |o--+-s--ee een e| eee nee eeeee- 2,813 3L 168 80 

United States, funded, loan of 1881....---------2] 5 [-eeeee reer eeee[eseeeeeeceer| 18,500 00 925 00 | 

Total ..s-2ssseesceeeeseeeteceseseeseeeees|scee[ecceceteeesens[eresecesees-] 79,613 BL | 4,551 80 

| 
| 

. 

Be
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B.—Statement of stock-account, exhibiting in detail the securities, §c.—Continued. 
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PRAIRIE BAND OF POTTAWATOMIES, 

United States, registered, act of June 30, 1864....[ 6 |.-......2..- |. eee ee ee $92, 924 72 | $5. 635 48 
re eee ee oes oO —=—=—$=QlTlleeeeeZ.-W Oo o————=E— eT SV ——— 

POTTAWATOMIES—MILLS. 

United States, registered, loan of 1865.........0.] 6 |ocee cece cen eee laceccccccces 2,180 09 130 80 
United States, funded, loan of 188) ..... .2..202.] 5 |e eee eee | ene ee eee. 15, 000 00 750 00 

| Total ......0. sce ecee cee eee ee ence eccences|ewes[eneenccccceccc[ececeeaceee.| 17,180 09 880 80 

SACS AND FOXES OF THE MISSISSIPPI. | _ —— fp 

United States 10-408 ..22 22. eee eee eee ween | 5B lene e eee eee ee lene e eee eee 54,200 00 | 2,710 00 
United States, registered, loan of 1865...........) 6 |.-cec. eee. e eee] eee ee eee eee 905 41. 64 32 

Total... 0.2 .0eccecceeceeneeeeeceeceeeeces[eees[eseeeesseceses[eseesessees.| 55,105 41 | 2, 764 32 
‘SACS AND FOXES OF THE MISSOURI, i. a 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865...| 6 |.-....2. seen. | cece een e ee. 5, 100 00 306 00 
United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, ; 

loan Of 1867 «22. o- cee ee eee e eee cece eee | 6 lec e eee cece nnne [eee nececee. 7, C00 00 420 00 
United States, funded, loan of 18Q1......2..020..) 5 jieecne cnc c ews lee c eee ncceae 9, 825 00 491 23 

Total 2.222... 2cccee cece ee cceceeencene tees lenne| ceccccccccecsfeceececceeee| 21,925 00] 1,217 25 

. SENECAS. rs rs nn _ 

United States, registered, loan of 1865~.,........2.| 6 |. ceeee ne cnenne|ecee ee cccees 37 17 2 23 
United States, funded, loan of 1881.22.02. 0.224.) 5 fewee cece ee ene eee eee eee ne 40, 944 37 | 2,047 22 

Total 2... ne ce nn een ee eee ne cee e ne ce mse nnclecwclennscenncucces dea eneweeeee 40,981 54 | 2,049 45 

SENECAS AND SHAWNEES. oo | —_ _ 

United States 10-408 2-221 eee eee cece cee e ne | BD cece e cw ene eel eee e en wee ees 1, 060 00 50 00 
United States, registered, loan of 1865 ..-......0.1 6 [ence cece ee eee lece eee eennee 2, 621 60 157 30 
United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, 

- loan of 1867-222. ee eee cece eee nen | 6 lene cece cece nce lene nae ccncce 6, 761 12 405 67 
United States, funded, loan of 188L.. 0.22] 5 fee ee eee eee lene e ee ee neee 4, 894 37 244 72 

| Total ......-22-cneneeeeeeeeececeneeneeceleeee|eeeeeececeecas[eeeceeeeseee] 15,277.09 | 857 69 

SENECAS—TONAWANDA BAND, Oo | 

_ United Stater, funded, loan of 188L....2...00222.| 5 [eecceeeceeeecs{eceeeeeeeee-| 86,950.00} 4,347 50 
SHAWNEES. 

United States, funded, loan of 18@1.........cc00.] 5 | eee scene ceeeee|seneee eneee 4,835 65 241 78 

EASTERY SHAWNEES, | a 

United States, regis‘ered, loan of 1865 ........-2-| 6 |secce nec cn ene |ecee we cones 11, 682 47 701 30
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C.—Statement of stocks held by the Secretary of the Interior in trust for the various Indian 

tribes, showing the amount now on hand; also abstracted bonds, for which Congress has made 

no appropriation. 
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State of Tm eee cece eesentsentinesaateseeen| 6 | $162, 000 CO |...------+5- 

State of Florida . ...--. --eeee seen ee eee cette nner ernest rts 7 132,000 00 |..---------- 

State of Indiana ....-..----- ecco ne cee c serene neeee st etsener eres sees 2) 6, OVO 00 $1, 090 00° 

State of Kansas ..-.2-..-- eee ene er eee nner n errr e rrr ene rere 7 41,600 00 j...s-0------ 

State of Louisiana .....2. eee ee eee ee ee eee terre n etree 6 37,000 CO |..-.---8--- 

State of Maryland .. .---.------ eee eens eens reer ene ter nen rnc 6 8350 17 |..-------@- 

State of Missouri ...-26 2-2 2e cence eee teers erent rrr erste 6 10, 000 00 50,000 00° 

State of North Carolina. .....------ee ee rece ccc e rrr serene 6 192 000 OO 21, 600 00 

State of South Carolina . .---..- eee ee eee ee nee terre erent 6 125, 000 CO |....-------+ 

State of Tennessee eccecceccceccecce recess cece enc cee ene ee seaman e ne 6 |. 616,060 00 12, 000 00 

State of Tennessee ..-s-ceeee ence eee e errr r eee er enr nese rns rans 3) 165,000 00 |..---------- 

State of Tennessee ..- 0. eee eee nee cen eee een ere nee rere eters ree 5L 1 66,666 66% |.----------- 

State of Virginia ...--..- eee cece nee e eee een e crete e terre 6 | 698,300 00 |...------+-- 

United States 10-403 . --.------ ene eee e eee eer 3 86,400 00 |..---------- 

United States, registered, act of June 30, 1864..--..------2-ees er eer et: 6 425,600 00 |...--.----- 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, loan of 1865....-------- 6 774, 200 00 |...------+e- 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1866, loan Of 1867........---- 6 399,950 00 |...--.----- 

United States, registered, act of March 3, 1865, loan of 1865.-.--...---- 6 10,000 00 |...------++- 

United States, issue to Union Pacific Railroad, eastern division .....-.- 6 280,000 00 |.----+----++ 

United States, funded loan of 1881...-----------e-erecerersrrr str 5 865,450 00 |...--------- 

. Total ccc cececceccecen sees ccec eee eceneeesenecsennencnrsecs|ssenee 5, 107, 516 833 84,000 00 

nnn nr 

D.—Statemont of funds held in trust by the Government in lieu of investment. 
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Jan. 20, 1825 7 236 9 ~ 

Choctaws see seceeeeeeseeeerseneesee+9| June o9'855/ 11 | 64 | 3 \ g300, 257 92 | $19, 512 89 

Creeks ccc ce een eee eee eee neces ereresn Aug. 7,1856; 11 71 6 200, 000 00 10, 000 00 

June 14, 1866| 14 786 3 675,168 00 | 33,758 40 

July 15,1870) 16 | 362 |...---) 4 

Cherokees ....2.-.ccceseesereecereeeeees § July Tig) a | pea [0 ; 721,748 80 | 36,087 44 

TOWAS cacececcecceccccucee seerescncceseees| May 7,1854 | 10 1071 9 57, 500 00 2,875 00 

Kansas... owen enn cece ene eee ener eenes June 14, 1846 9 842 2 290, 000 00 10, 000 00 

Kickapoos .-.--..----cen cece eee ceetecerce: May 18,1854; 10 1079 2 93, 581 09 4,679 05 

Miamies of Indiana.....----------------+-| June 5, 1854; 10 1099 4 921,257 86 11, 062 &9 

Miamies of Kansas .-.--.-e:--------eee-0--{ June 9, 1854 {| 10 1094 3 50, 000 00 2,500 00 

OSages --..eceececenncceeneveecseeeeeesees| June 2, 1825 | 7 242 6 69, 120 00 3,456 00 

Sept. 29,1865; 14 687 1 300, 600 00 15, 000 00 

: July 15, 1870 16 362 | 12 759,765 17 | 37, 988 26 

‘ : June 5, 1e4 
- 

Pottawatomies.....cessceeeeeceeeeeeeee§ June sr ied6| 9 , es4 | 7 | 168,12385| 8,406 19 

Saes and Foxes of the Mississippi.-....----| Oct. 2, 1837 7 541 2 200, 000 80 10, 000 00 

. 
Oct. 11, 1842 7 596 2 80. v00 00 40, 000 00 

Sacg and Foxes of the Missouri ..---------- Oct. 21, 1837 7 543 2 157, 400 00 7,870 00 

Seminoles ..-...---------- seer c eens: Aug. 7, 1856} Il 702 8 500, 000 00 25, 000 00 

. May 21,1866} 14 ToT 3. 70, G00 00 3, 000 00 

Senecas of New York...-.--------+--+-----| June 27, 1846 9 35 | 2,3 118, 050 00 5, 902 50 

Shawnees .-------- eee eee ee ee eee ceeeeeees| May 10,1854 {| 10 1056 3 40, 0CO 00 2,000 00 

Stockbridges and Munsees-.---..-----+-+-- Feb, 6,1871 | 16 405 | 4,5 75, 804 46 3, 790 22 

Winnebagoes ...--.------ eee e eee ner teee Nov. 1, 1837 7 546 4 804, 909 17 48, 245 46 

Oct. 13, 1846 9 879 4 75, 387 28 3, 769 36 

July 15,1870] 16 355 |...---| © 78,340 41 3,917 02 

Tabequache and other bands of Utes------- Sec, 2, act of 
Apr. 29,1874 | 18 41 |...--- 500, 000 00 25, C60 00 

Amount of 5 percent. funds, as above —_——-— 

stated, held by the Government in lieu of : 

investment .---.--- see nee cece cece mes fre reer fe ee 7, 326,414 OL |.----------- 

Amount of annnal interest .--------- beateeseeennesfeaeees ene cwcclecccns|cecacceeeceees| 366,320 68 

. 
| 

. 
| 

, 
| 

| 

. 
|



. 152 FUNDS HELD IN LIEU OF ABSTRACTED BONDS. 

: D No. 2.—Funds held by the Government in lieu of abstracted bonds. 

a ba gy 3 
@D gy . ~~ r 2 . 

i Statutes at Large. 5 a+ 
Ze Ea 83 Tribes, @ of f An tw & ea 4 oo oe a 3 oy} S5 Ses Vol. | Page. | See. g” ae . a <x < 

TI a fT 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, &¢ ........-...0.-... July 12,1862] 12 O39 |.....-| $16,295 98 #814 80 Delawares tenes twee cee eww ewes eesenne| July 12,1862} 12 539 |......] 406, 571 28 20, 328 56 TOWAS «02200 scenes cee e ee ceeeeeeeeeeseeeeee| July 12/1862] 19 539 |e... 66, 735 00 3, 336 75 

- Total amount in lieu of investment ..|...........2..]...... see ceeeelewenee 7, 816, 016 27° 
* Total annual interest on same .......|.............. tenn lence wwe ence e | cee mec cee ees ~ 390, 800 79 

The changes in the account of funds held in lieu of investment are accounted for as follows, viz: 
: Amount reported in Statement D, November 1, 1874.....,............. $0, 271, 460 44 

This fund has been increased by— 
Balance of amount transferred from Osages and Cherokees in payment for land, (act of June 0, 1872) ......-..2... $721,748 80 By including balance of net proceeds of Osages’ lands to October 1, 1875, (section 12, act July 15, 1870)...2..... 799, 765 17 By “consolidated fund” of Stockbridges and Munsees, (act February 6, 1871).......0 222. ..222................... 75, 804 46 By funds set apart for Tabequache and other Utes, (authorized by second section, act April 29, 1874)._.. 500, 000 00 

| 2, 057, 318 43 Less amount drawn from Kickapoo funds in payment of Kickapoo citizens ...........002............_.. weeeee 2, 364 86 
. ——-——__ 2, 054, 953 57 

Amount as per Statement D, November 1, 1875.22.22 el. 7,326,414 O1 Amount reported in Statement D, No. 2, funds in lieu of | abstracted bonds, November 1, 1874.................. 493, 889 55 Less changes since made in amount belonging to Kiskas- kias, Peorias, to accord with section 11, appropriation act of March 3, 1875-222. .02220 020000. weeeee 4,287 29 
—-—_——_ 489, 602 26 

| Total as before stated ...-....22.......000...-.... 7, 816, 016 27 Deficiencies which would increase the amount held in 
lieu of investment and upon which interest is appro- 
priated by Congress, viz: 

Amount drawn from Pottawatomie funds, (in excess of 
amounts stipulated by treaty,) to pay Pottawatomie 
CitIZENS ---- 2. ee eee eee eee 61,940 35 Amount of funds (bonds) abstracted in 1861 belonging to 
Cherokees and Pottawatomies. (See Report of 1861.). 84,000 00 Net sales of Osage lands for month of October, 1875 

> (second article treaty.) Not reported from land-office 
at this date -. 2.0... e) ec ee ce ee eee e gece eens ne. weeet a sence 145, 940 35 

Grand total 2.0... 0... cee sewn c ee cee ene eee. taeceeseceee---. 7,961,956 62



| INTEREST IN COIN AND PREMIUM. 153 

E.—Interest collected on United States bonds, payable in coin, and premium realized on coin 
sold. 

. Face of Period for which interest | Coin inter-| Premium 
Fund or tribe. | bonds. was collected. | est. realized. - 

Cherokee national fund........-------.-|$122, 118 06 | May 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 | $3, 663 54 $368 64 
30,911 49 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. J, 1874 386 39 38 88 | 

| 258, 934 26 | July 1, 1874,to Jan. 1, 1875 | 7, 768 04 917 60 
30, 911 49 | Nov. 1}, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 386 39 54 09 

122,118 06 | Nov. 1, 1874, to May 1, 1875 3, 663 54 596 40 
30,911 49 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May ], 1875 386 39 58 68° 

258 934 26 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1,1875 | 7,768 04 1,315 71 
30,911 49 | May 1, 1875, to Aug, 1, 1875 386 39 48 30 

24,408 72 3, 358 30 

Cherokee school-fund..-......-..--e--.| 38, 933 05 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 486 66 48 97 
28, 525 00 | May 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 855 75 86 Jt 

354, 283 811 July 1, 1874,to Jan. 1, 1875 | 10,628 51 1,255 49 . 
38, 933 05 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 486 66 68 13 
31, 200 00 | Sept. 1, 1874, to Mar. 1, 1875 780 00 114 07 

85 19 | May 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 2 56 <6 
28,610 19 | Nov. 1, 1874, to May 1, 1875 858 3L 130 u6 

. 38, 933 05 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 486 66 73 YL 
354,283 84) Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1,1875 | 10, 628 51 1, 800 20 
38, 933 05 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 486 66 60 83 
31,200 00 | Mar. 1, 1875, to Sept. 1, 1875 780 00 129 67 

26, 4280 28 3, 768 00 

Cherokee asylum-fund.......----------| 67,675 27 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 2,030 26 239 82 
67, 675 27 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 | 2, 030 26 343 88 

4, C60 52 583 70 

Cherokee orphan-fund..-.-.-...--.---. 7,848 08 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 98 10 | - 9 87 
* 12, 225 00 | May 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 366 75 36 90 

209, 994 94 | July 1,1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 6, 299 85 744 17 
7,848 08 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 98 10 13 73 

12,925 00 | Nov, 1, 1874, to May 1, 1875 366 75 55 70 
7,848 08 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 98 10 14 90 

209,994 94 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1,1875 | 6,299 8 1, 067 04 
7,848 08 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 | - 98 10 12 26 

13,725 60} 1,954 57 

Chickasaw national fund..............- 6,197 01 |} Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 77 46 . 779 

| 296,731 94 | May 1, 1874, to Nov. 1,1874| 8, 901 96 695 76 
. 50 95 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 1 53 18 

6,197 O01 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 77 46 10 @4 
235, 731 94 | Nov. 1. 1874, to May 1, 1875 7, 071 96 I, 074 05 

6,197 01 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 77 46 11 76 
50 95 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 1 53 * 26 

60, 450 00 | Nov. 1, 1874. to May 1, 1875 1,511 25 220 55 
6,197 O1 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 77 46 9 68 

17, 798 07 2, 230 87 

Chippewa and Christian Indians........| 11,775 48 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 147 19 14 81 
31,017 12 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 930 51 109 92 
11, 775 48 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1,1875 147 19 20 61 
11,775 48 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 147 19 22 35 
31,017 12 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 930 51 157 61 

| 11,775 48 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 147 19 18 40 

| ) 2,449 78|- 343 70 

Choctaw general fund ..........202--6- 2,000 00 | Aug, 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 25 00 2 52 
1,781 90 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 53 46 6 32 
2,000 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1275 25 00 3 50 
2 000 00 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 25 00 3 80 
1,781 90 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 53 46 9 05 

: 2 000 00 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 25 00 3 12 

. 206 92 28 31 

ne



154 INTEREST IN COIN AND PREMIUM. 

E.—Interest collected on United States bards, payable in cain, fe.—Coatinusd. 

aS a a 

| + 

“ Face of Period for which interest | Coin inter-| Premium 
Fund or tribe. bond. | was collected. est. realized. 

J SN - ee (ee 

Choctaw school-fund...-....-.-...-.--.| $32, 600 00 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 £400 00 $40 25 
18, 355 20 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 550 66 635 05 
32, 000 00 | Noy. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1,1875 | — 400 00 56 00 
32, 000 00| Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 400 00 60-75 
18, 355 20 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 550 66 93 27 
32, 060 00 | May 1, 1875. to Aug. 1, 1875 400 00 50 00 

| 2,701 32} 365 32 
Creek orphans.........-2222.22-2-+----| 2,301 09 | Ang. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 28 76 2.89 

414 16 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 12 43 1 47 
2,301 09 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 23 76 4 03 
2,301 09 | Feb, 1,1875, to May 1, 1875 28 76 4 37 

. 414 16 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 12 43 211 
2,301 09 | May 1, 1875, to Aug, 1, 1875 28 76 3 60 

139 89 18 47 

- Delaware general fund .............-+-| 210,300 00 } Aug. 1,187, to Nov.1,1874| 2, 628 75 264 52 
52, 587 43, July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1,1875 | 1,577 62 186 36 

; 210, 300 GO | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 | 2, 628 75 368 02 
210, 300 00 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 2,628 75 399 24 
52,587 43 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1,1875 | 1,577 62 267 Qh 

210, 300 00 | May, 1, 1875, to Aug. 1.1875 | 2, 628 75 328 59 

- 13,670 24| 1,813 94 

Delaware schooi-fund...--.......--.---| 11,000 00 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 137 50 13 84 
11, 000 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 137 50 19 25 
11,009 00 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 137 50 20 8&8 
11, 000 00 | May 1, 1875. to Aug. 1, 1875 137 50 17 19 

550 00 71 16 

TOWaS.. 22... 00 eee e ween eee eeee ee eeeee-| 22,643 24 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 28304 | 8 48 
12, 220 19 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 366 60 43 30 

| 22, 643 24 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 283 04 39 63 
. 22, 643 24 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May J, 1875 283 04 42 99 

12, 220 19 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 366 61 62 09 
22, 643 24 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 283 04 35 38 

| 1, 865 37 Q51 87 
| Kansas schools ......2..222ss2seeeeeee2/ 11,055 25 | Ang. 1, 1874, to Nov.1,1874| 138 19|  ~—«13 91 

16, 212 06 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 486 36 O7 45 
| 11, 055 25 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 138 19 19 35 

11, 055 25 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 138 19 20 99 
16,212 06 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 486 36 82 38 
11,056 25 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 138 19 17 27 

, 1, 525 48 211 35 
i SS SS SS 

KickAPooS «2.2.22. cceee ese eeen ee cee eee 440 09 | May 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 13 20 133 
440 09 | Nov. 1, 1874, to May 1, 1875 13 20 2 00 

131,400 00 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 1, 642 50 165 28 
131, 400 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1,1875 | 1, 642 50 229 95 
131, 400 00 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1,1875 | 1, 642 50 249 45 

\ 128, 150 00 | May !, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 1, 601 88 200 23 

| 6, 555 78 848 24 

. Kaskaskias, Peorias, Wear, and Piar- | 2,647 03 | Aug.1,1874, to Nov.1,1874/ 3369/3 33 
keshaws, 100 89 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 3 03 36 

. 2,647 03 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 33 09 4 63 
2,643 03 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 33 09 5 03 

100 89 | Jan. J, 1875, to July 1, 1875 . 303 51 
2, 647 03 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 33 09 414 

. - 138 42 18 00 

Menomonee ....ee. eee rece venenvcvccee| 126,438 89 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 1, 580 48 ~ 159 03 
| 8,018 52} July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 240 55 28 41 

126, 438 89 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 | 1,580 48 221 27 
126, 438 89 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1,1875 | 1,580 48 240 04 

8,018 52 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 240 55 40 74 
| 126, 438 89 | May 1, 1875, to Aug.1,1875 | 1,580 42 197 56 

. 6, 803 02 887 05



INTEREST IN COIN AND PREMIUM. 155. 

E.— Interest collected on United States bonds, payable in coin, f-c.—Continued. L 

«bet Face of Period for which interest | Coininter- | Premium 
Fund or tribe. bonds. was collected. est. realized. 

Osage schools. ......e--20--ee2-ee--+-| $34, 600 00 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 $425 00 $42 76 
6, 236 63 | July 1, 1874, to Jan, 1, 1875 1&7 10 22 10 

34,000 00 | Nov. J, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 425 00 59 50 

34,000 00 | #eb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 425 00 64 55 
6,236 63 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 187 10 31 69 

34 000 CO | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 425 00 53 12 

2,074 20 273 72 

Ottawas and Chippewas. ....-.-...--.- 6,300 CO | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 78 75 7 92 
2,000 00 | May 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 60 00 6 04 . 

8,909 47 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 267 28 31 57 
6,300 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 783 75 11 03 
2 000 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to May 1, 1875 60. 00 911 
6,300 00 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 738 75 11 96 
8,909 47 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 267 28 45 27 
6, 300 00 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 78 75 9 84 

' 969 56 132 74 

Pottawatomies, education...........-..| 18,500 00 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 231 25 23 27 
2,813 31 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 84 40 9 97 

: . 18, 509 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 231 25 32 38 
18, 590 GO | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 931 25 35 12 
2.813 31 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 84 40 14 29: 

. 18, 500 00 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 231 25_ 28 OL 

| 1,093 80! ‘143 94 

Pottawatomies, mills....---------------| 15,000 00 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 187 50 | 18 87 | 
15, 000 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 187 50 26 25. 
2,180 09 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 - 65 40 7 73 ~ 

15, 000 00 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 187 50 28 48 
2180 09 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 65 40 11 08 

15, 000 00 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 187 50 23 44 

880 80 115 85: | 

Pottawatomies general fund for Prairi3 ; 153.924 72 | May 1, 1874, to Nov. 1,18 3,117 74 313 72 
band. 92,924 72 | Nov. 1, 1874, to May 1,1875 | 2,87 74 427 95. 

‘ 5,935 48 741 67 

Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri,........| 9,825 00 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 122 81 12 36 
12,100 00 | July 1,1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 363 00 42 88 

9, 825 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 122 81 17 19 
9, 825 00 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 122 81 18 65. 

12,100 00 | Jans 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 363 00 61 48 
9,825 00 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 122 81 15 35. 

. 1,217 24 167 91 , 

Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi ...... 905 41 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 27 16 3 QL 
54, 200 00 | Sept. 1, 1874, to Mar. 1, 1875 1, 355 00 198 17 

905 41 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 27 16 4 69 

| 54,200 00 | Mar. 1, 1875, to Sept.1, 1875 | 1,355 00 225 27 

2,764 32 431 25 

Senecas. 2-2-2. ene ne ene wc cece we eeeees| 40,944 37 | Aug. 1, 1874, to’Nov. 1, 1874 511 80 51 50 
40, 944 37 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 oll 80 71 65 
40, 944 37 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 511 80 17 73 

37.17 | July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875 2 24 32 
. 40, 944 37 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. J, 1875 oll 80 63 98 ° 

2,049 44 265 18 | 

Senecas, (Tonawanda band) .....-----.| 86,950 00 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 1, 086 87 100 37 
86, 950 00 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 1, 086 87 152 16 
86,950 00 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 1, 086 87 165 07 
26,950 00 | May 1, 1875, t@ Aug. 1, 1875 1, 086 87 135 86 

. 4,347 48 562 46: 
| , ————S_ —e—eeeee Oe oe ee 

| .



156 INTEREST RECEIVED FROM PRODUCTIVE STATE BONDS. — | 
‘ 

a E.—ZJnterest collected on United States bonds, payable in coin, gc.—Continued. 

, a ” - Face of | Period for which interest | Coininter- | Premium 
Fund or tribe. bonds, | was collected. est. realized 

Senecas and Shawnees ......-.......-.| $4,894 37 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov, 1, 1875 $61 18 $6 16 
~ 9, 382 72 | July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 | . 281 48 33 25 

: 4,894 37 | Nov. 1, 1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 61 18 8 57 
9,282 72 » Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 281 48 47 68 
4,894 37 | Feb. 1, 1875, to May 1, 1875 6L 18 9 29 
4,294 37 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 61 18 7 65 
1,000 00 | Sept. 1, 1874, to Mar. 1, 1875 25 00 3 66 
1,€00 CO} Mar. 1, 1875, to Sept. 1, 1875 25 00 416 

| | 857 68 120 42 

Shawnees, ..-22-...02.22-ceeeeeeeeeee-| 4,835 65 | Aug. 1, 1874, to Nov. 1, 1874 60 45 6 08 
4,335 65 | Nov. 1,1874, to Feb. 1, 1875 60 45 8 46 
4,835 95 | Feb. 1, 3875, to May 1, 1875 60 45 9 18 
4,835 65 | May 1, 1875, to Aug. 1, 1875 60 45 7 56 

241 80 31 28 

Eastern Shawnees....-........--------| 11, G88 47 July 1, 1874, to Jan. 1, 1875 300 65 41 42 
11, 688 47 | Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1, 1875 390 65 o9 39 

, 701 30 100 81 
oe eeeeFEee I 

S I'.—Interest collected on United States bonds, payable in currency. 

TO  eSSSSSSF 

’ : eas Amount | Fund or tribe. Face of bonds Period for which interest was collected. collected. 

Cherokee national fund -.--.........| $156, 638 56 July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875 ..22..22.0.0.. $9, 398 32 
Cherokee school-fund .........-..-.. ol, 854 28 | July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875 .-........... 3, LIL 26 
Cherokee orphan-fund .............. 22, 223 26 | July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875.........2.2- 1, 333 40 
Delaware general fund.............. 44, 283 90 | July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875-22... 2. ee. 2, 957 02 

Total...---2.-eececececeeenee-| 280,000 00 |... ee eee eee eee ee ceeececceeeceeseeeee| 16,800 00 

Renee 

G.—Interest collected on certain State bonds, the interest on which is regularly paid. 

EES 

. Face of Period for which interest is Amount 
Fund or tribe. bonds. - regularly paid. collected. - 

Missouri State, Hannibal, and Saint Joseph 
° Railroad bonds, ; 

Cherokee national fund ..............-........-./ $2,000 00 | July 1, 1874, to July 1,.1875.....| $120 00 
Delaware general fund.............0c00.2e00--e- 8,000 00 | July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875..... 480 00 

Kansas seven per cent. bonds. 

Towas . ....------2-2s0---- eee ence eee eeeeeeesee-| 17,600 00 | July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875..... 1, 232 CO 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, Weas, and Piankeshaw 

Bchool-fund ---.-..0c.ecceeeenncncceesceeees---| 24,000 00 | July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875.....| 1,680 00 

Maryland siz per cent. bonds. 

Chickasaw national fund............--.0--2-e02-) 8, 350 17 July 1, 1874, to July 1, 1875..... 484 04 

Total ...2..eceeeceeceeceecceceeeesscceees| 59,950 17 |seeececcecceceeceeecceeeceeeeeee-| 3,996 04



INTEREST ON NON-PRODUCTIVE STATE BONDS. 157 

H.— Collections made since November 1, 1874, due and unpaid July 1, 1874, and prior thereto. 

INTEREST ON NON-PAYING STATE STOCKS. 
A 

g nB So a, 
g aaa | 38 : 

Period for which col- = ce a en 
cot lected. © He? oo 

3 5 oF8 | £8 
Fund or tribe. 2 | E | Kind of bonds. | = #4 ag 

3 ° ¢g a 3 B Oe 

© s Fated 2 0 
Z | : 3 2332) 83 

re “L — 3 

e | From— To— F BCS S ee 

: < C- aR < 

1860. 1862. 

Delaware general fund -.'$9, 600 00 | Oct. 1 Oct. 1 $80, 000 00 | North Carolina... |$9, 600 00 |....-... 

{ 960 OJ | Oct. 2; Oct. 1 8, 000 00 j....do...-....-. 960 OO |........ 
Kaskaskias,  Peorias, | 1863. | 

Weas, and Pianke-, | 3,900 CO | Oct. 1] Apr. 1 ‘6,000 00 |....do...... ..-./ 3,900 00 |....-... 

shaws. ) 12861, 
{ 60 00} Oct. 1] Apr. 1 2,000 00 j..-.do.... ..---. 60 00 |..-..... 

| Totalec.cceceesenes(14, 520 00 |..2.--.2--|--e--0--2-| 116, 000 00 oceccenseseeelid 520 00 |.....0. 
oe 

J.—Collections of interest made since November 1, 1874, falling due since July 1, 1874. 

2 | a | 38 
2 [ os eR 2 
2 | Period, a2 BS y 

. . 3 sq See 

Fund or tribe. © + 9 Kind of bonds. wer 
4 6 2 dod 

3 3 g28 
2 From— To— o 8 ek 

< ° < 

Chickasaw nationalfund.| $6,000 | July 1, 1874 | July 1, 1875 $100, 000 Virginia, Richmond | $6, 000 | 
& Danville Rail- 
road. 

Chickasaw national fund.} 30, 720 | July 1, 1874 | July 1, 1875 | 512,000 | Nashville and Chat- | 30, 720 
tanooga Railroad. | 

Chickasaw national fund. 3,120 | July 1, 1874 | Jan. 1, 1875 104, 000 | Tennessee ....-. -- 3, 120 

Chicka aw incompetents. 100 | July 1, 1874 | July 1, 1875 2, 000 | Indiana. INET | 100 

Creek orphans .-...--.---- 210 | July 1, 1874 | July 1, 1875 3,500 | Virginia, Richmond | 210 
& Danville Rail- 
road. 

Pottawatomies, education 3,350 | July 1, 1874 | July 1, 1875 67,000 | Indiana .........-- 3, 350 . 

Total -.ccccececees| 43,500 |.o. eee eee een efeeee ee ee eee ees} 788, 500 eee 43, 500 
| 

Recapitulation of interest collected, premiums, J§-¢., a8 per tables hereinbefore given. 

Coin-interest on United States bonds, (Table E) ...--..-...------------- $146, 212 51 

Interest on United States bonds, currency, (Table F)....-.--..---------- 16, 800 00 

Interest on paying State stocks, (Table G).-...--------- +--+ +-+--++ ------ 3, 996 04 

Interest collected on non-paying bonds due prior to July 1, 1874, (Table H). 14,520 00 

Interest collected on non-paying bonds due since July 1, 1874, (Table J). — 43, 500 00 

Total interest collected during the time specified ........---------- 225, 028 55 - 

Add premium on coin-interest on United States bonds--..-..----.------- 19, 840 08 

Total premium and interest.........--- ---- 222+ eeee ee eee e ee cere ee 244, 868 68 

Deduct amount refunded to the United States ....-...---.-------------. 14,920 00 | 

Balance carried to the credit of trust-fund interest due various Indian 

triDeS..-- cece cee vec ce cece cece eee cece ne tee eee ceeceeccsee eres 230,348 63 

Unexpended balances on the books of the Indian Office October 31, 1875, 

under various heads, of “‘trustfund interest due,” Ge. 

Chickasaw incompetents ..-.....-- .- 2-2 eee eee cee eee cee cree renee cere $1,450 00 

Cherokee school-fund...... -... 22-28 eee eee eee cee ene teen cers cess 909 67 

| Creek orphan-fund .... 2... 22. 2. cee cee ce eee cee cee cee teen cree cee tees 32 36 

a



158 INTEREST ON HAND AND APPROPRIATED. - 

— Delaware school-fund .....2.. 222 2222 2.20 eee coe e cece eens veceee cece sues $6,002 11 
ToWAS 22-22. 2-2 - ee cee cee c ee eee eee c eee eee teens cee eeeeeeeee 2,986 63 
Kansas’ school .-.-.. 22-22-22 cee eee ne cece cece cee cece een e cece enee 2,750 74 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, & ...-- 2-2 eee ee ee ee wee wee ede cece eee 23-58 | 
Menomonees .. 2... 0-2. eee ee een ce cece cee cen ee ceeene cecece 2,059 33 
Osage schools -..-.. 0222-2 02-2 ee cee cee eee cee eee cee eee cee eee seeeees 2,498 73 
Ottawas and Chippewas....-... 0222-22222 coe eee ee cece cee eee oe - #30, 983 00 — 
Pottawatomies, education .-..---. 22.2222. ee eee eee eee eee eens eens 8,981 05 
Pottawatomies, general fund, (Prairie band). -..........--22.---------2--- 3,452 15 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri... .... 22.2.2 220 co. oe eee cee wees ween ee 137 &6 
Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi-.......-... 22-22. ...02. 02-20 eeeaee ees 1,612 08 
Senecas, Tonawanda band ...--. 2... 2.222. cee ee eee eee eee cence eee 1,222 73 

| Senecas and Shawnees......- 22. 0.2. 222 eee ec cee ee eel eee eee 29 16 
Shawnees... 0.0. 222. 0 cee ee cee eee ee ee eee ween cece cece cece none cae 17 38 
Shawnees, (eastern)..----..----. eens cece ee cee eee cee eee eee cee eeeceecee 1,057 81 
Stockbridges, (on account of consolidated fund. See Statement D)........ 1,895 11 - 
Tabaquache and other Utes, (act of April 29, 1874)...........2....22..-... 4,387 79 
‘Interest due Osage Indians on avails of diminished reserve lands 

in Kansas...- 2-2. 022-22 cee eee cee eee eee eee eee ee eee ee $11, 317 57 
Less excess of appropriation to be refunded....-...........---. 3,333 33 

—-——-_ 7, 984 24 
Coin-interest due various tribes November 1, 1875, collected but not covered 

into the Treasury, to be augmented by premium......2...2-...---...... 18,091 47 

. , 94, 864 93 
. 

* The balance exhibited in the above statement as standing to the credit of “trugt-fund interest due Otta- 
was and Chippewas ” is accrued interest on investments made for their benefit prior to the treaty of 1855, and 
your attention is respestfully invitsd to the stipulations in said treaty relating to the funds of these tribes. 

Statement of appropriations made by Congress for the year ending June 30, 1875, on non- 
paying stocks held in trust by the Secretary of the Interior for various Indian tribes. 

eee 

. a Annual in- 
Bonds. . L Principal. |terest appro- 

D priated. Ay . ' 

Arkansas 2... 2 cc eee cece eee tenn ee wee eee ccc w cc ae tanec ene cceneeeneaes 6 | $90,000 00 | $5, 400, 00 
0s ae 7 | 132,000 00 9, 240 60 

. North Carolina .-.. 2... cece eee ne eee ee cnn e ee cece e cence ewes ceeeee cece 6 | 192, 000 00 11, 520 (0 
South Carolina 0.0.00 cnc cece ee cen wen enc ne cnet cece ee cence sens emnenennae 6 |\125, 000 00 7,500 00 
Tennessee . 22. een eee e ene cee cece wee cece cee e tenn cescwercces 6 ; 104, 000 00 6, 240 00 
TTODNESSCE - 222 2 ee ee ee ee ne cee ee a cece cote wens ene cennces 54 | 66, 666 662 3, 500 00 
TeNNES8CO 022. oe cee een cee cee ec cee e sce e wns conn necceces ©) | 165, 000 00 8, 250 00 
Virginia... 2. ene cece cece ne cece cee ene ewe eee ne sc necwnccuascees 6 | 594, 800 00 35, 688 00 
Louisiana ...-.-- 2... eee ee ee eee cee cece ence eect cent enenwerncns(sccnes}| 37,000 00 2, 220 00 

; Deficiency on account of arrears on $37,000 Louisiana 6 per cent. State 
bonds, from November 1, 1873, to May 1, 1874 ...2.- ccc cece ewww cece e| cee nee] cnemneencaee 1,110 00 . 

Total amount appropriated .....0.2c-ceceeccecsceeccocceecenc cece ve wene lsc veeeee 90, 668 00 

Re-imbursements. . 

No interest has been collected during the year upon these non-paying bonds for any 
_ portion of the period for which the above appropriations were made; but by reference 

to Statement “H, collections of interest,” it will be seen that interest amounting to 
$14,520, which accrued on North Carolina bonds prior to July 1, 1863, has been collected 
since November 1, 1874, and deposited in the Treasury to re-imburse the United States 
for appropriations previously made to enable the Government to pay the tribes inter- 
ested, the annuities falling due them on the investments made for their benefit.



UNITED STATES TO BE REIMBURSED FOR INTEREST. 159 | 

The United States should be re-imbursed from appropriations made for interest due 

‘Osages under the second article of the treaty of September 29, 1865, the sum of $3,333.33, 

being excess of interest appropriated on the net proceeds of the sale of Osage lands 

for the year ending November 1, 1874, viz, 5 per cent. interest from July 1 to November 

1, 1874, on $200,000, set apart June 30, 1874, from the amount of net proceeds of said 

lands, to be expended as authorized by the act of Congress approved June 22, 1874. 

Also for the same amount of excess of interest, $3,333.33, appropriated during the 

last session of Congress on the amount of net proceeds of said lands for the year end- 

ing November 1, 1875, which embraced au additional $200,000, also authorized to be 

expended by said act of June 22, 1874, the excess in this case being interest from July 

1 to November 1, 1875, on the additional $200,000 set apart June 30, 1875. 

An excess of appropriation was made during the last session of Congress for interest 

on “funds held by the Government for the Winnebagoes in lieu of investments,” viz: 

An estimate was submitted to Congress for 5 per cent. interest for the present fiscal 

year on $856,040.30, represented as a balance of the principal arising under the treaty 

coneluded with the Winnebagoes November 1, 1837. By reterence to trust-fund report 

of November 1, 1874, (see report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs for that year, page 

156,) it will be seen that the balance of said principal had been reduced to $804,909.17 

by a special appropriation of $82,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1875, The ex- 

_cess of interest appropriated (5 per cent. on $51,131.13, amounting to the sumof $2,556.56) 

should therefore be re-imbursed to the United States. ’



NECAPITULATION jee Statement vA oo must Sands and stocks upon which interest accrues fur various Indian tribes for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1876, g approp Jor fulfilling treaty-stipwlations and special appropriations of a specific, general, beneficial, or incidental character. oS 

| On account of bonds ana | 02 account of funds placed | Appropriations for the fiscal | . 
| ~ stocks held in trust by the Staton Treasury te ew Fea Te tne 30, 1876, : 4 - et oe ‘ as ie o in addition to i t 4 | Tribes and funds. Secretary of the Interior. investment. stocks and funds, " Total fr each Total amount. re a , p> 

oo Principal. Interest. Principal. | Interest. vee Special. 2 

A ach fA . ig cececeae . 
| 

a 
paches of Arizona, (special) ne rote et te er ates |tseeeeer scene | eee ee eee ene, $350, 000 00 | $350, C00 00 B 

Apaches of N 100. eenen sence ceaeee “uo | *99:.000 00 
paches of New Mexico beet e nee e nee eeeeenns [teccceescecucclsccececcecuce. retseceeeicceercaneeaa teseesesseeee-| 100,000 00 | 100,000 U0 #85 o Apach . . | ——— 100, 000 00 TR paches, Kiowas, and Comanches....... 2... cc eek ec cans cuccne. Peat eee e teen ee esteeeeea ence elemeene eee ees | nner e ee ec ene, $67, 700 00 |..........-... 67,700 00 md 

Arapahoes, Cheyennes, Apaches, Kiowas, Comanches, and _ . 67, 700 C0 5 Wichitas, (special) .......-. 0 ee eee cece cece neces | = 
| a eR Cn Oe ee ee Dn 10100 1100) 300, 000 00 > 

Asszinaboi cial) 2... ...eeee : | _ 300, 000 co 
Ss:inaboines, (special) ee crrreesnesens essreseesccnee ocoseesecaze see cece snneee 30, 000 00 30, 000 00 a ‘ok: . —_—— ——— 30, 000 00 Arickarees, Gros Ventres, and Mandans, (special)......2. ccccc.|eceeuecececce. a a a 85, 060 00 85, 000 00 Pe Blackfeet . . 

— —-—_—. 85, 000 00 lackfeet, Bloods, and Piegans, (special) .-....2...... 000 ccunec|scuceccecccce, wee eee eeeeees oe eee een w we cenaes 50, 000 00 00, 000 00 i 
: . ——-— 50, 000 00. | Cheyennes and Arapahoes ........ 2... ee cee cence censceeecues sete ence ne meme e eww e wee tenn ee pees eens tees e eee wees 47,200 00 |.--....-.. ce. 47, 200 00 . 9 

. Chickasaws : 
- oo #7, £00 00 io Hational fund, investment. .-.----0s+-ee-soeeserseeeceeees BL, 175, 496 732)... ee ccc few eee e eee c cece leeee ee cceccecclececnecccccce lececee s teres vette recente ene eet seeeeerneeeeteceeee [ewer ecetencees| $67,967 84 |ececcececccce [ese ee cee reece flee cen LETTE 65669 By Rm Fulfilling treaty .. 2.0.0... 22s ceeeeeee eee ce cee ee ees cence [reeeeeseetsens[eeatsccesstaes| soccer eccseee, feeseee ee eee, 3,000 00 |.........220-- 3, 600 00 o 

Chickasaws : | 
— 10, 907 84 ZA Tneompetents, Investment. .... 0... eee eee ewe e cee eee 2,000 00 |... ee een e eee leew ee eee eee cee eee cen w ewe | secon ec cenwars| connec cecceneclececce cc ecece. ” NUCPESE ON BAMEC.. 20. e cee ee cece ene cece me cee mecnas [sauce scenrsuns 1,000 00 |... eee eee lee cee eee m ns cence een nc cn nslsnnucescacene. 1, 000 00 bri ; ; a 
—_—_—_—— 1,000 00 _ Chippewas, Boise Fort band ....6..... 20. c scene cece n ee cenes [ecec eens cccecs scncccucuceca /ecenececcccce. sen eceercnnues 15, 100 00 j.....-.....2.. 15, 100 00 S 

Chippewas of Lake Superior: - 9, 200 00 bet Fulfilling ireaty .......0.0.. cece e seen i yaa oe ce eee e ee twee ate es | cee nee ewe e ee ne ecm seen cnawnns|emennerancencs(cnceseucveneee 2,860 00 |...-.-.--..ee. 2, 260 00 4 Special appropriation...... 2.0.0... c eee ee eee eee w ere ee, ten eee cme nee ewe e man teem eee eee mes cee eee w ens eww een nn temnne 15, 000 00 15, 000 00 ot 
. boctocte cs —_—— 17, 860 CO I Chippewas of the Mississippi ........2. se. cee ce eec ence nce em ene: |canccwmccecaneleccecccecaccerleneseccceccce. wee sme eee enes 44,902 O1 |...........08. 44,902 OL x 

Chippewas and Christian fund, investment. .-.......--.-c-e00e 42,792 60 j.re. sewn eeen ns |emmeveneene 14,902 OF Interest 00 SAMC..-. pe eens pee sceenerecest eee eecteessceccs[tenseacsrenene| 9 449-79 seeeeeeeeenas seneeeeeeceee: Lestegeseesens{rseecececeeen | 2 449°79) 
—_——_ —_— 2,449 79 

- Chippewa, Pillager, and Lake Winnebagoshish bands..........|..2-e--ceecasJeceecceceesces|ooeetanccescesfeceeeccnscenne| 25, 166 66 |... .. serene 25, 166 66 95.166 66 : 
. Te ee ’ 

Chippewas of Red Lake and Pembina tribe of Chippewas ......|-.-.--.0eeeenelecncecceeeccncleemneeenerees[eeenesescrcees| 35,400 00 |..--2-0.--0ne- 35, 400 00 
_—— 35, 400 00 

Choctaws: | 
pet Palfilling treaty 2.2.0.0. ccc cce nee n eee e meee cece cence nec nee| wee ccecneeceelecnceneaasenee|smesenescacces [pens cne cer eres 10, 520 00 |...-.-.-...--. 10, 520 00 4 
Fr General fund, investment ........-.ceeceeeeeceeececesecene| 408,781 90 |... sees nc eleneec nee necene|ecee ce ce eceres[eceeeeeeceeece[eneeececes cee [eeeeeeerecenes bd 

| re Interest ON 8AM... 2... eee e eee wee cnet ene ce cee tonnes [semen serertees Q7, 206 OL fo nnn enn n nec penne cw ecw cee lew cence cece ween ewne ec cwnecnne 27, 206 91 tl 

A —-chool-fund, investment .-....cccccceccsceneccnccececrcees| 50,855 20 |ooccce vce cec ccf ccc ece ces ceec[eceeceecemees[ecesecenseceas|soeeeceeeeeeceecee ee eece cece | b> 
Interest ON SAMO. - o-oo occ c ec ec ee cece eee cee eee nee eeeec[eetenecewecees| 2901 B1 |v ec cccc cee [eccceesacceces|soccccesececcs{eccessceecceee| 2,701 31 ie 
Fund in lieu of investment ...... 0220.2 enen ee enn etc e seems e cece enn ewe wesleweesenesneeee|: PS9D, 257 92 |... n-ne enn slew ence een cee es (ene n ee ew esc ne [nner eeseneces | 
Interest ON SAME. 2... 2.0ee cen e en cence ence meee nee e nc cnnner|emweeecwscscesleweccansenenns|sanancnaacsans $19, 512 BD |awaneenceeenes|orceeenrentoes __ 39,5122 89 59,941 11 EB 

Crows: 
os | | Fulfilling treaty COBO DAKO SAF HO HES SOSH HEESHHSSESHBOBKES erates [tenor eeu nseocartiogncosnsaeeSeOtizsuwmnateeennwserieaaannsecnsaneane 

67, 623 00 *""00.000 00. Oy O23 ON og 

j ] * Tiation . 2.2.0. ceca nc ene me we cece wcnmw as cannes sean esas ease eerfran ans ea sseeatiscanaan,. evenawmacetnnaanneenen ea Geenasleoenaannvnesnsananar Specia approp | , ———___——} 167, 623 00 mB 
Creeks : 

Permanent annuities .. 0... cnc ewe nee sewn n nem n ne aw nce cenens ceonmesewasreeers|[aewae nec oeneceaes{sesen ss eecenw ee f[ensase ene awaes 26, 210 00 sense nevasenne| 26, 210 00 Ee 

Fund in Neu of investment ....-.2.-0--22 cence eee ee teen ns eeneeeeeeseres|sceeescenceees| 875, 168 00 93 25g 40 43" 958 40° > 
t t ene Des BR BanFOBet ess FSaseeneese sevens ewanssensionnneneeaesecer| sneer staenesaeeisannasnesuaan ae , exreeeansanceeewrlenwmaaxnethanneoaue . . Interest on same 2 , _————— 69,968 40 

Creek orphans’ fund, investment ....cccccunans neeassaccneseun: 77, 015 25 conwec wearers sereneeeoerns setae cceseeee eee 807 0, t on 8 gn cen ae ene ee cee mae cannes cues ce cmenes[conmnnawanaans 4, 397 90 |... ecw een n ele e ene ce cee net ecw n nn ce neceen| semen cscences 4,397 90 p> | Interest on same : ’ ——_—— 4,397 90 hy 
Cherokees : ; 4 

National fund, investment. ........2- sn cence canenscencces- 955, 602 BT |... 2s enn eence|en eens een ene [een ene ce tce meet ennn ence scenes [tecenecetsonen| tener zee sces ce Interest Of S8MEC .-2--- wee e ne cee eee ce cee ce we ce eee cee e femme ceceeeens| 55,907 OL [eee ee cee ee lene wee cel cme ee cece wn cel ene aneccceeees 55, 907 01 © National fand, (abstracted)...--. 2.2.0 eeccne seneeeeewceene G8, 000 00 |...----anennna|eeanencecnecec lessens ccrnencs|sanesceecceees|sesenecnnescas|steenes loo e ae) 3 Interest-on same appropriated in lieu ed 4, 080 00 [es 2-22 ee ee seen fone ee ce eens [eee nee e ee rene tena e eters eee: 4, 080 00 | re Schoul-fund, investment .......02..-. eee cee eee eeee ee eeeeee| 528, 881 36 |... nee eel ee ee ee ee [emcee creer ee came meee cnne een e rete ecenas|scecessenceese > Interest OM SAME 00. - 2. cence ence ce cane c cen e ne ccce ce ceeeue| scene ne eeeees 31, 101 Gl f..- 20 eee een e ele ewe ee eee ew eee] os eee cece meen] seneneceencces 31, 101 61 el 
School fund, (abstracted) ....-. 2. cece nee eee ence wees nr emnnne 15, 000 00 een A , a Interest on same appropriated in lieu . 1... csc ene cence ence new e [seen neeeerene. 900 00 |. ----2 ee ceneee|eeeene ce seeeeefone newer een ens|eeceeeceeseees 200 00 S - Orphan-fund, investment. ....... 02-62 - een eee eee e ee tenes 252, 291 2B |... rears eno e[eseeee ce eeee es fee ener cere ens |seen ence cence [seneee ceracees [scenes esas nan. a . Interest On SAM6 ..-- ee cece ee een ee ene e ec cee ee cee nee weneee ae rey 15, O57 BO |... 22. eee e een eee ce eee n elec e eee eee e wenn [tonne ecencenes 15, 057 80 @ 

Asylum-fund investment .... 22. en ww ee wee w mene anccwnes , 
een EG. Interest On SAMO... 22-22 0oecoe seen encore nceeceececeeccsfecceeeeeeeeees| 4,060 52 [oe eee ee ees leeeeeecceneeee|ecceseecseens[-ceseseeeeenee| 4,060 52 a 

Cherokee, national, school, and orphans’ funds, in the pro- 9 

portions of 50.35 and 15 per Ne (balance of transfer 721.748 80 
from Osages in lieu of investMent)....-.- can. n cen rena [emcee etme ere eslenecnecencweee ’ am ag eee oe ad op Interest ON SAMO ce cececceccccceeeecccccccccccccsrcccscens{eonsccecesencs/cccnsccenseces[esescecescseee| 36,087 44 |.....-02...--.|scnseccceeeee-| 36,087 44 @ ——_-—_—— 147, 194 38 oO 

Confederate tribes and bands of Indians in Middle Oregon. ...-..]---+-++--+-eecfoeeeeeeeere ene lenee cece eneene|seenes scenes 7,600.00 Jenene crrorees —— z,60000 | 
| D’Wamish and other allied tribes in Washington Territory ......|------e-cseseclencccccmesseceleonenecccnewnafenceee ser ccees 11,950 00 |...2..---0000- 11, 950 00 11. 950 00 o 

, ’ 

Delawares : 
General fund, investment.....- ..--ceeecccesenc scence cance 460, 171 33 evens et ewe n ems [ssn msatsesenene([seapase nn sazaes resect ewese wes saws toneeune ensennsscactans 
Interest ON BAMO 22-08. cece ce www cece ence e wee se ance wesmees Se re ee 26, 037 28 swanwecesuowaniowerce se snwane lesan aestecesaeaurisanmanecosenenuner 26, 037 28 bol 

. School-fund, investMent. .. 2... -cnwccwcccenenecccnarenccas 11, 000 00 Seana ce PH weoeneiconnwes ecotenaasianeaeanercaesseuwvanlsanane aan enaanee ween ne Ha ct anns ease anceouenueasn So: 

, Tnterest O SAMO 2... cnc wns ceca necwcs cna menaascacancenaane euaaunwve nen ees 550 00 een moan htoaseann ant toes mn wn ve csenenmanceleoenwraatatwevneanaetsreunwnnneeneaemaeae 
550 00. pwnd,



RECAPITULATION A.—Statement of all trust-funds and stocks upon which interest accrues for various Indian tribes, fc.—Continued.' a 

| 0 t of funds placed | A iations for the fiscal | | ~ n. account of funds place ppropriations for the fiscal |. 
| On acconnt of bonds and | to their credit in the United | year ending June 30, 1876, | 

| Secretary of the Interior States Treasury in lieu of | in addition to interest on | ry 
Tribes and funds. y * | investment. stocks and funds. ‘Total for each Total amount, e 

eee tribe, 
; b> 

Principal. Interest. Principal. Interest. Fulfilling Special, - | ey 
treaties, ne 

a 

DELAWARES—Continued. b> 

Fund in lieu of abstracted bonds. .....- .ccceocccccccecceces eee meet wcenen: ‘e@aeenwectenasear $406, 571 28 eomm eee en semaaelomenweeneaeeenneaevfeovreanseeecr ens sazsinwmanunecenveaneona Zz 

Interest ON SAMO ..-- 2. cece ec ccc cae ceccecccccceccccecceccns[eeet eet erccans[eewsancccctwas|coccescesencee| $20,328 56 |... cece ee[ece eee eeeeeee-| $20, 328 56 ‘ 0 
« —_—_—— 46,915 84 

Flatheads and other confederate tribes... 20. ee ec cece ee ence ec [eee c ee cee eee] cece ne cence ee elemnene ce ceenee| teaeeccencees| $18,500 00 |...--..- 20008. 18, 500 00 5 
—_——_— 18, 500 00 

Flatheads removed to Jocko reservation: special improvements | & 
in lieu of proceeds of lands. ....2 2. eee cece cee cece cece nn (tee ee enc eee nee e eet w cee enw e nnn n eens lem eeteen ee tne: | cence sce eeeees $5, 000 00 5, 000 00 pa 

. —_——— 5, 000 00 b> 
Gros Ventres: special appropriation ......- 2. c cee e seen ne cnn (eee enter e teen ee cee w ee feme ene ce cee eee (sence cet eenesleen ene cnaeenas 35, 000 00 35, 000 00 re 
; ‘ ———_—_. 35, 000 00 > 
owas: 

Investment... 2... cece see cece cn cece ne cwcmencuseccense $107, 463 43 |-.... 22 - c eee lowe ewe ecw eet lene m ee nc eeeccc] Cocee we cenens [neces ens ecasfeceuancecemecs ry 
Interest On SAME .. 2. ee eee eee wee ecw e wee ce cc were we cnc cae (totes ceseeces ORD AS 1 Ak a a 6, 617 37 ry 
Funds in lieu of investment... -. cece cece cc cee w ee cc ween e (tote et eee en ee lesen meee tesees 57,500 00 | a el eee wee eel meter occ ne [ewww ence ceueee 9 
Interest On Same ... 2.2 enn cee cw ec ce een tween ce mns (etre ete e ene teeta cece wean (samees ee ecenee 2, B75 00 |------ ee eee ee Jenne eee 2, 875 00 o 
Abstracted bonds, re-imbursed fund.....- 2.2. .cenecccncne as (tote et cnt een ne | teen ne ce enneee 66,735 00 | lle ee cee ee fee nee e enn cee e| eee cen en tennes rd 
Interest ON SAMO... eee a een ccc wwe nec cee ce rem e ee cm w sens (ete a een eee eee ew eee lemme ee ee eweens 3, 336 75 |... --- eee eee cee eee eee 3, 336 75 a 

—_——_- — 12, 829 12 7 
Kangas Indians: : Pe 

School fund, investment... 0... ee cen e cece cece ccesees 4 Oy A) ed ee en ae On  ( om 
Interest On SAME «2.22. ne wee cee eee ec cece ne cence cence eel ote ee cn renees 1,525 48 je. -- 2 n-ne eee] cece cece nef ew eee cece eee e| cnc w ee ce emenes 1, 525 48 O 
Funds in liew of investment ...... 222. ce cee ce ce eee cee wwe feet e tee e ecw en feemmmesccccen.| 200,000 00) epee eee ce cece ee lene a ee cee en cael ewececccereeee Z 
Interest O19 SAME .. 221-2 cece ccm e cme ecw cece (eee teem eee | eee ee se tecen: ese m ee eeenenn. 10, 000 00 j-----.--------]--- ee ee ee eee 10, 000 00 os 
Special appropriation, re-imbursable... 0... 2. cece cece ne cee e le meee emcee ween eee t eens lteter mate e nee ewe neces nm efeeeerees fence 20, 000 00 20, 000 00° bx 

————__ 31,525 48 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, Weas, &c. : © 

vestment... 2. cane w ems ween wes cetcee emer a newer eces sane 80, 047 92 eseveaere tee awe (seer ater eeeeee isan em wn eos eaww se [ete we eee ese masse loose ea meee sewn aerjlecawnaneen wmodcnawne wo 

Interest ON SAMO... 0. e cece eect cee ne renee emer eens |cenn ne cn eeeeee 4, 939 40 |-----e ence eel ee fen ee c eee eee lee e nee ence eens 4,939 40 font 
Ahool fund, investment...... 2.22.20 eee ee eee ne wee eeeeees 44, 700 00 |. 22 - een eee nee [emer me nee ee ce eee fem eee ees [en ee eee rene ee | cee e es caw eenas oo 

b rest ON SAME ... 2. eee ee eee ce cen ee etree elven mane enrenes 3, 129 00 |.-- 222 eee nef ee ce eee fe ee eee eee eee eee e ee cee 3, 129 00 | ot 
I, stracted bonds, re-imbursed fund... 2.2.2. .sccee cece e fee e ene cc ecce ee feecetecenccces|  *16,295 98 epee eee eee fe eee cect eee fe weet eee enenes l 

terest ON SAMC...0..ccncwe cece ne cnc wee een ee cme c ee teens ena n ewe eens [eee cennneenns (sweeneeecenae: B14 BO jn... ee eee ee eee ene eee eee 814 80 a 
—_———_ ——____ 8, 883 20 oO 

Kickapoos: ° 
Investment.... 2. cence een nce eww ern ence cececesecensewns| 128, 590 00 |---- ee ee neem efi w ewe eee ceed cme we ee cence ewe eee eee ewe eee ee cme nee cena ne ce teenae 
Interest on same seem ere taeeaeranseoe ete anasto Seesavs eves ees esa nnn (saan aa nvannang 6, 433 91 waar eoe twee slo aaa we ceo eresnnae ee ee ee ee 6, 433 91 . 

Funds in liew of investment ..2.. ccc cee cece eee nce wee] ce wee cece ewes | teens mene wees 93, 581 09 |... ee ee fc ce wwe lene nee ce eww ee lem ee eamecceace 
Interest ON BAMC... eee ene eww ene ee cee ces cerns wen ca lewem eee ccwemelensane nese ennslenamnscenerens 4,679 05 Lo. n see ee eee ee lame peewee ewes 4,679 05 

: | . leeeecceccesee-| 20,000 00 20, 000 00 31. 112 96 
errs rr wd aaccenaenetsccessosesaaes soeeneccsseers : Ee ee oo 

Special appropriation ....--------- . 17,100 00 |.eceeeceeeeee- 17, 100 00 1 100 00 

. enone nemuselrsocevnseunene came ee wsmwacvatsonurresrowrncs soenrwerceres , SN ’ 

Klamaths and Modocs....----+++++reecrrrrrccereces cc ccenac[eecceeeeneeees 10, 000 00 10, 000 00 10.000 00 4 

2 s it > 8 ecial) . 22. eee ww cen ccc ccececrce: we mweerccscscer|eserreccseneee sooereeerceret ee ’ Modoes in Indian Territory, (sp | eceeeeeee: 8, 600 00 |...22.--22+--- 8, 600 00 2. 600 00 es 

Makaha ...--2e-eenee cere rene cnrsre sree serenncerrcwcwerre cers | od cece eccc[enecee ceeeeers 35, 000 00 |..-----------: 35, 000 00 35.000 00 5 
Malheur reservation, Indians on, (special) ..---- 222+ eee nceccerfereret essere reprrere rere TT ™ rq 

MenprNntneDt cveeecveeeceeeeveeeeeeeceecesssnesceeeeececeee] | MSOMAST AT Loveeg-segcage ec TUTTI eee b 
Interest On SAMO...-++2.2-ceerer eer eeeseeereeseeesscorterferrrstrrsers ey UNS een) eaeceweeees| 16,179 06 |.-----eeeeroe: 16,179 92 6 
Fulfilling treaty ..-...--0--ceeccee senses eeeenees ee ee 1,100 00 |...-------++-- 1, 100 00 1.100 00 A 

Miamies of Eel River. ..-.--20 eee ce ccc ccn cere nrc cercceerensnn[rrnsnereer rere eee eee eee | | —_——— ’ % 

Miamies of Indiana : —ccecowce]  QQ1, 257 86 |on---.-en-enee[eeeeeeeeceeeeeferenerecserens|rertas aes 38: Oo 

, Fund in lieu of investment. ...---------+---eeeeeecce see eecforonseroserres [rere sere erry 11, 062 89 |.-----eeeerrer[oerenereeer cn 11, 062 €9 | 11, 062 89 > 
Interest ON SAME. .....- ene meee ne creme ereesrercemesenceeeiner eres ern” co 

Miamies of Kansas : ne pecccees 50, 000 00 |.--------- een efere nee cr reece tfeee nr ean a. 
Fund in lieu of investment. ...---------+-sen serene, 2,500 00 |.--- er ene ner fereere rrr re A a 0 F 
Interest ON SAME.----+--- 2-0 se sere rere s eer ce ster meres re Pere ee eT vn ee wececnt|ccunceccneeces[seeeeeceneeees 19,000 00 |..-..-+---+-+- _ 11,500 00 ee 

| Fulfilling treaty ..------+++e+errenceeeerces | nN ceeeenseees 3,000 00 |...-.--e-eeee: 3, 000 00 3.00000 © 

Molels. cconcsnncccncs ewer cece ener cect aansccccsnmascsecrencuss® secant eewewcartesneresrenr” wee ; — ? rg 

oe 0,000 00 | 20,000 00 ou 
Mixed Shoshones, Bannacks, and Sheep Eaters: No cace cede [abecee cee eeece|ree eer ccceenee[enserers renee: 20, {SE 20, 000 00 > 

Special appropriation ...-.--+--rressoere reese ster sr cecr es) : eecereeeveees| 81,175 00 |.ccecreeeee| 8417500} gy 

NAVAJOCR ----- 2 -eoeee erro nse reresceroeee reser seer eee e eee - ee eee 25, 800 00 |...---e--2eee: 25, 800 00 95 800 00 S 

Nez PercéS..-- 22 -e--eeeereee seen cererewecrecnscrenccwccsecen: saneasueotuane oo . 37, 700 00 oo eeweeewe: 37, 700 00 37 700 00 9 

Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes...-.-----+ser-ceseeerrrnns[orererrecrece eens ee 25,100 00 |....-.---2+-=- 25, 100 00 95, 100 00 a 
Ommabad ..cccccecccecececececcanccaccececeeccceececenercesee:fesssenscensans [terres sess eee: snrecercecwcecisors —_—_—_ ’ Ed 

Osages: cee nn cccccens|coneececeecces|sesearceeseece[semroserererecfeer esses reer "9" 074 90. 

nterest ON SAMEC....----- ee cee e ne crest enn e ence sseeeseeree peer e = Leese , ween cree cet ee etsoreer emer erer terre eee 
Fund in lieu of investment ..---.--------eeeceenee rene nn frre 18,456 00 |.--------ecr er [erer rere 18, 456 00 s 
Tnterest ON SAME. -..--- een nen ee eee rete sce tent ste ene prr reer errr yee newccee ~» 
Net proceeds of sale of lands, at 5 per cent. per annum, neceeee 175, 513 50 |.--- nee eee e ee cfocm rn e sneer rper rene soweeee = 
November 1, 1874. ..0.--eece cece ce cnc cee ce ceee teens ces ferssecceercceeteer cee : 

t Interest appropriated on same from November I, 1874, to rr er 38, 777 1B |.n-- ee eee ee eee lee reer eres: 38,77 18° 59, 307 38 

November 1, 1875. ....2-sceececeec seen ne cece ee cccenescen| srerreener eet r es __—_— ’ 

eas . att d March 3, 1875, Stat., vol. 18, p. 451. - 
* For change in this amount see section 11, appropriation act approve ’ ber 1, 1875, ($3,333.33, ) should am) 

+ Deficit in this amount of $40. . : , 1875, the interest on $200,000 from July 1 to November 1, ) (3,555.90, > 

+'T'wo hundred thousand dollars of this principal having been appropriated and set apart June 30 : oc 

be deducted from the sum of $38,777.18 and re-imbursed the United States.



| RECA PITULATION A.— Statement of all trust-funds and stocks upon which interest accrues for various Indian tribes, §c.—Continued. a 
On account of funds placed Appropriations for the fiscal aoa On acco ho of ponds ane to their credit in the United year ending June 30, 1876, 7 Secretary of the Interior States Treasury in lieu of in addition to interest on 

Tribes and funds. , y ‘| investment. stocks and funds. ota aor each) otal amount. ta 
: 

CR 
1@: 

i by 
Principal. Interest, Principal. Interest. Mulfilling Special. ss 

Cf, De Cf mq 
Ottoes and Missourias : 

*. 
Special appropriation, and re-imbursable from proceeds of 

p> 
their lands... 2... 0c eee ee cccccceccecccces ess... TT tree ete n sate n ewe ecw n elem we nec eneemne|saenns ceeccenclsewennccccene. $6, 000 00 $6, 000 00 A 

Pulfilling troaty ...0...000.0seeeeeseeeceeceeeee sees cceeefece ee ere tettteeseeeesteeeeereseeeee] — $9,000°00] 0.2.22 ..2.-1 "9000-00 o 
_—_——— 13,000 00 - 

Ottawas and Chippewas: 

$ TR 
Investment... 2... 220 0.ccceceececneecseccenceces coccccee. $21, 209 47 |.2.. 2... TT terete meen el tetee ees emee ne leem mene emen en |conmas cn tecene | nenns cece eee. a 

. Interest on BAING. 002s eens cece tem en een cme n ee en enn away |teencennnceene $1,199 57 |..............|.....-.. 0, wee ee eee emenne| ccc cen ccc cccne 1,199 57 
Pawinees 

—_——_ 1,199 57 < 
e€ : 

* Pulfilling treaty .......220.ccceceeccenececccececceecees.. TO teeter een teem ee ce ene| ccm amen cn sneelsoncnn ceccee ce 56,900 00 |.....2....00.. 56, 900 00 oy 
Special appropriation due for proceeds of lands ............|-se..c00-000, Tarte ere town wel em me ew ee rece eee cee ee ennne: lremc ee cc cennne $276 87 276 87 | | ———-——|__ 57,176 87 

0 
wate t ctr er eel tena ween ee cel enw wes cenw we cel ceenne scence ne|sancaenece. ce 18, 000 00 |.............. 18, 000 00 - , Fj | | ——__—_. 18, 000 00 

, Pottawatomies : . 
’ by Fulfilling treaties Ce OB eR Ow OE Bw eae twee edt e ew tee ene teens ce Sere e mee cee maelawmnecnssncane wa! seme waawsvawane| smcacecocnnaane!| 9, 144 44 own wen wn cancae! 9, 144 44 ’ © 

Education, investment To retercneseescceeserccwcevenceeaeee/ 79,613 31 |.-...-....22 Lee Torte ce we ne celeem mee eee e eel cece seems celine nee cee ee 0 
Interest on same.... 22.2... i eee ee ete eee Lae e ee eneeenns 4,551 80 |. 2.2.0 sccee eee] sneeeeceenns -e|o0e lle, veeee ee eeele 4, 551. 80 | bg Education, abstracted.......2.....000ee0- cece eee 1,000 00 ]...... 0. le lle. tet et ee eeeeee [sees eeeeceeenelicncenreerec dieses eee > 
Interest on SAMO «0-0 ene enn e ene w en eee ecw wee bececneecwns|scnneccuceee 50 00 fo... eee ee elect eee ee same eee eee ccna eee cece 50 00 <= 
Mills, investment Comet eae cee eect meet m eee tenn ence ee] 17, 180 09 Torte ac tas cp eee teen nnn ne | seem en en em sens |cenceecccneeae| ou ee. w, wa ween eee e nee bd 

. Interest on same... 22.020 ceeee cee eee cence cncececcccec fiestas te cene ce 880 80 ]....--...0. eel elle wee ee cn wenene! 880 80 oO 
In lieu of investment ...... 2.2.2.2... wane te ese sence nsec] nee ee cece eee|eeeeee eee cc eee) *$168, 123 85 |..............1........ 0... baceenceccercc|ecucece.. 0. 2 

. nterest appropriated on account of funds held in lieu of | 
Tm 

. ae teens teen reel eee wen e cele c ae cee ne cane! 11, 503 21 ]...... 2 eee ee 11, 503 21 , 
Pottawatomies, Prairie band, investment...... 2.0.2. eee cece ees, 93, 924 72 |. 0.02 eee eee | cece cae e ne, Tete tereeer eel awe ewe wwweed ese ce weenneed cenene un -e.. re 

Interest on same «22... 2.2... eee eens cence cence cere fresee ners 5,635 48 jo... ee eee eee ee beeeeeeeeeeeeed se 5, 635 48 Oo 
. . 

’ 
: : ’ 

, | ! j—-———|_31,76573  & 
Puttawatomies of UPON... 22. cece cence enc cee scene cans cuneee tact eee tt ene lenw meee cewmeeleeec esc ccnn nce ensanccncnnces! 400 00}... lle! 400 00 | , | j—— ——_. 40000 & 
cs roreteceer ese lieeseesenseees[ecensecenenceed 2060 004............... 2, 060 00 | S | “ | ——___— 2,060000 
Quinaielts and Quillehutes TOOT TS eee w ere nee ee eee c seme temns [new e new neenslewec anne cennne| cnnan ccceenaclenceee ceecccce 7,800 00 }.........0.00. 7, 800 00 I 

" 
| | }——__ 7,80000 

River Crows, special appropriation Toreecseeecetter nee eet casa msleeee een ee cca w el cnwe ne nwn sen ns|scccen vances aalpaneuscccnae ee twee c nec cnae! 30, 000 00 - 30, 000 00 : . . 
—_——_—— 0,000 09. 

Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi ; 
. 

30, °0 
| Investment......-...... 00. cence cccccecncennceeecccccece, 55,105 41 |...2.. 2020. Trees teeesecsleetee eens eanelinn ese ncsneeanlsenmacnencccnrlscnnncucncece,| 

Interest on same...... 222... ee cece cece eee ccee cee ellen, sence eencenes 2, 164 32 |... eel teen e eens l oe ele ne eeenweee cons 2, 764 32 | 
In lieu of investment TOTO tte rete tence merce meee mewn elincenw sens weclenmnneccencee, 1, 000, 000 00 |..............].0.00.-.... 2. wee cece ewww ee enna ne nec encee! 

) 50,000 00 ).-eresenaseane|eeeseereeereee] 50,000 00 ) Oo swolessaneenmarsvanecleanseaasananastisnanszereassnee ’ 1 000 00 wenensewcraenee ’ 
Interest on BAMO~---cnerrereeerersccecesse tees sccccesse rr srentesscsrensfecteeecsecstecieccercntscsees|sserssercncene) Og l U 1, 000 00 1, 000 00 54. 764 32 Fulfilling treaty .--.....---.-eeesee seen teen e ee erec ness nec ccennacc|ececcececeeces[sencccccccence |coeeeeccseenes ——_—_— ; Special appropriations for schools....-.-.-++-----++++2220-- ° ro. 

= 
Saca and Foxes of the Missouri: —— 21,925 00 |...---- 22. enn - een n ee reer enelen cree cenceens eee ltliece- 1,217 25 ee Investment ..---++0+serseorserseccstesere reser sc csecne sss: cc ccwnulecee 1 eee Coe laseesenaeeens[tscectnstssas:[eseeeg ngacae _ > Interest ON SAMO 02... ence een ee eee eee eee tee ee este ees sec ewcnncceas(seceescecseees| 157,400 00 B70 00 |nweeccccccccc[eeeerceeeeeees 7, 870 +e) 

In lieu of investment ...--.+--+2+eorcrerserttererec eer sses pee ne cence wwe leeme ee ce mcecet (semen cmenecaes ? - 200 00 |.....-----.--- 200 00 9 287 25 ne 
Interest OD BAMEC...- +--+ + - owen eee ne terete eters lace nce cacccccclecee nc cmc ces | mmc e ns necomesleoereceeeeoene — ——- —— 00. Fulfilling treaty, (education) ...-...--.0- scenes cones ener . 

> 
inoles: : [ecseceeeeseceefeeerereees cece] 520,000 00 |----5--200-00- IITINIIIILILIIIII 128, 500 00 Bom iek of investment eee eee ee ener inca |eeaccccccccecclaccanacceseees 28, 500 00 |.---- ——_——_——| _ 28, 500 00 | oO Tnterest OM S8MC.-.-02-. 22 ee eee e ee ce eres erenersecces . . a . 

wee mew wc ww ewe was[ sccm ass ewascune asannansveavreane 7°" 57049 45 
Senecas: oocecccceeee 40, 981 54 |.----. en ere ees |en ese nneteee lane cecccs[eceuscnce. enes 2, 04 tel | Wntareat om sage. scoscocscsLlcelocZSUIIIIIIIIIININ | eeeeetescesed| 72) 088°48" [IIIT teeing aaacggpotntin t 40945 

Interest o ec enc cues cnaccccnccccenaccacs|sonctwecccecus|seatsens 
| > Fulfilling treaty ....... 

| a ay of New York: | sJesssecsssecsesfestetetetersts| 118, 080 00 J----spssasc ga feoreee titre TTT TIT 5 808 80 , Senees lieu of investment .--~---+++--+-seeeeecerseresss sees ss wwe eee econ ne leon eee een eeetlemnenecnnteees 5, 902 50 |.- 6,000 00 |..--------e+e: 6, 000 00 11. 902 50 P Interest on BANG «rer cocccrcsesccecsseseecoccscoessser Ty mec ec cee n ene elem ewe ramet ene l(emm swe mc cnenen|seenasneeenaes . a ’ eo? Fulfilling treaty ....-------+----22secee teers erences 
| re 

ween e wns fe cen e ccm e ween lene een ns cene|eeeees screens Oo 
Senecas and Shawnees: ; oe. 15, 277 09 |. -nccennnn enn n| nen e nee e eee fennee, Felli caccececeeeee 857 o rg 

Tnvestment ...-.--0cssecrsereecscnroresonrccsicecercerrecsy USeREE 857 69 |... ----ereee force secretes 2,060 00 |.------------- 2, 060 991769 WwW 
Interest on SAMO «na eesoresserscsecces stores tosses srry pawns ce ccc enon esc r anew es (cams ceca scene seen eeeeeces oo ; Es Fulfilling treaty ..-.-----+---- cere ce ence encensenee 

e 
s, Tonawanda band: 6, 950 00 |----ee enc wnc ne lennn nee n eet ee sleet tt 4,347 50 tx semevestinent. ssc. cssecesseeneeeseas: aT. ee 4,347 50 |... ween cee] tenner ence nels = ——__-—— 4, 347 50 5 Interest ON SAME ...--. +--+ cee e ences rene cen nernecees 

oo 
Shawnees: t | weeeeeees 4,835 65 ere re  aacceceeeees 241 78 : . Investment ..-..2---+ -e ee es rene ee cnc nnercccerr eee wewclececcccccccees re eesee ren seecisasease a leeec uc ccaccenc{tccwccemmccame|cccecscnnsenes . Interest ON BAMG ...-.- 2-00 - se een semeee esr cneeneernns weleccc ac cuceccaclececnscccccces 40, 000 00 8 O00 00 |.ccccceeccececleceeceecsccens 2,000 00 Ed In lieu of investment .--- ---.+-rsererenteeccec eres sereer es weet ence cece ne [rce ens cenennnelsmmecenscnnaee , 3, 000 00 |.-----------+- 3, 000 00 5 241 78 Interest on BAMOrneesersrsersesecccces esses sree wee twee cece ne [twee enw ee eens ln wme tenn nesens(seeaaeccessens —-——_—_—. , be Fulfilling treaty .....----+.-e-en econ cs cee secece 

_ = 8, eastern band: | | AT |.neensepecesaelennanerccrsnse|sorensscerscer|rocrsrcrers sree 701 30 l. sneTaVestMODt ---nsasceceseseeceeseeconeeecenneaeseeeeteees 1 688 AT OL 30 |... ..ceenceeee|eereee eee eceee|eeee —_—___ 701 30 = Interest ON SAMO .--- +. --eeee ane rer -- nr ereenereennecreces 
¢ ) cessefesseseecereess] 10,000 00 [-oee-se-s-z-2-] 105000 00 Shomrastorn bands, fulfilling treaty .......sesseeceseeeerereees yiistetscesessfpecesseessenes|esesseeeesetsefeceessseeesees| 3,000 00 Jecweerrrreerer] BOM Oy | Western bands, fulfilling treaty ..----..0--.-0--sesnee rene eels ween nnee [rene ee cemen ens lemms cen nnerenslenceccnseaaans 1,000 00 |....--....---- 1, 000 00 00000 fe 

Northwestern bands, fulfilling treaty ----.--2+s-seer eee reees nee cen lewaseneecececeleancncaanccacs|tecseceeesenes , —_—_ 21, a i d, fulfilling treaty. ....-.-.------e ences cece eee e dene | | | / _ Gosmip an . ent to $230,064.20, to accord with the annual interest appropriated thereon 4 * This principal should be increaed by the Governm , ’ | _



RECAPITULATION A.—Staiement o ‘oh 4 
: all trust- . . . = 

rf Sunds and stocks upon which interest accrues for various Indian tribes, §c.—Continued. er 
a oe 

on 
i 

On account of bonds and On account of funds placed | Appropriations for the fiscal o> 
stocks held in trust by the totheir creditin the United year ending June 30, 1876, 

| . Secretary of the Interior. States Treasury in lieu of | in addition to interest on 

Tribes and funds. investment. stocks and funds Total for each < 
eee tribe. Total amount. a 

' Principal. Interest. Principal, Fulfilling . 

a P Interest. treaties. Special. e 

Shoshones and Bannackgs: 
|e | me 

Fulfilling treaty . 22... .cccecce ccc ccccneccccccececce _ 
b> 

Bannacks, fulfilling treaty........0.0.0cccsceccessccecscass[eeesensesseses|sconscrccecses|eccececc cee! $4,000 00 j.........---.-] $4,000 00 Z 
Shoshones, fulfilling treaty Bee ee LLL iar arnresapsseccesercescs|sccesccecssese 24,737 00 |.............. 24. 737 00 ) 

Special agreement +..-.. +100. soles cere neocon Ce eee cen errr creer reed 48,874 00 |-vssgsezce2-.| 43,874 00 
_ Shoshones, Bannacks, and other bands of Indians in Idaho and EN #54900 00 a _ $78, 111 00 r 

Southeastern Oregon, special appropriation .............-c00-|sceceececeeeee|- . , i 

. , Toa teecwerceelanccesccsecwer|sscneeseeesteelenwencccnccnne| 20,000 00 20, 000 00 Q 
S 

’ 

ix Nations of New York ..........2cececnecsccccne ccc ccncccas|senceccascces|acanee —— 20,00000  & 
Si t di ; ; woseoewetenccaswcrmercelemasewnesccnes 4,500 00 |.........-..-. 4,580 00 , A 

tux of iifferent tribes, including Santee Sioux in the State of —_———_—-_—— 4,500 00 

- Special appropriation .....2. 022-20 .eecee cece ee cee e ee cnccee| teen escencsuerls 
a 

Special appropriation ....... 2.2.00. .0. 22 cece ee cece ee cnenca|teeeceeerenees raeserrcsctees|sesecccscscserlenseresccesses|swaecanesnccns 1, 100, 00Q 00 | 1, 100, 000 00 kg 

Special appropriation ............0ccce cece nnccceccaccccn.[eeeccsccccncesfeateeecenscceeece nce ePID ttrtttpresesssesseses 8, 000 00 8, 000 00 ro 
Fulfilling treaty 2.0.0.0. cece eee eee cee ewe c cece cence fete wwe e we cc ce fore ee cL I IPT tree re tr espesecessecceses ceed ca eas etc t 10, 000 00 10, 000 00 © 

} wre[rcecrcccceecesteesseecearecns! 454, 600 00 j.....-....--..] 454, 600 00 bd 
Sisset Total ... 0.0.2.2. eee eee cece eee e ween —_—__-___ bg 

isseton and Wahpeton and Santee Si Traverseand | Pera ttttprssecscecsrcesticcncaccassewslsamseeeeseecne| J i. goers Lake sBpoton and Santee Sloux of Lake Traverse and , 072, 600 00 E 

ioux, Yankton IDO oe cece ee cece TE EEE STs creer sssserpecccscrcsrccss|scecmecocscecs 80, 000 00 |....-........- 80, 000 00 

Sioux at the Fort Peck agency, special appropriation...22.00 2) conceeccce ccc 200 00 Jassereeeeesee-] 41, 200 00 S 
Trttteeesccces|eccnceesseccce) 100, seceesecsecees| 100,000 00 

Snakes, Wall-pab-pee tribe. ....... 0.00. .eceeeneec ease ccecenenc|seescncerenees [ene 1,793, 800 00 a 
, 

Sawn smeeeeesiecnawraneeenraasarianasnseenanannare 1, 200 00 ow me nea e vane 1, 200 00 ’ 

S’Klallams «2.22.00... 00 scence cece cca s cece ee cececeeccccccc cc [ececcece. —_——__-— 1,20000 ‘S 
; eeaanr oo temmesloceen as speseanatrasmnesanascane Ta eee encewwnne . 9, 200 00 weer we acccewace 9, 200 00 , Oo 

Stockbridges and Munsees : lo 9,20000  & 
Consolidated fund in lieu of investment ............. . $7 , : 

Interest On 8AMOC.......00.seceeeecesceccccecccnccce cocee,|eoeerenecsncecdeccccweseeel. Dy B04 4G |... 02 nnn enns|eecneeeneeeces[eeeenererece [weet eee sceneeleeceeceees oD 
| - wees [ewe ce mee meee swe w ew we eennes $3,790 22 |... cece eee elece seen eee eeee 3, 790 22 aj 

Utes, Tabequache band ........0....02ce cece encccenc cece _ —_——— 3.790 22 or 

Tab h serene ceeerencesprrerrccersecortsoeccereseroesicsemesecencnns 720 00 |.....2....4... 720 00 ’ { 

abequache, Muache, Capote, Weeminuche, Y __ a 

River, and Uintah band of Utes veneer annem Grand vue. 720 00 o 

pDecial appropriation, per agreement ........-- 0s... ooo ewww pece cence PLLID TIT ISE Tress rsecsesccstesscessee sees 63, 020 00 |....-......26. 63, 020 00 

unds in lieu i : eestor seme wasn mar emo wne rower aaslemn ams a ease menlene sews a sce nae! cee aaa me seas 

Interest on wand Cod States bonds, act of April 29, 1874....../.00.-eeseeceee[eeeseeeeeeeees} 500,000 00 |....... 22 cece | cece nee eee e ee 10,000 00° 7 10, 000 00 

wares ceeeesecenrerrewcerewetererwe rer remae ster cenceseenslsaneneeonesecs 25, 000 00 |... . eee ee eee eee cece eee 25,000 00° 

-—_—OoOoOO 98, 020 00 

. Walla-Walla, Cayuse, and Umatilla tribes ...-.-- 22. --seec eee e[eee seen entrees denen cccnennncleceees ct usccsc|scecereeeeeees 15,500 00 }......-.--00-- 15, 500 00 

' : —_—————_ 15, 500 00 
? 

_ Winnebagoes: . 

Funds in lieu of investment... 2... eee ne cence eee eee e wef eee ee ee meee elsenenenmceenes 958, 636 86 |... -- nee n enn e ewe eee een e es [eee ne seen tenn lemenaeeencree: 

Interest ON SAME 20.2 ea eee ee eee en ene ne ene eens commen [seen cewe een aslsasewsroncemor|sceneesnmenans 47, OBL B4 [occ ence ween ne fen eens cee eenes 47,931 84 47,931 84 3 

‘ 
’ 

Wichitas and other affiliated bands, for colonizing and support, 
Ed 

(Special) . 22... ence en eee nee e ee ne eee etme nee cena nesrcemaenas sew eee eo useaerefesaeansreoawocsaaner|scenenteenssanariscnanseenesea
ne eusuneae eer ms eames 50, 000 00 50, 000 00 50 000 00 a 

Yak amas. ..ccscceoe-coccccecceececrecceccecuccsesceececcesees|-seeneceeseees[eeeeeececceees [eaeaeeeeeseccs[seeacecessenee| 22,400 00 |----2-2es---+-) 22,400 00 92 460 ac 4 
——_ 22, 

Special appropriations for the year ending June 30, 1876, of a ‘ 

general, incidental, and miscellaneous character. “ E 

Indian service in ATiZON&... co. eee ee ee cee ween ee eee ence mne|ece nee cn etcees|senteeeeescenslsacnemersaasecisocccnscoascnacitansascuersces 65, 000 00 , 6 

Indian service in California. ... 2.20. cece ween ecw eee cence nee | ene ce esereelsceteenecwenny[ssaseermanranelscnenscncercar|saoacccone coe: 60, 000 00 

Indian service in Colorado Territory .......------20-eeece cece [reece sentence frenteeeescesce| ssenaeeerceee! aeorerermoemeirarcorcesecc es 5, 000 00 th 

Indian service in Dakota Territory ...-.--.----20.-- eee ene cee freee ee cn cee eee [ee tee e recesses |sseneacacacaaslsomccaassencas|ssecescoscr es: 20, 000 00 ry 

Indian service in Idaho Territory .. ...-------- cece ee eee eens [meee neem eene fen en reece ence lrcenaeemereees es 10, 000 00 bx 

Indian service in Montana Territory. .....---.------e-ee ee cee [er eter eee ene c [ite ee serene s[recererwerenasicosecnanseanceisseccsrccerce: 20, 000 00 QQ 

Indian service in Minnesota and Michigan......-...----.e- eee e[- nee cece eee e [ence en cnc cece c| rer eremereneelsoaerecccceeas|sonecccescccc: 4,000 00 > 

Indian service in Nevada. ....-- 22 eee c ee ee ween cence cece ween esc e rem newweecc[emeansenenas olsrcenessancreclsarseecccrcens[ssccscroscreney: 35, 000 00 . = 

Indian service in New Mexico .......-..-2ceeec er eeee cece enc ce cena eceeenesnar[enserscccscece| sreaeccorccecdrararscocesacs|socesc seer ees 40, 000 00 

| Indian service in Oregon ..........0cecee cee e ee ee cece nce meee e[ em aeecernnane[seneemaccacans|sareaecmarenasisaanaecnarsoncisonrsencereces 45, 000 00 

Indian service in Utah Territory ......... 020. -ee cence eee e ema cfe cen ecee ces [eres ee cect ener | tere reaseenlecenaecncrseec|sseccercncccns 20, 000 00 a 

. Indian service in Washington Territory ....-..------+-22+-eeeee [iene rece eer ce reeset ere ccecen| crereteseonselewacccar scence) secre sense res 25, 000 00 5 

' Indian service in Wyoming Territory ..-.. 22.22.00. e eee e nee ne |seee ences re e[remene te eneees[ronreerersrens|scsersscscrcas[ooescresece nes 5, 000 00 . a 

. Indians, vaccination of ...... .----- 0-2-2 ene eee ee ence eens [een ee ceesemes[ronetaeeracaes| srereeerecaae|senrcececoroneirascersear ccc: 500 00 | | s 

_ For Indian civilization and subsistence in Central Superintend- 
rg 

ONCY ence cence cee cece ee cece ees cease een en en ccceeeneraenns|[tneeeersecaacslrecorarseccecs|secceeracecenslsaccarscacreasysree sce e ree e es 10, 000 00 . My 

- For contingencies, Indian Department... ..---.---------eeeeeee|-en reece ee eefin ee eccr cere ec[tenesecersennelesscarsssscces|ireccs css see 30, 000 00 os 

' For contingencies, Indian trust-funds. ..... 1.2... ee. ce cece cece [reese ener nes [encore re cenrce[ terse tenereaslteseracccrsracjerercs secre es: 1,500 00 . b> 

For building and repairs at Indian agencies ......-.-.-.-.-eenee[eee eee creer ee e[en cece tere re ce[tesesecenereaelsserreecccnccclsnesressccc se: 10, 800 00 re 

- For pay of superintendents and agents ..........- 2. sence eee nee f ieee ee rene rene fect te ecte sens [sstenesrancers|rocencssncsrartinscssecss cscs 106, 500 00 5 

- For pay of special agents ...-. 2.2.20. 22 cence ene e eee cece ee ene afreee renee tccen [serene cerecers[seseaesemarccc|sccascrraccces|srer secs s csc: 10, 500 00 

For pay of clerks for Central Superintendency.....---.---.---.[eeeeee cece reefers cece rere ce[rc te tesetctses|sesercrercccs|sresercssc sce: 3, 400 00 | 4 

For incidental expenses of Indian service in Central Superin- 

tendency... ... 2.2 cence eee cece eee cence cee ee ne eens nen e[ennecsaerenees [sete cccesscecelentanessacsscs|esesecseasesectraseesscccc se: 4,000 00 bel 

For incidental expenses of Indian service in Northern Superin- 
Oo 

tendency oe. cee eee eect eee e ee cence cece cea net enecenecnce | eeetecerannes|seerectecsecacissamarcoesscuslsccoccrsaccams|eaeccs secre ee" 2, 000 00 Ms 

For pay of clerks for Northern Superintendency ...-.----------[e-eececceeeeee lec cc sete cerca fetes reer sesensfocererarecernstocsscseress es: 1, 200 00 

For pay of Indian inspectors ....... 2.222222 22 ence cence ee ec eee eer e cr cee ree [senses eeececce|ssonesscereaastooaccceeasrcccioccscs secs sss 9, 000 00 — 

For pay of interpreters... ....2-.2.2.- 02s e eee e ne cee meee cen e eee efeeteteterenncefee rset ecsennes|seccesneaencos|ecssacoraceccsisnerccc sess ees 35, 200 00 op 

For expenses of general council of Indians in Indian Territory ..|.---------+-++[--cerresrece rs [ecer reer reerer[erersenscereestccss so eccees 3, 000 00 on 

For expenses of Indian inspectors ...........2.22 00-2 ce ence cece fec ee seen ec eetelee ne eececcence|scrrsccnctemeslennnnscameccas|assccss eres es 6, 000 00 | - 

For expenses of Indian commissioners ..-.......20---02--eee cc [erent eee nenece [eee cree reeecelerenaesseerewclsnasccercasreriasscmec secs ees 15, 000 00 a 

For expenses of collecting statistical and historical data of In- 
D 

Gian tribes... cece cece cece cece ele nce ween cece nn cana e ene nncceclecemnntenssemslense ee ecnsencnleecsranscsaaas|sanaancnanceasisncceeee eer: 3, 500 00 605. 300 00 

. 
, 

lean eee een wee , 

| Total AMOUNt. <...ccccccccececccccecceceecsccectecccesleceecteccecces[eceeececceeceeaceccercceees|secesseenseees|soeseeceeesee|tonneecectreeelsceseseredcens| 
5,326, 812 09 a 

: 
. \ : : :
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, RECAPITULATION B. 
Winery: - eneney a - ° _ 

; Total of stocks 
in trust, and s 

. of funds in Annual in- , lieu of invest- Bt. 
ment, 

Amount of bonds held in trust by the Secretary of the Interior, as per State- (Mont Oo... ences enn een ene een en tennessee eeeceeeercnsececeracssaeces| $5, 107, 516 838 $296, 349 39 Amount of funds in United States Treasury in lieu of investment, as exhibited by Statement D..----..-.-..--0--eeecen eens ences ceeeeesneececcesersees|. 7,326,414 01 | 366,320 68 Amount of funds in United States Treasury in lieu of investment, on account 
, ‘of abstracted bonds. (See Statement D, No. 2) ....:............-.......... 489, 602 26 24,480 11 Amount of abstracted bonds belonging to Pottawatomies (interest annually ap- 

propriated) ...-.. 220.0. eee eee eee cece cence een cece cece eee ece 1,000 00 50 00 Amount of abstracted bonds belonging to Cherokees, interest annnally appro- 
priated : 

National fund ...... 0.000. eee ee ee cee cence cence ene ne co cucece ceceee 68, 000 00 4, 080 00 School fund.... 0.2.2... c eee cence cece eee cece ne wee c cece cece. 15, 000 00 900 00 Part of funds originally held in lieu of investment for Poettawatomies, which . 
has been paid to citizen Pottawatomies in excess of amount contemplated by 
treaty, (interest annually appropriated) ..................-2.---.--..k.. 61,940 335 3,097 02 

Total amount of trust-funds as above stated, upon which interest accrues . to various Indian tribes. -.. 2.2.0... elec cece cence eee e enue eee 13, 069,473 45 . Total annual interest on SAMO - 20220 nee nen eee eee eee een lee meen encenceen.| 695,277 13 

-__In addition to the funds held in trust, as above stated, there are balances in the 
7 United States Treasury under the following heads of appropriations, viz: 

Trust-fund stocks redeemed due Chickasaw national fund................... $21 84 
Trust-fund stocks redeemed due Pottawatomies, (education) .............--... 12 00 
Proceeds of sale of Kickapoo trust-fund bonds..............--...---......... 79 
Proceeds of sale of Chickasaw national trust-fund bonds... .................. 568 25 

Total ...-.. .- 022. eee cee eee cee ce cnn cece ee cece ececerccencee. 602 88 
____ These balances originated from recent sales or redemption of bonds held in trust by 
the Secretary of the Interior, (see previous statements sale and redemption of stocks, 
&c.,) and are subject to the requisition of the Secretary for re-investment. 

Statement of the accounts arising from the sales of Indian lands: 
The general-civilization fund, arising from the sale of lands under the provisions of 

the 1st article of the treaty with the Osages, has an unexpended balance in the Treas- 
ury, at this date, of $7,945.38. . 

The “trust-land accounts” for the sale of Indian lands under the direction of the 
Indian Office have been stated, including all sales to date. They have also been exam- 
ined by the accounting-officers of the Treasury Department and found to be correct. 

me The receipts and disbursements since November 1, 1874, as shown by the books of 
this Office, on account of sales of Indian lands, including receipts from sales made under 
the direction of the General Land-Office, are exhibited in the following statement : 

ont 3 -i 
fits Amount re- | Disbursed mo Appropriations. Acts and treaties. 8 3 st ceived dur- during the a 5 1s 
ao ing year. year, — ao 
qee qee 
o Oo 

Proceeds of Sioux recervations | 12 Stat., 819, act | $53,461 99 | $7,865 44] $50,140 05 | $11,187 38 in Minnesota and Dakota, March 3, 1863, 
Proceeds of Winnebago reser- | Secs. Agnd 3, act of 679 25 120 00 |.....-.....04. 799 25 

vations in Minnesota. Feb #21, 1863. 
Fulfilling treaty with Chero- | Cherokee strip. ee eeseee ces 17, 209 00 9, 390 27 7,818 73 kees, proceeds of lands. 
Fulfilling treaty with Chero- | Treaties of Feb. 27, 19 12 154 67 |.....-...-.00. 173 79 

kees, proceeds of school- 1819, and Dec. 29, 
lands. 1835. * 

Payment to L’Anse and Vieux | Act of June 22, |............ 23, 034 22 3, 034 22 20, 000 00 
de Sert Chippewas for lands. 1874, 18 Stat., 140. - Oo 

Fulfilling treaty with Iowas, | Royalty on coal ... 18 30 10 00 |.e0e--e. ene. 28 30 | proceeds of lands. . | Fulfilling treaty with Kansas, | Art. 4, treaty of 4,512 99 5, 345 79 |... eee eee 9,859 78 
proceeds of lands. Oct. 5, 1859, 12 

: Stat., 1112, 
Fulfilling treaty with Kaskas- | Treaty of Feb. 23, TET 2B jon cccmee seen ne lecnc cc ccecsncs 787 28 

kius, proceeds of lands. 1867, (10 sections.) 
Fulfilling treaty with Meno- | Treaty of Feb. 11, |..........-. 115 65 115 65 |....--2..... 

monees, proceeds of lands. 1856, 11 Stat., 679. 
e . * . - .
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S a 3 a 

- . ~~ e Amount re-| Disbursed| o@ 

Appropriations. Acts and treaties. a 4 wi ceived dur- during the q 3 is 
aos ing year. year. aos 
geo qh 
o © 

a  ] . 

Fulfilling treaty with Miamies Act of Mar. 3, 1873 .|.!-.---.---- $5, 626 32 $500 00 $5, 126 32 

of Kansas, proceeds of lands. 
; 

Fulfilling treaty with Omahas, | Actof July 31, 1872 S712 WG |. nnn nn nnenena[e ene nocceenenel - 712 26 

proceeds of lands. 
Fulfilling treaty with Osages, | 2d art. treaty Sept. | 309, 562 34 | 1, 953, 898 62 |*1, 198, 847 68 |1, 064, 613 28 

proceeds of trust-lands. 29, 165, 2d_ sec. 
act July 15, 1870. 

Proceeds of New York Indian | Acts of Feb. 19, |.--------0-- 1,515 17 |......----20e- 1,515 17 

lands in Kansas. 1873, and June 
: 

23, 1874. 

Fulfilling treaty with Potta- | Treaty February 36, 241 O5 |. .- eee eee nel ewe wee cece eee: 36, 241 05 

-watomies, proceeds of lands, 27, 1867, 15 Stat., 

: 532. 

Fulfilling treaty with Stock- | Treaty February | 72,766 69 |.....--------- 72, 092 21 674 48 

bridges, proceeds of lands. |. 11, 1856, 11 Stat., . 
679; act. of Feb- 
ruary 6, 1871, 16 . . . 

Stat., 404. 
. 

Fulfilling treaty with Winne- 2d art. treaty 1859, 15, 074 25 5,439 TL |.--.--eeeseee- 20,513 96 

bagoes, proceeds of lands. act February 2, 
1863. 

Onaccount of claims of settlers | Act of Mare h 3, 15, 920 33 1,098 95 15, 864 78 1, 154 50 

on Round Valley Indian res- 1873, 17 Stat., 

ervation in California, re-. 633. 
- stored to public lands. 
Fulfilling treaty with Chero- | Transfer for sale of |....--------| 921, 748 80 200,000 00 | 721,748 80 

kees, proceeds of Osage di- lands to Osages. 
__ 

minished reserve lands in (See Osages.) 
. _ 

Kansas. . 

Fulfilling treaty with Dela- | 2d art. treaty July 105 64 | eccwn nnn ene |e nee ee ee eeene: 105 64 

wares, proceeds of lands. 4, 1866, 14 Stat., 

_ (Refundment by Agent 794. 
Pratt.) . 
Fulfillment of treaty with Kick- | Treaty of June 28, LOB jrcec een nw ee lew w ee wee ee eeee 1 08 

apoos, proceeds of lands. 1862, 13 Stat., 
623. 

Fulfilling treaty with Sacs and | Treaty March 6, QAT TZ |. nw ene ene ene [eee weno ee ene 247 17 

Foxes of Missouri, proceeds | 1861, 12Stat., 

of lands. 1174. 
Z 

Une
 

* $921,748.80 paid to Cherokees for land sold to Osages. (See Cherokee funds in lieu of investments.) 

From the balance of $36,241.05, shown in the above statement as standing to the 

credit of fulfilling treaty with Pottawatomies—proceeds of land—the sum of $7,200 _ 

should be re-imbursed to the United States for amount appropriated by act of May 29, 

1872, (Stat.17, p.179,) to carry out the provisions of the fourth article of the treaty of No- 

vember 15, 1861, to pay certain members of the tribe cash-value in lieu of allotments, &c., 

and the remaining portion, $2,904.01, should also be-re-imbursed to the United States, 

or retained in consideration of appropriations now being made for the Pottawatomies 

in excess of treaty stipulations. | 

Of the receipts on account of fulfilling treaty with Winnebagoes—proceeds of land— 

($5,439.71,) the sum of $671 was received on suspended account of sales under the 

direction of the Indian Office in 1873~74, (see annual report of 1874,) and the balance, 

$4768.71, was received as dividends from the Merchants’ National Bank of Washing- 

ton, on account of deposits made in said bank during the progress of sales of Winne- 

bago lands in 1864~65. (See Annual Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs for year 

1866, page 323.) _ | | | 

It will be seen by reference to Statement C, “ stocks held in trust,” &c., that the 

State bonds held in trust by the Secretary of the Interior have been reduced in amount 

during the year by the redemption of $63,000 Indiana 5 per cent. bonds, leaving an 

aggregate of this class of stocks now held, amounting to.-.-..------- $2,265,916 833 

. Those now paying interest are: 

Indiana, 5 per cent... .--- -------- eee e eee eres $6,000 00 

Kansas, 7 per cent...--..--- +--+ -2-- seer cece rete 41,600 00 

Maryland, 6 per cent.....- ----- +--+ - eee eee crete tere 8, 350 17 

‘Missouri, 6 per cent...... .--.-- ---- eee eee ee eee cet 10, 000 00 

Richmond and Danville R. R.,6 per cent....---.----.--- 103, 500 00 

Nashville and Chattanooga R. R.,6 per cent.....--.----- 912, 000 00 
—_—— 681, 450 17 

The balance....-. weee+-ss awonmeaeoeaeneecuaene wpewageness cca wcceeccees 1, 584, 466 663 

Oe 
|
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are non-paying State bonds, and appropriations will be required on account of the same for arrears of interest now due, and for interest that will fall due during the pres- ent fiscal year, as exhibited in the following table, which also shows the character and present value of said bonds so far as quoted by the New York stock exchange, October 30, 1875. 

a ree ee ee 

| g Amount of ; Bonds. stock. Present value. | Interest due. - 
Ay eee — 

Arkansas «222000020. cece cece ceeeene cece cee n cece ee 6 | $168,000 00 | 30 percent .... $10, 080 00 Arrears of interest on $78,000 of this amount for fiseal 
year ending June 30, 1875, not included in last year’s . Estimate ..-. 2. cece ee cece cece en seme nnccec cee eee. wre elec eee eee lace en een eccnces 4, 680 00 Plorida ....0. seceseseccecenencecnecececccsee need 132, 000 00 * 9, 240 00 North Carolina... 0.00.2. cece ee cee e ne cence ee een. 6 192, 000 00 | 164 per cent ... 11, 520 00 South Caroling... 20. eee cece eee cece cece eens, 6 125, 000 00°| 30 per cent ... 7, 500 00 Tennessee ....-. 20-2 cece econ cnn ce eee 6 104, 000 00 | 484 per cent ... 6, 240 00 Tennessee ...-.-. 2-20. .2ee cece eee vec cee ene ce ele 54 66, 666 66% * . 3, 500 00 Tennessee ---.. 00.0 cece cece ee cece cence sees eed OB 165, 000 00 * 8,250 00 . Virginia ...... 0.2.0 ce eee cee cee eee eee eee 6 594, 800 00 | 393 per cent ... 35, 688 00 “Louisiana. .... 2. ee. eee ec eennen ee eee, 6 37,000 00 36 per cent... 2, 220 00 

Total .-. 22. cece eee eee e eee en eeeeccces|-aeees| 1,584, 466 663/................ 98, 918 00 

* Not quoted October 30, 1875. . 

Estimates have repeatedly been submitted to Congress for arrears of interest due the Chickasaws, accruing on Arkansas and Tennessee bonds prior to July 1, 1866, amount- ing to $297,890.25, but Congress has as yet failed to make the necessary appropriation. The amount of this indebtedness on the part of the United States to the Chickasaw Nation has been fully admitted by the Interior and Treasury Departments, and sus- tained by the opinion of late Attorney-General Akerman. No explanation can be made to the Chickasaw people of the course of the Government in thus annually ignoring a claim concerning whose equity there is not the least dispute. _ Estimates have also been repeatedly submitted to Congress for the amount admitted by the Department to be due the Creek orphans on account of unauthorized disburse- ments from their trust-funds prior to 1868, amounting to $251,055.97, and for which no _ - @ppropriation has been made, 
The Choctaws claim that they are entitled not only to an issue of United States bonds amounting to $250,000, being balance of $500,000 appropriated by Congress per appro- priation act of March 2, 1861, (Stat., vol. 12, p. 238,) but also to the interest on said su m of $250,000 from the date indicated, 

. That it is the duty of the Government to take some action in regard to these debts due these tribes is clearly evident, especially in view of the heavy depreciation in the non-paying bonds in which so large a portion of their funds were originally invested. The justness of the claims of the Chickasaws is more apparent from the fact that the Government has failed to protect their interests by surrendering agricultural college land-scrip claimed by the State of Arkansas, amounting to 150,000 acres, more than sufficient in value to indemnify the Chickasaws for the large amount of arrears of inter- est due them on account of their funds invested in Arkansas bonds, which are now quoted as worth only thirty cents on the dollar. 
Another reason that might be urged for consideration is that the failure on the part of Congress to make any provision either to pay or to fund these debts resulted in Special legislation at the close of the ast session, directiag the Secretary of the Interior to sell United States bonds held by treaty stipulation as a permanent fund for the Chickasaws, sufticient to realize the sum of $100,000, “and to pay the proceeds thereof to the treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation, to be by him distributed to relieve the press- ing necessities of the members of said tribe.” : 
The bonds have been sold, and the proceeds disbursed in accordance with said act. A similar bill was also passed, providin g for the sale of bonds held in trust for the Choc- taws, but as the greater portion of the bonds thus held were depreciated State stocks, the sale of which would have resulted in a heavy loss, and a large decrease in their rust-fund annuities, the Choctaws declined to urge the sacrifice, and the sale was not - consummated. 
As remarked in my report of last year, no moreadvantageous, just, or equitable pro- vision could be made at the present time, on the part of. the Government, for the set- lement of these obligations than to fund them by assuming the depreciated non-paying _  tocks in which their funds were invested, and issuing Government bonds in lieu of the mount of original investment, and also to provide ina similar way for all other - aims of said tribes against the Government found to be just, and not otherwise pro- ided or, as indicated in your letter, addressed to the honorable Secretary of the Inte- |
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ior on the 10th of February 1874, (see copy published in connection with the annual 

eport of 1874, page 175,) setting forth the necessities of the case, and inclosing a copy 

of a proposed act of Congress which should authorize the issue of United States5 per 

cent. bonds for the purposes therein set forth. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
LONSVILLE TWITCHELL, 

Trust-Fund Clerk, Indian Office. 

Hon. EDWARD P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. |
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LIST OF INDIAN AGENCIES ASSIGNED TO THE SEVERAL RELIGIOUS BODIES. 

Friends.—The Northern Superintendency and the agencies therein, viz: Great Nemaha, . Omaha, Winnebago, Pawnee, Otoe, and Santee, located within the State of Nebraska. B. Rush Roberts, Sandy Spring, Md. 
. Friends, (Orthodox.)—The Central Superintendency and the agencies therein, viz: Pottawatomie and Kickapoo, in Kansas ; Quapaw, Osage, Sac and Fox, Wichita, Kiowa and Comanche, and Cheyenne and Arapahoe, in the Indian Territory. Dr. Jas. E. Rhoades, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. 7 . Methodist.—Hoopa Valley, Round Valley, and Tule River, in California ; Yakama and Quinaielt, in Washington Territory; Alsea, Siletz, and Klamath, in Oregon; Blackfeet, Crow, and Fort Peck, in Montana; Fort Hall and Lemhi, in Idaho; and Michigan, in Michigan.; Rev. Dr. J. M. Reid, secretary Missionary Society Methodist Episcopal _ Church, 805 Broadway, New York. 

Catholic.—Tulalip and Colville, in Washington Terri tory; Grand Ronde and Uma- “ _ tilla, in Oregon; Flathead, in Montana; Grand River and Devil’s Lake, in Dakota; _ Papago, in Arizona. Gen. Charles Ewing, Catholic commissioner Roman Catholic Church, Washington, D. C. 
Baptist.— Union, (Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Seminoles,) in the - Indian Territory; and Pyramid Lake and Pi-Ute, in Nevada. Rev. J oseph F., Shoards, secretary American Baptist Home Missionary Society, 150 Nassau street, New York. Presbyterian.— Abiquiu, Navajo, Mescalero Apache, Southern Apache, Cimarron, and Pueblo, in New Mexico; Moquis Pueblo, in Arizona; Nez Percé, in Idaho; and Uintah Valley, in Utah. Rev. Dr. J. C. Lowrie, secretary Board of Commissioners for Foreign . Missions of the Presbyterian Church, 23 Center street, New York. | Congregational.—Green Bay and La Pointe, in Wisconsin; Red Lake, in Minnesota ; Sisseton, and Fort Berthold, in Dakota; and S’Kokomish, in Washington Territory. weve Geo. Whipple, secretary American Missionary Association, 56 Reade street, New ork. : 
Reformed.—Colorado River, Pima and Maricopa, and San Carlos, in Arizona. Rev. Dr. J. M. Ferris, secretary Board of Missions of Reformed Church, 34 Vesey street, New York. 
Protestant Episcopal.—White Earth, in Minnesota; Ponca, Crow Creek, White River, Cheyenne River, Yankton, Spotted Tail, and Red Cloud, in Dakota; Shoshone, in Wyoming. Rev. Robert C, Rogers, secretary Indian Commission of the Protestant Episcopal Church, 30 Bible House, New York. | oe Unitarian.—Los Pinos and White River, in Colorado. Rev. Rush R. Shippen, secre- . tary American Unitarian Association, 7 Tremont Place, Boston. | Hree- Will Baptist—Leech Lake, in Minnesota. Rev. A. Hh. Chase, secretary Free-Will Baptist Home Missionary Association, Hillsdale, Mich. 
United Presbyterian —Warm Springs, in Oregon. 

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS WITH THEIR POST-OFFICE ADDRESS, 

General Clinton B. Fisk, chairman, 3 Broad street, New York City ; F. H. Smith, sec- retary, 509 Seventh street, N. W., Washington, D. C.; A. C. Barstow, Providence B. I. ; BE. A. Hayt, 6 New Chambers street, New York City; E. M. Kingsley, 30. Clinton Place, New York City; John D, Lang, Vassaboro, Me.; William Stickney, 601 M street, N. W., | Washington, D. C. |
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SCHEDULE OF SUPERINTENDENCIES AND AGENCIES, WITH STATES AND TERRITORIES IN 

_ WHICH LOCATED; ALSO SUPERINTENDENTS AND AGENTS OF THE SAME, WITH POST- 

~ OFFICE ADDRESS. 
| 

en One 

State or Territory. Agency. _ Agent. Address. 

a 
_ 

Arizona .--. -----| Chiricahua -.---------- T. J. Jeffords ........--| Chiricahua Indian Agency, Apache 

; Pass, Ariz. 

Colorado River..-.----| Wm. BE. Morford ...---| Parker P. O., Yuma County, Ariz. 

Moquis Pueblo ....----| W- B. Truax ...-------| Fort Defiance, Ariz,, via Santa Fé, 

N. Mex. 

Papago ..----------+*° J. W. Cornyn ....- .---| Tucson, Ariz. 
. 

Pima and Maricopa..-.| J. H. Stout ......------| Pima agency, Ariz. 

San Carlos ....--------| J. P. Clum...---------- Camp Goodwin, Pima County, Ariz. 

California ....----| Hoopa Valley. .--.---- J. L. Broaddus. ..-..---| Hoopa Valley, Klamath County, Cal. 

- | Bound Valley .--------| J. L. Burchard. ..-..---| Covelo, Mendocino County, Cal. - 

Tule River ...---------| C.G. Belknap......--- Porterville, Tulare County, Cal. 

Colorado ...------| Denver. -----+ ---++**- J. B. Thompson........| Denver, Colo. 

Los Pinos .....--------| H. F. Bond -.-.-------- Los Pinos agency, Colo. 

White River..-.-------| E. H. Danforth ........| White River agency, via Rawlins 

. 
Station, Wye. 

Dakota.....------| Cheyenne River ------- H. W. Bingham . ..-.-.| Cheyenne River agency, Ashmore 

County, Dak. 

Crow Creek ..---- ----| H.F. Livingston.......| Crow Creek agency, Dak. 

Devil’s Lake ....-.-----| P. Beckwith ...--. ---.| Devil’s Lake agency, Dak. 

Flandreau . ..---------| J. P. Williamson ...-..| Greenwood, Dak. . 

Fort Berthold ....-----} Chas. W. Darling....--| Fort Berthold, Dak. 

| Ponca...-c0. -----eeee| Aad Carrier....-..---.| Ponca agency, Todd County, Dak. 

Red Cloud. ..----------| Jas. S. Hastings ....--.| Red Cloud agency, via Cheyenne, 

a 
W yo. 

_ | Spotted Tail.....------| HE. A. Howard.....-----| Spotted Tail agency, Nebr. ‘ 

Siggeton .. .------+----| J. G. Hamilton..-.----- Sisseton agnecy, Dak. 

Standing Rock.....----| J. Burke ..------------| Standing Rock, Dak. 

; White River..-..------| T. A. Reily ------- ---- White River, via Crow Creek, Dak. 

Yankton ..------------| JG. Gasmann .--.---- Greenwood, Dak. 

Fort Hall.-.-.---------| W.H. Danilgon...-.--.| Fort Hall agency, Idaho. 

Idaho ....--------|Nez Percé -..---------- J. B. Monteith .....-..-| Lewiston, Nez Percé County, Idaho. 

Lembi ..---.-----. ----| H. Fuller ...-----------| Fort Lemhi, Idaho. 

Captives -.----.-------- C. F. Larabee....------| Baxter Springs, Kans. . ° 

-  Jndian Territory..| Cheyenne and Arapaho.| J. D. Miles. ..---+------ Darlington, Cheyenne, aud Arapaho 

agency, Ind. T. 

Kiowa and Comanche..| J. M. Haworth....-----| Fort Sill, Ind. T. ~ 

Osage. .--.eceeee-ee-ee| b Tl’. Gibson ...--«-----| Osage agency, Ind. T., via Coffey- 

, , ville, Kans. 

Pawnee ....--.--------| Wm. Burgess --- ------ Pawnee agency, Ind. T., via Cof- 

feyville, Kans., and Osage agency. 

Quapaw.-.---------+-+-° H. W. Jones .....-.----| Seneca, Mo. 

. Sac and Fox...-..-----| J. H. Pickering.....----| Sac and Fox agency, via Okmulgee, 

° 
Ind. T. 

‘ Union ....-----+e------| G. W. Ingalls -...------ Muskogee, Ind. T. . 

Wichita ....--.--------| J- Richards ...-.-------| Anadarko P. O., Wichita agency, Ind. 

. 

Tk. 

Towa. ---------++-| Sac and Fox ..-------> T. §. Free ...----------| Toledo, Iowa. 

Kansas. ..-..----- Central Superintendency Enoch Hoag, superin- | Lawrence, Kans. 

tendent. . 

Kansas ..--------.| Kamsas.----0---+----°- M. H. Newlin ....---.--- Rossville, Shawnee County, Kans.. 

Michigan ....--.-.| Mackinac. -...------ -- Geo. L. Betts. .-.-------| Lansing, Mich. 

Minnesota ..-.---.| Leech Lake ...-.------| Henry J. King -------- Leech Lake, Cass County, Minn. 

Red Lake ..-.---.-----| BR. M. Pratt ....-.------| White Earth, Minn. 

White Earth.......---.| Lewis Stowe.-.. ------ White Earth, Becker County, Minn. 

Montana .......--| Blackfeet .------------ John S. Wood ..-...---| Blackfeet agency, Mont., via Fort 

Shaw. 

Crow ..---«2--+----e--| Dexter E. Clapp. .-----| Crow agency, Bozeman, Mont. 

Flathead ...---.-------| Chas. E. Medary -.----- Flathead agency, Missoula P. O., 

- 
Mont. 

Fort Belknap..--------| W. H. Fanton.....----- Fort Belknap, Mont., via Fort Ben- 

> 
ton. 

Fort Peck ...----------| W. W. Alderson -..---- Fort Peck, Mont., via Fort Buford, 

Dak. 

Nebraska...-..--.| Northern Superinten- | Barclay White, super- | Omaha, Nebr. 

dency. intendent. 

Great Nemaha......---| M. B. Kent .-..-------- Nohart, Richardson County, Nebr. 

Omaha ..-.------------| T. T- Gillingham......-| Omaha agency, Blackbird County, 

. Nebr. 

Otoe .-acee-vee-----e--| J. W. Griest -.--------- Otoe agency, Gage County, Nebr, 

Santee ...---.---------| Chas. H. Searing ...-.-| Santee agency, Knox County, .Nebr. 

Winnebago ...---------| Taylor Bradley..---.--| Winnebago agency, Dakota County, 

Nebr. 

New Mexico...--- Abiquiu. ...--.---c-ee: S. A. Russell....-------| Tierre Amarilla, Rio Arriba County, 

N. Mex. ' 

Cimarron....-----e- eee lee eee Cimarron, N. Mex. 
| 

Mescalero ....-.-------| W.D. Crothers ...-----| Fort Stanton, N. Mex. 

Navajo..-.----.e-a----| Alex. G. Irvine ....---.| Fort Defiance, Ariz., via Santa F6, 

N. Mex. 

Pueblo ...--------+----| B. M. Thomas .....---- Santa Fé; N. Mex. 

Southern Apache....--| J. M. Shaw ...--------- Ojo Caliente, Socorro County, N. Mex
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SCHEDULE oF SUPERINTENDENCIES AND AGENCIES, &c.—Co ntinued. 

State or Territory. Agency. Agent. Address. 

New York........ New York............. § D. Sherman ........., Forrestville, N.Y. Nevada.......... Walker River 27777" A. J. Barnes ..........| Saint Thomas, via Pioche, Ney, Western Shoshone.....| Levi A. Gheen*........ Hamilton, White Pine County, Nev. 
North Carolina ...| Eastern Cherokee......] W.C. McCarthy ....... Webster, N. C. Oregon...........| Alsea . wr reescrreceeene| Geo. P. Litchfield ......) Drift Creek P.O., Benton County, 

. 
Oreg. Grande Ronde......... P. B. Sinnott........... Grand Ronde, Polk County, Oreg, Klamath ..........0._. L.S. Dyar......0.00 2. Linkville, Lake County, Oreg. Malheur...............] §.B. Parrish. ..........| Malheur agency, Grant County, Oreg., . via El Dorado. Siletz . 2.0... cco. Ww. Bagbey.......... Toledo, Benton County, Oreg. 

. 
Umatilla ...2...02..0.. J. W. Taliaferro ....... Pendleton, Umatilla County, Oreg. Warm Springs.........] J ohn Smith -..........] Warm Springs, Waseo County, Oreg, 

Utah.............! Uintah Valley .........! J.J, Critchlow. ........| Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Washington ....../ Colville “reccreeenecne.] J. A, Simms ...........| Port Colville, Wash. Neah Bay .............] ©, A. Huntington ......] Port Townsend, Wash. Nisqually, Puyallup, &c} R. H. Milroy .........., Olympia, Wash. Quinaielt....2..00.00.. G. A. Henry ........... Chehalis Point, Wash. S’Kokomigh ..........- E. Eells... 0.00000... S’Kokomish agency, Mason County, Wash. Tulalip........0..220...) C. Chirouse ......... Tulalip agency, Wash. Yakama............... J. A. Wilbur........_.. Fort Simcoe, Wash. 

. Wisconsin........! Green Bay ............) J.C. Bridgeman ....... Keshena, Wis, La Pointe .............] 1 L. Mahan............| Red Cliff, via Bayfield, Wis. 
Wyoming ........| Shoshone and Bannack.| James Irwin... -++++---/ Camp Brown, Wyo. 

. * Farmer. 

: 
}



‘ 
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TABLE OF INDIANS, CLASSIFIED BY TRIBES, WITH THEIR N UMBERS ANDJLOGATION 

UNDER AGENCIES. 

= 

Tribe. / Agency. State or Territory. as 3 
. s ° 

Ao | & 
; 

Alsea .-ccccccccccucccccaccceccccs-ee--| Algea ......--2.---202- | OFOQON .-- 2-2-2 eee ee lee ee neee 118 

Apaches: . 

Gila ....--ceeceeeececeecceeees----| Southern Apache......| New Mexico...-....---- 800 c 

Mescalero. .---ccececcccceccces eect [ences WO oe ence ence e ee | een MO oe eee ee ee eeene- 100 

Mogollon .....-02-- cece cece cece ee fen ene dO ween ee eee ence eee e en dO - 2-2 eee eee ne eee 400 

Miembre ....- cence cue, cece cece wee nee WO oe eee ee ewe ee lene AO - 200 ee eee eee 800 

Apaches .....2-.-----+-+e+---+----| Kiowa ..---....-.-----| Indian Territory. ---.--- 344 

~ Do ..-- ee cone ees enceceee------| Cheyenne and Arapaho.|..-.-.d0 ..-...--------- 119 . 

Northern Chiricahua. ...-.-.--.---.| Chiricahua .........-..| Arizona .......-.------ 182 

Southern Chiricahua. .....--.------|------O -.-- ee eee ene fee dO os eee ane seen 293 

Miembre .-...cnccneccnce cc nc sec eee leew ne GO cece ew cee e eee | cee MO penne seen ee ene 2 

Mogollon ....----5.e0 cence ence ee [eee dO oe ee eee tee wenee GO -.22- seen eee 490 

Coyoter0. 2... nee eee e cence nee cee efen- == dO oe eee e ee ene wenn GO . cence eee ee ee- § 

Jicarilla.....-.s-eseeeeeceeeeee----| Cimarron..-...-.-..---| New Mexico....-.-.--- 550 

° Do ccc cnccnn ccccceccccve--=-] Abiquil . ........2..-5-|------ dO ~--2- sees eee 400 

Aribaipais.........-.0------++-+---| San Carlos .........--.| Arizona ....------++---- 389 

Dy en (0 De (eee 435 - 

TONtO ..- cc ececcecccccee cececccecedenen dO cccecee eee e eee efene eee MO eceeweeeeeeeee-] > 661 

Mojave. .-- 2.022 - ewww eee cere ene (oe dO eee cere nee eee ween GO space e en eeenes 588 

Vumar .. eee c cnn cence wee ence cw cee e fen nO cece cece ce cee f owen e dO 2s. cence eee 376 

Coyotero ..-.-.-.. --- nee snc eee tees cee GO cece ew eweeeweleeeee-GO .ee.--eeneeee-| 1,784 . 

MescalerO...-c.-eceee--+....-s++-4 Mesealero Apache......| New Mexico. ......---.| 1, 000 

Essa-queta.......-.eeeee----+--=--| Kiowa ...-.-----------| Indian Territory. -..---- 180 
——)| 9,891 

Arapahoes ....-.--.-eeseeeeeeseeceees+| Red Cloud.......------| Nebraska...--..--.---- 1, 565 
Cheyenne and Arapaho | Indian Territory....---| 1, 664 

—— 3,229 
Arickarees....-.---.-----------------| Fort Berthold..........| Dakota......------..0+)-------- "900 

Bannacks ..-.----0-- scence ee-weeee----} Fort Hall......-.---.--| Idaho .......---------- 600 | ~ 
Gemhi. .....-.----- 0-2]. - 2-6-0 2. eee eee eee, 210 
Malheur...........----| Oregon.......+.------- 87 

—_— 897 

Blackfeet, Bloods, and Piegans, (no dis- | Blackfeet.....-...-----| Montana ........---+-+-|.--++--: 7, 200 

tinction ) 

Cad@0s -. 2020 cancnccen coe eeeeeeceeees| Wichita ....-.---------| Indian Territory ..-...-|.------- 552 

Calapooias...-....-----s+--+-e--+-----| Grand Ronde......-.-.| Oregon..-.-----+------|-eeeeeee 29 

Calispelles...........--2--+----+------| Colville ......-.-.-----| Washington .....-.--+-)-+------ 395 

Cancows ....---ceneneceueccneee-e----| Round Valley -.----.--| California .......------|-------- 149 

Cayugas. .....-----2--0- ee eee eec en eeee New York........-----}| New York.....-......-|.------- 156 

Cayuses ......--2-- eee cence ene ne eee Umatilla .....-....-02.) Oregon.....- 2. cence eee| seen eee 385 

Chehalis ........-.-------eee-e-e-ee-e-| Nisqually ...-..-..---.| Washington ...-....---|..------ 300 , 

Cherokees : 
Bastern.......-e--------«-+-------| North Carolina -.....-.| North Carolina .....--.; 1,700 

Western ...---ecencecececceccseeee| Union......-.--.------| Indian Territory...-.--| 17,217 | 

Scattered .. 0... .ncecec cece cece twee [een ene cecceeenaecce-see-| Through South Caro- 800 } 
lina, Georgia, and 4 
Tennessee, ———| 19, 717 | 

Chetcoes. 2. ee cne nce e ence crew ne censee| SiletZ ..0. eceneeeeneee| OPO GON. --..--- +. eeeeesleeersees 166 | 

Cheyennes : | 

Northern ....ceeece+-eeeeee---eee-| Red Cloud ....--.-----| Dakota........2.-02.--| 2, 172 | 

Southern .....-----«.-+-----------| Cheyene and Arapahoe | Indian Territory....--.| 2,055 | | 
————| 4, 227 | 

Chickasaws .-----.------------e0------| Union.......-..-----+-| Indian Territory. ......|.--.---- 6, 000 

Chimhuevas......-.------------+----++| Colorado River ........| Arizona...-..--scceees[eaee-ee- 350 

Chippewas and Ottawas, included un- : 

der Ottawas: 
Red Cliff.......-------------------| La Pointe --........---}| Wisconsin....-..------ 726 
Bad River ...-c- enc ccc ew ence ewe ne [eee en dO cece cee w eee w nef enn dO peewee ew eneweee- 732 
Lac Court @Orielle. .. 2.2... cece ee fen e MO once eee eee nn fen ee MO we eceeeeeneeee-| 1,048 

Lac de Flambeat....-.-.ccceeenene| nnn dO - cnc ewan cece ne | enn dO - 2 en nee cee eee: 665, 

Fond du Lac.-.- 2... - een e ne cen eee fee ee dO ecw cece eee efn nee dO cece eee ennes 404 

Grand Portage ....-.- 22. eee cence [eee dO - eee eee e ene eel e nee dO ~ 2 eee ne enon eee 262 
Bois Forte ...c ee ence cece cece ewe | ne dO. cee c ewe e eee e ee le ene dO - ewe ween en nnes 697 
L’Anse ...-c0---eeeee-eeeee-e-----| Michigan ......-....---] Michigan ...ssee0------} 1,120 

Leech Lake Pillager........-.-.---| Leech Lake ........---| Minnesota. .........20 797 

Otter Tail Pillager .........-.-..-.] White Barth. ......-.-.|..-.--dO -....02ses22ee. 522 
Mississippi.-..----- 22-22 ce eens eee [ee eed © oon eee eee eee ee: eee ed O - 0. eee e eee e ene. 1, 653 
Mississippi at White Oak Point.....| Leech Lake «.-........|.-----d0 --.------..--- 790 
Pembina....-..-..-------e5-e-ee--| White Barth .......2../.2.22-00 -.. sence enee-e- 507 
Red Lake........--.--.---------+-| Red Lake -....--------/------dO «seen seseeeene 1, 580 

Swan Creek and Black River......| Mackinac ...-.......-.| Michigan..........-.-.| 1,141 

Winnebagoshish Pillager ..........] Leech Lake .........-.).222--d0 .-. 2200 ceeeee 797 
——| 13,491 

ChoctawS...----c-ce-ceencccuccececee| Union....-.....2--..--| Indian Territory. ......|.--.----| 16,000 

Clackamas ...-....-..-.--.-----+------| Grand Ronde........../ Oregon...--.-----2----[-eee eee 66 

Clatsops ..-0-0- cece ee ceeeee ce ee eee ens| SHOGZ..--0------ 22+ --| OTOGOM. 022 e 2 ee eee e nfo ee eens 38 

Coahuillas ......-...--.....-0---------| No agency -.-..-.-.-.-.| ATIZONA ...2.2----- eee fe eee e ees 150 

Cocopabs . .-.- 2. ne cece nee en ee een | dO cnn meee cece een e| ne WO «enw ee cer en ene l sneer ces 180 

| Coeur d’Al6énes .... wee e ence cece eee ne ne | 22-0 - see ee eweeeeeee-| [Idaho .....------ ene] ee eee ees 500 | 

|



? 
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Table dians, classified by tribes, with their numbers and location under agencies—Cont’d. 

33 Tribe. _ Agency. State or Territory. | 3 3 
3 b> © 

Za & a eee 

Comanches ............--.---...---e-.| Kiowa and Comanche. . Indian Territory.......; 1556 Comanches...............--.....-.--. | Wichita............... 000 GO 2.0... cwemneenne 165 |—_-—— 
: 1, 721 C008. - 00 eee nee en eee nee eeeee nee ceece-| Alsea ....0..--eeeeee Oregon ..... 2... -- eee ee fee nee eee 120 Cow Creeks................-.-....-.-.| Grand Ronde.......... wenn GO oe eee ee nee en lew nee nee 32 Creeks........0- 0... ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| Union....-.--......... Indian Territory.......|.--.....| 13,000 Crows: Mountain ...................-.| Crow sceeeesseeeese---| Montana ..............} 3,000 River. ... 2.2. scccee seen eee [ec dO cee e nee eee. }......do ssencceeeeeees.| 1,200 

——| 4,200 Delawares .. ...........0-- 222-00 eeeee-| KIOWA .occec econo ne, Indian Territory.......|........ 30 Etakmurs.........2-22...ecceeseenese Tulalip.-..............] Washington ...........|........ 550 Flatheads..........-....----...--.---.| Flathead .............. Montana .....-....---./.--...0. 431 Gros Ventres.........-..-cc0eceeee----| Fort Belknap.......-. | Montana ............2- 950 7 Fort Berthold .........| Dakota... 22... eceeee 600 . 
[| (1, 550 HOhS ....2.. 22020 -ccncneceneseenes-ee-| Quinaielt ......'-...0e. Washington -........../-- 2.00. 94 HOOpaS «0. ce een en cee e eee ee sce cee Hoopa Valley .........| California .............|.-...0.. 571 Hualapais ...................-....----| Colorado River ........ AFizona ...2..- 0-2. ee else eee ee 620 Tonies ....0- cece cnc ne scence ccecccccae Incorp’ted with Caddoes| Indian Territory......-/..-000--/eceeeeee TOWAS ... 222 eee e cence cence cece sea---| Great Nemaha.........) Nebraska........2.....|......-. 219 JOSHUAS 2. eee cece ewww cee eee Siletz .......-....-....| Oregon ...-....cecenas|.-----e. ‘100. | Kaws ..2.- 0-2 eeseeeeeesennnee eee nes| Osage ...2-. weoeeeeee-| Indian Territory.......|........ 516 Kehmiltpahs ...........-.-.-......----| Yakama ...... ..--..-. Washington.......... -|.-..0.-. 289 Keechies..............-+---+--+.-.----| Wichita ...... ........| Indian Territory.......{........ 90 Kickapoos: Kansas ........-.........-| Kansas .......-........ Kanpas . .....-..-.-... 280 Mexican ........-.....----| Sac and Fox...........| Indian Territory...-... 426 708 

- Kiowas .... 202... cee eee eee ne eee ee| Kiowa ...---cnceceece.|......do oer ees neeeees(enesenee| 1,070 Klamaths: Upper.............--..----| Klamath .-.-.-..2..-4. Oregon ....2..caeneeee 543 . Lower ......-..-.--.----..| Hoopa Valley.........-]......d0 -...s+--0.-..., 43 
Upper .....-....-.----.0-:] Siletz 2.2. cece ene ene dO occ cee eee, 66 
Lower.......-....--------| No ageney.......-...4. California ...........--| 1,125 Ly 

Kiikatat .... 0.0.2. .sceee se eeeeeeecee | Vakama.... ce sceccces Washington ...........)........ 239 Klinquit 2.0.0 cee cece scene n eee eee eelee nee dO cecccccweccenst......d0 «tenn nn cc ceweccleceee cee 239 Kootenais...............00....--.-----| Flathead .............. Montana ............-- 335 
No agency .........---| Idaho ........-..cecee. 300 

_———— 635 Kow-wassayee..........-eeeeee------ | Yakama .....--..0-e0. Washington ......-.-2..)......0. 239 Keawahs ............0-...---ee+0----| Tule River ............| California. wee wee ceeencleneeneee 220 King’s River . 12.2.0. cece cence ec ween] eee e dO ec ceceneececeene}......d0 wee eee ewww een seenee ee 460 Lakes ....... 2.0. cence nee eecenene+| Colville .. 20. ccccceene Washington ...........)....2.-. 242 Lipaus...................-0.02------+-| No agency ............] Texas............... bee, 26 Little Lakes -..........c-ceeeenenceeee Round Valley .........) California ........2..../..--20.. 160 Luckiamutes................-..-------| Grand Ronde.......... Oregon....-... seco ee epee eens 32 Lummis ..........02.--0--seeeeeeeeee-| Tulalip ....---.-e.ee ee Washington ...........)......2- 600 : Macanootnas.........-.0-se-seceeneeee} Siletz ..-....0-------.. Oregon ..- 226 -seewee cel eeeene ee 166 Makahs. ...........22000------+-ceee0.| Neah Bay .. -...---.0- Washington ........2../.....-. 560 Mandans..................---0.-.-.--.| Fort Berthold .........| Dakota . owes owen eee] see e nee 420 
Mary River...................--.-.--.| Grand Ronde.......... Oregon . .......---2---|-00ecee. 41 Maricopas............0ee-0eeee-+------| Pima and Maricopa ....| Arizona ...2.. ...c00-.|.-0--e- 300 
Menomonees..........-.-.--.-.------.| Green Bay ............| Wisconsin .....- ......|........ 1,522. Methows............-0-c0-6-+--ee-e--| Colville ..........----- Washington .........2./.....24. 315 
Miamis ...............--.-----0+---2.| Noagency.............| Scattered........-.-...|..... 100 Missourias .........2-.-.eeecccenneeee.| OtOG ...-...-2.-eeeee--| Nebraska..............1..00 0. 228 
Modoes ..... 00.20. .eceeceneeeecenseee.| Klamath ...0......0-.. Oregon. ..........-06-. 103 

Quapaw...............| Indian Territory....... 140 9243 

Mojaves......0..sseesneenesseeeecceeee| Colorado River ........| Arizona .... ..-..----- 820 
No agency, ...222-220-0{-220--d0 ~ 2. nee ween n es 700 ; f ——-| 1, 520 

Molallas ...........2--.-2eeeceecee-ee-| Grand Ronde.......... Oregon... ..--eesecene|seecene. 76 
Moquis Pueblo ...............2--..---.| Moquis Pueblo.........| Arizona .... ...-.--+e.!........ 1, 600 
Muckleshoot ...............----0eee---| Tulalip .......-...2-04. Washington .......-... 500 

Nisqually ...-......22.[-...2.00 -. ccc ennesneeee 100 : ——__ 600 . 
Mission, and others ...........-........| Mission...........,....| California ..........--.|........ 4, 375 
Munsees and Chippewas of Swan Creek | No agency...-......-..| Kamsas.....-..eces-ec.|seneeeee 40 

&e, 
Nehalims ........... 200-02 0-0ee00. 0-5. [Sileta 0... cee cece ee ee] OPOQON. 22 .- cenececnes|enccceee 38 
NeZtucas 22.2. cece eee eee cee eens |e dO cece cee eee ene fe MO teen ee sc cenececnaslecccenas 24 
Nez Perc... 2.2... ee cee n er eenceeseeeee| Nez Pereé........22---| Tdaho ..-- ce ccnccccnnclececceee 2, 800 
Nespeelum .............-0++---0.----+-| Colville ....-....-...-.| Washington ....0.0.-ee/eees eens __ 280 
Navajoes...... 200220 eee cence eee eee) NAVAJO. 2c ee een ee eee! ATIZONA ..cccneeccecenslecen sone 11, 768 
Nisquallies .........20..ceeee+s-.--e00-| Nisqually ..........0.. Washington .... ....-./.--.---. 150 
Ochecholes......--.-+-...00c--eeee--e-| YAKama.. ce. cece eee ele dO cece cnccnaccucleoeecce. 289 
Omahas........20-- es seeneeeeeeeeeee-| Omaha .......-2--- eee. Nebraska......-2.---.]--2-----/ 1, 005 
Oneidas...........2..00.-2------------| Green Bay ........-.-.| Wisconsin ............ 1, 332 

New York.............| New York..........-.. 251 
; —-——| 1,583 

Onondagas.... 0. sean cee n ee eee e wenn lene dO ccc eee cee ec ewe] one dO cece ccc cncnceslecunerne 453 
OKkanagans........-....eceeeeeeeeee---| Colville ....c.e.eeee...! Washington .....cescecl.enceee- 330
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Table of Indians, classified by tribes, with their numbers and location under agencies—Continued. 

a 

- 33 . 
Tribe. Agency. State or Territory. gs 3 

Ze | «e 

Oregon City....--.-.---------e--------| Grand Ronde....---.-. Oregon ....-----e neces [eeeeeee: 54 

Osages 2.2.2 2e cece ee cee ewe ene eececeee| OBAZES .00 eee cere eee nee Indian Territory.......)---.--- 3, OOL 

NOS .. nc ncnccneecucccceccacccesscees| Ot0@ .......2.2.0..-----, Nebraska. ...--.-.-. 22. [-22e2+: 229 

O‘tAWAS -oe nce cence cee eceneeecesees| QUapaw.....--.-------| Indian Territory -...---|------: 140 

Uttawas and Chippewas ....-..---..--- Mackinac .............| Michigan ..............|------s- 6, 115 

Pah-Utes ....cscecceaeeceescececeeeuce| Walker River ...--.-..| Nevada -....---.---+--/e-ee2+-- 2, 000 

Pah-Vants --..-eececeecececeveeeee-e--| No agency.....-....---| Utah ---..--.-------20- [eee ce ee 134 

Pai-Utes .....-----ecececscecceces-ee--| Malheur. .........----- Oregon.....--.---.----| - 570 

Pai-Ute .......--..----| Nevada ......--...---.| 2, 027 

No agency .----2.--20-|------dO - 0-2. e eee neeee 1, 000 
——|} 3,597 

Palouse..cec-cnececcce seccnecnee-evees| Vakama....--.-------- Washington ..-.......-]-----0-- 239 

Papagos .--. ose e ee nee eee ene ene eee eee: Papago....-.---e+---5-| ATIZONA .--. -.. +22 een ef ee ee eee 6, 000 

PawieeS .ncccecaceccccecceveccucceces-| Pawnee ...... --..2.--| Indian Territory..-.--.|.------- 2, 200 ‘ 

Pend d'Oreilles.....--.----------+-eae.| Flathead .......-.--...| Montana ....-..--.+--. 850 

- No agency..----..-.---| Idaho .......---..----- 200 
—-——!} 1,050 

Peorias and confederated tribes ........) Quapaw.....-.--.----- Indian Territory.......|.-.----- 202 

Piegans .-.. -- 2220-22 - eee ee nee e eo eeeee: Included under Blackf't |.-------- 220 cece en eee ene [tenet ent lenecoees 

Pimay .- 2. eccecccccecccceeecseccsaeeqe| Pima and Maricopa....| Arizona .... ---.----++|---++++5- 4, 000 

Pisquoge .....------ee ene ceceesceceee-| Yakama..--.---------- Washington .........0.|-------- 239 

Pitt River. .ccccceceeccecececee-e-+----| Round Valley.......--.| California ......---.--. baceeeee 65 

PONCaS. .occucccececceccccccceccae coes| PODCA ceseee -ee-------| Dakota .... ---- see ee] ee eees- 734 

Pottawatomies : 
Kansas . .ccceececececceeaccceecee-| Kamsas..-.---+-+-----.| Kansas......---------- 450 

Huron .c-e-o--e- cence sees ee-eeee-| Michigan .....-..-.---- Michigan.........-----/ 60 
—_——- 510 

Potter Valley ......------++++---+-----| Round Valley ..------- California ...-...0.e00.|-s20e--- 307 

Pueblos ..- ce cenccececccececeeeseee--| Pueblo .......---.0----| New Mexico....---+-+-|----+++- 10, 000 

Puyallups ..-------e00 cnen ce cece eeeeee Nisqually ...-.....----| Washington ...-...--..|---+++-+-- 579 

QUBPAWS «cnn cece eee teen eee ceeenene| QUADAW .-.. ----- 2200: Indian Territory. ......|.---+--- * 235 

Queets..--. 22. eee cece nee rene cee ees Quinaielt..-..-.......-| Wasbington..... ...--|-------- 115 

Quillehutes......---- 20 eee eee ene ee eee e| eee dO - eee ee ee renee ween dO cecee cece ewes |e eeeeee-| 253 

QuinaieltS ....0.-- eee eee eee ee eee eee: cee ee O . eee ee eee ene | eee AO cee w een e eee cee lreeerne: 111 

Redwoods ...-----e--neeee ceeeee-eee--| Round Valley --..-....- California .........--+. 96 

Hoopa Valley ..--..-4./------dO -.----2+---e ee. 46 
—_—— 142 

Renegade, &C-.--.---00n vane ee rene eee: Roaming on Columbia | Oregon.....--.------+ |---s22--| 2, 000 

Iver, 

Rogue Rivers ..-------.--+----e+-e-+--| Siletz . ---------+------ wenn GO wc ene saee ve oe 170 | - 
Grand Ronde ........-|------d0O ..----..-.6---- 73 

| ——— 243 
Sac and POX .ccccccceccccccacccecceee.| Sac and Fox...,....----! Towa... -eccecseceee es! 341 

Do...........-.--| Indian Territory. ..--.. 43%) 
Great Nemaha.........| Nebraska ..-...--.---. 98 
No agency ..--...-----| Kansas........-.------ 2U0 

| —_——| 1,069 
San Poels..ceccecccece ceecereeeee-----| Colville ...-.---.------| Washington ...-..-----)---++--- 250 

SantianS....-cecececccee ceceseee-e----| Grand Ronde........-- Oregon ..-.---- ee newcastle eeeeeee 63 

SeneCa. os ccnceccaccccececceececees---| QUAPAW ...-----------| Indian Territory.....-. 240 

New York .........-..| New York......-..-.--| 2,957 
—_—-—| 3,197 

Seapcat.....--2c-ene concern eee nn cece: Yakama..........-.--./ Washington ......--.2-).-s-+0-- 289 

Shawnees: . 
 ‘Bastern. .ccaecccceccucccecceercen-| QUAPAW -.-.----eee- ee. Indian Territory......- 97 

Absentee. usececcecceccecceccecsees| Sac and Fox ....--2---)----+:dO .----- ene eee eee 563 
—_—- 660 

Shasta Scotons.-..--e-sseeeee---------| Grand Ronde ....--..-. Oregon. ....------62--- 36 
Siletz 22... ee ce ee eee ee eee ee O - once ewe eee. 166 

—_—— 202 

Shoshones..ca.seeececeee enceeeeee----| Fort Hall....-.-------- Idaho ......-eseeneece- 900 
Lemhi ..2..-.c-en ee ee | eee dO - eee ee ewe ee ee. 500 

"| Shoshone.........----.| Wyoming ..........---{ 1, 800 
Pyramid Lake......-..| Nevada ..-....-..----- 400 
Western Shoshone.....|.--.--dO .....---------.) 1,545 

———-| 5,745 

Shyiks......cceeeeeeeeecee ceceeeeeee-| Yakama -...---------- Washington .....-.0--.|.-.-.--- 229 

Siay WAS ----.- ee wenn ener eens: eee GO ween cece eee ene] 22 dO sence ene ee eee | eeeeeeee 239 

Sixes . ccccuaccccnccncecscccecscocssen.| SiletZ ...2eceeeeeee eee Oregon...--. 22) seeen. [eee e ee: 166 

Sinselaw.c...---ceceeccuccce nce ccceees| ALSO .. eee renee eee eee vee e GO cee eee eee e ee fee e eee. 45 

Siahs ..---ce ence een ee ee eee eee ceeees HHoopa Valley...-......| California -...--....--.|.--.-.--- 56 

S’Klallams .--.-..----0-- ee een e ee cn ones S’Kokomish ....-.-....| Washington .........-.]-....-4. 575 

Skinpah ....---.---eee eee eee eee eeeeee| Yakama..----------+--]----- GO .. nescence eenees|ieeeeees Q2r9 

| Snohomish..-.-.----e-eee-e-----------| Tulalip ..-.----------- Washington ......-.--.).--.---- 9 0 

, Spokanes .-.---.eeeeeee ee cece ee cere ee: Colville ......2.-- cen e. [2-2 dO ce ewes eee e ween nn | eee eee 6&5 

Shoal Water Bay .....-------++-+--+5- Nisqually .csesesecee ene [e ee dO - epee eee ee eee ee eee eee ee £0 

t. Regis ..-.-----2ee-ceeeeeeeeseneee--| New York.........---.| New York.......-..--.|-.---5-- 736 

tockbridge...------- 25 eae e cence eee) | Green Bay ...--..---.-| Wisconsin .....-....-.-)-------- 118 

inomish....---2+-+0eeeeee seer erence] Tulalip........-.------| Washington .....--..--|-eeeee-. 700 . 

COPCALETS. .-- ee eee e eee tree er eee Lembi ............----| Idaho -..........---2-.|.20006-- 310 

12 IND 
|
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Tableof Indians, classified by tribes, with their number and location under agencies—Continued. 

Tribe Agency State or Terrttor No. bY | otal 
° ° y: bands. , 

Seminoles.........-...-00.-0--e0e-e02-) Union...........-.....| Indian Territory.......| 2, 438 
No agency ......-.....| Florida...............- 452 

j———;} 2,910 
Squaxins ..-.-..-...-.....--0.--0.--2.| Nisqually..............| Washington ...........|...-...- 150 
Suakes ; 

Snakes ........---.---------------| Malheur...............] Oregon ........---. eee. 86 
Yahooskin .............--..--.---.| Klamath 2.2.2... ...202.].20.00 «ceca e ce wnceeee: 143 : 
Walpahpee .... 22. nee ee ee eee dO cee ce eee | ee IO. eee ween eees 101 
Ocheo’s band. 2... .2-- 22 eee ee eee ee | 0 dO ee eee cece ee eee foe dO 6 cece e cee nee ee. 100 

Sioux: —_— 430 
Sisseton .....--.2-.---0- eee eeeee-| Sisseton ...............| Dakota........0002. ee. 903 

DO 222. eee ee eee e ee eee eee eeeee-| Devil’s Lake 2.222.222. )22 2 dO 2 eee ee ce ewe ee. 400 
Wahpeton .......-...-.-.--.------| Sisseton. 222 eee |e dO. eee e ence wenn: 904 

Do ...--.-- 2-2 ee eee eee een eee ne-| Devil's Lake 222... 00. ).22.d0 - ecw ae eee cece. 400 
Ogallalla............-..---..-.----| Red Cloud.............| Nebraska..............| 9,136 

. Yankton...........-...--.s00-e0--.| Yankton ..............| Dakota.............-..| 2,000 
Upper Brulé........--.----.------| Spotted Tail.........../ Nebraska ......-......| 7, 292 
Lower Brulé...... sec eee ee cee ne | - dO wee eee eee eee |e dO - eee nn teen ween: 700 
Northern Brulé ................--.| Spotted Tail...........| Nebraska ....-.......-. 429 
Minneconjoux. .... 2-22 cece en] 2 dO 22 ee cee eee ee IO -caeenesnceeeeee.| 1, 189 

Do oon ne ee eee cow w eee eeneeecee-| Crow Creek ........-..| Dakota................| 1,800 
Lower Yanktonais...... -..--.-2+-[----O -..2- scene eee ene |e dO 2. eee eee eens. | 1,200 
Two-Kettle .....--.-.-..-..-------| Cheyenne River ......./..-.d0 ...---. eee eee ee.| 2, 261 
Sans Are 22... cence scence eee ewe] WO sg ce cece ecw ween ewe eO cece cw ceeeeeeee-| 1,778 
Mimneconjoux . 22... 2... eee eee ene | 5 dO fo eee eee (22 dO pee eee enw eee eee-| 2,817 
Blackfeet ..2. 2222-2. eee eee ee ee] dO - cece cece ne |e dO cee eee cence nen: 730 
Santee...-.....-- eee ee eee eee ee.| Santee .........2.eeee-| Nebraska...........00. 800 
Flandreau ...............---.-----| Flandreau.............| Dakota ............-.4. 359 
Upper Yanktonais................-; Standing Rock ........|....d0 -.. .....--2e2ee--| 1,473 
Lower Yanktonais.........-..---.|-2--0 ..- 0.2.0. .e eee ne | 2 --dO oe eee eee eee e-| 2, 730 
ONCPApas .. 2.22 ene e wee cee ee |e IO - eee eee e wee [one AO pc cen ce necweceen.| 2% 100 
Blackfeet ... 2.0.20... eee eee eee | dO Le ee cence ene | UO cece eee e ew eee 1,019 
Assinaboines.........-..-.---...--.| Fort Belknap..........| Montana ..............| 3,500 
Yanktonnai.....---.....----....-.| Fort Peck .............| Montana ..............| 2, 726 
Santee and Sisseton ...... 2... cee [eee dO oe emcee eee | ee dO oc ce nee eeeeeeeee-| 1,000 
AST 0) «6 (0a SC 6 {6 400 
Assinaboine... 2. cence cece ee wecnee| we AO «cece ew cee ce eens |e GO peewee eee eeeee.| 1, 998 
Sioux, (scattered) .........-...-.-.| No agency ............| Dakota and Montana ..| 3, 000 

> ——_| 55,144 
Tawacanies .........-.--------+---.--.| Wichita ...............| Indian Territory.......|.--..... 102 
Tejons..---. 22-2. eee ee eee eee eee ee-| Tule River............| California .......-...../-------. 138 
Tilamooks ....--...0.-seeeeeeeeeeennee| SiletZ ..-...-. .....-..| Oregon........-. 2-2 2-|--- eee: 100 
Tininos -..2. cece eee eee een eeeeee--| Warm Springs.........) Oregon. 1... .nceneeeee |e eeene: 119 
Tonkaways...........seeese22--------| No agency ..........-.| Texas. ...... eee ee lee ee eee. 36 
Tules .........-....-------------2-----| Tule River............} California ..... 0.2 ee.) eee e ee 138 
Tuscaroras....-...-..---ee0---------- | New York......-......; New York........--00- [ee -snee- 42 
Tywanas ...... ----2- eee ee ee eeeneeeee-| S Kokomish ....,......| Washington Territory..|........ 275 
Ukie. 22... wee wee eee n ee ceeeeeeen-| Round Valley ........:| California .............)------- 195 

a Umpquas ...... 2-200 - eeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| Grand Ronde..........| Oregon ........-------- 160 
Alsea ...ccc ween ee cee | nee ee GO epee eee ce ewes 42 

——— 202 
Umatillas ......-.......---------------| Umatilla 2.2. ee ee) dO ooo eee eee ewes | ences 169 
Utes: 

Capote and Weeminuche..........| Abiquiu ..............| New Mexico........... 900 
Tabequache, Muache, Capote, and | Los Pinos ............-| Colorado ..............| 2,000 
Weeminuche: 

Grand River, Yampa, Uintah, and | White River ..........] -.-..do ..----.....--.. 900 , 
’ Peah’s, 
Goship........-....-..------------| No agency ............} Nevada ........-...... 204 

DO ..2. 22 nnn ne cee eee eee sees [one dO ~ eee e eee ewe ee | Utah o-oo. eee eee. 206 
Monache.........--..--------+----| Cimarron ...... ......| New Mexico........... 350 
Uintah. 2.2.0.0... eee eee eee eee ee | Uintab ..2.02 eee ee} Utah. 2... eee eee. 650 

—_— 5, 260 
Walla-Wallas ........-.-....---.-----.| Umatilla ............../-Oregon ....--.--220-22.|--220e-- 128 | 
Wacos.....2 .- 22-0 cence en ne-eeeeeeee | Wichita.............-.| Indian Territory. ......)..-.... 66 | 
Warm Spring ..-...-..--------------- | Warm Springs ........| Oregon ...2-- eee e ee en] eee ee 304 
W ASCOES 2-2 oe nee ew ee ee cee ee | dO oe eee | ee dO occ eee nee e ne [eee ewee, 320) 
Wappatoes....-...-...----------------| Grand Ronde........2./..2-2--dO - 1.2... eee ee ee | eee eee. 66 
Wenatshepums...............----.--..| Yakama ..............| Washington Territory-..|.-.-..--. 239 
Winnebagoes ............-..---------.| Winnebago............| Nebraska............-.| 1, €67 

No agency ......-.---.| Wisconsin ............. 656 
|——-—-| 2, 323 

Wishams ...... ......------.----+-----| Yakama ............--| Washington Territory..|.-...... 332 
Wichitas .-.......-....---.------------| Wichita...............| Indian Territory.......).-------] 228 
Wryandotts .....6 scenes cece ewe eee eee] QUADAW 2.2.20 cw eee] 22-0 oe ween eee eee [eee ee: 247 
Wylackies ............-seee0-----+-+--| Round Valley .........| California ......-.....-|-------. 172 
Wichumnis ........-.00----2-0---e-e--| Tale River...2.. 2.228} dO eee ee eee ee | ee eee. 244 
Yakamas ........-0-0-e eee neon eeeeeeee| Yakama ..............| Washington Territory..|.-....-. 29° 
Yambills.......-....-...---2--+-------| Grand Ronde..........) Oregon.....-senone-e--|-enweee: 5 
Yumas..-n. cn cne ccc ewe cece eee cncnee) NO agent .....0.--eeee-| ATIZONA .o none sewn nes | ceeeee. 0% 

Total .cnunacencccsnccceseneccems| tec c ee seen ne emenae scene cen e ne cen ene ceenee ceeees[sneecen.| 219,39
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE SIOUX FOR THE 
RELINQUISHMENT OF HUNTING-RIGHTS IN NEBRASKA. . 

We, the chiefs and headmen of the Ogallalla, Brulé, and other Sioux tribes of In- | 

dians, having heard a full explanation of the wishes of the Government of the United 

States, that we should surrender the privileges contained in the treaty of 1868, to hunt 

in Nebraska, and in all the country south of our reservation, and all our rights in 

what is called in said treaty the unceded territory, so far as such territory is contained 

within the limits of Nebraska, which rights and privileges are particularly described 

in articles eleven and sixteen of said treaty; and being fully informed that the sum of 

twenty-five thousand dollars has been appropriated by Congress for the purchase of 

presents for the Sioux of the Red Cloud and Spotted Tail agencies, to be received by 

us in compensation for the relinquishment of the privileges above named, do hereby 

agree to surrender all privileges of hunting and all other rights and privileges in 

Nebraska and on the Republican Fork of the Smoky Hill River, secured to us by said 

treaty. 
Provided, That we do not surrender any right of occupation of the country situated 

in Nebraska north of the divide, which is south of and near to the Niobrara River, 

and west of the 100th meridian; but desire to retain that country for future occupa- 

tion and use. : 

Chiefs and headmen signing at Spotted Tail agency. 

Spotted Tail, his x mark. Tall Man Dan, his x mark. | 

Swift Bear, his x mark. Enemy Catcher, his x mark. 

Black Crow, his x mark. Iron Horse, his x mark. 

Looking Horse, his x mark. Cook, his x mark. 

White Thunder, his x mark. Lone Dog, his x mark. 

Whitewash, his x mark. Red Bear, his x mark. . 

John Indian, his x mark. . _ Louis Roubideaux, his x mark. 

Blue Tomahawk, his x mark. Standing Elk, his x mark. 

Red Nose, his x mark. Blue Teeth, his x mark. 

Good Voice, his x mark. Afraid of Nothing, his x mark. 

Kick, his x mark. Roast, his x mark. | . 

Bear Ghost, his x mark. Whirlwind Soldier, his x mark. 

Bear Looks Behind, his x mark. No Flesh, his x mark. 

Bald Eagle Bear, his x mark. Eagle Iron Feather, his x mark. 

Brave Eagle, his x mark. Ring Thunder, his x mark. 

Medicine Bear, his x mark. Black Elk, his x mark. 

Sioux, his x mark. Thigh, his x mark. 

We, the undersigned, certify on honor that we were present at the place and date 

herein stated, and saw the signatures and marks of the chiefs and headmen of the Brulé 

band of Sioux at this agency affixed to this document after the contents were fully 

explained to them by the interpreter. | 

. E. A. HOWARD, . 
United States Indian Agent. 

LOUIS BORDEUX, Interpreter. 
. WM. J. CLEVELAND, Missionary. 

JOHN L. MILLS, M. D. 
| EDWARD WILLARD. 

SporreD Tait AGENCY, NEBR., June 23, 1875. 

Chiefs and headmen signing at Red Cloud agency. 

Little Wound, his x mark, Taopi Chikila, chief. 
Pawnee Killer, his x mark, Stili kte, sub-chief. 

_ Black Bear, his x mark, Mato Sape, sub-chief. ~ 

Iron Horse, his x mark, Ta xunkamaza, soldier. 
Quick Bear, his x mark, Mato luza, sub-chief. 
Red Dog, his x mark, Xunkaluta, chief. 
High Wolf, his x mark, Xunka manito wakanto, chief. 
Conquering Bear, his x mark, Mato yui, head soldier. 

White Crane Walking, his x mark, Pahasa mani, head soldier. 

Tall Lance, his x mark, Wahukeza Wakatia, soldier. | 

Bear’s Robe, his x mark, Mato ha xina, soldier. 
Red Leaf, his x mark, Warpexa, chief. 
Day, his x mark, Am pa ha, chief. 

J . 
. 

me
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Yellow Hair, his x mark, Pehizizi, head soldier. 
White Tail, his x mark, Sin tes ka, sub-chief. 

. Turkey Legs, his x mark, Wagle xun huka, chief. 
Slow Bull, his x mark, Ta touka hunkaxni, chief, | 
Blue Horse, his x mark, Xunkito, chief. 
Red Top, his x mark, Ta-ha pahaxa, soldier. 

We, the undersigned, certify on honor that we were present at the place and date 
herein stated, and saw the signatures and marks of the chiefs and headmen of the 
Ogallalla band of Sioux at this agency affixed to this document after the contents were 
fully explained to them by the interpreter. | 

| J. W. DANIELS, 
United States Indian Inspector. 

| LOUTS RICHARD, Interpreter. | 
MARTIN GIBBONS. 

7 SHERIDAN McBRATNEY. 
. _ RED CLoup AGENCY, NEBR., June 23, 1875. . 

| | 

j
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REPORT OF GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE BLACK HILLS. . 

Sir: In compliance with your request for preliminary statements respecting the min- 

eral and agricultural resources of the Black Hills in Dakota, and the work done under * 

my direction during the past summer in exploring and mapping that portion of the . 

Territory, I have the honor to make the following report in brief : 

In accordance with instructions received from you under date of March 27, I fitted 

out the expedition at Cheyenne, Wyo., and proceeded to Fort Laramie, where I 

was joined by an escort of six companies of cavalry and two companies ofinfantry, 

under command of Col. R. I. Dodge. My party consisted of Henry Newton, assistant 

geologist; V. T. McGillycuddy, M. D. topographer ; Capt. H. P. Tuttle, astronomer, and 

W. H. Root, head miner, assisted by a number of prospectors, laborers, and practical 

miners. 
The expedition left Fort Laramie May 25, and reached the southern base of the Black 

Hills June 3, after a march of about one hundred and thirty-five miles, and camped upon 

the East Fork of the Beaver Creek, when the work of exploring the hills was immediately 

} entered upon and continued unceasingly until the return of the expedition to Fort Lar- 

amie, October 13, nearly fivemonths. The Black Hills of Dakota are located betweenthe __ 

two forks of the Cheyenne River, and eccupy an area included between the 103d and 

105th meridians of longitude and the 43d and 45th parallels of latitude. They extend 

about one hundred miles in a northerly direction, with a breadth of from forty to sixty 

miles, The 104th meridian, which is the boundary between Wyoming and Dakota, 

passes through the central portion of the hills, leaving the greater area in the Terri- 

tory of Dakota. 
Without entering into details regarding the manner of working or of incidents in . 

the history of the expedition ; how on reaching the hills I found miners prospecting on 

French Creek; how after a month’s work gold was found in paying quantities on 

Spring and Rapid Creeks; how the miners poured by hundreds into the hills, and 

accompanying me, gave me great assistance in prospecting the country ; I will briefly 

state such results of the work as will tend to throw light on the probable future value 

of the region. — | 

That portion of the Black Hills which may be designated as Harney’s Peak gold- 

field is almost wholly in Dakota, and extends about fifty miles north and south, with an 

average breadth of nearly twenty miles, covering an area of not less than eight hundred 

square miles. The valuable gold-deposits, however, are found in the valleys of the 

streams which drain that area, the gold being derived from the disintegration of the 

quartz-ledges, which are very numerous in the rocks of that region. : 

The most extensive and valuable deposits of auriferous gravel discovered during the 

past season were in the valleys of Spring and Rapid Creeks and their tributaries, 

where, in almost every case, the gravel-bars are very advantageously situated for work- 

ing, and where many natural circumstances contribute materially to the profitable 

extracting of the gold which they contain. 
Timber of suitable size aud quantity for the construction of flumes and sluices is 

abundant; the water-supply is, in most localities, ample, and the fall of the streams 

sufficiently great to enable the water to be readily carried above the level ofeven the. 

more elevated bars and deposits of gravel. 
While as yet there have been discovered in the Black Hills no deposits of gravel 

sufficiently rich in gold to be profitably worked in the primitive manner with pan or 

rocker, yet there are many bars in the Harney’s Peak field, especially upon Spring 

Creek, the forks of Castle and Rapid Creeks, and the valleys of those mountain streams, 

which, when skillfully worked by gangs of miners with sluices, will yield a good return 

for the labor employed and the moderate capital required to be invested. But little 

- eould be done ina single season in prospecting the numerous segregated quartz 

veins of this region, some of which undoubtedly contain gold. I have procured abun- 

dant samples for testing their value by assay. 
The Bear Lodge gold-field, situated in the extreme northwestern portion of the hills, 

is wholly in Wyoming, and entirely separated from the Harney Peak region. It does 
not exeeed fifty square miles in area; the gold deposits are small compared with those ~ 

on Rapid Creek, and are remarkable for the absence of quartz in the gravel, the gold 
being derived from the disintegrations of feldspar porphry, carrying irregular masses . 
of iron and manganese ore. | 

It is difficult to determine the agricultural resources or climate of the Black Hills by 
the observation of a single season, especially as I could gain but little information 
respecting the severity of the wiaters or the prevalence of early and late frosts. The 
Black Hills rise like an island from an ocean of grass-covered and treeless plains, 
watered by occasional and seanty supplies of rain; and the winds in passing over these 
plains gather some moisture which they part with as rain on being chilled by contact 
with the colder and more elevated region of the central portions of the hills. The 

~ result of this is the prevalence of frequent though not heavy rain-falls, giving to 

| the hills a most peculiar climate. There is scarcely a day from May to August with |
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out one or two showers, yet, owing to the dryness of the atmosphere, the climate was 
found to be very healthy. During the past season, after August 1, very little rain 
was experienced, and some of the smaller streams contained water only in pools. That 
this remarkable rain-fall, in a region where the average fall does not exceed ten inches. 

_ for the whole year, was not the exhibition of a peculiarly wet season, I can only 
judge by observation on the growth of the plants and trees. 

The abundance of trees and the coarseness of their grain, as well as the growth of 
plants on dry hill-sides exposed to both sun and wind, tend to show that the season 
which I witnessed was by no means a very unusual one, though the amount of rain 
may have been somewhat greater than usual. 

The area of land suitable for cultivation is, from the mountainous character of the 
region, limited as compared with the vast area embraced in the hills, but the soil along 
the streams and in most of the valleys is deep and fertile, and will be sufficient for the 
requirements of the population which the hills will support asa stock-raising community. 
I should judge from the observations which I have had the opportunity to make that at 
least one-twentieth of the three thousand square miles embraced in the Black Hills 
may be fairly described as arable lands, and that among these lands lying near the 
streams and continuous through the hilly country are large tracts of land forming the | 

. slopes of the hill-sides which, while not arable, will afford fine grazing, thus largely 
enchancing the value of the lands to which they are contiguous. 

, Among the rocky areas of the Harney’s Peak range, and in the northern portion of 
the hills, there are regions where the grasses are comparatively wanting, but generally 
throughout the whole area of the hills a luxuriant growth of the finest grasses is to be 
found, even covering the ground under the shade of the pine trees upon the elevated 
divides between the streams. 

. The abundance and fine quality of the grasses and the shelter afforded to stock by 
the densely timbered slopes and deep valleys will make it a region well adapted to 
stock-raising purposes. — 

The timber of the hills is a variety of pine known as yellow or heavy pine; the 
grain of the wood is straight, rather coarse, splitting readily, and where the trees have 
escaped the action of fires and violent gales, good straight logs, free from knots, and 
from 40 to 60 feet in length, and from 12 to 24 inches in diameter, can be obtained in 
abundance. Spruce of good quality is found among the cafions in the interior, and 
white birch, oak, and elm, of medium size, among the hills on the eastern slope. 

The water throughout the hills is excellent in quality, mostly derived from springs 
among the limestone, or the granitic or schistose rock; only in localities among the 
foot-hills is it contaminated by alkali. | 

No evidence was found that the Indians ever lived in the hills or ever visited them, 
except in the spring to cut lodge-poles, or occasionally to stop and hunt deer among the 

_ foot-hills while yassing from the agencies to the Upper Missouri. The only reason 
_ advanced for their not living in the hills is the prevalence of severe thunder-storms 

and the frequency with which trees are struck by lightning. . 
In regard to the work done by the survey, I may state that the whole area between 

the forks of the Cheyenne River, as well as the course of both these streams, has been 
carefully mapped by the topographer, V. T. McGillycuddy, who has also located the 
position of the important peaks in the hills and mapped the course of the different 
mountain ranges and streams. In this work he has been assisted by the astronomer, 
Capt. H. P. Tuttle, who has, wherever practicable, determined the latitude and longi- 
tude of more important points. The scientific geology of the hills has been most care- 
fully and thoroughly worked up by the geologist, Mr. Henry Newton; while to myself 
and the practical miners was alloted the work of prospecting for gold, and determining 
the mineral resources of the country. 

In conclusion I would beg to submit for your consideration the following plan, subject, 
however, to future addition, for a final report of the work accomplished by the expe- _ 
dition. 

In addition to the small map which accompanies this report, Dr. McGillyeuddy, the 
topographer, proposes for the final report three maps more complete and accurate, 
namely: atrail-map of the routes traveled by the expedition to, through, and returning 
from the hills; two larger maps of the Black Hills; one en hachure for general distri- 
bution, and one in contour for illustrating in colors the areas occupied by the different 
geological formations, and showing the position of the gold-fields. 

In order to make the final report as complete as possible, it is proposed to discuss 
he work of the expedition,in the following order: 7 

Ist. Historial. To contain brief notices of previous surveys in this region ; the 
origin of the present survey, and the method of exploration pursued. 

2d. Topography of the Black Hills; their geographical structure. 
3d. Geology. 

: 4th. Mineral resources. 
Sth. Agriculture. 
6th. Special report of the topographer. 

|
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- %th. Special report of the astronomer, with notes on the meteorology and climatology 

of the hills. 
8th. Zoology. 
9th. Botany. . | 

10th. Paleontology. . 

The work of the survey has been greatly facilitated by the hearty aid given by my 

assistants in their various departments; by the assistant geologist, Mr. Henry Newton, 

E. M., in the more particular and detailed geology of the hills; by the unusual and . 

untiring energy of Dr. McGillycuddy, topographer, who, notwithstanding the want of | 

proper assistance and in the face of many difficulties, has succeeded in obtaining mate- 

rial for preparing a most excellent map of the hills; by Capt. H. P. Tuttle, the astron- 

omer, who by severe toil night and day in determining positions by sextant observa- 

tions and in laboriously carrying the chronometers during the whole progress of the 

survey has been enabled to lecate seventy places in longitude and more than one hun- 

dred in latitude. To Col. R. I. Dodge, the commander of the escort, the thanks of both 

myself and assistants are due for the uniform kindness and aid in many forms, which 

have contributed very largely to the success of the expedition. In conclusion, I beg 

to express to you my thanks for the deep interest which you have manifested in the 

progress of the expedition, and for the material assistance of your hearty indorsements 

of its plans and your co-operation in their execution. 

Very respectfully submitted. 
Your obedient servant, 

WALTER P. JENNEY, £. ¥., 

Geologist Exploration of the Black H ills. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., November 8, 1875. ; 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

|
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSION APPOINTED TO TREAT WITH THE SIOUX 
| INDIANS FOR THE RELINQUISHMENT OF THE BLACK HILLS. 

. INTERIOR DEPARTMENT, 
| Washington, D.C. 

To the honorable the Secretary of the Interior: 

| The undersigned commissioners, appointed by your predecessor, under direction of the 
President, to negotiate with the Sioux Nation with reference to the Black Hills, submit the 
following report : 
On the 18th day of June, 1875, the commission was appointed by the Secretary of the 

Interior, under the direction of the President, to proceed to the Indian country occupied by 
the Sioux Nation to hold with said nation a * grand council,” with a view to secure to.the citi- 
zens of the United States the right to mine in the country known as the “ Black Hills,” and 
such other rights as could be secured and as might be thought desirable for the Government, 
having in view the rights of the Indians and the obligations of the United States under 
existing treaty stipulations. 

The following instructions constitute the authority under which the commission acted : 

‘DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
. ‘‘OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 

“Washington, D. C., June 18, 1875. 
‘‘GENTLEMEN: You have been appointed by the honorable Secratary of the Interior 

under the direction of the President, as members of the commission to negotiate with the 
Sioux Indians relative to the procurement of a cession by them of such portion of that coun- 
try known as the Black Hills, between the North and. South Forks of the Big Cheyenne, as 
the President may determine to be desirable for the Government to purchase for mining 
purposes, and arelinquishment of their rights to that portion of Wyoming known as the Big 

| Horn Mountains and lying west of a line running from the point where the Niobrara River 
crosses the east line of Wyoming to the Tongue River, said line to keep distant on the east 
not less than fifty miles from each of the forts formerly known as Fetterman, Reno, and Kear- 
ney, and also of the necessary right of way through their country to reach the country ceded. 

‘* By reference to the treaty of 1868, made with these Indians, sections 2 and 16, copy of 
which is herewith inclosed, you will be informed as to the nature and extent of the respect- 
ive claims of the Sioux to these tracts of country. That portion of the Black Hills country 
which lies within the boundaries of Dakota is, without dispute, a part of their permanent 
reservation. The country mentioned in Wyoming, as described in the sixteenth section of 
the treaty above referred to, is a portion of ‘ unceded territory.’ To this the Indians have 
no claim except for hunting purposes and the exclusion of other people. 

‘* By reference to a map of this country, inclosed herewith, you will observe that the 
cession of the Black Hills, and the relinquishment of the Big Horn country leaves a con- 
siderable tract between these two cessiuns still within the claim of the Indians, as defined in 

. the sixth section. This region, especially along the Powder River, is known as the Sioux 
hunting-ground for buffalo, and is intended still to be preserved to them for that purpose, a 
passage to it being left open on the north of the North Fork of the Cheyenne, as well as on 
the south of the South Fork. 
**The Sioux who are parties to the treaty of 1868, by which the rights involved in this 

negotiation were assured to them, are now found at six different agencies—Santee, Crow 
Creek, Cheyenne River, Standing Rock, Red Cloud, and Spotted Tail. They number not 
far from 35,000. There are also probably not far from 3,000 to 5,000 who roam over the 
Black Hills country, and to the north and west of it, who have not been enrolled at any 
agency, and who were only indirectly represented at the making of the treaty of 1868. It 
is deémed necessary, in order to bring this matter fairly before the large body of Indians 
interested, that a portion of the commission shall visit them at their respective agencies, 
and procure such interviews as may be possible with the roaming Indians, and lay definitely 
before them all the wishes of the Government and their own necessities and interests as 
involved in the question of the desired cession, and invite the Indians at their agencies to 
send representative men to a general council, to be held at as early a day as practicable at 
Fort Sully, on the Missouri River; which general council all the members of the commis- 

: sion are expected to attend. 
‘In negotiating with these ignorant and almost helpless people you will keepin mind | 

he fact that you represent them and their interests not less than those of the Government :
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and are commissioned to secure the best interests of both parties, so far as practicable. 

Great care should be taken in your interviews not only to secure proper and exact interpreta - 

tions of the communications passing between you, but also to satisfy the Indians that their 

words are fairly conveyed in English. Rev. 8. D. Himman, a member of your commission, 

is entirely competent to give an exact rendering both of the English and of the Sioux. It | 

will be well also in every case to employ the services of such au interpreter as the Indians 

may select, so as to. secure between the services of the two not only exactness but the entire 

confidence of the Indians. , 

‘In presenting this subject to the Indians they should first of all be-assured of the kindly 

intentions of the President and the Government toward them. They should, if possible, be | 

made to understand that this effort on the part of the Government to procure a portion of 

their country originated solely in a desire for the continuance of peace between them and 

the whites ; that since the opinion that gold is to be found in the Black Hills has prevailed 

among the people it has been almost impossible to prevent white persons from entering 

their country, and that there is no little danger that, spite of all efforts to the contrary, some 

evilly-disposed persons will break through the line, and that conflict and blood will ensue. | 

«You will also assure the Indians that it is not the wish of the Government to take from 

them any of their property or rights without returning a fair equivalent therefor, and that 

you have come, representing their Great Father, to fix upon an equivalent which shall be 

just both to them and to the white people. : | 

‘You will be careful in your negotiations to keep constantly impressed upon the minds 

of the Indians that any agreement entered into at the council is to be brought back to the 

President, and by him to be submitted to Congress for consideration by that body ; and that, 

‘until the contract has received the approval of Congress, it cannot be binding upon either 

arty. . 

J ‘Respecting the right of way, this should be left to the discretion of the President, as to 

the routes to be selected, and as to any restrictions to be imposed upon parties using the 

routes. . 
‘The attention of the commission is invited to the tenth article of the treaty of 1868, in 

which provision is made for an appropriation for clothing and other beneficial purposes for 

the Sioux, for thirty years from the date of the treaty, and also for subsistence of meat and 

flour, for a period of four years. This latter provision has expired by treaty limitation, 

leaving the Sioux Nation dependent for the necessaries of life upon the annual charity of 

Congress. The appropriations for the last few years for this purpose of subsistence vary 

from $1,200,000 to $1,500,000 annually, and if it should be denied by Congress in any of 

the annual appropriation bills, these Indians must be left to great hardships, and to hunger | 

verging upon starvation, unless they attempt to supply their wants by marauding among 

the settlers, which attempt would inevitably lead to a conflict with the military. This dif- 

ference as to the length of time in which provision is made in their treaty for clothing and | 

subsistence had not been well understcod by them until the late visits of the delegations to 

this city, when they were assured of the facts by the President, and seem so to accept them 

as such. . 

‘“ The best interests of these Indians will require that any compensation made to them 

shall include this provision for subsistence in some form, and that in no case should it take 

the form of a cash annuity; but, so far as it shall be possible to gain their consent, shall be | 

left in the discretion of the President to be used for their comfort and civilization, and the 

education of their children; and they should agree in accepting this provision to allow their 

children to be educated. The safest investment of any funds for them will be in United | 

States coupon-bonds. | : 

‘‘ The outlook for this tribe is by no means encouraging. ‘They cannot live by the chase ; 

they cannot be supported in idleness by the Government. They must begin at once to learn 

to live by herding or by agriculture, or both. For this and the education of their children 

they need help, and whatever expenditure the Government makes in their bebalf in the fu- 

ture will be for their benefit just in proportion as the mode of its application corresponds 

to their actual necessities. 
‘‘ The commission will make full report of their deings, and the results of their negotia- 

tions with the Indians, and submit for the consideration of the Department such recom- 

mendations upon the subject treated by them as they may deem best. 

‘‘Hon. Wm. B. Allison bas been selected as chairman of the commission, and John S. 

Collins, esq., has been appointed as secretagy. Messrs Hinman, Comingo, aud Ashby have 

been requested to undertake the preliminary work of visiting the Indians at their respective — 

agencies, in order to lay the matter of the negotiation before them, and invite them to send 

delegates to the grand council at Fort Suily. . | 

‘©You will please hold yourselves in readiness to attend the council at some point on the 

Missouri River, to be hereinafter designated, which council it is supposed will take place 

some time late in July. . 

‘©Such members of the commission as are under pay in other service of the Government | 

, will be entitled to receive their necessary and actual traveling expenses. Other members 

| will receive, in addition to the above, a compensation of $8 per diem while actually on duty. 

| “Your attention is called to circular letter of the Hon. Second Comptroller, of February 26, 
| 

Rn
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1875, and Department circular of July 19,1874, for information as to requirements in settling 
your accounts for expenses. 

| ‘Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
‘ED. P. SMITH, 

“ Commissioner. 
“Hon. WM. B. ALLISON, Dubuque, Iowa. 
‘‘ Bishop E. R. AMES, Baltimore, Md. 
‘* Judge F. W. PALMER, Chicago, IIl. . 
‘Brig. Gen. A. H. Terry, U.S. A., Saint Paul, Minn. 
“Hon. A. CoMINGo, Independence, Mo. 
‘* Rev. S. D. HINMAN, Santee Agency, Neb. 

| ‘““G. P. Beauvais, Esq., Saint Lows, Mo. 
‘W. H. Asnsy, Esq., Beatrice, Neb. 

. “CA. G. LAWRENCE, Esq., Rhode Island.” 

Bishop Ames and Hon, F. W. Palmer declined to serve, and Hon. T. O. Howe was sub- 
stituted, who remained with the commission a few days only, when it became necessary for him to leave for another field of public duty. 

In pursuance of instructions, Messrs. Hinman, Comingo, and Ashby, of the commission, — visited the various agencies and tribes, and explained to the Indians the object of the grand 
council, and advised them that it would be held at or in the vicinity of the Red Cloud agency, and would convene on the Ist day of September. A report of their proceedings is hereto 
appended, marked B. ; 

The commission met at Omaha, in the State of Nebraska, on the 26th day of August, and, . after an organization and the transaction of some unimportant business, proceeded directly | to the place designated for holding the council, via Cheyenne and Fort Laramie, Wyoming 
Territory, reaching Red Cloud agency on the 4th day of September. 

On arrival at Red Cloud, the commission found that a misunderstanding existed between . the tribes as to the place of meeting—chiefly between those located at Red Cloud and . Spotted Tail agencies, the former insisting that the council should be held at Red Cloud, the latter that it should be held on Shadron Creek, about twenty-five miles from Red Cloud, and the same distance from Spotted Tail. These differences grew so acrimonious at times as to render it doubtful whether a grand council could be convened. 
On the 17th of September, however, a final agreement was reached as to the place of 

opening the council, the place agreed upon being an open plain about eight miles trom the 
Red Cloud agency, on White River, directly north of Crow Butte. 

The intervening time was spent in holding interviews with the chiefs of the various 
tribes as to the object of the council, and endeavoring to impress upon them the necessity 
of making an agreement whereby the Black Hills could be occupied for mining purposes, in order that peace might be maintained and mutual good-will promoted. 

PROPOSITIONS AGREED UPON. 

Before the day appointed for the opening of the council, the commission held frequent 
meetings for conference as to the character of the proposition to be made to the Indians. 

A majority decided that the instructions contemplated chiefly, if not wholly, the acquisi- 
tion only of the mining rights and such other rights as are incidental and necessary thereto, 

. and that it would be better for the Government, and surely so for the Indians, to make an 
agreement upon this basis, especially so as it seemed clear to the majority that the Indians 
would not make absolute sale upon any terms that would be acceptable to the commission, 
and that it would be inconvenient to secure the signatures of three-fourths of the adult male 
Indians to an agreement of sale; that being necessary under the twelfth article of the treaty 
of 1868, e 

A’ minority, however, entertained opinions decidedly adverse to these views, and main- 
tained that the absolute title could be secured as easily and cheaply as the mining right and 
that in the end it would become necessary to divest the Indians of all title to the hills, but 
yielded, so far as to allow the proposition to be presented inthe first instance in*the form 
proposed by the majority ; and, accordingly, the chairman was instructed to place the question 
before the Indians in that form. 

OPENING OF THE GRAND COUNCIL, : 

. The grand council opened on September 20, at the place designated. | 
The following members of the commission were present: W. B. Allison, chairman; A. H. | 

Terry, A. Comingo, 8. D. Hinman, G. P. Beauvais, W. H. Ashby, and A. G. Lawrence. . 
Of the Sioux Nation, representative men were present from the following tribes: Brulés, 

Ogalallas, Minneconjous, Uncpapas, Blackfeet, Two-Kettle band, Sans Arcs, Lower Brulés, 
Yanktons, Santees and Northern Cheyennes, and Arapahoes. 

The chairman, by order of the commission, opened the council with a brief statement of 
the objects and wishes of the Government, as follows: }
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REMARKS OF THE CHAIRMAN. . . 

‘‘ We have now to ask you if you are willing to give our people the right to mine in the 

Black Hills, as long as gold or other valuable metals are found, for a fair and justsum. If 

you are so willing, we wili make a bargain with you for this right. When the gold or other 

valuable minerals are taken away, the country will again be yours to dispose of in any man- 

ner you may wish. If you will sell to us this right, we suggest as the proper eastern bound- 

ary the point where the North and South Cheyenne come together, and that we take for mining 

uses all the country lying between the rivers thus uniting, as far west as the 104th meridian 

of longitude west of Greenwich, which will be about the line of the high limestone ridge in 

the western part of the Hills. We suggest these rivers as the north and south boundaries 

because they are easily known to you and to us. The great object we have in making this 

agreement is to secure a lasting peace with you. It will be hard for our Government to 

keep the whites out of the Hills. To try to do so will give you and our Government great 

trouble, because the whites that may wish to go there are very numerous. If you give us 

the rights we ask we will give you in return a fair equivalent, and in such a way as to do 

you good and improve your condition. We do not wish to take from you any right or prop- 

erty you have without making a fair return for it. We are asked by our Great Father, and 

it is our own wish, to consider the interests of both parties as far as we can. We know that 

you are in need of aid from us. You have received liberal sums from us in the last few 

years, and we fear they have not been of as much service to you as they should have been. 

Whatever we agree to give you now we will try and so arrange that it will all be expended 

in such manner as to put you in the way of helping yourselves, rather than that you should 

rely upon others, and place you in a condition by which you may in the future live, or try 

to live, as the white men. 
‘‘There is another country lying far toward the setting sun, over which you roam and 

hunt, and which territory is yet unceded, extending to the summit of the Big Horn Mount- 

ains. We do not know what value you place upon this country. We would like to secure 

your interest in a part of it, and if you are willing to sell we would like so much of it as 

lies west of a line beginning nearly west of where we now stand, namely, at the northwest 

corner of the State of Nebraska, and running in a northwesterly direction until it touches 

the Yellowstone River at the 107th meridian. It does not seem tobe of very great value or 

use to you, and our people think they would like to have the portion of it I have described. 

‘‘We want you to consider this well, also. First consider whether you wish to part with 

it, and if you do, what you want us to pay for it, and let us know, and then if we can agree 

as to price we will buy of you.” 

DIFFICULTIES AT THE OUTSET. | 

After this statement the Indians asked time to consult. It became apparent to the commis- 

sion at an early period of the negotiations that the Indians would demand an exorbitant suia 

for the Hills. Nearly all having intercourse with them or influence over them made exagge- 

rated statements to them of the value of the Hills, and it Was a source of regret that the In- 

dian agent at Spotted Tail and Dr. Daniels and other officers and employés of the Govern 

ment, who had frequent communication and considerable influence over many of the Indians, 

felt it to be their duty to express opinions that ‘the Hills were of great value for mining and 

agricultural purposes, and that the Government ought to pay from thirty to fifty millions of | 

dollars for them. These opinions thus expressed, and differing so widely from the views of 

the commission, had the effect to excite hopes in the Indian mind which made it exceedingly 

doubtful in the beginning whether any agreement could be reached. These influences were 

in the main exerted to either secure an exorbitant price or compel a failure to make any 

agreement, and they were so patent at the agency that unless the commission would agree 

to asum ranging from thirty to fifty millions, no agreement would or could be reached. 

The Indians seemed to be divided into two parties, the larger willing to part with the Hills if 

a large price could be obtained; a smaller portion, more resolute, because composed chiefly of 

the young men, were opposed to parting with the Hills for any consideration whatever. These 

differences delayed a second meeting until the 23d, at which time no conclusion had been 

reached by them, and the tribes were all in bad spirit on that day, which most likely would 

have resulted in aserious outbreak but for the wise precaution taken by a few of the leading 

chiefs, especially by Young Man Afraid Of His Horses and his soldier band. Although all 

were present on the 23d, the council] was not convened. No proposition was made by the 

Indians nor did any chief address the commission. All separated, after some consultation 

held by the leading chiefs among themselves, without fixing any time for future meeting. 

It was plain, from the proceedings of that day, that no agreement could be made; yet the 

members of the commission were anxious to continue their efforts at least long enough to se- 

cure an open and public expression of the views of the Indians, 

The commission sent for some twenty of the leading chiefs to visit them at the agency | 

and, in emphatic words, endeavored to impress upon them the importance of coming to 

some agreement among themselves. At this interview, which was held on the 26th, they
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again convened. In the mean time several of the chiefs ard tribes had left for their homes, so _ that at this and subsequent meetings no more than one-half of those present on the 20th and 23d appeared. 

. . THE DEMANDS OF THE INDIANS. 

On the 27th, 28th, and 29th, the commission listened to propositions from the leading : chiefs of the various tribes, which were a mixture of complaints and demands, the latter of So extraordinary a character as to make it manifest that it was useless to continue the nego- tiations. We quote from most of these speeches to show the character and extent of their 
requirements. 
ReD Dog. We want to be taken care of for seven generations ahead. 
RED CLoup. There have been six nations raised, and I am the seventh, and I want seven generations ahead to be fed. . RED Dog. We want to get pay for seven generations ahead, the same subsistence that you have been giving us. All our chiefs are here. They want to get back pay from what our Great Father has promised us, in horses and light wagons with six yokes of oxen. They have surveyed the lands all around us, right by Running Water. We wish that our Great Father would move the line down to the Platte. We want the surveyor’s mounds raised and moved down to the middle of the Platte. Our Great Father asked for the Black . Hills, and our head chiefs said, -‘‘We don't want to give the whole Hills; we will just give where there is gold, in the center, not to include the pine; just the Black Hills.” We don’t want to have any more roads through the country to run over us here. The road they have made through the village, where the theives caine through, they may travel that. | qrere are words I want to say for the half-breeds and those who are married to the In- oe iaps, : 
LITTLE Bear. Our Great Father has a house full of money. Suppose a man walks right into that house and takes the Money, do you suppose that would suit everybody? The Black Hills are the house of gold for our Indians. We watch it to get rich. For the last four years the Great Father's men are working at that hill, and I want our Great Father to 

remember that and not to forget it. 
LONE Horn. Seven years. | LITTLE Bear. If a man owns anything, of course he wants to make something out of it to get rich on. You gentlemen were sent from our Great Father’s house—you are looking . for something good, of course, and we are the same, and we are glad to speak to you. We would like to have you look after what has been taken out of the Black Hills. They have asked about. buying them. You gentlemen came from there to see what has been said, and Tam going to tell you what I think about it, and I want you to report it to your Great Father. There will be persons like myself, Indians, on the earth as long as they live. I ‘want you to feed them, and give them rations every year, and annuities. We want to be helped and to be helped right and taken care of. The councilmen are here. Go and tell the 

Great Father what I have said, and come back and tell me. From this on we want our 
Great Father to help us; give usa great deal more than we get now. What we get does not go around. After this, when our Great Father sends us annuity-goods we would like to get a list of them, so that one of our own men can look over it. Tell this to the Great ; Father. When you help me to all that I will think over what you ask me. 
SPOTTED TalL. As long as we live on this earth we will expect pay. We want to leave the amount with the President at interest forever. By doing that 1 think it will be so that 

I can live. I want to live on the interest of my money. The amount must be so large that the interest will support us. Part of this each year I can trade for something to eat. I will trade part of it for enough annuity-goods to go around. I will trade some of it for _ stock to raise cattle. I will trade some of it for hogs. I will trade some of it for mares, to , raise horses. We want some good cattle every year. I want some ammunition too—pow- | 
der and lead. Every year we want some guus. If the Great Father does this while I live then I will get pay for the land. We want some clothes. as long as any Indians live; if | even only two remain, as long as they live they will want to be fed, just as they are now ; 

. as long as they live they want tobacco and knives. Until the land falls to pieces we 
want these things; when it does we will give it up. There is no use for the troops 
here now, and we want them removed. | 
SPOTTED BEAR. Our Great Father has a big safe, and so have we. This hill is our safe. - 

That is the reason we can’t come to a conclusion very quick. Before our Great Father does 
anything for us, these people go and steal from us, and I want that made good. As long as | we live I want our Great Father to furnish us with blankets and things that we live upon. | 
We want seventy millions of dollars for the Black Hills. Put the money away some place at interest so we can buy live stock. That is the way the white people do. 
RED CLouD. My Great Father has told me that there have been six generations back of | Indian tribes, and I am the seventh. These hills out here to the northwest we look upon as the head chief of the land. My intention was that my children should depend on these hills | . for the future. I hoped that we should live that way always hereafter. That was my inten- | | tion. I sit here under the treaty which was to extend for thirty years. I want to put the . | 

) |
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money that we get for the Black Hills at interest among the whites, to buy with the interest 

wagons and cattle. We have much small game yet that we can depend on for the future, 

only I want the Great Father to buy guns and ammunition with the interest so we can shoot . 

the game. For seven generations to come I want our Great Father to give us Texan | 

steers for our meat. I want the Government to issue for me hereafter, flour and coffee, and 

sugar and tea, and bacon, the very best kind, and cracked corn and beans, and rice and 

dried apples, and saleratus and tobacco, and soap and salt, and pepper, for the old people. 

I want a wagon, a light wagon with a span of horses, and six yoke of working cattle for 

my people. I want a sow and a boar, and a cow and bull, anda sheep and a ram, and a ; 

hen and a cock, for each family. Iam an Indian, but you try to make a white man out of 

me, I want some white men’s houses at this agency to be built for the Indians. I have 

been into white people’s houses, and I have seen nice black bedsteads and chairs, and I 

waut that kind of furniture given to my people. I thought I had some interest in this saw- 

mill here, but I find I have not. I want the Great Father to furnish me a saw-mill which I 

may call my own. I want a mower and a scythe for my people. Maybe you white people 

think that I ask too much from the Government, but I think those hills extend clear to the 

sky—maybe they go above the sky, and that is the reason I ask forso much. I think the 

Black Hills are worth more than all the wild beasts and all the tame beasts in the possession 

of the white people. I know it well, and you can see it plain enough that God Almighty 

placed those hills there for my wealth, but now you want to take them from me and make 

me poor, so I ask so much so that I wont’t be poor. Now I will tell you how much of the 

country I give you. Around the hills is a race-track, (trail, ) and I sell to the Government 

inside of that trail. | 

BLack CoaAL (Arapahoe.) I say for my part that we want our rations and annuities, and the 

Government to help us for seven generations to come. Our Great Father’s boys have de- Lo 

stroyed all our game on which we depend for a living, and I want our Great Father to pay ( 

for it in beef and other provisions, so that we can depend on it hereafter for a living. I have 

a right to payment for the Black Hills as well as the Ogalallas. | 

LITTLE WOLF, (Cheyenne.) You are here to try to buy the gold regions in those Black Hills.. | 

There has been a great deai stolen from those hills already. J want to speak to you in regard 

to this country that I have lost. My people own an interest in these hills that you men speak | 

of buying; after this my people want to be fed by the Government for the next seven gener- 

ations. We want guns and ammunition in return for this portion of land that the Great 

Father has asked for. If the Great Father gets this country from us, it is a rich country 

and we want something to pay us for it. We want to be made rich too. Thereis gold and 

silver and a great many kinds of mineral in that country. The Great Father gets that for 

the whites. ‘They will live on it and become rich. We want him to make us rich also. 

Fast Bear. The beef-cattle that the Great Father has issued to me, no doubt each steer 

has been weighed twice and called two, and some of them have been put away somewhere 

else, and I wish the Great Father would track them up. It seems that all this back pay is. 

due me and some of it has been lost and I didn’t know it, and I wish that it would all be 

tracked up and put in with this payment for the Black Hills. This land that you want to. 

buy is not a small thing. It is very valuable and therefore I am going to put a big price | 

on it. Iam in the center ot the Sioux tribes, and we must all have an equal payment. I 

want to put some of the money from this land that we let you have at interest in our Great 

Father’s hands. With the interest I want to buy some stock and hogs and good tame cows, 

and mares. I don’t mean to have these paid out of the annuities, but from the back pay. 

Hereafter our Great Father should give usrations. I want the Government to give us rations. : 

and annuities, more than we have now, and ammunition and guns for the Black Hills. I 

want you to give us the same as in the treaty of 1852, whatever has been issued to us—even 

little tin pails, &c. Of course it is not a very small thing that you ask of me, and therefore 

L ask to be supported as long as I live, and as Jong as my children and their children live. , 

Now for the Black Hills. I will tell you the portion we want to give you. There are two 

rivers, one on each side; we don’t wan’t to give you the land to the rivers, but only the 

lands in the Black Hills as far as the pine goes. ‘There must be only one road from the Mis- . 

souri to the Black Hilis. One of my head men was caught in the Black Hills and scared a 

little last summer. I want the Government to pay him for that road. 

Mr. ALLISON. What road ? 
Fast Bear. That thieves’ road. (Custer’s trail.) 

STABBER. Now, beware, and be lively, and don’t be discouraged, and try and give as 

many millions as we have asked for those hills. We know that those hills will support us. 

for seven generations to come, and I have said it plainly more than once. I have said that 

you white people are rich, and I want of the Great Father guns and provisions and live 

stock issued to us on which we may depend for seven generations to come, or as long as we | 

live. : 
Deap Eves. You have put all our heads together and covered them with a blanket. 

That hill there is our wealth, but you have been asking it from us. It is not a very small 

thing, you must remember; th: retore, at our Great Father’s house, we asked for a great deal, 

but it is not very much when we will ask equal shares. You white people, you have all | 

come in our reservation and helped yourselves to our property, and you aré not satisfied ;. os
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you went beyond to take the whole of our safe. ‘These tribes here all spoke with one word 
in saying that they look after their children for seven generations to come, and I think it is 
right. These people have asked you to remove the surveyor’s line a little back, and give us 
a little wider track. They mean it when they say it. If it is done we will live happily and 

aceably. 
P CROW FEATHER. You, my Indian friends, of course, all who have an interest in this land 
have aright to step up and speak for themselves. I never call anybody our Great Father 
but God. I have heard there is another Great Father down here, and I am going to call him 
our Great Father, A man has a right to speak as he pleases, and ask what he wants for his 
own land. Now, our people say that the Great Father shall grant our wishes. You all remem- 
ber that, boys. You white people have brought word fromthe Great Father. You have 
brought tidings, and it is not a very small thing. It seems as though you take the head _ 
from my shoulders; that is just the way that I feel. Of course our Great Father don’t keep 
his safe in his house for thieves to go in the door and take his money out. We all know 
that. Our Great Father has asked mg to give up the heart of this land where I was born 

. and raised, and the heart of this land is big and good, and I have camped all around it and 
watched and looked after it. Our people here speak of seven generations to come. Now, 
remember, I hope that our Great Father will not be so stingy with his money as not to grant 
that. We wish our Great Father to feed people of my color hereafter as long as the race lasts, 
We want from our money different kinds of live stock such as the white people have. We 
want clothes for the Indian race as long as it lasts. Even if our Great Father should give a 
hundred different kind of live stock to each Indian house every year, it seems that that 
would not pay for the Black Hills. I was not born and raised on this soil for fun. No, indeed. 
When our Great Father asked for this land I thought it pretty hard. Now there are thirty- 
two annuities that the Government has promised us. I hope that that wou’t be included in 

v his annuity for the Black Hills. I hope our Great Father will look and see how many 
millions of dollars have been stolen out of the Black Hills, and when he finds it out, lwart » 
he Great Father to pay us that, different from the Black Hills annuity. 
FLYING Birp. There is gold all over this hill out here which our people own. You can 

see it with your naked eyes. What our people ask for the Black Hills, the amount that we 
ask from our Great Father, will grow small year by year, and the Black Hills will grow 
richer, As long as our Indian race lasts we hope that our Great Father will not forget us. 
That he will clothe them as long as they live, and feed them and furnish them with live stock. 
From this treaty on, every time the Government delivers an annuity to our agents, we shall 
choose a half-breed who lives among us. The chiefs must take this last and give it to that 
man, for we well know that there are many rats between here and the Great Father’s door. 
But if our Great Father only knew he would go on and drown them out, and find many rat- 
heads all the way. 

At the meeting on the 28th, Spotted Tail asked the commissioners to state in writing what 
sum they were willing to pay for the hills, and the manner of payment. On the 29th the 
commissioners submitted a final proposition in writing to the Indians, as requested by them 
the day previous. 

THE FINAL PROPOSITION, 

The people of the United States, desiring to live in perpetual peace and unity with those 
of the Sioux Nation, and desiring to deal with them in all things liberally, fairly, and justly, 
and to contribute as far as may be to their civilization and comfort, do, through their com- 
missioners, duly appointed and authorized, submit to said nation the following propositions, 
assuring them that it is their privilege to accept any one or reject all of them: 

_ I. To purchase the license to mine, and also as incidental thereto the right to grow stock, 
and to cultivate the soil in the country known as the Black Hills, and bounded and de- 
scribed as follows, to wit: Beginning at the junction of the North and South Forks of the 
Cheyenne River, and embracing all the territory between. said rivers lying west of said 
junction to the one hundred and fourth meridian of longitude west from Greenwich, the 
United States agreeing to pay therefor the sum of $400,000 per annum; the United States 
reserving the right to terminate said license at any time by giving two years’ notice by proc- 
lamation, and payment of the full amount stipulated for the time the licerse may continue ; 
and at the expiration of said term, all private property remaining upon said territory shall 
revert to the Sioux Nation; and such an amount of said $400,000 as the Congress shall de- 
termine, not less than $100,000 annually, shall be expended for objects beneficial for their 
civilization, and the remainder of said annual sum shall in like manner be expended for their 
subsistence ; or, if the Sioux Nation prefers it, . 

II. To purchase the Black Hills as above described, from the Sioux Nation, and to pay 
them for their interest therein the sum of $6,000,000 in fifteen equal annual installments; 
the said sums to be annually appropriated for their subsistence and civilization, not less than 
$100,000 of which shall be annually expended for purposes of civilization. 

Ill. That the President of the United States shall, under proper restrictions and regula- 
tions, designate three routes to the Black Hills country, as follows, to wit: One from the 
south, between the one hundred and second and one hundred and third meridians; one from
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the east, not farther north than latitude 433°, until it reaches the one hundred and second 

meridian, and one from the west, not north of latitude 44°; also a branch road from some 

point on the Niobrara River to intersect either the eastern or southern route, at some conven- 

ient point not west of the one hundred and third meridian west of Greenwich. 

IV. The commissioners furthermore propose to purchase all that portion of what is known 

as the Big Horn country in Wyoming, which lies west of a line drawn as follows, to wit: 

Beginning at the northwest corner of the State of N ebraska, and running in a northwesterly 

direction until it reaches the Yellowstone River, where the one hundred and seventh meridian 

west of Greenwich crosses said river; and to pay the Indians for their interest therein the 

sum of $50,000 annually for ten years, to be paid in good American cows and other live 

stock, and in such implements of husbandry as are convenient to stock-growing and as may 

be deemed advisable by the President. 
V. Any agreement which may be made shall be of no binding force upon either party _ 

until it shall have been submitted and agreed to by Congress and approved by the President 

of the United States; and any agreement for the purchase of the Black Hills country shall 

be of no effect until it shall be so agreed to and approved, and until it shall be signed in ac- 

cordance with the provisions of the twelfth article of the treaty of 1868. 

VI. The commissioners propose that, in case of the acceptance by the Sioux Nation of the 

above propositions, and after the proposed agreement shall have been completed, as above 

set forth, a reasonable sum shall be expended in presents to be distributed as is customary 

among the Indian people. 
The Indians refused to consider the question of cession of that portion of Wyoming known 

as the ‘‘ Big Horn country” on the ground that it was valuable to the wild tribes and bands 

who roam over it, and that they would not consent to surrender it at present. Finding the 

Indians opposed to any negotiation for the sale of the ‘‘ Big Horn country,” this branch of 

the subject was not pressed upon them, although it would be a very desirable acquisition. 

The proposition, so far as the Black Hills are concerned, was presented in the alternative. : 

The commission then had serious doubts whether there was gold in the hills in sufficient 

quantity to make mining profitable, but were willing to make their proposition most liberal 

in order to give opportunity of testing their value. It will be observed that $300,000 of the 

annual payment was to be used for subsistence, in case of purchase, for fifteen years, and, | 

in case of acquisition of mining right only, for a period of two years after notice to the In- 

diaps and to the miners, and $100,000 each year was to be used for purposes of civilization, 

to teach the Indians how to take care of themselves and to provide them with the means. 

The commission all agree that a much l4rger sum than $300,000 annually will be required 

for several years to subsist these Indians, regardless of what may be our future treatment. 

of them. Under existing treaty-stipulations we are not required to make any appropriation 

for this purpose, yet Congress in the last two years has thus appropriated about $2,400,000. . 

These appropriations have been made on the theory that either starvation or a border war 

would result if the appropriations were not made. : 

THE COST OF THE SIOUX. 

To test the accuracy of this view relating to probable future expenditures, the commis- 

sion submit the facts as they appear in the history of this Sioux Nation for the last six years 

under the present policy and under the treaty of 1868. . 
For the last six years, including the present fiscal year, the Government of the United | 

States has appropriated for the support of the Sioux Nation, under the treaty of 1868 and in | 

addition to the obligations of that treaty, the following sums:- 

For the fiscal year 187071... 22. oe eee cee ene nee ee cence cee ee ee cecnee $l, 867, 376 00 

For the tiseal year 1871772... .-. .----- eee cee ene ce eee cen ene nent ee 1,917,500 00 

For the fiscal year 1872-°73... ~~. .----- een ee een ce ene eee cree ee ee 1,919, 300 00 

For the fiscal year 1873-74... - 2.2 ---- eee ee nee ee ene cee eee cece ee 2,437,640 49 | 

For the fiscal year 1874-°75..- 22. 2-220 eee eee eee cence eee ee, 002,500 00 

For the fiscal year 1875-76... ~~. .---- + eee ee ee ee eee reece eter en ee 1,719, 300 00 

_ Or, for six years, the sum Of...... ---. -- +--+ eee eee eee eee reece cece 12, 863,616 49 

This does not include any probable deficiency that may appear at the end of the present 

fiscal year, which will probably amount to a considerable sum if the estimate made by the 

agent at Red Cloud, at the request of and for the commission, even appruximates a correct 
statement, His estimate is as follows: 

|
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AGENT SAVILLE’S ESTIMATE. ) 

Estimate of supplies for the Ogallalia, Sioux, Northern Cheyenne, and Arrapahoe Indians 
Jor the year ending June 30, 1876, 13,500 persons, being 4,927,500 rations. 
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Pounds. Pounds. | Pounds. Pounds. Dollars. Dollars. 
Beef........-.| 300 | 10,950,000 | 3,832,500 | 14, 782,500 | 9,000,000 | 2.464 | 364, 388 624 | 221, 850 00 
Flour........ 35 1, 277, 500 447,125 | 1, 724, 625 500,000 | 4.30 74,158 873 | 14,400 00 
Corn .........| 35 1, 277, 500 447,125 | 1, 724, 625 880,000 | 3.50 60, 361 874 | 30,800 00 
Beans ........ 3 182, 500 63, 875 246, 375 | 60,135 | 3.28 8, 081 10 1,972 43 
Sugar ........ 8 292, 000 102, 200 . 394, 200 150,044 | 8.94 35, 241 48 13, 413 93 
Coffee ........ 4 146, 000 51, 100 197, 100 74,612 | 21, 37 42,120 27 15, 944 58 
Bacon. ...... 143 520, 000 187, 366 707, 366 200, 000 | 14.90 | 105, 397 53 29, 800 00 Salt ....-.....) 1 36, 500 12, 775 49, 275 |. eee eee eee lee e eee feces enn e eel seen ee scene 
Soap .......; 1 36, 500 12, 775 49, 275 11,000 | 66-LO 3, 202 15 726 00. Tobacco ......| 4 18, 250 6, 387 24° 637 7,700 | .55 13, 550 35 4,235 00 TCA eee eee elie eee e lence ee seeeae| ceeeerenees| cane cee 6,000 | .30 |.............] 15800 00 

| | veeeeee.| 726,552 25 | 334,941 94 

The above estimate is based upan the largest number of Indians visiting the agency. 
It was reduced in my corrected estimates about one-fourth in amount for those who would 

be absent from the agency during part of the year hunting. 
: The rapid destruction of the game, however, has caused a larger number than usual to 

remain at the agency, so that the reduction of twenty-five per cent. of the estimate will leave 
the supply small. : | 

The amount allowed is less than half of the estimated requirement. An examination ot 
the estimates and the amount allowed will show that the supplies of all rations will be 

. exhausted by the last of February, or, at latest, the middle of March. 
After the present year the full amount of the estimate will be required at this agency, 

as undoubtedly the full number of Indians estimated will reside at this agency, unless a 
Black Hills agency is formed, which will reduce the number of Sioux at this agency to 

. about seven thousand. . 

United States Indian Agent. 

These appropriations have ail been. expended except those for the current fiscal year. Of 
this aggregate sum, $2,400,0U0, appropriated for the last and current fiscal year for subsist- 
ence, is outside of the treaty of 18%, and appropriated solely on the ground of charity and 
humanity. | : | 

From all the evidence derived from agents, employés, and the Indians themselves, the 
commission is of opinion that the annual value of ali the products secured by a cultivation 
of the soil by the Indians at the several agencies would not exceed $5,000 per annum for 
the last six years. In this estimate we do not include the products of the Santees or the 
Yanktons, neither of which tribes resides on the Sioux reservation. And the commission is 
of opinion that, if the present policy is continued, the results of the next six years will not 

_ differ materially from those of the last. Indeed, the commission very much doubts whether 
enough has been raised in the aggregate to re-imburse the annual appropriations made for the 
salaries and expenses of the farmers employed by the Government at. the various agencies. 

The commission cannot state what effort, if any, has been made to induce the Indians to 
work at the various agencies, other than that found in the published reports; nor can they 

| speak intelligently of the possibilities, with proper effort, at any of the agencies except Red 
Cloud and Spotted Tail, but from published statements and the most reliable data accessible 
it is very doubtful whether any considerable portion of the reservation, although containing 
2,500,000 acres, is suited to agriculture, although a very large portion could be made avail 
able for grazing, if the Indians could be made to care for stock in this rigorous climate during 
the winter. | 

There are at Red Cloud and Spotted Tail at least twenty thousand Indians now subsisted 
and cared fur by the United States. Our observation leads us to the conclusion that the 
character of this region is such that farming operations are impracticable, even when con-
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ducted by those familiar with the best methods. Small tracts could be made productive by 

means of expensive irrigation, but the volume of water is not sufficient to irrigate on an ex- 

tensive Scale, even if the country were suitable. Grazing to a limited extent might be made 

remunerative. An impediment, however, in the way of grazing, even, arises from the fact 

that both these agencies are located in the State of Nebraska, outside of the reservation set 

apart by the treaty of 1868. A short distance to the north are the Mauvaises Terres, or Bad 

Lands, extending through the reservation in a northwest direction from the Missouri River 

to the western boundary, and fifty miles in width most of the distance. A short distance 

south are the Laramie and Platte Valleys, both in Nebraska, occupied by the whites for 

grazing purposes; thus leaving for the use and occupation of the Indians a narrow belt of 

country on the White River, unless they cross the Bad Lands north, (which is not practica- 

ble,) or unless they encroach upon the lands south, occupied by the whites, which, if done, 

would lead to serious trouble with citizens of the State of Nebraska. So that it does not 

seem practicable for them to sustain themselves by grazing or farming where they now are, 

even if they manifested a disposition to work, which they do not. 

THE PRESENT PROBLEM. 

For the reasons just stated, and for others equally obvious to any who will visit their 

country, but not within our province to discuss, no progress whatever has been made toward | 

civilization or self-support at either of these agencies, or among the tribes receiving their 

rations and annuities at these agencies, during the last six years, unless we should call prog- 

ress that dependence which makes the Indian rely upon the Government rather than the 

chase, or labor for the necessaries of life. During these six years, whatever of food, cloth- 

ing, or shelter they have had, has been provided by appropriations from the national Treas- 

ury, and the Indians have done absolutely nothing but eat, drink, smoke, and sleep, ex- 

cept indulging each day in the healthful exercise of horseback riding, (each Indian hav- 

ing at least one pony, ) and at intervals, for diversion, engage in a hunt to the north or south. 

They regard labor as disreputable and disgraceful, unless performed by the women of the 

tribes, who do the necessary drudgery. It occurs to the commission that so large an annual 

expenditure of public money, with so feeble results, is expensive and unremunerative to.the 

United States and to the Indians. As long as the present methods continue, very large annual 

expenditures will be required, but not so large as heretofore, if better methods for issuing 

supplies should be adopted. 
The commission do not charge that any frauds have been commitled by any one, as they 

have no knowledge of any, and made no investigation; but they are quite sure that the op- 

portunities for fraud are easy and frequent. But under any possible method, large expendi- 

tures must be continued for a time, unless they are left to starve or prey upon the settlements 

along the border for subsistence. They can no longer live by the chase, and it will require 

uch persevering and well-directed effort for some years and a change of location to lead 

them up to a position where they will be self-supporting. This expense will continue to in- 

crease with the growth of the tribes in numbers, and all the reports of enumeration show that ‘ 

they are increasing in numbers. 

THE NUMBER OF THE SIOUX. 

Hon. Peter B. Porter, Secretary of War in 1829, estimated the Sioux tribes at 15,000 from 

the best data then attainable. | 

Niles’s Register of date of September 29, 1829, contains an extract from the private jour- 

nal of a gentleman who resided three years on the St. Peter’s River,who fixes the totalnum- . 

ber of Sioux, including the Sissetons and Tetons, at 40,000 ; 21,000 of these are Tetons, 

and are not included in the present estimates of the Sioux nor in the report of Secretary 

Porter. In 1836 the Sioux were estimated in the report of Secretary of War at 23,991; and 

in 1850 at 26,000, including all Sioux in Dakota and Minnesota. In 1862 the Commis- 

sioner of Indian Affairs estimated the Sioux of Dakota at 13,000. The present estimate of 

the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, report of 1874, fixes the number of the various tribes 

of the Sioux at 41,704, of which 35,143 are in Dakota, and 35,455 are entitled to the benefits 

of the treaty of 1868, which shows a large increase over the number reported in 1829 and 

1862. ‘The later reports of the Indian Office greatly vary in their estimates of the actual 

number. It is probable that the data from all these sources are inaccurate, but enough is 

seen to show that the Sioux tribes are increasing in numbers. A provision should be made 

and enforced for a complete and accurate census. ‘The national census of 1870 was taken 

under the law of 1850, which makes no provision for the enumeration of Indians not taxed, 

so that the estimates then made are derived from the Indian Office, which fixed the total num- 

ber of Indians in Dakota at 27,520. Enough, however, is ascertained from these sources to 

justify us in maintaining that the Sioux tribes are increasing in numbers. Jn confirmation 

of this view we call attention to the statistics and views carefully prepared by General A. 

G. Lawrence, of the commission, and appended hereto, and marked A. These considera- 

tions led the commission to agree to a much larger sum than they believed the hills to be 

worth. This offer, regarded by the commission as ample and liberal, met with derisive 

laughter from the Indians assembled, as being inadequate. 

13 IND 
|
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THE CONFERENCE ENDED. . 

The conference ended on the 29th September without any result being reached. On - the evening of that day the commission was waited upon by Spotted Tail and other Jead- ing chiefs, who requested that the President should call to Washington two or three prom- inent chiefs from each band for purposes of further negotiation, and the commission assured them that they would make known their wish to the President by calling attention to the | fact in any report they would make. The commission, however, desires to state that, in its judgment, no good would result fron such a conference. The Indians, in their present, temper, would not agree to any terms that ought to be proposed by the Government, and if they did, any such agreement would not receive the sanction of three-fourths of the tribe. Hither the treaty of 1868 must be disregarded, or any agreement looking to the purchase of | the Hills must receive the assent of three-fourths of all the male members of the Sionx Na- tion, under the twelfth section of the treaty, which is as follows: 
‘*No treaty for the cession of any portion or part of the reservation herein described, which may be held in common, shall be of any validity or force as against the said Indians, un- less executed and signed by at least three-fourths of all the adult male Indians occupying and interested in the same. And no cession of the tribe shall be understoud or construed in such manner as to deprive, without his consent, any individual member of any tribe of his rights to any tract of land selected by him, as provided in article six of this treaty.’ 

. | THE PROBLEM CONSIDERED. 

We do not believe their temper or spirit can or will be changed until they are made to feel the power as well as the magnanimity of the Government; and inasmuch as Congress ig required by existing law to approve of any agreement made before it is binding on either party, the commission are unanimously of the opinion that Congress should take the initia- tive and by law settle for itself what shall be done upon the whole subject, and then notify the Sioux Nation of its conclusion. If they assent to the terms proposed, let them be carried out by the Government; if they do not consent, the Government should withhold all sup- plies not required by the treaty of 1868. It the Government will interpose its power and authority, they are not in condition to resist. This authority should be exercised mildly but firmly, and should be directed mainly to provisions looking to the ultimate civilization of the Indians. They never can be civilized except by the mild exercise, at least, of force in _ the beginning. This generation of them will not voluntarily sustain themselves, and the Government has cnly before it the alternative of perpetually supporting them as idlers and vagabonds, or using such power as may be necessary to enforce education in English, in manual labor, and other industrial pursuits upon the youths of the tribes, male and female, . thus preparing the coming generation to support itself and finally to become citizens of the United States. Also, such power and authority as will compel the existing generation to make an effort to become self-supporting by agricultural or other labor. | 

THE PROVISIONS OF THE TREATY OF 1868. | 

The treaty of 1868 contemplated these results within a brief time, and provided, as was then supposed, ample means to accomplish them. 
Article 7 provides for the education of all children between the age of six and sixteen years. This article has not been enforced either at Spotted. Tail or Red Cloud, in any sense, and scarcely noticed at any of the remaining agencies. 

. The ninth article provides for the delivery to each person who shall begin farming one good American cow and one good, well-broken pair of American oxen, and in addition, for 
a period of thirty years, twenty dollars annually. —— 

, The sixth article provides that any head of a family may hold in severalty 320 acres of land, and any person over eighteen years of age, not the head of a family, 80 acres. 
The eighth article provides for $100 in value of seeds and farm-implements for the first 

year, and $25 annually for the same purpose for three years more. 
The tenth article provides for one good substantial suit of woolen clothing for each male 

over fourteen years each year for thirty years, and for each female over twelve one suit an- nually for thirty years, and materia] for one suit each year for all under these ages for a period of thirty years. Assuming the average annual cost for clothing to be $10, and the number thirty thousand, this item alone will cost $300,000 per annum for thirty years from the date ofthe treaty. This article further provides food fora period of four years, provided 
the Indians could not furnish their own subsistence at an earlier date. . 

‘This important treaty of 1868 contemplated, among other things, that the Sioux Nation 
should establish itself on a permanent reservation ; that it would be required by labor to sup- port its own members after a period of four years, except that clothing was provided for thirty years ; and to induce the Indians to become self-supporting, the Government agreed : 

First. To set apart for each head of a family in severalty 320 acres of land, and each pez 
son not the head of a family 80 acres. 

Second. For the first year seeds and farm implements to the value of $100, and $25 for 
three years more. |
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Third. One good American cow, and one pair of well-broken American oxen. | 

Fourth. Twenty dollars annually for thirty years for each person engaged in farming. 
Fifth. One substantial suit of clothes foreach member of every family for thirty years. 
Sixth. Schools, teachers, physicians, blacksmiths, farmers, &c. 
These are the bounteous provisions of the treaty of 1868, applied to every family of every 

tribe in the Sioux Nation, and which contemplated that at the end of four years, if not ear- 
lier, the nation would be able to provide its own subsistence. 

Nearly seven years have passed away and these Indians are no nearer a condition of self- 
support than they were when the treaty was signed; and in the mean time the Government 
has expended nearly $13,006,000 for their support. So that the future treatment of the Sioux 
becomes a matter of serious moment, if viewed from no higher stand-point than that of an 
economic question. : 

° WHAT SHALL BE DONE? 

The purchase, lease, or occupation of the Black Hills by the whites is a mere incident to 
the great question, what shall be done with the Sioux people? Itis said, ‘‘As long as we feed 
them we will not be required to fight them.” If this alternative is presented now, it will 
be fifty years hence if we continue to furnish them subsistence and take no steps to improve 
their condition, as we surely have not in the last six years. And if their numbers are in- 
creasing, as we believe, the amount to be annually expended will increase in like ratio. The 
commission is therefore of the opinion that Congress should act upon the whole question, 
and devise a policy especially applicable to the Sioux Nation, within the spirit and letter of 
the treaty of 1868. This treaty contains two leading ideas, and was intended to secure two . 
purposes. namely, the education of the rising generation, and the self-support of all the 
tribes. The former was made compulsory by the seventh article of the treaty, and nearly 
all of the remaining provisions, so far as the Indian is concerned, were intended to accom- 
plish the latter by holding out to him inducements supposed to be ample to secure easy 
and rapid compliance. That this was intended and expected, is clear from the fact that the 
treaty only provided subsistence for four years at most. Congress can, under the letter of 
the treaty, provide most stringent laws for the education of those between 6 and 16. 

The Government is pledged by the treaty to provide schools and teachers, and the Indians 
agrees and ‘‘pledge themselves to compel their children, male and female, between the ages of | 
six and sixteen years to attend school.’’ The obligation is mutual and the power ample. a 
Surely, if England and the German states, Hungary and Denmark, and the most enlight- | 
ened of American States, think it worth while to enact stringenf laws to enforce the attend- | 
ance of the youths at the common schools, our Government, when it has the power, should, | 
by stringent laws faithfully enforced, make the experiment which it is pledged tomake by 
the treaty of 1868. The common school, in the several States of the Union, is supported by | 
taxation of property. Iowa taxes her people $4,000,000 annually, and Massachusetts, with oe 
about the same population, $6,000,000 annually, to support free schools. The State of New | | 
York has expended in the last twelve years for public-school purposes $116,000,000 raised 
by taxation. . 

—_ EDUCATION AND LABOR. | 
7 

These enormous sums are levied upon the property of the people, on the theory that uni- 
versal education is essential to the welfare of the State. These Indians are withiu the ter- | 
ritorial limits of the United States, and subject to their authority, and cannot be removed | 
out of that jurisdiction. Education to them is essential if they are to. be reclaimed from | 
semi-barbarism, and it concerns the whole people of the United States. We now supply all 
the children of the Sioux Nation, between the ages of six and sixteen years, with food and | 
clothing, and with better food than is enjoyed by avery large portion of the laborers of the , 
country, and expend as much, per capita, for clothing, as is expended by many of our labor- 
ers, so that the only additional expense in educating them would be the employment of com- 
petent teachers, and the necessary expense of buildings for school purposes. These schools 
ought to be established at points not accessible to the adult Indians, for instruction in the 
elementary branches of English as usually taught in our primary schools, and should also 
embrace instruction in the ruder employments, such as are taught in manual-labor schools 
for boys and industrial schools for girls. It might be difficult to separate the younger chil- 
dren from their parents, and an attempt so to do might meet with serious opposition, so that 
at first those in charge should select, with the consent of parents, the brightest and most 
promising youths for such schools, and in the mean time other,schools of like character, with 
stringent rules for their government, should be established in the neighborhood of the agen- 
cies, but wholly separated from them. In this way the Indians would very soon realize | 
the benefits to be derived, and further separation would be less difficult. 

This experiment of separation was successfully tried by the Choctaw Nation in 1825, and 
subsequent years. A school was established in Kentucky, known as the Choctaw Academy, 

‘and was under the direction of Col. Richard M. Johnson, located at Blue Springs P P. 
Pitchlyn, a well-educated Choctaw, says, in a letter to the Hon. James Barbour, Secretary 
of War: . | 

So ee” ae
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‘‘ T approve of the measure because I was educated in the bosom of our white brethren 
in Tennessee, and I know how to appreciate its inestimable blessings arising from an educa- 
tion among them. It is my decided opinion that promising youths of our nation should be 
educated in this method, leaving the mass of our population to the honorable and benevo- 
lent exertions of the missionaries who are settled among us; for we acknowledge with 
gratitude their pious and benevolent labors, and nothing is intended to depreciate their 
merits.’ “ | 

Niles’s Register of November 4, 1826, noting the progress of this school, says : 
‘* The Choctaw Academy of Kentucky is in a flourishing state. The second examination 

of the pupils lately took place in the presence of 500 people, and the boys acquitted them- 
selves much to the satisfaction of all present.” 7 

Again, in July, 1827, it says: 

‘‘ There are at date at this establishment about 100 boys from the tribes of the Choctaws, 
Creeks, &c., apart of whom have attended more [than twelve months, and have made very 
considerable progress.” 

The present advanced state of civilization among the Choctaws and Creeks may be traced 
. to efforts like those pursued a half century ago. It is vain to expect that such schools will 

be attended unless attendance is made compulsory by law, and enforced rigorously. If 
the Government will earnestly enter upon an experiment of this character, making the nec- 
essary additional appropriations therefor, philanthropic people will be ready to second the 
work, either with money or effort, or both. Even now considerable sums are expended by 
the various missionary societies for schools, doing good here and there, but of little service 
in civilizing a whole tribe or nation. It may be said if this policy shall be adopted for the 
Sioux it should be for all other tribes as well. The answer is that the burden is enforced 
upon us by the treaty of 1868, so far as the Sioux are concerned, and no other treaty im- 
poses a like burden. There are from 2,000 to 2,500 children about the Red Cloud agency, 

| and no school has been established there, or any attempt made to have one. There are 
2,000 in the neighborhood of Spotted Tail agency, and no effori worthy of that name has 
been made at this agency to establish a school. At the Cheyenne River agency there are 
propably from 1,000 to 1,500 children, and a missionary school, with an average attendance 
of 20. 

The Commissioner of Education estimates that there are 10,217,825 children in the United 
States between the ages of six and sixteen years, or about one-fourth of the whole population. 
Assuming that about the same ratio prevails in the Sioux tribes, there are now on the Sioux 
reservation 8,000 children who are growing up in barbarism, not 200 of whom have ever re- 
ceived any instruction whatever; and these children are not decreasing in numbers. An 
actual count of the Indians at Yankton agency was made in 1859, report of which is found 
in Indian Report of that year. This count shows, men, 440; women, 632; boys, 473; girls, 
427, and about 150 absent; which shows the ratio of children to be not less than above 
estimated. If this condition is to continue, how long will the people of the United States be 
taxed to support the Sioux Nation? If the Government shall enter upon the work in ear- 

| nest, these labor-schools could be established in a mild climate and productive country, and 
could soon be made self-sustaining; but the power of force, mildly exercised, must be invoked 
in the beginning. To rely upon voluntary attendance is futile. This has been tried for two 
hundred years, and has rarely been a success among the wilder tribes of Indians. This ex- 
periment may not be, but should be attempted gradually, and upon a well-matured plan, 
prepared by eminent teachers. It may be said that this experiment will make large drafts upon 
the Treasury. This need not be so. As stated before, these children are now clothed and 
subsisted ; or, rather, money is expended to clothe and subsist them. All above twelve years 
of age could, if well directed, very soon be made to earn their.own subsistence and enough 
to supply food to all attending school, and in time do very much toward providing their own 
clothing. The latter, if successful, would relieve the Government from clothing them for 
thirty years, as required by the treaty. Besides, the experiment could be triedin such a 
gradual way as that, if failue should follow, it need not be pursued. Or, if it shall prove 
too expensive, it could at any time be abandoned by Congress. This method is suggested 
for consideration. Ifa better can be found, it should be adopted. 1t seems to the commis- 
sion that education, as here suggested, or by some effectual method, is the first step toward 
the civilization of these tribes. Religious missionaries or sectarian schools are useful as ad- 

‘ juncts, or may follow; but a complete system of education, embracing all the children, is the 
first requisite. Some comprehensive system of education for the Sioux Nation should be 
established, or all attempts to educate and civilize them might as well be abandond. 

The remaining element in the treaty, as already stated, contemplated that these tribes 
should become self-supporting at the end of four years. Seven years have elapsed, and they 
are no nearer self-support now than then. How can they support themselves? Froude 
says: ‘‘ I know but three ways of living—by working, by begging, and by stealing.” The 
two last cannot apply to a whole tribe or nation ; therefore, for them there is but one way, 
namely, by working. They comprehend fully that they can no longer live by hunting; the , 
game and the buffalo are rapidly disappearing from their reservation, so that they cannot now 
subsist by the chase. To avoid self-support, they ask the Government, as a consideration for
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the Hills, that they shall be subsisted and clothed for seven generations, and some of them 
insist that this should continue as long as any of the tribe remains. They are averse to 
labor, and will not work voluntarily. Shall we require them to labor, and enforce the require- 
ment? The American idea is that ‘‘to force a man to labor against his will is to make him 
a slave.” An attempt in this direction can be justified only on that which has been called- 
the tyrant’s plea—necessity. Does this necessity exist, or does the public good require it? 
Our Government: does not hesitate when the public safety, or, in other words, the general 
good requires, to compel citizens to serve in the Army. During our recent conflict, a most 
stringent conscription law was enacted and enforced, because the Government needed soldiers. 
Vagrant laws are enforced in most of the States as necessary for the good of the State. 

Francis A. Walker, late Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who has studied the Indian 
question with great care, clearly expresses the necessity of exercising governmental control 
in the following paragraph, which we quote and approve. He says: 7 

‘A rigid reformatory control should be exercised by the Government over the lives and 
manners of the Indians of the several tribes, particularly in the direction of requiring them 
to learn and practice the arts of industry, at least until one generation shall have been fairly 
started on a course of self-improvement. Merely to disarm the savages and to surround them | 
by forces which it is impossible for them to resist, leaving it to their own choice how miser- 
ably they will live, or how much they shall be allowed to escape work, is to render it highly 
probable that the great majority of the now roving Indians will fall hopelessly into a condi- 
tion of pauperism and petty crime The right of the Government to exact in this particular 
all that the good of the Indian and the good of the general community may require is not to 
be questioned. The same supreme law of the public safety which to-day governs the con- 
dition of 80,000 paupers and 40,000 criminals within the States of the Union affords am- 
ple authority and j zstification for the most extreme and decided measures which may be 
adjudged necessary to save this race from itself, and the country from the intolerable burden | 
of pauperism and crime which the race, if left to itself, will certainly inflict upon a score of 
future States.= 

The United States may, within the treaty of 1868, refuse to issue subsistence to any or 
all of the ttes of the Sioux ; and, therefore, if supplies are issued, the Government can affix 
condition s, such as they shall be issued only in compensation for labor performed or for serv- 
ices rende ed; and, in the judgment of the commission, after the expiration of the present 
fiscal year, all rations should be issued only in consideration of services performed. Con- 
gress should enact such laws, and the Interior Department should establish such regulations, 
as will make the requirement effective. There is nothing inthe treaty of 1868 inconsistent 
with a provision for such laws and regulations, and the spirit of the treaty and the necessi- 
ties of the case require it. It is worse than folly to suppose that the Indians will labor un- 
less instigated thereto by the method here indicated, and it cannot be expected that the peo- 
ple of the United States will, without protest, long consent to be taxed to support the whole 
Sioux Nation without some equivalent, and they ought not to be required so to do. It needs 
no argument to show that the condition of the Indian will be improved by exacting from 
him labor in return for charity, if he is able to render it. His tribal relation does not ex- 
empt him from labor if the public necessity and his own support require it. It has been 
maintained that all obligations of the Government and the Indians have been merged into 
the treaty of 1868, and that all our relations to each other are fixed by that treaty. We do 
not so regard this treaty. : 

THE WAY CLEAR FOR ACTION. 

The seventeenth article of the treaty provides that this treaty shall have the effect and 
shall be construed as abrogating and annulling all treaties and agreements heretofore entered 
into between the respective parties hereto, so far as such treaties and agreements * obligate 
the United States to furnish and provide money, clothing, or other articles of property to such 
Indians and bands of Indians, as become parties to this treaty, but no further.’” So that for 
all other purposes, so far as the Indians are concerned, prior treaties are still in force. 

By the several treaties of 1866, made with the bands of the Sioux, (all but the Brulés, of 
which Spotted Tail is the chief, ) the following provision is assented to and made prominent, 
namely: ‘‘ Said Indians hereby acknowledge themselves to be subject to the exclusive juris- 
diction and authority of the United States ;”’ so that by treaty stipulation the Sioux Nation, 
with the exception of a single tribe, cannot complain of such Jaws and regulations as will 
make them self-supporting. Butif there were no treaty-stipulations as quoted, it is well 
settled by the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States that the Indian tribes resid- 
ing within the territorial limits of the United States are subject to their authority, and that 
Congress may pass laws for their government, and this may be done in all cases where there 
are no treaty-stipulations prohibiting such laws. The treaty of 1868 is silent on this sub- 
ject, and therefore whatever laws and regulations may be required to accomplish the purpose 
indicated may be rightfully provided without conflicting with existing treaty-stipulations. 
Any system looking to the civilization of these tribes on their present reservation will be 
difficult, because of the small amount of contiguous arable land. Hence, if it were practicable, 
it would be best for the Sioux to wholly abandon their present reservation, aud go to the Indian
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Territory, where the lands are more productive and subsistence cheaper, and where they 
could much more quickly and easily become self-supporting by agricultural pursuits. But 
they look upon the Indian Territory as ‘‘ the graveyard of their race,” and could not at present 
be made to leave their present reservation without the use of military force, and probably, if 
at any time this should become practicable, it could only be done by inducing particular 

| tribes—those most advanced—to go there, and in course of time the whole nation might be 
induced to follow. We have until recently treated the Indian tribes as domestic inde- 
pendent nations, with whom we could make treaties. The commission of 1868, which negoti- 

: . ated the treaty under consideration, strongly urged an abandonment of this policy, and 
a Congress, 3d of March, 1871, did abandon it, and embarked in a new policy; that ‘‘no 
Indian nation or tribe within the territory of the United States shall be acknowledged or 
recognized as an independent nation, tribe, or power,with whom the United States may con- 
tract by treaty ; but no obligation of any treaty lawfully made and ratified with any such 

_ Indian nation or tribe prior to March 3, 1871, shall be hereby invalidated or impaired,”’ 
_ (Revised Statutes, sec. 2079, page 366. ) | 

OUR OBLIGATIONS TO EXCLUDE UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS. : 
Whatever our obligations may be under the treaty of 1868, it is the declared policy of 

Congress that they shall be fuifilled, and the faith of the nation is pledged to their fulfill-. 
ment. The second article of the treaty provides that a reservation described therein *‘ shall 
be, and the same is, set apart for the absolute and undisturbed use and occupation of the 
Indians herein named, and the United States now solemnly agrees that no person, except 

. those herein designated and authorized so to do, and except such officers, agents, and em- 
ployés of the-Government as may be authorized to enter upon Indian reservations in dis- 
charge of duties enjoined by law, shall ever be permitted to pass over, settle upon, or reside in 
the territory described in this article.’ _ So that, until this treaty is abrogated by the authority 

. of the United States, it is the duty of the Government to see that this ‘‘solemn promise” is en- 
forced. When we remember that the exterior boundaries of the reservation cover an extent 
of over twelve hundred miles, we can realize the magnitude of this promise, especially when 
for nearly four hundred miles the eastern boundary is the Missouri River, and the south and 
west an open plain, so that roads are not necessary to enable persons to enter upon the reser- 
vation. The Black Hills are nearly in the center of the reservation from north to south, and 
easily accessible from all sides, except, perhaps, the north. The measure of force to be em- 
ployed by the United States in entorcing this article of the treaty depends upon the good 
faith of the Sioux Nation with reference to their obligations. The obligations of the treaty 
are mutual aud reciprocal. The Indians at the post have not so acted as to require the 
utmost vigilance on the part of the United States. They promised to maintain peace and 
order on the reservation. A failure to keep this promise would entail a heavy expenditure 
on the part of the Government, yet they have so conducted themselves, while receiving the 
bounty of the Government, as to make the establishment of expensive military posts neces- 

. sary at all the agencies. At Red Cloud there are four companies of infantry and two of 
cavalry ; at Spotted Tail, three of infantry and one of cavalry ; a post at Fort Laramie, con- 

| tiguous to the reservation ; and asmall force at each of the other agencies; all made neces- 
sary by the conduct of the Indians, and all requiring great expense for their maintenance, 
except those on the Missouri River, on account of the distance from cheap transportation. 
Now, they ask that the Government shall use this military force, not only to preserve order 
and protect property at the agencies, but also that it shall be used against citizens of the | 

: - United States who choose to violate law and treaty-obligations, and who, in addition, take 
the risks of conflict with the Indians for the shadowy prospect of gold in the Black Hills ! 

Although the treaty requires the Indians to be removed to a place designated on the Mis- 
souri River, or a place contiguous to it, a large portion of them (the larger part) have. re-— 

| fused, and now refuse, to make their permanent home in the reservation set apart for them, 
and say they will only be removed by military force. 

| - Before the Sioux Nation is in position to exact so much of the Government, it should 
relieve the Government of the necessity of force to protect its own agents and property, pur- 
chased for the use of the Indians with money voluntarily appropriated from the public Treas- 
ury, and should comply with the provision that requires them to move to a designated place 
upon their reservation. They insist that the value of the Hills shall be estimated at many 
millions because of the gold easily acquired, but they refuse to become self-supporting by 

- making effort to acquire it. Their leading chiefs ask $70,000,000 for the Hillsin the morning, 
and in the evening beg a shirt or a blanket! Such a mixture of assurance, poverty, and 
idleness would not ordinarily command the highest sympathy, or seem to require the utmost 
vigilance, on the part of the Government or the people to preserve rights under a treaty which 
is only sacred to the Indian so far as it conforms to his whims, caprices, or interests. 

The President of the United States could do no less. than to use the military forces of the 
United States to maintain this provision. But, in view of all the circumstances and conduct 
of the Indians, Congress ought to consider the whole question, and by law declare the policy 
that should be pursued in the future, preserving its own obligations, and insisting that the 
Indians shall reciprocally observe them. Whena firm policy is established by law, compre- 
hending our whole relations to the Sioux Nation, it will not be difficult to make a just agree- 
ment upon the subject of the cccupation of the Hills. The Indians are now treated as
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wards of the Government in every other respect except as to the lands. ‘The treaty of 1868 

contemplates such treatment. The Indians are now subjects of our bounty and charity, 

and we can impose upon them conditions for their improvement as we will. They are sure 

to be resisted at first, but will be assented to gladly in time, as it is impossible for them to 

resort to hunting as an alternative, so that dependence upon the Government or self-support 

by labor or starvation are the alternatives. . . 

CAUSES OF FAILURE. _ 

The commission, in closing, state that a failure to make an agreement may be traced to the : 

following causes: 
1. That no agreement can be successfully concluded in the Indian country by means of a 

grand council of chiefs in the presence of the great body of the Indians. 

2. No agreement can be made unless accompanied with presents, as presents have invari- 

ably been distributed heretofore at the signing of treaties or agreements. | 

3d. The Indians place upon the hills a value far beyond any sum that could possibly be 

considered by the Government. 

4th. The Indians are hostile to the presence of whites on the reservation, and they believe 

that the opening of the hills to the whites would result in the opening of the whole reserva- 

tion and their final expulsion, which belief induces a strong minority at least to oppose any 

cession. 
5th. The determination on the part of persons not Indians but having great influence over ' 

them, that no negotiation shall be successful that does not involve a large sum annually for 

many years, and in case of present failure another commission would be sent, which would 

deal liberally with them. 

. THE SUMMING UP. 

The commission recommend: | 

Ist. That Congress shall take the initiative upon the whole subject of our relations with 

the Sioux, and by law make provision for a thorough system of education for: all between the 

ages of six and sixteen years at a point or points distant from contact with or from the influ- 

ence of adult Indians, which system shall involve manual-labor and industrial schools, and 

shall be compulsory ; also provide by law and regulation that the adult Indians shall be re- : 

quired to perform labor as a condition for their subsistence, and that after a time in the future 

to be {xed subsistence shall only be issued to such as do labor, and to the aged, infirm and . 

those who are unable to labor. 
, 

24. Protect by law every Indian in the acquisition of private property, and secure him in 

the possession of the same. 

84d. That those bands which now occupy the northwestern part of the State of Nebraska be 

removed therefrom to some point or points within the permanent reservation established by 

the treaty of 1868, where land suitable for acriculture can be found and where necessary 

supplies can be furnished at a greatly reduced cost. . 

Ath. That all supplies be issued under the direct supervision of officers of the Army, and 

that detailed reports of quality and quantity and cost be published annually. . 

5th. Abolish all the present agencies and re-organize the whole system of officers and 

agencies for the Sioux Nation, and provide such compensation to officers and agents as will 

command, if not secure, fidelity and competency. 

6th. Make known to the Indians that a sufficient amount of force will be used to secure | 

compliance with these salutary provisions made for their benefit, to the end that they may 

become civilized and self-supporting, if possible. | . 

7th. Provide for payment to the Indians of a sum which Congress shall fix as a fair equiv- 

- alent for the Hills, taking into the account all the circumstances surrounding them, and the 

value of the Hills to the United States; which sum, so offered or paid, shall become a part 

of the fund required for the purpose hereinbefore indicated. | 

The plan here suggested, or some other to be adopted by Congress, should be presented 

to the Indians as a finality, and with it they shouid be told that its rejection will have the 

effect to arrest all appropriations for their subsistence in the future, and all supplies not abso- , 

lutely required by the treaty of 1863. . . 

The commission makes these suggestions with hesitation, the more so because it will 

require patience and time to make the experiment a success, if it become so. The commis- 

sion has felt it to be its duty to state the facts as they appear, and has ventured to sug- 

gest remedies, imperfect though they may prove to be, in order that those more familiar 

with the whole subject may combat them, and suggest others more efficacious, if these should 

not stand the test of intelligent and impartial criticism. It 1s no easy task to satisfactorily 

solve the problems forced upon the Government by the location, necessities, and condition . 

of these Sioux tribes; but they have claims upon us that cannot be overlooked. They 

have been pushed back from the east by the advancing tide of civilization until it meets | 

' them again from the west. Their reservation, extending over an area as large as New 

England, is, for the most part, unsuited to agriculture. The steady extinction of game is 

cutting them off from the only means of subsistence of which they have avy knowledge. 

They are now practically helpless without the fostering care of the Government. New and 

prosperous States have been added to the nation from the territory which was once their . 
|
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homes, and but for our people the region thus taken—no matter how—would still afford them subsistence, precarious and uncertain it may be, but suited to their wants and habits. This sacrifice has brought to them destitution and beggary; to our nation wealth and power, and with these an obligation to make good to them, in some way, the loss by which we have so largely gained. We have faith that this obligation will be fairly met and con- scientiously discharged by Congress, and we believe that it should be submitted to that body for immediate consideration and action. - . 
W. B. ALLISON, Chairman, 
ALFRED H. TERRY. 
A. COMINGO. 
SAML. D. HINMAN. 
G. P. BEAUVAIS. 
A. G. LAWRENCE. 
WM. H. ASHBY. J. &. COLLINS, Secretary. : 

APPENDIX A, . 
| Special report of General A. G. Lawrence, of the commission, on the probable increase of 

population among the Sioux Indians. 
, General Lawrence made the following report, which was adopted as Appendix A, as fol- lows: | 

There is a general impression that the Indians are diminishing and will ultimately disap- : pear. This is not the case with the Sioux Nation. No conclusion of increase of population can be drawn from more logical premises than from the number of adults and infants in a community. The following table will, therefore, be pertinent to the inquiry. 
In every 1,000 of population : 

| | : 
| Children Yearly 

| Adults. | under 18. | increase. 

Frances... ..0020 2c eee ceeeee cence ceeeeeneee eee ce) 639 361 iy Belgium...--. 1-2-2. 02 e ee eeee eee eee cece een eee, 587 | 413 Poy | Holland...... 0.2.20 eee eee eee cece cece eee o74 | 426 py Great Britain... 2.2.2 0.. .2e ete ee ceee sects cele, 547 | 453 14435 PEUBEIB Cs eevee corer seeceseeccnee canegeacceececes| 526 | 474 1B 
eee 

In the United States, the natural yearly increase is less than that of Prussia, although the census gives 2y'75, the difference being accounted for by immigration. Colored population in,United States, 3°. 

- Adults. Children. 
Cheyenne Indians, now part of Sioux Nation..........-...-.. 425 575 Little-Wound band..--.. 2-2-2. 0.20. cece eee eee cannes.) ABB 545 Young-man-afraid-of-his-horses ......222..2-02.cee-ee------.. 4G2 033 / 

* The natural increase of population, when unchecked by the difficulty of procuring means of subsistence and other peculiar causes, can be computed by doubling its numbers every twenty years. . . 
Malthus, the authority on population, says: 

| ‘There is no reason whatever to suppose that anything besides the difficulty in procuring in adequate plenty the necessaries of life should either indispose this greater number of per- ’ sons to marry early or disable them from rearing in health the largest families. But this . difficulty would of necessity occur, and its effect would be either to discourage early mar- riages, which would check the rate of increase by preventing the same proportion of births : or to render the children unhealthy from bad and insufficient nourishment, which would check the rate of increase by occasioning a greater proportion of deaths; or, what is most likely to happen, the rate of increase would be checked partly by the diminution of births and partly by the increase of mortality. 
‘*The first of these checks may, with propriety, be called the preventive check to popula- tion; the second, the positive check; and the absolute necessity of their operation in the case supposed is as certain and obvious as that man cannot live without food,” 
During the last seven years it has been the practice to issue to each Indian over the age of four years, who has settled permanently upon the reservation and complied with the stipulatiorts of the treaty of 1568, one pound of meat and one pound of flour per day. The beef is issued on the hoof, computing three pounds gross as equal to one pound of meat. The Indians use as food the whole of the animal except the horns, hide, and hoofs, thus increasing their rations. As ong as this allowance is issued, there is no preventive check to population.
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The price of food acts as a positive check by the increase ot mortality. The following 
returns, given in seven distinct manufacturing districts in England, covering a term of ten 
years, show that the average of deaths has been proportionate to the dearness, or, in other 

‘words, the scarcity of subsistence: 
Average price of wheat 

per quarter. 

s. d. Deaths 

First year ..2-2. 0-0-0. cece ee eee ee eee teens cece eeceereecees 118 3 55, 969 
Third year...-.. 22-02. nee cee ee cee cece ee nec ece ence cees 60 1 44,794 
Sixth year .----. ee cece eee cee eee cree cree eee teen cers 3 3 48, 108 
Ninth year...--. .. 2 cee eee eee eee cece cece este e cece teceeeee 106 3 54, 864 

Among the different tribes of Sioux Indians the prudential restraint which in most coun- 
tries prevents individuals from begetting children without a reasonable expectation of being 
able to provide for their support is reduced to a minimum, as Article X provides, in addition 
to the rations, for the delivery of clothing for a term of thirty years, and in addition thereto 

the sum of $10 yearly for such persons as roam and hunt, and $20 per annum for such as 

engage in farming. This money is expended by the United States Government in the pur- 
chase of tea, coffee, sugar, and tobacco. 

The climate is highly favorable to health, the atmosphere is pure and dry, and there is * 

comparatively little rain. Pulmonary diseases are scarcely known. According to the cen- 

sus of 1870, there were 7.8 deaths from all causes to ] from consumption, and 12.4 from all 

causes to 1 from pneumonia. While the winters of the north are severe, the climate of 
the south is mild. Spring opens earlier than in the same latitude farther east. Observations 
made at Fort Clark, latitude 47°, show the mean temperature for the six months beginning 
with December to have been 1° lower than at New York City and Pittsburgh. With the 

thermometer at 80°, meat hung in the open air cures itself without the use of salt. The 
grass never rots, but dries on the ground, affording good hay during the winter. 

General G. K. Warren, of the United States Engineers, in his able report of explorationsin 
Dakota and Northern Nebraska in the years 1855, ’56, and 57, estimates the number of Sioux 
Indians at 24,000. Of these, 3,680 were Ogallallas, (Red Cloud) and 3,040 Brulés, (Spotted 

Tail.) These Indians have increased at about equal rates. The recent count, as made by 

the most reliable men available, shows the number at Red Cloud agency (Ogallailas) to 
be 9,339, and the number at Spotted Tail agency (Brulés) to be about 8,000. 

It would seem that the general increase, including the wild tribes, has not been as large. 
The whole population of the different tribes composing the Sioux Nation is estimated at 
37,000, 7,000 of whom are roaming, and 30,000 agency Indians, besides 1,000 who have 

removed to Canada since 1867, where they have been put upon a reservation of their own 
_ by the Dominion government. 

The appropriations for the Sioux Nation have been as follows: 

TEGS one ec cee ee nee cee ene cece cece ne eens meee cee enccecececccces $142, 490 
1869 0 ee eee nee eee we cee eens tees cece ee come eeeceeseecececccees 485,784 
1870, (Sioux computed at 11,400 roaming, and 3,600 engaged in agriculture— _ 

total, 15,000)... 22... ence nee ee eee enn teen ee cee tec eeececeeeseeees 1,608, 600 
Deficiency Dill... 2... 2-2. cence cece ce ee cece ce eens cece ce reeecceees — 120,000 
TST] oo cece eee cee cee cee cee cee ee cece concen cecmenseceescecsec cece 2, 024, 900 
1872, (computed for 20,000 Indians)...-.. ..--0. 62-2 eee cere eee ee eee ee ee 1,911, 800 

1873 coon cece cee cee cee ee cee ene cece cece eee nns cece ee ceeweececeeees 1,911, 000 
Deficiency bill... 2. 0.22 ee eee eee cee eee cee ee cee eens cee ene cece cece ees — 390, 000 
VTA ooo cee cece eee ee eee eee eect cece ne cone cee ene sec eee ceccce sees 1,824, 759° 
1875, (computed for 30,000 Indians)...... ......-------- 2-22) eee e eee eee 1,752, 600 

Defieiency bill...- 2. 22-22 - oe eee ene eee cee cee nee eee eee eee eens 75, 000 
1875, for the Niobrara rights....---. 22-02. ee eee eee eee eee cee nee eee ee eee 25, 000 

We have also the authority of Malthus for the following : 
‘* According to all past experience and the best observations which can be made on the 

motives which operate upon the human mind, there can be no well-founded hope of obtain- 

ing a large produce from the soil but under a system of private property. It seems per- 

fectly visionary to suppose that any stimulus short of that which is excited in man by the 

desire for providing for himself and family, and of bettering his condition in life, should 
operate on the mass of society with sufficient force and constancy to overcome the natural 
indolence of mankind: All the attempts which have been made since the commencement of 
authentic history to proceed upon a principle of common property have either been so in- 
significant that no inference can be drawn from them, or have been marked by the most sig- 
nal failures; and the changes which have been effected in modern times by education do 

not seem to advance a single step toward making such a state of things more probable in 
future. We may therefore more safely conclude that while man retains the same physical 
and moral constitution which he is observed to possess at present, no other than a system ot 
private property stands the least chance of providing for such a large and increasing popu- 
lation as that which is to be found in many countries at present.”
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. CLASSIFICATION OF INDIAN TRIBES IN ALASKA. 
| : | DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

. . UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
| SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES, 

SECOND Division, J. W. POWELL IN CHARGE, 
| Washington, D. C., November 15, 1875. 

' Srr: Your letter to the honorable the Secretary of the Interior, bearing date of Jan - 
uary 6, 1875, was referred to me January 11,1873. The following is a copy thereof :. 

. ‘DEPARTMENT ON THE INTERIOR, | 
| ‘““OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 

“ Washington, D. C., January 6, 1875. 
“Sir: I have the honor to invite your attention to the fact that as yet no ethnologi- 

: cal classification embracing ail the Indian tribes of the country has been successfully 
attempted. . 
“From a conversation with Maj. J. W. Powell upon this subject, I am led to believe 

that he would be able, from the results of his own inquiries and investigations among 
many of the tribes, and from his acquaintance and intercourse with other gentlemen 
who have obtained like information respecting other tribes, to furnish such a classifi- | 
cation as would be a valnable acquisition to science and of use in many ways in the 

. administration of the Indian Bureau. 
_ ‘‘T have reason to suppose that Major Powell would cheerfully nndertake a labor of 

this sort in connection with his employment as explorer under the Interior Depart- 
| ment, and I would therefore respectfully recommend that he be requested to make a 

report on this matter by October 1, 1875, in order that it may be in time for the annual 
report of this Bureau. . 

‘Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| “EDW. P. SMITH, 

| ““ Commissioner. 
“The honorable SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.” 

I have the honor to make the following statement of the progress made in the ~ 
attempt to comply with your wishes. . . 

The research necessary to even a tentative classification is great; such a classifica- 
tion must rest primarily and chiefly on the evidences of linguistic relationships. The | 
bibliography of North American ethnography is, as you are aware, very extensive, 
but this does not furnish the basis for a classification. The Smithsonian Institution 
has, for a number of years, been making collections of vocabularies from the various 
tribes in the Rocky Mountain region, and has now a large amount of material on hand, 

' in manuscript form, which has been submitted to the celebrated philologist, Mr. J. 
Hammond Trumbull, to be prepared by him for publication. It is hoped that a valu- 

: able addition to our knowledge will be made from this source. 
. My own interrupted studies for the past eight years have been among tribes hitherto 

but little known, and, though these studies are far from being complete, I believe they 
will enable me to relegate the tribes of Colorado, Utah, the greater part of Nevada, 
Southeastern California, and Northern Arizona, to their several classes. ' 

Our knowledge of the tribes of the Sierra Nevada, through Western Oregon, West- 
ern Nevada, and Eastern California, is exceedingly meager; but Mr. Stephen A. Powers 

: has been studying these Indians for a number of years, and the manuscript account of 
his labors is in my hands. 

Since the writing of your letter, copied above, Mr. Powers has been employed by the 
| Indian Department to make collections of Indian arts in that region for exhibition at 

the Centennial Exposition and subsequently at the Smithsonian Institution ; and the 
opportunity afforded by Mr. Powers’s travels among these Indians was seized to gain 
additional information concerning the languages of these tribes. I hope on his return 
we shall be able to relegate the tribes of the Sierra Nevada to their proper classes. 

Mr. W. H. Dall, of the Coast Survey, has traveled for many years in the Territory of 
Alaska, making extensive and skillful studies of the Indian tribes, and since the receipt 
of your letter by me he has been induced to put such of the results of his studies as 
are available for classificatory purposes in shape for immediate publication. . 

I transmit herewith a map of Alaska, compiled under Mr. Dall’s direction, exhibit- 
a ing all of the geographic knowledge we have up to the present time of this Territory. 

. On this map is represented the distribution of the Indian tribes, and in the table which 
accompanies it the tribes are classified and a census given. 

It is hoped by the expiration of another fiscal year we shall be able in like manner 
to represent the distribution and ethnographic relationships of all the tribes west of 
the one hundredth meridian. | 

Iam, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
J. W. POWELL, 

Hon. E. P. Samira, ‘ 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.
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ABSTRACT OF POPULATION OF THE NATIVE TRIBES OF ALASKA. BY W. H. DALL. 

. . I. Innuit race. 

People of the Innuit or Eskimo stock, all in a savage or semi-savage condition, inhab- 

‘ iting the coast, or going only a short distance into the interior on the large rivers, living 

by fishing, sealing, or hunting, doing some trapping or trading. Those marked with | 

an asterisk are much deteriorated by smuggled alcohol, which they buy from Sand- 

wich Island traders, and, as a general thing, are rapidly diminishing in numbers. 

For exact location, see map. 
| | 

‘A. Western Mackenzie Innuit. 

Hap: Arctic coast between the Colville and 141° W. longitude. 

1. Kopagmut....-..
- 2-22 cee eee cee eee rece cere cere recess sores sscces 200 

9: Kangmaligmut ......-----22e cee ece cee cree errr cers cer eres tess 200 
—— 400 

B. Western Innuit. 

Has: The coasts to the south and west of the last, and the islands of 

the coasts as far as Saint Michael’s, Norton Sound. : 

3.* Nuwukmut, (Point Barrow) -.----.-e-- ene core sere re cre terres 600 | 

4.* Nunatogmut, (Nunatok River) ..-----+----------5rerec terest 300 

5.* Kowagmut, (Kowak River) ..-.---+--++-+-e9--e+> wees cewcce saceee 100 

6.* Selawigmut, (Selawik River)...--.---+---- wee ce cee ener ee recess 100 

. 7.* Okeeogmut, (Diomedes and other islands) .----+ een wee e ee tee ene 300 

8.* Kikhtogamut, (Saint Lawrence Island) 2... 0-20 cen cee eee cece cere 250 

9.* Kaviagamut, (Kaviak Peninsula)......-----2 eee ee cree tee ete cess 500 

10.* Mahlemut, (part of peninsula) ...---. .--+e-- 222 fees cette rt retees 600 

: ——- 2,750 

C. Fishing Innuit. 

- Like the last, but not having either walrus, whales, or large seals, they . 

live more on the salmon, white-fish, and other fresh-water fish, which they 

catch in ingenious traps, and dry for winter use. Less enterprising, bat 

more docile and tractable than the last, and hardly affected by civiliza- 

tion, either for good or otherwise; except the first and last tribes men- . 

tioned. The last, the Kadiak or Kodiak people, are half civilized, and 

have been under Russian influences for nearly a century. At present, 

owing to the absence of any provision for schools or any civil laws to 

punish irregularities, they are rather deteriorating from their late con- 

dition under the Russians. The first-mentioned tribe is small and much 

contaminated by vicious habits and disease contracted from the traders. 

11.* Unaligmut, (Saint Michael’s) ..---------- +--+ seers creer A50 

12. Ekogmut, (Yukon River, mouth) Dec ee cee n en seeeccecccecereceees 1,000 

13. Magemut, (Nunivak Island, &c) ...---------+---220 0-2 creer 500 

14. Kuskwogmut, (mouth of Kuskokwim River). .ceeeeee cece cere reese 000 . 

15. Nushagagmut, (Nushagak River) --.----+-----+seeere errr ce screes 400 

16. Ogulmut, (Aliaska Peninsula) ~...--.-----------+ rercer errr 500 

17. Kaniagmut, (Kadiak Island, &¢) --...-+-----++ +22 errs rer ct ete 3, 000 
~ — 7,550 

| D. Southeastern Innuit. : 

Being in localities where there is less fishing practicable, these tribes 

live principally by hunting and trapping. They are amiable and 

harmless, but in a savage condition. : 

18. Chugachigmut, (Chugach Sound).....------------ +++ Lene eee cnes 600 

19. Ugalakmut, (Kayak Island)....-------+-----+eeer cere ctet tr 300 
—— 900 

: Total Tanuit .ccc cece cece cecece cece sete cece cess cece tecsesseeecs eeses LT, 600 

Il. Aleuts. | | 

Inhabiting the Aleutian Islands and the Pribiloff or Seal Islands. A gentle and 

amiable people, tolerably well civilized by the Russians; all members of the Greek . 

Church ; most of the old peopleknowing how to read and write in the Russian language. 

With the exeeption of those on the Pribiloff Islands, where they are protected by a 

. .. | |
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. special provision in the lease and presence of the government officers, these people are rapidly deteriorating from the contact of unprincipled traders, the absence of any restraining authority or civil law, and the total cessation of all schools, except those which they themselves get up during the winter to teach their children the Russian Church liturgy and catechism. They call, more than any other people in the Territory, for intelligent supervision and secular instruction, especially in the English language, _ to prevent their entire relapse into a barbaric condition worse than that from which they were lifted by the Russian missionaries. : | The following is an exact census of these people, taken in 1872 by the priest in charge of the district, by villages: | 
I
 

Villages, | Males. Females, Total. 
“| Oe 

UNALASKA ISLAND. | | . 
Peet VNOGO- «wo coencccteeerenesseneesseteneseeecesceenseetsaeeeneeee| 151 142 293 Tmakushin Vilege ee inti ceeteeteeneces| 39 24 63 Imakushin Village. 000s. e cece eee eee cc eee tenes cen e et en nee ee eee 20 27 47 Kasheega Village ..-.-- 0-00. e eee eee ee eee eee e renee enter eens cel 36 31 67 Chernoff village -.... 200. .0e eee eee cece ee cece ect scene ccreneecccee ce ceecey| 28 | 31 59 POM VIBES sesescesescececconseseecnsacesaneecessenseeeneensseneseeces 49 56 105 

| "634 
UMNAK ISLAND. | —_—=— 

Ummak village. -..--. +. 22. .0ee neste cece cece eect e cee cee cee eeeesceree es 55 50 105 
AKHUN ISLAND. ! —_ 

Alkhum VilSg0.--+-+-essesessssessencceeseseseeneeneseeseceeseaceseesens 52 47 99 

AVATANAK ISLAND. | 
Avatanak ViAgC..-- eee ee eeeeeeeceeeeeeseeeseneereeteeerceeceeeeeeerseeel 24 23 47 

TIGALDA ISLAND, ! - 
Tigalda village -.........000.eeeeeeeeeeeet cece eee ceeeeeee cee ctensseereeee! 31 30 61 

. UNIMAK ISLAND. | 
Pogrumnia village .......,ccnccencccuccnee weeeeesensecceeceesaeseenssees| 9 15 24 

ALIASKA PENINSULA. | 
Pratasoffsky Village. .....0. 002. ee eceee cece cece cccnece ne cnn cec cnc ececc ce, ol 55 106 Walrus Village... = +--+. evoeceseneeceeseeeerceeteeeseeees cece tcessenerel 27 25 52 Squirrel village, (Belkoffsky)..0.. sess. e sec e eee e eee e cece eee eee wnseee nes] 87 109 | - 196 PAUL BAY VIBES. o-oo eseceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteestentttaeeenseeestenreees] 60 70 |. 130 

| 484 SHUMAGIN ISLANDS. | — = 

Unga village.........scseensseecececceeeeeeeeecnsecsscceeeeesseeeeeseass| 71 82 153 Popoff Fe cere 4 4 8 Korovin village .- 20-0... 20.0e0seeseeenccee nce seaneeceesesescensscansnence| 23 | 15 38 | 
| 199 PRIBILOFF ISLANDS, (1874.) . —= 

Saint Paul... 2... cee ccc ccc cee cence nec ence sec nec cus ccccucnsececccn. Fetes eter leseeeeeees 220 Saint George --.---seeeceeec cece eneseeseeetneeeeceeeensceces neerertens|conen recs eeesnaenes 138 

, 
358 

ATKA ISLAND. —_—s 
| Nazan and Korovin Villages -.--.-eeeeee sees eee ee ceee eee ee cence eee erenes! 170 176 346 

ATTU ISLAND. | _ . 
i SDURGONEEDOT sereastesececsreseeeseccrcesteenccesteasecascaraas cee, 117 | 107 204 

Total Aleut population......0+esseeceesseeseeeeeeeeseeeeeseeeeecees ceeetenecs seeceeessl™ 2, 581 In 1872—Births «2.00022. e eee ee eect eee et eee ene e cee n eee nee cL eee, Q7 17 j....-ee eee Deaths, (principally from pleurisy and pneumonia) -.2000 20022207) 20 5 5 In NOTA Births «= o-oo oe anne ee neeeee ene eene ene neteneneeeeeeeeeeeetensen 47 D0 |.....eeeee Deaths, (mostly from asthma) -.-..........seeeeeeeeeeer eer eee es! ‘3 | 61 |..eeeeeee, 
i ! 

The population of these small places is constantly undergoing changes, but, as regards increase, it is nearly at a standstill.
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III.—Indian Tribes. oe 

Without exception in a wild or semi-savage condition. Those about Sitka are the most 
advanced in the vices and arts of civilization. The Tinneh or Chippewyan tribes are 
the least savage and fierce of the two subgroups, and the least civilized. The estimated 
population is, of course, merely approximate. They are totally different and much less 
tractable people than the Innuit, with whom they are often at war. 

A.—Tinneh tribes. | 

1. Kaiyuh-khotana, (Lower Yukon)...... 0.222. --.-- ccee cece cccces 2, 000 
2. Koyukuk-khotana, (Koyukuk River).... 22.0022. .e eee ccc ee ene 500 
3. Unakho-tana, (Nowikakat River)...... 02.0.0 eee cece ac eeceee eee 300 

—— 2,800 
(Kutchin.) 

4, Tenan-kutchin, (Fananah River) .... 2... ceccee cece cee u cee cnee 400 
o. Kutcha-kutchin, (Upper Yukon)...2.. 02.02 cee cee cece ee wees ee 250 
6. Natsit-kutchin, (Porcupine River)... 2.0... cee cece cece ce cece ee 150 
7. Tehanin-kutchin, (Cook’s Inlet) .... 0... oe ee eee cece ne ee cece 1, 000 

——- 1,800 
(Eastern. ) 

8. Ah-tena, (Copper River)...... 0... 02. cece ence cece cee pene cence 1, 500 
-—— 1,500 

Total Finneh.... 0... cece cece cece eee ween cece cone cone cene cone wenn cece 6, 100 

B.—T’ linkets. 

9. Yakutats, (Bering Bay) ...... 2.20220. cece ee cee ene coc ene 250 
10. Chilkahts, (Chilkaht River)...........--222.---.2-2---- 1,300 
11. Sitkans, (Sitka Archipelago) ..............0. nee ee ee eee 2, 200 
15. Stahkines, (Stikine River). .... 2... 00.22. .-2.20-. cceeee 1, 500 

——— 5,250 
(Kygahni.) 

13. Haidahs.... 2.220. ce eee eee cece ee ven ne cnc cee ceccee 300 
—_— 300 

Total T’ linkets.... 2.22. cook eee cece cece ee cee cee ———-__ 5, 550 

Total Indian tribes... 20. 0... eee eee eee cece ce en cane cone ce cune ee 11, 650 

Total Innuit .... 222.020. 0e0e cece cece ceee ceee eens seccesecececseeeee 11,600 
Total Aleuts 2... 2.20 cee cee ce ce cece eee wee cone ene ween cece nnee ee 2, 581 
Total Indians 2... 222. cee cece cece cece cee ce eee ene cece ce cence cece 11, 650 

Total native population 2.2... 2... ee. eek cece ween cece ence ce cuee cece 20, 831 | 
Total Russians... 22. 2... e. ee ec ce ee cee cee eens cece cee cee cace 50 | 
Total half-breeds or creoles.. 2.20... ce cee ne cee cee nec ene cuce cen. 1, 500 os 
Total whites, (not military) ....0. 0... cee cece cee cee nee cece ee cece ce 150 

Total foreign population... 2... 2... cece cee cone cone ence cons wane aces 1,700 

Total population of Territory ...... 022... cc ee cece cece concen oe cene cece 27,531 
This estimate is over rather than under the truth, to the best of my knowledge.
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REPORTS OF SUPERINTENDENTS AND AGENTS. 

CHIRICAHUA INDIAN AGENCY, 
Apache Pass, Ariz., August 21, 1875. 

Sin: [have the honor to submit the following as my third annual report upon the con- 

dition of affairs at this agency : 

The Indians of the agency, comprising the Cochise or Northern Chiricahua Apaches, 

under ‘‘ Taza,” the Southern Chiricahua Apaches, under ‘‘ Who,” and a band of Mogol- 

lons, Mimbres, and Coyotero Apaches, now number nine hundred and sixty-five, of whom 

one hundred and ninety-three are able-bodied men. 

Upon September 29, 1874, J. W. Daniels, United States Indian inspector,. visited the 

agency; he conversed with the principal chiefs and headmen, examined the accounts, &c., 

making but a very short visit. 
On the 16th April, 1875, Col. L.E. Dudley, special commissioner, visited the agency, 

with a view to a removal of these Indians to the Hot Springs agency, New Mexico; he had 

a conference with the principal chiefs, but after due consideration of the subject concluded 

not to attempt to move them; the decision of the Indians being that they would ‘* sooner 

die here than. live there.”’ 
. 

On the 17th April I arrested two Mexicans for trading whisky for a horse. The horse was 

taken from them, and they were placed in the guard-house at Camp Bowie, by the com- 

manding officer of that post. Within two days they were sent to Tucson to be tried by the | 

district court, but to my surprise were discharged by the justice of the peace without a wit- 

ness being called in the case. 
On the 14th May I removed the agency from the Pinery Cafion to Apache Pass by au- 

thority of L. E. Dudley, special commissioner ; the reasons for the removal being that the 

Pinery Caiion was so far from the main road and camping grounds of passing wagon-trains 

and travelers that it was impossible for me to keep the necessary surveillance over the in- . 

tercourse between the Indians and passers-by; the majority of the Mexicans and a great : 

proportion of the Americans seizing every opportunity to trade with the Indians for horses 

and mules, thus not oniy giving a market for stolen stock, but offering a premium for steal- 

ing, as they willtrade whisky and ammunition for fresh stock, when the animals rightfully 

belonging to the Indians they do not wish to purchase. | 

Upon the 23d July a party of Indians to whom I had given permission to gather acorns 

at a place known as Los Parejos, (about fifteen miles north of the Mexican boundary, and | 

upon the reservation,) were fired upon by four Mexican soldiers. The Indians upon first seeing 

the soldiers thought that they were Americans, and advanced to speak to them, when to 

their surprise the Mexicans commenced to fire. The Apaches having their women and ) 

children with them, retreated to the rocks, coming back and reporting the affair to me next 

day. On several occasions the Mexicans have invadedthe reservation and been seen by the | 

Indians, but this, to the present, is the only time that the Mexicans have seen the Indians, 

the nature of the country being such that a small force of Indians among the rocks could 

defeat a much larger number of troops, and I have given strict instructions to the Indians 

that they shall not molest any party unless first attacked. ° 

In the month of February the commanding officer at Camp Apache, Arizona Territory, 

sent down an officer and a detachment of soldiers and Indians to bring back any White 

Mountain Apaches there might be on this reservation. I offered to go with the officer in 

charge to every rancheria on the reserve; but he not wishing to do so, was not able to find 

any Indians belonging to the White Mountain reservation. 
In April of this year a party of fourteen Apaches from the Hot Springs agency, New 

Mexico, came to this reserve, some with a pass and some without, ostensibly to visit their 

relatives and friends. The result was that news came from Sonora in May that the 

Chiricahua Apaches had been seen in large numbers near Ures, and had stolen a quantity 

of stock from that vicinity, when, to my certain knowledge, no number of the Apaches be- 

longing to the agency had been off tke reservation. 

Within the last two or three months small bands of the Coyotero Apaches have been 

continually coming to this reserve, sometimes reporting at the agency, and sometimes get-. 

ting the chiefs to intercede for them. These Indians state that they cannot live at the Sas. 

Carlos reservation by reason of old family feuds between themselves and the Pinal Apachen 

14 IND
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In every case I have advised them to go back, but have had to give them sufficient rations to prevent them obtaining their sustenance by robbery and perhaps murder. These Indians | being unsettled are very dangerous to the peace of the reservation, taking every opportunity 
to slip away upon thieving expeditions. 

During the year | have retaken ten stolen horses, all of which, with but one exception, " were taken by Indians not belonging to this agency, and were either sold to these Indians, or I had to take them from the thieves with the help of my own Indians. 
Respecting the civilization of these Indians during the year, in some respects their prog- ress has been very favorable; no outrages have been committed by them. They are obe- dient and willing to assist me inretaking stock, or similar duties, and, with few exceptions, do not leave the reservation. There are some among them whom it is almost impossible to keep in check, and who, during the year, have joined marauding parties for the sake of _ the plunder; but, as a race, they behave as well as any Indians under the protection of the Government. 
As far as agriculture is concerned I have not been able to commence Operations this year. I had hoped to do so this spring, but as I did not receive authority to move until May, - could not plant. The agency is now within a practicable distance of the only farming ground on the reservation, and next spring I hope to be able to commence in due season. I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

oo oo THOMAS J. JEFFORDS, 
United States Indian Agent, Chiricuhua Apaches. Hon. E. P. Smiru, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Washington, D. C. . 

OFFICE UNITED STaTES INDIAN AGENT FOR COLORADO RIVER INDIANS, . 
Colorado River Indian Reserve, Arizona, September 25, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to submit the following report for the year ending August 31, 1875. The Indians under my charge were kept at work improving and repairing the irrigating- canal until their planting season; when seeds and implements were furnished, land selected, and good crops put in, which will yield sufficient food to sustain them, with the surplus of last year’s flour, until the spring-wheat is gathered. . 
No rations have been given the past year without an equivalent in work, and they have : - been given to understand that with this year their rations cease. Noneare required on this . year’s contract save beef, which ration should be reduced and the balance turned over to the captains of bands in the shape of stock for raising their own beef-cattle. 
Upon the approach of the planting season I removed the Hualpai Indians from the con- trol of the military to a point near the agency, intending to teach them planting, and oblige them to labor for their rations; but they went off the reservation to their old range, saying | they would not work or return to the reservation; after a consultation with the commanding general of the department, we decided to let them remain during good behavior. They have, thus far, kept their promise, and given no trouble. 
After the enlargement of the reservation the Chimehueva tribe of Indians were induced to settle on the California side, having heretofore ranged as far north as Utah. With but little assistance from the agency, they are comparatively self-supporting. 
The Yumas at Fort Yuma, and the branch ot Mojaves at Fort Mojave remain unchanged 

in position The last named visit the reservation often, and, having been granted permission, 
will gradually settle there, seeing the advantages of the irrigating-canal ana@ the encroach- ments of strangers on their present homes. I would not advise compulsory movements; but letting them know they are free to come, all the river Indians can gradually be gathered there. 

. After the Hualpai Indians left, the company of troops stationed at the southern end of the 
reserve were removed, being unnecessary for the control of Indians under my care,as I | rarely have to exercise severe discipline. ‘ Disease has largely decreased since the removal of troops and by the constant care of the 
agency physician, 

No regular school has been held for the children the past season, owing to loss of teacher 
and lack of room. A married lady has lately been employed, who will, with her other duties, 
teach the womeu industrial pursuits. 

On account of the small salaries given employés it is almost impossible to secure married | men, and consequently it is impossible to educate these people in family government. The . best substitute would be to lease sections of land to industrious families who would live among the Indians and teach them their mode of life and labor. | 
The Mojave Indians have learned to labor so well by their work on the irrigating-canal that I have had repeated applications for their services to work in the mines, and on roads, but I have disapproved of their leaving the limits of the reservation. 

| In reviewing the last year’s progress, although less than I hoped for at its beginning, peas been accomplished in putting the irrigating-canal in its present condition, and 

C
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placing the Indians in the way of earning their own support; this point gained, they will 

soon be fitted for a higher education, which I trust my successor may be suited and strength- 

ened to impart. : 

Yours, respectfully, 
J. A. TONNER, 

United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. , 

| Mogavuis PUEBLO INDIAN AGENCY, 
Arizona, August 31, 1875. 

Sir: According to the requirement of the Department of the Interior I have the honor 

to submit my first annual report concerning the affairs of this agency. Having arrived 

here only about a month ago, sufficient time has not yet elapsed to admit of an intimate ac- 

quaintance with these Indians ; but 1 have ascertained their wants and general condition. 

Last week I visited their villages, seven in all, embracing an area of country fifteen miles 

in extent. They are located on elevated, rocky promontories, very difficult of access, and 

yet the inhabitants carry all the products of their small farms on their backs and those of 

burros, up the steep and almost impassable windings amoug the rocks to their houses. Fuel 

and water for their use are also conveyed in the same manner. Their dwellings are con-— 

structed of mortar and rough sandstone, and are generally from two to three stories in 

height. They are an agricultural and pastoral people, are industrious,.and with a fertile 

soil and cther natural advantages would be in a far better condition than at present. The 

region of country claimed and occupied by them lies in the northeastern portion of the Ter- 

ritory, far removed from any settlements of the white man. It is a very unpromising place 

for any human beings to attempt to make a subsistence either by cultivating the soil or 

raising stock. Irrigation is necessary throughout all this section of country in order to se- | 

cure good crops, and yet there is not a perennial stream of water on their entire possessions 

that amounts to anything for irrigating purposes. W hat little water there is may generally 

be found in pools at the base of rocks. Grazing, even at the most favorable seasons, is 

meager and insufficient. Sage-brush, grease-wood, and sand-weeds are the principal nat- 

ural products of the soil. And yet the Indians are so strongly attached to this poor and for- 

bidding place that they cannot be induced to entertain any proposition for their changing to 

a better one. Probably there is no tribe more devotedly attached to the homes and graves 

of their fathers than the Moquis Pueblos. . 

As nearly as can be ascertained there are now about sixteen hundred of them, and they 

have doubtless heen occupying their present abodes since the conquest of Mexico by Cor- 

tez. Their traditions point to that country, whence they fled from the invasions of bad 

white men. About twenty years since the small-pox raged fearfully among them, from 

which some three thousand died. About that time their tribal name was changed from Ho- 

peka to Moquis; the latter word signifying death. The name was given them by neighbor- 

ing tribes because death was everywhere among them, and the terrible scourge did not 

cease till two-thirds of their people were consigned to their graves. The health of the tribe 

is now quite good, and the population is steadily increasing in numbers. . 

Polygamy is not tolerated among them. They are true to their marriage relations. Vene- 

real diseases are almost unknown, Their government might be termed patriarchal. It is 

true there is a chief in every village, but he exercises no more power or authority than any = - 

one else. There was no such distinction among them until recently, when a Commissioner | 

of the Indian Department, thinking it might be productive of good, appointed the present 

chiefs, Public opinion and retaliation are the most potent influences in maintaining the 

peace and good order. Any one that violates their established code of morals is ostracized. 

This is considered sufficient punishment for any crime. If an animal invades a corn-field 

or in any way damages the property of a neighbor, the owner of the unruly animal is re- 

quired to make restitution. If he fail todo this the offending beast is in some manner mu- 

tilated. Burros or donkeys may occasionally be seen with one or both ears cut off close to 

the head. This gives them a sufficiently repulsive appearance to greatly lessen their value. 

These Indians are very skilltul in the manufacture of pottery, the material for which ex- 

‘ists in great abuudance near one of their villages ; some of the patterns and designs are . 

quite unique and pretty. 
Owing to the small quantity of rain, not more than one-third of the usual amounts of pro- 

duets will be raised this season. Corn is the chief article of subsistence. A few small 

patches of wheat were sown last spring for the first time. Squashes, melons, onions, and | 

some other vegetables are cultivated. ‘Their peaches are almost an entire failure. They 

have but few horses, sheep, and goats, and no cattle. All things considered, I fear many of 

the people will suffer before another crop can be produced, unless assistance be rendergg 

them by the Government. Unfortunately for them, this is the first year, I belignssl
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nuities have been withheld since they came under the protection of our Government. They. 
are peaceable aud well disposed toward the white men, but they are very poor. It is greatly 
to be regretted that their usual assistance has been suspended. I know not why this was 
done, but I trust, however, that aid may yet be furnished them this year. Many of the 
adults have nothing more than a ragged shirt, with no means to procure any more clothing, 
and cold weather is rapidly approaching. They have been depending upon their accustomed 
help, which accounts, in some degree, tor their present destitute condition. Their greatest 
want just now is material for clothing. They also very much need axes, hoes, knives, 
scissors, combs, needles, and thrend. 

The parents manifest a commendable desire to have their children educated. There is but 
one school at present, which is kept at the agency, some fifteen miles from the nearest In- 
dian village. All the pupils are boarded, clothed, and furnished lodgings here. No more 
can be accommodated as we are now situated. Iam, therefore, erecting a cheap but com- 
fortable structure, which will afford us the additional room desired. It will be ready to oc- 
cupy in a few days. It is believed that the scholars will make more rapid advancement by 
being constantly associated-with their teachers, and where they will hear but little spoken 
but the English language. However, there are many who cannot, for various causes, at- 
tend the boarding-school situated so far from their villages. Their parents have requested 
me to establish schools in their towns, and have assured me, if I will do so, they would send 
children. I would, therefore, most respectfully recommend that two more teachers be fur- 
nished them. They could be located as to be within convenient reach of six of the villages. 
This would afford facilities to almost the whole tribe for educating their children. 

_ These Indians, living in permanent abodes, far removed from all disturbing causes, and 
to some extent civilized, furnish a most hopeful field for missionary and educational effort. 
The Bible and the common school must be given them, if they would ever rise to the true 
position of citizens. I believe that no nation or people ever did or ever will, by ‘their own 

| unaided efforts, lift themselves out of a state of degradation and barbarism into a perma- 
nent civilization. If this be so, how important, then, that those in ignorance and supersti- 
tion should be afforded the means to bring them to the light of civilization and Christianity. 

I have the honor to be, yours, very respectfully, 
WwW. B. TRUAX, 

United States Indian Agent, Moquis Pueblos. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

| AGENCY PaAPaGo INDIANS, 
7 . Tucson, Ariz., September 14, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to submit this my first annual report. | 
In entering upon the duties of my office, on the 13th of April last, I was pleased to find 

the Papago Indians ail that they had been represented to me—a civilized, moral, and virtu- 
ous people. Like all other Indians they are given to dissipation when an opportunity 
affords ; yet they are no more addicted to that vice than many of our own people. 

The educational provisions by the Government for these Indians have been attended with 
great success, which success is due to the Christian kindness and the unceasing toil of the 
sisters of the order of Saint Joseph, who are employed as teachers, and who have charge of 
the school. One of the greatest difficulties encountered in educating the Indians is in get- 
ting their children to daily attend school. Owing to their habits of life, perseverance in any 
one thing becomes an intolerable burden tothem. Independent of the provisions made for 

* the purposes of education, but little has been done by the Government for the Indians of this 
agency. 
ert is computed that there are six thousand Papagos. The greater number of these live in 

their villages in what is styled the Papago country. There are two thousand on the reserva- 
_ tion and in the vicinity of Tucson. ‘Those in and near Tucson find employment from tke 

citizeus which affords them a pittance for support. Those on the reservation devote them- 
selves to agriculture and stock-raising. During the late fall, winter, and early spring months 
trains of women can be seen daily coming from the reservation, packing hay and other pro- 
ducts of their toil to this market. 

There are about two thousand five hundred acres of land in the reservation adapted to 
stock-raising and agriculture. By a small expenditure of money for the purpose of irri- 
gating, twelve hundred acres could be brought under cultivation. 

There is a fine mill-site on the reservation, and I deem that it would be good policy to 
erect a mill for the benefit of the Indians. 

A mechanical and industrial school is much needed, and would go far toward improving 
the present status of the Indian. I think it would be good policy to furnish one skilled 
farmer, with an assistant, to instruct the Indians in agriculture and stock-raising. 

| These Indians are classed by the Government as self-supporting. Three-eighths of theu 
ze out an existence by gathering the wild fruits upon which they subsist; hence I deem it
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would be good policy on the part of the Government to furnish them subsistence or aid . 

them in procuring better meaus of support. 

The Indians on the reservation inform me they have had no farmer to instruct them in 

the art of agriculture and stock-raising ; hence they pursue their own course in cultivating 

the soil and in stock-raising, which, to say the least, according to our ideas of husbandry, 

is very destructive to the land and wasteful of labor. With the exception of two or three 

plows there is nothing to show that these Indians ever received anything in the way of 

agricultural implements. These they stand much in need of. | 

The school-building is an old one, remodeled and left in an unfinished state, which ren- 

ders it unhealthy for pupils and teachers. Health requires that this building should be 

floored and finished. I deem that it would be good policy on the part of the Government 

to furnish material to clothe one hundred boys and girls; this would be a great incentive in 

getting their constant attendance at school. The reason I prefer the material to ready-made 

clothing is that it enables the teachers to instruct their pupils in the art of cutting and mak- 

ing their clothing. This I deem a very essential part of an Indian’s education. One of the 

greatest means of civilizing the Indians is to get them to adopt the manners, habits, and 

customs of the civilized races, and one of the chief means to that end is to elethe them 

It now becomes imperative that I should refer toa matter that forms a partof the records 

of the Government. In the late agent’s (R.A. Wilbur) annual report for 1874 he assails the 

bishop and priests who have spiritual control of the Indians of this agency, and makes a 

great many very serious charges against them, for which I can find no foundation whatever. 

* * * ¥ 

The late agent charged in his last report that the bishop had been breeding disturbance 

among the Indians by telling the captains they were entitled to pay, of which the agent was 

depriving them. The captains declare to me that the bishop never made any such statement 

to them, and that they had never said that he had done so. . 

The late agent in his last report charges the bishop with robbing cr attempting to rob the 

Indians of one of their fields. The bishop maintains that the field in question is and has 

been mission-property for over a hundred years, and has always been held as such until the 

mission was unlawfully deprived of it by the late agent. 

The late agent also charges the bishop with making war on our public schools. While I 

do. not see what that would have to do with the business of the agency, even if true, I must . 

say that I have seen no evidence of the truth of that assertion since my arrival here. The 

bishop was the first to establish public free schools in Arizona, and bas maintained them ever : 

since. Lunderstand he claims he ought to have a portion of the publie-school fund, propor- 

tionable to the number of children he or his church is educating without charge, but so far 

from opposing any public schools, I understand him to be in favor of the greatest possible 

number of public schools. and that the tax collected for education should be fairly divided 

among them all without any unjust discrimination against any school. 

The late agent in his last report indulges in a great deal of vituperative language con- 

cerning the bishop and priests of this vicinity, chargiug them with ignorance, lack 

of cultivation, want of refinement, absence of appreciation of the beautiful in domestic 

architecture, and I don’t remember how many other distressing things. I cannot under- 

stand why he has done so. I think I may safely claim to have had considerable personal 

association with the best representatives of all those things in the United States, and I must 

say that, however the bishop and the priests of this diocese may ‘impress the late agent, I 

think they could safely travel in the most classic regions of the Eastern States without being 

appalled at any superior civilization, culture, or refinement, they would be likely to meet 

with there. | 
| 

PAPAGOS AND PIMAS. 

I understand that certain parties here have addressed a petition to the Department, asking 

that the Papago Indians ke consolidated with the Pima tribe. As agent for the Papagos, 

and in daty bound to do all in my power to promote their welfare, I must protest against 

any such action. * * * * To willfully and needlessly expose a docile, virtuous tribe of In- 

dians to a notoriously impure and corrupt association, would be not merely to undo the work of 

many generations of noble self-sacrificiag missionaries, but would be clearly an almost un- 

pardonable sin against humanity. The Pima Indians, with whom it is proposed to consoli- 

date the gentle, virtuous Papagos, are officially declared to you, by their resident agent, to 

be notoriously corrupt, and that the vice of prostitution prevails to a great extent among 

their women, and current report declares that such a thing as the practice of virtue is 

scarcely known among them. | must, therefore, most solemnly protest against a policy which 

would force the innocent, pure-minded Papago women to a constaut and intimate associa- 

tion with a tribe of abandoned prostitutes and licentious debauchees, and I feel confident 

that a moment’s reflection will convince you that to do so would be a withering disgrace. _ 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
: JOHN W. CORNYN, | 

United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. .
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7 WASHINGTON, D. C. September 25, 1875. * 
Str: Pursuant to circular-in tructions of July 8, 1875, from your Office, I have the honor . 

to submit this my fifth annual eport concerning the Pima and Maricopa Indians of Arizona. 
: As a whole these tribes have not improved materially during the past year; but, consider- 
| ing their surroundings, I regard it as very fortunate to be able to add that they have not 

_ retrograded any, either in point of civilization or in their friendship for the white man. I 
may also add that whatever improvement is manifested among them is due to the educational 

oe efforts put forth by the Department through your agent. These efforts, owing to the limited 
means afforded by the Government, are uecessarily small, yet they have been in a measure 
successful, aud the effect is apparent among the children who attend our schools. There are 

L belonging to this reserve over one thousand Indian children who should be afforded all rea- 
sonabie facilities for a rudimentary education, and it is to be hoped that the Department will 

| soon place it within the reach of them all. We have two small school-houses on the reserve 
and can only accommodate about one hundred children, or one-tenth of the whole number. 

The water-question, ever one of vital interest to these Indians, has been presented from 
time to time to the Department for your consideration. During the present year the volume 
of water in the Gila River was sufticient for the irrigation of the summer crops, and the small 
grain-harvest averaged a fair yield. In the month of June, however, the water failed rap- 
idly, and before the Ist of July the river was dry on the western portion of the reserve, in 
consequence of which the late crops of corn, beans, &c., will be very small. The white set- 

| _ tlements east of the reservation on the Gila are consuming more or less water from it every 
year; and as these settlements are rapidly increasing in population, owing to the fact that 
some extensive mineral-deposits have been discovered in that section of the country, it will 

_ not be very long until the greater portion of the water of that stream will be used by the 
. whites, and the Indians will become dependent on the Government for support. 

There is one proposition which, if carried into. effect, would secure to the Indians an in- 
crease of water above what they now have. The river separates into two branches some 
six miles above the reserve, and unites again about fifteen miles west of its eastern bound- 

: ary. The northern branch of this stream within the limits of the reservation is not used 
_ for irrigating purposes, as there is little or no good farming land lying near it. At a very 

small cost a canal can be made to connect the two branches just west of the eastern line 
. of the reserve, and the water of both streams carried into one. The Indians will do the 

work of digging the canal. The only expense would be for a survey and for the erection 
of one or two flumes. The whole cost would not exceed two thousand dollars. 

_ In regard to the removal of these Indians to the Indian Territory, your agent believes 
that quite a number of them would go immediately if proper meaus were afforded, but he 
cannot guarantee any given number to go, as required by the Department last year in order 
that an estimate might be submitted to Congress for an appropriation for their removal. 
Your agent believes that their salvation depends on their early removal to that or some 
‘other country, where they can be afforded the proper facilities for remaining self-supporting. 

The general health of these tribes is fair. Monthly reports of their sanitary condition are 
sent you in due time. A supply of medicines is needed, and, I believe, is already onthe road _ 
to the agency. . 

In point of intemperance and its companion, prostitution, these Indians are no better than 
| at my last report. The liquor. traffic is still carried on among them, and our proximity to 

. Mexico renders futile every effort to suppress it. - 
The Indians of this reserve, for the first time in many years, are at peace with the Apaches of 

‘Arizona, who, as far back as they can remember, have been their mortal enemies. It is to be 
hoped that nothing will occur to disturb the present relations existing between them. 

. In addition to the medicines before alluded to, many other things are needed at the agency. 
A small grist-mill would be of inestimable value to the Indians. The nearest mill is some 
twenty miles distant, and is located in the settlements. The distance and the high rates of 

_ toll make it both inconvenient and expensive to carry the grain there to be ground; and as 
the liquor-traffic is carried on in that vicinity, your agent deems it advisable that the In- 
dians be kept away from there as much as possible. A mill suited to the purpose can be 
erected for asum not exceeding $1,800. 

We also need a small hospital-building, of two. rooms, at or near the agency, for the 
| accommodation of the Indians, many of whom come a number of miles for treatment, and 

frequently undergo operations which render them unfit to return to their homes for several 
_ days. A suitable building could be erected for about $400, and the expense of feeding the 

sick who may be detained there will probably not exceed $100 a year. 
Some good mules, and complete sets of carpenter’s, wheelwright’s, and blacksmith’s tools, 

| are among our wants ; also, a good supply of material, suchas leather, bar-iron, hard wood, 
bolts, nails, wire, steel, sheet-tin, charcoal, &e., for repairing the wagons, carts, harness, 
saddles, and farming implements of the Indians. _ 

The Reformed Church, to which body the Indians of this reserve were assigned, is still 
deeply interested in the amelioration of their condition, as is also the Ladies’ Missionary 
Association, of New York. For their co-operation in our educational efforts,and their kind 

. personal remembrances, your agent takes this opportunity of thanking them. :
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* Treturn herewith the statistical form received from you, duly filled with the most reliable 

figures at my command. ) 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, . 

J.H.STOUT, 

| United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, | 

‘Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

OFFICE OF UNITED STATES INDIAN AGENT, 

; . San Carlos, Ariz , September 1, 1875. - 

Sin: I have the honor tosubmit the following annual report of such Indian affairs as have 

been under my supervision during the year ending August 31, 1875. The year has been re- 

plete with items of interest. Perhaps no agent in the service is called upon to report more 

varied and complicated affairs than will be berein considered, but the space allowed for an 

annual report cautions me to confine my remarks briefly to those points which are most 

prominent and important. , 

ENUMERATION, 

At the time of writing my first annual report, the Indians belonging to this: agency 

were the Pinal and Aribaipa Apaches and Tonto Indians, in all about one thousand 

souls. These are usually termed the old San Carlos Indians. The removal of the Verde. 

Indians, in March last, brought about one thousand four hundred more. These were com- 

posed of Tontos, Mojaves, and Yumas, and are now designated the Verde Indians. Again, 

our number was augmented in July last by the removal of the Indians from the Camp Apache 

agency, which tribe consists of about eighteen hundred souls, mostly Coyotero Apaches, and 

usually termed the White Mountain Apaches. Thus the total number of Indians connected 

with this agency and under my control at the present time is nearly forty-two hundred. 

| LOCATION. 

All of the San Carlos Indians are located north of the Gila River. Three bands, inelud- 

ing that of Eskiminzin, have taken up farms about eight miles up the Rio San Carlos, and 

are living there. The remainder live within one mile of the agency. Of the Verde Indians, , 

the Tontos and Mojaves live on the north bank of the Gila; the Yumas are opposite on 

the south bank, and all within a mile of the agency. Of the White Mountain Indians, | 

about three hundred and fifty are camped on the Rio San Carlos; about four hundred and 

fifty are up the Gila near old Camp Goodwin, it being their. old camping-ground and they 

desiring to live there again. About six hundred (mostly women) I gave permission to re- 

main at Camp Apache to gather corn. The remainder (between three hundred and four hun- 

dred) include the Indian scouts, their families and relatives, who must remain at Camp 

Apache until such time as the scouts are discharged, which I trust will be at an early day. 

DISCIPLINE. 

The public have not forgotten the unenviable reputation the San Carlos Apaches sus- 

tained at the time I took charge in August, 1874. The Indians then here were looked upon 

as treacherous and incorrigible, a tribe to be. watched and feared but not to be controlled 

except by the bullet. Whether they deserved this record or not does not demand discus- 

sion here. I have only to say that if they did, their general nature must have undergone a 

_ mighty revolution about the time I assumed control. I can state with fairness and justice . 

that I have never found a more obedient, law-abiding people than these San Carlos Apaches ; 

and as this report progresses, you will see wherein these Indians have redeemed the past, 

and exonerated themselves from the charges of hostility and unfaithfulness. 

On my arrival at San Carlos, I found that a number of Indians were held by the military 

at San Carlos and Camp Grant as priscners of war; some for desertion, and others for 

crimes unknown or imaginary. Among this latter number was Eskiminzin, chief of the 

San Carlos Indians, whom f met at Camp Grant, on August 4, 1874, when en route for 

San Carlos. I then promised him to use my influence for his release. The order likerating 

these prisoners was not issued until October 5, and about the middle of the same month 

Eskiminzin returned to his people after a separation of nearly six months, during which 

time he had been serving out a sentence to hard labor and chains by order of military au- 

thority ; but what his offenses were, I have never yet been able to ascertain. Immediately 

on his arrival at San Carios he was re-instated as head chief, and he has since shown him- . 

self a most worthy and faithful friend to me, to his people, and to the peace. He is jealous 

of his interests, most influential and éxemplary among his people, and foremost among those 

who are making strenuous efforts toward self-support and civilization. 

The police force of Indians mentioned in my last report has been continued through the 

entire year, and has rendered most efficient service. They have been faithful and vigilant, 

prompt to quell all disturbances, to arrest criminals, and to give full information regarding all .
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cases that might come under their jurisdiction. So effective have they been in the discharge 
_ of their duties, that only on special occasions has it been necessary for me or an employé to 

accompany them when sent to arrest a crimiual. After the arrival of the Rio Verde In- 
dians, the number of policemen was increased to eight. On the 31st of July, after the 
removal of the White Mountain Indians, I increased the number to twenty-five. They 
were carefully chosen from the various tribes and bands, armed with needle-guns and fixed 
ammunition, and placed under the command of Mr. Clay Beauford, who has been guide and 
scout in this country for several years. Such is the latest organization of the San Carlos 
police force. The duties of this force are to patrol the Indian camps, to quell disturbances, 
to arrest offenders, to report any signs of disorder or mutiny, to scour the entire reservation 
and arrest Indians who are absent from the agency without a pass, also to arrest whites who trespass contrary to the rules of the reservation. My intention is to mount the police as soon as possible, as a mounted force is far more effective, while the extra expense is but a trifle. I wish to state further that the police force has entirely superseded the necessity of a military force. I have never yet found it necessary to ask fora single soldier to act as escort, guard, 
or to do any police duty. | 

| The manutacture and use of “tiswin ” has ever been a curse and a bane to these Indians. 
It has jed them into much trouble which in their sober moments they could easily have 
avoided. It was the cause of most of the trouble and the frequent murders reported among the White Mountain Indians during the last winter. Whenever Indians are allowed to use intoxicating liquor disorder and death are the sure consequences. To prevent these were 
among my earliest cares at San Carlos. It was accounted a most difficult task, but care, vigilance, and swift judgment soon precluded the necessity of punishment, and drunkenness 
or acts of insubordination and disorder were of rare occurrence, and my Indians were con- trolled with much more ease aud safety than they otherwise would have been. In this little 
temperance crusade the Indian police acted a most able and worthy part. 

The question of disarming Indians has been the subject of considerable discussion of late, 
It has always been my belief,.and my experience here has convinced me. that the only means 
te insure pacific administration with wild Indians is to disarm them. The San Carlos Indi: ans were disarmed on their return to the reservation in the spring and summer of 1874. On 
the arrival of the Rio Verde Indians they were informed that they also must give up their arms and come under the same discipline with the San Carlos Apaches. Many believed this 
to be a very delicate subject to broach to the Indians, and even the special commissioner and others of the Indian service cautioned me against this move as too dangerous, being liable to result in war and bloodshed. ‘The Indians made an attempt to carry out these pre- 
dictions, and said they would rather fight than give up their arms. They were informed 
that if they wished to fight they would most certainly be accommodated; but I assured them 
that I was only attempting to secure their best interests, explained to them the object of my 
demands, and cautioned them against rash actions or hostilities. Had the San Carlos Indians been inclined to insubordination they would not have permitted so favorable an op- 
portunity to pass by unimproved, but would have allied with the Verdes and demanded , their arms also. But their action was quite different. I called the chiefs together and in- 
formed them what demands I was about to make of the Verdes. They assured me of their | faithfulness and firm support They said, ‘‘‘The Verde Indians have arms; they have beén 
killing each other. The White Mountain Indians have arms ; they also have been killing 
each other. We have ro arms. and no one has been killed.” They realize their bettered 
condition, aud objected to the Verde Indians having arms, as they be:ieved it would tend 
to destroy order and discipline, and might at any time lead them into serious trouble. They 
gave me a firm and hearty support, and a faithful and sutficient body-guard was always 
present whenever there was any appearance of insubordination or treachery on the part of 
the Verdes. As soon as the Verdes understood that the time was come when they must obey 

_ or suffer the consequences, they quietly informed me that they were ready to accept my con- | 
ditions, and immediately brought in their arms. They then understood that we would 
compel obedience, and I have had but little trouble to control them since. They now seem 
as well content with the administration of affairs here,and appreciate the good effects of 
obedience and harmony as fully as the old San Carlos Apaches. Their arms are kept in my 
office, and whenever they are given a pass to hunt, guns are furnished them by the agent, 
and the number entered against them on the pass-book. When the pass expires the gun is 
returned; thus an accurate and easy record is kept. 

The Verde Indians were just becoming orderly and contented when I received tele- 
graphic orders from your Department to take control of the Camp Apache Agency, from which 
the military authorities at that place had expelled Agent Roberts in the early part of March 
by force and arms. I started for Camp Apache at once, and on my arrrval found J. M. 
Mickly in charge, who was acting, as he said, ‘‘ by order of the commanding officer.” I 

| assumed control of the agency April 15. Captain Ogilby having taken and still holding 
illegal possession, his authority was not recognized. Agent Roberts being present, an in- 
voice of the property, stores, &c., was taken and receipts given in accordance therewith. 

; The military authorities were notified of my arrival and instructions, and as I was quite well 
acquainted with these Indians I had no difficulty in explaining our relations. On Monday, April 19, I counted all the men atthe agency, where they assembled promptly at my request. —
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They had never before been counted at the agency, and never before by a civil agent with- so 

out the aid or presence of the military. Up to this date all had been harmonious, and I was 

congratulating myself that order and peace had been secured so easily. But just as the count 

was over some of the Indians came to me very much troubled, and said that Captain Ogilby 

had issued an order for them all to be at the post the next morning to be counted. Such an or- 

der being contrary to what I had told the Indians, contrary to what they expected, contrary 

to law and justice, it was sure to result in trouble, and that it was so intended I have no 

doubt. This order was given without regard to my plans, wishes, or instructions, even 

without my knowledge, and came directly in conflict with orders I had already given. I 

rode over to the post, saw Captain Ogilby, and requested him to withdraw the order. His 

reply was, that he would carry it out if it took every man under his command, and he had 

four companies and forty Indian scouts. I argued that no order should be given to the In- 

dians except through me, and having assured him I should defend the Indians against im- 

position and opposition, Ileft him. Had I permitted this order to be executed, it would have 

been acknowledging to the Indians that I did not have control over them, and that what I 

had told them was false. This, of course, I could not do, and so instructed the Indians to 

come to the agency the next morning an? | would suffer with them if there was any trouble. 

On Thursday morning, April 20, a large majority of the Indians came to the agency and 

remained there, and although Captain Ogilby ordered and threatened, yet he was unable to | 

count the Indians, nor did he lead his troops to an attack, for should he be victorious what | 

Indians he did not kill would fly to the mountains; and then to attack peaceable Indians 

who were obeying zealously the orders of their agent was a too desperate affair. Not being | 

able to intimidate by threats, and not quite daring enough to use force, Captain Ogilby was 

compelled to abandon his attempt to combat the Indians, and he immediately dismissed his 

Indian scouts. After this the men were again counted at the agency. Captain Ogilby had 

been advised that this count would take place, and he and the officers of Camp Apache had | 

been invited to be present and to count the Indians, also, if they so wished. ‘This shows how 

unnecessary it was for him to attempt an independent count. The desperate and continued | 

threats made by Captain Ogilby and his colleagues are, in my opinion, most flagrant and 

unprovoked offenses. When peaceable and obedient Indians are menaced with discomfiture 

and death if they dare to obey their lawful agent, how can we hope to avoid outbreaks, - 

massacres, and Indian wars? ‘ 

These daring attempts having failed in their purpose, they lost no time in adopting an- | 

other course, which, although more quiet, was more subtle and equally dangerous. An or- 

der was immediately issued (April 22) for the release of all Indian prisoners confined at , 

Camp Apache and San Carlos, without regard to the charges against them, and several In- | 

diangs confined for grave offenses, such as murder and attempt to commit murder, were 

turned loose upon the reserve. I returned two Indians, who were charged with attempt to 

commit murder, with a request that they be further confined ; but this request was refused. 

Another order was issued about this time which directed that in case of insubordination or | 

hostilities on the part of the Indians, the officers at San Carlos and Camp Apache were to 

disregard any request of the agent for assistance, but would retain their troops within their 

camps and only protect Government property and the lives of citizens. The Indians were 

aware of this order, and I have no doubt as to the source from which they obtained their in- 

formation. Thus it will appear that when the officers in command found they could not 

longer usurp the power and infringe on the rights and duties of the civil agent, they determined 

to deteat the Interior Department by neglecting their own duties, and then attempted to cover 

such ugly tracks by a most unworthy order. I was thus left alone to control four thousand — 

two hundred Indians as best I could, while the troops stationed here to assist became instiga- 

tors of insubordination and hostility. Notwithstanding all this, my opposers Were again 

doomed to disappointment. I appointed temporary police, constructed my own guard- _ 

houses, and have since enforced order and discipline with much less trouble and annoyance 

than when the troops condescended to guard my prisoners. 

While I am called to state much that is unpleasant concerning several officers, it is due to 

Major Babcock, who commanded San Carlos on my arrival, to say that when he ceded to me 

the entire supervision of Indian affairs at San Carlos, on September 3, 1874, I never after 

had an unpleasant word with him. He proffered his assistance and acquitted himself in 

every particular as an able officer and true gentleman. And Lieutenant Ward, who suc- 

ceeded Major Babcock in command, did, during the last six months of his stay at San Carlos, 

all ju his power to insure the success of my administration and the prosperity of these In- 

dians. I can bear the same testimony regarding Lieutenant Anderson, who succeeded 

Lieutenant Ward, and still remains in command of the troops stationed here. Our relations 

are most harmonious and pleasant. 

REMOVAL OF WHITE MOUNTAIN INDIANS. 

In accordance with instructions from the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, as 

per telegram, dated Washington, D.C., May 14, 1875, I proceeded without delay to Washing- 

ton, D.C. Having completed my business in that city, I returned with orders to remove the 

Indians from Camp Apache agency to some portion of the San Carlos reservation. I ar-
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rived at my agency about the middle of July and lost no time in returning to Camp Apache 
to carry out the above instructions. Some of the reasons for removing were as follows: The 

_ searcity of farming-lands about Camp Apache, the long and severe winters there, and the 
location being almost inaccessible except from the Rio Grande, and that route is closed for 
months at a time by snow. Some of the advantages to be secured by the removal were 
much better and far more extensive farming-lands, a mild climate, where two crops are raised 
annually on the same ground; excellent roads leading south, west, and east, consolidating 

. and so relieving the Department of the expense of an agency, and last, but not least to the 
. people of the Territory, it would avert the trade with these Indians from New Mexico to 

| Arizona, where it properly belongs. 
I arrived at Camp Apache July 21 for the purpose of removing the Indians. About half 

were anxious to go, their old home and planting-ground being on the Gila, near Camp Good- 
win. The others argued in the proverbial Indian style, ‘“‘ This is where our fathers lived and 

: died,” &c. But within four days after my first talk all had consented to the move except 
Petone and Diablo, who, being Indian scouts, could not be removed from the post. OnJuly 
26, I started for the Gila with fifteen chiefs of the White Mountain Indians, who took with 
them such of their bands as did not have permission to stay and gather the corn, those of 

! Petone, Diablo, and Penal, (a petty chief,) being the only bands remaining behind. Mr. 
George H. Stevens, who rendered most valuable assistance in removing these Indians, came 
with eight bands over the wagon-road, and I brought seven bands over the trail. We had 
no escort, except Indians, Mr. Stevens and myself being the only white persons who accom- 
panied the Indians to the Gila. They arrived safely, and on July 31 were all rationed from 
the San Carlos agency. 

With a knowledge of the facts I have already reported, your Department and the public 
will not be much surprised when I say that I met with a vigorous and bitter opposition in 
my efforts to remove these Indians. Many evil rumors were sent among the Indians. They 
were told that I was lying; that I had no orders to remove them; that if they did go they 

- would be sent to a strange and distant country and they would all die or be killed, and 
many other reports of a similar nature intended to instil distrust and opposition were circu- 
lated. I need not state who were the authors of these evil messages, but we all-have a right 
to our own opinions. But notwithstanding the difficulties and embarrassments, the move 

; was so far accomplished without trouble, and circumstances, up to August 15, betokened a 
complete and easy success. * * * * * * * 

’ AGRICULTURE. . 

. These Indians are manifesting a lively interest in agriculture. I bought their barley this 
season for agency use, this being the first time they had ever realized any money from their 
crops. They seem much encouraged,and are selecting individual farms and making 
vigorous efforts to get in a large crop of small grain this fall. About two hundred acres 
have been cultivated on the agency farm this year. The wheat and barley covered about | 

_ one hundred and seventy-five acres. After this was harvested, the ground was immediately 
plauted with corn, of which an excellent crop is now maturing. | 

In April, Eskiminzin requested permission to move up the Rio San Carlos, about eight 
miles, and locate a farm there. His request was cheerfully granted, and three bands moved 
up the valley and began to construct a ditch and prepare a farm. They have about thirty 
acres under cultivation, with flourishing crops of corn, beans, pumpkins, squashes, &c. 
Much more extensive operations are now in progress on the San Carlos, and it is difficult to 
estimate the number of acres that will be cultivated during the coming year, but I judge not 

/ less than two hundred and fifty. ' | 
Desalin ‘and others are at work on anew ditch about two and a ha'f miles below the 

agency, on the north bank of the Gila, with most encouraging prospects. The Yumas began 
. a ditch on the south side of the Gila in April. They have labored very faithfully on this 

during the summer, and now have about one mile and a half completed. The ditch is 9 feet 
wide at the top by 5 feet on the bottom, with an average depth of 7 feet. It must be ex- 
tended about a half-mile further, but will be completed in time for fall and winter crops. 
About Camp Goodwin and all along the Gila, between here and there, (thirty miles,) are 

_ abundant farming-lands,on which many of the White Mountain Indians will locate their 
: farms. ~ | | 

Permit me hereto assure your Department and the public that these Indians are most anx- 
- ious that the present peace should continue. They lament their poverty, and are desirous of 

doing all in their power to alleviate their present necessities, and Advance to the civilization 
and culture of the white man. I will. not attempt to predict just how soon these Indians 
will be self-supporting ; such transformations are usually slow. It may beso in this case; 
but itis certain that the progress has been steady and sure during the past year, and their 
present prospects are very encouraging. 

. SANITARY. , 

. Taking into consideration the fact that the majority of the Indians now located here, and 
all the employés, with two or three exceptions, are comparative strangers to the climate and 
water; and looking at the very primitive manner in which the Indians live, with no sanitary
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precautions whatever, the rate of sickness has been small. One thousand eight hundred 

and forty-eight cases have been treated by the agency physician during the year, with but . 

seven deaths. Many still place themselves under the native medicine-men for treatment, and 

itis impossible to ascertain their number, but I am positive that these native physicians are 

finding less practice every day, and in the course of time they will find their charms and 

songs useless stock in trade. 
The prevailing diseases for the year have been, quotidian intermittent fever, 289 cases ; 

gonorrhoea, 123 cases; rheumatism, 125 cases; and conjunctivitis, 369 cases. Syphilis 

made its first appearance on the advent of the Verde Indians. Sixty-four gases have been 

treated, and the agency physician is cognizant of several more cases where a self-cure is be- 

ing attempted. In those who have come under treatment at the agency, the result has been 

very satisfactory. Through the hot weather the Indian camps have been policed regularly 

twice a week and kept in a comparative state of cleanliness. J have no doubt the enforce- 

ment of this order has done much to prevent disease. 

A large hospital must be erected at once, so that the agency physician can keep all severe 

cases under his constant care. The present hospital accommodates but one patient, and all 

others must remain in their camps and of necessity be more or less neglected. Dr. 8. B. 

Chapin, the agency physician, manifests a deep interest in his work, and has been untiring 
in his efforts to alleviate the pains and necessities of the afflicted. 

BUILDINGS. 

Notwithstanding the fact that no building appropriation has been allowed this agency, I 

have erected dwellings, &c., as shown by the accompanying plan. In the main building 

are five rooms 18 by 18 feet, plastered and ceiled, and three of them floored ; one commis- 

sary building 18 by 56 feet, one room 12 by 12 feet, and two 124 by 20% feet, one of which 

is plastered and ceiled. - The walls of these buildings are 14 feet thick, built of adobe, with ~ . 

stone foundations. This comprises one-half of the main building. The other half is incom- 

plete. The exterior walls, however, are up 7 feet, the first 3 feet being of stone, securing a 

firm foundation. They are also 2% feet thick. The building fronts the north and the corral 

adjoins it in therear. This corral is 161 feet long by 135 feet wide, outside measurement. . 

The walls are of stone on the west and south, and adobe on the east, all 2 feet thick by 7 - 

feet high, making, with entrance way, 321 feet of stone and 149 feet of adobe wallof above . ° 

dimensions. In the northwest corner of the corral is a small room &4 by 94 feet, with adobe 

walls 14 feet thick, floored. In the southwest corner is a tool-room, 12 by 12 feet, of stone 

walls 2 feet thick. In the southeast corner is a similar room used as a guard-house until a 

more appropriate building can be erected. The south end of the corral between these two 

rooms is occupied by stable, blacksmith and carpenter shops. On the east side is a chicken- 

house, 10 by 14 feet, and five rooms, 11 by 14 feet, used as quarters by the employés. 

Immediately north of the agency building is one erected for a hospital. It is 21 by 13 : 

feet, with 9-inch adobe walls, and is large enough for but one patient. The physician now 

employed here claims that it is entirely inadequate to the wants of the Indians, and is also 

unsafe. He wishes me to erect a hospital large enough to contain twelve beds, and is con- | 

fident of much greater success in the treatment of severe cases if he can have his patients 

constantly under his control. I shail erect such a building as soon as possible. | 

A little north of the building just described the foundation of a guard-house has been 

laid. This will be 69 by 16 feet, with stone walls 2 feet thick, and will contain 8 cells. I 

hope within the year to have completed the proposed buildings and to have everything in | 

perfect condition for the accommodation of employés, prisoners, and invalids. | 

COUNT. . 

From the time of my arrival at this agency until May 1 of this year all the men were 

counted at the agency every morning, (Sundays excepted, ) and men, women, and chil- 

dren were counted every Saturday. But since the ist of May only one count is made each 

week, the general count ou Saturday. The daily count was dispensed with for two reasons : 

first, that I was confident that the Indians were well disposed ; secondly, in order to permit . 

those having farms up the San Carlos arnple time to perform their work, it being impractica- 

ble to require them to come eight and ten miles daily to report. 

ISSUE. 

Every Saturday morning the-Indians all assemble on the large mesa on which the agency 

buildings are located. The positions for the respective bands are designated by stakes. © 

Each chief seats his band in regular order, and they remain seated until counted. After a 

band is counted ‘‘single-ration ” tickets are issued to each individual. Each individual can 

then draw the ration singly at the issuing-widow, or they consolidate in such parties as they 

desire. This has proved the best method, as, when the issues are made to bands or families, 

the feeble and aged are apt to be neglected. | 

, 

- 

. 
| 

| . | 
a
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INDIAN LABOR. , . ; 

No Indians, except policemen and those assisting in the construction of agency buildings, 
receive any pay, nor are any extra ratioas issued for work on irrigating-ditches, &c. 

All the work on the new ditches and in repairing the old ones, clearing land, building 
fences, farming, &c., is performed without any compensation whatever. 

| ANNUITIES, 

It is my opinion that the issue of presents to Indians is usually detrimental to the tribes 
so issued to. It makes them less independent, aud induces them to rely more on the gifts of _ 
the Government than their own efforts for their support. I adopted the following plan in 
the issue of such goods as were furnished for these Indians last fall, and the same plan is 
being followed at present for the issue of the goods now en route for these Indians: 

I had checks printed of three denominations—50 cents, 25 cents, and 124 cents, respect- 
ively. ‘These are redeemable at the agency in goods, and so long as the goods last the In- 
dians are allowed 50 cents per day for all extra labor, such as making adobes, working on 
the buildings and about the agency, digging ditches, &c, This teaches them that they 

: must earn their own support and makes them feel that they are capable of so doing. Only 
to the old and feeble are blankets and necessaries presented. : 

STOCK. 

° In accordance with verbal instructions from the honorable Commissioner, I advertised for 
4,200 sheep, 200 cows, 200 goats, and 200 burros, and the contracts for the same have been 
forwarded to him for approval. I advertised for 4,200 sheep, as that will give a sheep to 
each Indian and so make an easy and satisfactory distribution. I trust there will-be no 

| delay in furnishing this stock, as the Indians are very anxious to receive it, and it will so in- 
| crease their employment and home interest that they will abandon every thought or desire 

of ever engaging in hostilities. 
. INDIAN SOLDIERS. 

The time has passed requiring the enlistment of Indians as soldiers, and I enter my pro- 
test strongly against those regulations which allow it. My police are sufficient for the usual 

. scouting duty required on the reservation, and whenever a larger force is needed I can raise 
it at short notice. Furthermore, when the Indian scouts are taken from the reservation and 
kept from their people five months doing nothing, (as is the case with those scouts now ab- 
sent from this reserve and stationed at Camp Verde, ) it causes much trouble and dissatisfac- 

_ tion among their people and families, and results in no good. 
In conclusion, allow me to mention, as a slight tribute, the valuable services of Mr. M. 

A. Sweeney, who has been in my employ as clerk since my arrival. His duties have not 
been confined to mere office-writing, but he has manifested a hearty interest in all affairs 
connected with the agency. He is faithful and energetic in the discharge of all his duties, 
and fearless and yet just in his dealing with the Indians. During my absence to Washing- 
ton he managed the business of the agency with ability and discretion, and has justly 
earned the hearty confidence and good-will I bear him. And now, assuring your Depart- 
ment of my most faithful efforts, 1 beg your constant and substantial support. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN P. CLUM, 

United States Indian Agent. 

REPORTS OF AGENTS IN CALIFORNIA. 

Hoopa VALLEY AGENCY, CALIFORNIA, 
September 1, 1875. 

Sirk: In accordance with the requirement of the Department, I have the honor to make 
this my first annual report of affairs connected with this agency. 

This reservation is located in what was formerly Klamath County. By an act of the leg- 
islature of this State, Klamath County was abolished, and the territory divided between 
Siskiyou 4nd Humboldt Counties, Hoopa Valley falling within the boundaries of Humboldt 
County. The reservation is twelve miles wide from east to west, and about eleven and a half 
miles long from north to south. The Trinity River, running in a northerly direction, passes 
through the center of it. The valley from which the reservation takes its name is a small 
narrow valley, through which the Trinity River runs, and contains, perhaps, 2,500 acres of 
level land, of which only about 1,000 is fit for cultivation, and a goodly portion of that 1,000 
acres is of a very poor quality, the soil being very sandy and lying on a bed of gravel, through 
which the water will waste away, leaving the crops to parch and burn up for the want of 
moisture. The Bald Hills, lying north of the valley, comprising perhaps one-fifth of the 

_ reservation, afford some very fine pasturaye for stock ; the other four-fifths, leaving out the 
valley,-is composed of very rugged and precipitous mountains, almost entirely worthless, as 
the report of Capt. C. T. Bissell, United States deputy surveyor, who is now engaged sur-
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veying the reservation, will show. When I arrived here in January, I was led to believe 

that the soil was of the finest quality. There is some good land, but experience has demon- 

strated that there is only a very small proportion of it that can be considered as of that descrip- 

tion. 
I have never been able to get an exact census, since I came, but, from the most accurate 

count I have been enabled to make, I find the following within the bounds of the reserva- 
tion : 

ce 

Tribes. Males. Females. | Totals. 

Hoopas ...-.--- 2+ eee 22 ee eee ce eee cece nee cere: 284 287 O71 

Redwoods ...----- -- 22-2 conn ne cece ee eee cece eeeee 22 4 46 

Siahs.. 202-2. ee eee ce eee ee eee cee cee ee ee eee eee 29 27 56 

Klamaths 222... 0.2205 coo eee cnn ce ee oe eee eee nee 19 24 43 

304 362 716 

The Indians, as a general rule, are living in the same kind of houses which they have + 

been occupying, in all probability, for generations past. ‘These Indian houses are low, flat 

buildings, with side walls only 3 or 4 feet high. There is a round or square hole in one 

side of the house, which answers for a door, just about large enough for a good-sized man 
to creep through. In the center of the house a hole is dug in the ground some 4 feet deep 

and from 10 to 16 feet in diameter, walled up with wood or stones. Down in this hole 

the family live. A hole in the roof permits the light to come in and the smoke to go out. 

These houses are warm if not very comfortable, and many of the Indians prefer this kind of 

a house, from the fact that they are so poorly supplied with blankets. Some few are living in 

what they call “‘ white man’s house,” and it is the intention to build quite a number for them 

this fall if we can get a supply of nails and windows. Some of the more intelligent are de- 

sirous to have houses of this description. 

HABITS AND CONDITION. 

_ Some few of the Indians are inclined to be industrious, but the great majority of them are 
idle, listless, careless, and improvident. They seem to take no thought about provision for 

the future, and many of them would not work at all if they were not compelled to do so. 

They would rather live upon the roots and acorns gathered by their women than to work for 

flour and beef. A rigid discipline has to be exercised and obedience required, otherwise the 
tendency would be to demoralize those who are inclined to work. No one likes to be com- 
pelled to work in order to support his lazy neighbor. 

In physical appearance these Indians will compare favorably with a like number of persons 

almost anywhere. The diseases with which they are much affected are those of a syphilitic 

character; and with diseases of this character quite a number are seriously affected. No physi- | 

cian, I care not how skillful he may be, can successfully treat the Indians on this reservation, 

affected and situated as they are. ‘They must be placed in such situation that they can be seen 
by the doctor and attended to more than oncea day. In order to obviate this difficulty as much 
as possible, I had one of our employé houses, a pretty large building, converted into a hos- 

pital. Though not near large enough, we found it a very great convenience. I fitted it up 
with some cheap furniture, among which was a lot of twelve iron bedsteads that I bought 
at public auction at Camp Gaston, for which I paid $17.50. We very much need a good . 
hospital-building, well fitted up with furniture, bedding, and hospital-supplies, and then, 
under the supervision of an efficient steward, it would prove to be of inestimable value to 

these Indians. I would earnestly call the attention of the next Congress to this matter, and 
urge the necessity of an appropriation for a building and supplies so much needed. 

Morally, these Indians are very much degraded. Chastity seems to be an almost unknown 
virtue among them. The men are fearfully addicted to gambling, for which they seem to 
have an uncontrollable passion. They will often gamble off their blankets and the last 
article of clothing they possess. ‘They have some three or four different kinds of dances, in . 
which they annually engage, and which have a very demoralizing effect upon them. Their 
white deer-skin dance came off in August, and lasted eight days. They are very supersti- 
tious, and firmly believe that unless they engage in these dances some terrible disaster will 
befall them. ‘They also seem to have almost implicit faith in their Indian doctors, and they 
further think that one person may destroy another by the use of siah or devil-poison, a kind 
of subtle, impalpable, imperceptible something, which no one has ever seen or ever can see. 
Should one be taken and die suddenly, or have any disease which is new to them, or be 
affected in any manner they cannot comprehend, the idea at once obtains, ‘‘ He has been 
poisoned.” ‘To overcome these vices and superstitions will be a rather difficult task, and 
‘an only be accomplished by the most persistent and untiring efforts.
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EDUCATIONAL. | 

: We have a very good school-house, comfortably provided with desks, and pretty well — 
supplied with books, &c. School opened the Ist of April, and was kept in operation for | 
four months. It was then closed, at the suggestion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 

| It was clearly demonstrated in some things Indian children are as quick to learn as any 
. other class of children, while in others they are perfect dullards. They are remarkably fond 

of music, and learn to sing readily ; but they seem to have but little idea of arithmetic, and 
I am fearful they will never learn to spell. Orthography and arithmetic are perfect myste- 
ries to them. ‘They have but little disposition to attend school, and there is no authority ex- 
ercised at home to compel them to go; consequently they go when they please and stay at 
home when they please. 

The hope for the future of the Indians on this reservation is in the children. What we 
need in this connection is a good boarding and lodging house for the children, and two eff- 
cient teachers, a man and a woman. In connection with the day-school we need manual- 
labor schools, where the boys may be instructed in gardening, farming, &c., and the girls 
receive lessons in sewing and house-work. The children must be brought out from under 
the degrading and debasing influences of their home-life if they are ever to be elevated. It 

. - is an impossibility to make them attend, situated as we are at present. Build the house, 
provide the food, furnish the bedding and clothing, and then it will not be a hard matter to 

| . compel them to attend. Inthe case of these children I am in favor of compulsory educa- 
* tion. To do all this, however, will require an expenditure of more money than we have at 

present, and the question ‘‘ Will it pay?” naturally arises in the mind of the economist. 
The answer is, ‘‘ Vice is far more expensive than virtue, and only an enlightened people 
wil really be self-sustaining and virtuous.” 

, RELIGIOUS. 

We have Sabbath-school and other religious services every Sabbath; also prayer-meet- 
ings Thursday evenings. Our meetings have been quite well attended, several of the In- 
dians seemingly taking an active interest in the exercises. Fifty-three Indians joined the 
church on probation, some of whom give evidence of sound conversion. The last confer- 
ence of the Methodist Episcopal Church sent a preacher here as a missionary, a very good 
man, no doubt, but he was not one adapted toa work ofthis description. This is a peculiar 
people, the work is .a very peculiar one, and therefore we need a man of peculiar gifts to 
meet the exigencies of the situation. Our preacher left us the Ist of July, since which 
time we have been without a missionary. My impression is that an appropriation of, say, . 
$1,000 per year for missionary and school purposes would be a wise provision on the part of 
the Government. 

I have referred to the quality of our land. Permit me to say a word in relation to our farm- 
ing implements. We have some twelve or fifteen pretty good plows, which, with proper care, 
will run another season, or perhaps two; quite a number of garden and planters’ hoes, 
three mowers and reapers that are nearly worn out, and which we had great difficulty in 
keeping in running order until we could get our grain cut. We need a small header, and I 
propose to build one for ourselves during the coming winter. Our thrashing-machine has 
been in use several years, and is very much the worse for wear. With some repairs and 
careful handling it may do for a year or two longer. Some of the Indians seem to think 
that if they had some land set apart for their owt: use they could do very well farming for 
themselves. I have not much faith in their management of affairs. I do not know but 

- what it would be the best thing we could do for them. Every one undertaking this would 
have to be supplied with harness, a plow, and some other farming implements ; seed would 
also have to be furnished, and then the idea strongly impressed upon their minds that they 

. must work and raise their own crops or else do without. 
, Our grist-mill is not in the right place; it should be close to the agency. The mill was 
built a number of years ago. The frame is getting rotten, and some of the old floor has to 
be taken out and new put in. The main driving-belt is just about in the same condition, 
and will have to be replaced by a new ove. With these repairs, I think we can get along 
for another year. Iam satisfied now, however, that we shall be compelled to build a new 
mill next season. We have a.very good saw-mill. I do not know that it needs any repairs. . 

The Indians have a very wholesome fear of the military and dread the guard-house. 
They also have great respect for anything emanating from Washington in the form of law. 
They often do things for which they ought to be punished, and yet the offense does not seem 
to be of sufficient magnitude to warrant me in calling on the military. If you were to au- 
thorize the building of a small room for a guard-house, and let it be known that the agent 
and his employés were empowered to arrest and imprison an Indian for disobedience, I have 
no doubt it would have a very salutary effect. , 

% * * * # _ & & , 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| J. L. BROADDUS, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C.
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| : HOLLISTER, CAL., June 30, 1875. | 

- Srr: I have the honor to report that I entered upon the duties of my agency on the 25th 
of May, 1875. In accordance with instructions received from you, 1 went to my field o 
operations, arriving at Los Angelos June 5, and remained there two or three days; con- _ 
ferred with Ex-Agent Stanley, and Tansey and other citizens ;-arrived at San Bernardino June . 
9; remained in the town and vicinity about one week. I found there several hundred In- 
dians, men and women, of the Coahuilla tribe. Some ofthe men are engaged in work for the 
farmers ; the women in washing and menial service in the town; but all are being . 
sadly demoralized through drunkenness and prostitution in their contact with the lower and 
degraded class of white men. Their condition is sad, indeed. At San Barnardino I secured 
the services of Mr. George H. Crafts as interpreter, and the use of his wagon and team. We 
visited the principal Indian villages and settlements, from the borders of the desert in the | 
eastern part of San Bernardino County to San Diego. . I held conferences with the leading © . 
chiefs and captains of Morongo, Potrero, San Gorgono, Temecala, Pala, Rincon, San Pas- 
qual, Santa Isabel, &c. Concerning the history of these interesting pe5ple, I need add noth- 
ing more to the report of Hon. Commissioner Wetmore, and as to the manner of their differ- 
erent tribes, their location, and other particulars, I need add nothing to the very thorough 
and accurate report, of Rev. J. G. Ames a former commissioner. I shall confine myself to 
the present urgent wants of this people and to recommendations as to the best means of 
meeting those wants. 

I may first remark, in general, that I find them a much more numerous, civilized, and * 
industrious people than I had supposed; properly provided for, their future is hopeful. 
Their relation to the Government, and the white population now pressing in upon them, 
is a sad commentary upon the Christian civilization of the age in its modes of dealing with 
the weak and defenseless. If citizens, their rights as such have been entirely overlooked 
and trampled upon; if wards of the Government, they have been most sadly neglected, ~ 
left at the mercy and in the power of the citizens who are settling around and among 
them. While some treat them humanety, yet the too prevailing sentiment is that they have 
no rights which a white man is bound to respect, while the general testimony is that they 
are singularly loyal to the Government, honest, peaceable, inoffensive, and patient under 
wrongs. Among all the dependent wards of the Government there are none so much need- — 
ing or deserving her speedy and fostering care; and to relieve them from their present de- 
plorable condition will be a truly humane and Christian work. ; 

To properly accomplish the work of this agency three important questions must be con- 
sidered: First, the physical, moral, and home interest of about five thousand Indians, the de- | 
pendent aud hitherto neglected wards of the Government,; second, the land interests of grant- 
holders, upon whose lands many of the Indians are located—the interests of settlers who 
are locating upon public lands long time held in possession by these Indians and claimed by 
them astheirown. These interests are all-important, and, untortunately, at present in serious : 
conflict. The Indians, by virtue of long possession inherited from their ancestors, very natur- | 
ally feel that their rights are being invaded and their lands wrested fromthem. Grant-hold- - 
ers regard the Indians as troublesome incumbrances upon their lands, and are anxious to | 
have them removed, while the settlers are crowding in to make homes upon the lands to 
which they consider the Indians have no title, notwithstanding they are in actual possession. | 
The adjustment of these interests has been too long negiected, but cannot be much longer 
without very serious consequences, and any adjustment left to the parties interested must | 
result in disadvantage and disaster to the Indians, the weakest party. The one pressing | | 
want of these people now is land, on which they can cultivate their gardens, herd their stock, 
and feel secure in the possession of their homes. At every place I have visited, their homes 
are being invaded by settlers with their stock. In one settlement, Morongo, in San Ber- 
nardino County, the people have all been driven off at the point of the revolver. Every- | 
where the sad complaiut is that their gardens are being invaded and their pastures consumed 
by the stock of settlers; the water turned away from their ditches to irrigate the gardens of 
those trespassing upon their lands; and they have no redress. And I know from observa- 
tion that their complaints are but too true. This state of things cannot continue much 
longer without disastrous consequences. Either these helpless, non-resisting people will be 

_ driven frum their lands as homeless wanderers, or will be exasperated to violent deeds of 
self-defense. Then we know what will follow. I cannot exaggerate the urgency of this 
ease. Something must be done soon, or at least reliable assurances must be given that the 
Government will adjust difficulties. What can be done? In my judgment, it is no use to 
spend any more money or time in sending commissioners or agents to talk; Indians and 
settlers alike say they have had enough of this, and I feel I do not want to go again among 
that people without authority to do, or at least propose, something in the way of a speedy and 
safe settlement of these grave difficulties. 

First may be considered the plan of a general reservation as a home for all the people. 
But, from all the facts in the case, in my judgment this is wholly impracticable. There is no 
body of lands in South California suitable for such reservation which could now be secured 
without great expense to the Guvernment. The valleys of San Pasqualand Pala, in San Diego 
County, which were once set apart for a reservation would afford good homes for alarge part 
of the people, and ought to be restored to them. The abolishment of this reservation four 

\
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years ago was secured by interested parties, through a shameful perversion and falsification 
of the real facts of the case at that time, and the Indians yet remaining in these valleys are be- 
ing shamefully imposed upon by thesettlers; but these lands would not be sufficient. But the 
chief difficulty in the way of a general reservation is that the Indians themselves are uni- 

. versally opposed to such a disposition. I could get but one expression from them on this 
- point—most decided opposition. They are made up of the remnants of different tribes, 

speaking different languages, and do not want to live together. They are very strong 
in their claim and their attachment to theirold homes. They could be put on a reserva- 
tion only by force. Their universal plea is, ‘‘All we ask of the Government is sincerity and 
protection iv our lands and homes, and we will take care of ourselves.” 

I feel encouraged that the first step has been taken already in the practical settlement of this 
difficult matter. In an interview with Mr. Wheeler, the surveyor of San Diego County, I 

_ learned that the order and instructions for the survey of these Indian occupations have been 
- received from the Department, and that he was to enter at once upon the work. I trust a 

similar order has reached the surveyor of San Bernardino County. ‘This is the first step in 
the right direction. I venture to recommend, as soon as these surveys are completed, cer- 
tain townships, including the principal Indian settlements, be selected and set apart for ex- 
clusive Indian occupation; the Government to hold the lands, the Indians simply to occupy 
and be protected in their homes and all their rights as wards of the Government. There are 
so many of these settlements or occupations scattered all over these counties, that it would 
not be at all practicable to put them in possession of all the lands which they at present 
hold. Besides being thus left scattered about, their condition would be in no way bettered, 
nor could anything be done for their future improvement. But by giving possession on 
lands, including the larger and principal populations, these more scattered and straggling 
bands, left to the tender mercies of settlers and grant-holders, would soon be compelled to 
come within their own proper bounds in order to find homes at all, In selecting these 
lands, if you are willing to trust to my judgment, I will take the responsibility of the task. 
But I would recommend that a commission be appointed of two or three reliable citizens of 
each county, including the county surveyor, to assist me in that work. This would give 
better satisfaction to all concerned. But in my judgment the vital point in this whole mat- 
ter is to secure the exclusive Indian occupation of these lands; hence I earnestly recommend 
a modification of the plan proposed by Commissioner E. C. Wetmore, viz, ‘‘ to let the pre- 
emptions of the whites go on.”’ If white settlers are permitted to remain on these lands set 
apart for Indian occupation, I cannot see that anything whatever can be gained in the settle- 
ment of these difficulties. If these pre-emptions are allowed to go on, most surely all these 
conflicts and difficulties will go on. What these people want, and what they ought to have, 
is just enough tillable land for their-gardens and range for their stock. The Government 
should own and hold the lands, protecting them in all their rights of exclusive possession, 
so long as they occupy. To secure this, I recommend that the same commission appointed 
to select these lands be authorized to carefully estimate the value of all improvements of 

settlers and lands of grant-holders falling within these townships or sections selected for 
Indian occupation. Let them be paid a just remuneration for such lands and improvements, 
and vacate the lands selected. This can be done at no great expense to the Government, to 
the satisfaction of all, and all these conflicts ended forever. The action of this commission, 
of course, to be submitted to you and subject to your approval. I am sure this is the most 
practicable and efficient way of satisfactorily settling this complicated question. Its ad- 
vantages are manifold. 

Ist. It will involve less expense to the Government than any other plan. Most of these 
larger Indian settlements are on public lands. The permanent improvements of settlers 
are of a cheap kind, which will cost but littie. 

2d. It will meet all just claims of grant-holders and settlers, so they need have no cause 
of complaint. 

3d. 1t will meet the present and future wants of these Indians, by giving them exclusive 

and free possession of these lands. The Government still holding the title, they will feel 

secure in their homes, and can neither barter away their lands, nor be cheated out of them. 

They will be encouraged to build comfortable houses, improve their acres, and surround 

theniselves with home comforts. The smailer scattered and straggling bands will be com- 

. _ pelled to come onto their own lands. The sale of intoxicating liquors can be prohibited 
within the limits of the occupations, thus saving them Jargely trom this terrible scourge, to 
which they are now everywhere exposed. Schools can be established among them, for 

which they are very anxious. Vigorous police regulations can be enforced in all the sur- 

rounding towns and cities, thus breaking up the vagrancy into which they have fallen. 
Their women could be taken from the streets and compelled to remain at their own homes, 
thus saving them from the vile prostitution into which they have been led by degraded 

white men in all these towns. Their men who engage in labor to earn wages can continue 
to do so, and farmers who depend upon such labor need not be deprived of it; only some 
means should be used to secure just payment of wages, out of which they are too often 

wronged. I am well satisfied that with these arrangements these people can in good time 

be made comfortable and happy, and will take care of themselves with comparatively little 

expense to the Government. They will need occasional help in the way of cheap agricultural 

/
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implements, seed, &c., and occasional distributions of blankets and warm clothing during 

the winter, especially for the old people. 
Such are some of the desirable results I hope to see realized from the simple plan I ven- 

ture to recommend. . 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Waiting your further instructions, I remain your respectful and obedient servant, 

a : D. A. DRYDEN, | 
| United States Speciul Agent. - 

Hon. COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. : oO 

Under a later.date, Agent Dryden reports as follows: 

In my communication of about one month ago I informed you of threatening difficulties 

with the Temecula Indians in San Diego County, in consequence of an effort of the owners 

of the Temecula rancho to eject them from lands which they have long occupied. On arriv- 

ing here, on the 24th instant, I learned that the owners of said land had purchased from the 

fifteenth judicial district court of California a writ of ejectment empowering the sheriff of 

San Diego County to remove these Indians from off said rancho, and that he had commence¢ 

ejecting them on the 20th instant. Accordingly, I now find some three hundred of these In- 

dians thrust out of their homes, and in a destitute and deplorable condition; alsc much exas- 

perated and threatening hostilities. 

. OFFICE UNITED STATES INDIAN AGENCY, 

Round Valley Reservation, Mendocino County, California, 

| September 1, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with the regulations of the Indian Department, I have the honor to 

submit the following as my third annual report as agent of this reservation. From a very 

carefully-taken census, we have, as near as we can possibly ascertain the number of In- 

dians by tribes, now on this reservation 1,144, divided as follows: 
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There are quite a number working on farms and engaged as herdsmen in this valley, also 

in the mountains near by, making in this vicinity not less than 1,200 Indians depending 

more or less on this reservation. The people of Healdsburgh, Sonoma County, and vicinity 

sent to me, and, through me, tothe Commissioner of Indian Affairs, a very urgent peti- 

tion requesting the removal of the Indians of that section to this reservation, but I have not 

as yet received any official orders concerning them. ‘They should certainly be brought here 

as soon as possible. | 

The people of Lake County, including many of the most prominent men, petitioned to have 

the Indians there removed to this reservation, and I was officially authorized to remove them ; 

but before I could possibly carry the order into effect it was revoked, greatly to the regret 

of the people of Lake County. The Indians near Ukiah, Mendocino County, and on Stoney 

Creek, Colusa County, have the same claims to the protection, care, education, homes, and 

training for usefulness and preparation for self-support as do any others. Indians who are 

running at large are becoming more and more degraded and dispirited, and are rapidly pass- 

ing away without a home on earth or hope of heaven. In their case it seems litera!ly true— 

‘‘no man cares for my soul.” 
FARMING. | 

The estimated productions of the farm and garden are as follows: Wheat, 8,500 bushels ; 

barley, 1,400 bushels; oats, 1,000 bushels; beans, 50 bushels; carrots, 4U0 bushels; corn, | 

| 15 IND | 
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800 bushels; beets, 170 bushels; onions, 25 bushels; apples, 150 bushels; potatoes, 500 
bushels; squashes, 40,000 pounds ; cabbages,: 6,000 pounds; tomatoes, 1,000 pounds; cu- 
cumbers, 5 barrels; hay, 350 tons; water-melons, 5,U00 in number ; musk-melons, 2,000, - 

IMPROVEMENTS, 

_ We have had about 1,200 acres of land under cultivation. Fifty-three acres have been | grubbed and put into cultivation, and the Indians have about 160 acres of land planted in veg- 
 etables for their own present use. We have made and hung eight flood-gates and five farm- 
gates ; opened two miles of new road; made 6,500 oak rails ; graded one-half mile of road ; 
23 rods of board fencing put up; one four-horse wagon made worth $250; one corral made; 
a double window put into my office; one coal-house built, 12 by 16 feet; one wood-house, 12 
by 12 feet, for benefit of school-hofise ; one saddler’s shop, 12 by 12 feet; a be:fry built on school-house, bell hung in it; five new houses built for Indians, of good lumber, with floors and windows; two brick-kilns are being burned, from which we expect to realize at least 1J0,000 good brick without any other cost than Indian labor and wood, a skilled white . man superintending the work, receiving ashare of the brick for the labor. he bestows. One dwelling-heuse has been built, 24 by 26 feet, one and one-half stories high, with five rooms on the ground floor and a good brick chimney; this house was built for the blacksmith. Many other improvements of a minor character have been made during the year. . 

; MILLS. | 

A new mill-race has been dug and a patent Americin turbine water-wheel put in, with all the necessary machinery, costing with the transportation over $2,000. The mill does ex- : cellent work and gives universal satisfaction. We are now using the steam-engine pur- 
' chased from William P. Van Nader, in thrashing our grain. We have thrashed a considerable 
amount of grain for citizens in this valley which will bring us quite a revenue. As soon | as thrashing is over, we will attach this engine to our grist-mill and do custom-grinding 
until we can use water-power. As indicated in my last year’s report, we now ‘control the lumber trade and custom-grinding of this valley and vicinity.””, A new saw-mill has 
been built, 90 by 22 feet, 12 feet high, side sheds: put up 12 feet wide on a portion of the 
building ; a carriage and frame made for edger 50 feet long for a split saw: table and gauge, 
also table and frame, 12 feet long, for a cross-cut saw; together with all other needed ma- 
chinery for a completely finished saw-mill, which, with the new boiler, engine, &c., pur- | _ Chased for this mill in San Francisco, cost nearly $3,000. It is capable of cutting 6,000 feet 

- of lumber per day. | 
: | EDUCATIONAL, 

Up to last March we had two schools, regularly taught with good results ; but, for want 
of money to pay salaries, I felt compelled in March to dispense with one of the teachers 
and discontinue one of the schools. I had the good fortune to secure the service of Rev. F. 

_ E. Kellogg, a Christian gentleman of culture and in the vigor'or early manhood, who was 
preparing for the regular pastorate, and because of the missionary feature of this work he 
was induced to teach one of the schools. . He graduated at the Illinois College, and is also a graduate of the Illinois Business College. He took charge of both schools. In the month 
of August there were 76 scholars enrolled, with an average attendance of 69. ‘There are in 
the First Reader, 8; in Second Reader, 32; in Third Reader, 12; in. Fourth Reader, 5; in pen- 
manship, 40. In the months previous a larger attendance was reported. You will perceive, 
however, that even 69 are more pupils than one teacher can do justice to, and more than 
one person should be required to teach. I take great pleasure in informing you that the 
attendance at school is larger and more uniform than at any previous time. Better order is | apparent, and the pupils have made greater progress in their studies, manifesting a clearer 
knowledge of what they study than at any previous date. 

4 SANITARY CONDITION. 

In order to furnish you with reliable information on this subject, I present the following 
copied statement from Dr. E. B: Bateman, our reservation physician : 

‘* J. L. BURCHARD, 
|“ United States Indian Agent: . 

“SiR: In coming here November, 1873, I found, as you are aware, very many sick.. 
Death was abroad in all the camps-to an alarming extent; constitutional disease every- 
where prevailed, and had well-nigh tainted the whole mass; births were unfrequent, and 
the enfeebled children, many of them, were short-lived, not able to survive the teething 
period. Considerable numbers of all ages swelled the mortuary list. For the eight months 
ending June 30, 1874, there were 46 deaths and 29 births. For the year ending Juue 30, 
1875, 44 were born and 39 died. The encouraging rate of improvement here shown, which 

oo is especially marked in the various forms and complications of venereal disease, hitherto so 
_ universally prevalent, is mainly due to the great moral, social, and religious reform wrought 

; among them under your management. As a body, they evince fidelity to their Christian 
_ and marital obligations, convinced that physical and moral renovation and reformation are
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the essential and only means of self-preservation. Much yet remains to be done and many — 

things to be added ere the work is completed, the most important of which is the provid- 

ing of asuitable hospital. .Scattered over an area of many miles, without steward, matron, 

or any assistant, it is impossible to administer medicines or be at the bedside of the sick 

as regularly and as often as needed, in consequence of which many perish almost every 

month who might have been saved. Asa whole, the desire of these Indians to occupy 

higher and better sanitary and moral grounds is in advance of the provision made or 

means employed for these purposes.” . 

I most respectfully approve and indorse this statement from Dr. Bateman, and especially 

call your attention to the necessity of a hospital being erected aud fitted up at as early a 

date as possible. | | 
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION. 

We have two Sabbath-schools, one in each school-house, with an average attendance of 150 

in each school ; public preaching, also, in each schoo}-house every Sabbath; prayer and social 

meetings twice a week ; leaders’ meeting once a month. The American Bible Seciety very - 

generously donated 100 Testaments, and we receive and distribute to the Indians 200 Sab-. 

bath-school papers each month. We have 200 volumes of excellent books in our Sab- 

bath-school library. Our papers are paid for with money raised by voluntary contribu- 

tion by employés and Indians. We record, with inexpressible gratitude to God for his 

abounding goodness, that 985 Indians have abandoned their superstitious habits and de- : 

graded, sinful, ways, and joined the Methodist Episcopal Church, embracing Christianity in 

earnest. A more thoroughly reformed, changed people, I have never known, With but 

very few exceptions, they are maintaining a consistent, Christian life. Five earnest Chris- 

tian Indians have been licensed to preach, and several are licensed exhorters. Thirty-eight 

~ couple have been married in accordance with the laws of the State. We now have a church 

membership in respect to numbers and consistent piety equaled by few churches of our 

land ; and, for the first time within the knowledge of the white man, the increase of the In- 

dians here exceeds the decrease. / : , 

oo GOVERNMENT DISCIPLINE. | | 

Camp Wright was abandoned in the month of June last, and the soldiers were removed, 

I am pleased to say that we have experienced no disadvantage from the absence of the mil- 

itary. The Indians are orderly, peaceable, and well-disposed, and if they are let alone by . 

bad white men they will never give us trouble. 

BOUNDARY-LINES.—NEW RESERVATION. 

Notwithstanding that Congress passed an act March 3, 1873, extending this reservation 

north, taking in land and range in lieu of lands segregated from this reservation on the 

south, and by said act established three of the boundary-lines, and provided for the estab- 

lishing of the northern line by commissioners, and that there were three gentlemen—Cowan, 

Shanks, and Marsh—appointed, who did, in June, 1873, establish the line before men- . 

tioned, and appraised the improvements of citizens living within said lines, yet to-day we 

are not in possession of any portion of the new reservation outside our inclosures. I am 

pleased to say, however, that payment has been made in accordance with official instruc- 

tions to a few of the said citizens. Three have refused to receive the value of their im- . 

provements, intending to hold possession of their improvements and stock-range within our 

lines in defiance of the Government, thinking, perhaps, by Jaw and delay to ultimately — 

gain their case. I understand that three men who have received their money for their im- 

provements aud receipted for the same bought, several years ago, the State title to some | 

land in this valley as ‘‘swamp and overflowed land.” They now say we can take the im- 

provements off of their land; as we paid for nothing but improvements, they will hold their 

land. They have employed counsel in order to maintain their claimed rights at the law. I 

trust the Government will see that this matter is all settled at once. | | 

| | MISCELLANEOUS. 

We are in great need of more work-animals to properly ‘cultivate cur land ;' also, many 

farming implements, are necessary in order to successfully carry on the farming interests of 

this reservation. I again respectfully cali the attention of the Commissioner of Indian Af- 

fairs to the fact that some congressional legislation is needed, especially for California, for | 

our protection, or an act passed by Congress making the laws made for the ‘‘Indian 

country” apply to California. 
All of which is most respectfully submitted. : | | 

Your obedient servant, 
: J. L. BURCHARD, | 

United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. EDWARD P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C.
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| : OFFICE OF TULE RIVER AGENCY, 
. Porterville, Cal., September 4, 1875. 

Sin: Complying with directions embraced in your circular letter under date July 8, 1875, 
I have the honor to present this my annual report for the year ending August 31, 1875. 

It has been a year of some embarrassment to the service here, and one of disappointment 
also—one in which, we regret to say, no very decided advancement can be noted. Why 
such has been the case can easily be inferred, we trust, from what follows. Honest and 
faithful efforts, from hands and head and heart of all employed here, have been put forth to 
promote the welfare of those under my charge, and yet, with the many unfavorable circum- 
stances against which it has been our lot to contend, the efforts have proved unavailing. 

INDIANS—THEIR NUMBERS, HABITS, ETC. 

. The tribes that for the most part compose this agency are the Tules and Tejons, who 
have become so intermingled as to lose almost entirely their tribal distinction. From 307, 

_ their numbers during the year have been reduced to 276. There have been 10 births and 
_ 23 deaths. Some have removed to live among Indians located at other points not far distant. 

A few of them also have died, as we have been informed. All the Indians in the jurisdiction 
of this agency, not living on the reservation, will probably not reach 1,000. The points 
where these are located are along King’s River, Kern River, and the Kaweah, also on Rice’s 
farm near Visalia, and at Fort Tejon. From what little I have been able to learn regarding 
them, though they do not accumulate any property of consequence, they are mostly all suffi- 
ciently industrious to gain a comfortable living. I have heard no complaints against them 
during the year. The Indians in this part of the State wear citizen’s dress. Few of them 
can speak the English language. Most all the younger class prefer the use of the Spanish 
to that of our language. 

_ Morally and intellectually they occupy a position very low down in the scale of humanity. 
They seem ready to speak that which seemingly will turn to their advantage, whether true 
or false. While their minds are capable of improvement, there seems a limit close at hand 
beyond which they cannot or have no desire to pass. They live io enjoy ‘to-day,’ and they 
are evidently willing to take their chances fur the future. With great propriety they have 
been said to possess an ‘‘ ever-present appetite.” ‘‘ What shall we eat and what shall we 
drink:?” are questions that absorb almost their entire attention.. For a long time they have 
been brought more or less into contact with the arts and tastes of civilized life, still they hold 
tenaciously to their old primitive character of ‘* Diggers.”? While they are fond of the white 
-man’s food, they also from choice, when not a necessity, eagerly devour all kinds of food 
which they were accustomed to use in their entirely wild state. Their ancient superstitious 
customs are likewise maintained without abatement. ‘They make much ado over their dead, 
dancing and mourning around them in the wildest manner; and, after burial, they burn all 

" that remains of the possessions of the deceased, not unfrequently even the house in which 
he bad lived. They also observe their customary feasts, their annual continuing sometimes 
two or three weeks, Of those immediately under my observation, I can say that they are 
profligate to a great extent, and that they have little concern for family ties Men and 
women alike are shamelessly given to the immoderate use of intoxicating drink, and though 
when sober perfectly inoffensive and kind toward each other, when drunken they become 
wild and reckless—ready for any deed of violence. 

SANITARY CONDITION, . 

In some respects, there has been a good degree of improvement. Throughout the entire 
year there has been manifest an increasing confidence in the medical treatment offered by 
the agency physician. The Indians, as a general thing, have been careful to follow the di- 
rections given when receiving medicines. Very many have applied to the physician, at his 
office, for remedies ; and the number who have entirely refused treatment from him have 
been few. While, on these accounts, diseages have beenj;much more easily controlled than 
formerly, much unfavorable to continuous improvement arises from their being universally 
contaminated with congenital or constitutional syphilis ; also from their intemperate habits 
and careless exposure. Intermittent and typhoid fevers have been quite prevalent through- 
out the year. SS , 

SCHOOL. 

A day-school has been taught seven months of the year, during which period there has 
been an average of 27 pupils enrolled, and a daily average attendance of 19. It has been 
made up of children between the ages of six and fifteen years. It is scarcely possible to 
keep any in school beyond the age of fifteen; for as they get old enough to work and earn 
wages they lose all desire for obtaining a knowledge of those things which promise future 
usefulness, and, true to their native disposition, they are all eagerness to gratify present 
desires. Eight of the number of pupils in attendance the past year were in reading, half 
way through the Second Reader, and they have gained a fair understanding of the first rules 
of arithmetic. ‘Ten have learned to read during the year, and when school closed were in 
the First Reader. Nearly all manifest more interest, care, and patience in writing than in 
any other branch of instruction.
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A boarding and manual-labor school should be established as soon as circumstances will 

admit of it; for, without subjecting the young to a continuous course of instruction and 

training, apart from the older ones of the tribe, no great degree of advancement can be . 

attained beyond that already reached. 

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION. 

This agency is under the care of the Methodist Episcopal Church ; and, though no mis- 

sionary has been provided, the agent, with the assistance of the employés, has imparted 

religious instruction regularly on Sundays, morning and evening, and also on Thursday 

evenings. A few of the younger Indians have attended, who have been taught as plainly 

as possible the fundamental truths of Christianity. Traces of old Roman Catholic teachings | 

are apparent in some of their ceremonies, and I doubt not many of the middle aged and old, 

on account of such teachings, are prejudiced against the Protestant religion. 

» FARMING. 

The Indians were ready, with scarcely an exception, to assist in all the farm-work, a great 

deal of which has been expended in the preparation of lands and in seeding, mostly on the 

Madden farm and land adjoining. Some three-fourths of a mile of fence has been con- 

structed ; 250 acres of land were plowed and sown in wheat and barley, on Government 

account, and 100 acres of that amount were broken up for the first time. The wheat raised 

at the agency the previous year had become so foul it was unfit for seed, and new seed was 

obtained of the varieties most likely to insure a crop in this locality. About 100 acres were 

cultivated by the Indians on their own account. Though the soil was thoroughly prepared, 

and the seeding was done earlier in the season than usual, and though in mid-winter the 

prospect was fair for a good yield, a drought prevailed in this section of the State late in the 

winter and throughout the entire spring, which blighted all our expectations; as a conse- — 

quence of which drought no grain was produced on any lands about here which were not 

irrigated. About 50 tons of hay were realized from the general crop at the agency, but no 

grain. The Indians’ crops, part of which have been irrigated, amount to some 150 bushels 

of grain, 20 tons of hay, and several wagon-loads of squashes and melons. | 

REMOVAL. . 0 

This subject has had the consideration of all concerned in the agency for the past three or 

four years. The locating of the Indians upon some suitable tract of agricultural land has 

been a thing earnestly desired, not only for the amelioration of those already connected with 

the agency, but also for the benefit of the other Indians scattered around among white set- 

tlements, and whom the citizens have petitioned at sundry times to have removed to the res- 

ervation. Through the recommendation of some parties having this special business in 

charge, some three years ago, a tract was set apart by executive order. January 9, 1873. It 

has not been deemed suitable to the purpose, however, by any official who has been upon 

it during the last twenty months. No more means were, therefuro, expended in improving 

it; and, while there have been no further steps taken louking toward occupying it, no other 
place has been decided upon as a substitute therefor. 

At the beginning of the present fiscal year I recommended the removal of the Indians 

from the ‘‘Madden Farm,” where they had been living since the year 1867, to some other 

place, suggesting that the tract above referred to (though mountainous and containing 

scarcely 200 acres of indifferent arable land) would be preferable for occupancy to the | 

present location, with its high rental of $1,920 per annum. If the Indians could be removed 

early in the year, the money which would otherwise of necessity go for rent could be used | 

toward their subsistence. Another reason for desiring this was that there were little grounds | 

to hope that the productions of the ‘‘ Madden Farm” woald be commensurate to the | 

amount of rent paid; also, that the present location of the Indians was extremely unfavor- 

able to their progress in civilized pursuits. My-recommendation for removal was approved, 

provided the expense thereof could be met from the amount of funds appropriated for the 

service here the present fiscal year. The amount appropriated is not deemed sufficient to 

justify such expenditure. Before a removal cau be effected, there must be built at least 

twenty-five more houses for Indian families, one or two more for agent and employés, one 

for a storé-room, and one for scheol purposes. This work would require no little expense, and 

I hereby recommend that Congress at its next session set apart a special appropriation of at 

least $5,000 for building purposes, so as to enable the agent to execute such plans as in the 

judgment of the Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs ay be deemed expedient. 

OUTSIDE LABOR OF INDIANS. 

The Indians can, and do, when disposed, render efficient service to the citizens of the vicin- 

ity as herders and shearers of sheep, as vaqueros, and also as day-laborers. They receive 

from $30 to $35 per month as herders and vaqueros, from $1 to $1.50 per day for day-labor, 

and double the above amounts for time employed in shearing. It will be readily seen from : 

the above that, with proper industry and economy, they might almost support themselves. 

Unfortunately, however, they will not profit by the advice and example given them by those 

who sincerely desire their good. we
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CONDUCT AND CRIMES. 

m ‘We regret to say that, on many occasions during the year, the conduct of the Indians to-. 
~ward one another has been of the worst kind; also that at times it has been bad toward citi- 
zens, though not often seriousiy so. With the increase of drunkenness there has been a cor- 
responding increase of crime. There have been six homicides this year, while during the 
year previous there were none. One was that of a Mexican, and the remainder were of 
Indians, all of which were directly traceable to the use of whisky. In every instance there 
was no evidence other than Indian, and though every proper means was employed to con- 
vict the murderers and the whisky-vendors through the courts, the evidence, being contra- 
dictory or insufficient, has defeated the object. | 

CIVILIZATION— OBSTACLES THERETO. - 

The nature and habits of the Indians here are such as to render the act of civilizing them 
very slow and feeble work under the most favorable circumstances. With the present sur- 

roundings, advancement, even if at all practicable, will be attended with the utmest difficulty. 
The mind of the Indian is susceptible of moral impressions, and not unfrequently he be- 
comes convinced of his errors, manifests regret for the wrongs he has done, and sincere 
desire to pursue a better course in the future; but he is soon carried away by the tempta- 
tion to strong drink. “He is brought almost daily in contact with unprincipled white men, 
who are ready to tear from his breast any good impression he may have received, and to 
vitiate and inflame his whole being, and who, before all others, must be held morally re- 
sponsible for the crimes committed by the Indians, and for their continuance in so low and 
degraded condition. Remove the Indians to permanent and suitable homes, where they 
may find profitable employment on their own lauds, and under the constant watch-care of 
those whom you may appoint over them, and you will, at the same time, remove many 
obstacles to their civilization. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. B. VOSBURGH, 

. United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SmMItuH, . 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. . ; 
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SPECIAL UTE INDIAN AGENCY, 
Denver, Colo., September 1, 1875. 

' Sir: This agency being off the reservation, and having been established mainly for the | 
purpose of caring for such Ute Indians belonging to the confederated tribes as are allowed 
to visit Denver and the ‘‘ buffalo range,” it will not, of course, be expected that this report 

| shall treat of agricultural, educational, or missionary work. * * * 
In my intercourse with the Indians coming directly under my charge, and especially as 

: relates to the ‘* Pi-ah,” or Middle Park band, I have always set forth the great advantages 
of their reservations in strong, if not eloquent, language, and have urged them to loge no time 
in accepting and profiting by the great privileges offered them by a beneficent Govern- 
ment; but the attraction afforded them here in the way of bargains for their furs and skins, 
the glorious annual buffalo-hunt, the ne plus ultra of excitement and profit to all semi-civil- 
ized Indians, and the attention paid to them while here by tourists, have been hard to 

. overcome. Ihave, however, by persistent effort, succeeded in inducing Pi-ah and a large 
portion of his band to remain at the Southern agency during the greater part of the past 
summer, and I have just received word from him that he is well satistied, At the same time 

| he states that he was about going to the White River agency to visit some relations, and 
that, with a few chosen warriors, he contemplated taking a ‘* little’ buffalo-hunt this fall. 

- There are now five lodges of Utes in this vicinity, who tell me that within the next month 
they expect to be joined by delegations from the different bands for this purpose. In this 

. connection I would respectfully renew the suggestion I have made for the past two years, 
(of which, by the way, no notice has been taken,) that when these Indians are allowed to go 
to the buffalo range, a competent and trustworthy person be sent with them by the agent, 

- who shall be directed to see that they do not in any way interfere with the rights of white 
settlers on their journey, and who shall also use every endeavor to prevent a collision be- 
tween them and the ‘‘plains Indians.” Since the attack by the Sivux last winter upon a 
Ute camp on the Republican, and the retaliation by the latter, in which they captured some 
three hundred of the Sioux horses, the plains tribes have constantly kept scouts in the 
buffalo country looking out for Ute hunting-parties. The Utes will go to that region in | 
strong force and th-, -ughly prepared for a fight, if they go at all; and as the Sioux, Chey- 
ennes,and Arapahoes, (Northern and Southern, ) Kiowas, and Comanches roam over that - 
country at their own sweet will in large numbers, it is probable that, unless great precau-
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tions are taken by the several agents, a bloody battle between these life-long enemies will 

take place on the Republican this winter. My reasons for urging that necessary and timely 

precautions be taken to prevent such a conflict are, first, that 1 believe I am sustaining the | 

policy of the Departmen', which is, to discourage this hereditary enmity between the tribes ; 

and secondly, I take into consideration the fact that, in case the Utes are successful, the In- : 

dians who suffer are apt, in subseqnent raids, to wreak their vengeance upon white men rather 

than return to their homes empty-handed. The possibility of any such encounter as I have 

nredicted, or of innocent citizens suffering because the peaceful Utes happen to be better 

criors than the warlike Sioux, might be prevented by keeping all Indians away from that 

‘vy ; but,as it seems to be permissible, under existing regulations, for portions of all 

<3 I have named to visit the great buffalo range periodically, and as they all choose . 

game time for such visits, 1 offer, for your consideration, the simplest and surest 

cor the evil apprehended. I would suggest that, in case it should appear necessary 

urce the order restricting Indians to their reservations, the Utes, or a fair proportion of 

4, be excepted from such order, for the reasons that they are peaceable and well disposed 

ward the whites, and especially because, in comparison to their numbers, they are more | 

poorly provided for in the matter of subsistence than any tribe on the continent; and this 

annual buffalo-bunt furnishes a means of support to them without which they would suffer. 

‘Perhaps, in this connection, I may be allowed to state that the annual appropriation for pro- - 

visions for the Utes, distributed upon the basis of the Army ration, and couuting the 

seven tribes at five thousand, would subsist them a little over half a month, or, figuring it 

finely, 5,000 rations, at 30 cents, are $1,500; $25,000, divided by $1,500 = 16%, the number 

of days the appropriation would last. Permitting these figures to talk for me and for the 

Utes, and merely calling attention to the fact that for about the same number of Indians in 

the Indian Territory (most of whom are on the war-path half their time) $630,000 are ap- 

propriated, and that about 15,000 Sioux receive for like purposes a million and a half dol- 

lars annually, I make no further comment. 

Referring to the sanitary condition of the Utes, I respectfully renew my oft-repeated recom- 

mendation for the employment at this agency of a competent physician during such time”. 

as the Indians are ailowed to visit Denver. It strikes me that in no other item ‘of expendi- 

ture can the Department do more goo] toward this people than by furnishing proper medical 

attendance to the sick—and nearly all of them suffer from syphilis, rheumatism, and pneu- 

monia, the latter disease being almost invariably fatal, unless prompt and skilled attention 

is given. Although I have repeatedly and persistently urged upon the Department the ne- 

cessity. of having a physician here, there seems to be a settled objection to incurring the ex- 

pense (twelve hundred dollars a year) chiefly because provision is made in this respect for 

the Utes at their regular agencies on the reservation. The argument would be a good one 

provided said agencies were easily accessible from here, or provided the Indians were com- 

pelled to remain at or near the agencies ; but while hundreds of them come here every year 

with governmental sanction, and bringing written permits from the agents, and as the nearest 

agency is 180 miles from Denver, over two high mountain ranges, I do not exactly see the 

justice or the wisdom of withholding medical care that can so advantageously and cheaply 

be administered. 
. : | | | 

The practice of giving whisky and other liquors to Indians has still prevailed here, not- 

withstanding the severe penalties imposed by law, and in spite of all the precautions I have 

taken to prevent it. Since my last report three cases of this nature have occurred in Denver 

to my knowledge, and two arrests have been inade; one of the parties accused (J. M. 

Chavez) was duly convicted and sentenced to fine and imprisonment in the penitentiary. J. 

R. Chavez, arrested on same charge, was acquitted, tue prosecution not being able to 

establish the fact that liguor was given. The third case is that of Jo. Vay, referred to in | 

about a dozen letters from this office as having occurred May 17, 1875, and to which I was 

an eye-witness. Mr. Vay, for some unaccountable reason, still remains at large. Beyond this 

disposition of a few of the Southern Utes, Muaches and Capotes, to indulge their appetite 

for spirituous liquor, I can find nothing in the general conduct of the Indians visiting this 

place that calls for condemnation; and as regards the White River Pi-ah, and Tabequache 

bands, they are singularly free from this vice. . 

It is perhaps proper that I’should, in this report, allude to the killing by an Indian of 

G. P. Marksberry, which occurred near Florissant, kl Paso County, in January last. It is 

not necessary, however, that I should lengthen this communication by details of the causes 

which led to the killing, the circumstances attending the capture of the Indian, his incar- 

ceration here, his examination and discharge. These matters have been fully represented . 

to you through my official letters. The occurrence was an exceedingly unfortunate one ; 

and had it not been that I was entirely without authority (this agency having been tempo- 

ratily discontinued) at the time, I could have settled the affair amicably and prevented his_ 

death. As it was, I kept the people, his neighbors, from making any attempt at retaliation 

by my personal efforts and influence, and persuaded them to let the law take its course. 

The facts elicited upon the examination were such as to.persuade me that, had the case 

come to trial, the verdict would have been justifiable homicide. 

My management of the affair between the Utes and Sioux, which occurred on the Repub- 

lican River, about December !, 1874, wherein the Utes captured nearly 300 horses from their
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: old enemies, has been explained and justified in special report dated December 9, 1874. As no answer was ever received from the Department, I take it that the suggestions made by Ouray and their indorsement by myself were approved. . 
The troubles between Utes and whites on Snake River, in December, 1874, which would have led to war had not my personal attention been given them in obedience to your telegram of December 10, were promptly settled by me and reported upon immediately after my return from that place December 21,1874. I will merely repeat what I said in that report as to the prime cause of the trouble, viz, that abundance of whisky, furnished the Utes by one of the Snake River settlers, attracted the Indians to that place, and its devilish quality had the effect of making them boisterous, insolent, and sometimes threatening. I do not think trouble will ensue there again from a like cause. 
In this connection, referring to suggestions made in my last annual report, to telegram of May 26, 1875, and to official letter dated June 3, 1875, T would herewith respectfully renew my request for authority to employ a detective when deemed necessary to apprehend persons 

violating the law prohibiting the giving of liquor to Indians. 
In concluding this brief report, I wish to thank the heads of the Department at Washing- ton for official courtesies, and to-express the hope that each branch of the Indian service | may be as peacefully administered as that whose field of labor is in this Territory. 

, I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
7 JAMES B. THOMPSON, 

United States Special Indian Agent. . The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, . . 
Washington, D. C. 

| L 

Los Pinos AGENcy, CoLorapo, 
September 16, 1875. 

_ Sir: Ihave the honor to submit my second annual report. You urge upon me special care in ascertaining the number of Indians entitled to receive provisions and annuities at this agency. A count is quite impossible. You might as well try to count a swarm of bees 
when on the wing. They travel all over the country like the deer which they hunt. Even to register those you see would be difficult, for when you ask their names, ‘‘ No name” is the common reply. From inquiry among them, however, I am satisfied that in times past the number has been overestimated. Instead of about 4,000 in the whole Territory, as re- | ported two years ago, there are probably not more than 3,000, about 2,000 of whom draw from this agency, the others being under the supervision of the White River and Abiquiu agencies. There has been little if any natural increase during the year. In their present transitional state between barbarism and civilization decrease is more probable. It has been impossible to induce the Utes here to work to any considerable extent. They will some- fo. times labor industriously upon powder-horns and guns, but not very skillfully. We regard every occupation as useful which requires any concentration of the faculties. I proposed to the chief to select a young man as apprentice to the carpenter and another as apprentice to, the blacksmith, and ‘offered to board them and to require but three hours’ work a day. He 
spoke to some of the Indians about it, but no one responded favorably. I have still hopes, » however, of being successful in this direction. 

On the Uncapahgre, Dolores, San Miguel, and La Plata Rivers there are twenty or thirty Utes who cultivate the soil more or less effectively. On the Uncapahere, in June and J uly, T saw corn, beans, squashes, and melons looking very weli. In August they were suffer- ing from the drought. This might have been prevented -by proper and sufficient means of 
irrigation, which will be secured by the work now goipg on at the new location for the 7 agency. The stream by which the Indians had irrigated gave out early in the season. 

There is a large number of goats, and probably as many as 2,000 sheep owned by differ- ent members of the tribe. Thesheep and goats are kept for milk and meat. I do not know 
that any of the wool is secured. These animals are well herded, being easily carried from place to place to suit the nomadic habits of their owners. I Rave already recommended the purchase of sheep with a portion of the money to be expended for the Utes under the agree- 
ment of 1873, and would here express the hope that this recommendation will meet with 
favor, as I can think of no form of civilized life more likel y to be adopted than herding, and | 
am satisfied that the step from herding to agriculture will be taken by many. | 

The cattle belonging to the agency, now numbering over 900, have cost the Government a good deal to keep, and I would recommend that they be given in charge to the Indians, if 
Ouray or other chiefs will be responsible for their proper keeping. In the Uncapahgre Val- 
ley they will be so far from white settlers and the herds of white settlers that the care of them will be much reduced as soon as they become wonted to the range. Having been originally wild Texas cattle, and being now improved by the introduction of only a few American bulls, they are entirely unfit for their original purpose, namely, domestic use. Probably few of them could ever be trained to become good milkers. Perhapsa hundred or: more may be culled out for beef during the next year. Not asingle cow has yet been taken
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‘by the Indians for family use. Our present herders will have to keep charge of the cattle 

through the coming winter, if not longer. 
Much work has been done at the agency, repairing guns, shoeing horses, and keeping 

_ buildings in repair, and cutting cord-wood, besides what was needful in issuing goods to the 

Indians and keeping records and accounts. Much of the work for the last three months has 

had some connection with the removal of the agency. I have regarded the removal as very 

important, on account of the great amount of travel directly through the present agency, 

and the consequent and frequent contact of the two races. Yet I,must acknowledge there has. 

not been so much annoyance grown out of this as I anticipated. As we are not on the res- 

ervation, of course I could place no restrictions on traveling, or even settling in the vicinity. 

I have had knowledge of Indians getting spirituous liquors but once, and then through some 

Jacarilla Apaches who were visitors. 
The saw-mill was to be in operation at the new location, and the contractor is already at 

work erecting the new buildings. If we have no serious delays in securing our winter sup- 

plies, we shall move during the last part of October and first part of November. Very few 

if any of the Utes will go to the plains the coming winter, but large numbers are talking of 

going to the Uncapahgre. Many have gone already. I am glad to report that the annuity- 

goods have nearly all arrived. They reached here on the 6th September, nearly a mouth 

earlier than last year. . 

The school has been as successful as could be expected, taking into consideration how low 

down in acquirement the scholars commenced. The improvement of several of the pupils 

is very marked. Quite a victory has been gained over the prejudices of influential mem- 

bers of the tribe. Members of Ouray’s family and of the families of four other prominent 

chiefs have attended the school. The English language is taught by constant and persever- 

ing conversation on things of which the senses take cognizance, or acts which the children 

can perform or see in others. Thus they learn the use of the words while they become ac- . 

customed to the sound and look. 
Among the new agency buildings will bea school-house with rooms to accommodate a few 

boarders, which I hope to be allowed to keep. I have visited the Uncapahgre three times to 

attend to removal matters, and must go again,within a week. It took twelve men with four 

wagons, with three yoke of cattle each, and one wagon with a pair of mules, three weeks to 

remove the mill. ‘They had to make the road a great part of the way. ‘Transportation must 

be slow and expensive until more money is spent upon the road than can be spared from the 

present appropriation. 
The boundary question is still agitated among the Utes with a good deal of feeling. They 

have always declared that they never intended to part with any farming-lands. This is evi- 

dent also from Agent Adams’s report for 1873, in which he says: ‘‘ They all understand that 

they will be obliged to do so [till the soil] at no very distant day, and they become more and 

moye accustomed to this idea, and for this very reason they positively refused to sell their farm- 

ing and grass lands at the late council.”” They complain that their right to certain lands which 

some of them have occupied and cultivated for years is contested by the whites, and Mr. 

Gardner, of Professor Hayden’s exploration parties, and Mr. Miller, the authorized surveyor 

of the San Juan district, report lands on the Animas and La Plata Rivers north of the 

_ division-line suitable for cultivation. I have always counseled red men and white men to 

abstain from any contest or controversy about the matter until the lines were. established ; 

that is, not to quarrel until they kuew what they were quarreling about. The time has 

come when there can no longer be a question as to what is whose. It is possible that even 

now, two years after the cession of land was agreed to, an offer of the delayed compensation 

may pacify the Indians and make them contented to surrender what they much value. It 

is most likely that a year ago such an offer would have answered the purpose. It has been 

impossible for me to give the Utes any reason for this long delay on the part of the Govern- 

ment which they would accept as satisfactory. They now declare that they will not receive 

any compensation until the boundary-line is settled. This matter will be more fully explained 

by Agent J. D. Miles, whom you commissioned to make special inquiry into it, aud who 

left here a few days since. 
You are aware that the Utes objected to Messrs. Gardner's and Gannett’s surveys in the 

outset, and that the parties of these gentlemen have lately been actually driven in from their 

work. A few days since Mr. Gardner was here, and, in conversation with Ouray, was as- 

sured that the attacking Indians, according to his description of. them and of the place of 

attack, must have beeu a well-known band of outlaws, formerly Pi-Utes of Utah, now ac- 

knowledging no authority, though perhaps some disaffected Utes had joined them. It is 

‘not known that there were more than ten, no more than that number having been seen at 

once. The first attack was near Sierra La Sal, in Utah, the pursuit into Colorado and on to 

the reservation. Three mules belonging to the surveyors were killed, but no men, unless, - 

perhaps, one Indian. It is reasonable to suppose that these hostile Indians were emboldened 

by the well-known dissatisfaction of the Ute tribe with the Brunot agreement. Two of the 

surveying party at the supply-camp, detached from the main body, were threatened by a lit- 

tle band of Indians recognized as from the White River agency. I hope the time will come 

when by some police force, composed of the Indians and under direction of the chiefs, the 

members of the tribes will. be made personally responsible for the crimes they commit Such
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& police force, as long as faithful, might be favored, through the chiefs, in the distribution of Government supplies. | | I am glad to mention that at Ouray’s suggestion the beef lias lately been issued and killed . in a corral, instead of allowing the Indians to give chase to the cattle outside. I now think we can make arrangements at the new agency to catch’ them with a lariat and draw them to | a slaughter-pen where they shall receive wounds sure to kill instantly and not to torture, and where everything will be convenient and cleanly for dressing them. . . We have been visited at this agency by four surveying parties, those of Mr. Gardner and Mr. Garnet, both under Mr. Hayden; Lieutenant Marshall, under Lieutenant Wheeler, and Mr. Miller, who surveyed the boundary-line. _ | - Respectfully submitted by your obedient servant, 
7 H. F. BOND, 

oo Unired States Indian Agent. Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 

oe _ Wurre River, CoLorano, September 20, 1875. 
Sir: Agreeable to the instructions of the Indian Departmert, I have the honor to submit the following as the annual report of the White River Indian agency, Colorado, for the year ending August 31, 1875. 

7 - The Ute Indians who make their headquarters and home at this agency number about , nine hundred; of this number about 650 have been accurately counted; the remainder has been determined by estimate, they not having remained at the agency sufficiently long at any one time for me to obtain an accurate count of the children of those who received rations from me and signed my receipts. The average number of each family is five anda half, and of the entire number the division is about equal between male and female. During the month of August two hundred Indians not included in the above number, (nine hundred, ) _ Chiefly Muaches, came into the agency and have since been staying here. They express a purpose of remaining at White River. Incase they do this, the number which will have to e looked after and provided for at this agency will be increased to eleven hundred. Many. of these will, however, visit the agency, and that irregularly, for their rations. . The Indians here are very largely self-supporting, but not by any of the pursuits of civil- ized life. They receive provisions from the Government to feed them about one-third of the year, and blankets, clothing, &c., about one third, perhaps, of what they consume; the remainder of their support is obtained from the hunt. ae A constant effort has been made throughout the last year to induce the Indians to settle down in their pleasant valley, to till the land and herd their cattle, it was thought last — spring with considerable promise of success. I anticipated that another year would see quite anumber of them engaged in these occupations ; but a number of their young chiefs violently opposed this change in their life, while those who have recently come here strongly oppose and ridicule it also. It is almost impossible to induce any individual among the Indians to stand out by himself, oppose the sentiment of the tribe, and engage in anything they do not favor, however well convinced he may be in his own mind that it is for his interest to do so. I can report but six separate families who have engaged during the year in pursuits that might be called those of civilized life. Four families in the Grand River Valley till the land to some extent, raising corn, potatoes, melons, and keeping cows, | goats, and sheep, and two in this valley have raised a few potatoes. But I am satis- fied that if some six hundred of those who are more properly White River Utes could be kept from contact with others from’ different quarters who go wandering about the country, who are more idle in their habits and more unruly and unmanageable than themselves, they would settle down, and many of them adopt the course of life proposed for them. An ef- fort will be made this fall to induce the Indians to receive and care for their herd of cattle, 
numbering about one thousand, which up to the present time, has been in the care of the agent and looked after by the employés of the agency. 

The relations which the Indians have sustained to the white settlers in the neighborhood of their reservation have been universally friendly. I do not know of a single act of vio- lence committed by an Indian upon any white person, nor of a single case of downright theft of which they have been guilty. “The affair on Grand River, where one pony was _ taken from a party of white men, I do not consider such, and in it the Indians figured to much better advantage than the white men, and the fact that the pony in question has been given up, and that to the female teacher during the absence of the agent, is much to their credit. Last year some trouble was anticipated should white people settle in the Bear River _ Valley. Now there are between twenty and thirty settlers there, some with families, tilling | the land and herding cattle, and neither they nor their property has been molested. 
The health of the Indians has been fairly good during the year. About twenty-five, so 

far as I have been informed, have died; none have been killed-by accident, and no one in- _ jured in any personal quarrel among themselves.
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The progress made by the teacher in the school with the children, and in modifying the 

- conduct, manners, and dress of older ones, has been very encouraging, especially consider- 

ing the facilities for regular work in this direction which has been at herhand. About thirty- 

two children, altogether, have been under her influence, with an average daily attendance 

at the school of nine. Some two hundred garments have been made by them under her di- 

rection. Most of the thirty-two have learned to understand and talk English. Five boys 

have learned to read, write, and reckon in simple numbers, while they have received and 

answered letters in written characters. Many of the older ones have learned to understand 

English tolerably well from their intercourse with the teacher, who is with. them more or 

less every day, visiting their camp and giving out their medicines. Up to the present time 

there has been neither aschool nor boarding-house for the Ute children. This has been a 

serious obstacle in this work, which will, however, be removed soon, as I have a boarding- 

house for the accommodation of fifteen or twenty boys nearly completed. Shall commence 

upon a separate school-building immediately. It should be borne in mind that nothing . 

but a boarding-school, at which the children shall remain, can be of any advantage to 

them at present; and it is a slow and difficult work to induce the Indians: to leave their 

children in our care, even for a few months at atime. Some good friends of the cause have 

contributed between $300 and $100 to procure an assistant to the teacher, and enable her . 

to carry out the work of the school, in which they have faith, although the numbers re-- 

ported are small, the Department being unwilling to contribute any more money for this 

purpose until a better showing can be made. 
- The year has been as favorable, perhaps. for agricultural pursuits as the preceding one, 

although along period of dry weather in May and June threatened, for a time, to render 

useless our efforts in this direction. Had not the irrigation of the crops been attended to 

faithfully, nothing would have been realized. As it is, I am inclined to think, from the ex- 

perience of two years, that intelligent farm-labor on the irrigating plan would bring from 

this valley-land, which, however, is very limited in extent, fair returns in crops. Owing to 

insufficient seed, I was unable to plant any more land than wastilled last year. About three 

and a half acres of wheat, superior to that ot Jast year, yielding about 25 bushels to the 

acre; two and a half acres of oats, not more than 30 bushels ; about one acre of potatoes, 

which I estimate will yield 250 bushels ; one-third acre of turnips, at the rate of 600 bushels. 

Eighty tons of good hay have been cut. A few garden vegetables have been raised, suffi- 

cient to assure ine that with proper attention, which it is impossible to give here, the culture 

of hardy vegetables would be successful. Seven or eight acres of new land have been 

broken up, and will be sown in @ year. 

The agency herd now numbers about one thousand. The cattle are fine andin good. 

order; not so wild as last year. In the spring I had the entire herd branded, a matter 

- which has been neglected by the previous agent. The summer range for these cattle is 

fair; the winter range nct so good, relatively. One herder is now allowed for these cattle, 

which is insufficient. Other employés assist in this service. It is hoped that the Indians 

will receive and care for their cattle during the coming year. 

‘The agency buildings remain located in their old positions, the matter of their removal 

not having been cousidered by the Department, and no appropriation for the erection of 

- new ones having been made. Such improvements as their time and facilities afforded have 

been made by the employés without any outside expense to the Government. A frame 

building, 32 by 24, has been erected over the engine and boiler of the saw-mill, and a very . 

fine new stone furnace has been built around the boiler. One small Ute house has been 

built; agood warehouse, 20 by 16; ashed, 34 by 17; a corral, capable of holding 2,000 

head of cattle: a roof cellar, 2U-by 16, partially completed, and a boarding-house for Indian =~ 

children, 54 by 16, with an L, 18 by 15, nearly finished, and a few repairs made on the old 

buildings of the agency. | | | 

: Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| E. H. DANFORTH, 

| | | United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, | 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. | . 

_ REPORTS OF AGENTS IN DAKOTA. 

. CHEYENNE RIVER AGENCY, DAKOTA 'TERRITORY, 

| . September 1, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to submit this my third annual report of affairs at this agency for 

the year ending August 31, 1875. , . . . 

The Indians under my charge at this date number 7,586 souls, composed of Two Kettles, 

9,261; Sans Ares, 1,778; Minneconjoux, 2,817 ; and Blackfeet, 730; all of the Sioux tribe.
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A more rapid advance toward civilization and the adoption of the modes and manners of the whites is to be devoutly wished, but, taking into consideration the natural dislike of an Indian or even a white man to abandon his old habits and mode of living for that which _ differs so widely from what he-had been accustomed to, I consider that the Indians of this agency have progressed as steadily and with as good effects as any other bands of Indians whose opportunities have been the same, and that the fruits of their labors in the right di- rection will, upon examination, bear me out in my assertion. , In my last annual report I stated that an objection or dislike to wear the clothes of the . whites existed among these Indians, and it naturally does exist still to a great extent; but : within the year just expired it was quite apparent, not only to me but to others whose busi- ness necessitated occasional visits to the agency, that the desired change in dress was.notso - repugnant as formerly, and that with a little persuasion the existing dislike would be event- ually overcome, and the uncouth and ungraceful garments of the Indian discarded for the more becoming and convenient dress of the white man. 
The number of Indians who inhabit houses has not materiaily increased since my last | annual report.. This is not from want of inclination to forsake the lodge or tepee for a more substantial and durable residence, but from my inability to erect suitable dwellings for them. The applications for houses have been frequent, and those making them in many cases worthy of favorable consideration, but my employés being limited and the necessary material scarce, I have always been compelled, after explaining my position, to declare myself unable to comply with their wishes. Two hundred and forty families occupy houses at present, and that number might have been doubled had the means been at hand to satisfy their wants. Many " of the’ Indians have made corrals, stockades, &c., for the protection of their horses and cattle, and in some cases have built stables which, although made of logs and consequently rude-looking, are nevertheless fair samples of what can be done by an Indian who has the courage and inclination to help himself when the exigencies of the case demand it. Any assistance they need and in my power to render them is always at their disposal ; nails, axes, adzes, and such other carpenter tools as can be spared are always furnished them on application, and it never yet came to my knowledge that an improper use has been made of such articles. 
The farming Indians met with anything but encouragement the past season, and it is a | matter of deep regret that their labors were not rewarded with more abundant fruit. Early in the spring the crops gave promise of sufficient yield to satisfy the most sanguine, and a proportionate degree of satisfaction was felt and expressed by those interested, but as the summer advanced their hopes of a plentiful harvest were shattered, owing to a continuous drought in the first place. and in the second to @ visit from grasshoppers, so that anything that was vigorous enough to outlive the former had eventually to succumb to the latter. Disappointment is a mild term to describe the feeling of the Indians at the total destruction of their long-looked-for crops, and in their despair it is not surprising that they resolved that in future they would devote their time and energies tow less uncertain mode of procuring 

subsistence for themselves and their families While in this state of despondency a quantity of supplies arrived at the agency, which tended considerably to redress their grievance and promote a better feeling, which daily improves, and from recent conversations held with the - most prominent of the farming Indians I am convinced that this disappointment has lost much of its keenness, and that another season will witness a fresh trial, with renewed efforts 
for success. 

In addition to the farms cultivated by the Indians, which ugeregate 600 acres, I had be- tween 30 and 40 acres broken and planted in oats and pease, for use at the agency, which 
. yielded a poor crop, and did not repay the cost of cultivation. 

With the exception of the Indians just referred to, who appear anxious to abandon the wild 
and uncertain lite they have always, until recently, been accustomed to, there is little change 
in their habits for the last year, other than a seeming disposition to acquire such knowledge 
of the habits of whites as in their (the Indians’) opinion would be to their advantage. _ Explanations are frequently asked for and given as to the reason why the whites do certain 
things so different from the Indians, and so much better. Such inquiries can be construed 
by me in no other way than that the Indians have a strong presentiment, which is gradually 
molding itself into a firm belief, that the day is not so very remote when the bountiful hand 
of the Government will be restrained and its present wards compelled to support themselves 
and their families by following the example of their more civilized and industrious brethren the whites. 7 : __ It must be borne in mind that, although the Indians under my charge deserve great credit . for the progress they have made, there is still a great deal to be done before the change 
will be apparent to a casual observer. An Indian is slow to realize the fact that a hoe or 
an ax is 4 good substitute for a rifle cr a bow, and it is not until after witnessing repeated 
illustrations of the truth of the assertion, supported by evidence of the pecuinary advan- 
tage derived from the change, that he allows himself to be convinced that his life has been almost wasted, or resolves that his future shall compensate for his error of the past. 

It is a pleasure to me to‘be able to state that the habit of organizing and directing war- 
parties, so. long in existence among the Indians, is beginning tu lose the great interest and
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excitement formerly felt in such expeditions, The more sensible portion of these Indians 
not only do not approve of them, but openly and with good effect oppose them on all occa- 
sions, and frequently, to carry their point and appease their young men for any disappoint- 

ment they may experience in abandoning a raid on their enemies, make preseuts of horses, 
guns, &¢c., which never fail to produce favorable results. I do not pretend to say that the 
well-known feeling of hereditary hatred toward their enemies has been supplanted by one 

of love and friendship, as such radical change is hardly to be expected, but I have no hesi- 
tation in saying that a feeling less intense in its character has taken possession of them, 
and that now entertained might reasonably be called ‘‘ antagonistic friendship,’ if the term 

will be allowed. | 
The health of these Indians has been, comparatively speaking, good; slight ailments 

trouble them occasionally, which are generally caused by excesses indulged in thought- 

lessly, and which a little judicious treatment removes; a few cases of chronic disease have 
been under treatment, but the general carelessness of the Indian to follow the advice of the | 

physician, and the well-known dislike to medicine in any shape or form, presents a difficulty 

in effecting a cure or giving relief that future efforts must overcome. . 
The visit of a delegation of Indians to Washington in May has been productive of much 

good, and the friendly advice given them while there has been repeated by them to their 

people, who seem inclined to profit by the example of their more experienced friends. I | 
_ believe that the negotiations now progressing for the disposal of the Black Hills will meet 

with no obstruction from these people, and it is my opinion that their willingness to ‘treat 
with the commissioners amicably is owing to the councils held with the chiefs and head- 
men during their stay in Washington. 

The schools connected with this agency have been fairly attended during the year, and 
parents have been more anxious to see that their children receive instructions. Some of 

them object to sending their children to school, but the example set by others is having a 

good effect, and it is to be hoped that in the coming year a larger attendance and a more 
rapid progress will have to be recorded. It is a noticeable fact that Indian and half-breed 
children exhibit a talent for learning which is quite remarkable, and in most cases retain 
what they learn; this gift is not confined to a few, but is characteristic of the tribe. The — 
Protestant Episcopal Church, represented by the Rev. Hy. Swift, has had a boarding, — | 

day, and industrial school in operation during the year, and I am happy to say that the 
time and labor expended in that.worthy object have been amply repaid by the good results 
obtained Mr. Swift has been ably assisted by Miss M. A. Hayes and John Kitto, (native.) 
An additional mission-house has recently been erected at McKinzie’s Point, about thirty 
miles from this agency, which will be in operation before the close of this month, and which | 

it is hoped will be extensively patronized. | 
The American Board of Foreign Missions has labored faithfully for the past year, through 

its worthy representative, the Rev. T. L. Riggs, who has charge of two day and industriai 
schools, and whose exertions in the good cause deserve the highest commendation. Mr. os 
Riggs is assisted in his arduous duties by his estimable wife, Miss Lizzie Bishop, and four 
native teachers. 

I would respectfully recommend that, in order to render assistance to these schools, some 
plan be devised to enable me to furnish them material for school purposes, which they badly 
need, and at the boarding-school a small quantity of subsistence-stores at stated times. : 
Stationery and sewing material are in great demand, and the small amount of contributions 
received are totally inadequate to the purpose. If at all consistent with the views of the 
Department, I would request that you consider the matter favorably. | 

I am at present engaged in building a bakery for the use of the Indians of this agency, 
an establishment for which they have long and anxiously wished. By issuing half bread 
and half flour, Il am convinced that a great deal of the present indisposition among the In- 
dians will be unheard of, as it cannot be denied that its chief cause is indigestion, produced 
by eating poorly-baked bread. Ignorance in cooking other articles of food may sometimes 
cause sickness, but the manner in which they bake their bread is undoubtedly the chief 
cause, and an improvement in that direction will be beneficial, not only as regards their 
health, but in saving their flour, which is wasted considerably as they cook it. 
During the month of April the high water in the Missouri River overflowed the entire bot- 

tom on which this agency stands. Had there been a large quantity of supplies on-hand the 
destruction of the greater part of it would have been inevitable, but, as the warehouses were 
almost empty, no loss was sustained except a few small articles of property that were of a 
perishable nature. 

During the last month (August) the bank of the river has cut in so that my corral is 
within a few feet of it, and if further inroads are made I will be compelled to employ addi- 
tional help, or enter into a contract for the removal of the corral, stable, one warehouse, office, 
and mess-building. | . 

The employés of this agency are few in number, but have within the past year made up 
the deficiency by close attention to their work,and a disposition to use their best efforts 
until it shall please the Department to authorize the employment of as many men as the 
requirements of the service render necessary. . 

| In conclusion, I will say that of all the industrial pursuits to which the Indians could
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apply themselves I would recommend stock-raising, as there is not only less risk in and 
larger returns from it, but it is much more acceptable to them, as it is a business that they 
have been partly accustomed to all their lives, 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | . 
a H. W. BINGHAM, 

. | United States Indian Agent. 
_ Hon. E. P. Smriru, 

_ Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C, 

: | Crow CREEK AGENCY, DAKOTA TERRITORY, 
. August 31, 1875. 

Sirk: In compliance with instructions, I have the honor to submit the following annual re- 
port of the condition of the service at this and the sub-agency at the Lower Brulé, Dakota 
Territory. : | 

| . There are two tribes represented-at these agencies. The Lower Yanktonais Sioux, num- 
bering 1,200, and the Lower Brulé Sioux, numbering 1,8U0. The former are located on the 
east bank of the Missouri River, and the latter at the sub-agency located on the west side 
of the river ten miles below. Since my last report, Congress has created an independent 

_ agency for the Lower Brulés, to be known as the ‘‘White River agency.’’ Thomas A. Reilly 
has been appointed as their agent, and will enter upon his duties at an early day. The in- 
terests of these Indians have long demanded an independent agency, and now that it has 

: been secured, it will afford them many advantages that they have not heretofore enjoyed, and 
which will do much to advance them in the arts of civilization. During the past year the 
Indians of these tribes, with few exceptions, have been quiet and well disposed. 

FARMING, 

Three hundred acres of land have been cultivated by these Indians during the present 
season, and a fair crop realized. The ageucy-farm consists of one hundred and seventy- 
five acres, well fenced, and under a good state of cultivaticn. The crops kave been some- 
what damaged by grasshoppers, yet will yield more than an average one. 

SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES, 

’ Three schools have been taught during the year—one boarding and two day schools. 
The boarding-school is located at the agency, and is intended for girls. The day-schools 
are located at the Indian villages—one seven miles above. and tbe other about the the same 
distance below the agency. Owing to the prejudice and superstition of the parents, the at- 

- tendance of children has been comparatively small; those in attendance have made good 
progress. The chiefs and headmen who have been most opposed to the schools are gradu- 
ally giving way, and are becoming more friendly, and many of them now consent to allow 
their children to attend school and church, The Episcopal mission at this agency is in 
charge of the Rev. H. Burt, who bas been assisted during the year by Sisters Anna Prich- 
ard, Olive M. Roberts, Sophia C. Pendleton, and Mr. Edward Ashley, all active and zealous 
in the discharge of their duties. The mission is in a prosperous condition. The great 
change it has wrought among these people during the past two years is the best evidence of. 
its success. Religious services are held each Sunday, both in Dakota and English, with 
good attendance at both. A fine chapel and dwelling have been erected by the mission during 
the year, at an expense of $3,000. | | - 

. IMPROVEMENTS. 

Forty houses have been erected by these Indians. They have commenced to see and to 
appreciate the advantage of having houses, which are fast taking the place of the ‘‘tepee,”’ 
and, being more permanent, tend to lessen their roving habits. Owing to the scarcity of 
timber, these Indians labor under many disadvantages in securing lumber for the erection 
of. houses for themselves. Instead of using shingles, they are compelled to cover the roof 
of their houses with poles and dirt, which afford little protection from rain, which is the 
source of much sickness. I would respectfully urge upon the Department the importance 

_ of providing such lumber and material as are necessary for the construction of a comfortable 
log-cabin, (with the exception of logs, which can be secured by the Indians,) which would 
consist of boards for floor, roof, shingles, rafters, doors, windows, nails, &e. This lumber, 
with freight at Government rates, can ke delivered at moderate cost; and any Indian de- 
sirous of a house would gladly render service to the full amount of the material required, 
and, securing a home for himself and family in this way, he would appreciate it more and 
take better care of the same than if it had been the free gift of the Government. In addi- 
tion to this, it is necessary for the Government to furnish a few mechanics to superintend and 
instruct the Indian in the construction of the same. I would also recommend that hereafter 
no material for the construction of ‘‘tepees’’ be issued to Indians. This would compel them to
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substitute houses for the same; and, as they cannot be moved from place to place at will, 
their homes would become more permanent. Two dwelling-houses have been constructed 
during the year for the use.of the employés and superintendent ; one a frame, 36 by 24, the 
other of logs, 40 by 20. Wells have been sunk, cisterns constructed, commodious stables 
and corrals have been built, buildings and fences kept in repair. 

o - - SANITARY. . . 

The general health of these Indians has been good during the past year. Measles, whoop- 
ing-cough, and summer-complaints have prevailed to sume extent among the children, 
although the deaths have been few. | | 

' Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
_ | HENRY F. LIVINGSTON, 

, United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. EDWaRD P. SMITH, 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. | 

DEVIL’s LAKE AGENCY, DAKOTA TERRITORY, . 
. September 12, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with the requirements of the service, I have the honor to submit my | 
first annual report relative to affairs of this agency. Having been in charge such a short oo 

time (since September 10) will necessitate a more restricted report than I would like to have 
submitted. , 

The Indians of Devil’s Lake agency are assigned to the care of the Roman Catholic 
Church, and consist of the Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux—the proportion of the two bands 
are about equally divided—all of whom come under the influence of the agency. Not in- 
cluded in this estimate are 19 of mixed blood, and the employé force of 22 men, with 12 
members of their families, giving us a white population of 32 souls. We have one manual- 
labor school, giving general satisfaction to the Indians, and well managed and directed by 
four Sisters of the Gray Nuns of Montreal. The average attendance is 35. ‘They, with 25 
adults, read and write their language, and 3 speak the English. We have 275 who wear 
the white man’s clothes, and labor in civilized pursuits with their own hands, having 
raised this year 5,000 bushels of corn, 5,000 bushels of potatoes, 2,000 bushels of turnips, . 
100 bushels of onions, 50 bushels of beans, 500 heads of cabbages, 25 bushels of carrots, 
100 bushels of beets. They have cut 700 tons of hay; own 560 horses, 122 oxen, and 
about 93 wagons ; have cultivated 235 acres of land, and during the year have broken 90 acres 
of land; 270 acres are fenced, and during the year 4,000 rods of fence have been con- 
structed ; 560 cords of wood have been cut, 75,000 feet of lumber sawed. One hundred and a 

nine log-houses are occupied by Indians, with 25 built during the year. The proportion of 
subsistence of the Indians obtained by their own labor in civilized pursuits is about one-half. ~ 

Upon my arrival here I found the store-houses in a leaky condition; removed the earth- . 
rool, substituting shingle-roofs ; completed at agency the employé-house, the agent’s house, 
missionary-house, and store-house to manual-labor house. We have on reservation 1 saw, 
1 grist, and 1 shingle mill; 1 carpenter, 1 wagon-maker, 1 blacksmith, and J barness-maker 
shop. The reservation is 400,000 acres in extent, of which 300,000 is tillable, 50,000 
wooded, 350,000 good grazing-land. . . 

I find the Indians in a very peaceable condition, but willing to work and cultivate the 
soil, and have made great progress in bettering their condition toward civilization. Their | 
farms as yet are small, though well repaying them by yielding fair crops of corn, potatoes, 
and other small vegetables, notwithstanding a severe frost August 17, which injured about 
one-fourth of the corn-crop. During my short stay I have seen general contentment among — 
the Indians, with the exception of a portion of the Cut-head Sioux, who are desirous of set- | 
tling upon a part of this reservation called Crow Hills, three miles west of the military post, 
and claimed asa part of the military reservation, which cuts the Indian reservation in two | 
parts, and is about nine miles square, embracing Within its lines some of the best lands, well \ 
timbered, and watered by fresh-water lakes. These Sioux settled there (Crow Hill) last 
spring, but were not permitted to remain. They, with seventy-five more Cut-heads, prom- 
ise they willyeturn, settle, and build houses if they will be given farms upon these hills, 
(Crow Hills.) I would respectfully recommend that the lines between the military and 
Indian reservations be definitely detined. The Indians also complain that the military wood- 
contractors are cutting their timber at the rate of one square mile a year, and ask at least | 
that they may be allowed stumpage. | . | 

I would also respectfully recommend that at least three townships be subdivided into . 
fo:ty acre tracts a: early as possi le next spring, which would enable us more equally to dis- 
tribute the land, timber ani prairie, amoung the Indians. .
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| Another thing I would respectfully urge upon your notice and consideration, viz. the con- 
tinual visiting of bands of Indians: from one reservation to another, where they participate 
in medicine and other dances, throwing aside the white man’s clothes and habits and array- 
ing themselves in all the paraphernalia of savage life. This falling back into, even 
though temporary, habits of the wild Indian is very disastrous to civilizing influences. I 
would respectfully urge that the matter be looked into. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| PAUL BECKWITH, 

United States Indian Agent. | 
Hon. E. P. SMirH, 3 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

. \ 

I-LANDREAU SPECIAL AGENCY, FLANDREAU, DAKOTA TERRITORY, 
September 25, 1875. 

Sik: [herewith submit you my second annual report. The number of Indians in this 
| agency is now 309. ‘They occupy 80 claims of 160 acreseach. They have increased 47 dur- 

ing the year. The births were 14 and the deaths 10. The number added from other tribes 
43. The deaths occurred principally during the latter part of winter and among the chil- 
dren, and I think were caused in great measure by the poor ventilation of their log-cabins. 

Their progress in civilization during the year has been encouraging, and shows that no 
greater incentive to industry and self-support can be placed before an Indian than to allow 
him to take a claim and become a citizen of the United States. We notice a decided ad- 
vance in their dress, their houses and furniture. their meals and daily habits, their fields, 
their stock and poultry, in all of which they are fast putting on the life of their white neigh-. 
bors. The daily duties of the farm occupy their time and attention, snd being so much 
scattered they have less temptations to yield to the old habits of feasting and gambling. 

They advance in farming; notwithstanding the grasshoppers took half their wheat and 
did some damage to other crops, and the season was tov cold for good corn, they have 
raised enough to feed themselves the most of the year, and some of them will have a little 
to sell. We estimate their crops, which are yet only partly gathered, at 3,485 bushels ot ” 
corn, 2,470 bushels of potatoes, 1,605 bushels of wheat, 500 of turnips, 4! of beans, and a 
few other vegetables. They have this year added to their fields by breaking an aggregate 
of 133 acres, so that the total ready for cultivation another year will be 564 acres. The 
amount of each farm ranges from 2 to 40 acres. They have done well in the care of their 
stock. There is nothing they prize so highly as their oxen, some of which they have had 
over two years. Even when suffering for fresh meat they would not touch their oxen. 

_ Only one yoke has been sold, and that was Ly a half-breed. A few have died from disease, 
but some have purchased oxen fur themselves, so they now own 60 pair, one more than was 

, ever given them. | 
The school has been more prosperous than last year. Over 60 pupils have been enroiled 

and the average attendance nearly 20. Where the pupils live so scattered, more than half 
of them being distant three miles or more, it is difficuit to secure a full attendance. ‘Those 
from a distance should be boarded near the school-house, and as the parents are not able to 
do it, rather than to let them grow up in ignorance to be a tax upon the land, it would pay 
for the Government to make arrangements for boarding them. However, as it is, the school 
is doing a good: work. The young people can all read and write their own language, and 
very many of them can read English some, and there is more improvement in speaking it 
than in any other place among the Sioux. 

. The Christian religion is the religion of thecommunity. Sun-dances, conjuring, charms, 
and idol-worshiping are laid aside. Tbe people are ali at meeting on the Sabbath. The 
Presbyterian church, of 135 members, has been supplied by Rev. W. O. Rogers, a native 
preacher, who received half his support from the people and half from the missionary board. 
The annual meeting of the missionaries and native Christian workers among the Dakota In- 

- dians, in Connection with the American and Presbyterian boards, has just been held with the 
Flandreau church. It was an interesting occasion. There were present five missionaries 
and 120 Christian natives from abroad. A noticeable item was that the Flandreau Indians 
themselves raised a fund of over $100, with which to purchase provisions to entertain 
those from abroad. 7 | | 

The Episcopalians have also a number of members among these Indians, and hold meet- 
ings, but have no meeting-house or minister. 

The general conduct of the Flandreau Indians has been excellent. No more peaceable, 
law-abiding citizens can be found. The only exception to their conduct is that a few have 
given way to the temptation to strong drink. . 

For their proper support a few hundred dollars in provisions should be furnished them
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next spring, after which, if the seasons are propitious, we hope they will never need any 

more aid in rations or clothing. The work of setting up each family with an outfit for farm- 

ing should be completed, and some permanent plan for their thorough education be estab- 
lished. | 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN P. WILLIAMSON, 

United States Special Indian Agent . 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. | 

Fort BERTHOLD, DAKOTA TERRITORY, 
| September 1, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to make my annual report of the progress and condition of the 
Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan Indians for the year ending August 31, 187]. 

POPULATION. 

The number of Indians belonging to this agency is not accurately known, but has been 

estimated at 2,000. It has not yet been possible to get all of the three tribes in at once, so 

as to secure an accurate census. A band of Gros Ventre seceders, numbering about 100, 

spend nearly all their time near Fort Buford, one hundred and thirty-five miles above this 

place, and although considered as belonging to this agency and entitled to its privileges, are 
not enrolled here. Small delegations from their camp visit us occasionally and receive the 
regular ration as long as they remain. Quite a (variable) number of the Rees and a few 

Gros Ventres are serving scouts at Forts Buford, Stevenson, and Lincoln. Their families _ 
and most of their friends spend most of the time with them, and consequently are not en- 

rolled and rationed at the agency. Many of the Gros Ventres and Mandans spend much 

time on the hunt, often being away from the agency three or four months at a time. Some 
of this class are not enrolled at all; and those whose names we have, turn in their ration- 

checks whenever they leave. Since July 1 last I have enrolled and issued ration-checks | 

to 675 Rees, 469 Gros Ventres, and 286 Mandans, who are drawing rations regularly every 
week. The transients who are entitled to a share keep the average number receiving rations : 

weekly at 1,500. I estimate the number of Indians entitled to the privileges of the agency, 

and liable at any time to rejoin us, as something less than 1,900, of whom 1,000 are female. 
- Probably there are not over 300 able-bodied male Indians belonging to the agency. 

PHYSICAL CONDITION. 

War and destructive disease have hitherto diminished their numbers, and probably, acting 

with other causes, have doomed them to early extinction. Within the past year, however, 
their general health and physical condition has greatly improved. Sickness is much less _ 
common and deaths much less frequent than hitherto. This is due to improvements in their 

houses, to an increase in the quantity and an improvement in the quality of their food, to 

judicious medical treatment, to a greater exclusion of diseased whites, to a lessening of over- 

work among the squaws, through the issue of wagons, carts, and harness, and inducing the 
men to work more, and to numerous other but less important sanitary measures. : 

| INDUSTRIES. 

I kave now issued to the most industrious and deserving Indians 43 wagons and 31 carts, 
with harness for both ; 2 yoke of oxen and 16 milch cows, besides a number of hoes, shovels, 
spades, picks, rakes, scythes, axes, grindstones, and kindred farm-implements, and the In- 
dians are meeting my most sanguine expectations in theiruse. During the past winter they 
chopped over 1,000 cords of hard wood, most of it for steamboats. During the summer they 
have furnised the agency with about 100 tons of hay, besides putting up an unusually large 
amount for themselves ; and several of them are now engaged in mining coal with which to 
supply the agency for the coming winter. About 75 tons will be required,and I am con- 
fident that the Indians would supply twice that amount if wanted. They are also doing 
considerable other team and farm work that heretofore has been done by white employés or . 
by contract. Many of the male Indians are getting over the notion that labor is degrading, 
and have done an unusual amount of farming the present season. Many of them plowed 
their patches and planted corn, potatoes, &c., for their families, and their squaws rejoice in 
such exercise of ‘‘ men’s rights.” It is hardly to be expected that these changes are brought . 
about easily, or that the Indians submit to the necessary pressure with great cheerfulness. 
They find fault of course, and beg and threaten and sulk sometimes; think coffee, sugar, 
tea, &c., ought to be given them unconditionally, instead of being made a reward for labor. 
Naturally none find so much fault as those who won’t work, and consequently get no coffee, 
sugar, and tea, for only flour, beef, and pork are issued gratuitously. But enticements and 
persistent pressure result in progress, and in time may render these people self-supporting. 

16 IND 
| | | 

|
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OBSTACLES. 

Notwithstanding several evil-disposed parties have been removed from the reservation 
during the year, the proximity and influence of selfish and degraded whites continue to be 

| our greatest obstacle outside of the peculiarity of Indian character. Were I to remain in 
the work another year, I should adopt more rigid and extreme measures in excluding ‘‘ squaw- 
men” and hangers-on from the reservation. For sundry natural and insurmountable ob- 
stacles to our civilizing effort I would respectfully refer you to my report for last year. 

; FARMING OPERATIONS. | 

Excepting the fact that the bottom-lands were overflowed in the spring and remained wet 
too long to admit of early planting, the present season has been unusually favorable for 
farming. It has been the wettest season on record in this country. Corn, potatoes, and 

_ many garden-vegetables have done well, and present prospects indicate more than average 
crops. The oats were nearly destroyed by grasshoppers in June, but finally yielded about 
nine bushels per acre, though of an inferior quality. For particulars of farming operations, 
I would respectfully refer you to the report of the farmer, herewith transmitted. 

RELATIONS WITH THE SIOUX. 

With reference to the relations of these tribes with the Sioux, I have the honor of report- 
ing a year of unusual peace and quiet. On the 29th of May last, a treaty of peace was con- 
summated between the Arickarees, Gros Ventres, and Mandans of this agency, and the 
Sioux of Standing Rock agency, and on the 29th of June a like treaty was made with the 
Sioux of the Cheyenne agency. These treaties are largely due to the exertions and influence 
of Gen. G. A. Custer, commanding Fort A, Lincoln, and to General Carlin, who managed 
the council between the Sioux of Standing Rock and the tribes belonging to this agency. 
Ordinary circumstances continuing, I do not anticipate a renewal of hostilities between the 
parties above named. The Brulé Sioux and a few other bands still entertain enmity to the 
Rees. 

. SCHOOL, / 

Since the burning of the agency-buildings, October 12, 1874, the schoo] has not been re- 
opened ; consequently, no progress in that direction can be reported. No missionary has ever 
been sent here; hence no special religious work hasbeen done. It is expected that the school 
will re-open in October, and it is hoped that a judicious missionary will besent us soon. 

AGENCY-BUILDINGS. 

On the 9th of August the new agency-buildings, which had been built by contract, were 
accepted and occupied. They are situated near the river, one and one-half miles below the 
Indian village, the agency-farm lying between. We are now relieved from the offensive 
circumstances which made life in the village almost intolerable, and all the employés are en- 
joying improved health and comparative quiet. The present agency is exceedingly neat | 
and convenient, and, by parties who are acquainted along the river, is pronounced to be thet 
finest agency on the Missouri. I trust that good work may be done here in the future. 

My resignation as agent was forwarded to the American Missionary Association (which has 
. supervision of this agency) several months since, and I hope to be relieved at the close of the | 

present quarter. The salary paid an Indian agent ($1,500) is entirely too small a considera« 
tion for the responsibility, service, and annoyance to which an agent is subjected—especially 
in such a climate as this and among such troublesome people. Considerations of health and 
comfort and pecuniary circumstances rendered my resignation imperative. 

Allow me here to express my hearty appreciation of, and thanks for, the sympathy and 
co-operation I have constantly received from the Department. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
L. B. SPERRY, 

, United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

FORT BERTHOLD, September 1, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to render, below, my annual! report of farming operations at this 
agency for this season. . — 

The planting of crops last spring was much retarded by the overflowing of the bottom- 
lands and by the backwardness of the season. With this exception the season has been a 
most favorable one. 

The crops and acreage are as follows: Corn, 40 acres; potatoes, 70; oats, 7; garden, 3; 
total, 120. The Indians have under cultivation and cared for in their usual way (squaw- 

| power) about the usual area—not far from 400 acres. In addition to this they have under 
he plow about 40 acres, in two to five acre patches, some put in by their own exertion and 

\
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some by the help of agency-teams. The yield of corn and oats will probably be large, but 

the oat-crop was nearly destroyed by grasshoppers just as the oats were nicely headed. 

We only secured 9 bushels per acre. The uncertainties of season and the liability to visits | 

from grasshoppers, in my estimation, render further attempts at the raising of small grains 

unadvisable. Corn and potatoes were planted on the uplaud farm this season for the first 

time, yet notwithstanding the season has been remarkably moist, and hence favorable for 

the upland, the lowlands bid fair to yield the best crops both as to quantity and quality. 

In my judgment, it is wise to put in hereafter as agency crops only such an area as is 

needed for our own use, discontinuing the practice of growing crops for gratuitous distribu- | 

tion among Indians. The sooner the Indians learn that the whites do not owe them a living, 

that they are not conferring a favor on us by eating the food we give them, the better it will 

be for all parties. The time thus gained should be employed in inducing Indians to plant 

for themselves, and in instructing them in the use of tools and in the care of their crops. In 

this latter direction there is work enough for three or four men of the right sort. I have 

done as much of this as possible, (but little, owing to the pressure of our own farm-work, ) 

and find the Indians quite desirous of and apt in receiving instruction. I very much doubt 

whether farming can ever become general among them in this country. The fear of attacks 

from enemies, making them loath to scatter over the farms as is absolutely essential to per- 

manent success, and the uncertainty, are almost fatal drawbacks. In a country free from 

these objections, I think they would readily become self-supporting. As it seems probable 

that they will remain here for the present, an earnest effort should be made to induce them to 

build upon, and till, individual farms. 
The farm-work this season has been mainly done by Indian laborers, many of whom are 

at work for the first time. With one or two exceptions they have proved very reliable, and 

show an increasing degree of willingness, efficiency, and skill. 
Most respectfully, 

, WILLIAM COURTENAY, 
Farmer. 

Maj. L. B. SPERRY, 
United States Indian Agent, Fort Berthold, D. T. ; 

. ForT BERTHOLD INDIAN AGENCY, 
. Fort Berthold, D. T., September 1, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to report the sanitary condition and progress of the Indians be- 

longing to this agency. By reference to the monthly sanitary reports it will be seen that. 

the number of cases treated is steadily decreasing and compares very favorably with the 

same periods of last year, and is due to the absence of any epidemic visitations of disease, | 

the better advantages the Indians enjoy, and the better food, clothing, and climate afforded 

them the last season. The proportion of venereal diseases is very slight and would be less 

if more stringent measures could be adopted of preventing their intercourse with the military 

and straggling whites. 
Consumption, and above all scrofula and rheumatism, still find some victims, but the | 

vastly improved methods provided them for providing fuel and conveying the products of ~ 

their agricultural labor give promise of great sanitary benefits. 

Also the larger number of cattle supplied last year, and their prudent issuance from time 

to time, together with an ample supply of dried meat during the latter months of winter, has 

had much to do with maintaining a fair degree of health among the tribe here. 

A great point has also been gained in the lessening of the tasks usually imposed upon the 

women by the enlisting of the young and middle-aged men in laboring for themselves and - 

for the agency, cutting wood and hay, mining coal, &c. 

An earlier application for and a greater aud more abiding faith in the medical services ren- . 

dered them by the physician is also noted with some little degree of gratification, giving a better . 

chance to ameliorate the ravages of hereditary diseases, with which many are affected. Snow- 

blindness is a preventable disease, which many are affected with during the winter months. 

I would recommend that a few dozen green or ground glass goggles be purchased for issu- 

ance at such times when perhaps they may not be obtainable at the trader’s store. — 

It is to be regretted that a larger number of children were not vaccinated; but owing to the 

obstinate prejudices of the parents this was impracticable. It is hoped the next year will 

see a better feeling in this regard. 

Very respectfully, . 
J. W. SOUTHWORTH. | 

L. B. SPERRY, 
United States Indian Agent, Fort Berthold, D. T.
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. UNITED STATES INDIAN AGENCY, 
Standing Rock, D. T., September 1, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with the requirements of the Department, I have the honor to sub- 
mit the following as my annual report for the year ending August 31, 1875. 

This agency takes its name from the Indian ‘‘I yan,” a rock, and ‘‘ Bo-sla-han,” stand- 
ing, (standing rock, ) and is situated on the west bank of the Missouri River, about seventy 
miles south of Bismarck, upon one of the most beautiful sites that can be found in the Mis- 
souri Valley. ‘The river is narrow and deep, the landing good, and easy of access to steam- 
boats at all stages of water. 

The plateau upon which it is built is about 75 feet above the river, and commands a view 
[ for many miles of the surrounding country, presenting a very beautiful and picturesque 

_! appearance. Thousands of acres of level and fertile land, interspersed with fine groves of 
cottonwocd timber, through which the Missouri River winds its serpentine way, lie 
spread before the beholder. On this land surrounding the agency can be seen hundreds 

_ of Indian lodges, with an occasional log house, occupied by Indians, surrounded with their 
patches of corn, vegetables, and their herds of stock feeding in close proximity. In the 
background can be seen, rising gently and undulating, the bluffs of the higher table-lands, - 
all tending to lend a pleasing aspect to the view, showing an estimated extent of country of 
at least one hundred thonsand acres of magnificent land, which, with the exception of 
a small portion thereof, is adapted to and susceptible of the highest state of cultivation. 
The soil is of a rich alluvial deposit, and well adapted to the withstanding of either long 
droughts or continued rains, without resulting in serious damage to the producing and ma- 
turing of abundant crops. . 

A large majority of the Indians under my charge have selected this location as their per- 
manent homes, and are endeavoring to learn and adopt the customs of civilized life, and 
seem to be contented and happy. 

I arrived at this agency on the lst day of May last, and relieved my predecessor, Edmond 
Palmer, receipting to him for all the public property and moneys in his possession, and en- 

_ tered upon the discharge of my duties. I found upor an inspection of the agency buildings 
that all of them were in great need of repairs, and that the store-houses were entirely unfit 
and unsafe for the reception of the large amount of supplies to be stored in them and which 
had already commenced to arrive. The agency dwelling-hcuse and office were in such a 
dilapidated condition that they were scarcely habitable, and indeed appeared only barely 
suitable for use as stables, rather than for the habitation of man. The other buildings were 
in a much worse condition, and, taking them all together, a more dilapidated-looking lot of 
buildings could not well be found, and certainly, without immediate repairing in a good sub- 

-  gtantial manner, would shortly necessitate the rebuilding of many if not allof them. There 
was no lumber nor other necessary materials with which to commence repairing, so I at once 
ordered what was required, which, owing to the great distance of this agency from market, 
caused some delay. . 

| The agency saw-mill being in an unserviceable condition, I had it repaired and put in run- 
. ning order, and procured a supply of cottonwood logs, such being the only kind of saw- 

timber to be obtained here, and bad them sawed into lumber for such use as the kind of | 
lumber thus produced could be put to, and at once commenced a vigorous prosecution of this 
much-needed work of repairing the agency buildings, and, subsequently having received 

| pine lumber and other necessary materiais heretofore ordered, have progressed so far with 
, the repairing as to be able to say that before the inclement season sets in I will have the 

work entirely completed. 
I found but one ferry-boat at the agency belonging to the Government, which, together 

with a yawl-boat, was kept in constant use, and proved entirely inadequate to the require- | 
ments of the service,so I had constructed by the agency employés another and more sub- 
stantial ferry-boat, and now feel no inconvenience nor delay in the dispatch of agency busi- 
ness requiring attention on the east side of the Missouri River... 

The Indians under my charge consist of four tribes of Sioux, each numbering as follows, 
to wit: Lower Yanctonais, 2,730 persons; Upper Yanctonais, 1,473 persons; Uncpapas, 
2,100 persons; Blackfeet, 1,019 persons. The increase in population of the Indians at this 
agency is owing to three causes: 

First. The general good health of those who have been residing upon the reservation for a 
long time, as the result of regular living and peaceful relations with their neighbors, and 
consequently there are but few deaths among them ; 

Second. The natural increase ; and, , 
Third. The success recently had in inducing a number of chiefs and headmen from the 

hostile camp on the Yellowstone to come in and be enrolled. 
The Indians to which the first and second causes of increase apply are the great majority 

of the Yanctonais and Blackfeet bands. Those Indians have settled down on the reserva- 
tion, depending up‘n the bounty of the Government, together with their own efforts in rais- 
ing corn and vegetables, for a living. | 

| - The increase mentioned in the third class is principally composed of Uncpapa Sioux from 
Sitting Bull’s camp, (known as the hostile camp, ) which is situated near the mouth of the 
Rose Bud, on the Yellowstone, in Montana Territory. The Indians of which this hostile
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camp are composed are from all the different bands of the great Sioux family, but the great 
majority are said to be Uncpapa Sioux. Their principal chief is Sitting Bull, an Unc- 
papa Sioux, who is described to me as a man about 45 years old, and possessed of more than 

_ ordinary intelligence and ability for an Indian. He is said to wield great power and influ 
ence over his followers. The other chiefs of note that are recognized at this camp, and who 
take rank in the order named, are Four Horn, Iron Dog, Slave, Little Knife, Gaul, and Red | 
Horn. The four latter have come into this agency and enrolled themselves and a portion of = = 
their followers. Slave and Little Knife came in some time ago, and are become entirely recon- 
ciled to their present condition. Gaul and his followers, owing to more recently availing 
themselves of the privileges and advantages of the treaty of 1868, are yet restless, and Red 
Horn, whose first appearance here was in May last, with his followers, together with other 
chiefs and hheadmen of smaller bands and lesser note, principal among whom is a chief 
named Long Dog, enrolled in June last, are wild, demonstrative, and insolent, and very 
difficult to manage; yet all of them manifest a desire to cultivate friendly relations with the 
Government and its agents, and with all white people except soldiers, for whom they mani- 
fest great antipathy. They attribute the encroachments upon their country and the loss of 
friends and relatives killed in battle and otherwise to the presence of soldiers among them, 
and believe they are paid for killing them and robbing them of their country. 

Judging from my observations of Gaul, Red Horn, and Long Dog, and those of their 
bands recently attaching themselves to this agency, the less intercourse this large class of 
Indians have with the soldiers for some time to come, the easier it will be to induce them to 
abandon their wild and vagabond lives, settle down upon reservations, and acknowledge 
the authority of the Government. : . 

The conduct of a large majority of the Indians at this agency has been very good, and 
their relations and intercourse with their white neighbors for the past year marked as an era 
of less trouble than for many years previous. I have only to chronicle two deaths by vio- 
lence, one being that of a young white man named Perling, found dead on the east side of _ 
the river, opposite this agency, in the early part of the month of May last, from the effects 
of gunshot wounds in the head and body. I have made every effort possible, aided by the 
principal chiefs and headmen of the Indians under my charge, to find the perpetrator of 
this murder, but thus far without gaining any satisfactory evidence. I am led to the conclu- 
sion, however, that the deed was committed by some straggling Indian from the hostile camp. 
The other was a young Indian named Goose, shot and killed on the 8th of February last 
by two soldiers of the command stationed here, in a quarrel (as I understand) on account of 
asquaw. The soldiers were tried by the proper civil authority and acquitted. . 

It can be said, to the credit of these Indians, that it would be a rare thing to find so many 
people together, apparently without any law to restrain them from acts of lawlessness and 
violence, that have conducted themselves so uniformly well and orderly. ‘Their deportment 
toward me has been very respectful and good. They also uniformly respect the orders of 
the ‘‘Great Father,’’ and express a desire to learn his wishes, and to submit to his authority 
and to be guided by the advice of the Government and its agents. Those who have been 
enrolled at this agency for some time fully recognize the obligations of their contract under | 
the treaty of April 29, 1868, and manifest an anxiety to learn what is required of them under 
its provisions. 

To the influence and example of these good Indians can be attributed the recent acces- 
sions to this agency from the hostile camp, many of whom have friends and relatives there. | 

They are at peace with all their immediate Indian neighbors, and seem to exert a powerful 
influence over them; all of which, I am happy to be able to report, is for peace and friendly 
relations with all men. They appear to comprehend their situation and realize that, as buf- 
falo and other game have become so scarce, their only hope is to cultivate the friendly rela- 
tions now existing between them and the Government, and the necessity of adopting the 
same modes of living that white men do, in order to lay the foundation for their future per- 
manent welfare. . 

Thus actuated, many of them have attempted to farm, but as yet with only limited suc- 
cess. Seven chiefs of the Lower Yanctonais, five chiefs of the Upper Yanctonais, three — 
chiefs of the Unepapas, and one chief of the Blackfeet are engaged in farming, the farming | 
being done for the benefit of their respective bands, and also for the Cut Heads, who pianted 
five farms I had broken fer their use this season over 500 acres of new land, which, to- 
gether with what was broken heretofore, amounts to about 1,200 acres. The labor of culti- — 
vating this land, which was planted with corn and vegetables, was performed by women, 
some assistance having been rendered by men, many of whom now manifest a disposition to 
engage in labor for themselves (to use their own expression) ‘‘ as white men do.’’ The crops 
planted bade fair until about the latter part of June, when the grasshoppers came and so 
damaged them that but avery light crop of corn was raised. Were it not for this plague, 
they would have been rewarded with abundant crops. Iam happy to be able to report that, 
notwithstanding their great disappointment at the loss of their crops this season, they are not 
discouraged, and express a determination to make a further trial the coming season. Many 
of them are now engaged in cutting and saving hay for their stock fer winter use, the work 
being performed by men. They are becoming less averse to manual labor, and are grad- 
ually approaching the time when it will not be looked upon by any of them as degrading.
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There have been a few farm-wagons and agricultural implements issued to them by my 
predecessor, which proved to be very beneficial, and demonstrated satisfactorily the wisdom 
of such a policy; but the few thus supplied left many equally deserving without any. 
Therefore, in view of the requirements of these Indians the coming season, I most respect- 
fully recommend that at least one hundred farm-wagons, one hundred sets of double harness, 
four 16-inch breaking-plows with circular cutting-knives, twenty 10-inch plows for cross- 
plowing, four harrows, and four mowing-machines be furnished for distribution among them 
at as early a day as possible. 

Shortly after entering upon my duties at this agency in May last, I was requested by the | 
chiefs and headmen of the Indians under my charge to accompany them to Fort Abraham 
Lincoln, Dakota Territory, to meet their hereditary enemies, the Arickarees, Mandans, and 
Gros Ventres, of Fort Berthold agency, in council, which had. been previously agreed upon, 
for ‘the purpose of concluding a treaty of peace. In compliance with their wishes, I accom- 
panied them there, met with the chiefs and headmen of the Indians named on the 27th ot 
May, 1875, and proceeded to participate in the proposed treaty. On the 29th of said month, 
succeeded in concluding a satisfactory treaty, copy of which was forwarded at the time for 
the information of the Department. Iam happy to be able to report that this treaty has 
been faithfully observed by the Indians, and has resulted in great benefit to them. They 
are now at peace with their neighbors, and devote their time and attention to learning the 
modes of civilized life, instead of following those of war. | 

The expedition to the Black Hills by the military, and subsequent invasion of that coun- 
try by parties in search of the precious metals, caused much dissatisfaction and bad feeling 
among the Indians. They emphatically expressed their belief that the Government was 
trifling with their rights in permitting the treaty to be violated, and asked the pertinent 
question, ‘‘ How can the Great Father expect us to observe our obligations under treaty 
stipulations when he permits his white children to break it by coming into our country to 
remain without our consent?’’ The lawless invasion of the Black Hills. by white men, in 
violation of the intercourse laws of the United States and treaty stipulations with the In- 
dians, and the apparent tardiness or inability of the Government in removing them, caused 
great distrust and lack of confidence among the Indians toward all white men and the 
white man’s Government. When asked to go to the grand council at Red Cloud to partici- 
pate in treating for the sale of the Black Hills, they very intelligently reviewed the whole 
condition of affairs, and finally refused to go, saying it was no use in making treaties when 

- the Great Father would either let white men break them or had not the power to prevent 
them from doing so. Notwithstanding that these Indians promised the commissioners who 
visited them here in August last that they would attend, yet when the time arrived for 
their departure they refused to go, assigning as the cause the reasons stated. I finally suc- 
ceeded, however, in prevailing upon al] of the principal chiefs and headmen, with a num- 

. ber of their head soldiers, to go. They are now in attendance at the council, participating 
in the deliberations, and favoring a sale of the Black Hills as a measure calculated to pro- 
mote their best interests. 

* * * * * * * 

The instituting a thorough system of education adapted to their condition, and inducing 
them to observe and carry out the same by established rules requiring the attendance of chil- 
dren at school, and religious instructions, seems to me to be a matter of the highest impor- 
tance, and one that can be easily accomplished. An effectual way to accomplish this desir- 
able object, in my judgment, and which I respectfully suggest for the consideration of the 
Government, would be to require parents having children between the ages of six and six- 
teen years old to compel their attendance at school and religious instruction as a require- 
ment to entitle them to receive supplies. This important matter of education, so far as per- 
tains to the Indians under my charge, has been entirely neglected, and such neglect has 
been made a matter of complaint by many of them. There are, at a low estimate, fifty 
Indian children, and about half that number of half-breed children, the parents of whom 
urgently press the immediate establishment of schools, and very intelligently refer toitasa | 
matter of right to which they are entitled under the treaty of April 29, 1868, and I respect- 
fully recommend that an appropriation of .$5,000 be made for the erection of suitable build- 
ings for the same, together with an adequate appropriation for necessary incidental ex- 
penses, and that such rules be established requiring the attendance of children, as herein- 
before suggested. | 

The religious society which your agent has the honor to represent (the Roman Catholic) 
is deeply interested in the temporal welfare and mental and spiritual advancement of these 
Indians, and I have no doubt will fully indorse my recommendations, and stand ready to 

, act in conjunction with the Department in carrying out this great work, the foundation of 
which has already been laid by them. So far as these Indians have embraced Christianity, 
it has been through the efforts of the ‘ ‘Catholic Mission Society.”” The late Rev. Father 
P. I. De Smet, of whom they so often speak with reverence, spent a life-time among them, 
baptizing and instructing them in the Christian doctrines of the Catholic Church, with un- 
paralleled success. The influence that this good and holy man had over this wild and bar- 
barous people can only be appreciated by becoming acquainted with them, and in friendly
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conversation directing their attention to his life and labors among them. They revere his 

memory, and express -a hope to meet him in the land of the Great Spirit, whom he taught 

them to worship after the manner of the white men. 

* * # * * * * 

I would also recommend that at least two hundred log houses be built by the Government 

for such worthy chiefs and headmen as have not yet abandoned their mode of living in 

lodges, as an inducement for their entering with zeal upon the work of progress contem- 

plated. The several outlays herein recommended may appear large at the beginning, but 

eventually would result in a financial gain to the Government. 

* * % * % * . * 

There has been established by order of the War Department a military post at this agency 

of sufficient capacity for two companies of infantry, which is now being built, 600 feet south 

of the agency-buildings, and progressing well on toward completion. I regret very much 

that it is located so near the agency, as the effect of daily contact between the Indians and 

soldiers is not calculated to promoté the most desirable results in the line of civilization. 

There are stationed at this post at present three companies of United States Infantry, in 

tents, under the command of Capt. J. 5S. Poland, Sixth United States Infantry, whom I 

found here in command on assuming charge of the agency, and upon whose support I re- 

lied to aid me in the discharge of my duties, and for the protection of the large amount of 

stores intrusted to my charge. | 

I regret exceedingly to have to report that, instead of rendering me such support as by 

law and regulations I was entitled to receive, every pretext and quibble possible was re- 

sorted to in order to evade complying with my requests, which, by so doing, greatly em- 

barrassed me, and virtually rendered my orders and authority, and that of the Depart- | 

ment I have the honor to represent, in many instances, nugatory and void upon the reserva- 

tion. ° 
On the 7th of May last a man named Allison, who had been arrested and confined in the. 

guard-house at Grand River by some of my predecessors (when this agency was located 

there) for stealing two cases of tobacco, made his appearance at this agency. I was in- 

formed that, the tobacco having been recovered, and that, owing to the great distance from 

the seat of justice where it would have been necessary for Government officers and employés 

to attend as witnesses for his prosecution, it was deemed for the best interest of the 

service to banish Allison from the reservation, and furever prohibit his return, as a punish- 

ment for his offense ; whereupon he was accordingly removed and ordered to never return ; all 

of which was communicated to me by my immediate predecessor. Having found Mr. Allison 

upon the reservation at. the date mentioned, and discovered him intriguing with the In- 

dians to induce them to request his appointment as interpreter, I at once ordered him to 

leave the reservation, which order he evaded by invoking the power of Captain Poland to 

aid him to remain. Captain Poland took him under his protection, employing him as his 

- servant, and in answer to my communications of the 7th and 8th of May last, requesting a 

guard for Allison’s removal, replied refusing the same, and-informing me that he had em- 

ployed him as before stated, and was only awaiting proper orders to appoint him his Indian 

interpreter, which, I believe, he subsequently obtained, and has so appointed and retains 

him ‘in that position. I consider Mr. Allison a very untit and unsafe person to be permitted 

to remain in the Indian country. The facts herein stated are known to many of the In- 

dians, and have not resulted in favorably impressing them with your agent’s ability, nor 

that of the Indian Department, to enforce obedience to orders. 

On the 28th of June last I issued an order toa party whom I found trading with the 

Indians on this reservation without authority to discontinue such business, which order was 

disregarded. I applied to Captain Poland for assistance to compe] a compliance with such 

order, which he refused to render. 
In the month of August last the employés of J. R. Casselberry, trader at this agency, | 

were engaged in cutting hay upon the reservation, by proper authority, for the use of the 

Government arimals of this Department aud the trader’s own stock. Captain Poland sent 

a military force and drove Mr. Casselberry’s employés from the hay-tield, seized his wagons 

and about ten tons of hay. The latter he confiscated and turned in to the quartermaster at 

his post, and after detaining the other property for some days, to the great damage of Mr. 

Casselberry, returned it, and at the same time sent communications both to myself and Mr. 

Casselberry’s agent here in relation to his action; all of which. together with all the corre- 

spondence pertaining to this subject, was transmitted inclosed in my communication of 

August 10 last for information of the Department, to all of which I refer, and respectfully 

request that the same be considered as a part of this report. 

I believe the presence of a military force necessary on this reservation, for the reason that 

so many ofthe hostile Indians visit here, and doubtless would cause some trouble in the ab- 

sence of the restraining influence of the United States troops ; but J have no hesitancy insaying : 

that the command of such troops should be intrusted to officers of judgment and experience, 

and who would have a decent regard for the rights and prerogatives of citizens in the civil . 

service of the Government, who are required to give heavy bonds for the faithful perform- | 

ance of the service required of them. JI regret to have to report that Captain Poland, with
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his interpreter, Allison, carries on an unwarrantable and prejudicial intercourse with the Indians under my charge, which the interest of the service demands should cease. I there- 
fore respectfully recommend that such measures be adopted as will specifically define the — jurisdiction and authority of commanding officers at this agency, and that no Indian in- terpreters be employed nor retained, and no intercourse had with the Indians, without the consent and approval of the United States Indian agent in charge. 

The introduction of whisky among the Indians on this reservation by an organized band of lawless white men, who trade it to the Indians for ponies or other property, has caused much annoyance and trouble. I recently succeeded in causing the apprehension of the 
leader of the gang, and turned him over to the military commander at this agency to be 

| safely guarded and conveyed to Bismarck, Dak., and turned over to the United States civil authorities there for prosecution. He was, however, permitted to escape from the guard, and thus escaped the justice that awaited him. This I regret very much, as I had succeeded in 
| obtaining positive evidence against him, and desired to make an example as a future warn- 

ing to all such vagabonds. The vigorous and determined efforts to stop the introduction of whisky and for the apprehension of those lawless men engaged in the traffic on this reserva- tion have resulted in breaking up the gang engaged in it, so that at present there is little 
or no trouble from such source. 
The difficulties attending the prosecution of such criminals after arrest suggest the great 

necessity which exists of providing some measures for the trial and punishment of offenses upon Indian reservations that are so remote from the proper civil tribunals of justice as this 
agency. The Indians seem to have no laws among themselves to restrain from wrong-do- 
ing, aud have no tribunal to lay matters of grievance before but the agent, who finds himself — 
without authority, and can only submit the matter to the chiefs, who in most cases are pow- 
erless, from the fact that their authority gradually lessens as civilization advances, until | finally the tribe is left without any government except that which is exercised through the Indian Department. Therefore, in view of such condition of affairs as regards the administra- tion of justice, I most respectfully but urgently recommend the Department to ask Congress to 
create by law the office of United States magistrate for this reservation, with powers authorized 
to hear and determine petty offenses, wherein the fine should not exceed $100 and the im- , 

 prisonment not to exceed six months, and in graver crimes to bind parties over to the 
United States court; also with civil jurisdiction to the extent of $000, with the necessary provision for an appeal in all cases, both civil and criminal, wherein final jurisdiction is con- 
ferred. Such an officer should be an attorney, learned in the law, and should be paid a reasonable salary, for the reason that no competent man could be induced to accept such a positicn for the small fees that he would be likely to get on this or any other Indian res- _ ervation; and again, the payment of such services in fees is not always calculated to be con- 
ducive of the best results. 

* * # * % * * 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, . | : JOHN BURKE, 
| United States Indian Agent, Standing Rock, Dak. 
Hon. E. P. Smita, . 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

Ponca AGENCY, DaKkora, October 7, 1875. . 
Sir: I have the honor respectfully to submit my first annual report of the Indian service at this agency. 
The total number of Indians at the agency, including mixed and full bloods, is 730. 

They are peaceable and ordinarily well behaved for men untrained to useful labor. The lo- 
cation of the agency is far from being favorable for marked and decided progress in the arts 
of civilization and self-support, located as it is on the ever-changing banks of the Missouri River. Most of the tillable land is periodically submerged by the spring rises of the river. 

| This overflow was a serious drawback to the contemplated farming operations last spring. In consequence of this, and the frequent attacks by the hostile Sioux on the Poncas, our planting of all kinds is not more, I think, than halfas large as might otherwise have been ex- pected. One field of wheat, consisting of fifty acres, had to be kept ditched constantly for over a month, and was not then entirely saved from damage from overflow. Our stable, 
warehouse, and many of the Indian dwellings were also flooded, but timely effort prevented 
any serious loss of property. 
Notwithstanding these difficulties, we have succeeded in securing an unusually large 

planting by the Indians of wheat, corn, potatoes, and other garden vegetables in good 
| quantities, and, by the favor of Providence, the crops are good. Much of this work was per- 

° formed at what they considered the risk of their lives, owing tu the stealthy approaches of the Sioux. So strong, indeed, is this feeling, that the Poncas never venture into their fields 
@ quarter of a mile distant from the agency without being armed for defense against this
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dreaded foe. The agency employés, too, go to the fields, or, more properly speaking, un- | 

fenced patches, as fully prepared for war as they are for the peaceful pursuit of agriculture. 
There have been cultivated during the year four hundred and fifty to five hundred acres, 

about two hundred and fifty acres being Government, and as much more Indiancultivation. . 

Of this quantity fifty acres were new land broken by agency teams. As a stimulus to this 

enterprise every Indian having oxen or ponies that could be worked was expected to use 

them for that purpose, and these who had no such aid and desired it were assisted by agency 

implements and teams. An unlimited supply of seed was offered, and each applicant required 

to locate his land, to be ready before seed was issued to him. . 

We have harvested four or five hundred bushels of wheat, 300 of oats, 400 of potatoes, 

of corn 2,000, 500 bushels on the cob, and 700 tons of hay; while the Indians have stored 

about 100 bushels of wheat, 2,000 bushels of corn, 225 bushels of potatoes, and 300 tons 

of hay. These results have not been attained without determined opposition to the necessary 

labor involved in the production, which, of course, has added to the ordinarily heavy duties 

of the agent’s office. , 

In the mill we have sawed about 30,000 feet of lumber, and would have had much other 

work to report from this source bad not its operations been suspended during the whole of 

last winter in consequence of a serious defect in the boiler, which was fortunately dis- 

covered during the first effort to get up steam, after I assumed charge on the Ist of February 

last. The repairs incident to this discovery were quite extensive, and not satisfactorily com- 

pleted until the last of May. I cannot here refrain from earnestly representing the neces- 

sity which has been felt of having this mill under the charge of a competent engineer, the 

want of which in the past undoubtedly caused the heavy loss in funds and results as above 

‘referred to. 
There is much room for improvement in every department of the agency ; and frequently, . 

in trying to make the Indians understand this (as well in private conversations as in public 

councils with them, intended to edify and inspire them with larger purposes than those of 

mere dependence upon the bounty of the Government, ) I have been uniformly met with 

the excuse for their real condition that they are not at liberty to divide the reservation so as 

to select and live upon farms as they desire, because of the hostility of their more powerful 

neighbors. 7 . 

But I believe there is another and quite as strong a reason, that they have never clearly | 

realized the necessity of conforming to some settled rules of conduct, based upon the only 

hope ieft them, viz, that of industry. Another habit, equally dangerous to them, is in not 

having a proper concern for the education of their children. As a consequence the school- 

room is frequently without occupants, while at other times it overflows with ill-kept children. 

The same excuse is urged for this as for not being industrious, but very often without 2 

force; for the Sioux may not be held responsible for all the short-comings of the Poncas. 

Some effectual means are needed for establishing schools for Indian children on a firm and 

permanent basis. One important means to this end would be to make the issue of rations 

to children between the ages of seven and fifteen conditional upon such attendance while 

their parents are upon the reservation drawing rations, and the children able to attend school. | 

If necessary, I would recommend legislation to secure this regulation. On the school de- | 

volves the settlement of the question whether or not the American aborigines shall be per- | 

petuated or extinguished. * * * * * ™ | 

The task of inducing Indians to labor and to send their children to school, to undertake 

agricultural enterprises, to attend church on Sunday, and adopt systematic habits and civil- 

ized life, is not a hopeless one if vigorously pressed. The work must be undertaken and car- 

ried on with the spirit of intending to accomplish it. | | 

- It is admitted on all sides hereabouts that the Brulé Sioux are responsible for the warlike 

raids periodically made upon this tribe, and were it not for the vigilance of Col. P. Lugen- 

beel, commanding the military district, these incursions would undoubtedly be sanguinary : 

and destructive. On the 6th of July last two hundred of these lawless Indians appeared on 

the hills adjacent to the agency, and as most of the Ponca warriors were absent on a hunting 

expedition, and but seven United States soldiers at the agency, the danger for some time 

appeared quite imminent. Sergeant Danvers, Company D, First Infantry, in charge of the 
detachment, with his handful of men kept up a brisk fire with the matchless Army rifle, 
while the few Poncas in camp formed a skirmish-line, covering the village and keeping the 

enemy at bay. The precaution was taken in the spring, looking to such an attack, of prepar- 

ing for use an old field-piece hitherto discarded, and it was used on this occasion. Its dis- 
charge, loaded with old boiler-rivets, had a most desirable effect upon the enemy, who left, 

defeated in their bloody purpose. It is firmly believed by those present that the discharge 

of this piece of ordnance saved the agency from destruction. The detachment has since 

been increased to fifteen men, and a serviceable field-piece and a good store of shell, grape, 
and canister. 

I ask special attention to the following, touching the legal status of the Indians. A year 
ago two Poncas were on a visit to the Yanktons; a party of Santees from Fort Wadsworth, 

Dak., were also on a visit to that tribe. The Ponca men were waylaid by the Santees, 

and one of the Poncas most treacherously and brutally murdered. The other was seriously 

wounded, but eventually recovered. This outrageous occurrence was, so to speak, at the 

ee ;
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very doors of the ministers and teachers sent to civilize and teach them obedience to Chris- 
tian precepts. The old law in force before the Revised Statutes gave the courts no jurisdic- 
tion over crimes committed by one Indian upon the person or property of another in the 
Indian country. The Revised Statutes were found to contain an omission as to said crimes, 

_ but by a supplementary,gact of Congress (Revised Statutes, page 1435) that omission was 
supplied, so that in the case before the court (Chief-Justice Shannon) on a motion to quash 
the indictment for want of jurisdiction, the court was obliged to sustain the motion. I 
respectfully suggest that the want is a grave and serious one,and I recommend that for 
such tribes as the Poncas, Yanktons, Santees, Omahas, Winnebagoes, and others similarly 
advanced, the courts have such jurisdiction over crimes committed on those reservations 
by one Indian on the person or property of another. . 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| | A. J. CARRIER, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. Smita, 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

| | . 

RED CLoup AGENcY, NEBRASKA, 
August 31, 1875. 

SIR: This agency, situated on White Earth River in Northwestern Nebraska, was estab- 
lished August, 1873, at which time I took charge of it. There have been erected a warehouse 
barn, agent’s dwelling, office, quarters for men, carpenter and blacksmith shops, slaughter- 
house, and a stockade 200 by 400 feet. Lumber is sawed for a mill and school-house. 
7 In consequence of the unsettled state of affairs at the agency, no missionary ‘work has been 
one. 
The tribes of Indians who are supplied and remain more or Jess constantly at the agency 

are the Ogallalla Sioux, and Northern Cheyennes, and Arapahoes. The Ogallallas are di- 
vided into four principal bands; the head band, usually called Ogallallas, Kiocsies, Onka- 
pas, and Wazazies. Each of these bands are subdivided into smaller parties, variously 

. named, usually designated by the name of their chief or leader. In consequence of their 
roving habits and proximity of the hunting region of the Black Hills, Big Horn, and Pow- 
der River countries, the number of Indians at the agency at different times is variable. This 
constitutes one of the chief difficulties in making gn accurate distribution of food, and in 
making estimates of the quantity required for a year’s supply. The rapid destruction of the 
game caused last year a larger number to remain permanently at the agency, rendering an 
increase in the amount of supplies necessary. As there are no means of ascertaining the 
facts regarding the amount of game, or the exact number of Indians remaining in the huni- 
ing regions, estimates must of necessity be but approximate. And this will continue to be 

| the case until the hostile bands are broken up. 
On arrival at this agency two years ago, with few exceptions, the Indians were wild and 

vicious; they could not be made to understand the necessity of regular issues of food, but 
insisted on their own lawless way of giving every man as much as he wanted. Every effort 
to bring the issues to a regular quantity was met by headstrong and even threatening oppo- 
sition by every individual, from Red Clond to the meanest ioafer. What could not be 
gained by threats and importunity was attempted by misrepresentations and fraud. This 
had to be detected and corrected in such ways as the agent could devise. This necessarily 
created an opposition to the agent, and more or less bitter feeling, especially on the part of 
the principal chiefs. As usual, in September and October, 1874, large numbers of those 
called by these Indians Northern Indians, from the Big Horn and Powder River countries, 
congregated at the agency. I determined, at whatever cost, to count them. By authority 
of the Department, I withheld rations and the annuity goods until they submitted to be 
counted. This raised a bitter opposition that at one time threatened an open outbreak. 
After two weeks’ excitement and counciling ‘they yielded, and I counted them, finding 
10,330 of the Ogallalla Sioux, 2,138 of Northern Cheyennes, and 1,565 of the Northern 
Arapahoes. Many of the Northern Indians refused to be counted, but remained until after 
the annuity goods were distributed. This enumeration has enabled me to distribute food with 
more accuracy ; but yet many difficulties exist from the disposition of the Indians to oppose 
any change, however trivial, and in the difficulty of teaching them anything like business 
habits, from their want of knowledge of the diversities of time and consequent want of val- 
uation of time. 

The attack upon the Interior Department and Indian Bureau, making this agency the 
objective point, has done much to embarrass the work. When carried on, as it has been, by 
councils and advice from tools of designing men to arouse the suspicions of the Indians and 
dissatisfy them with all that is done for them, it has been a demoralizing influence 

| that has been of incalculable disadvantage to the Indians. Yet, notwithstanding all these 
influences, the Indians are rapidly changing, and learning the advantage of a compliance
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with the requirements of the Government This is mentioned because it has been a con- 

trolling element in the management of this agency and in retarding the progress that has 

been made by the Indians toward civilization. 

The primary question in civilization is one of subsistence. This question presents peculiar 

difficulties in this country. If the Indians become self-supporting, it must be by the same 

pursuits that the white people engage in, viz, stock-raising. This season there have been 

broken and planted about two hundred acres of ground. Everything, however, was taken 

by the grasshoppers as it appeared above the ground. Nothing can be raised without irri- . 

gation. Buta limited amount of land can be irrigated, and nothing more than a garden can 

be expected to be cultivated by the Indians; yet it is desirable that this much should be 

done, as the first necessary step in bringing them’ under civilization is to give each family a 

home and break up their clannish habits. 

The disposition of the Indians to undertake some pursuit for self-support is shown by their 

demand for wagons and harness and cows in part payment for their hunting rights in Ne- 

braska, as also their desire to have houses built. The difficulty is in teaching them 

to care for the stock and to take their axes and cut logs for their own houses. Butthese | 

things are gradually being impressed upon their minds, and in the course of another year 

there will be many among them who will build houses for themselves. 

Crime among these Indians is comparatively rare. Horse and cattle stealing is considered 

an honorable pursuit, and it is as difficult to convinee the Indians that it is wrong as to | 

convince a horse-jockey that it is wrong to sell his neighbor an unsound horse. a 

Civilization carries with it a destruction of the Indian’s polity, and necessitates a changed | 

condition that is distasteful to the Indian. He would, therefore, be more than human did he 

not resist it and vent his dissatisfaction in complaints against those who are forcing this 

change upon him. Therefore, those who take the complaints of the Indians as evidence : 

of wrong done by those who deal with them show their ignorance of the condition of things | 

at the agencies. 
During the past winter there was some suffering among the Indians, mainly on account | 

of the unusually severe winter and the comparatively small amount of blankets and mate- 

rial for lodges given them. A much greater number than usual remained permanently at : 

the agency during the fall and winter, which caused the estimated supply of food to fall | 

short. Yet the additional amount of beef allowed by the Department in a great measure 

supplied the deficiency ; so that suffering from hunger was not greater, perhaps, than among 

many poor people in the new settlement. The Indians have one resource which the white 

people have not; that is, his favorite food, the dog. If an Indian wishes to show a particular 

regard for a visitor he makes a dog-feast for him. In cases of scarcity of food the dog is his 

resource. As these Indians had in the spring a fair supply of dogs, it is to be inferred that 

they did not suffer much for want of food 

No great progress can be made in establishing these Indians in any industrial pursuit until. 

by treaty or force, the roving bands who subsist upon game are brought to the agencies. 

These marauders are as ready to steal from their friecds as from their enemies, and an Indian 

who attempts to raise stock at the agency is liable at any time to have it all run off. This pre- _ 

vents many who desire to raise stock from doing so. It also causes them to adhere to their | 

habits of camping in companies for mutual protection. 

It is therefore a matter of the first importance, both to the Indians and the Government, . 

that the Territory of Wyoming be opened to settlement, which will insure a speedy destruc-. 

tion of the game upon which the hostile bands subsist. If the opening of that Territory — “ 

cannot be done by treaty, it is my opinion that it is the duty of the Government to do it by 

orce. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

J. J. SAVILLE, 

* United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 

_—____—_—— 

SISSETON AGENCY, DAKOTA, 
September 20, 1875. 

sir: In accordance with the requirements of the Indian Department, I have the honor 

to forward herewith my first annual report of the condition of the Sisseton and Wahpeton 

Soux Indians of Lake Traverse reservation, Dakota Territory. My report must necessarily 

be imperfect, and will, I fear, fail to accurately represent the actual work done and the real . 

progress made by the Indians during the year, as I have been in charge of this agency 

only from May Ist of the present year. . 

In past years the Sissetons and Wahpetons made very commendable progress in acquir- 

ing the arts ot civilized life, but the present year marks a new era in their history. Almost 

without exception every able-bodied Indian on the reserve has worked, and the present year 

has witnessed an entire breaking away from the old notion that an Indian who worked was
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wanting in manliness, and a discredit to his race. The workers are the respected and honored 
ones among them now. The ridicule that Indians ordinarily show to those of their race 
who work is turned here upon those who, from one pretext or another, have failed to overcome 
their aversion to labor. Get an Indian to work, and, in a surprisingly short time, his relue- tance to work and his sensitiveness to ridicule on account of work disappear. It has seemed to me that half the battle was won with some of them when they finished their first day’s work. . 

AGRICULTURE. 

I found, upon assuming this position in May, about six hundred acres, plowed and sown, 
mostly in wheat and oats, and about two hundred acres plowed and ready for seed. By judiciously distributing the varieties of seed furnished by the Government, every Indian 
located on a claim, and such others as desired, received sufficient for a garden, and were in- 
structed by the farmer and assistants in the best methods of planting and cultivating. The — . _ people have taken great pride this year in their gardens, have cultivated them well, and 
have been blessed with a bountiful crop. 

The season for breaking new prairie-land begins in June and ends about July 4. The 
. work-cattle furnished the Indians did not arrive until after the middle of June ; but from \ that time until the close of the breaking-season they broke seven hundred and twenty-five 

acres of land, thereby almost doubling the area of farming-land for next year ; 6,000 bushels _ 
of wheat, 7,000 of corn, 1,000 of oats, 2,500 of potatoes, and a large quantity of small gar- den vegetables have been raised and harvested by the Indians this year, besides cutting and 
stacking for their own use 4,500 tons of hay. Considering their limited facilities in the _ Matter of implements, &c., this is a most excellent showing for the year. The improve- 
ments to be made next year, I do not hesitate to say, will only be limited by the means at 
our disposal to aid them, 

I have never seen a people more anxious to better their condition nor more willing to | accede to the wishes of the authorities over them; and, as they have taken a new departure 
in their farming, I bespeak for them generous and substantial aid the coming year. They 
are now in a transition state, through which, if generously aided, they will come, making — decided and real advancement toward civilized life. | 

EDUCATION, — 

There are no villages on the reservation; the people living on farms, located along the line of the Coteaus des Prairies for a distance of over seventy miles. The school-houses : are situated from twelve to fifteen miles apart in sparsely-settled districts, and in the fluctuat- ing and ‘often very severe weather of this high latitude the attendance must inevitably be small. Four district schools, taught by four teachers, and a manual-labor boarding-school, | officered by a principal matron and two teachers, have been sustained this year. The total number instructed in district schools during the year has been 168, (estimated,) with an average attendance of 115. In the manual-labor boarding-school the total number of pupils 
has been 36, (estimated, ) with an average attendance of 30, (estimated.) Results are hardly 
commensurate with the amount of money expended. . 

The future of this people depends upon the success had in reaching the children and in stimulating them to different modes of living. It could hardly be expected that a people 
just emerging from the darkness of paganism would appreciate the necessity of educating their children, and I am convinced that it is clearly the duty as well as the right of the Government to insist that Indian children shall attend school a portion of each year; and this attendance should not be spasmodic, but consecutive and regular. The education of the 
Dakotas means the civilization of the Dakotas. In no other way can old prejudices be eradicated and the folly of improvidence and dependence taught. The necessity for over- coming their ingrained hostility to reform and civilization exists, and if the children are allowed to go on in the way of their fathers, imbibing the notions of the past, without an idea or a thought for the better, the successful working out of the present Indian policy is an impossibility. The necessary outcome of the policy of the Board of Indian Commissioners 
is that the Indian develops gradually into a citizen of the United States. Essential to this is an abandonment of tribal relations and dealing with them as persons, not tribes or bands. 
or in other words individualizing them. You must educate to accomplish this, for how else _ Can you awaken the sentiment and develop the elements of nationality? If in civilized 
communities it is necessary to consider a compulsory-education law as required by the best interests of society, how much more necessary and desirable is it for the well-being of the 
Indians, and the interests of the settlements near them, that they learn to appreciate the ad- 
vantages afforded their children to acquire a good education. The education of any class of 
children calls into requisition vigilance, prudence, and patience, and time is an essential 
factor in educational work of any character. I cannot but think it desirable to use all proper legal sanctions, and at the earliest practicable day, to induce or compel these Dakotas to educate their children in the English tongue. They receive food and raiment on condition of labor performed or produce delivered. I would annex the further condition, ‘‘ that parents having children between the ages of six and sixteen years shall send the children to school at east four consecutive months in each year;” the enforcement of this condition to be left
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to the agents, subject to such general rules and regulations as the Department deems wise. 
The sensitive part of an Indian is his stomach, and an appeal to that paves the way for a 
clearer perception of duty on his part. . 

Missionary work has been prosecuted under the auspices of the American Board under the 
general direction and guidance of the venerable and venerated Rev. Dr. Riggs, who has spent 
a life-time in advancing the religious culture of the Dakotas, and whose noble and self-sacri- 
ficing labors have borne good fruit. There are six organized churches on the reservation | 

with native pastors and preachers, and a church-membership aggregating three hundred and 
seventy-five. There are four church-buildings, worth in the aggregate $4,500. It is the aim 
or Dr. Riggs, assisted by the native ministers, to occupy the whole field, and to furnish all 
the inhabitants of the reservation with the preaching of the Word of Life within convenient 
distance to their own homes. The scattered condition of the population, before referred to, 
makes this a most. difficult work. The Ascension church on the reservation has recently 
finished a new and beautiful house of worship at a cost of about $2,000. There are three — 
other good, comfortable church-buildings on the reservation. 

Says Dr. Riggs, in a letter from which the above facts are taken, as well as others incor- 
porated in the statistical annual report forwarded herewith, ‘‘ For several years past we 
have been endeavoring to work our native churches up towards the point of supporting 
their pastors. All of them now, more or Jess regularly, make quarterly contributions for 
this purpose. For the year 1874, the Ascension church gave their pastor $300, and the Good 
Will church gave theirs $200. This was an increase of 50 per cent. on their contributions 
for the preceding year. In this way we desire to plant the gospel firmly inthe hearts and in 
the lives of our people.” - 

These church Indians have their peculiar trials, and oftentimes their faith is sorely 
tested. They stand firmly by their faith, protesting against the heathenish rites indulged 7 
in by some, and both in example and practice endeavor to lead outsiders to the gospel 
light, vo forbearence in the midst of perplexity and trouble cannot be too highly com- 
mended. *% . 

As to the feasibility of their civilization under the present policy, no candid man could 
doubt it if he could but witness the spirit of the people and measure their growth this past | 
year. They need now, and will continue to need for years to come, the fostering care of the , 

Government. They kave no desire to return to the ways of the past, but it will take time | 

to establish them firmly in their devotion to civilized pursuits. | 

Perhaps nothing has contributed more to the encouragement of this people than that : 
of allotting to each person entitled thereto under the provisions of this treaty, a farm of one | 
hundred and sixty acres of land, located favorably as to wood, water, and arable land. | | 
The excellent judgment shown by Mr. C. C. Royce, the special agent, in making these al- | 
lotments, has been of value to me, especially in settling disputed claims. When an Indian 
acquires a claim to a farm itis far easier to stimulate ideas of self-reliance and independ- ) 

ence, and to encourage individual effort, than when the land is owned in common. The | 

influence of this allotment is felt and seen herein an increased demand for material to im- 
prove houses and make pleasanter homes. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
J. G. HAMILTON, 2 

United States Indian Agent. 

| SPoTTEeD TaIL AGENCY, NEBRASKA, . 
September 20, 1875. 

Sir: I have herewith the honor to submit this my second annual report of affairs at this 
agency, it being for the year ending August 31, 1870. 

I am gratified, in reviewing the past and looking at the present time, to be able to state 
that there has been an improvement in affairs here and in the disposition of the Indians at 
this agency, a beneficial change, so great that one year ago it would hardly have been 
deemed possible. . 

To be brief, I will state that the honorable commission which held a council with the In- 
dians here March 23, 1874, proposed to them as follows: that a census should be taken of 
their people; that they consent to have the location of their agency removed ; that they 
give up hunting buffalo south of the Platte; that the northern boundary-line of Nebraska 
be surveyed and established. To all of these propositions they demurred, and abruptly de- 
clined to consider them. Now, all of these objects have by patient and persevering argu- 
ments been accomplished. 

Other apparently insurmountable difficulties have been overcome by the same means, nota- 
bly the preparations for opening the Black Hills, which it was predicted would surely precip- 
itate an Indian war, so violently opposed had the Indians been, by tradition and educa- 
tion, to the presence of the white man on that their sacred ground. Yet now we find that | 
all these serious difficulties have been, or apparently will be, overcome by peaceable and 
civilizing influences, and all in the space of one short year since my last report.
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It may be claimed by some that much of this change has been caused by the presence 
and influence of the military force here, but the facts are that the troops arrived here in 
March, 1874, one month after they were telegraphed for, and when serious apprehensions of 
hostilities had to a great extent ceased. ‘They were here at the time when the propositions 
of the commissioners were declined ; they have remained here ever since. . 

In September, 1874, ten herd of beef-cattle were claimed to have been stolen by our In- 
dians from the herd of the contractor, who was bringing them to the military post near this 
agency, and a request was made on the agent, by the commanding officer, that they be re- 
turned. Orders were also received from Department headquarters, at Omaha, that the 
commanding officer here should demand of the Indians that they return ten head of cattle, 
and if the demand was not complied with he should attack Spotted Tail’s camp. This 
order, however, was not made known to the Indians, as the agent took the matter in hand, 
and finally, after several days, persuaded the different bands to appropriate from the cattle 
they received from the agent, ten head, and they were delivered to the troops, thereby avoid- 
ing what threatened to bea serious affair. The commanding officer here also received from 
Department headquarters instructions that he was not to make arrests here on the request 
of the agent only, but should refer all requests of that nature to his superior officer. The 
application of the post-trader here to the War Department for permission to sell liquor was 
approved. To this I entered my protest in the Indian Bureau, and the license was soon after 
revoked, much to our relief, as the effects of strong drink were plainly manifested, both in 
and out of camp, for a short time. I have considered it my duty to state these facts to show 
the difficulties under which an agent labors, and to what extent he is aided by a military 
force. It gives me pleasure to state that my official and personal relations with the officers in 
charge of troops here have been generally of an amicable and satisfactory character. 

Camp Sheridan was located at the same time, last year, as this agency, half a mile above 
us on Beaver Creek. Buildings for officers, men, and supplies were erected there during last. 
fall and winter. During the present summer it was decided to move the military force to a 
point one mile below us, on the creek, where the post is now being rebuilt anew. - 

I would here take the occasion to respectfully suggest that some legislaton be secured that 
will define more clearly than at present the relative official powers of a commanding officer 
and an agent, when both are present at an agency, and to give the agent exe_utive power to 
enforce the laws now on the statute-books. 

The material progress we have made during the past year is as follows: In accordance _ 
with instructions, the present location of this agency was selected, and the property re- 
moved Jast fall and winter from the last location on White River to Beaver Creek, in the 
northwest corner of Nebraska, twelve miles south of the northern boundary of said State, 
where the old buildings were re-erected, and temporary arrangements made for the protection 
of the agency property. 
_ A census was taken of the Indians after the removal, by visiting every camp and lodge, 
and resulted as follows: Men, 1,274;women, 1,692; boys, 3,458; girls, 3,186 = 9,610. 

Percentage: Men, 13.26; women, 17.61; boys, 36; girls, 33.43. Number of families, 1,274 ; 
of lodges, 1,020. Of these 7,292 were Agency Brulés, 700 Lower Brulés, 429 Northern 
Brulés, 1,189 Minneconjous, and other northern tribes. There were also half-breeds, num- 
bering 2050. 

Of the Indians, all, with very few exceptions, live in canvas lodges, but many have ex- 
pressed a desire to live in houses. 

A Jess number of Northern Indians have visited this agency than during the previous 
year, and more of ours have remained near the agency than formerly, for the reasons that 
they did not go south to the huntivg-grounds this season, and the excitement about the 
Black Hills has kept them together. During the spring an unexpected number turned their 
attention to agricultural pursuits, and many small pieces ofland were cultivated by Indians. 
Fortunately the weather has favored them, and they feel much encouraged. Next spring, I 
anticipate, will add many to the number of agriculturists. 

During the winter months much difficulty was experienced in getting supplies, owing to 
the winter having set in so early and so severely, a great contrast to former seasons, when 
supplies arrived during all the winter months, In consequence of this almost unprecedented 
weather) and the lateness of the appropriation bills, a large quantity of supplies were unable 
to pass up the Missouri River to Fort Randall, our base for supplies ; and for those at the lat- 
ter place, we were unable for several weeks to obtain transportation. The cold was so in- 
tense that no teams would venture on the long journey of two hundred and sixty-three miles. 
Fortunately we managed, by a reduction of rations, to provide for these people till early 

. spring, since which time we have had anabundance. Although the winter was so severe and 
so long, I knew of no fatality nor serious suffering for lack of food here during that time. 
Our supplies and annuities have been of a good quality. | 

On the first of this year the name of this agency was changed from Whetstone to Spotted 
Tail. During the winter and spring a new saw-mill has been built, which has been sawing 
lumber for the new agency buildings now much needed. A chapel and mission house has 

been built, and a new school-house is now nearly finished. Rev. W. J. Cleveland and wife, 
assisted by two lady missionaries, Miss Mary J. Leigh and Miss Sophie Pendleton, are in 

charge of the church and school. Axrangements have been made by the Government pro-
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viding for the teaching of at least 75 scholars. The religious services have been well at- 

tended, and both church and school are under the general charge of Rt. Rev. W. H. Hare, 
Episcopal bishop of Niobrara. 

In the month of June last the Indians signed a document relinquishing their privilege or 

hunting buffalo south of the Platte River, and received as compensation horses, harness, 

and wagons, to the value of $10,000. The distribution of cows and work-cattle purchased 

some time ago for them was made in August, and afforded much satisfaction, and so far the 

recipients seem to have taken good care of them, and express a desire to add to their small 
herds. 

During August I made a trip to the Black Hills with Spotted Tail and several of his 

head men He seemed much interested in the journey and comprehended the situation 

pretty clearly. Delegations are now arriving from all the Sioux tribes to attend the grand 

council, to be held between here and Red Cloud agency about the 20th of September. They 

seemed inclined to surrender their rights in the Black Hills, provided the compensation be 

satisfactory. 
As to the future of these Indians much will probably depend on the nature of the treaty 

about to be made. They hope to secure Government rations for a generation to come. If 

they succeed in securing them, they avoid the necessity of laboring for subsistence. They 

might, I think, be encouraged to turn their attention to raising stock, as this region of . 

country is better adapted to that pursuit than to any other, and there is not good farming- 

land in sufficient quantities to support a large population as farmers. They seem now dis- 

posed to give their attention to cultivating small pieces of land, and to raising cattle. 

I would recommend that, provided they take care of what has been given them this year, 

the Government make them annual donations of cows to increase their herds. I also 

think that wagons and harness given to them would be extremely useful in educating them 

to more peaceable pursuits than formerly. ~ 

In conclusion, I willstate that, should the next year show as great an improvement as the 

last in these people, we will all have reason to be satisfied that the peace policy is an emi- - 
nent success, and that persuasion is better than force. 

I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. A. HOWARD, 

United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

YANKTON AGENCY, DAKOTA TERRITORY, 
September 4, 1875. 

Str: I have the honor herewith to transmit my fourth annual report as United States In- 
dian agent for the Yankton Sioux Indians. 

| NUMBER OF THE TRIBE. 

The Yanktons number in all about 2,500 souls. Of these we have now permanently re- 
siding on the reserve 2,000; the remainder are scattered among the different tribes of the 
Sioux Indian nation. During the last four years the tribe has remained at about the same 

number; perhaps the last year may have given us a slight increase, there having been but | 

very little severe or fatal illness among the Indians. 

CONDUCT OF INDIANS DURING THE LAST YEAR. 

As usual with these people the year has passed away without witnessing any scenes of 
violence or disturbance. A more quiet and peace-loving people cannot be found. With 
simple aud natural minds and manners, they are yet strangely endowed with characteristics 
that might well be ernulated by their white brethren. It is a strange fact to note that 2,000 peo- 
ple can live together without laws, without punishments, without prisons, year after year, and 
yet have no serious contentions, quarrels, fights or murders. That they can live, surrounded 
by whites not always of the best character, in temperance and peace. And yet, they are 
still, to a large degree, untutored, unchristianized people. If to this calm and peace-loving 
character we can add true Christian principles and sound practical instructions in the arts of 
civilized life, we shall have a result which will cause surprise to the enemies of the Indian, 
but great pride and rejoicing among his true friends. As far as the Yanktons are concerned, 
we see in the year past, as in the former years of our stay among them, that gradual, al- 
jhough slow, progress which gives hope of a better future to come.
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THE AGENCY BUILDINGS. 

These consist of the agent’s house of frame, covered with cottonwood siding, and plastered: 
A chalk-stone warehouse, two stories high, with tin roof, fire-proof and rat-proof; mill, saw 
and grist, with corn-cracker; circular saws, planing-machine, turning-lathes, drills, &c. 
The shops adjoining the mills are blacksmith, tinsmith, carpenter and wood-turning shops. 

| ' These buildings are all frame, substantially built, covered with pine siding. The machinery | 
of the mill is worked by means of steam-power, so utilized that the two mills, flour and 

. corn, together with saw-mill, turning-lathes, circular and scroll saws can all be operated 
at once. : 
Owing to scarcity of funds, all these buildings except the grist-mill are covered with cot- 

tonwood shingles, and will in a short time require new roofing of pine. These buildings are, 
with the exception of agent’s house, all new and of a permanent character. They have been 
built or completed during the administration of the present agent. The engineer and car-— 
penter occupy good substantial log houses in the neighborhood of the mills and shops, also. 
built during the last three years. Besides these, there are a number of old, unsightly struc- | 

. tures yet remaining, but utterly unfit for use in this cold and windy country. The mess- 
at house, physician’s house, and farmer’s house, with old warehouse now used as stable and 

lumber-rooms, are both unsightly and unsafe, long since condemned by inspectors, and 
. should be replaced by more suitable structures. These, with the agency cattle-corrals, and 

sheds and stockade for defense, which have never been needed, form the agency buildings 
proper. At some distance from the agency are located the agency slaughter-house and pens; 
still further removed are the house and corrals of herders and beef-cattle. oe 

. MISSION: HOUSES, CHURCHES, AND SCHOOLS. 

Episcopal_—There are at this agency the following mission structures: First. One large 
chalk-stone building, used as boarding-school for boys and home for teachers and mission 
workers; also the house of the bishop when here. Second. One church building of wood, 

-. with adjoining house for girls’ boarding-school and house for teachers. These structures are 
substantially and tastefully built, and accommodate about sixty scholars, built by the Epis- 
copal Church, and maintained by it. 

Presbyterian.—This denomination has, at this agency, two structures of wood; one a 
. dwelling-house for the missionary and his family, and also such teachers as he may require ; 

the other a church building, also used as a day-school. 
Other schools and churches.—The Episcopal Church, besides the above-mentioned church 

and schools located at the agency, has three other mission buildings in different parts of the 
reservation used as churches, schools, and houses for missionaries, teachers, &c., all built 
and maintained exclusively by the church without any aid from the Government. 

. Out of the large number of teachers and missionaries engaged in these schools and churches, 
only one is paid by the Government. The Presbyterians have also one other building for 
school purposes located some six miles distant from the agency. These churches, houses, 
and schools have been built and are maintained exclusively by the denomination to which 
they belong, without aid from the Government. . 

INFLUENCE OF MISSIONARIES AND SCHOOL-TEACHERS. 

Thus it will be seen that great efforts are being made for the Yanktons by Christian peo- 
ple. Faithful, earnest missionaries, both male and female, are devoting their time and talents 

. to aid these poor people out of their heathen darkness, and slavery to superstition and sin, 
into the glorious light of the gospel of Christ. The influence of good men and women upon 

. . these people is very beneficial, and great changes are taking place for the better ; large num- 
bers are regular in their attendance apon religious worship ; quite a goodly number of their 

. children come under the influence of the schools during the year; the sick and sorrowful are 
visited aud comforted; houses are cheered and brightened; in short, in a thousand ways do 

' we see the influence of the missionary. and teacher among these people. The result of all 
this labor of love upon these children of nature is not always what one would expect. Many 
fall back, and are then apt to be worse than they were when in their wild condition, as a 
generalthing. Their standard, both as Christians and civilized people, is yet alow one; they 
are by no means what we hope and believe they will be and can be, but yet we can see 
gradual growth and improvement, and here and there bright examples. of true and earnest 
Christian life. This mission work has now been kept up among the Yanktons for six or 
seven years. We have therefore only begun the work, which will take a half century to 
finish. Many young men of this tribe are sent abroad to our colleges and schools, and are 
now preparing for work among their own people. We are but just learning to speak to 
them in their own tongues, and thus become able to understand them, and they us. If the | 
Government can give sheltering care to the missions and keep the Indians quiet and indus- 

| trious, the day is not far distant when the heathen Indians will be in the minority on this 
reserve. . . . . . .
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WORK. OF INDIANS, 

Quite a goodly proportion of the Yanktons are workers. The general work ofa farm is | 

done by many of them. They build houses for themselves and their cattle, cultivate fields, 

make hay, cut wood, make fences, &c. There are also employed at this agency twelve to 

fifteen Indian employés. These men, under the supervision of the farmer, carpenter, engi- 

neer, blacksmith, issue-clerk, and chief herder, do all the work at this agency. Some of these 

Indians have been regularly employed by the Government for the last six or seven years, 

and are now quite competent to do their work in their different departments. The farmer 

sends out his men to the field to plow and plant, to tend and harvest the crops, andI state. 

the simple truth when I say they do their work as well and faithfully as any white farm- 

hands in the country. We have Indian men here now daily seeu in the harvest-field run- 

ning reapers and mowers, binding, stacking, thrashing, and helping to grind the wheat 

raised on the agency-farm, putting up hay for sheep, horses, and cattle, who, three years 

ago, thought of nothing but painting their faces and going to feasts; now in white man’s 

dress, then in full Indian costume. With the carpenter isa young Indianas apprentice who 

can now do such work as making doors for Indian houses, tables, beds, cupboards, &c., 

besides mending broken wagons, plows, and general farm and house utensils. The black- 

smith has under his care two apprentices ; one, 4 tinner, who makes all the Indian tin-ware, 

such as coffee-pots, tin cups, pails, pans, and camp-kettles, mends all when broken, and 

makes himself useful in many ways; the other is the blacksmith’s apprentice, now quite 

skillful, able to do such work as generally comes into a country blacksmith’s shop. So, too, 

with the engineer and chief herder, we have assistants who do as much of the work in 

their places as we could expect. Thus it will be seen that the work of this agency is done 

by Indian laborers; and when we take into consideration that this agency makes its own 

lumber, cuts its own wood and logs, puts up all its own hay, grinds all the wheat and corn 

used by two thousand Indians, all without giving a single contract, it can readily be seen 

what the amount of the work is which is accomplished by these Indian workers during 

the year. 
BUTCHERING. 

The beef issued to the Indians at this agency is slaughtered the day before the issue is 

made ina house built for the purpose. This is a great improvement on the usual way of 

slaughtering Indian beef. When I took charge of this agency I found the Indians prepar- | 

ing the beef for issue in a corral which had been used for that purpose for many years, sO 

filthy that the beef was utterly unfit for human beings to eat. IThada slaughter: bouse and : 

pen built at once, and taught two Indians how to slaughter as white men do. These two 

men, now for more than three years, have slaughtered and cut up for issue, and assisted in 

the issue of all rations daily, from six to eight head of cattle. 

WEAVING AND BASKET-MAKING 

During the last year and more I have been making an effort to teach the Indian women 

to weave. In this we have met encouraging results. We employ eight women under a 

teacher, pay them per yard, and employ them half of the day, four in the morning and 

four in the afternoon. We have now on hand cloth enough to give each Indian woman in 

the nation one good dress woven by Indian women. For about one year I employed a 

teacher in basket-making. By the time his engagement came to an end there were several 

Indians well enough instructed to make a good common farm-basket. Since his departure, 

however, the Indians have brought in but very few, although I have purchased what they | 

made whenever brought in. In order to make this work a success, a teacher must be em- 

ployed, and the Indians paid either by the day or by the basket. 

SHEEP-RAISING. 
4 

Owing to the unusual severity of the winter we were heavy losers in our sheep last win- 

ter and spring. The storms were so severe and frequent that the sheep had to be kept in their 

heds and corrals during the entire winter, Frequently sheds and fences were entirely buried 

eneath the snow, and the sheep thus shut in had to be dug out, and then often became chilled 

hrough and died. This severity of storm continued until late in April, when the lambs 

egan to come. Great efforts were made to save them, but many died. Ifthe winters gen- 

rally are to be like the past one I shall recommend giving up the effort, but judging from 

he past we are in hopes of yet meeting with success in this important undertaking. By 

he experience of the past I am satisfied that lambs should not come in this country until 

ay. 
y CROPS. _ 

This has been one of the most favorable years for crops that this country has known for | 

any years. The Indians have large fields of corn, all looking well. Many thousands of 

ushels of corn will be raised by them this year. Besides corn they have also potatoes . 

nd garden vegetables. The agency farm has also produced well. From 49 acres sown in 

heat we have a yield of 767 bushels. Our corn and potatoes also promise well. If we 

uld have years like this past we could soon raise all the wheat and corn needed on this re- 

17 IND | | 

, 

_—_—— 
|
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. serve. I would recommend in this connection that a large tract of land be broken up on the uplands for an agency wheat-farm, this coming season. as the’old lands on thé bottom are worn out.and unfit for wheat-culture. Three or four hundred acres, well cultivated, : _ will produce all the wheat needed. The work of breaking and cultivating this agency farm _ | a can all be done by Indians. I believe it will be for the welfare of the Indians to employ as large a force as possible in this way. They are not yet fit to work for themselves without the constant aid and supervision of white men. : Se | Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

| a , JOHN G. GASMANN, 
Untied States Indian Agent. Hon. E. P. Suir, | | Commissioner of Indian ‘Affairs, Washington, D.C. 

REPORTS OF AGENTS IN IDAHO. | 

FoRT HALu AGENcy, Ivano, | 
| . September 7, 1875. Sir: I have the honor to submit the following annual report of affairs atithis agency for _ the year ending August 31, 1875. 7 

NUMBER OF INDIANS, 
When I took charge of this agency, in July last, there were about 500 on the reservation. There are, according to the estimates of my predecessors, about 1,500 Indians belonging — here, divided into two small bands, viz, 600 Bannacks and 900 Shoshones. 

SUBSISTENCE, 
Owing to the small amount appropriated for their support the majority of the Indians have been obliged to resort to the mountains in quest of game for their subsistence. Soon after assuming the duties of agent I gave permits to all who were not working on the farm to go on a summer’s hunt, knowing they could subsist themselves very comfortably by the chase. While this line of policy is to be deprecated, Iam forced to resort to it in order to hus- band their food for winter use, when most needed. Quite anumber of the Bannacks, who have | heretofore gone to the Yellowstone country to spend the winter hunting buffalo, concluded last fall to forego their annual hunt and spend the winter on the reservation. Unfortunately the supply of beef became exhausted about the Ist of January, and they, together with the Shoshones, were here ail winter with scarcely any meat at all. They became thoroughly disgusted with the reservation, and early this summer struck out for their old hunting- grounds. Had the agency been prepared to subsist them they would have undoubtedly re- | mained here permanently, and given up hunting for a livelihood. To feed 1,500 Indians it requries 547,500 pounds of flour, and the same amount of beef, net weight. The allowance for them for the present fiscal year is only 125,000 pounds of flour, and the same amount of beef, net weight. There is, however, to be added to this amount, the produce of the agency and Indian farms, which will be given in another part of this report. . 

Po 
MORMONS. . 

_ It was known in early spling that the Mormons had out their emissaries seeking interviews with these Indians, urging them to goto Salt Lake City to be baptized in the Mormon Church. Quite a number of them went without the knowledge of the agent, were thus baptized, and. then returned as missionaries to work among their tribes. By these efforts quite 8 number who were out on permits found their way to Corinne, where the Mormons , had an encampment and furnished rations to all. Indians who would come to them and be baptized in the Mormon faith. They were told that by being baptized and joining the church, the old men would all become young, the young men would never be sick, that the | _ Lord had a work for them to do, and that they were the chosen people of God to establish his kingdom upon the earth, &c.; also that Bear River Valley belonged to them, and if the soldiers attempted to drive them away not to go, as their guns would have no effect uponthem. Their whole teachings were fraught with evil and calculated to make the Indians hostile to the Government, and especially to the people of Corinne. As near as I have been able to ascertain there were about twenty lodges or one hundred and twenty persons there from this agency. They had no idea of fighting the troops, and when ordered by them to leave started at once. They seem very much disgusted with the whole proceeding, have lost faith in the Mormons, and say they did not know they were doing anything in opposi- tion to the Government. I have no fears of any more trouble in that direction at present. 
| | RESERVATION. | 

. It is said by the settlers in this Vicinity that the reservation embraces everything in thig portion of Idaho that is desirable. The location was ce: tainly well chosen ; it is ample
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size, containing 2,160 square miles. There is sufficient arable land on Ross Fork, Black- . 
foot, and Bannack Creeks, to provide each Indian. family with a snug farm. There is also | 
an abundance of hay and grazing land and timber on the river and in the mountains. | 

AGENCY FARM. 

The agency farm-on Ross Fork contains 234 acres. The crops are estimated at 1,800 
bushels wheat, 800 bushels oats, 150 bushels barley, 2,000 bushels potatoes, and 1,000 heads 
cabbage; 100 tons hay have been put up at the agency-stables, and 100 tons more are be- 
ing put up for the stock-cattle on Fort Hall bottom, With the exception of one white man 
and a half-breed the work has all been doue by Indian labor under the direction of the 
farmer. — 

a INDIAN FARMS. 

Five Indian families, one of which is Tyee, the chief, have cultivated 42 acres for 
themselves with the following results: 235 bushels wheat, 210 bushels potatoes, 20 bushels . 
oats. Tyee has a very comfortable house on his farm in which he lives, and the other 
families desire houses on their farms. I have no doubt but that twenty families can be 
induced to cultivate small farms for themselves another year. _ | 

SCHOOLS. | 

The boarding-school has been kept going through the year under many disadvantages. 
The attempt was made to start such a school before suitable buildings were erected for 
the purpose. The office and wareroom were taken for sleeping and sitting rooms for the 
boys, and their cooking was done in the employés’ kitchen. During the winter a shed-root 
building was attached to the rear of the mess-house, which made kitchen-room for the school ; 
and sleeping apartments for assistant matron and cook. I am now engaged in the erection : 
of a building for employés, which will give the one formerly used by them entirely to the 
use of the school-children. With proper facilities for caring for them, I am confident a 
large number of children of both sexes could be brought into the school, I shall continue 
it as best I can with the means at hand. The children who attended last year made very. 
great advancement, and form a nucleus for a good school the present year. I may add that 
the school is supported entirely by the Government, and that no contributions have been 
received. | 

| RELIGIOUS INFLUENCE. | 

This agency is assigned to the Methodist Episcopal Charch. During the past year a 
church society was organized, consisting of six members. The teacher, P.O. Matthews, 
preached every Sabbath morning in the school-house; the services were regularly attended 
by the employés, their families, the trader and his family. A Sabbath-school was also or- 
ganized, and Dr. Geo. H. Fuller appointed superintendent. Weekly evening prayer-meet- 
ings have also been held, and have resulted in great good to those who have attended. At 
the late Rocky Mountain conference held at Salt Lake City, Rev. J. M. Jemison was as- 
signed to this agency as missionary, and in connection with that duty will be employed by a 
the Government as teacher. We hope his appointment will result in great good to those 
among whom he bas consented to labor. . 

e : EMPLOYES. | 

Two mechanics are employed, one a carpenter, the other a master-mechanic, who is en-, 
gineer, miller, sawyer, blacksmith, and gunsmith. These men are kept constantly at work 
erecting and. repairing agency-buildings, repairing farming implements and machinery, 
sawing, repairing guns, &c. Aside from the schoo) these two mechanics, with the physician, . 
farmer, and assistant farmer are the only white persons employed at the agency. — 

BUILDINGS AND REPAIRS. : 

The supply of saw-logs delivered to the agency six years ago is now exhausted, and the 
last foot of lumber used up. A few hundred feet of logs were hauled from the mountains 
last spring, which have kept the agency in lumber to the present. The agent is destitute of 
corrals ; the hay-corral is entirely gone, and the cattle corral is worthless, The house of the 
miller and bolt to the grist-mill are still unfinished, and the flour-house is destitute of floor or 
floor-joists ; neither has it ever been battened. As already- noticed, suitable accommoda- 
tions for a boarding-school are needed; also a hospitaland home for the aged and infirm. 
These buildings need not be expensive. With our facilities for making lumber, and an 
appropriation of $3,000 for getting timber to saw-mill, purchase of glass, hardware, &c., 
they can be put up by working in our present force. — | 

BOUNDARY LINES. 

I respectfully call your attention to the treaty made with these Indians by the special | 
commissioners November 7, 1873. That treaty defines the metes and bounds of the reserva- 
tion, which at present do not seem to be authoritatively established. According to the map 
furnished by the Department, the southern boundary-line crosses the Montana stage-road 
about four miles south of the Port Neuf bridge; whereas the lines of the survey made last 
summer extend scuth to the Malad divide, taking in all the settlements in Marsh Valley.
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STOCK. | 

The agency has a small herd of about 200 head stock-cattle, with an increase this year 
of about 65 calves. If the Government would add 30@ cows to this herd the arency would 

. soon furnish itself with all the beef it could consume. Good stozk, cows, with calves, can 
now be bought for about $15 per head. . | 

CONCLUSION. 

In closing this report I cannot refrain from stating that in my opinion there is a bright 
| fature for this agency. The Indians are fast becoming civilized. They are ready to receive 

religious instruction, and with proper teaching great good can be accomplished. 
For sanitary condition and detailed report of farming you are respectfully referred to re- 

ports of physician and farmer herewith inclosed. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

. W. H. DANILSON, 
—— United States Indian Agent. 

, Hon. E. P. SMITH. | 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

OFFICE INDIAN AGENT N&Z PERCE INDIANS, 
Lapwai, Idaho, September 6, 1875. 

_ Str: In complian'e with the requirements of the Department, I respectfully submit the 
following as my annual report for the year ending August 31, 1875. . 

The efforts put forth during the year past for the advancement of the Indians under. 
my charge in civilized pursuits have, in a measure, been successful. Circumstances have 

- arisen which have worked a great deal df inconvenience, and impeded the carrying out of 
extensive plans of improvements in the way of erecting houses for the Indians, especially . 
in the vicinity of Lapwai. — . . 

The first cause which operated against my efforts in trying to benefit the Indians was the 
course pursued by one W. G. Langford, whose actions have been repeatedly reported to 
the Department. Said Langford obtained possession of the old mission claim, upon which 

: are located all the agency buildings, and closed the saw and grist mills, thus preventing us 
from getting out the necessary amount of lumber for building Indian houses, also prevent- 
ing the Indians from getting their wheat and corn ground, forcing them to sell the same at a 
sacrifice and buy flour from the merchants. The mills were closed from February until 
June, during which time there is plenty of water to saw and grind, and during which time 
all the lumber for the summer season is sawed. As itis, we have hard work to get out 
enough for the use of the shops. Such circumstances would naturally create no small 
amount of dissatisfaction among the Indians dependent upon said mills for their grinding. 
and lumber for their houses. It seems strange to me that an outside party can come on to 
an Indian reserve, and, under some pretense, work a decided injury to the Indians of said 
reserve and go unpunished. After said Langford was ejected, in June, I immediately set to 
work and repaired the mills and water-ditch leading to the mills, so far as circumstances 

| .would permit. We can run the mills only about two hours out of the twenty-four, on account 
of low water in the Lapwai Creek, and said two hours are consumed in grinding wheat ; 

‘hence we can do but little toward building houses this season. _ 
Another hinderance in the way of efforts to advance these Indians in civilization is allow- 

ing the Indians known as the non-treaties to make their visits to the buffalo country. These 
non-treaty Indians, together with many who do not claim to be non-treaty, live outside the 
reserve, and consequently cannot be controlled by the agent. The non-treaty chiefs are the 
ones who start the movement of making the trips in question. They gather their forces from 
all classes, principally from those outside the reserve ; still their influence is exerted to some 
extent among those living on farms within the reserve; and as the Department instructs me 
to adopt no forcible measures to prevent said Indians from making their visits to the buffalo 
country, I can do simply nothing, as to reason with themis useless. Many of these Indians 
went. to the buffalo country during August and September of last year. Most of them are 
still in that section of the country, but few having returned. The sooner steps are taken to 
prevent said Indians from going off on these wild excursions the better it will be for the 
tribe generally. . 

The crops this year have been, generally speaking, good. The Indians have raised more 
vegetables than usual; and as the season was quite favorable, they have good returns. 

_ Those who have remained at home and attended to their crops have done well, having a 
great plenty for their own use and some to sell, the proceeds of which are expended tor 
elothing and groceries. 

When I received information from the Department to the effect that the Wallowa Valley 
had been opened to settlers, I sent for ‘‘Joseph,’’ and upon his arrival informed him of the same. 
At the first interview he was inclined to be ugly, and returned to his camp very much dis-
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satisfied with the action of the Government. In the course of a week he came back and 

talked more reasonably. To guard against any trouble that might arise, I requested General 

O. O. Howard, commander Department Columbia, to station troops in the valley during the 

fishing season, which request was complied with. I think the question of the Wallowa 

Valley ought to be definitely settled. The Indians go there with large bands of horses, from 
which springs nearly all the trouble between the Indians and settlers, the latter having large 
herds of stock in the valley also. So long as so many Indians remain outside the reserve, 

they cannot be kept out of the valley during the summer, unless a guard is kept there. 
The monthly reports of the schools have kept the Department intormed as to the progress 

made in that direction. The schools were closed the Ist of July for vacation of two months, 
but during the time the boarding-school teacher and matron have resigned. which leaves me 
with but one white person (Miss S. L. McBeth) as teacher in the boarding-school depart- 

ment. However, I think the vacancies will soon be filled, at which time the schvols will be 

opened, and all the scholars that. can be accommodated will be received. The superintendent 
of teaching resigned his position last June, and I have concluded to dispense with that office, | 
giving each teacher full charge of his school, and holding him responsible for its management. 

One cause of the teachers leaving is the reduction of the salaries, which took place at the 
beginning of last fiscal year. ‘The scholars have made steady progress in their studies, | 

and show that they do not care to fall back into their old manner of living, from the fact 
that during vacation they would not go off on the hunting and fishing excursions with other 

Indians. Some of the scholars have remained at the school-house during vacation, and 
have worked in the garden, assisted in thrashing, and performed other work. 

The progress made in speaking the English language is not as great as we eould wisk. 

They can understand nearly all that is said to them, and can read readily and write well. 
Still as they gradually overcome that diffidence natural to them, so, little by little, will they 
have confidence in themselves to speak the English language, and eventually converse 
freely in said tongue. 

There is in each mill a boy learning the trade, one a full-blood and the other a half-breed. 
In the blacksmith-shop at Kamiah there is a half-breed learning the trade. In the shop at 

_ Lapwai we had a full-blood, who was proving a success in learning the trade, but when the 

Indians commenced moving off to the root-grounds he disappeared. I sent for him and 

‘brought him back, but he would not remain. However, he has been at the agency lately, 
and intimated that he would like to go into the shop again soon. 

The health of the tribe has been very good generally during the year past. 
I hope to be able to put up a few houses for the Indians before the winter sets in. 
On the whole, taking into consideration the circumstances I have had to contend with, ; 

we have reason to be thankful for the progress made during the year ending August 31, 1875. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. | 

Very respectfuily, your obedient servant, | 
JNO. B. MONTIETH, | 

.  Onited States Indian Agent. 
Hon. Epwo. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

REPORT OF CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY. 

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY, — 
Lawrence, Kans , Tenthmonth 19, 1875. 

Hon. EDWARD P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Inaian Affairs, Washington, D. C.: 

I am in receipt of information of recent date from all the agencies in this superintendency, 
enabling me to report the tribes under my charge generally at peace and making better and 
more rapid advance in civilization than during any previous vear of my administration, as 
will be fully evinced by statistics herewith presented. All the tribes (save, perhaps, the 
Cheyennes) have, to a greater or less extent, engaged in agriculture, and all, save the Mexican 
Kickapoos, manifvst some interest in the education of their children. A large area of soil 
has been cultivated, and with better success than ever before; and my previously-expressed 
opinion of the entire_practicability of Indian civilization is confirmed. I regret to inform 
yo. that an unusual amount of sickness prevails at this time among nearly all the tribes, 
and that many deaths have occurred. 

KICKAPOOS OF KANSAS, (M. H. NEWLIN, AGENT.) 
This portion of the tribe, numbering less than three hundred, have a valuable reservation . 

in the northeastern part of Kansas, and, being nearly all farmers, with the aid of a small — 
annuity, are self-supporting. Their manual-labor boarding-school is still in operation. This 
tribe is divided in sentiment on the question of disposing of their lands and removal 
to the Indian Territory. Iam of the opinion that, while the so-called Mexican Kickapoos 
might derive some benefit from association with this people, the disadvantages accruing 
to those resident in Kansas by affiliation with wild Indians would be still more apparent, 
and, so faras their own interests are concerned, I see no necessity for their present removal.
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The Prairie band of Pottawatomies, also under Agent Newlin, are industrious and self- 
‘supporting. Their income, derived from funds held in trust by the Government, is ample to 
supply all their present necessities and to provide for the proper education of their children, 
about one-half of whom, of suitable age, are now enjoying the advantages of an excellent 
school and making commendable progress. A new and commodious school-building has 
ust been completed, capable of accommodating all the children of the tribe. | 

CHIPPEWAS AND MUNSEES, (NO AGENT.) 

This small band of Indians, numbering sixty persons, is located in Franklin County, 
Kansas. They are farmers, residing on individual allotments, for which they Lold certifi- 
cates of the Government. They have a creditable school, under charge of the Moravian 
Church, which is well supported. . 

QUAPAW AGENCY, (H. W. JONES, AGENT.) 

_ All the tribes of this agency are doing well, except the Quapaws, the best evidence of whose 
advancement is that a portion of their children regularly attend school, and through them 
it is believed the tribe will eventually be aroused to the necessity of civilization. These 

: Indians should be removed to and incorporated with the Osages. They speak the same 
language and properly belong with them, Their removal would open a valuable reserva- 
tion for the settlement of other Indians. The several schools of this agency have been well 
conducted during three-fourths of the year, with satisfactory results. A vacation of three 

_ months was rendered absolutely necessary from the failure of Congress to make the neces- 
sary appropriation to sustain them. Long vacations of Indian bearding-schools are regarded 
as especially detrimental to the pupils, who return at once to the camps or homes of their 
parents and readily resume their Indian habits and mode of life; so that. on re-entering 

NS school. a term is required to re-instate them to their former positions. I cannot too strongly 
“\ urge the necessity of liberal appropriation for the “civilization of Indians” in this superin- 

“tendency. : . 
‘The Miamies and Peorias, as stated in my last annual report, are very much retarded in 

‘x progress by the delay of Congress to make the necessary enactment to carry into effect 
* providing for their consolidation. Without this action the Miamies are without a 

>, all their present improvements, though authorized by the Department, and evi- 
utly in accordance with the intent of the law, being on lands legally belonging to the 

we =6Peorias. A new school-house has been erected for these Indians on that portion of the 
Peoria reserve designed for them, and school will be opencd therein next month. 

| The Modoes continue industrious and loyal; a large amount of sickness at this time, and 
several deaths recently occurring among them, has, however, a very discouraging tendency. 

_ They have good crops on their small patches of land, and manifest much anxiety to obtan. 
stock. Their children continue in school, and are advancing satisfactorily. 

The Senecas, Shawnees, and Wyandotts, and also the Ottawas, are all engaged in agri- 
4 cultural pursuits, and, considering the lateness of the season last spring, have good crops. 

Their children generally attend school, and are making commendable advancement. The 
. Indians of this agency and the public service require medical stores and a good physician, 

which should be furnished by the Government. ‘ . 

OSAGES, (ISAAC T. GIBSON, AGENT. ) 

These Iniians have materially increased the number and enlarged the size of their field§ 
| during the year. Through the aid of a liberal appropriation from their own funds, the agen 

has been enabled to render them great assistance in building houses and cultivating thei” 
: farms, and to enforce the rule requiring the performance of labor by adult male Indians. | 

The compensation paid them for services undoubtedly accounts in some measure for the im- 
provements made by these Indians. It will be observed a double inducement is offered for 

a labor, first, cash compensation ; second, the rails split, the farm cultivated, or the house built, 
as the case may be. This double-pay system is designed to operate equally on all members 
of the tribe, as all are invited to come forward and enter the road to civilization; but that 
the wilder portion of the tribe: who refuse to civilize, do not actually receive their pro rata 
share of the common funds of the tribe is apparent, though doubtless the funds thus dis- 
tributed to individuals for labor actuaily performed, even though it be for themselves, may 
result, by stimulating others, in the real advancement of the tribe as a whole. To carry 

| out this system to its legitimate results, affording all the opportunity already embraced by a — 
portion, and to enable the agent to expend as liberally for those who have not received in 

; the purchase of wagons, harness, farm-implements, and in the payment for labor, will require 
an annual appropriation of at least $200,000 from the proceeds of the sale of their lands in 
Kansas, besides the regular interest on their invested funds, for several years. As a tribe, 
the Osages have been peaceable and loyal, though a few restless spirits have depredated to 
a small extent upon the cattle trail this season, and one of them has been killed by the 
military on account thereof. A few marauding parties have left the reservation, without con- | 

sent of the agent, but no information has reached this office of any actual crime committed 
y them. .
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The Kaws, or Kansas Indians. now attached to the Osage agency, and located on a val- 

-uable reservation set apart for them in the northwestern portion of the Osage purchase, in | 

the Indian Territory, are making good progress in civilization. They seem to regard their | 

present location as one of permanency, and are laboring satisfactorily to improve their homes. 

Their school is well conducted, and continues to receive the patronage of the tribe. Under 

the provision of the second article of the treaty of 1846 with these Indians, it is observed 

that they are to receive annually the interest on $200,000 for thirty years, after which, 

should their numbers decrease, they are only to receive pro rata the sums paid them at the 

first annuity-payment after the ratification of said treaty. The last of these thirty install- 

ments has been paid, and the numbers in the tribe have, meantime, undoubtedly materially 

diminished, to such an extent, in fact, that the annuities to which they will be entitled un- 

der the treaty hereafter will render them but little assistance in making necessary agricul- 

tural improvements and in providing for the educational wants of their children. I recom- 

mend an appropriation of $20,000 for these Indians, re-imbursable from the proceeds of sale of 

their lands in Kansas, for subsistence and assistance the coming year, to be disbursed under 
direction of the Secretary of the Interior. 

SAC AND FOX UF THE MISSISSIPPI, (JOHN H. PICKERING, AGENT. ). 

This tribe is peaceable and loyal, and under the administration of their present agent has | 

perceptibly advanced in civilization. Many of them are settling on individual allotments of 

land and building houses; their crops are good, and they are encouraged in these efforts at 

self-support. They have 4 well-managed mission boarding-school and farm, in which. the . 

Indians are much interested, and contribute liberally from their own funds to its entire sup- 

port. They have an ample reservation to accommodate those straggling bands of the tribe , 

resident at lowa and Kansas, whose best interests undoubtedly demand their early removal 

to and settlement thereon. I have already taken the necessary preliminary steps to effect 
the removal of the latter, known as Mo-ko-ho-ko’s band. 

| THE ABSENTEE SHAWNEES, 

Attached to same agency, but occupying a separate reservation, about twenty-five milesdis- . — 

tant, as stated in former reports, are peaceable, loyal, industrious, and self-supporting. : 

They have no annuities, and are entirely dependent upon themselves for support. The 

school for their children is maintained mostly at public expense, and some medical aid has 

been furnished them: also a blacksmith temporarily during a pu.tion of theyear. | 

' THE MEXICAN KICKAPOGS, 

Also under charge of Agent. Pickering, including those riving this year from Mexico, 

number upward of four hundred; they are industrious,. 4d will, I feel confident, with due . 

care, at no very distant day, become self-supporting. They are not favorable to individual 

allotments, are very superstitious, accept with suspicion whatever aid is extended them for 

their advancement in civilization. They religiously oppose education, believing, as they . 

assert, that had the “Great Spirit’? intended them to become white men, he would so have 

created them. They regard it as a trausgression against the Supreme law, and a sin against 

the Great Spirit, to make white men. of their children by giving them an education. A | 

commissary-building and school-house have been erected on their reservation, a practical 

farmer, with the needed assistants, has been sent to reside among them as subagent, and it is 

believed their prejudices can be so far removed as to enable the agent to open a school the ~ 

coming winter with fair prospect of success. I recommend that $25,000 be appropriated for , 

their support and civilization the coming year. 

CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY, (JOHN D. MILES, AGENT.) . 

The Cheyennes are now at peace with the Government, and, save a small number who 

went north in the time of the late war, (and are probably with the Sioux, ) are located on ; 

their reservation, the heads of families drawing their rations weekly in person. With the 

exception of “‘Whirlwind’s band” this tribe was considered hostile during the war, and on their 

surrender might have been removed to the Quapaw agency without difficulty, where ar- 

rangements were made with the Quapaws for the surrender of a portion of their reserve, am- . 

ple for their accommodation. My last annual report recommended this course, and Con- 

gress made liberal appropriation for the removal of these and other hostiles. It is doubtful 

whether such removal can at this time be effected without-resistance. The Indians, save a 

few prisoners, of whom mention will be made hereafter, have been transferred by the 

military to their respective agents, thus being led to beiieve that the penalties of their 

crimes are now fully settled; they manifest a willingness to place their children in school . 

whenever opportunity can be afforded them separate from the Arapahoes. The two tribes do 

not, to any considerable extent, affiliate, and the latter are undoubtedly retarded in their ef- 

forts to become civilized by afSliation with the former. I recommend that the Cheyennes be; 

placed on a reservation separate from the Arapahoes, and that a new agency be established 

for them. A portion of the land belonging by treaty to the Cheyennes and Arapahoes (but 

‘not occupied by them) would be available for this purpose, and the Northern Cheyennes 

might properly be joined with them thereon. 

|
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The Arapahoes continue loyal, having (with very few, if any, exceptions) taken no of- 
fensive part in recent hostilities. On the contrary, they furnished, from time to time, valu- 
able information as to the whereabouts and operations of the hostile Cheyennes. The 
troubles of the past year have prevented any material advance in these Indians toward 
civilization and self-support. They do, however, see the necessity of the essential elements 
of civilization, (labor and education,) and patronize to its fullest capacity the mission- 
school at the agency, at which manual labor is practically taught,’and the school-farm has 
been well cultivated by the boys. The adult Indians promise. now that the war is over, 
to cultivate the soil in place of hunting the buffalo. The future of these Indians, with the 
Cheyennes separated from them, would be promising. The agency school-house has been 
enlarged to nearly double its former size, and Agent Miles feels confident of his ability to fill 
it, on the re-opening of the school next month, with one hundapred Arahoe children. The 
Northern Arapahoes should be removed to this agency. With this union effected, and the © 
Cheyennes separated from them, I believe the entire tribe would advance rapidly in civ- 
ilization. 

THE WICHITAS AND AFFILIATED BANDS, (JONATHAN RICHARDS, AGENT. ) 

These Indians have steadily advanced since my last report. They planted aud cultivated 
their fields or patches of ground in due season, and their present prospect of bountiful har- 
vest increases their interest in agricultural pursuits, These people, nearly all loyal to the 
Government during the late hostilities, suffered more on account thereof than those of any 
other agency. The principal battle of the campaign was fought near their commissary, and 
the depredations consequent upon such an engagement were visited upon them by the wi'd 
Indians. Their last year’s crops were destroyed and many of their houses burned. Their 
rapid recovery from such a disorganization one year ago is remarkable. Agent Richards 
has found it necessary to deuble the size of their school-house, already accommodating sixty 
pupils, and the interest manifested by all the bands in the education of their children 

| promises to fully warrant the expenditure. An appropriation of $50,000, as heretofore, should 
be made to subsist, clothe, and properly care for these Indians. 

= - KIOWAS, COMANCHES, AND APACHES, (JAMES M. HAWORTH, AGENT. ) 

About two-thirds of the Kiowas, one-half the Comanches, and all the Apaches were 
loyal during the late Indian troubles, and gave their influence on the side of peace ; and since 
the termination of hostilities, all the tribes referred to have manifested an interest never be- 
fore observed to enter the road to civilization. Members of each tribe have planted and 
cultivated small fields and raised good crops, and for the first time they have evinced an 
anxiety to educate their children. They have filled the commodious school-building to over- 
flowing, and doubtless would fill two more of the same size, if they could have the opportu- 
nity. They have the utmost confidence in their agent, to such an extent, even, that nota 
member of either tribe has been found, in council called to listen to their complaints, to 
prefer any charges against him. On the death of Kicking Bird, (Kiowa chief,) notwith- 
standing efforts were made among the Kiowas to bury him with military honors, his people 

. declined the proffered service, and requested Agent Haworth to give him a white man’s burial, 
which request was complied with. On the death of Pacer, chief of the Apaches, (of more 
recent date, ) his people requested a similar burial, and that his remains be placed by the 
side of Kicking Bird. The Indians of this agency, but a few years since decidedly the 
wildest of any in this superintendency, are now loyal and peaceable, and many of them 
evince a willingness and readiness to enter industrial pursuits. ‘Their agency should be re- 
moved from its present location sufficiently distant to free them from the evil influences im- 

; mediately surrounding a military post. 

KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND CHEYENNE PRISONERS. 

. I desire to call the attention of the Department to the fact that before and at the time of 
he commencement of hostilities many. of the Indians were away from their respective 
agencies, some undoubtedly intent upon mischief, and others as loyal as any who remained. 
By military order, all who remained out or who failed to be present at the time of the en- 
rollment of the so-called loyal Indians were declared hostile, and on coming in afterward 
were required to surrender unconditionally as prisoners of war; and although most of them 

. were subsequently released, yet those selected as criminals and punished by banishment 
were convicted without trial, and in several instances the innocent are now suffering alike 
with the guilty, and in other instances I am informed that known criminals were set at lib- 

. erty; (no fault, however, attached to the present commander at Fort Sill.) The case re- 
quires an investigation, to the end that those who suffer innocently may be released. I aiso 
have to call attention in this connection to my telegram of 2lst of Thirdmonth, 1874, just 

_ previous to the outbreak of hostilities, to wit: 

‘* LAWRENCE, KANS., Thirdmonth 21, 1874. 
‘* Hon. C. DELANO, . 

‘* Secretary of Interior, Washington, D. C.: 
. ‘*In the contemplated council with the Indians of the plains, Friends Wistar, Cope, and 

Rhodes will probably exact pledges from them to remain at peace on their reservations jn
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the future. The Indians will in response require a pledge that they be not disturbed whil e 
so remaining at peace. Cannot that authority be granted ? | 

‘ENOCH HOAG, - 
a ‘‘Superintendent.” 

Also, to reply of the Hon. Secretary, same day, to wit: 
“MARCH 21, 1874. | 

“Enoch Hoaa, Lawrence : oe, 

‘‘ Promise all Indians who remain on reservations and are peaceful that the Governm ent 
will exert all its power to protect and defend them. 

: | ‘*C, DELANO, 
** Secretary.” 

I have to inform you that White Horse (Kiowa chief) is now a prisoner at Fort Marion, al- 
though enrolled as a loyal Indian, having received the joint certificate of Agent Haworth 
and Captain Sanderson to that effect, and no charges appeared against him for one year — 
previous to his arrest. It may be stated, however, that his previous character was bad, | 
justly meriting punishment ; but in view of the promise above quoted, of which the Indians 
were duly informed in council, and which White Horse accepted as applying to himself, 
his people regard his arrest subsequently, and banishment, as an act of broken faith on 
the part of the Government. A case of great injustice occurred at the Cheyenne and Arap- 
ahoe agency when the Indians were arraigned. The selection of prisoners commenced 
with considerable care; the continued exercise of which becoming monotonous, and night — 
approaching, the commanding officer ordered ‘' eighteen struck off from the right,” irrespect- 
ive of name, rank, or character, and the fight at the ‘‘ Sand Hill,” which occurred not long 
after, caused a general stampede, in which some of the guilty ones who should have been 
secured at the time of the selection escaped. I would not deem it prudent to attempt the 
arrest of those who escaped and have since been transferred by the military to the respect- . 
ive agents, or, in uther words, released; but innocent parties held as prisoners should be set 
‘at liberty. | 

CONCLUSION. Co, 

In concluding this hastily-written report, I desire earnestly to call attention— 
Ist. To the present condition of the Indians of the three southwestern agencies. At 

present they are required to remain on their respective reservations, and near their agencies ; 
to do this, they must abandon the chase and the means of support obtained thereby; they 
must (especially those of the Kiowa and Cheyenne agencies) be subsisted and clothed en- 
tirely by the Government until they become skilled in agriculture or other industries. The | 
usual Indian ration, which was adopted when the Indians nearly subsisted themselves by the 
hunt, is absolutely insufficient as a sole dependence. The Indians of these agencies are well 
disposed, and I feel confident will behave themselves if well cared for: but the agents can-. 
not be expected to control them unless provided with means sufficient to subsist them. I 
would therefore recommend for the coming year an appropriation of at least $400,000 for 
the purpose indicated, which is less than $00 to each individual per year. , 

od. I would recommend that contracts for flour, beef, and bacon for these Indians be 
let at some point nearer the place of production than New York City, and that the con- 
tract for wagon-transportation to the several agencies be given to some person or persons of 
known responsibility and promptness, who will give personal attention to the service. 

3d. For the best interests of the service, and to the end that every physician may at all 
times be properly supplied, I recommend that the purchase of medicines for this superin- 
tendency be intrusted to the superintendent or agents. 

4th. I would most earnestly repeat the recommendation that a physician be furnished 
the Indians of the Quapaw agency, at Government expense, and that the same favor be 
granted to the Mexican Kickapoos and absentee Shawnees of the Sac and Fox agency. 

Sth. I desire to call attention to the fifth section of the Indian appropriation act for the 
year ending ‘‘ June 30, 1876,” wherein it is provided that in no case shall the amount ex- 
pended at any agency (for employés) ‘‘exceed ten thousand dollars in any one year.” In some 
agencies this amount is doubtless sufficient, in others absolutely insufficient. In several | 
of the agencies of this superintendency, where large schools are conducted, justice to the 
service requires a larger expenditure for this branch thereof. I would therefore recommend: 
that Congress be asked at its next session to repeal the restrictive clause or so modify the 
same as to leave full discretion as to the amount necessary with the Secretary of the Interior. 

6th. I would recommend the establishment of a United States court in the Indian Terri- 
tory, and that a fow efficient deputy marshals be located at cach of the agencies therein. I 
make this recommendation as the most efficient method of arresting and disposing of crim- 
inals who at times infest the Territory, and who are undoubtedly one of the most fruitful 
sources of Indian outbreaks. | 

I append hereto a table of statistics, which is made a part of this report. 
Very respectfully, 

ENOCH HOAG, |. 
| | 7 Superintendent Indian Affairs.
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REPORTS OF AGENTS IN INDIAN TERRITORY. 

AGENCY OF THE CAPTIVE INDIANS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 
Baxter Springs, Kansas, October 11,1875. 

Sin: Ihave the honor to submit the following report of my operations in connection with 

the proposed removal and settlement here of the captive Indians in the Indian Territory. 

On April 2, in pursuance of instructions of date March 26, 1875, Office of Indian Affairs, | 

I proceeded to the Quapaw Indian reservation in the northeastern part of the Indian Territory, 

for the purpose of making arrangements with the Quapaws for the relinquishment of a part 

of their reservation to the use of the captive Indians who were to be taken in hand for pur- 

poses of civilization. I found the Quapaws in a destitute condition. As they depend for 

subsistence almost entirely on the products of the soil, a partial failure of their crops the , 

year before had left them with barely enough to prevent starvation. They have a reserva- 

tion of some sixty thousand acres, not one-hundredth part of which is occupied or yield- 

_ ing any income beyond a few dollars collected yearly from cattle-drivers. I therefore had no 

~ difficulty in securing all the land necessary, it is believed, for the experiment of civilization 

with the captives. 
The chiefs and headmen of the tribe signed an agreement to relinquish forty thousand 

acres of their reservation, the price to be fixed by the Government thereafter. Agent H. 

W. Jones, of the Quapaw agency, was present and assisted in the negotiation. Having 

now secured a lecation for the settlement of the captives, I went to Lawrence, Kansas, for 

conference with Superintendent Hoag and Gen. J. P. C. Shanks, who had been appointed a 

special commissioner to remove them, and then returned to the Quapaw country to prepare 

for their reception and settlement. | 
With the approval of the Department, a stone house 100 by 30 was at once built, and two 

hundred and seventy acres of prairie-land broken and planted in sod corn, and about four 

hundred acres fenced. While this work was in progress I received_orders from the Indian 

Office (June 30th) to proceed to Fort Sill and assist in removing the Indians. I arrived there 

on the 4th of July. General Shanks, the special commissioner referred to, had preceded me, 

and, after a somewhat extended investigation, had determined to take no steps toward the 

removal of the Indians until the rendition of his report and action of the Department thereon. 

He informed me that, in his opinion, a change had taken place in the status of the Indians - 

whose removal was contemplated, and for that and other reasons he doubted the wisdom 

of the plan proposed. As General Shanks’s report fully explains his reasons for delaying the 

removal of the Indians,I need not recite them here. In view of his determination to take 

no steps toward the removal until the receipt of further instructions from the Department, I 

deemed it advisable to return to my duties here, and await the action of the Department 

also. 
The tract of land secured from the Quapaws for the experiment of civilization with these 

hostile Indians is remarkably weil suited to the purpose. It has for its northern boundary 

the State of Kansas, and for its eastern the State of Missouri, with an industrious farming 

people scattered all along the line in beth States ; while on the southern border are the civ- . 

- jlizged Peorias, Ottawas, and Miamies, whose influence must certainly be felt for good. The 

example of the Modoc Indians, so recently at war, will prove a benefit. They are living 

near the southern line of this tract, and, since their removal here, have so conducted themselves 

as to win not only the admiration and praise, but the sympathy and friendship, of the entire | 

white population in their neighborhood. 
There is but little if any lawlessness among the Indians in this part of the Territory. 

During the last six months, or since my arrival here, there has not been a case of arrest 

among the Indiaus, ora disturbance reqniring the notice of the authorities. It would be 

difficult to find a white community of equal size of which the same could truthfully be said. 

It is true there is more or less drunkenness among the Indians; but_as the sale ot liquor is 

absolutely confined to one or two dealers, (old and well-known offenders in Kansas, ) it will. 

not be hard to put a stop to the traffic when the proper time arrives. 
For farming and grazing purposes the land referred _to is unsurpassed, to say the ieast, in 

this region. It is well watered, and affords an abundance of timber for building-purposes 

and for fuel. Spring River and Tar Creek cross it from north to south. Both of these streams 

supply fish to the neighboring markets. The climate is mild and healthful, and not unlike . 

that to which the Indians in question are accustomed. 

It will be largely to the advantage of the Government if the Indians whose removal is ~ 

contemplated be settled here, on account of the great reduction in the cost of transportation 

that would follow. The track of the Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad is laid 

to the very line of the reservation, while the Atlantic and Pacific has a depot within eight- 

een miles of our store-house; so that supplies, if shipped by the former road, would be . 

landed within two miles of the commissary buildings; and if by the latter, but eighteen. 

miles of wagon-transportation would be necessitated. | 

There are other advantages than the very important one mentioned that would result from 

the settlement here of the captive Indians. The Quapaws do not need the land. They are 

exceedingly poor, and are without proper means to aid them in their attempts at civilization. 

The sale of their lands at this time, and the proper disposition of the money received, would
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be of such lasting benefit to them as to establish in the future, beyond a question of doubt, the wisdom of the act. The clamor of envious and covetous people who are anxious to set- tle on this land would, in a measure, cease with its occupancy by the Indians. | _ A good deal has been done by way of preparation, the most of which would be lost in case of the non-removal of the Indians. If the non-removal of the captive Kiowas, Comanches, Cheyennes, and Arapahoes be finally decided upon, I would recommend in the strongest terms the settlement on the land secured for them of seme of our wild Indians ; for the rea- 
son that, in my judgment, it is decidedly the best location for the experiment of civilization 
with them known to me. , 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
C. F. LARRABEE, 

| United States Special Indian Agent. 
Hon. EDwaRop P. Switu, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. : 

CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY, I. T., 
Ninthmonth 30, 1875. 

| Hon. EDwarp P. Smiru, 
Commissioner Indian Affuirs, Washington, D. C.: 

In accordance with the requirements of the Department, I have the honor to submit the _ following as my fourth annual report of the affairs at this ageucy for the year ending Ninth- 
month 30, 1875. 

The Indians at present attached to this agency are parts of three tribes, and are embraced 
in the following table, to wit: 

Arapahoes, (actual count. ) 
Men .... ewe twee Sec e cee ee ce ene ce ewe cee cee ce eee wees wee eee weer OF4 
Women .... 22-22. ee eee ee eee cee cee wees cee eee ee cone AIG! 
Children... --. 0.0... eee eee cece cece cee ee cee eee ceneee cece cee 859 

Total actually present...... 0.2.2. .ceceee cece: cece ceceee ceceeecccece 1, 649 
Absent without authority, (gone north)... 22-2 eee ee cee cece cee week 13 ‘ Absent, sent south Fourthmonth 29, 1875, us prisoners ..... 22-2. eee eee 2 

_ ‘Total of Arapahoes belonging at this agency .........--. 2... cee eee eee eee 1, 664 
| Cheyennes, (actual count.) 

Men .... 00-2. eee eee ee ee eee cee ene cone cen cane cee eee ceceee cece. 326 
Women ...--. 02-22. eee eee ee cee cee ce eens cece ee cece eee. BBE 
Children .... 0.00. 2. ee ee eee cece cen ne nec nee cone cece eee 134 

Total present. ..-22. 226. ole ee eee cece ee cee eee cone cece ccc eee cee 1,611 
Number of Cheyennes who fled north during the fall and winter of 1874-75, not re- 

turned ..- 2... eee ee ee cee cee cee cen cece en cece ce cone cece eeeeee ee. All Sent south as prisoners Fourthmonth 29, 1875 ............--.....-...- ee. eee oe. 33 

Total of Cheyennes attached to this agency....-. 0.02. sce. cece veces cecece 2, 055 

Apaches, (actual count. ) 
Men ..-.-. 0.222. oo el ee cee cece cee cece ee cece ce eens cccce ceceseccees 81 
Women 2... 2. cee ce cece ween ween ne pac cce cues we ee cee eee ee eee ene ences 4D Children... 2.22222 ee eee ee cece ce cece cece cece ee wees cee ees ceecee ew 48 

Total present ...... 22-02. eee eee eee cee cece ee cece eecece ceeeceee. 119. 
; RECAPITULATION. 

Arapahoes .--. 0.222.222 cee ee eee cece cece ee eens cece ce eees coencecececee 1,664 
Cheyennes. .... 2.22. eens cee ee enn cece cece ne cence a cnne ceceee cece ee dence 2, 055 
Apaches... 22... 02. eee eee eee eee cee ween cer eee cenecceccecscececccee 119 

Total of Indians .... 2... ce. co cece cee cee n wane pace ee cece cuee cccecceee 3, 838 

CHEYENNES, 

At the time of making my last annual report a majority of the Cheyennes were hostile, 
and at war with the Government. During the fall of 1874 small parties continued to arrive 
at the agency, and surrendered themselves prisoners of war; but it was not until the 6th of 

, \
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Thirdmonth, 1875, that the main Cheyenne village, under Gray Beard, Heap 0’ Birds, Stone 

Calf, Bull Bear, and minor chiefs, surrendered to General Neil a short distance from the 

agency, and were promptly disarmed and placed under guard, and their ponies confiscated 

and sold. A more wretched and poverty-stricken community than these people presented 

after they were placed in the prison-camp it would be difficult toimagine. Bereft of lodges, 

and the most ordinary of cooking-apparatus; with ng ponies, qr other means of transporta- 
tion for wood or water; half-starved, and very litels to eat, and scarcely anything that 

could be called clothing, they were truly objects of pity ; and for the first time the Chey- 

ennes seemed to realize the power of the Government, and their own inability to cope suc- 
cessfully therewith. 

Soon afterward the hostile element were collected and some of the leading spirits selected 

for punishment, comprising in all thirty-two men and one woman. ‘The woman selected 

was identified by Catharine and Sophia German as having taken part in the murder of their 

parents, brother, and sisters, on the Smoky Hill River, in Kansas, onthe 13th of September, 

1874. The selection of the Cheyennes for punishment was not complete when night came 

on, and General Neil, in order to get the number of prisoners charged with crimes and depre- 

dations, ‘‘ cut off eighteen from the right of the line,” without identification as to name, 

rank, or previous reputation, intending as occasion offered afterward to complete his identi- 

fication and release those in confinement against whom no charges could be found. Buta 
few days afterward, while the process of ‘‘ironing’’ the prisoners was going on, a young 

‘‘brave,’”? stung to madness by the taunts of some squaws seated a little distance off, 

watching the process, kicked over the blacksmith, sprang away from the guard, and would 
have escaped had not the guard been ordered to fire upon him, which they did, inflicting a 

mortal wound, from the effects of which he died shortly afterward. In the mean time the fir- 
ing had created the wildest consternation in the immediate vicinity, which soon spread all 
over the prison-camp, and a number of arrows were aimed at the guard, one man of which. 
received a very dangerous wound. News of the disturbance was quickly signaled to the = 

commanding officer, who ordered a company of cavalry to at once advance in support of the 
prison-camp guard. Seeing the troops advancing, and believing that they were about to be 

attacked, the Cheyenne braves fled to an adjoining sand-hill, where a quantity of arms 
and ammunition were secreted, and entrenching themselves in the sand in pits, they opened 
fire on the troops, who had followed them, and a severe engagement ensued, which lasted 
until dark, and resulted in a number being wounded on both sides, and three Cheyennes 

killed. The Cheyennes left the sand-hill during the following night, and the next morning 
all that remained of the prison-camp and its inmates were a few old decrepit lodges. a 

The Cheyennes continued to assemble in the vicinity of the friendly camp of Whirlwind, 

and were finally, on the morning. of the 27th of Fourthmonth, formally transferred to my 
charge. I attended personally to a registration of the tribe, the adult males by name, the 
women and children by count, and assured them that they were again at peace with the 

Government, and so long as they behaved properly should receive food and-protection. 

THE ARAPAHOES. 

This tribe during the past trying year of hostilities on the part of some of the Cheyennes, 
and the hardships imposed on all the Indians of this agency in consequence, compelling 

them all to camp in the immediate vicinity of the agency during the entire year, a great por- 

tion of the time living on scanty rations, with lodges old and worthless so far asa barrierto| 
cold and inclement weather was concerned, have maintained untarnished their treaty obli-’ 
gations to the Government, and have made some rapid strides in the avenues leading to civ- | 
ilization and future usefulness. . 

Last spring a portion of the tribe, with the advice and consent of the agent, and accom- 
panied by a small detachment of troops, left the agency for a short hunt, which proved only 
moderately successful, as the buffaloes found were very much scattered and at agreat distance 

from the agency. Their ponies were also in poor condition, owing to the necessity of being 
herded so close to the agency, where pasturage had become very poor, owing to the great 
number of horses, cattle, and ponies kept constantly upon it. The robe trade during the 
year just past has amounted to almost nothing, and the Indians have been compelled to 
rely on Government rations almost entirely for subsistence. 
Much sickness has prevailed among the Indians of this agency during the past spring and 

summer, owing to the unprecedented fall of rain, the rank vegetation in consequence, and 
the filthy condition of old camping-grounds, together with the immense quantities of green 
corn, water, and muskmelons consumed by them, some of which they have raised themselves, 
and obtained of the Wichita and Caddo Indians, their more civilized neighbors, on the ad- 
joining reservation. . 

APACHES. 

A small band of Apaches, numbering twenty lodges, one hundred and nineteen souls, that 
have been attached to this agency since its location, still remain here, and are a peaceable, 
friendly band, but as yet have taken no important step toward adopting the ‘‘ white man’s 
method” of securing a living. They have promised, however, to make a beginning next 
spring by planting corn. 7
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CONDITION OF THE INDIANS. . 

There is, according to actual count, at present a population of over thirty eight hundred In- 

dians belonging to this agency, all present, excepting about four hundred stampeded Chey- 

| ennes, who will probably return here during the coming winter. These Indians have been 

compelled to remain at the agency, in consequence of the recent hostile attitude of a portion 

of the Cheyennes during thé past yeaf, a hardship that can scarcely be explained to the 

Arapahoes and the loyal portion of the Cheyennes, who have been, trom the commencement 

Of the troubles in the spring of 1874, firm friends of the Government, and doivg al! that they 

could to maintain peace and good order on the reservation. 

During Eighthmonth last, the ague and a class of low fevers seemed to be so much on the 

increase, that it was thought best to remove the main camps some distance frqm the agency ; 

accordingly, Powder-Face, Nawatch, aud Bird Chief, with about two-thirds of the Arapahoes, 

- were moved up to the Red Hills, about thirty miles west of the agency ; and Little Robe, 

with about seventy lodges of Cheyennes, moved up the river in the same direction, in the 

| hope that change of water, atniosphere, and surroundings might prove beneficial; and the 

experiment has proved a grand success, as there is but little sickness extant at present. 

Considerable of complaint has been made to the agent, and of the agent, in relation to 

, RATIONS, 

And I desire to again report what I said on this subject in my last annual report. The 

present Indian ration is not sufficient for their subsistence, if compelled to remain at the 

agency, and is a source of untold trouble to the agent, and the groundwork of mueh mur- 

muring against the Government, and should receive immediate attention from the Depart- 

ment. If such subsistence as was contracted for could be conveyed to the several agencies 

as the wants of the Indians require it, aud the Department intends it shall be, much of the 

inconvenience, annoyance, and actual privation of being out of subsistence would cease ; 

but such is not the case. On last year's flour contract nota single pound was received until 

the 14th day of Firstmonth, 1875! when six months of cold weather and many privations had 

passed, notwithstanding the many protestations and urgent appeals from the agent. So it 

was with the . 

| ANNUITY-GOODS. _ 

The annuai gift from the Government comprised blankets, blue cloth, calico, jeans. blue. 

- drill, shirting, needles, ‘thread, hose, woolen and check shirts, hats, hardware—such as 

axes, knives, camp-kettles, buckets, pans, sieves—aud ducking for new lodges, all of which 

. were of the best quality, and in ample quantities, and had they been received in the tenth 

2 month, as the treaty provides they shall be, would have proved a rich blessing to these In- 

dians; but the contractor decreed it otherwise. During the long months of summer and fall, 

| when the roads were good, and water and grass for the subsistence of trains were in abun- 

| dance, these goods were permitted to lie inthe cars and depot at Caddo, Indian Territory, 

while the Indians at the agency and the different anti-policy papers over the country were 

howling and shrieking over the incompetency and lack of business ability of the ‘‘ Quaker 

Indian agents." What is past cannot be remedied; but I trust the Department will take 

active and effective measures to prevent a like catastrophe the present season. 

INDIAN LABOR. - , 

The attitude of these Indians as to manual labor is hopeful aud steadily improving. We 

7 have made during the year a number of hopeful converts, who have raised some fifty acres 

of corn, melons, squashes, pumpkins, and a variéty of garden vegetables, although the cold, 

‘ wet, and backward spring experienced this year compelled many to replant their crops, and 

caused additional labor, which entirely disheartened some from pursuing the experiment 

any further, and materially lessened the results of Indian farming; but those who remained 

firm have enjoyed the fruits of their labcr, and are loud in their promises of what they in- 

tend doing when the ‘‘ grass grows again.” 

EMPLOYES. 

‘The subject of employés is one that seems to demand a few words. The recent legisla- 

tion of Congress in this matter, though doubtless in the right direction, and probably bene- 

os ficial at some other agencies, has seriously crippled the work of civilization and self-sus- 

7 taining industry at this agency. : ae 

At agencies where the Indians are in a more advanced state of civilization, where they 

have their own homesteads, and understand how to labor and take care of themselves, the 

present appropriation may be sufficient to obtain all the help necessary 5 but at an agency 

like this—where a saw-mill and grist-mill must be kept in repair and run at least a portion of 

the year, where blacksmithing and wagon-mending, carpentering, harness-mending, and 

 guch' like are to be done; where Texas beef-cattle are to be herded and issued twice per 

| week; where supplies are to be received and issued in weekly issues ; where the sick 

demand and receive much care and attention, and where the dead are carefully coffined and 

buried; where a large school has to be conducted; and where there are many Indians who
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would gladly avail themselves of the better road, if taught and stimulated thereto by good, 
Christian men—I respectfully submit that the present number of employés is not sufficient 
to meet the wants of the service and do justice to Indian civilization. 

IMPROVEMENTS. 

The improvements of the past year have consisted in keeping’ agency buildings in repair 
building fences, and the addition to our mission-school building, which is,at present progress- 
ing favorably. | 

| , | SCHOOLS. 

We have had school in our mission building the greater part of last year, with encourag- 
ing success; the scholars, as reported last year, being from the Arapahoe tribe of Indians. 
We still fail to induce the Cheyennes to send their children, or to see any advantage to be 
derived from attending school. Whirlwind, head chief of the Cheyennes, however, as- 
sures ie that as soon as his people are located on a reservation of theirown, separate and apart 
from other Indians, they will furnish scholars sufficient for a large school. We hope to be 
able to re-open our mission school, which was closed for repairs Sixthmonth. 30, 1875, 
early in next month, with increased numbers and facilities for rendering educational ben- 
efits. 

SANITARY. , 

As has been reported from time to time, the sanitary condition of these Indians has no 
been encouraging for the past few months, and the strength and energy of our agency- 
physician have at times been taxed almost beyond endurance. But he has met with unlim- 
ited success, and saved many lives that otherwise would have been lost. The Indians have 
acknowledged the superiority of the ‘‘ white man’s medicine” more openly than ever before, 
and superstition and superstitious rites over the sick and disabled are fast becoming things 
of the past. 

CONCLUSION, 

I desire, in conclusion, to call the attention of the Department to the necessity that at pres- 
ent exists for proper legislation in the matter of establishing these Indians—Cheyennes and 
Arapahoes—on separate reservations, and, in order to favilitate the speedy location and settle- 
ment of individuals who are anxious to take up farm-sites and settle down, it should be done : 
at the next session of Congress. oo, 

Quite a number of leading Arapahoes have selected their farms and intend to commence’. 
an agricultural existence next spring; and, as the reservation now stands, in an undefined, 
unsettled state, it places me in an awkward and embarrassing position toward these Indians. 
I cannot refuse to assist at these selections for fear of checking the progressive spirit that 
prompts them, nor do I dare to authorize them as permanent, for fear that the Government 
will fail to locate the Arapahoes at this point. 

_ The Cheyennes were never better disposed than at present, and a golden opportunity for | 
doing these people good in the way of settling them down and establishing them in hus- | 
bandry on a reservation of their own is fast slipping from our grasp. 

As elsewhere reported, the selection of the captive Cheyennes was not made in strict ac- . 
cordance with justice, and I would respectfully recommend that measures be speedily adopted 
looking toward a trial and punishmeut of the guilty and a release of those who are found 
innocent. , 

I desire to again renew my assurances of gratitude for the many evidences of support and 
assistance received during the past year from thyself and other superior officers of the | 
Department. . , 

Respectfully, _ a 
JNO. D. MILES, . 

. ‘ United States Indian Agent. ’ . 

OFFICE KiowA AND COMANCHE AGENCY, 
Indian Territory, Ninthmonth 20, 1875. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, | 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.: . 

In accordance with Department regulations, I have the pleasure of submitting this my 
third annual report. In doing so, I am glad circumstances will warrant me in reporting a 
year of material progress in the civilization of Indians of this agency, notwithstanding it 
has in many respects. been one of severe trials and great embarrassments to both Indians-and 
whites. 

The clouds of trouble which were lowering’ around us at the time of making my last , 
report have happily about all passed away, though they have left in their trail many sad ~ 
memories which will not soon be shaken off, and may, I hope, exert such an influence as to 
forever prevent a portion of the past year’s history from repeating itself. a 

| 
pS |
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Soon after the fight at theWichita agency, Eighthmonth 22, 1874, many of the Indians: 
who had not previously been enrolled were anxious for the chance of coming in and joining 

: the camps of the loyal near the agency. Satanta and Women’s Heart, Kiowa chiefs, with 
Big Tree and others of their people, who had left here without permission after being en- 
rolled and had gone to the Washita, and fled from there at the time of the fight, were denied 

| the privilege of coming back to this post, on account of a suspicion that they had taken part 
in the fight or some other hostile acts. They went into the Cheyenne agency, from whence 
they were sent to this post as prisoners. Their arms and stock were taken from them and 
the men put in prison, the chiefs being ironed. Soon after, Satanta was returned to the 
Texas penitentiary, where he now is. . | 

About the same time, early in Tenthmonth, messengers came in from the Comanche 
. camps asking permission to come ; answer was returned them that they could do so uncondi- 
tionally. Accordingly Ta-ba-nan-e-ka, White Wolf, Little Crow, Red Food, and Black 

. Duck, chiefs, with many of their people, came: on their way in they were met by a part 
- of the Tenth Cavalry, under command of Major Schofield, who received their surrender of 

arms and horses, and sent them on to the post. The men were imprisoned, the chiefs being 
ironed ; following them others of those classed as hostile came, in small bands, at different 
times, and surrendered. who were treated as the others had been, excepting Big Bow, Kiowa. 

; He was not imprisoned but allowed to go to camp for afew days, when he was sent to the 
camps of the Kiowas, who still remained out, to induce them to come in; also, to the 

_. Cheyenne camps to try to secura the release of the two captive girls (German) who were 
held by the Cheyennes. Though his mission in that particular did not result in his bringing 
them back with him, it is believed he exerted a good influence in getting them taken into 
the agency of that tribe. His mission to the Kiowa camps was quite successful; he was 

| returning with Lone Wolf, Red Otter, Swan, Qua-ha-da, Tehausen, and Poor Buffalo, chiefs, 
and their people, numbering twe hundred and fifty-two, when they were met by Asa Habba, 
‘Penetethca, Comanche chief, and about thirty of his young men, and Philip McKusker, 
interpreter, who were out by permission locking for lost stock and instructed to be on the. 
lookout for hostile Indians, to whom they surrendered their arms, and came under their es- } 
vort to the post, where the stock was taken from them and the men imprisoned, the chiefs _ 
ironed ; they surrendered over four hundred head of stock, which was sold the next day at _ 
about $3 per head. In connection with this case, Asa Habba, who remained loyal through _ 
the troubles, and his company deserve special notice, as they were not aware, at thetime 
they called upon the Kiowas to surrender, that they were on their way into the post, under _ 
arrangements to do so. The arrival of this company only left two or three lodges of Kio- _ 
was out, who soon after came in. Poor Buffalo and his people bad been enrolled, but fled 

| e. atthe time of the Wichita fight. | | 
In the Secondmonth General Davidson sent two of his scouts, Stillwell and Kilmartin, 

in company with some Indians, to the Qua-ha-da camps, to induce them to come in; their 
mission was partially successful, Mowawa and Kawertzame, Cochetethcas and Wild Horse, 

. Qua-ha-da chiefs, returning with them, bringing one hundred and eighty-five of their peo- 
ple, reaching here Fourthmonth 18, 1875, surrendering their arms and over seven hundred 

, head of stock, a part of which was given back to them by General Mackenzie, who had re- 
. lieved General Davidson fromthe command of this post on the first of Fourthmonth; asin . 

| - the other cases the men were put in prison, bat confined only a short time. Of the stock # 
surrendered 557 ponies and 109 mules were sold soon after for $6,000. 

On the 21st of the same month General Mackenzie started Dr. J. J. Sturm with a few In- © 
dians on another expedition to the Qua-ha-da camps. He found them on the bnaks of Red 
River, about two hundred and fifty miles from this post, and succeeded in getting them to re- 
turn with him, a few only being left behind, who were out hunting buffalo; they reached 

| here on the 2d of Sixthmonth, surrendering their arms and over fifteen hundred head ot 
| stock. They numbered four hundred and seven peop’e; twenty Essaquetas came with them, 

. making a total of four hundred and twenty-seven. The men were confined a short time in 
prison; on their release General Mackenzie gave back to them about five hundred head of 
horses. Their arrival left but few of the Indians of this agency out; possibly thirty-five 
Comanches and one hundred and eighty Essaqueta Apaches who were enrolled as friendly 
but were frightened away from here at the time of the Wichita fight; they are now sup- 
posed to be on the Pecos River; word has been sent to them to come back. Those of the 
Indians who took the chances of war on the plains, suffered severely in the loss of property. — 
They say their object was not to find somebody to fight, but was to keep out of the way 
of those who wanted to fight them, and in dodging around from one place to another most 

| of their effects were lost, and when they came in and surrendered, their stock being taken 
from them left them poor indeed. Their loss of life was not great of those belonging to this 
agency. I have learned of but ten being killed by the troops who were sent out after them. 
Eight were killed by General Mackenzie's column while operating from Fort Concho, 
Texas, and two by General Davidson's troops operating from this post. Of the killed 
eight were Comanches and two Kiowas. But few of them were captured, General Mac- 
kenzie captured one camp of Qua-ha-das numbering twenty women and children, and 
one Comanche young man in a fight. - 

The troops operating from here captured a Kiowa and Cheyenne together and one Kiowa
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exican. Others may have been captured of which I did not hear. The movements of the 
roops no doubt caused the willingness to do so of many of those who came in voluntarily 

and surrendered. Of the Indians of this agency, the Comanches were the most. prominent 
nd active in the commencement of the troubles, and suffered most in loss of life and prop- 

rty, but got off much easier in the matter of punishment by banishment than the Kiowas, 
only nine Comanches being judged guilty of offenses meriting separation from their tribe, 

and but one chief of the number. Of the Kiowas, twenty-six were sent away, including 

four chiefs, Lone Wolf, Swan, Double Vision, and Women’s Heart, the two first being the 

most prominent of any in the tribe. Several of the others, though not chiefs, exerted a oS 

strong influence in their tribe. Many of them had doubtless committed acts of lawlessness and 
hostility enough to merit severe punishment. White-Horse, one of the number sent away, 

was a very prominent man among his people, having gained his notoriety by reckless, daring 

acts of raiding ; itis claimed, however, by his people, that for more than a year previous to 

the commencement of the troubles of the past season he had not been guilty of raiding. 

He was among the number enrolled as loyal in the summer of 1874, and remained with that 

class until arrested, Twelfthmonth 21, 1874, by General Davidson’s order, on a supposition 

that he had been engaged in the Wichita fight, of which his tribe acquitted him. I believe 
he was sent away on account of his previous bad character, and not because of any recent 

depredations. | 

Of the stock surrendered in Tenthmonth by the Kiowas and Comanches, numbering two 
thousand head, seven hundred and sixty died and were shot; one hundred were given to 
the Tonkaways; five hundred and fifty were taken by military scouts and stolen, and five 

hundred and ninety were sold for about $5 per head. Of those surrendered by the Qua-ha- 

das, a part were given back to them, and eight hundred and fifty-four ponies and ninety-six 

mules were sold Seventhmonth 6 and 7, for $15,339.50. Iam informed by General Mack- 
enzie, that he now. has in his possession (Ninthmonth 20, 1875, ) about $22,000, the proceeds 
of the several sales of surrendered stock. Two officers from his command are now in New 

Mexico, purchasing sheep to be paid for from that fund, and to be given in small flocks to 

the Indians. - 
Last fall the chiefs of the different tribes expressed a willingness to give me their chil- 

dren for school; we were unable to get things in readiness until the 15th of Secondmonth, at 

which time we commenced with the number divided about equally between the Kiowas, a 

Comanches, and Apaches, and aboutequally divided between boys and girls. Sixty scholars is 

the full capacity of the house. We could have had more if we had had room for them. The 

school was under charge of Alfred J. Standing as superintendent and principal teacher ; 

James Hargo, assistant teacher, Lottie R. Dunbar, matron, and Sallie Cowgill, house- 

keeper, all of whom filled their respective places well and satisfactorily. The rapidity . 

with which the children learned was really wonderful. At the opening of the school not one 
of them knew a letter or word of English. (I refer to those known as wild children; there 
were three half-bloods who had attended school before.) When school closed, Sixthmonth 

27, many of them were reading quite well in the Second Reader, had learned the multipli- 

cation table by heart, could add in twos, threes, and fours up to two hundred, were familiar 

with the outline maps and charts, could repeat plainly and distinctly the Lord’s Prayer, and 

sing the choruses of several Sabbath-school hymns. Since the close of school a number of 

the children have collected together, clothed in their school-dresses, and gone to Dr. Given’s, 

the agency physician, who taught them in singing, to get him to sing with them the hymns 

they sangat school. It would be impossible for any to fully understand or appreciate 7 

such scenes unless¢ by association and watching, their hearts had become interested in the 

children. The interest of old and young in the school continued during the entire 
term; they are now very anxious to know when school will commence again. I would be 

glad if I could tell them soon, and think it was a mistake in the appropriation act that school- 
employés were included in the prescribed number. 

Karly in the spring I called the chiefs together on the farming subject; they became much 
interested in it, and anxious to raise corn. A field of one hundred and seventy-five acres 

was divided up into lots, varying from six to ten acres, and taken by the Kiowa chiefs to 

cultivate. About eighty acres of another field was divided between the Yampa-rethcas, 

Cochetetheas, and part of the Noconiés. A condition was made with them that the men 
were to do the work, under the superintendence of Frank Maltby. They went to work 
preparing the ground for the plow. More than fifty men at one time at work, and not one 
woman. Both Kiowas and Comanches plowed their own ground. I furnished a man with 
each to give them necessary instructions. With some plows would be three young men, 

one to each mule and one to the plow. They got their corn planted in good time; did all 
the cultivation themselves. A good season has rewarded their labors with good crops:; 
twenty-five bushels to the acre I think is not an overestimate. Besides those already re- 
ferred to, Moxie, of whom mention was made last year, with a small band, moved out to 

the Little Washita, on the east side of tha reservation, where he cultivated thirty acres in . 

com and vegetables. He and two young Comanches have brought in and sold at the post 
and agency over $80 worth of watermelons, some of which weighed fifty pounds apiece, 
which is pretty good for wild men—their second year’s farming, with part of them the first 
year. His corn is estimated at forty bushels to the acre. With proper care and assistance, he 

18 IND
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will not be a charge upon the Government very long. The Penetethcas farmed in anothe 
neighborhood, Asa-Toyet and two other chiefs farming together. I had small fields mad for Straight Feather and Ka-ha-va-wa. The Penetethcas raised corn many years ag on the Brazos River in Texas, and would soon make farmers with proper assistance. Th 

| Apaches had their fields out in the vicinity of Mount Scott. Two years agol had tw 
_ fields, making some twenty-five acres, plowed ; then last year a little more done, and this year a little more. They cultivated about thirty-five acres in corn and “ truck patches.’ 

They are a very worthy people; took no part. whatever in the troubles of the past year, but in common with others who remained near the agency, lost a large amount of stock by 
thieves, most of whom crossed Red River into Texas. From the commencement of th 
troubles up to now, I think the estimate of two thousand head of stock—horses, ponies, and 
mules—as stolen from the Indians of the agency not too high. 

Besides the number of Indians killed by United States troops, a number have been killed in Texas by citizens and rangers. I have not been able to get the exact number, but think . it will not vary much from fifteen, five of whom were killed Fourthmonth 8, in Jack County, 
by citizens, and beheaded. I understand the heads are now preserved in alcohol in Jack- boro. The party consisted of six Qua-ha-das, five men and one woman. One man escaped ; 
the others were killed. From the best information I can get I put the number of white peo- ple killed by Indians of this agency during the last year at two. \ 

Since my report several chiefs have died—Red Food and Prairie Fire, of the Comanches. 
The first was the one over whose surrender the Wichita figbt took place. He was regarded as the bravest man in his tribe. He was confined in the guard-house in double irons for a 
long time after he came in and surrendered. He denied any part in that fight, or any other 
hostile acts; and upon his case being fully investigated he was released, because no charges could be found against him. About a week after his release he retired as well as usual, but died before morning. Had he lived he would have exerted a good influence upon his people. 
I did not think him a bad man. One Apache and two Kiowa chiefs have also died, the death 
of Kicking-Bird, head chief of the Kiowas, being by far the most important of them all. His 
death took place Fifthmonth 3, 1875, so suddenly as to create the impression that he had been 
poisoned ; but proofs of it could not be had. Though a wild, untutored savage, as he was regarded in civilized life, he was a man of fine native sense, and thoroughly educated in the 
learning and history of his own people. A number of years ago he abandoned the raiding oS habits of his people, and determined to make a reputation for himself. not in bad acts, but in 
elevating his people, and leading them from their bad road to a knowledge of a white man’s 
way. Though yet a young man, he had succeeded in attaining the position of head chief of his 
nation ; and when the question of joining with the other tribes on the war-path, or coming - into the agency at the commencement of the last troubles was up before a council of his 

_ nation, his influence was exerted on the side of peace, and the representatives of almost nine 
hundred of the eleven hundred Kiowas sided with him, and many of the others were anxious 
to do it soon after. He counseled his people to remain at peace with everybody, and not 
throw away what their friends were trying to do for them, and said he was dying holding 

- on to the white man’s hand. I believe it was his desire that I should bury him the white 
man’s way. His body was given in my charge by his family, and I gave it the rite of 
Christian burial, being the first Kiowa chief ever buried in that way, by the request of the 
friends. : | 

. The troubles of the past year and‘sales of surrendered stock have brought a large num- 
- ber of very bad men into the immediate neighborhood, and many acts of lawlessness have 

followed. Within the last three months over twenty have been arrested; most of whom 
. have been sent to Fort Smith, principally charged with horse-stealing. One of our greatest 

difficulties in connection with such matters is the great distance and expense in going to 
Fort Smith ; it is a financial sacrifice to almost any one to go, hence parties who might give 
valuable evidence conceal their knowledge. If there was a United States judge or com- 
missioner located at some point more convenient of access the cause of justice would be pro- 

~ moted. Within the last few months a cantonment has been established on the ‘‘ Pan Handle’ - of Texas near the line of the reservation, near which I understand a new frontier town is 
| springing up with all the accompanying vices of such places. I understand the land of. 

this reservation in the region of it is poor. Of the 3,549,440 acres of this reservation, but a _ 
small part is adapted to agricultural purposes, and a large part unfit even for grazing pur- 
poses, on account of its alkaline soil and waters. The east part of the reservation is the best 

’ portion of it; of that embraced within sixty miles cf the east side, one-half or more is adapted 
to agricultural purposes and would furnish homes sufficient for the Indians who own it, 
were they properly located with fixed habitations upon it; and until such an alrangement is 
made and their nomadic habits broken up, their civilization will necessarily be slow. If 
allowed to roam over the vast district of country, as has been the case for many years, and 
lawlessness and crime continue in their midst to go unpunished, as it has so often in the 
past, and as it must continue to do in a measure until new laws, with severer penalties, are : enacted for the protection of the Indian, and the punishment of those who commit crimes 
against him, their friends will have to wait long to see them civilized people. At present 
the man who steals his herd of ponies can only be sent one year to prison, whereas, if he
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steals the Government horse from the same neighborhood, five years in the penitentiary is 
his punishment. The laws governing such matters should be revised. 
“Among the serious hinderances we have had to contend with was the failure of wagon 

transportation to transport our supplies from the railroad in proper time. We were compelled : 
to live from ‘‘ hand to mouth,” sometimes not Knowing where the rations for the coming 
issue-day would behad from. In view of the failures in wagon transportation, I would re- : 

' spectfully recommend the appointment of an additional staff officer whose especial duty , 
should be to look after the transportation of supplies to the respective agencies. 

The present situation of this agency is-bad; the commissaries are located in the military 
reservation, the agency buildings being mostly located a mile and three-quarters away, in 
what to me is an unfortunate location, especially so on account of water, which cannot be 
had by digging, and Cache Creek, from where it must be hauled through the summer sea- 
son, is very unhealthy to use. Ifan agercy is to be continued on this reservation, it should 
be established in the vicinity of Mount Scott, which is a fine district of country, having 
splendid water. Bluff Creek, which takes its rise from springs near there, is a running stream 
all the year, with fall sufficient for a ram to be used in carrying water to considerable dis- 
tances. The buildings here are insufficient and badly constructed, and the part which could 
not be moved would not be a serious loss to abandon. It would remove the agency ten 
miles fromthe post, which would be desirable on many accounts. 

As already mentioned, General R. S. Mackenzie, commanding the Fourth Cavalry, with 
his command, relieved General J. W. Davidson, with the Tenth Cavalry, on the first of 
Fourthmonth, since which time I have received many kindnesses from General Mackenzie . 
and his subordinate officers ; he has been especially obliging in furnishing me subsistence to 
issue to my Indians when my supplies have been short. My observation leads me to sug - 
gest that at agencies where troops are regarded as necessary, white troops should be em- 
ployed in. place of colored, as the influence is far less demoralizing with the white than 
colored. : 

In concluding my report, I desire to say that my experience of nearly three years with these 
people causes me more than ever to admire the wisdom of his Excellency the President in 
inaugurating the present pacific mode of governing his ‘‘ red children ;’’ and could lawless 
white men be kept from among them, and their subsistence department kept properly sup- 
plied, I believe his most sanguine expectations would be realized, and only a few years 
pass before they would cease to be a burden to the Government, or a source of revenue to bad 
men. 

The following is the census of the Indians of this agency: 

. 2 : a — 
PS) ele |S (a | EF) a] S| sé 

Kiowas ..-. ---. ------ 0s. eee eee eee eee eee ee eeeee-| 290 | 381 | 201} 198 | 1,070 
Comanches ....-. -..------- e--- eee eee eee eee] 384} 553 | 266 | 318 | 1,521 . 
Apaches .... 2-2. 22. eee eee eee ee cee eee eee 85 | 116 71 72 344 
Delawares. .....--. 2-2 2. oe cee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 8 10 6 6 30 

: 2, 965 
Comanches out... ...- 22. cee. eee eee ee cee cee fee cen elec cece lee ee ee lenne ce 35 
ssa-queta Apaches out............-.-.-2.-2---.. y weeelee ee ee lee ee ee [e.-e--] 180 

Total ..-22. 2-2 eee ee ee ee wee wee rooefeoes we [eeeee-]---- ee jee ee ..] 3, 180 

eee 

I desire to acknowledge all the courtesies shown me by the Indian Bureau, also the help 
endered me by my employés, each of whom has endeavored to render his share of assist- 
ance. William Wykes agency carpenter, deserves honorable mention for his faithfulness ; 
he has been connected with the agency in that capacity almost ever since it was established, 
nd filled his position satisfactorily. I would also especially refer to the efficient services of 
ny late clerk, W. H. H. Howard, the faithfulness of my interpreter, E. L. Clark, and to | 
he assistance rendered me by Frank Maltby, superintendent, and Dr. O. G. Given, agency 
hysician, who have also labored very acceptably among the Indians in holding religious 
eetings. Neither should I forget to acknowledge the debt of gratitude I owe to Him who 
as so mercifully watched over us and borne with our shortcomings during the whole . 
ear. 

I am, very respectfully, 
J. M. HAWORTH, 

United States Indian Agent, Kiowas, Comanches, and Apaches.
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OSAGE AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
Ninthmonth 1, 1875. 

ESTEEMED FRIEND: My sixth annual report of the condition of affairs at thisagency and 
_ the Indians in my care is herewith submitted. . 

The Osages number about 3,000, and the Kaws 520. 

° HOW SUBSISTED DURING THE YEAR. 

Last year open hostilities commenced between the United States troops and plains Indians, © 
while the Osages and Kaws were on their usual summer hunt. To keep them out of the 
contest I ordered them back to their respective reservations before they had secured scarcely 
any buffalo-meat and tallow for fall and winter use. Their crops also proved almost a fail- 
ure from the drought and grasshoppers, aud it was not deemed safe for them to go on their 
winter hunt; hence they have been stbsisted almost entirely upon food procured by the 
Government with their own funds appropriated by Congress, which was issued to the heads 
of families in payment for labor done for themselves; or for the benefit of the tribe. 

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED. 

The Osages being unaccustomed to remaining on their reservation, and smarting under 
| the brutal murder of four of their people near Medicine Lodge, Kansas, (referred to in last 

report) who were returning from the bunt, and the robbing of the same party of about sixty 
head of ponies and other property, the unjust treatment and the warlike preparations made 
on the border against the tribe rendered them exceedingly restless, requiring the unremit- 
ting attention of this agency, and of the chiefs who were peaceably disposed, to prevent some 
of their young men leaving the reservation for offensive purposes. It was not only neces- 
sary to feed them well, but to divert their minds from the consideration of their wrongs and 
restricted liberty. Other aggravating difficulties were encountered at this time in introduc- 
ing the new and, to the Indians, odious regulations requiring labor in payment for rations. 
They insisted that it was great injustice to require them to work for their food, which was 
purchased with their own money, thus paying twice for their subsistence, and that they did 
not authorize the Government to expend their money for supplies, nor would they permit it, de- 
manding their money in hand. The wild and ignorant full-bloods were led and incited to 
this course by the most influential half-breeds of the tribe. I am informed by Indians, whose 
word I have no reason to doubt, that W. P. Adair, a Cherokee, privately visited the reserva- 
tion and corresponded with those dissatisfied, and ridiculed them for laboring, telling them 
their agent had no authority to purchase supplies for them, but it was his duty to give them 
their money in hand, so they could buy what they pleased, and have white men and other 
Indians to do their work ; that they were not children to be treated in this manner, &c. They 
were also told that the herd of beef-cattle which had been purchased and was regularly is- 
sued to them was theirs and they had a right to kill them whenever they wanted to; and 
the wilder bands, over which he had influence, did kill a number of them accordingly during 
the winter. Such reasoning was calculated to excite them very much against the Govern- 
ment, and it had great effect on two bands, Big Chief’s and Black Dog’s. Forcible seizure 

‘of the subsistence was urged and appeared imminent; threats of personal violence were 
made against those Indians who were disposed to obey the law, and warriors were appointed 

: to prevent them, and did, for a time, from getting ration-tickets at the office. A quiet and 
persistent course by the agent in the line of his duty, and his order prohibiting the traders 
from selling food to the Indians, induced them to conform to the law, which has proved an 
inestimable blessing to the tribe, as shown by the progress made in civilizing pursuits during 
the past year, excepting by the two bands referred to. 

MERITORIOUS CONDUCT. — 

It would be doing injustice to a brave and true man if I were to omit stating here that 
Chetopa, chief councilor of the tribe, continued incorruptible and loyal to the Government 
and the submission of the rebellious was largely due to his counsel and courage. 

WORK DONE DURING THE YEAR. 

Owing to the large extent of country over which the Osages are scattered, supplies wer 
kept, not only at the agency, but at Little Osage, Salt Creek, and Hominy stations, thu; 
bringing food quite convenient to all the bands. Seed-wheat was furnished to those desi 
ing to sow; a large breadth was sown by both half and full bloods; in some instances ; 
second sowing was rendered necessary, on account of the first being destroyed by gras 
hoppers. } 

ra unusual degree of interest was soon mavifested by most of the wilder portion of th 
tribe, in selecting good claims, splitting rails, cutting house-logs, improving roads, &c. 
appeared that nearly every family was determined to have a farm, A number of white me 
were temporarily employed to assist and instruct them. This continued during the fa 

, mouths, when the completion of the houses was let on contract. Rail-making was vigo 
| -  gusly pursued during the winter and spring. The stirring of sod, which could not be don 

with their ponies, the breaking of 3,000 acres of prairie, and the hauling of 150,000 rai
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for those who had no wagons was let on contract, and also the furnishing of farms with 
fruit-trees, and the digging of wells on those not convenient to water. A much larger crop 
of corn, potatoes, beans, pumpkins, &c., was planted than ever before, and the yield has 
been bountiful. The wheat produced is estimated at 20,000, and the corn at 56,000 bushels, 
sufficient to supply the whole tribe with bread if properly distributed, 

The product of the agency school-farm was about 2,500 bushels of wheat, rye, and 
oats, and about 2,000 bushels of corn; the pupils did most of the farm-work this spring and 
summer, except the harvesting, which was done on contract. A commodious addition to 
the school-building is now approaching completion. A convenient and substantial barn is 
being erected for the use of the school-farm. 

I here introduce a table showing the comparative progress of the tribe during the three 
years on this reservation : . 

Mixed-bloods. Full-bloods. 

1€73. | 1874. 1875. 1873. 1874. 1875. 

Nunfter of families.......-....--200-eeee 65 70 70 450 464 468 

Number of recorded claims............-.. D3 |. 68 70 131 206 | * 310 

Number of families living in houses....... 53 59 64 23 50 159 

Number of families who-have orchards.... 12 32 64 | ..ncee oe 42 113 
Number of families who have wells.....-. 21 31 AT | ee eneeee. 61 121 
Acres of land in cultivation............--.| © 1,258 1, 637 2, 037 563 993 1, 839 

Acres of land broken... 22.22. eee ee cee cee ee eee lew ee cee eee 500 |..--.----.|---------- 2, 500 
Number of rails in fence...............---| 238,384 | 351,972 | 462,772 84,658 | 382, 033 785, 898 
Whole number of fruit-trees = al. 5,000 |s.eeebenn we ceccenes 15, 000 

en a 

IMPEDIMENTS TO CIVILIZATION. 

The foregoing table shows that all the families of mixed-bloods have improved farms, 

which are recorded in this office, and all the full-bloods also, except one hundred and fifty- 

eight families, most of whom have fenced fields, which are not included in the above table, 

and have grown good crops this season, but are taught by leading Cherokees to disregard . 
all Government surveys, and obliterate evidences of section-lines, and hold their land in 

common. Except for the baleful effects of these corrupt, uncivilizing influences, there is 

no question but that all of these families would have willingly taken claims the past year, 

according to section-lines, and improve them as other bands have, who were equally as wild, . 

but not so accessible to the Cherokees. Greater exertions will be made in future by this 

agency, which I am glad to say is supported by the Bureau, to prevent such persons from 
counciling with the Osages, and otherwise interfering with their affairs. 

One of the worst evils among the Osages is the corrupt character of some of their lead- 
ing men. Chiefs and councilors require their people to deal with the trader who will pay 
most liberally for such influence; the price of the goods is rarely considered. Chiefs are 
thus rendered very corrupt, and can be induced for a paltry consideration to sign papers , 

giving away vast sums of tribal funds. National debts are made in this way, and unscrupu- 

lous men who understand manipulating this weakness of the Indian can beguile him out of 

his all. I have combated with thisevil, and successfully, only as the Indians have advanced 

in civilizing pursuits, | 
In my report two years ago, I referred to a scheme, planned to defraud the Osages out of 

several hundred thousand dollars, through some half-breed interpreters, the governor, and 

some of the leading men. A few names were signed, and a large number forged, to a docu- 

ment representing that the Osages desired the Government to pay certain parties $230,000 

for alleged services, which the Indians had no means of knowing whether they were rendered 
or not, but they did know that said services, if rendered at all, were not charged for. The | 

paper being presented to the Department, the sum of $50,000 was paid thereon in Seventh- 
month, last year, from Osage funds appropriated by Congress for civilizing purposes. In the 

distribution of this amount the bribed Osages received but a smafl portion of the sums 
promised, which was a great disappointment to them. With the hope of getting their share 
at the next payment, the governor and one chief were induced to sign, in Twelfthmonth, 

1874, another paper expressing gratification at the prompt payment in part made by the 
Government, and asking that the remaining $180,000 be paid also. As it was necessary to 

have a considerable number of names to this paper, to be used before a congressional investi- 
gating committee as evidence of the general gratitude the Osages felt toward the Govern- 
ment for paying out their money, fourteen names of chiefs and leading men of the tribe were 
forged, making it have the appearance of an offitial document, though it was deficient, as 
well as all the papers in favor of that fraud, in not having the approval of .the agent, and 
certificate of the United States interpreter. As it is kaown that the only reason the Osages 
had for signing this paper was to get some funds tiemselves, I recommend that, in case . 

| the remainder of said claim is allowed by Congress, or by other authority, the shares prom-
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ised these Osages be paid to them direct, as I am satisfied those thieves will. not divide 
honorably. So long as Indians see us compromising with black-mailers on appropriations, 
it will be impossible to develop a proper standard of honesty among them. 

Corrupting influences, emanating from these persistent harpies, disappointed traders, 
would-be contractors, and discharged employés, have been gathering force rapidly since 
last winter; and having joined with the Roman Catholic interest, which has been assid- uously at work for months past among the Osages, and manufacturing and circulating 
through the press the grossest libels on the management at this agency, calls for active | 
measures by the Department to rid the reservation of these elements, or abandon the Osages 
to their rapacious greed. 
The half-breed Osages, who are shouting the loudest for the Catholic priests, are the lead- 

ers in procuring the fraudulent claim; and the full-bloods that are doing the same thing are 
the wildest and most insolent of the tribe. The governor, and some chiefs and councilors, 
who have been bribed by these claimants, and made dissatisfied by the priests with the sys- tem of civilization carried on by the Government, are induced to believe that a new agent 

. would insure the payment in full of the claim and of larger cash annuities, and excuse them from laboring. | . c 
The class of half-breeds who are opposed to these frauds are known as the honest and _ trustworthy men of the tribe, and have taken a deep interest in the education and civiliza- tion of the full-bloods. The full-bloods who are honest and loyal, and do not want Roman 

schools, are those most advanced in civilization. 

| CAMP-TEACHERS, 
I cannot better describe the services of these invaluable aids to civilization than to give 

extracts from some of their reports: 
“AGENCY STATION, Twelfthmonth:31, 1874. 

*“ ™ * ‘We visited the families on Sand Creek, seven miles from the agency. There 
are thirteen of them. Six are living in houses, and the others are building. Each family 
living in a house are furnished three chairs, one bedstead, bed-tick, table, broom, washtub, 
washboard, six plates. cups and saucers, knives and forks, one gravy-bowl, steak-platter, 
sauce-dish, dish-pan, wash-basin, candlestick, two towels, and table-cloths. We taught 
the women to piece quilts and put them into frames, and showed them how to quilt. They 
are very industrious and quick to learn, and have since made and quilted three to four quilts 

. to the family. 
‘* We went down to the Choteau neighborhood, twelve miles from the agency; took with 

us & Sewing-machine and some goods suitable for women’s clothing. We stopped with 
Mother Choteau, who has been elected second chief of the Beaver band, being the only Indian woman who has ever had the privilege of holding that position. We had the neigh- 
bor women (fifteen families) to come in every day to assist in making their dresses, and 
learn to cut and fit them. We fitted out nineteen women with three suits each, and made 
cloth ing for several children, showing their mothers how it was done.” * * * 

‘‘HOMINY STATION, Secondmonth 28, 1875. 
* * * ‘We have been employed during the month in visiting and caring for the sick, 

making dresses, and clothing some of the children and aged Indians. The writer has been 
employed in breaking their mules and ponies te work, laying up fence, hauling house-logs, 
rails, and hay, and giving them instruction and encouragement in the labor necessary in 
their new mode of life. There is a very great change among the Indians here in the past | 
few months, when they were nearly all inactive, having no incentive to labor. Now they 

: are active and energetic, and assist one another in making improvements. Even the young 
men have taken hold of the work, and seem trying to outdo their neighbors. They split 
rails out of timber that white men would not attempt to work. I have been engaged in. . the work here over eleven months without other compensation than my rations. I feel that 
the time has been well spent, not having gone into it with any expectation of remuneration.’’ 

7 ‘‘LITTLE OSAGE STATION, Secondmonth 28, 1875. 
‘We have made several visits to the camps, and put a number of quilts in frames for the 

. _ women who have moved into houses. They soon become very expert at quilting, and every- 
thing else that we endeavor to teach them. We have made up a number of garments for the 
children, and cut some out for the women to make. Those who are occupying houses take 
pride in learning the ways of the whites. We feel much encouraged in the work under- 
taken, on account of the aptness of our pupils. Some of the Indians attend our religious 
meetings, and one desired us to hold them at his house.”’ * * * * 

“SALT CREEK STATION, Firstmonth 31st; 1875. 
 * * * “There are four female missionaries engaged in visiting the lodges of 

the Indians, and instructing them in the duties of civilized life. Several of them have 
learned to knit, make bed-quilts, and sew more neatly. They seem deeply interested in - 
learning the new mode of living. * * **
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MORALITY, RELIGION, AND SCHOOLS, 

When [took charge of the Osages, the Catholics had control of the religious and educa- 
ional interests of the tribe. Sixty children were in their mission schools, most of them be- 
ing mixed-bloods; no chief or leading man among tlte full-bloods patronized the school at 
that time, and up to this date the priests have failed to induce any of that class to permit 
their children to attend their school; which proves conclusively that the Catholics had not 
btained the confidence and control of the full-bloods—as represented recently to the De- | 

partment, and in the mercenary and partisan press of Kansas and the Roman journals— 
fter undisputed control of their religious training for about twenty-five years. In fact, a 
trong feeling existed in the tribe against their system of education, and I was frequently, 
mportuned to establish a different kind of school. I was notable to do this until about 
wenty months ago, at which time there were only twenty-three children in the Catholic 
chool, and there were during the past summer only eleven, and they are all half-breeds ; 
rhile at the Government school at the agency, which is not sectarian, there were at the 

same time thirty-four half-breed pupils, most of whom had been taken from the Catholic = 
school by their parents without any solicitation on my part. The remainder in attendance, 
sixty-six, were full-bloods, not orphans sent merely to obtain a home, as was the custom 
eretofore, but the sons of the governor, chief councilor, and of nearly every chief and 

leading man in the tribe who had children cf suitable age to send to school. | 
Nothwithstanding this marked preference on the part of the Indians for the agency-school, . 

ivers petitions are manufactured on the occasion of the frequent visits of the priests to the 
gency, and sent to Washington, representing, falsely, that the Osages are very unhappy, 

baving no religious freedom, and suffering great persecutions from the agent. Long and 
pathetic, but false, editorials have appeared in the Roman Catholic and envious Kansas 
newspapers on this subject. The truth is, the priest has invariably had the use of the 
bapel when he chose to occupy it; the usual religious services, which are union in their 
haracter, have been waived to give them the hours they desired. He has had the pupils 
ho were claimed as members to confession, and to private rooms for instruction. 
We have listened from time to time to his abusive discourses, describing us as heretics, &c. 

When he publicly denounced the system of civilization adopted by the Government for the 
sages, he was not molested, because he evidently desired to be made a martyr; and had I - 
emoved him from the reservation my motives would have been grossly misrepresented. 
His visits have tended to excite the prejudices of the half-breed Catholic pupils. On such 
ceasions I would tell them that they could have choice of schools, their expenses would 

be paid at either, and have advised their parents to send them to the Catholic school if they 
or their children had the choice for it; but in no instance have I been able to induce any of 
hem to make the change. If the priests would let the Catholic half-breeds alone, they 
would much prefer sending to a school where most of the time was not occupied in the 
study of religious ceremonies. , : 

The average attendance for the year, at the agency-school has been sixty-six. Under 
he liberal and enlightened system of instruction adopted, the pupils are advancing rapidly 

in their studies; this being particularly noticeable in the full-bloods, who learn to read, 
write, and speak English in ashort time. A few Sabbaths since, at a religious meeting, a 
little girl of that class voluntarily led in the singing. Some of the employés gather the In- . 
dians on the Sabbath in the more densely populated neighborhoods for moral and religious 
instruction. They are thus taught te look forward to the Sabbath as a day of rest and | 
serious thought. - 

THE KAWS. 

This tribe has been on their reservation about two years, and has made good progres 
articularly during the past year, under the stimulating influence of the law requiring labor 

or their rations. They have been subsisted in this manner from their own funds, provided — 
by Congress. 

Each family now has a claim, under Government survey, recorded in this office. Over 
150,000 rails have been split, and nearly all laid up in good fence on their farms. They are 
building houses, and otherwise manifesting an interest in civilization that they have not 
heretofore done. Their corn is estimated at 1,600 busbels. About 600 acres of prairie has . 
been broken for them, a considerable portion of which they are preparing to sow in wheat. 

A steam grist and saw mill bas been erected for them; also a commodious barn for the 
school-farm. Both these buildings are of stone. The school has been well attended, and 
successfully managed during the year, averaging about 45 pupils. Meetings for worship 
acd Sabbath schools are well sustained. 7 

A GOOD HOME FOR EVERY OSAGE IN TWO YEARS MORK. 

Taking the progress made by the Osages during the past three years as a basis, it will re- 
uire but two years more, with the same appropriations as last year and this, to provide every 

family with ten acres or more of well-fenced and cultivated land, fruit-trees, farming-imple- 
uients, a good hewed-log house, and furniture, stock, and poultry. 

In making these improvements, the adult Osage becomes so skilled in agricultural labor, os
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nd so inspired with new hopes, that his self-support is insured. As a large portion of the 
tribe have been thus advanced by the assistance of their ample means, would it not be wise 
in the Government, and just to those bands who have been hindered by improper counsel 

_ from accepting the offers of the Government, to assist them in the coming two years to the 
same condition of comfort and suppoyt as the other bands ? . 

CAN THE WILD ADULT INDIAN BE CIVILIZED ? . 

The prevailing idea, even among the friends of the Indian, that the wild adult ‘‘ savage ” 
cannot be domesticated and made self-supporting by his own manual labor is demonstrated 
by tha Osages to be a fallacy; and there can be no doubt, if the same system for civilizing 
was applied to other wild tribes, that similar results would follow. So long as we rely upon 
schools as the principal means for producing this end, civilization will be indefinitely post- 
poned. The public mind justly requires that at the earliest possible period all the wild 
tribes should be brought under the control of civil officers, and induced to provide their own 
food. This would be no difficult task to perform if only a few of the men who legislate for 
and direct our Indian business believed it could be done. 

If this demand was met and accomplished, then the different religious denominations 
could take their own time in Christianizing and educating them, without the interference of 
the war officers, politicians, and venal press. 

CONDUCT OF THE OSAGES. 

Taking all provocations into account, the Osages have behaved themselves well the past 
year. 

No satisfaction has yet been obtained by them for the four men killed at Medicine Todge, 
Kansas, over one year ago, nor for the sixty head of ponies and other property taken at that 
time. Several attempts have been made by small war-parties, composed of their friends, to: 
leave the reservation for the purpose of retaliating. On one occasion recently chief Che-sho- 
how-kah offered his own life, after giving his favorite horse and his chief-money to the rela- 
tives of the deceased, to prevent them, when determined on going to take revenge where 
their brothers had been so ruthlessly murdered and robbed. A slight exhibition on the part 
of the whites of the manhood and generosity which prompted this chief to give his most valued 
property and offer his own life to save the lives of white persons in Kansas would have secured 
such reparation for the wrong as would have quieted and entirely satisfied the aggrieved 

_ Osages. That revenge will be taken, sooner or later, on some innocent person, is not questioned 
by those acquainted with the religious customs of the Osages and with the unjustifiable killing 
of their people. The blood of the innocent victims, whoever they may be, must rest upon 
those whose duty it is to repair this deep wrong. Every effort has been and will be made 
by this office to restrain them. It has afforded the tribe much satisfaction to know that the 
Department has promised to ask Congress to make some provision for the orphans of the 
‘deceased and for the restoration of the property. 

During the past year several herds of cattle were pastured on unoccupied lands west of 
and contiguous to the Osage reservation, where the Osages habitually herd their ponies. I 
have no doubt it is true, as alleged, that the Osages have killed several head of these cattle. 
Drovers having authority to herd them should be well paid for such losses. Five horses 
were also stolen from a ranche on the cattle-trail, which were returned to the owners. This 
summer three families of thriftless, indigent Osages left the reservation without permission, 
and located on the Chisholm cattle-trail, to gain a living by collecting tax of the drovers. 

. They had obtained a few dollars in that way, which they expended with a trader near by 
for flour, &c. Some beeves were also obtained. The United States soldiers, being informed 
of their business, made an attempt to capture them, which resulted in the killing of one 
Osage-——an old man, and near-sighted. 

The killing of an Osage insures the murder by his relatives of some white person, unless 
his conduct and character were such that, by general consent of the tribe, he deserved 
death. I trust this summary punishment will prevent such enterprises in future. ; 

It was generally but falsely asserted, about one year ago, that the Osages had murdered 
eighteen persons in two years past. No troops have been on the reservation, nor any police 
force, nor even a United States marshal, during the past year to protect the lives of scores. 

. of unarmed employés scattered among these ‘‘savages.’’ A more peaceable community can 
scarcely be found, although differences have been fomented by outside parties that would 
certainly have terminated in bloodshed among a people possessing the ordinary vices of 
civilization. 

. MISCELLANEOUS. 

At the agency are the blacksmith and gun shop, wagon, shoe, and harness shops, which 
' have furnished employment for several Osage apprentices. The monthly*reports show a 

large amount of work performed. 
Smithing has been carried on at the three stations during the plowing season. Commis- 

sarics have also been erected for the storing of supplies for laboring Indians. 
Wheat was purchased on the Kansas border, and made into good flour at the agency mill. , 

About 4,000 bushels was ground during last winter and spring; now the full-bloods are 
thrashing their wheat by hand, and bring it to the mill nicely cleaned for grinding.
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A member of the tribe purchased a portable mill, which has sawed most of the lumber re- 

quired for buildings distant from the azency-mill. A large number of shingles have also been 

made. Quitea number of Indians have been provided with milch-cows, hogs, wagons, har- 

ness, plows, and harrows. Grass is now being cut for them, which they are hauling and 

stacking. Sixty-five yoke of steers have been broken to work during the summer, which 

will be loaned to Indians to prepare their ground for fall wheat. or nce 

Temperance and a good moral influence prevail in the tribe. They have recently elected 

a principal chief and chiefs for the different bands. The unity and good feeiing prevailing 

in the tribe is attributable to the fact that they are too poor to attract those having mercen- 

ary designs. 
The statistical report for the tribes is herewith submitted. _ . 

Very respectfully, 
| ISAAC T. GIBSON, 

United States Indian Agent. 

EpWwarp P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 

QuUAPAW AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
Ninthmonth. 20, 1875. 

Hon. Epw. P. SMITH, | 

- Commissioner of Indian Affairs : 

In compliance with instructions contained in Bureau circular, I submit the following as 

my fourth annual report of the condition of this agency : 

The past winter was one of unusual severity for this latitude; this fact, coupled with the 

pestitution following the severe drought of last year, caused great suffering among many of 

he Indians of this agency. In accordance with my request, the sum of $500 was placed at 

my disposal for the purchase of seeds, &c., for the use of the most destitute. With this a 

supply of seed corn, potatoes, &c., was furnished to those who were unable to help them 

selves, thus enabling all to put in their spring-crops. 

The present has been a very favorable season for crops ; corn especially is very heavy ; 

wheat and oats are also good, but, owing to a series of heavy rains in Seventhmonth, was 

not saved in as good condition as it should have been. 7 

The general health of the Indians included in this agency has been good until within the 

last few weeks; since the overflow of the bottom-land, there has been some ague, with occa- 

sional cases of a more serious nature. 

In industrial pursuits there appears to be a greater determination this year than ever be- 

fore for advancement. While the amount of new land putin cultivation is less than last 

year, yet this is not attributable to lack of energy on the part of the Indians, but to the 

scarcity of feed for their teams, which were in most instances searcely able to do the neces- 

sary work for planting the ground already in cultivation in proper season. | 

The Quapaws seem to be the only exception to the general advancement, and they, I be- . 

lieve, have showao a better spirit this year than last; but a long course of indolence, vice, 

and idleness has so demoralized them, that I fear but little can be accomplished with the 

present adult generation. I have hopes that the children of this tribe, now being trained 

and educated to habits of industry in the mission-school, will, when they come to mingle 

with and participate in the business of the tribe, infuse new life and energy into it. Quite a. 

number of this tribe who were connected by blood with the Osages have returned to them ; 

consequently the statistics show a decrease in numbers since my last report. : 

On the 24 of Fourthmonth last, in pursuance of instructions, in conjunction with Major 

C. F. Larrabee, United States special Indian agent, I held a council with the Quapaws, at. 

which they agreed to relinquish to the United States about two-thirds of their reservation 

for a fature home for the captive Cheyennes, &c. In case such cession should be made, I 

would recommend that the funds arising from the sale should be expended for them in 

improvements, stock, implements, assistance in agriculture, &c. 

The Confederated Peoria, &c., Indians are in good condition, and are making commendable | . 

progress in civilization. ‘Their farming operations are conducted in a manner comparing 

favorably with that of the whites in the neighboring States. Their moral condition is im- 

proving ; drunkenness is decreasing, and their interest in the education of their children is - 

growing. Quite a number of the tribe, including their head chief, have united with the 

church, and are endeavoring to lead sober, Christain lives. 
The Miamiés who have removed to this reservation are, notwithstanding their many dis-. 

couragements, doing well. They have been in a very poor conditign consequent ou their | 

first starting in a new country and the total failure of their crops lastseason. ‘This, together 

with their disturbed condition consequent upon the unsettled state of their business, has had ) 

a tendency to retard improvements among them. I have endeavored to assure them that 

‘Government will properly care for their interests in due time, and much of the feeling of 

uncertainty and distrust is allayed. I would urge upon the Department the importance of |
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using every effort to bring about a settlement of their matters, at least so far as their land — interests are concerned, at the ensuing session of Congress, Since their removal here they have taken active steps in organizing a church. Commencing with twelve members less than two years ago, they now have seventy-seven among the Miamies and Peorias. The , effects of this movement can be plainly seen in the decreased number of drunken brawls, and in the general improvement of the conduct and morals of both tribes. The Ottawas have been energetically engaged during the season in putting in and caring for their crops. The general condition of the tribe is good. The majority of them attend church, Sabbath school, and temperance meeting regularly. The public sentiment of the tribe is decidedly in favor of temperance, and as a result drunkenness has greatly decreased among them. A few of the dissolute young men of the tribe have long been suspected of horse-stealing, and the tribal regulations proving to be insufficient to restrain them, in accord- ance with the wishes of the chief and leading men I had two of them arrested by the United States marshal, and taken to Fort Smith, Ark., where they are now in jail awaiting trial, with almost a certainty of conviction. This appears to have had a salutary effect on others, as no complaints of similar offenses have been made since. There have been two deaths and nine births during the past year. 
The Eastern Shawnees have but few men in their tribe, yet considerable work has been done in farming. But little additional improvements have been made, but the old ground - has produced luxuriant crops of corn, &c. The amount of drunkenness has been much less . this year than heretofore in this tribe, 
The Wyandotts have raised large crops of corn, oats, and wheat this year, and will, I be- lieve, have but little trouble in getting through the coming winter without assistance. The progressive portion of this tribe seems to have gained the ascendency in their council, and ‘a8 a Consequence I am able to report their general condition as encouraging. With few ex- — ceptions, they are disposed to be steady, industrious, and sober people. The Senecas, situated in the most southern part of this agency, are well advanced in in- dustrial pursuits. The tribe is composed of members of each of the old “Six Nations,”’ but the majority are Cayugas, A large number of them have good farms, well cultivated and stocked. Their crops this season are good, and there will be a considerable surplus of corn among them. The energy and thrift of this tribe is to be especially commended. Not- withstanding the above favorable facts, I regret tosay that some of them’still hold tenaciously to many of their old traditions and customs. This is much to be regretted, as, aside from this fact, I regard the Senecas as being in every respect in as favorable a condition in refer- ence to civilization and advancement as any tribe in this portion of the Territory. The Modocs have been more quiet and better behaved than could have been reasonably expected of them. They have engaged in manual labor with more readiness and persever- ance than I had any anticipation of. They have, during the past year, made and put in fence 17,200 rails, built 12 log-houses, and planted 50 actes of corn and vegetables. The Average number of men in the tribe able to work has been about 20. I contracted for and had 200 acres of new ground broken for them this season, at a cost of $3 per acre. They got | 160 acres of this inclosed with e. good rail-fence; the remainder I expect them ‘to fence during the coming winter, in order to have the whole farm ready for planting in the spring. I have furnished them with two yoke of oxen and two wagons to do their necessary hauling. In order to encourage them and give them a start in stock-raising, I purchased for them eight cows and calves, which I placed in charge of those whom I considered the most trust- worthy of the tribe. Bogus Charlie, the principal chief, had already saved a sufficient sum of money and bought him a cow and calf. For the last two months there has been a great deal of sickness among them, and in several instances it has proved fatal. The schools of this agency have been in successful operation during the greater portion ot the past year. Their condition has been better, and ‘more good has been accomplished than during any previous year since their opening. The attendance has been better, and the feeling of the adult Indians toward them is more favorable than ever before. This I regard 4s one of the most encouraging features of the work in this agency. . The Seneca, Shawnee, and Wyandott mission-school buildings were enlarged and im- proved last fall, so that the original capacity of the buildings was doubled. The school is under the care of Henry and Anna B. Thorndike, as teacher and matron. The enrollment . Was 123, with an average attendance of 73. The progress of the children was ¥ery good. _ ° “The branches taught are orthography, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar, physiology, and botany. This is really a ‘‘graded school.’”’ In the lower room the child on first entering school is taught the use of the English language and the rudimentary branches. As fast as the pupils are far enough advanced they are transferred to the upper room, where a systematic and thorough course of study is pursued. Religious meetings, Sabbath school, and temperance meetings have been kept up during the greater portion of the year, in con- nection with the school, and have been pretty well attended, both by the children and the neighboring Indians. 

‘Lhe Ottawa mission-school, under the care of Pelatiah and Cornelia E. Bond, as teacher and matron, has had an enrollment of 45 during the past year, with an average attendance of 29. The children attending this school have received careful instruction, and have made corresponding advancement. The progress made in geography and arithmetic is especially
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| noticeable. One great disadvantage under which this school labors is the lack of sufficient. 
room for the proper accommodation of the children. This I have been unable to remedy, as. 
the amount of means at my disposal applicable to this mission has been only sufficient to 
meet the current expenses of running the school. The religious meetings, Sabbath schools, . 
and temperance meetings have been well attended, and great interest has been taken in - 
them. : : 

The Quapaw and Modoc mission-school, under the care of A. C. and E. H. Tuttle, has 
had an enrollment of 90, with an average attendance of 70, during the past year. The ad- 
vancement made by the pupils is very satisfactory. This is especially the case with the 
Modoc children, whose application and regular attendance has been exceptionably good. 
The children attending this school are carefully instructed in the rudimentary branches of 
an English education, as well as in the habits and customs of civilized life. Especial care 
is taken to instill into their minds religious and moral sentiments as a proper basis for Chris- 
tianization and civilization. The Sabbath school and religious gatherings at this mission 
have been full of interest, and have been followed with beneficial results. The work here 
in the cause of temperance has also shown good fruit. 

The children at all the missions are instructed and employed in manual labor out of school- 
hours ; the boys to do general farm and garden work, care for stock, &c.; the girls to cook, . 
wash, iron, sew, and do general housework. One great object always kept in view is to 
fit them for the practical duties of life when they leave school. : . 

The Confederated Peoria, &c., day-school, during the winter, was not in as flourishing a . 
condition as I could wish, the attendance being small; but after the re-opening of the school 
in the spring, and arrangements being made for boarding some of the children who lived 
too remota from the school to attend from home, the attendance has been better, and the 
interest of both the children and parents increased. The total enrollment is 36; average, 
30. The school since spring has been under the charge of Joseph H. Newlin. 

A school-house is now in course of erection for the use of the Miamies. It is to be com- 
pleted about the 15th of Tenthmonth, when a school will be opened for the benefit of this 
tribe. | | 

Very respectfully, | | 
] H. W. JONES, 

United States Indian Agent. | 

Sac AND Fox AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, . 
Ninthmonth 10, 1875. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C.: 

In accordance with instructions contained in Bureau letter of Seventhmonth @, 1875, Ihave 
prepared and herewith forward my third annual report of the state of the Indian tribes under 
my charge, viz, the Sacs and Foxes, Absentee Shawnees, and Mexican Kickapoos. 

: POPULATION. - 

Sacs and Foxes, (including detached band in Kanfas ) about........----..-.--..--- 700 
Absentee Shawnees.... .----- coe ene ene cee eee cee ce eee tec ee cece cece eceee O63 
Mexican Kickapoos.---.- 2-224 20-2 ne cee ene cee ee cet ee ce eens cece cee eee e ences 426 

The detached portion of the Sac and Fox tribe, known as Mo-ko-ho-ko’s band, have not 
yet been removed from Kansas to their tribal reservation, which is their only rightful home. 
During Twelfthmonth, 1874, the Department asked the consent of the Indians at the agency 
to use $1,000 of their annuity-funds to defray the expenses of a delegation of this band in 
making a visit to Washington, with a view to making arrangements for their removal to the 7 
Indian Territory. It was the express understanding of the Indians and myself, when they 
consented to the use of this money in this manner, that if said delegation made the proposed 
visit it would be considered equivalent to forcible removal, if they would not willingly re- 
move; otherwise it would be a useless expenditure of the funds of the tribe. By treaty pro- 
visions the members of the tribe are prohibited from receiving any portion of the annuity unless 
they are on the reservation. This leaves that part of the tribe in a very destitute condition. | 
The Indians here have manifested generous feelings toward them by frequent gifts of money 
and provisions to supply their wants. The tribe has now doneits full share to heal up the breach 
and secure a reunion of the tribe, by bearing the expenses of the delegation to Washington, 
and other acts of kindness. With this condition of affairs, and when the interests of this 
band are so hazarded by contact with border society and ils attendant evil influences, as. 
whisky, &c., and living vagabond lives in a land not their own, where their children are 
growing up in vice and ignorance, when they have an immense reservation, legally theirs 
with ample provisions for the education of their children, and annuity which they could draw 

if they were here, it would seem that the duty of the Government in this case is perfectly 
lain. 

P That portion of the Mexican Kickapoo tribe which, under the successful negotiations of |
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Special Commissioners Atkinson and Williams, started from Mexico in Fourthmonth, -1875, 
arrived here in the Seventhmonth following, without the loss of a single person except an 
infant which was born on the road. I visited them the next day after their arrival, to talk 

, _ with them, ascertain something of their condition, and provide for their needs. When I ar- 
rived at their camp I found them holding a religious feast, which was to continue from sun- 
rise until sunset, for the purpose, as their chief said, of ‘thanking their God that they had 
got through alive.” On account of some peculiar notions, they have refused to be enrolled 
for a time. As nearly as I can ascertain, they number 114. They have consented to be en- 
rolled soon. Only a part of them are willing to draw rations. ‘They report the number still 
remaining in Mexico to be about 100. 

AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS, 

The past season has been unusually favorable for crops of all kinds. Rains have been 
frequent and plentiful, while during previous summers even the prairie-grass would wither 
for want of water. The immense growth of vegetation this year has proved that this virgin 
soil is rich and capable of producing great crops, if only supplied with water. Wheat, oats, 
and other small grain, give better yields than corn, not only this year but daring previous 
years. Only three Indian families have tried the experiment of raising wheat, but in these 
cases it worked so satisfactorily that others will be induced to follow their example. The. | 

. %manual-labor school produced 32 acres, and while it was being harvested, Indians came 
from far and near and witnessed with lively interest the operations of the reaper. 

The following statistics will give an idea of their farming operations for the past twelve 
months: . 

; Acres Acres Rails Bushels 
cultivated.| broken. split. of corn. 

Sacs and Foxes ..........-...............-. 404 None. 3, 280 12, 120 
Absentee Shawnees............-...-.---00. 1, 201 179 60, 900 29, 820 
Mexican Kickapoos.....................6- 63 63 23, 440 1, 200 

Where there has been any lack in teams or implements, I have tried to supply the de- 
mand. I have bought and turned over to the care of the Sac and Fox chiefs twenty gentle 
steers to assist those inclined to work to do their breaking and heavy hauling, as they did 
not have a sufficient number of good teams. | 

The Mexican Kickapoos were placed under my care in the early part of the autumn of 
1874, and as they had nothing with which to gain a subsistence by labor, I bought and dis- 
tributed to the principal families 30 two-horse wagons, 61 plows of the best make and o! such 

_ kinds as seemed best adapted to their wants, 58 hoes, 54 shovels, 73 iron wedges, and such 
other articles as would enable them to farm successfully. As they had no teams used to 
work, I furnished them 22 mules, with good harness, and 26 gentle oxen, with yokes and 

| chains complete. But after spending twelve years roving from place to place in quest of 
plunder, as they have, it is rather a sudden change to settle down to quiet farm-work, and 
they have not done as much as they might. And yet they have done as well as any one 
acquainted with their former life could expect, and, everything considered, there are hopeful 
signs of their becoming settled and peaceable Indians. They are not lazy, as their flying 
marauding trips have educated them to be sharp and stirring, and once thoroughly interested 
in farming, they will excel most other tribes. 

' The Absentee Shawnees, having neither annuity nor special appropriations, are entirely 
dependent upon their own efforts for a subsistence, and as a result of being thus dependent 
for several years, sheer necessity has made them an industrious and self-supporting people. 
All the families in the tribe have cultivated fields, which vary in size from 1 to 60 acres. 
T heir farming will compare very well with the farming done by the settlers in our frontier 
States and Territories. Corn is their principal crop, but they also raise beans, pumpkins, 
mnelons, &c. Some of them are preparing to sow wheat this fall. 

| By an act of Congress, approved Fifthmonth 23, 1872, these Indians were permitted to | 
take allotments on the “ thirty-mile square” tract ceded to the Pottawatomies. But it be- 
ing a time-honored custom among the Indians to hold their land in common, this prof- 
fered gift was not regarded in a favorable light, and with great reluctance did any accept of 
land in that way. The sentiment of the tribe is divided on this point, and even until the 
present time, one band, nearly one-half of the tribe, has persistently abstained from taking 
allotments. The other party, including the members of one band, have mostly taken their 
portions of land, the date of the first entry being Firstmonth 15, 1874. During the spring 
of 1875, 6,960 acres were allotted to 91 persons. I give below a statement of the whole num- 

- ber of allotments taken in accordance with the provisions of the law, up to the present time, 
to wit: |
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| Acres. 

139 adult persons, (over 21,) 80 acres each .- oc cece ce cece ce cece ce cece cece cece ce cell, 120 

| 410 children, (under 21,) 30 acres each.... 2-2-2. --eeeeeeecee ee cece secececece ss 2 200 

Total. ..- oc ec ce cc cece cece ce ce ce cece ee cece cree en ee nescence ss ccarccsces --13, 320 

Notwithstanding these persons were opposed to taking allotments at first, they are now so 

much attachee to their little farms, and so much enjoy the shelter of their houses and the 

fruits of their labor, that instead of looking back and wishing themselves in their former 

state, they are looking hopefully to the future and devising plans to improve their present 

condition. | 
STOCK. , 

Special effort is made on the part of the Indians to accumulate herds of cattle, as cattle- 

raising is highly profitable and does not require much labor. Grazing is excellent in sum- 

mer, and is sufficient in winter (which is very mild here) to keep their cattle in fine condi- 

tion without any additional feed or shelter. Constant attention is given to improving the 

quality of the various kinds of stock. 

I here give a statement of their stock, including the natural increase : 

| a a. a 
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Sacg and Foxes......----------- 876 188 | 1,217 376 | 1,860 | 1,067 

Absentee Shawnees....--.-+---- -| 797 175 | 1,639 407 | 2,339; 1,068 

Mexican Kickapoos......-------- 300 . 50 26 | None. | None. | None. . 

Doth eaecven eevee 1,973 418 | 2,882 783 | 4,199} 2,135 

ae 

HOUSE-BUILDING. 

The Sacs and Foxes have built eight hewed-log houses. The Indians cut, hewed, and 

hauled all the logs, and built the houses as high as the eaves. By an arrangement made in 

council, the Indian building a house was not to call upon the carpenter for any assistance, 

except advice, until that much of the work was done.. He could then inform the carpenter, 

whose duty it was to visit the house and calculate the amount of lumber required to finish 

the house neatly. It was made the duty of the Indian to haul all the lumber, rails, &c., and 

assist the carpenter whenever he could. All the chiefs and headmen now have houses, 33 

in all, and the sentiment is strongly in favor of house-building. I have effected arrange- 

ments by which any member of the tribe who wishes a house and is willing to perform the 

stipulated amount of work is entitled, free of charge, to good flooring, sawed rafters, doors, 

windows, aud other material, and to the carpenter-work necessary to make the house com- 

plete. . | 

The Absentee Shawnees, having supplied themselves pretty generally with houses previous 

to the time included in this report, have built but six houses the past year. There are 210 

houses, all log-houses, occupied by the families of this tribe. 

- The Mexican Kickapoos have built two hewed-log houses. To them it would seem too 

much like civilization for many of their number to live in houses. They shelter themselves 

from the storm by a kind of hut, about 16 feet long, 12 feet wide; and 10 feet high, built 

artistically of poles and the bark of trees. These huts, over thirty in number, are grouped 

together in some order and present the appearance of an old-time Indian village. ; 

| SANITARY. 

There has been but little sickness among any of the tribes until about two months ago. 

The unusual rains of seventhmonth, the consequent large {growth of vegetation, and the 

. hot weather that followed immediately, brought on bilious and malarial diseases. All who 

came under the treatment of the physician recovered. It was impossible for him to see all 

the sick, as the tribes are so scattered; the Absentee Shawnees thirty-five miles and the Mexi- 

can Kickapoos thirty miles distant from the agency. The Mexican Kickapoos seem to be 

very ignorant of how to care for themselves when sick, and ten have died since the sickly 

season setin. But the Absentee Shawnees, knowing better how to care for their sick, have con- 

quered the disease in every case. ‘The mode of living and dress among the Sacs and Foxes 

and Mexican Kickapoos has caused a predisposition to lung-consumption among their peo- 

ple. Nothing exerts a stronger influence in this direction than their manner of dressing their 

feet, which is by the use of moccasins made of dressed buckskin. This article is of very 

|
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little account to keep their feet warm and dry when they most need to be in that condition. — _ There should be a physician at Mexican Kickapoo station to practice for that tribe and the — Absentee Shawnees. 
: . . TRADING-FACILITIES. | 

| There is one trading-house at the agency and two at Shawneetown, The head clerk in the agency-store is a Sac and Fox Indian. One of the stores at Shawneetown is owned and managed by an Indian, and the other has Indian clerks exclusively, though it is owned by the proprietors of theagency-store. Y have made it an especial object to see that the stores do not sell any other than goods of intrinsic value, believing that inthis manner the Indians will _ have a practical demonstration of some of the advantages of civilization. Theemployés use the same grade of goods, and no other, that are sold to the Indians. I believe ourstores, with .& few exceptions, as fully subserve the interests of the Indians as is practicable by any system of merchandising. | 
; WORK OF MECHANICS AND MILL. 

By assistance received from civilization-funds, through Superintendent Hoag, I was enabled to furnish the Absentee Shawnees with a blacksmith for nearlysix months. Their plows and. other implements were in such poor condition that they could scarcely be used. They were mostly repaired, which enabled that people to raise much better crops. | Below is an exhibit of the work of our mechanics, rated at customary prices.’ 

eee 
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Blacksmith at agency, (a Sac and Fox Indian)..---....-.........../ $918 30 | $700 00 Blacksmith who worked five months and eighteen days for Absentee 
Shawnees, and two months and ten days for Mexican Kickapoos... 678 50 | 541 33 Gunsmith, (including work done on tin-ware) ......................} 1,152 90 | 700 00 Carpenter, (not counting his work as sawyer)......................| 600 00 | 900 00 
eee 

The above concerning the carpenter is the value of his carpenter-wo1k alone, such as work done on eight houses for Indians, making furniture, repairing wood-wo1k of broken wagons, - _ plows, &c. He has one Indian apprentice working with him. He is, also, head sawyer ; at the mill, superintends its running, and has charge of the lumber-yard. 
Feet of lumber sawed, 175,000, at a net cost of $1.75 per hundred feet. 

: Number shingles sawed, 85,000, at a net cost of $4 per thousand. 
Number lath sawed, 40,000, at a net cost of $4 per thousand. 

- Bushels corn ground, 1,000, at a net cost of 74 cents per bushel. 
The carpenter is the only white man who works in the mill. The engineer, ‘* ofi-bearers ”” of lumber, and all the other hands are Indians. 

: _ EDUCATIONAL INTERESTS. | 
Sac and Fox manual-labor school has been in successful operation, without intermission, _ _ except for a few days, since last report. During the winter months an addition was built to the boarding-house, which now affords sufficient room to allow two rooms for boys’ and girls’ 

play-rooms, and one reom for a reception and reading room. The capacity of the school is to accommodate 50 children. The enrollment for the year was 49, and the average attend- ance 3. Ten have learned to read, and all have ‘made about equal progress with white children, considering that they have the difficult task before them of iearning the English 
language, with its many variations of words, pronunciation, and forms of expression. Our 
teachers use the word system, aided by objects, in teaching the primary classes. Reviews are taken quarterly, and one day is devoted to an oral examination of the more advanced classes, : most of the employés, agency people, and a few Indians turning out, thus making the occa- — sion interesting and profitable. Those manifesting sufficient thoroughness in the branches pursued are advanced to higher studies. The evening following is occupied by an entertain- 
ment, consisting of declamation, compositions, and songs prepared for the occasion. The 
object of these public exercises is to do away with a certain kind of timidity so common with 
Indian children. All the children large enough perform manual labor. The superintend- | 
ent of the school arranges a programme at the first of each week, specifying the work of 
each pupil. Their natural aversion to manual labor is still strong, yet the school has gained 
ground in this respect. They have 79 acres in cultivation—22 acres in corn, 32 in wheat, Sin oa's,4 in millet, and 13 in garden-vegetables. They have 52 head of stock-cattle, 40
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_ head of hogs, and 7 milch cows. They have in their barn at this time 20 tons of good hay. 
The Absentee Shawnee manual-labor school was opened as such on the 8th of seventh- 

month. Six months previous to that a small day-school was sustained, with an average at- 
|  tendance of 9. By the aid of civilization-funds received from Superintendent Hoag, I was 

enabled to erect a -boarding-house 24 by 36 feet, and capable of accommodating 16 children. 
I have supplied it with some furniture, bedding, dishes, &c. By a continuation of favors. 
from civilization-funds, together with funds secured by Dr. Nicholson from Indiana Yearly 
Meeting ot Friends, the school was organized asa manual-labor school at the time mentioned, 
and now has 8 children boarding. This change started new interest in the school, and since 
then new day-scholars have come in and the enrollment has reached 40, with an average 
attendance of 23. By an order of the Secretary of the Interior, 354 acres have been reserved 
for this school as farm-land. Six acres have been cultivated, and 38 acres have been broken 
and fenced for use next year. The Absentee Shawnees have not less than 150 children of 4 
suitable age for school, and this school is their only provision for education. 

The Mexican Kickapoos have had no school. A school-house is now in process of erec- 
tion, and arrangements are now being made to build a boarding-house, with a view to 
opening a manual-labor school next spring. | 
' The citizen-class of Pottawatomies, who are not under the charge of any agency, and 
who live sixty miles from this agency, are, as yet, destitute of educational advantages. By 
direction of the Secretary of the Interior, $2,500 were set apart to be expended in the > 
interests of education among this people, and that money was placed ia my hands for that 
purpose. I proceeded immediately to the erection of a school-house, which is now more 
than half finished. A day-school will be opened there as soon as the house is ready. They 
have about 60 children of a suitable age to attend school, but are too sparsely settled for 
more than about 30 of that number toattend and board at their homes. : : 

PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION. | | 

This is a difficult subject upon which to report. The process of changing the language 
and customs of a people is shown by history and the very constitution of man to be a 
slow process. The most effectual means for civilizing the children is the manual-labor 
school. But this means is much crippled when less than 50 per cent. of the children are in 
the school, as is the case with the Sacs and Foxes. These Indians are just entering what 
may be called a transition state, and when their children leave the school they find the 
predilections of their fathers, mothers, uncles, and aunts so strong against civilization that 
they must either be a kind of serf, re-adopt Indian customs, or forsake relatives and seek 
associations elsewhere. To forestall some of these difficulties I have made some effort to 
form what I call ‘‘ half-breed ’’ settlements. I believe that this plan, carried out for several * 
years, and throwing the children as much as possible upon their own resources, is the final 
thing necessary to make their education and. civilization a fixed fact. The best method of 
civilizing adult Indians is to create a necessity on their part of performing manual labor. 
This is most satisfactorily demonstrated at this agency by the Absentee Shawnees. Among 
the many obstacles to hinder the progress of civilization, those mentioned have seemed to me 
the most deeply grounded. Notwithstanding these I have full faith that the present policy, 
if continued, will accomplish the desired result. The evidences of an advance during the 
past year are: Ist, the increased enrollment of scholars at the schools; 2d, the increased num- 
ber who have performed manual labor; 3d, the increased desire for home-comforts, as 
houses, wells, &c.; 4th, the decreasing dependence upon the chase, and the increasing 
desire for stock and larger crops; 5th, their increased and avowed willingness to follow the _ 
example of the larger civilized tribes to the east of them, as Cherokees, &c; 6th, their 
frequent discussions of the necessity of protecting themselves with laws; 7th, their greater 
regard for human life; 8th, their fuller appreciation of the fact that their hunting-grounds 
are being forever destroyed by the ax and plow of the emigrant, and that this territory is 
coveted by the same white race that has driven them back this far and are now entirely sur- 
rounding them; and 9th, that if they would hold their lands they must do it with improve- 
ments, and by having their corner-stakes driven. 

RELIGIOUS. © . 

Meetings for religions worship are held at the agency three times a week, at which 
moral and religious instruction is given. The school, all the employés, and about halt a 
dozen Indians attend regularly, and about twenty Indians attend occasionally. Two Sab- 
bath-schools—one at the agency and one at Shawneetown—are held each Sabbath. These 
gatherings area source of great benefit, and, I may safely say, of real satisfaction to all 
who attend them, as I believe they have received the blessing of Heaven. . 

I transmit herewith my statistical report. 
Respectfully submitted. 

JOHN H. PICKERING, 
United States Indian Agent.
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. WICHITA AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, | 
Anadarko, Ninthmonth 1, 1875. | 

Hon. EDWARD P. SMITH, 
| Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.: | 

- In accordance with instructions from the Indian Department, I herewith submit my sixth 
annual report. —_ 

At the time of presenting my last annual report the Indians of this reservation were very _ 
much disturbed by the engagement that had just taken place between the Indians ot the 

7 plains and the United States troops, by which they had suffered in the destruction of their 
property by these irritated and lawless bands. This region was also passing through a pe- 
riod of excessive drought, by which crops had failed, vegetation was dried up, the country 
burned over with prairie-fires and the grass on the prairies mostly destroyed. Many of the 
homies of the affiliated bands had been desolated by fire and pillage, and the Indians, had 
congregated into villages for self-protection. A few of them left the reservation altogether. 
and sought refuge with the Absentee Shawnees. | 

Owing to the appropriation made by Congress for furnishing supplies to the Indians be- 
longing to this agency not being sufficient for purchasing a full supply of provisions for’ 
the year, early in the winter the articles of food were all exhausted except beef. Generally, 

_ in previous years, the Indians had laid up corn, pumpkins, beans, and perhaps some other 
things for winter use, but from the circumstances already referred to, they were unable to | 
make any such provision for the past winter. Heretofore, too, in cases of necessity, and 
sometimes from choice, the Indians would, in the autumn, hunt buffalo and other game, by 
which means they could partly support themselves. But they were now restricted to their 
own reservation and kept from their usual hunting-ground by the operations of the military 

. against the Indians that were considered hostile. Under these restrictions, and with no food 
except beef, our situation looked gloomy, and it was feared that suffering must consequently 
follow. To prevent this, an extra quantity of beef was issued—the usual ration of all the 
provisions being insufficient for them—and as soon as it was thought prudent, application 
was made to the commanding officer at Fort Sill for an arrangement to be made by which the 
peaceable Indians could be permitted to hunt,which being now sanctioned and encouraged, 
preparations were finally effected by which they were allowed to go. They were very suc- 
cessful in procuring a quantity of meat for food and a fine supply of robes, which, being 
prepared by them, they bartered for articles of necessity, and were thus enabled to pass the 
winter without suffering. 

In Twelfthmonth a small band of Pawnee Indians from Nebraska arrived and re- 
ported that nearly the whole Pawnee tribe, numbering between fifteen and sixteen hundred, 

§ were on their way and would soon join them here. They did not reach the agency, how- 
ever, till Secondmonth, about two months later. Over three hundred and fifty of these 

| Indians having come here the previous winter, there were now upon the reservation about 
nineteen hundred Indians in addition to the usual number of the affiliated bands. The agent 
of the Pawnees had been here waiting for them since the first of the year; and soon after 
their arrival he took a delegation of about forty to look at anew reservation he had selected 
forthem, but the main body of the tribe remained with us, and had to be fed. Having had 
previous instruction from the Indian Department, beef-cattle had been provided, and issues, 
of beef made to them inthe same manner that the issues were made to those who reg- 
ularly belonged to the agency. ‘They continued here till near the end of Sixthmonth 
when the main body of the tribe was removed to their new reservation. Having planted a 

. considerable amount in corn, melons, pumpkins, &c., nearly four hundred of them were 
allowed to remain to attend to their crops, and, when matured, to gather and remove them. 

Having referred to a time of scarcity, solicitude, and anxiety, in which the Indians of this 
agency were unsettled and in a state of uneasiness and uncertainty, it is gratifying to be 
able to present at the present time a state of affairs that is highly encouraging. Notwith- 

| standing the difficulties to which I have alluded, they gradually became less suspicious of 
evil as the year advanced, and as confidence was restored they began to return to their 
former homes and settle down as heretofore. As the season for planting approached, I held 
councils with them on different occasions, at which they were informed that all would be 

. done for them that could be done to procure seeds for planting, that plows would be ready 
for them when needed, and, as far as practicable, their losses in implements, gears, and 

| other things pertaining to their industries would be restored. Upon these assurances they 
seemed to take courage, and as spring opened commenced their farming with spirit and 
energy beyond that of any previous year. During the time for preparing the ground for 
pla: ‘ine it was common to see from two or three to eight or ten two-horse plows running in 
a fie.” 1 being worked by Indians, and their crops were very generally put in in good 
season. I'he summer having been favorable for the growth of all kinds of vegetation, their 
labors are being crowned with ample success. They have melons in abundance; pease, 
keans, and other vegetables have done well, and their corn-crops are heavy. 

In company with Dr. Grinnell and his wife and Isaiah Worth, I made a tour of the 
greater part of the reservation in Seyenthmonth, and found a pretty general state of im- 

| provement over that of former years, partly the result of their own industry, which has been 
noticed, and partly owing to the favorable weather of the season. The industry that wag 
exhibited and the success attending their labors were noticed and commented upon by us
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It is very true that these Indians are still far from being all that we desire them to be, but 

when we compare their present condition with that of former years, I believe it must be ad- 

! mitted that their improved condition is very marked, and that they were never in a more 

| hopeful way of advancement. | | . 

As accurate a census was taken upon this tour as it was practicable to obtain, and we 

found the Indians te number as follows, to wit: Caddoes, including Delawares and Ionies, 

552: Wichitas, 228; Wacoes, 66: Tawacanies, 102; Keechies, 90; Comanches, 165; and 

tle Pawnees now here, 374; total, 1,577. There has been some falling off in some of the 

bands, owing principally to removals. 7 . 
During the disturbed state of feeling above noticed, some of the Ionies and a few others 

went among the tribes eastward in the Territory, mostly to the Absentee Shawnees; a band 

of Tooc-a-nie Kiowas (part Wichita and part Kiowa) who had been for several years with 

the Wichitas and Wacoes went to the Kiowas of the Kiowa agency, and some of the Pene- 
tethka Comanches joined other Comanches. _ 

The Caddo Indians, including the Delawares and a few others, planted and cultivated 

successfully the fields mentioned in my former report, but they have also extended and 

improved their individual places, and many of them have made a fair beginning for estab- — . 

lishing good homes and farms that will be permanent. They have their grounds well fenced | 

in; they have planted fruit-trees, and with proper encouragement they will soon take that 

pride in improving their premises which marks the thrifty white man. 
The Wichitas, Wacoes, Tawacanies, and Keechies have labored with increased energy ; 

their fields which were formerly fenced have been mostly well cultivated, and having corn, 

beans, melons, and other articles for home use and for sale will incite them to perseverance. 

Some of them are desirous of having their separate homes, and efforts will be made to have 

them so settled. 
The Comanches, who have done but little heretofore in raising crops, have shown a degree 

of energy and perseverance that was hardly looked for, and their labor has rewarded them 

with good crops. Thus all the bands of the agency have been industriously engaged, and 
are making fair progress toward providing for their own support. 

The extension to the school-building and the houses to be erected under the contract 

made last year are not yet completed. The extension is roofed in and ready for plastering, 

and the other buildings are under way, but the delay in the transportation of materials last 

falland winter by the freight-contractor interfered greatly with the progress of the work, | 

which otherwise would have been driven forward to completion at a much earlier period. — 

When the school-building is completed there will be accommodation for all the children of 

this agency, and the house and the arrangements, which are for a manual-labor and board- 

ing-school, will be substantial and of first-class order. The school has been eminently suc- 

cessful, and the desire shown by the adult Indians for the education of the children has | 

very much increased, and the advancement made by the scholars has been constant, and in 

some instances peculiarly marked and rapid. . 

The restriction in the bill appropriating funds for conducting the affairs of the agencies, 

where only a prescribed amount can be applied for the payment of employés, cripples our 

work, trom which the school, as well as other departments of our labor, suffers. For the 

complete success of an Indian school like the one here, where the children should be. con- 

stantly under the care and supervision of their care-takers, a force of employés equal to 

that required in a well-conducted boarding-school for white children is necessary. Those ~ 

care-takers should be men and women of ability, energy, and a devotion to the cause they 

have in hand that knows no tiring, and none can be fully successful without these qualities. . 

For information concerning the progress of the scholars and the general condition of the 
school, I would refer to the teacher’s report herewith. 

In connection with the restrictions above referred to, I would respectfully say that no one 

at a distance can have the information necessary for conducting the affairs connected with 

any kind of business successfully, and unless the information of those having such affairs 

immediately under care is acted upon, no business can prosper. Agencies which are placed 

under the care of religious bodies should be visited by special representations of those 

bodies so frequently that they would, at all times, be fully in possession of the views and 

action of the agents and become familiar with the condition, necessities, and the working of 

the agencies; and when the agent is not competent or trustworthy he should at once be re- 

moved. With the information thus obtained the Department and the Government could act 
understandingly, and the affairs of an agency could be conducted prosperously. 

The health of the Indians and all others on the reservation has generally been good, as 

the monthly reports of the physician have shown. Indeed, the position of the agenges"{jbars 

to be a remarkably healthy one, and the diseases contracted by the Indians along’ ...é river- 
bottoms are in most cases manageable. - 

I am under many obligations to frie:.ds of Philadelphia for their ‘syMpathy and support, 

and for liberal donations for the benefit of the school and for other Indian service. 
Under the conviction that an overruling Providence has been with us, without which all - 

our efforts must have been unavailing, I would commend the work to the fostering care of 

the Department, and to the friends of humanity everywhere. : 
Iam, very respectfully, 

| | JONA. RICHARDS, , 
United States Indian Agent. 

19 IND |
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AGENCY OF THE Sac AND Fox INDIANS IN Iowa, : 
Toledo, Iowa, September 23, 1875. 

SIR: Pursuant to requirements of the Indian Department, I have the honor to submit my 
annual report of the condition of the Sac and Fox Indians in Iowa for the year ending 
August 31, 1875. | . 

Upon my acceptance of the position of agent, I found but few of the tribe on their lands, 
and it was not until the month of June that I could call them in from their winter hunt and 
trappings, when I proceeded to enroll the tribe for payment and other purposes. This 
tribe own 419 acres of land, situated in Tama County, Iowa. The land is held in common, 
having been purchased by the different agents, from a part of their annuity set apart for 
that purpose after payment, and held in trust for them. They number 341 by population, 
there being 161 males and 180 females. During the last year there have been ten births 
and twelve deaths. There has been some sickness among them, owing to excessive high 
water this summer, which overflowed their lands, inundating their dwellings, creating damp- 
ness, and causing malarious types of fever common to low lands. They have in cultiva- 
tion, by estimate, about 125 acres, selected according to their individual tastes and conven- — 
ience. The greater part of this is planted to corn. Beans, squashes, and potatoes, being well . 
tilled, will yield an average crop for the season. They have made some advancement in 
farming, several having purchased harness and plows and prepared their own ground, and 
& great many more would do the same thing, but they have no means. 

The men have shown a better disposition to work their land this season than ever before, 
but the high water has prevented much enlargement of their grounds. During harvest, all 
the able-bodied men that could work went out in the fields and earned good wages. Quitea 
number of boys down to twelve years of age also went out, and seemed willing to labor 
when there was a sure reward. Their lands are only partially fenced, and in such a man- 
ner that they do not derive much good from it, the fencing being mostly by railway and 
by adjoining white persons,wko have kindly built entire line-fences at their own ex- 
pense, and kept the same in repair for years, and who have patiently submitted to constant 
trespass from their ponies, by reason of the Indians not having their land fenced in for pas- 
turing. What pasture-land they have lies in common, and would have been fenced in but 
for high water, which prevented crossing over the Iowa River. The chief and old men of 
the tribe consented to fencing their lands, but are now opposed to it. It is imperative that 
it should be done, if they desire to remain here, from the peculiar situation of their lands. 
Their stock must be kept on their own lands, as a large and wealthy neighborhood sur- 
rounds them, and every day engenders trouble from letting their ponies run at large or at- 
tempting to herd them. They have entirely too many ponies for the amount of land owned 
by them, and the number should be decreased by sale, or exchange for other stock, which I 
have urged upon them to do. 

Their school-house has been completed under contract, and is a very good and substantial 
building, pleasantly located, and large enough to meet all wants of the tribe for some 
time. It is furnished well, and has upper rooms for teacher and family. They are,as a 
majority, opposed to going to school, especially the old men. It will take slow and earnest 
labor, dependent upon time, to remove their piejudices and educate their young, on whom 
must depend any degree of success in the future. Their prejudices against schooling have 
been strengthened by some designing whites, who have enlarged greatly upon the necessity 
of the scheme to the Indians, and in such a manner that they are suspicious and mistrustful 
of any good result. When once assured that all is well, there can be no trouble, for they 
apt and intelligent. Their nomadic habits stand decidedly in the way of education. They 
must remain continuously on their land, and not take their young away on their hunting 
and trapping expeditions and keep them every winter. 

I'would most earnestly recommend that the attention of the different aid societies inter- 
ested in behalf of the Indians be called to the fact that these children will have to be clothed 
before sending to school, and also, if it can be done, that clothing be sent and placed in the 
hands of the agent by the Commissioner, not only to protect against the inclemency of the 
weather, but as an inducement for the young to attend schooi, and to teach them the habits 
of civilized life. I have not, at the date of this report, opened their school, but shall as soon 
as matters are arranged. 

The situation of this tribe renders the education and government of them very difficult, 
as they are in close proximity to several towns, and constantly coming in contact with a cer- 
tain class of whites, from whom they learn profanity, gambling, and other evils, and who 
associate with them for the purpose of reaping gain in a secret and unlawful manner. This 
has proved the most serious question in the government of the tribe, and not unfrequently 
has been productive of evil. The citizens residiug near have manifested a kindly feeling, 
and desire their advancement. The men, as a general rule, are very temperate, and a good 
degree of honesty exists. There has been a good share of credit extended to them by mer- 
chants and farmers, without which at times their families would suffer. The women are 

e very ingenious at bead-work, making baskets, carpet, matting, and moccasins, but only work 
to meet immediate wants. The estimated value of their personal property is about $15,000, 
consisting chiefly of ponies. 

This tribe manifest a friendly and peaceful disposition when allowed to continue the 

¥
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tribal relations, but oppose, as a majority, any infringement upon what is deemed their relig- 
$ ious belief or traditional laws and customs. Situated as they are, they are in a true sense 
- citizens, but lack that protection of person and property, by being considered wards of the 
| Government, that should surround them, and suffer frequently from lack of authority through 

the agent to provide in civil and criminal actions the necessary means for appeals, and to 
furnish bonds for appearance and costs. My opinion is that they should be treated as white 
persons in this respect, and authority given to the agent to act by adequate legislation. 

These Indians do not need the charity of the people so much as wholesome protection. 
By educating them they become wiser; but a firm and unyielding effort to instill in their minds 
the idea of self-dependence, reached by honest industry, willin time produce the desired result. 
They should be taught the relation of property to labor, and have removed from their minds 
the old prejudice that labor is degrading, and that idleness and vagrancy are crimes. Means 
should be provided for building them comfortable houses, and they should be removed from 
their bark dwellings, which would in a great measure do away with their roaming all over 
the country, and give better protection to life aud health. Means should also be provided, 
independent of their annuity, to buy farming implements and mechanical tools. Their an- 
nuity procuring a bare subsistence, they cannot buy, while if these thiags were placed before 
them they would learn their use, as abundant testimony has proven. They should in every 
way become permanent, and made to feel that what they do is for themselves and the good 
of their families, and all doubts brughed from their minds that the Government is going to 
remove them from their present home, which has been told them so often that it has become 
a saying of truth, and renders them suspicious of any advancement. 

I cannot say that these Indians are well and regularly fed, and that they are comfortably 
and properly clothed. Some few of both sexes have adopted civilized dress, but there is great 
room for improvement, both for comfort and health. The morals of the tribe,so far as my 
knowledge extends, is a subject of praiseworthy remark, considering their surroundings and 
condition. 

Permit me to say, in conclusion, that perceptible improvement has been made during the 
last year, based upon the clearly defined policy of the Government to mete out kindnéss and 
uniform protection to these people in such a manner as will best subserve their common interest. 
No other policy can succeed except that of christianizing and educating them, and impressing 
upon their minds the necessity of their obligations to each other and to the laws, at the same 
time bestowing a warm approval and reward upon any conformity or acceptance by them of 
such measures as may be intended for their mutual good. 

I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, - 
, THOMAS S. FREE, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. EDWARD P. SMITH, 

_ Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

- oe 

, AGENCY INDIANS IN KANSAS, 
_ Ninthmonth 10, 1875. 

ESTEEMED FRIEND: In accordance with instructions from the Indian Bureau, I herewith 
submit my annual report for the year ending Kighthmonth 31, 1875. 

The tribes in this agency are the Prairie band of Pottawatomies and the Kickapoo 
tribe of Indians. . 

Of the Prairie band there are about 450 persons present on the reserve and about 175 
who are voluntarily. absent in Wisconsin. The absentees are not enrolled for annuities, and 
receive no portion of the benefactions to which they would be entitled if present on the 
reserve. 

The reserve of these Indians contains 77,357.57 acres of land. It is well watered by 
springs and running streams, contiguous to which are considerable bodies of cottonwood, 
oak, and other kinds of timber, sufficient at least for the present wants of the people. The 
larger portion of the uncultivated prairie is covered with a magnificent coating of blue-stem 
grass, which makes splendid pasturage or hay, as may be required. The soil is a rich 
sandy loam, yields large crops of cora and oats, and produces fair returns of potatoes, 
wheat, and rye. Atmosphere is dry, with heavy winds in autumn and spring. 

The Prairie band in the last two years have made considerable effort to raise small grain, 
but owing to drought last year and grasshoppers this spring they have failed both years. 
During the planting-season their corn in some fields was destroyed two and three times. 
The Indians, however, continued to replant until the grasshoppers left, and now have their 
reward in the prospect of a good crop of corn. During the past three months I have issued 
o these Indians, purchased by their own funds, over thirty wagons, about forty sets of 
harness, and agricultural implements, sufficient, with what they had on hand, to complete 
a fair supply for the present wants of the tribe. . 

Since the Prairie band have been settled within the limits of their present reserve, and 
e area of territory over which they were previously permitted to roam and make tem- 
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_ porary fields has been circumscribed, they have been improving, and in the last few years 7 
they have been making rapid strides toward civilization and happiness. Their fields are in- 
closed with excellent fences, their houses are strong and comfortable, and the majority of 
them act like persons who, after a toilsome journey, have found a place of rest and comfort. 
They perform all their Jabor, and manifest much pride in a successful result. 

: Until the last few years the Prairie band did not have the advantage of a school, and, in 
fact, it was a difficult task to establish one among them. Even yet there is a faction in the 
tribe that oppose it, and, indeed, every other measure having a tendency to supersede the 
cherished customs transmitted to them through so many generations. The school during 
the year has had an average attendance of over thirty scholars; they are of suitable age to 
receive instructions, and have made meritorious progress in their studies and in deport- 
ment. With two exceptions, they ail read and write, a majority of them understandingly, 
and a number of them are quite advanced in studying geography, grammar, and _ history. 
Their parents and friends show increased interest in the schovl, and when visiting it evince 
much pride in the accomplishments of the children. A person unacquainted with Indians, 
visiting the school, would be surprised to see the affection; obedience, and intelligence dis- 
played by these children, when his conclusions of Indian character may have Jed him to 
look for exactly opposite qualities of heart and mind. 

In addition to the buildings now being used for school and mission purposes, we are erect- 
ing a commodious schod]-house, dairy, and smoke-houses of suitable sizes, and a well- 
arranged barn, 40 by 46 feet in dimensions, two stories high, with lower story built of rock. 
These buildings are substantial, and have an attractive appearance. 

At the last term of the United States district court, held in Topeka, Kansas, I caused three 
men to be indicted and fined for stealing timber from the Pottawatomie reserve, and three 
persons punished for selling whisky to those Indians. | 

The Kickapoos residiag on their reserve number about 280 souls. This number includes 
some few allottees, under the treaty of 1862, who have not received their pro rata shares of 
the cash-credits of the tribe. Their reserve is about thirty-five miles north of that of the 
Pottawatomies, is located within the boundaries of Brown County, Kansas, and contains 
20,273.53 acres of land. It is well watered, with-sufficient growing timber to meet present 
demands for fencing and fire-wood. The prairie affords almost unequaled pasturage or 
hay, and the soil is of the same character as, and perhaps richer than, that of the Pottawat- 
omie reserve. | 

The Kickapoos, though distinguished by many Indian proclivities of an extreme charac- 
ter, have been for many years friendly to education, and send a large proportion of their 

: children to school. Their school-buildings are only moderately good. They have native 
preachers, and a number of the people attend church regularly. The efforts of these 

| preachers have a moral tendency and are of benefit to the tribe. 
, The Kickapoos have met with considerable success in past years in raising small grain. 

The last two years they have failed from causes heretofore assigned. They do not farm so 
neatly or raise as good corn as the Pottawatomies. This, lam iuclined to think, is caused 
by their inferior farming-implements, the smallness of their fund for educational and agri- 
cultural purposes not permitting as liberal purchases of farming-implements as the larger 
fund of the Pottawatomies. In the latter part of the fiscal year I issued to them five 
wagons, ten sets harness, one combined machine, and one mowing-machine. With very 
few exceptions, they live in frame and log houses, are careful in their expenditures of money, 
and express much anxiety about the welfare of their children. 

Comparison, experience, the better health of the tribes during the past year, and many 
changes, present incontestable proofs that they are steadily and surely relinquishing the 
unstable supports of their traditions and customs, and are grasping with ready hands the 
means being offered to raise them physically, mentally, and spiritually out of the the condi- 
tion of degradation and mystification to which they have so long and persistently adhered. 
Intercourse with them clearly proves that they are now laboring as hard to learn the arts of 

. peace and to prepare comfortable homes for their families as did their fathers to learn the 
trade of war and to desolate the homes of those who provoked their displeasure. 

The present system of trading with Indians is a subject upon which I have deeply re- 
flected. My conclusions are that it is always demoralizing to the Indian, and often, in a moral 
sense, ruinously so to the trader. For instance, a trader has exclusive right to trade with a 

| tribe of Indians. His position gives him an actual influence and power that makes itself 
felt, according to the trader’s character, all through the tribe. In times of scarcity or want 
he can diminish his stock and increase his prices, making the plea that the Indians have 

. _ bought all they can pay for. Let a time for payment be appointed, however, and it is 
astonishing with what rapidity his depleted stock enlarges. At payment. the trader stands 
waiting for the Indian to draw his money, and it is only drawn to be transferred to his cash- 
box. TheIndian then turns to the store of the trader, when his arts and the inclination of, 
the Indian lead him to buy large quantities of gaudy fabrics which he does not need, and in 
the succeeding months, until payment comes again, he has doled out to him paltry amounts 
of necessaries which are sold high because his annuity is nearly exhausted. . 

Notwithstanding the money belonging tu each head of a family or individual is paid into 
his or her hands, they are in many instances forced by threats and intimidations to pass tj
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money over to the trader or traders. In this agency I have endeavored to correct this abuse 
by introducing an order-system. To an Indian applying for an order, I give one for such 

~ articles as he needs and an amount corresponding thereto. ‘These orders are not addressed 
to any particular firm, and are accepted at face-value wherever presented. 
When I came among the Pottawatomies I made an effort to induce them to raise 

cattle instead of ponies. I partly succeeded, and there are several herds among them now. 
Since that time, however, a new phase of the pony-business has been presented. During 

the year five car-loads of ponies have been sold, at an average price of $32 per head. The 
ponies are much more easily herded and do not require near the amount of care or feed 

that cattle do during the winter. I have concluded, therefore, that raising ponies pays them 

fully as well as raising cattle—at least with the knowledge the Indian has of raising cattle 
at present. Under these circumstances I advise them to raise all the ponies and cattle they 
can and pay close attention to improving their stock. 

The experience of another year has added to my convictions that a kind and conciliatory 

policy with Indians, either as communities or individuals, will lead them toward civiliza- 

tion, while an aggressive and arbitrary one will deepen in their minds dislike of the white 

race and the enlightenment that distinguishes it. The policy alluded to, combined with — 
firmness, decision, and exact justice in all business transactions and dealings with Indians, 

will surely win their confidence. When this is accomplished and the system is consistently 
followed up, suggestions or reforms will be reflectively considered, aud, in a majority of cases, 

adopted. 
Indians have deep religious convictions. They are all believers in the divinity of their 

Creator and worship no other God. Those of mature age depend alone upon the creed of 

their fathers as an avenue through which, after death, to pass to an endless existence of 

physical enjoyments. They have a reverential faith in the Creator, but need an enlightened 

understanding to enable them to comprehend the plan of salvation as proclaimed by Christ 
for the salvation of the world. Therefore the introduction of religious subjects, where the 

Indian has not the enlightenment to comprehend them, is not only useless but injurious. 
To such we can only give the example of Christian lives—lives whose every day of exist- 

ence is sanctified by the commission of sqme practical Christian action. . 

With the young people and children rests the solution of the problem of civilizing In- 

diaus. Give to them the education which they are mentally qualified to receive, and through 

its enlightening and christianizing influences the veils of superstition and relics of barbar- 
ism will disappear from the tribes : 

Herewith forwarded find statistical report for Pottawatomie and Kickapoo tribes of 
Indians. | . | 

Thine, truly, 
: M. H. NEWLIN, 

United States Indian Agent. 

E. P. SMITH, | 
Commissioner Indian Affuirs, Washington City, D. C. 

| OFFICE OF MICHIGAN INDIAN AGENCY, 

. | | | Lansing, October 5, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to present this my annual report of my agency, which embraces 

the care of all the Indians within the State of Michigan, comprised of four tribes, viz, the 

Chippewas of Lake Superior, Ottawas and Chippewas of Michigan, Chippewas of Saginaw, 

Swan Creek, and Black River, and the Pottawatumies of Huron. . 

: CHIPPEWAS OF LAKE SUPERIOR 

Are resident of the Upper Peninsula, and number about 1,200. They have two Government 

schools and two Christian missions. One mission is sustained by the Roman Catholics and 

one by the Methodists. They are about equally divided in locations, numbers, and religion. | 

They are a peaceable and improving tribe of Indians, wear citizens’ dress, live in houses, 
and subsist mostly by fishing and catching furs. The bay, (L’Anse, or Keweenaw, ) on 

either shore of which they are located, abounds with fish. During the month of June I made 

an allotment to them of their lands on their reservation, in severalty. This has stimulated 

them to efforts at agriculture. and resulted in a larger crop, mostly potatoes, than they ever 

produced before. By permission of the Department I Made au offer of $5 for each acre they 

would prepare for and put into seed. It was well received and acted upon. 

- OTTAWAS AND CHIPPEWAS., 

This is the largest tribe of Indians in the State, numbering about 6,500. In le72 their 

ribal relations to the Government were dissulved, and their last payments received, so that
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they are citizens of the United'States. The last promise of the Government has just been 
fulfilled in the delivery of patents to those Indians that were twenty-one years of age at the 
formation of the treaty of July 31, 1855. The balance of the land of their reservations was 
opened by act of Congress in 1874 for homestead-entry. There were about 100,000 acres or 
excellent farming-land. It has nearly all been taken for homesteads. Many of the younger 
Indians thus received lands to which they were not entitled under the treaty. This will prac- 
tically determine the capability of the Indians to join with the whites in the business of. 
civilized life, for the whites have surrounded and intersected them. I anticipate that the 
general result will be beneficial to the Indians. The example of that class of men that have 
entered upon their homesteads will show the Indian what can be done and how to do it in 
making the ‘‘ wilderness blossom as the rose.”’ 

The Government sustains but one school, viz, at Middle Village, in Emmet County. I 
therefore cannot give information concerning their educational condition. But my hopes 
in this respect for them are greatly encouraged by the flood of emigration of white home- 
steaders that has rolled in upon them. Sq, too, of the institutions and influences of a re- 

: ligious nature that will be forced upon them by this new state of things. 

| 

CHIPPEWAS OF SAGINAW, SWAN CREEK, AND BLACK RIVER, | 

About one-half of the number of this tribe live on the reservation, set apart for them, in 
Isabella County; the rest are scattered along Saginaw River, a distance of thirty miles. In 
point of prosperity the Indians off the reservation are full as well off as those on it. They 
have had more of the influence and example of the whites to help them. ‘here are three 

. Government schools in use for the tribe on the reservation. Religiously they are generally 
of the Methodist Church, and on the whole are making progress slowly. Their attention 
is being turned to farming. Many of the young men work in the lumber-camps winters. 
Very little attention is paid to the old habits and customs of the Indians, nor do they hunt 
and fish a great.deal. The march of civilization has been more marked and rapid with 
these than those previously referred to. They number about 1,600. They have had their 
Jands patented to them, and having patents in fee-simple many have sold out and are being 
scattered abroad, while others are improving their lands. 

POTTAWATOMIES OF HURON 

Are a small band, numbering 60, the remains of a once large and powerful tribe of Indians 
that inhabited Michigan, but emigrated west. 

; REMARKS IN GENERAL. - 

In the Indians of Michigan may be unquestionably seen the triumphs of our Christian 
civilization over Paganism. They stand out in the strong light of a striking contrast with 

' the aborigines. They almost universally wear the dress of citizens. Many speak and more 
understand the English language. Large numbers have adopted our industries ; camp and 
tent are superseded by shanty and house; domestic instead of nomadic life is their rule. 
The mummeries of idolatry and conjuring of Paganism have given place to the prayers and 
praises addressed to the true and living God. Polygamy is practically abandoned, mono- 
gamy accepted, and the rites and rights of marriage and home regarded and respected. 

To compare the Indian with the white man in his exaltation of Christian culture is not 
the way to ascertain the results of the efforts of civilization to improve the Indian ; but com- 
pare the Indian in Michigan of to-day with those of fifty years ago, making due allowance 
for the degeneracy of hereditary descent, the debasing influence of the barbarism of civiliza- 
tion, which, in its vilest forms, not unfrequently exhibits itself to the Indians by the whites; 
then the feeble and fitful means employed to enlighten and save them, together with the uni- 
versal aptness of human nature to evil; take all these considerations into the account, and 

| I am sure a generous and impartial judgment will affirm that the civilization of the Indian 
is an accomplished reality. . 

In considering the interests of the Indians and how best to promote their prosperity, my 
conclusion is that no great progress can be made in mental, moral, or material life, unless 
their attention and efforts can be turned from the chase and chances of the woods and waters. 
A white man or race will degenerate by fishing and hunting. Hence, I have made a vigor- 
ous and persistent effort to encourage the Indians in agriculture. To do so, ! have labored 
to secure to them patents for their lands in severalty, and farming-implements, oxen, seeds, © 
&c. The result has been quite satisfactory. Of course some have not appreciated or im- 
proved their advantages. Some have squardered their property, (but whites will do so 
too, ) while others have been thus lifted into the dignity of conscious manhood. 

My last plan of land-allotment, for the Chippewas of Lake Superior, was to obtain for 
them patents, with such restrictions on the power of alienation as would prevent their sale. 
This I heartily approve of, and deeply regret that it had not been adopted sooner and for all 
the Indians. :
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Six Government common schools are maintained, and for the past year have been better 
worked and patronized than heretofore; but there are so many circumstances that interrupt 

the regularity of attendance that the progress of the scholars in education is slow. Yet 
there is some progress. The zeal of missionary enterprises of all the churches is not so — 

ardent as in former years, when there was a romance associated with Indian missions. 

Churches have learned that means and efforts in this work do not yield so large results of . 

success as when expended among the freedmen, or among foreign nations. So there are 
not so devoted or sacrificing men and efforts to christianize the Indians, and the missionary 

work is not so vigorous as it was thirty yearsago. Yet they are nominally Christian, and 

| have many native preachers, and exhibit bright examples of Christian living. | 
Very respectfully submitted. 

: GEO. I. BETTS, 
United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. Epw. P. SMITH, . 
Commissioner, Washington, D. C. 

OFFICE OF UNITED STATES SPECIAL INDIAN AGENT, 
Leech Lake, Cass County, Minnesota, July 26. 

| Sir: I have the honor to submit the following report of the agency under my charge for 

| the past year: . | 

| There has been no disturbance of the general good feeling existing between the Indians 

and Government employés. The Indians express themselves as satisfied that all is being 

done for their welfare that is possible under existing circumstances. 
No glowing accounts can be given of their advancement in civilization, the majority con- 

tinuing their roving life, depending mostly on hunting and fishing for subsistence. The 

small amount of tillable land embraced in the reservation gives them very little encourage- 
ment to engage in agricultural pursuits. . 

In accordance with instructions from the Department, I have examined various tracts of 

land with a view to the subsequent colonization of those who wished to engage in agricul- 

tural pursuits. Have not decided as yet on the particular point to be recommended. 

For information as to the amount of crops, &c., the past year, I would respectfully refer to 

statistical report herewith transmitted. Their crops, at present date, promise a fair return for 

the labor expended. Their present tribal relations are a great hindrance to any permanent . 

improvement. Until the introduction of law, and adequate punishment for its infringement, 
very little can be accomplished. 

The school has been reasonably prosperous, more scholars offering than could be accom- 

modated in the boarding department. The day-scholars are not numerous, the Indians be- 

ing so scattered the children cannot avail themselves of the educational privileges. Various . 

improvements have been made on and around the school-buildings, making them comfort- 

able and convenient. . 

Of the White Oak Point Indians but few reside permanently on their reservation, many 

living around the lumber-camps and occasionally working for the lumbermen. 7 

The more intelligent of the Indians are now anxious that the pine and cedar timber be 

sold, and funds obtained for their assistance. The harmony existing among the Indians is _ 

satisfactory and commendable. - 

Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAS. WHITEHEAD, 

Special United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

Rep LAKE, MINNESOTA, September 3, 1875. 

Sir: I herewith submit my third annual report of the affairs under my charge among the 

Red Lake Chippewas of Minnesota. 
The Indians of this agency number 1,141, as per last enrollment, and are located one ‘ 

hundred miles north of the nearest point on the Northern Pacific Railroad, Detroit, Minn. 

AGRICULTURE. 

Of the 2,250,000 acres of land in this reservation, 1,500,000 acres are valueless, about 

1,000 acres are tillable, the balance being wooded and grazing. The tillable lands are lo- 

ated along the margin of Red Lake, a strip varying in width from 50 rods to half a mile. 

In addition to this narrow strip there are some bodies of hard wood, and one tract of prairie 

having a rich soil, and only requiring the clearing-up of the wo6ded tracts to render imme- 
| 

: | 

|
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diately available for cultivation. The Indians are dependent on this hard wood for their 
sugar, and doubtless would object to clearing up the same on that account, as well as the 
hard labor required in preparing such land for cultivation. The prairie-land is on the ex- 

. treme northwestern portion of the reserve, along Thief River, and quite remote from the 
_ agency as well as their present homes. The Indians have raised this year crops in about 

the following quantities: Corn, 5,000 bushels; wheat, 80 bushels; potatoes, 2,000 bnshels. 
The hast two articles were seriously injured by the grasshoppers, drought, and the potato-. 

, bug. They evince a desire to improve their condition and means of living. 

EDUCATION. . 

The former teacher resigned her position last fall, and a vacancy existed until last March, 
. when the present teacher, Isabeile A. Allen, entered upon her duties with as fair an attend- 

ance, perhaps, as can be hoped for in a day-school, where the pupils live remote from school, 
and no public sentiment to induce them to attend, the average during May, June, and July 
being a little over 14. The discipline maintained is good, a mutual liking seeming to exist | 
between teacher apd pupil. There is some prospect of an increased attendance this fall, but 
T most earnestly urge the establishment as soon as practicable of a manual-labor ‘boarding- 
school as the only means at all adequate to secure, on the part of Indian children, punctual- 
ity of attendance, advancement in study, or improvement in manners. I am entirely satis- | 

| fied that by this means only can we hope to reach, reclaim, and prepare for citizenship and | 
self-support the youth of this people. The Indians, many of them, are quite anxious to | 
send their children to such a school, and would gladly patronize it if established. 

MISSIONARY WORK. 

This work is under the care of Rev. F. Spees, sustained by the American Missionary 
Association, who has, through the benevolence of friends of the cause, obtained a small | 
printing-press, with which he prints, either in Ojibwa or English, hymns and portions of 
Scripture for use in church and Sabbath-school. Regular services are maintained on the 

. Sabbath, in the morning in Ojibwa; Sabbath-school in the afternoon for both whites and 
Indians, and our own English services in the evening, at whi.-h a sermon by some prominent 

| clergyman is read. The missionary likewise renders. assistance to some who are building 
7 houses, in the way of advice and showing them how to perform their labor. 

‘ - INDIAN INDUSTRY. 

The Indians manifest a growing desire for a surer and better livelihood, for homes like the 
whites, with similar comforts and conveniences, and to this end are anxious to obtain work, 
are willing to work well and faithfully, and have cleared up more land adjoining their gar- 
dens, thus increasing the area under cultivation. Their crop of corn is good, notwithstand- 
ing the drought, while the wheat, although severely injured by the grasshopper, is double 
that ever raised here. The potato yield will be under their average return, owing in part 
to lack of seed, severe cold freezing them, and to the bug. They have, it is estimated, se- 
cured the following : 1,000 barrels fish, 40,000 pounds sugar, 400 bushels berries ; woven by 
hand 1,000 yards of matting, and cut 150 tons of hay; own 100 horses, 20 head of cattle, 
14 swine; sold 50,000 skins of fur-bearing animals, worth $20,000. Several of the chiefs 
and headmen are quite industrious, engaging actively in manual labor on their farms or gar- 
dens, and thus setting a good example to their people. | 

CIVILIZAIION, 

' _ Many of these Indians are not only industrious, but they desire to improve their condition 
in the way of better houses and more furniture, while nearly one-half of them wear citizens’ 
dress, and all are engaged in cultivating gardens, even though they resort to tne lake at 
their very doors for tish, which constitute a large element of their food. The Indians are 
quiet, peaceable, and orderly, about as much so as a white settlement in the same locality 

- would be. When unemployed they largely engage in their national pastime—gambling. 
It is to be regretted that in the matter of plurality of wives and lack of chastity the facts 
are so discouraging. 

. , SANITARY. 

The health of this people has been fair. During February an epidemic prevailed among 
children, carrying off quite a number who used Indian remedies, while theagency physician 
lost but one—a puny twin-babe, nursed by a sickly mother. The marked success which has 
attended his practice here has served to draw the attention of the Indians to the superiority 
of the white mau’s medication, so that at present nearly all employ the agency physician, 
except where the ‘‘ medicine men” succeed in persuading some to part with a blanket or 
similar articles for the sake of having jugglery performed over them. 

The classes of diseases prevailing are cutaneous, scrofulo-syphilitic, rheumatic, and pul- 
monary, caused by filthy habits of living, aud by exposure to cold and moisture. Many 
deaths occur where they m®&ht be saved, it is thought, if provided with suitable hospital 
accommodations where they could receive proper treatment aud food. When requested by
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| them the physician visits their sick at their homes, as in a white community, which pleases 

them and affords him a better opportunity to see the sick and treat them intelligently, rather 

than merely putting up in the office such medicines as they may ignorantly call for. 

, PROGRESS. 

In this, the most interesting and important item in any annual report, I can say these 

people cultivate more land each year, raising better crops, where not cut off by drought, &e., 

are more industrious, improving their homes, more generally wearing citizens’ dress, are 

law-abiding people, to a fair extent, with an increasing nuinber of those who prefer the 

white man’s medicine to Indian medicine-dances. 

During the year, I have, with the help of the Indians chiefly, opened and built a very 

fair wagou-road, with the necessary bridges, from this agency to the northern line of the White 

Iarth reservation, a distance of about fifty miles, there connecting with a road via White 

Earth to Detroit, our shipping-point on the Northern Pacific Railroad. This road, when com- 

pleted beyond the aforesaid fifty miles as well as our part now is, will enable us to obtain 

our freights at better rates and with much less exhaustion and wear to our teams and wagons. 

In its present condition it is very trying to the Government teams, having disabled two 

horses. 
Some half-dozen comfortable hewed-log houses for Indians we are just finishing at this 

date. | . 

The mill is now in good working condition, capable of turning out 10,000 feet of lumber 

in a day, having one runof burrs, which will grind corn and wheat, but will not bolt the flour 

or meal; also, having a good cut-off saw, an edging-saw, a planer, and a matcher. Logs 

were cut and placed in the pond last winter to the amount of 375,000 feet, and about 100,- 

000 feet have been sawed. A good horse-barn, 30 by 40 feet, with a basement suitable for 

keeping horses in this cold climate, has been nearly completed, and at a cost to the Govern- 

ment of not over $50. Nearly 100 tons of hay have been secured and are in the barns and 

racks near them. The old warehouse has been converted into a somewhat commodious 

blacksmith-shop. | . 

SUGGESTIONS. 

The pine question continues to be an element of dissatisfaction; the Indians claiming, 

and quite naturally, that this reserve is of right theirs, having the prior title to the whites, 

and never having relinquished the same, or any part thereof, and having selected this tract 

as their final home on account of its fishing facilities, and its good and salable timber, which 

is rapidly going to waste, as the fires sweep over portions of it every year or two, killing it, 

and leaving it to fall and decay ; and uow to be told by those coming later into the country 

than they, that the pine must not be sold, isa snd disappointment, and I would urge the 

prompt settlement of this vexed question by appropriate legislation. 

To the end of developing individuality and a home-feeling, I would suggest that this res- 

ervation be surveyed, at leastto the extent of establishing the principal lines, from which it 

would be easy at any time to run the other lines when needed in allotting lands in sever- 

alty tothem. When this is done, and an Indian has his home and some property on it, he is | 

under a kind of bond to keep the peace which no blanket roaming Indian ever feels. 

In view of the late legislation of Congress in relation to the distribution of supplies, &c., 

if it be held to embrace the cash-annuities as well, I would suggest that an effort be made 

to honorably abrogate the existing treaty, and give them something in lieu of it satisfac- 

tory to the Indians and in harmony with the spirit of said legislation. The people here 

bitterly oppuse the demand that they shall perform labor or in any way purchase that | 

which, by solemn treaty obligation, is theirs ; that if the Great Father insists on their labor- 

ing to pay for the cash and goods distributed as annuities, he will rob them of their guaran- 

teed rights. . . 
. 

I would renew my request in Jast annual report, that some resident judicial authority, hav- 

ing power to try criminals and punish crime committed on this reservation, be created by 

Congress, and empowering the Indian agent to act, with certain restrictions, as any United 

States commissioner might. At present the reservation is, to a large extent, without law. 

Ihave thought the power to select a few responsible, active Indians to act as a police force 

in the prevention of crime and detection of criminals would be desirable. Such a combi- 

nation, the powers of a United States commissioner wielded by the agent, assisted by said 

police force, and # small but substantial prison, would go far toward securing order and pun- 

ishing crime. In addition to the foregoing reasous for such a law, there is a further one, 

never to be lost sight of: when the [ndian discovers and understands the white man’s plan of = 

punishing crime to consist of a fine to be wrought out, or imprisonment, or both, instead of 

their plan of killing an offender’s horse, or injuring his canoe or wigwam, he is soon con- 

vinced of the superiority of the white man’s government, and is preparing to become a 

good citizen of our country. | . 

We very greatly need a good boarding-school, where manual labor by the pupils is re- 

quired; where their mauners and language are looked after as well as their recitations ; 

where they will rapidly learn our language, hearing it constantly, iustead of using their own 

nive-tenths of the time, (as in a day-school ; ) where they learn the art of housekeeping 

and the boys learn how to farm and work in a shop at mechanical pursuits.
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This agency consumes about 100 tons of hay annually, much of it brought from the out- let of the Jake, a distance of twenty miles, at a cost of about $4 per ton, on our flat-boat. One-third, perhaps, of this people live on the north shore of the lake, ten miles distant in a direct line, forty-five miles around the end of the lake, besides having four unbridged deep streams to cross, a route almost impracticable. They need lumber and other material to build houses. They: need to exchange their products for goods on this side. The agent, physician, and farmer ought to be able to visit them when occasion requires. At present they are unable to do so on account of the magnitude and roughness of the lake. I would, there- fore, earnestly urge an appropriation sufficient to procure and put on the lake a steam-tug with which to haul our hay, (at a saving of about $150 annually,) our lumber, and other articles to the Indians on the north shore. Such boat could be built here, and, with the engines complete, would not cost the Government over $1,000. 
I would also urge the prompt completion of that portion of the White Earth road beyond the north line of the White Earth reservation, as it is the only route by which we obtain all 

our freight. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

R. M. PRATT, 
United States Special Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. Smrru, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

UNITED STATES INDIAN AGENCY, : 
Chippewa Agency, White Earth, September 21, 1875. 

Sir: J have the honor herewith to submit my second annual report of the condition of 
. affairs at this agency. 

God in his gre t mercy has been pleased to bless this reservation with a propitious sea- 
son. Last fall we had a small snow-storm, just enough to prevent the prairie from burning, 
which saved our hay from the fires that usually visit us, and the result is that we lost no 
cattle in the winter. The past spring was very favorable for sugar-making, and the Indians made large quantities of maple-sugar. Furs have brought good prices. We have had 
good crops this season. The grasshoppers have spared our crops, and we have not been 
visited with as severe rains and storms in harvest as our neighbors farther south. The In- dians, as a general thing, have worked better this year than usual. Crops are nearly all in, and many of them are uow plowing for wheat next Spring. A great improvement is _ 
plainly visible in their habits and customs. 

There has been a conflicting element during a greater part of the year, which has greatly retarded the progress of the Indians in civilization. The Roman Catholic missionary here, 
named Ignatius Tomazin, has been creating disturbances from time to time, and in fact all 
the time to a certain extent, and many of the Indians believed that they would have a new 
agent by the-first ot March last, under the Catholic Church, when they would not be 
obliged to work for their living ; that higher wages would be paid them for doing their own work, and they would get everythiug for nothing; that the present administration was a 
fraud, &c. It had a tendency to take the Indians back to their starting-point in civilization. 
Many Indian men who formerly wore citizens’ clothing and appeared like men, now appear 

. in blanket, feathers, and paint. He claimed to have a large number of communicants an1 
aschool. I called on him twice for the purpose of obtaining statistics from which I could make a re port, but could obtain none. As far as I can see, he has no school at all. 
The Otter Tail and Pembina Indians living on the reserve have no assistance from the 

_ Government except their annuity, which is but little fora people who have comparatively 
nothing. Congress made an appropriation two years ago which assisted many to settle 
here, but it was only for one year. What we want is some $5,000 @ year to assist them in 
running schools, saw-mill, and for agricultural purposes. 

- The most thoughtful of the Indians have the impression that the Government will some 
time take this fine country from them and give it to the whites. They were much encouraged 
when books and blanks were received for making out applications for. certificates for their 
lands. I think there should be some provision made for them by Congress, by which they 
could have a county organization, and be amenable to the laws, and have privileges like 
white men. © 

In addition I have only to say that if the Government, through Congress, will appropri- 
ate as much toward the support of the Indians, in addition to their annuities, as is appro- 

_ -priated in most cities for the support of their poor, this people will become self-supporting _ 
in a very short time. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, } 
LEWIS STOWE, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P.Smiry, ~ 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.
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BLACKFEET AGENCY, M. T., 
September 25, 1875. 

| Sir: In compliance with instructions from your office, I have the honor to submit the fol- 

lowing report of the Blackfeet, Blood, and Piegan Indians for the past year. 

Having only relieved my predecessor on the 24th day of January last, my report can only 

embrace such information as my experience has collected during the time since, together me 

| with that received from sources deemed reliable. 
Believing a knowledge of the traditions, religion, laws, and former condition of these peo- 

ple to be essential to a correct understanding of them, and a matter of interest to the De- 

partment, I deemed it proper to collect such information and data as came within my reach, 

and, though far from perfect, I beg to offer it, thinking such a statement may be of some 

value in view of the vast wave of civilization and settlement now rapidly spreading over 

| the country and obliterating the past. | 

The Sakitapix nation, or people of the plains, as they call themselves, are divided into 

three tribes, viz: Piegans, Bloods or Kanaans, and Siksikas or Blackfeet. Their tribal 

possessions of land formerly embraced all the country from the forty-seventh degree to the 

fifty-first degree north latitude, taking in the upper valley of the Saskatchewan and of the 

headwaters of the Missouri, south and west, at the base of the Rocky Mountains, the lower 

Saskatchewan plains, or Cree and Assinaboine country, forming their extreme boundary ; 

the total area being about twenty thousand square miles, of which five thousand square miles 

of their best lands are situated south of the forty-ninth degree parallel, or United States bound- } 

ary-line. The migrations of the buffalo lead them to hunt north of the line during the greater 

portion of the summer, but they invariably take up winter-quarters on United States land. | 

Greatly reduced by almost constant war with other tribes, and the fearful ravages of small- 

pox, their present number is about 7,006 souls. They all speak the same language, with a 

slight difference in the pronunciation of certain words. Each tribe is divided into a certain 

numberof bands, with a band-chief or war-chief, and a mina maska, or priest of the sun, 

or each. 
The sun, incarnated under the name of Napea, has been their principal divinity. In olden 

time human sacrifice was annually offered in the person of a virgin twelve years old, but in 

latter years they contented themselves with bloody offerings of cut fingers instead. 

The band-chief was responsible to other chiefs for the conduct of those under him, and 

controlled the war-chief and nina maska, or medicine-man. There were formerly thirty-three 

of these bands in the nation; each independent of the other, but answerable for all offenses 

against each to the Exkinoya, or Great Council of the tribe. The same organization and 

government prevailed in all the tribes, and each enjoyed its independence in all local mat- 

ters. The Exkinoya of each tribe tormed a confederate supreme council for the decision or 

sanction of all matters affecting the entire nation and the declaration of war or peace with 

neighboring tribes. Early in the spring of each year the head chief named a day fora general 

meeting of all the members of the tribe, which is then formed in a single camp for the sum- 

mer season, under the direction of the soldiers or warriors, for the purpose of celebrating 

mis-i-mam, or the feast of the sacred seed, which is held for four days ‘preliminary to the 

surrender of all authority by the band-chiefs over their kinsmen into the hands of the 

supreme confederate council. 
There are seven degrees or classes in the soldiers’ lodge, and every male in the tribe is 

compelled to pass through each degree, or class, before he ranks as a perfect warrior or is en-- 

titled to become a member of the supreme council. The probation time is four years in each 

class, but every year some new members take the places of those advanced to a higher de- 

gree. The passage from one class to another is marked by an examination of ability, the 

selling of insignia of rank to his successor, and the purchase of those belonging to the de- 

gree to which he is admitted; the usual price being from two to ten horses, from the lowest 

to the highest a certain amount of bravery being an indispensable requisite. The first four 

classes form the West Point education of the future warrior, while the last three prepare him 

for a statesman among his people. The seventh class, called Exkinoya, is at the head of 

the soldier lodge, and alone possesses and exercises all judiciary and legislative powers, and 

whose decision is final. The, Exkinoya chief is head chief for the year, and the rest form the 

senate, while the other chiefs form a body of representatives. The sixth class included all 

the war-band chiefs; they are charged with the proclamation and enforcement of all laws 

enacted by the supreme council, the protection of the camp, all police matters, and also the 

punishment of public offenders. The fifth class busied themselves entirely with the hunting 

- and marching of the camp. 
The Exkinoya chief kept his council nearly every day settling differences among the mem- 

bers of the various bands, examining candidates for the different degrees, assigning the 

band-chiefs to their fall and winter quarters, the Blackfeet north, the Bloods in the middle, 

and the Piegans south, in the tribal lands. Okan, the feast of the sun, which is the national 

feast of the Blackfeet, is held for four days as a closing ceremony; after which the Exki- 

- noya and soldiers’ lodge dissolve themselves, and the members of the tribe resume their 

band-camp organization under their respective chiefs and disperse to their fall and winter 

quarters. About this time the several band war-chiefs, having selected their men, started 

" |
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. on the-war-path, having first fixed a day and place to meet their people on the return of the 
war-expedition. 

The foregoing is a brief statement of the customs and organization of these people in 
the past, showing a knowledge of the value of organization and government, and which | prevailed at the time of the white settlement, about twelve years ago. On coming here I 
found them disorganized and spiritless ; the different bands unfriendly, some hostile to each 
other and without any head-chiefs. They appeared to have no purpose in life except to | 
hunt and procure robes and peltries for the traders. No thought of settlement, no knowl- 

. edge of the value of agriculture, no comprehension of social or family relations or morality, | 
and without any intelligence whatever except the animal instinct of self-preservation and 

| the cunning that provides for it. . | 
The cause of this strange contrast with their former condition, so far as I can learn, has | 

been the greed of evil white men, who have reaped immense profit from illicit trade in | 
whisky for robes and peltries, and whose immoral conduct, teaching, and example com- 

_ pletely debauched the manhood of the Indians and made him the mean, treacherous, lying ) 
creature that he generally is, so distrustful of all, especially his agent, who, his enemies have __ 
taught him to believe, is his direst foe. | 

The new boundaries of the reserve allotted by act of Congress approved April 15, 1874, 
was @ source of continual complaint, and which was aggravated by unfounded promises to the Indians that the said act would be rescinded and the former lines restored. The condi- 

| tion of the stock, wagons, tools, and agricultural implements could not be worse, and this, 
coupled with the entire destruction of the farm-fence presented an appearance anything but 
encouraging. Such, in brief, was the condition of affairs on my arrival J anuary 24 last. 

My first object was to call the Indians together, nearly all of whom were scattered at long 
distances from here. After considerable exertion I had the satisfaction of seeing them com- 
ing in little by little, until I had over five thousand, embracing bands belonging to the dif- 
ferent tribes. I immediately commenced counseling them to organize, elect head-chiefs, and 
pass laws for their government. Iurged and talked about the matter for several days, 
pointed out the evils of their condition, the curse of intemperance, which had destroyed 
their head-chiefs and so many of their kindred, over one hundred and thirty having fallen 
victims to whisky the previous year; pointed to the growing white settlements, and told 
them they must change their course of life or they would become extinct in a few years, as 

| the buffalo would become very scarce after a few more snows. Five days were passed in 
preliminary talks between the different bands, at the end of which I had the pleasure of 
convening them in council for the purpose of electing three head-chiets and passing a code 
of laws. Little Plume, White Calf, and Generous Woman were the chiefs elected. and a 

. code of laws was adopted, a copy of which was forwarded your office April last, abolishing 
. polygamy, traffic in women, punishment for theft, and assault or brutal conduct, and es- 

tablishing the death-penalty for murder. Everything was fully deliberated upon during 
the three days’ council, and the entire proceedings proclaimed and universally understood 
throughout the camp. — 

Although hopefully impressed by the manner in which the laws were passed, I was un- 
prepared to find them so rigidly maintained and observed, and also to see the strict sobriety 
and exemplary conduct of these people here. 

Duriug the council White Calf complained of the encroachments of the whites, and the 
taking away of the fairest portion of their reservation. My reply was that they had more : 

_ land than they wanted; that if he or any other Indian would take ten acres and cultivate it, 
the. same as white men do, it would yield enough food to feed over: ten persons during the 
entire year. A number of the chiefs present expressed themselves as anxious to commence 
farming if they had the implements to do so the same as white men, but they had nothing 
but their hands. I told them as soonas we got to the new agency I would do everything in 
my power to help them. 

A large number of buffalo ranged in the hunting-grounds of these people during the past 
winter, but the amount was insignificant compared with that of former years. Each year 
the vast herds that once swept the prairie like a tempest become less. The great continental 

| railroad has broken the line of their annual migration, and the hardy frontier settlements are 
pursuing them to their most remote pastures. A few years and the hunt will afford but a 
scant, precarious means of living. . 

During the months of May and June I fenced and planted about sixteen acres of the farm 
with potatoes, cabbage, turnips, and other vegetables, all of which promised well until the 
latter part of July, when a flight of grasshoppers came and destroyed everything except the 
potatoes. Recent frosts have injured the latter very much, so that the yie!d will be small 
and inferior in quality. 

I found the school poorly attended, no interest manifested by the pupils, and but few of 
the children attending regularly ; no effurt made to teach the importance of cleanliness, nor 
any attempt at inculcating instruction as to the parental relation, so essential to be under- 
stood by children. As soon as circumstances permitted I commenced reforms. I caused the 
children to wash and comb their hair before euteriug the school, and provided dresses for 
those in want from the annuity goods. A programme of exercises was also adopted, divid- 
ing the time and allotting a certain amount to each study. Vocal exercises were added for 

; |
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opening and closing each session, consisting of hymns of praise to their Creator, which the 

. children sang with great taste and correctness. Cuttingand sewing are also being taught the 

' girls, which is an important and most necessary part of their education, no knowledge of this 

| ever having been brought to their notice; and I am glad to state that the female pupils 

especially pay an earnest and respectful attention to everything taught them, and that they 

are now making rapid progress ; also that the school has increased in numbers and efficiency. 

Yet a number of the boys are irregular in their attendance, and consequently make slow 

advancement. This is not altogether owing to a want of disposition on their part to attend, 

. -but is attributable to the roaming propensities of their parents, who must have an occasional ~ 

hunt, at the end of which time the child returns to school, having forgotten everything pre- 

viously learned. The only remedy for this is @ boarding-school, where the children can be 

kept, and trained to an attendance ; and besides, our language can be taught them by this 

means, as the child never cares to use our tongue so long as he inhabits the wigwam, for 

there he has neither encouragement nor desire to acquire it. So soon as the agency is re- 

moved to the new location I shall submit estimates for a boarding-school, to accommodate 

twenty-five pupils, the male portion of which can be instructed in agricultural labors and 

carpenters’ and blacksmiths’ work, and the female portion instructed in housework, needle- 

work, and cooking. This is the only practical method in which to inculcate and impress the 

minds of the coming generation with the superiority of civilized over the uncouth and pre- 

carious course of life in the wigwam. ‘This appears to me to be of the utmost importance, as) — 

our strongest hope lies in the coming generation, for the more civilized and intelligent they 

are the fewer vagabonds and criminals will there be to burden the coming communities 

with which the immediate future will populate this fair Territory. 

The sanitary condition of the tribes has been excellent, but few deaths occurring, the result 

of age and chronic disease. Diseases of a filthy character are fast disappearigg since the 

adoption of the laws and the resolve of these people to avoid liquor, proving that the curse 

of intemperance was one of the leading causes. 

: A great reform has taken place in the mode of burial. Instead of tossing the body into a 

hole, without preparation or ceremony, the remains are now coffined, followed to the grave 

by a procession of the entire camp, and burial-service held, with uncovered heads at inter- 

ment. 
. Divine service and Sunday-school are regularly held every Sabbath, with prayer-meeting 

and instructions every ‘Thursday evening, which are largely attended, the school-room being 

filled to the utmost capacity. | 

I am pleased to notice the decline of pagan ceremonies and observances. The medicine- 

man is now seldom heard, and when heard his mummeries fall on unbelieving ears, his office 

being only tolerated as a relic of the past. Even the old people have discarded his savage | 

antics and rely on the resident physician for cure. 

These people are steadily progressing at present. Since the establishment of the laws not 

a single case of their infraction has occurred. No quarrels or intemperance; on the contrary, 

sobriety and kindness. ‘They are at peace with Indians and whites, and have committed no 

thefts on either. The occupation of the whisky-trafficker is gone, as the Indians have de- 

clared against using his vile poison; but a strict watch must be kept on this class during 

the coming winter, when the robes and peltries of the Indians will stimulate them to extra 

exertions. Every precaution will be taken to prevent even a temporary relapse of these peo 

ple to the misery and degradation of the past. : 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, . . 
JOHN S. WOOD, 

. . United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, . 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. | : 

. Crow AGENCY, MonTANA, September 10, 1875. 

Sim: I have the honor to present the following annual report of this agency : 

I assumed the duties of agent on the 7th day of December last, relieving my predecessor, 

Dr. James Wright. Several bands of Mountain Crows were at the agency on my arrival, 

and others came in from time to time until they were alltogether. They left the agency in 

a body about the last of May for their summer hunt. Since that time various parties have 

occasionally visited the agency for the - purpose of obtaining provisions. In April about 

one-third of the River Crows arrived, and on the Ist of August the whole tribe, [ believe, 

for the first time, came to the agency. I have made as correct a count as possible of the 

numbers of the Crows, and find that they do not differ materially from the numbers reported 

iby my predecessor. 
THE PROSPECTS OF CIVILIZATION. 

The Crows, as a tribe, are wild Indians in every sense of the word. They are intensely 

attached to their mode of life, and as long as buffaloes are found in abundance it will be 

very difficult to induce large numbers of them to adopt the habits of civilized life. Still I 

have had some success in influencing individuais to undertake farming ; and I am confident
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that when the Sioux raids are stopped very encouraging results in agriculture will be ob- tained. I have hopes of results still more important from the supply of stock-cattle, the : | purchase of which has been authorized. . | 
REMOVAL OF AGENCY—NEW AGENCY-BUILDINGS, AND INTERRUPTIONS BY THE STOUX, 

The first ground was broken for the new agency on June 2, and the work proceeded rapidly until the early part of July, when the timber-party were driven in by hostile Sioux Indians, j. with the loss of one mule. On the same day the agency-herder, José Trojio, was waylaid 
and killed, and the beef-cattle driven off to the hills. On the morning of the 5th of July, | while yet dark, the bars of the corral were quietly unfastened, and ail the agéncy horses 
and mules, and also twenty-two mules hired for agency use, were stampeded. At daybreak the Indians appeared on the bluffs and exchanged shots at long range. Simultaneously another party made its appearance in the neighborhood of the old agency and killed a 
teamster hauling for the agency-contractor, and severely wounding his companion, also se- curing their horses. A few days later three men, carrying dispatches from a settlement | near the mouth of the Big Horn River, were attacked about twenty miles fromthe new agency. One of them was killed outright, and another is still suffering from his wounds. } At this time the men at work became very mach discouraged. However, in a few days confidence was again restored, and the work went on smoothly, with the exception that it | was necessary to reduce the building force in order that the timber and lime parties might be sufficiently large to resist any probable attack, it being frequently necessary to send out from ten to twenty men, where, in a settled country, two or three would have sufficed. About the Ist of August a charge was made on the herd. The herder was driven to the brush, and narrowly escaped with his life. A relief-party from the post, not two miles off, arrived in time to rescue him, but not quickly enough to prevent the work-cattle, forty-eight in number, from being driven off. 
The same day a train with supplies for the agency was attacked not far off. The Indians were easily repulsed, and no damage done. As soon as the train arrived a party was organ- ized and the Indians, followed for a distance of twenty-five miles. They were not over- taken, and it was not deemed prudent to follow them farther with our small party. How- ever, nine steers were recovered, all more or less wounded by bullets and arrows, and eight dead animals were found. About a week later James Hilderbrand, night-herder at the lime- kiln, and his companion were ambushed by a small party, and after a short fight Hilder- brand was mortally wounded, his companion being with difficulty rescued by a party from the camp. Shortly after this all hostile Indians disappeared from the neighborhood, and. there has been no trouble since; but there is no knowing at what moment they may re-ap- pear, and every precaution is therefore necessary. During the whole period they were in this neighborhood a large party remained in the immediate proximity of the Bozeman road and of Fort Ellis, easily evading the troops sent after them. At the settlement at the mouth of the Big Morn two men have been killed during the summer. Their whole operations evidently show a concerted attack on all the white settlements within reach of the Sioux hunting-grounds. The Crows also, early in the summer, were attacked by the Sioux and 

driven off from their reservation. 
Returning to the building of the new agency, I would say that, notwithstanding the in- terruptions and delays consequent on our Indian troubles, the work has progressed in a very satisfactory manner. The following buildings have been put up since the Ist of June: | one log building 20 by 60; one warehouse and issuing-rooms, 26 by 200, of adobe brick; one frame building, 23 by 50, for carpenter's shop; one adobe building, 20 by 40, for black- smith and wagon shop; seven adobe buildings, 26 feet square, for employés quarters. : There has also been made for the saw-mill and adobe-mills a main ditch, a mile and a half long, with several feeders, which will also irrigate several hundred acres of land. A corral, 100 by 150 feet, is finished ; and the walls of an adobe stable, 130 by 16, are now up; as also the adobe walls of the interpreter’s house, 50 by 20. There is now in course of construc- . ' tion a row of adobe buildings, 150 by 23, to serve as council-room, office, and additional quarters. The walls of a two-story building of adobe, 30 by 30, have been raised above the first story, and will soon be finished. Six Indian houses of adobe have been begun, and are now under way. The saw-mill has been roofed in but temporarily. All adobe buildings have a good solid foundation of stone, and are Jaid in lime burnt by agency-employés; and those already finished have been covered by shingles from the agency-mill. In fact, all articles entering into the construction of the buildings have been produced by the agency- : employés, with the exception of window-sashes, doors, nails, locks, and other similar articles. 
Our work has been hindered by the Sioux to the amount of four and a half to six thousand dollars. The buildings of the new agency are of an excellent and of a permanent character, and are much the best of any public buildings in the Territory. The appropriation of $15,000 will be expended by the close of the present month. 

THE SIOUX RAID, 

The annual Sioux invasion of this reservation and of the eastern settlements of Montana . is a matter of -very serious importance, both to the Crows and to the whites. This summer eight whites have been killed and several wounded. About one hundred horses and mules _
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belonging to whites, and something over two hundred horses belonging to the Crows, have 

been stolen. Besides this, the expense of guards and the abandonment of farms by isolated 

settlers have placed the country in a condition of war in its most pitable forms; and this is 
but a repetition of the disasters of this section for several years. 

| The effect upon the Crows is, and can but be, to paralyze the efforts and expenditures of 

the Government for their civilization, and were it not for their most remarkable friendship 

and good faith toward the whites would in all probability precipitate them into @ condition 

of hostility. They see their hereditary enemies mounted on the best horses, supplied with 

the best breech-loaders and plenty of ammunition, clad with blankets and sheltered by 

tents that bear the U.S. brand, systematically murdering and plundering the whites as well 

-as themselves from year to year, without any effort being made to repress or punish them. 

From the first explorations of thé country, the Crows have been the fast friends and strong 

protectors of the whites. From the same. time the Sioux have been their robbers and mur- 

derers. In fact it is the constant plaint of the Crows that the larger and most fertile por- 

tion of their reservation is permanently occupied by their enemies, and that as long as they are 

harassed and driven from point to point, during the summer months, there is no use in ask- 

ing them to settle down and farm ; and further, that as the whites cannot protect themselves, 

so much the less can they protect the Crows while endeavoring to carry out their treaties. 

I once said to the chief Blackfoot that the Sioux would be obliged to make peace or be pun- 

ished. He replied, ‘‘I will see ; I have heard that before.”” In justice to the unswerving 

friendship of the Crows, and in justice to the claims of the settlers on the eastern frontier of 

Montana, and admonished by the sad lessons of the thousands of graves and unburied bones 

of murdered whites, (most of them without offense against the Sioux,) I respectfully urge 

that such action shall be taken as shall effectually quiet the hostile Indians of the Yellow- 

stone country, and give to the whites peace, and to the Crows opportunity for progress iu 

civilization. | | | , 
ACTION OF THE MILITARY AUTHORITIES. 

The effort of the military. authorities to protect the settlements and the United States 

property, during the past summer, has simply been a worthy subject of ridicule. Various 

parties have been sent out in different directions, but, as far as I could learn, without 

seeing a single hostile Indian and without taking any precautions, and generally with- 

out going to any place such as would secure the probability of meeting them; and at 

the same time I could scarcely send a man to my lime or timber parties, nor could a man 

travel the public road, from the Yellowstone crossing to Fort Ellis, without falling into a 

deadly ambush. A considerable force is now stationed on the forks of the Musclesbell, and 

has been for several weeks in that vicinity. An officer of the Army informs me that the 

avowed work of this force is to protect Gallatin Valley. It is located many miles out of the 

route of all war-parties bound for the Gallatin Valley, at a point where the Sioux seldom, if 

ever, come; and has, and can be, of no possible use for that purpose. My requests for mili- 

tary protection, even at times when we have been in imminent peril, have been very 

promptly refused on the plea of insufficiency of troops; and at the same time detachments 

have been sent to points that were of little importance, and where there was no public prop- 

etty threatened by any hostile demonstrations. . 

These facts, interpreted in the light of remarks made to me, in person, by the commanding 
officer of the district, force me to the belief that the exposure of this agency, and of the set- 

tlements of the Upper Yellowstone and Gallatin Rivers, has been unnecessary and inten- 

tional, and caused by his avowed displeasure at the removal of the agency. 

DISPOSITION OF THE CROWS. 

The Crows have been well satisfied with their supplies, annuities, and presents received 
during the year. Most of the annuities of the last year, with the exception of the blankets, 

have not arrived; but the purchase of clothing aud presents, which I have been authorized 
to make, have well supplied their place. There was some dissatisfaction during the winter 

with the anticipated removal of the agency, which was fostered by illicit traders north of the 

Yellowstone River; but I succeeded in allaying this, and since the removal has commenced 
I have heard of no dissent on the part of the Crows. | 

The Mountain Crows are not addicted to the use of alcoholic drinks, and consequently 
odtain good prices for the large amount of robes and peltries which they collect, and are 

generally in a comfortable and prosperous condition. | 
The River Crows also collect very large amounts of robes and peliries, but so many of 

them are attached to whisky, a habit which has been contracted from associations on the 
Missouri River, they receive a much less value, and are generally in a poorer condition. 

Robes and peltries collected and sold by the Crow Indians: 

Mountain Crows, 5,400 robes, value ...--- 0... -- 2. eee e ee eee cee e ee cee eneeeee $27,000 

Mountain Crows, 35,000 pounds peltries, value............-----.------------ 7, 625 

iver Crows, 4,000 robes, vaiue.-.... 2.22.2 ene ce ene eee ee ee een ee eee eee 20, 000 

iver Crows, 60,000 pounds peltries, value.... ...- eeee eee eee ween renee eee eeee 16, 500 

71, 125 
The above amounts are very nearly correct.
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FARMING. 

Six Indian families have been farming during the present summer with good success, all 
above the canon of the Yellowstone, a point which the Sioux do not invade. These Sioux 
raids are the almost insurmountable obstacles to agriculture and all other civilized pursuits 
of the Crows. When they are stopped it will not be difficult to induce considerable num- 
bers to undertake agriculture and stock-raising. 

SCHOOL. 
The agency-school has been kept up during the entire year. Its numbers are small, but | 

under the very faithful labors of the teacher, Mr. Bird, the scholars have made excellent | 
progress. I have great confidence that the next year wifl see a large addition to its num- 
bers. It is the principal hope of the future elevation of these people. | 

A small but prosperous church organization, of the Methodist denomination, is main-  . 
tained. The great wantof religious work here is a missionary who ean labor with the In-' | 
dians in their own language. They arean exceedingly religious people, and with all their | 

. superstitions and savage practices present traits of character and faith that can but com- 
mand the respect of all thoughtful, religious persons. I believe there is no more ‘promising 
field for missionary labor. 

Four thousand Indians, always friendly and faithful, almost alone in this of all the In- 
dian tribes, far superior ine person and bearing to any of their savage neighbors, witha 
splendid reservation, and, as yet, but little contaminated by the vices of civilization, can, I 
tully believe, be controlled, saved, civilized, and Christianized, by faithful and competent 
missionary effort. . 

DEXTER E. CLAPP, 
| United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. Smiru, . | | 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 

| —_—_—_— 

FLATHEAD INDIAN AGENCY, 
Montana Territory, September 13, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with instructiuns I submit the following report in regard to the con- 
dition and affairs of this agency. 

Having assumed charge as late as the Ist of July last, Iam therefore unable to furnish 
much desirable information from personal experience and observation, and the report must 
necessarily be incomplete in many particulars. . . 

The statistics accompanying were partly compiled from the meager records in the office . and such estimates as were deemed most reliable. : 
This agency is located near the head of a pleasant valley, on asmall tributary stream of the 

Jocko River, in the southeast corner of the reservation and distant about twenty-eight miles 
| from the town of Missoula. The country intervening between it and the settlements, owing 

to its mountainous character, is uninhabited for fourteen miles, and the road leading to the 
agency from that direction is almost impassable for wagons. | 

The present site of the agency was located by former agent, C.S. Jones, in 1871; but nearly 
all the Government buildings were erected as late as 1873, and are therefore new, but in an un- 
finished condition. The old agency, (situated one mile below the new one, and in existence 
since 1860,) consisting of a few dilapidated houses and the best farm, so far as land is con- 
cerned, in this valley, was abandoned to Arlee, the Flathead chief, and a few of his people, 
in the winter.of 1873. A new site might have been more wisely chosen in one of the ad- 

_ joining valleys, nearer the habitations of the majority of the Indians, where more available 
land could have been found, and in larger tracts; although the Jocko Valley cannot be ex- 
celled anywhere for grazing, timber, and water-privileges. What little there is of fertile 
land along the Jocko and its tributaries is occupied and cultivated by Indians and mixed- - 
bloods; and it is altogether impossible to find and break up another large and suitable farm for 
Government purposes in close proximity to the agency. 

The Indians belonging to this reservation are— . 
First. The Upper Pend d’Oreilles, who have occupied the soil since and before the treaty ; 

they number, as near as can be estimated, about 850 souls. A large majority of them live in 
the neighborhood of Saint Ignatius Mission, some few near the mouth of the Jocko, and their + 
chief, Michelle, with a few followers, resides on and cultivates a small farm four miles west 
of the agency. Some of this tribe have made laudable and successful efforts to become self- 
sustaining by the labor of their own hands in agricultural and other pursuits. The greater _  Khumber, under the second chief, Andree, who is chief in all but drawing a salary from the 

. Government, make regular annual excursions to the east side of the Rocky Mountains oy 
their accustomed buffalo-hunts. 

Second. The Kootenais, numbering about 350 souls. One-half of these, with their chi 
_ Eneas, live on both sides of the line near the center of the Flathead Lake ; occupying the
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selves with some little effort at agriculture, but chiefly with hunting, fishing, trapping, 

&c. The remainder of the tribe comprises the destitute. aged, blind, cripples, and prosti- 

tutes. Many of the helpless rely upon the Government for support, while the balance infest 

the neighboring towns, pandering to their own low passions and to those of depraved whites. 

For want of korses, but few join in the annual hunts. Generally speaking, the Kootenais 

are willing and able to work at manual labor, but their ardor for gambling prevents them 

from accumulating property. } : 

Third. The Flatheads removed here from the Bitter Root Valley, under the Garfield agree- 

ment of August 27, 1872. A census was taken of them by me on the 7th instant, in order to 

correct the pay-roll; and I find them to consist of twenty heads of families, numbering in 

all 81.souls. ‘They reside in the immediate vicinity and within two or three miles of’ the 

agency, in houses constructed for them two years ago, Nearly all of them may be said to 

be civilized. only a few of the young men joining parties in the hunt or other pursuits off 

the reservation. They are chiefly occupied with agriculture, and cultivate the old Govern- 

ment farms (100 acres) and several small patches besides. In consideration of their removal 

from the Bitter Root Valley, the Government appropriated $5,000 per annum for ten years, 

which sum has been regularly paid to them, and the money, so far as I can ascertain, has, 

with few exceptions, been wisely expended. . 

Arlee, their chief, is very anxious for the fulfillment of the agreement entered into between 

General Garfield and himself, and he should be encouraged tothatend. In several interviews 

with me he complained that 600 bushels of wheat, guaranteed to be delivered to his people the 

first year after removal, have neverbeen provided. By referring to the second article of the . 

agreement it will be found that the then superintendent of Indian affairs for Montana was 

to furnish the wheat in question. Why it was not furnished I have no means of ascertain- 

ing; but if the Indians are entitled to it yet, I think it would be a wise policy on the part of 

the Government to appropriate means to obtain itfor them. Indeed, the small sum of money 

requisite for the purchase of 600 bushels of wheat is trifling in comparison with the good which 

it might accomplish. The strict fulfillment of all obligations will not only encourage those 

Flatheads already removed to persevere, but will have a great influence on the ultimate removal 

of the remainder of the tribe from the Bitter Root Valley. There are yet between 300 and 

400 Flatheads living in that valley, adherents of the chief Charlos, who so far have refused 

to listen to any counsel for removal, and hold no communication with the agency whatever ; 

having apparently abandoned ail relations with the Government, believing that the Garfield 

treaty will never be fully carried out. However, as an order has been issued by the county 

authorities for the assessment of their property with the view of collecting taxes, the ma- 

jority of them will, if the Garfield promises are kept in good faith before them, probably 

remove to the Jocko within another year. J wish here to state that Adolfe, the second chief 

who signed the agreement, has failed in every particular to comply with its provisions, and 

his name has therefore been stricken from the pay-roll transferred to me by my predecessor. 

All of the Indians belonging to this reservation have ever been friendly-inclined toward 

the whites; but complaints reach this office, from time to time, of missing horses alleged to 

have been stolen by them; of setting fire to timber and grass in distant parts of the Terri- 

tory, and other like offenses. The crime of killing a white person has only once been laid 

to their charge, and the murderer, a Pend d’Oreille, was promptly surrendered, and suf 

fered death by hanging. Upon going to the annual hunts they associate themselves with 

large bands of Nez Percés, Spokans, Coeur d’Alénes, and other Indians coming over the 

mountains from Idaho; and offenses alleged to have been committed might have been per- 

petrated by members of other tribes. Unprincipled white men will sell them liquor, and an 

intoxicated Indian will, if he does not commit some outrage, cause fright. Under date of 

August 6th last, the governor of Montana complained that certain Flatheads were roaming 

over the settlements, without escort, causing fright and committing depredations; the whole 

correspondence on the subject was submitted to the Department for instructions, under date 

of August 16. I believe the establishment of a military post in the vicinity of this reserva- 

tion to be an urgent necessity. An outbreak on the part of the strange Indians coming over 

the mountains annually, has long been feared by the citizens; and although the Indians be- 

longing to my agency are considered peaceable, it is not known at what time they may 

enter into a combination with the non-treaty Nez Pereés, Spokans, &c., and cause serious 

disturbance, as has been the case with other equally peaceable tribes. But, setting aside all 

danger of hostility, I still believe a company of soldiers to be a necessity, to keep roving 

bands of Indians from leaving their reservations, and thus exercising a salutary influence to- 

ward their civilization. An Indian will naturally work rather than starve, and confined 

within the limits of his proper country he would have to turn his attention to some indus- 

trial pursuit. : 

Of the crimes committed by one Indian against another, the generality of cases are adultery. 

This offense among the Pend d’Oreilles and Kootenais is punished by severe flogging and 

confinement. I cannot countenance the whipping, which in nine cases out of ten is adminis- 
tered to the women only. It is barbarous, and I have advised the chiefs to try and adopt some 
other mode of punishment—for instance, work for the benefit of all. There has been one 

case of murder reported, where one Pend d’Oreille killed another; the causes were woman 

and whisky. The murderer is now confined in the Indian jail, but as the killing was done 

20 IND : |
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through strong aggravation and partly in self-defense he will probably be acquitted. The 
‘Flathead chief, at my suggestion, will organize a police force, and punish offenders among 
his people with work and fines, for the benefit of the poor and destitute. | . 

The Government should give the Indians of this reservation more assistance in the way 
of providing tools, &c. About 60 plows, 60 double harnesses, 10 or 12 wagons, and some 
edged tools would be applied to excellent use. As the field and garden crops are very short 
this year, owing partly to a late spring, grasshoppers, and reinous rains after the grain was. 
cut and shocked, some of the poorer should be provided with seeds by next season. I find 
here about £0 small packages of garden-seeds, from the Agricultural Department, which 
should have been issued last spring, but will be held for issue next year. 

The educational affairs are in the hands of the missionaries, three Sisters of Charity being 
the teachers. The schools are at Saint Ignatius Mission, and consist of one boarding and one 
day school. The boarding-school is attended by twenty-eight female scholars, who have 

| made excellent progress in the common English branches, house and needle work, &c., and 
the school must be considered a decided success—for girls. But a boarding-school for boys also 
is indispensable for the fature welfare of the Indians. The education of girls alone might be 
of greater benefit if it were not certain that they would finally marry ignorant Indians and 
soon lapse into semi- barbarism, or, at least, forget, practically, all that had been taught them 
at school. If boys alone were instructed they would make better use of their acquirements, 
and if they should marry uneducated girls they would take pride in imparting their knowl- . 

7 * edge to them, or would at least teach them the English language and civilized manners and 
customs. Yet the training of boys alone would not produce the desired result. Both sexes 
should be educated, and at the same time. The boys will not go back to Indian habits, 
and when they marry they will select their equals in intelligence, if they are to be found. 
Thus will the next generation have become English-speaking and well-informed beings. 
Then would we have English-speaking chiefs instead of our now ignorant ones; this of 
itself would go far toward improving the condition of all. I believe that five years of 
schooling for both sexes will be of greater benefit to the Indian tribes than ten years devoted 
to boys, or twenty years to girls, alone. I hope, therefore, that the Government will at once 
see the propriety and necessity of establishing an additional boarding and industrial school 
for boys, leaving their training in the hands of the worthy missionaries now controlling the 
educational interests of the reservation, and that a sufficient sum will be appropriated 
therefor at an early day. The small sum necessary for establishing such a school would, in 
a short time, more than balance the amount which will otherwise have to be expended on 
the same children if allowed to grow up in ignorance and in their usual wandering and non- — 
productive life. The honorable Commissioner is well aware of the fact that, under ordinary 

| circumstances, a ‘‘ boarding and industrial school ’’ is the only practical kind for Indians. 
Arlee, chief of the Flatheads, is very desirous of trying a day-school at the agency for the 

| children of his tribe; but I consider it decidedly impracticable, as the experiment at the 
missior, for the past two or three years, has been a failure. Indian children, when they can 
come and go at pleasure, cannot be induced to attend regularly or take much further interest 
in book matters than the first novelty of being taught. | 

I desire to call the attention of the Department to the fact that the employé force of 
this agency is inadequate. It is utterly impossible to find men out here who would willingly 
work for the wages now paid them and subsist themselves. As it is, I have to arrange my 
appropriation for ‘‘pay of employés ” in such a manner that I can have only a few indis- 
pensable hands, who must be subsisted out of the same fund; and besides subsisting these, 
there are many persons who come here on business for whom it is impossible to refuse ac- 
commodations. In my opinion, the whole amount appropriated for employés should be paid 
in salaries: this would give me two or three additional hands. An extra appropriation 
should be made for subsistence, especially this year, when nothing has been produced at the 
agency. 

Under date of July 19 last, I made a special report in regard to the condition of the pub- 
lic property received from my predecessor. A great many of the tools are broken and unfit 
for use, and all the animals, with one or two exceptions, are fit only to perform half ser- 
vice. I have purchased such articles as were immediately necessary, as far as the means at 
my command would allow ; and the employés have been kept steadily busy on improvements 
of the agency when not occupied on Indian or other current work; but much remains to be 
done to give the buildings a decent appearance outside and have them comfortable within. I 
am trying to be as economical as possible, and have purchased articles of every description 

: at the lowest market-rates by paying promptly, but may yet be obliged to make a special 
requisition for shops, mills, and buildings. The mills are doing fair work, but a new 
smutter for the grist-mill must be purchased very soon. 

In my estimate for funds for third and fourth quarters, 1875, I requested $5,000 to be ex- 
pended on roads. The roads on this reservation, and leading from here to the settlements, 
are the worst tm this Territory, and the amount asked for should be appropriated; which, 
if judiciously expended, will be a benefit to all concerned, and ultimately save double the 
Amount in the wear and tear of Government wagons and teams, and also of those of the 
Indians. | 

The sanitary condition of, the Indians will compare favorably with other tribes, and the
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medical service is.in charge of an experienced and competent physician; the only draw- 
back being the want of a hospital and medicines, A liberal supply of the latter was shipped 
by the Department over a year ago, but was never received, the loss of which is severely telt. 
The fault for non-delivery lies with the contractors for transporting Government freight, and 
I reported the fact to the Department under date of August 7, 1875. - 
Accompanying I furnish a map of the reservation, believing it to be the most correct that 

has yet been made. 
Believing that, with proper attention, this reservation and the people belonging to it can 

be brought to a good state of prosperity within a reasonable time by the assistance of the 
Government in carrying out my suggestions, I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

. | CHAS. S. MEDARY, 
United States Indian Agent, 

Hon. E. P. SMItTh, . | 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. . . 

. FoRT BELKNAP SPECIAL AGENCY, MONTANA, . 
August 12, 1875. 

Sir: This post, located upon south bank of Milk River, ninety-five miles north of east from 
Fort Benton, was built in September, 1871, for trading purposes, under supervision of Milk 
River agency, then established at Fort Browning, fifty miles south of east from this point. 

In consequence of the number of tribes attached to Fort Browning, and their hostility to 
each other, Fort Belknap soon became a distributing post for Government supplies to a 
portion of these tribes, and was occupied in conjunction with the traders by Government em- 
ployés as a part of Milk River agency until August, 1873, when Fort Browning was aban- 
doned, Milk River agency proper, consisting of the more hostile Assinaboines and Sioux, trans- : 
ferred to Fort Peck, one hundred and eighty miles below this point, and a new special agency 
established here, with three tribes of Indians, Upper Assinaboines, Gros Ventres, and River 
Crows assigned to it. The River Crows being subsequently detached and assigned to Moun- | 
tain Crow agency, there now remain here Assinaboines, numbering 3,500, Gros Ventres, 950. 
The name Assinaboine leads to considerable confusion in locating Indians; they are all part 
of the great Sioux family, and, like all other Sioux, distributed in bands throughout the en- 
tire country; those belonging here are Tunica’s or Long Hair’s band, under nine petty chiefs, 
or headmen, Tunica himself having died March, 1874. Numbers of Assinaboines, almost 
beyond estimate, inhabit the country north, across the boundary, with Crees, who, occasion- 
ally, when in distress for food, come in here. 

The Gros Ventres, a once powerful tribe, now reduced by whisky and small-pox, are the 
especial prey of illegitimate traders, from their fear of Sioux, if living in the vicinity or 
under the influence of an agency. | a 

The Assinaboines attached here seem to have been a poorer portion of the tribe, without 
energy and of the habit of living about trading-posts, thus being for a long time accustomed . | 
to whites and less hostile; their condition is improving ; habits of living of the rudest na- 
ture, and uncleanly in the extreme; their manifest disposition is friendly to both whites and 
surrounding Indians, 

The progress apparent for the past year, is an increased endeavor to obtain better lodges, 
better horses, and taking better care of their property. : " oe 
From this point of observation, one great question affecting the civilization of Indians is. 

the relations between them and whites in regard to marital rites, and all influence for im- 
provement is oftentimes overcome by some worthless straggler through the country taking 
up his habitation with their women, or living upon the frontier of the reservation and in- 
ducing the women to go to and from his cabin and camp. It seems to me this and all other 
relations between whites and Indians, off the reservation as well as upon it, ought to be 
more definitely defined by legislation. The seizure of the proceeds of illegitimate traffic 
ought to be less restricted by law, and the burden of proof that it was not illegally obtained 
thrown upon its possessor, rather than, as at present, upon the official that it was. 

This country is especially adapted to stock-raising, and these Indians might easily be 
brought to its successful prosecution. | 

Agriculture, for garden purposes only, has been undertaken, but sufficient has been de- 
veloped to satisfy any mind that, with irrigation, these river-bottoms are most prolific for — 
any early-maturing crops. No mission-work or schools have ever been undertaken. 
New buildings are now in an advanced state of completion for the use of this agency, 

_ furnishing it the first home within an inclosure independent of other influences. 
WM. H. FANTON, 

Special Indian Agent. 
Hon. Epw. P. SMITH, . 

_ Commissioner of Indian Affairs. , 

| . ,
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: ForT PEcK AGENCY, . 
Montana Territory, October 20, 1875. 

hoe: I have the honor to submit the following as my second annual report of affairs at 
this agency. : 

The Indvavs under my charge are several tribes and bands of wild Sioux and the Canoe 
band of Assinaboines, and by actual enrollment, not including the Uncpapas, number up- 
wards of 6,000 persons. During last winter I became convinced that all my efforts to con- 
trol a portion of the Uncpapa Indians, numbering about 1,000 persons, or induce them to 
remain on the reservation and forego their visits to the hostile Indians in the Yellowstone 
and Powder River country, were in vain. I determined to cease issuing supplies and annui- 
ties to them, since which time I have adhered strictly to this rule, and have fed and cared 
for such Indians only as are tractable, have remained constantly on the reservation, and re 
frained from all acts of hostility. 

INDIAN POLICE ORGANIZED. 

During the month of June last I organized an Indian police, consisting of about ninety 
men; many of the best disposed and most influential men among the Yanctonnais belong to 
this police. My instructions to them were, of necessity, brief, but definite; they were to be 
held responsible for the movements and deportment of the entire camps they were instructed 
to discourage and prevent, as far as possible, the fitting out of raiding and stealing parties, 
and to punish severely all persons or parties who should in any manner interfere with ths 

| persons or property of white men. They were also instructed to destroy all spirituous liquore 
brought into their camps, and furnish me with such information as would lead to the detec- 
tion and arrest of any and all persons engaged in the traffic. To their credit, I am now able 
to say they have faithfully discharged the duties which were imposed and the trust they 
then accepted. Iam now well informed that since the police was organized not a war or 
stealing party has been permitted under any pretense whatsoever to leave the camp; and 
although these Indians have been repeatedly menaced and depredated upon during the sum- 
mer by neighboring tribes, such has been the influence and authority of the Indian police- . 
acting under my instructions, that no war-party has been permitted to go out even for the 
purpose of retaliating. This convinces me of the entire practicability of organizing and 
operating a governmental power among such Indian tribes as are in any degree peaceably 
disposed, that will eventually supersede all necessity for military interference. I am con- 
vinced that Indians, as a general rule, will submit with much better grace to authority ap- 
parently emanating among themselves, than they will to any interference or dictation from a 
different. race. 7 

PROGRESS OF THE SIOUX. 

I may here remark that while no rapid or gigantic strides have been made towards their 
civilization the last year, the Yanctonnais and other Sioux Indians of this agency have 
slowly but preceptibly improved in their conduct towards the whites, in their sentiments to- | 
ward the Government, in an increased sense of honor, and last, but not least, in the power of 
self-control that distinguishes the civilized from the barbarous, and men from mere animals. 

, HINDRANCES TO THEIR CIVILIZATION. 

| These Sioux Indians are, however, yet far from taking upon themselves the duties and re- 
sponsibilities of industrial pursuits or civilized life; they are in many respects children in — 
understanding, yet with almost unlimited confidence in their own judgment and strong 
faith in their barbarous customs and habits of life. Among these customs may be men- 
tioned the sun-dance, the war or scalp dance, and the medicine-dance, and their cruel rites 
and self-tortures for the dead. These have allsuch strong hold upon them that it will require 
years of earnest effort on the part of the Christian teacher and philanthropist to eradicate them 
from their minds. But perhaps among the most formidable hinderances to a more rapid 
advancement in civilization may be mentioned the following: 

First. The almost irresistible attraction of buffalo and other game which is still found in 
considerable numbers on this reservation. It should not be considered strange that the in- — 
fatuating yet comparatively indolent and desultory life of the chase, which attracts and almost 
uncivilizes so many white men on the frontier, should prove almost an insuperable barrier to 
the civilization and christianizing of those who fee] that it is their only hereditary occupa- | 
tion. . 

Second. Their surroundings and association with white men are not always such as could 
be desired. These Indians see and know but little of civilization, except its worst phases ; 
they are often brought in contact with white men who, living remote from settlements, lead 
a sort of nomadic semi-civilized life, and are often so dissipated and vicious that they are 
only calculated to give the Indians very unfavorable impressions of the white man’s bodsted 
civilization. A large number of this class of white men have been for years living on the Up- 
per Missouri; many of them are living with, and some are married to Indian women. Asa 
general rule, these men Jack in habits of industry, cleanliness, and laudable ambition, and in 
many respects are below the standard of an average wild Indian; yet these are the kind of 
men that we have been, from the force of circumstances, sometimes compelled to employ to.
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perform the labor at this agency. Our remoteness from the settlements and the prevailing idea 

of great danger here, render it difficult at times to obtain suitable employés at the salaries 

allowed by the Department. | | 

THE ASSINABOINE INDIANS. .- : 

The Canoe band of Assinaboines, numbering in all nearly 2,000 persons, are in docility, 

friendship, and their evident desire for peace and conformity to the policy of the Govern- 

ment, considerably in advance of other branches of the Sioux Nation, consequent'y arein a 

more hopeful condition as regards their permanently locating and assuming the responsibil- 

ities of a different mode of life. . 

On account of their well-known friendship to the whites they have often suffered in per- 

son and property, and are still menaced and raided upon by their hostile neighboring tribes. 

Yet in their evident desire to remain at peace and conform to the wishes of the Government 

and obey the instructions of their agent, they appear ready and willing to make almost any 

sacrifice that Indians can be supposed to make. They are almost the only wild Indians I : 

have yet seen who manifest any marked degree of gratitude for favor. With proper en- 

couragement I am confident that a majority of these Canoe Indians can be induced, within 

the next few years, to permanently locate and engage in industrial pursuits, with a view to 

self-maintenance. 
. 

FARMING-OPERATIONS. 

Early last spring I induced a majority of the Canoe Indians to separate themselves from 

the wilder tribes of this agency, and locate at Wolf Creek, about fifty miles east of Fort 

Peck, a locality well adapted to farming and’ stock-raising. | At this place I broke about 50 

acres of ground, and furnished the Indians with seed and implements of husbandry. I also 

erected there during the summer a large warehouse in which to store supplies, a double log- 

house for employés, and a small temporary school-house. 

The Indians at this new settlement have done remarkably well during the past summer. 7 

In addition to watching and taking care of their own ponies and procuring a portion of 

their subsistence by hunting, they have cultivated about 40 acres of ground with wheat, . 

corn, pease, potatoes, turnips, squash, and some other vegetables, doing the planting, weed- 

ing, hoeing, fencing, and harvesting almost exclusively themselves. In addition to this, they 

have, with little assistance, built a large and substantial root-house or cellar, 20 by 60 feet, 

in which they have stored the vegetables, saved principally for seed next spring ; and they 

have also made and stacked about 90 tons of hay for their own use during the coming win- 

ter; the employés doing but little to assist them except running the mowing-machine. 

As soon as the products of the farm were sufficiently matured for the purpose. they were 

somewhat liberally distributed to those Indians who materially assisted in the farm-work ; 

consequently I am unable to approximate closely to the amount produced; however, we 

have saved and stored for seed, &c., next spring, 30 to 40 bushels of wheat, 10 bushels of 

peas, 5 bushels of beans, 400 squashes, and 325 bushels of potatoes. The turnips, rutabagas, 

and beets, not yet gathered, will probably amount to 300 or 400 bushels. 

Some of these Indians are now engaged in building log-houses for occupancy, and I in-. 

tend to break up separate pieces of land for those who may thus permanently locate. 

I propose purchasing for these Indians during the present fiscal year 50 head of American | 

cows, 500 sheep, a few wagons, harness, &c.: these, in addition to the work-oxen and 

farming-implements purchased during the last year, will, perhaps, be sufficient for them to 

make a beginning in cultivating and stock-raising. They appear well pleased and very 

much encouraged with what is now being done for them, and [ have no doubt that they 

will appreciate and make good use of every article furnished. 

Much more could and would have been accomplished at Wolf Creek settlement but for the 

smali and inadequate appropriation made for the Indians of this agency and the restricted 

amount allowed for the pay of employés; the entire appropriation for the support and 

civilization of the Indians of this agency for the present fiscal year being but one-third of the 

amount made for them three years ago. The embarrassing position in which I am placed 

in this regard may be measurably realized when I state that, after paying for annuities, the 

number of employés allowed, and the necessary expenses of running the agency during 

the year, the remainder would scarcely be sufficient to subsist the Indians of this agency 

three months. : . . 
SCHOOLS. 

I organized a day-school and employed a teacher during the month of February last; but 

on account of the resignation of the teacher and my inability to secure another at that time, 

I was compelled to discontinue the school, after maintaining it about six weeks. Thisshort — 

period was sufficient to convince me of the ‘desirability and practicability of establishing a 

permanent day-school. I therefore secured the services of a competent teacher on the Ist 

of July last, and a school has been maintained regularly, first at Fort Peck, then at Wolf 

Creek, since that time, with the most encouraging results. I have found it necessary to em- 

ploy additional help in the school, and have secured for this purpose au educated Indian, 

Rev. P. O. Matthews, who, during the past year, has filled the position of teacher at Fort . 

Hail agency.
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NEEDS OF THE SERVICE. | : 
I am desirous of giving every possible encouragement to this settlement of Assinaboine 

. Indians in stock, cattle, implements, seeds, &c., and in educational advantages, for they 
are not only deserving, but their advancement in civilized pursuits and material prosperity will have a salutary influence upon the wilder Indians of this agency. I trust the Depart- ment will feel, as I do, the great importance of protecting and providing for this very inter- 
esting and promising community. A generous provision-for two or three years, for build- ings, seed, stock, and provisions, or until such time.as the Indians can support themselves ___ by their own industry, will be true economy for the Government, and will demonstrate the wisdom and eminent practicability of the present humane policy, when applied to peaceably- 
disposed Indians. 

I trust that the next Congress will make a special appropriation of at least $25,000 for 
agency buildings and the necessary expenses attending the erection of suitable houses for the Indians. We cannot lose sight of the fact that in the change of life and habits contem- 
plated in permanently locating these Indians, in their cultivating the soil and raising stock, 
it of necessity requires more means to properly care for them than when they are leading a 
nomadic life and securing a partial subsistence by the chase. In addition to stock, imple- 
ments, seed, &c., they require to be subsisted and clothed, almost wholly, for the first two 
or three years, or until they can raise their own subsistence, save a surplus for seed, procure 
material, and manufacture their own clothing. 

a MISSIONARY, 
I regret to say that no direct missionary labor has yet been performed among these In 

dians, and I cannot but think that many of the religious denominations to whom this work . 
is committed have measurably failed to realize its importance and the moral obligations they 
are under to cultivate this field of labor. Millions are spent annually for the spread of the 
gospel in foreign lands by the missionary societies of this country, while the heathen at our 
very door are comparatively neglected. They are perishing for the ‘‘bread of life” is as . true when applied to the Indian tribes as it is when applied to the most distant and be- 
nighted heathen. I think it is evidently the part of the benevolent religious societies of the 
Jand, and not that of the Government, to provide Indians with mission-schools, and religious 
teachers, aud other means necessary for their conversion to Christianity. 

, HOSTILE INDIANS. - | . 
. While the ‘‘ peace policy” has been in the main successful with well-disposed Indians, I 

must say that, so far, it has failed to control the hostile tribes inhabiting the Yellowstone 
and Powder River country. For the past eleven years they have not ceased to depredate. 
and commit acts of hostility upon the frontier settlements of Montana and other Territories. 

| This condition of affairs has not only served to bring into disrepute, whether justly or 
unjustly, the entire management of Indian affairs, but it _has had a direct tendency to de- 
moralize and keep in a perpetual foment the neighboring tribes of agency Indians, who. 
would otherwise be perfectly manageable, and have generaliy manifested a peaceable dispo- 
sition. In justice to the exposed frontier settlements and the well-disposed and peaceable: 
Indians, {those hostile tribes should be firmly dealt with, and punished with sufficient severity 
to insure peace and good behavior for the future. In the management of the Indians 
known to peaceable I do not think it is at all necessary to invoke the aid of the Army, 
but I do think it should be employed against those tribes and bands of hostile Sioux who 
have been virtually detying the Government, and who for years have been committing thefts 
and depredations upon the frontier settlements with impunity. The humane policy of the 
Government having failed to impress them with any sense of obligation, or in any perceptible 
degree to win their allegiance, they should now be made to feel its power, for it appears evi- 
dent that they cannot be reached or controlled by any other means: If these hostile Indians 
were once thoroughly subdued and brought under subjection to the Government, the man- 
agement and ultimate civilization of the peaceable Indians would, under the present policy, 
be a comparatively easy task. 

On the 13th of November last Wm. Benoist, interpreter at this agency. was shot in the 
back by a Yanctonnais named Musk Rat, who lay concealed behind one of the lodges, , 

“and died from the effects of his wounds on the 17th of December, 1874. The Indian who 
. committed the deed was known to hold a bitter personal enmity against the interpreter for 

some real or supposed insult, and took this opportunity for revenge. I am reliably informed 
that Musk Rat, the murderer of Benoist, was recently killed by an Indian of his own tribe. 

Considerable illicit trading in liquor and ammunition was carried on by parties from Car-. 
roll and vicinity with the Sioux Indians of this agency during last winter and early spring, 
but since the organization of (ndian police, and the appointment of Capt. D. W. Buck as 

| special United States detective, it has been almost wholly suppressed. | . 

CONCLUSION. | 
In the management of the Indians and affairs at this agency during the past year my 

aim has been to be practical rather than theoretical. I have endeavored to look honestly at 
and comprekend all the difficulties of the situation, and thus be more fully prepared to ad-
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vise and direct these Indians in a course which would result most certainly in their ultimate 

civilization. The work has been very arduous, at times extremely dangerous, and often dis- 

couraging. As though the duties and responsibilities attending the management and con- 

trol of upwards of 6,000 wild Indians, and all the official labor connected therewith, were in- 

sufficient for the glory.of this position, I have had to bear some part of the opprobrium 

which, during the past few months, a willfully malicious and notoriously unprincipled oppo- 

sition press has sought to cast upon the entire management of Indian affairs. Amid all this 

I am not wholly discouraged, for there is a brighter side to the picture. I have the satisfac- 

tion of seeing many of the wild Indians gradually submitting to my advice and instruc- 

tions, and the peaceably disposed sending their children to the school to be educated, while 

many are actually taking upon themselves the duties and responsibilities of civilized life. . 
. Lam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

WM.W. ALDERSON, ~ 
United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. Epw. P. SMITH, 
—- Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. 

LEMHI VALLEY INDIAN RESERVATION, 
Idaho Territory, October 15, 1875. 

Sin: In compliance with requirements of circular-letter of September 20, 1875, I submit 

my second annual report. . 

The following estimate, the lowest and most reliable one yet obtained, exhibits the num- 

ber of Indians receiving supplies at this agency: Bannacks, 210; Shoshones, 500; Sheep- — 

eaters, 340; total, 1,050. 
The above estimate will not vary much from an actual enrollment. I cannot make a re- 

liable estimate of males and females. I am forced to think these Indians are on the increase. 
naturally. True, a great many died last winter from the inclement. weather, and not having 

received any annuities they were greatly exposed. They caught the whooping-cough, andit 

proved fatal in many cases. | | 

In frequent councils with these Indians, their chiefs and headmen, prominent among 

whom is Ten Doy, principal chief, have often expressed to me a willingness toengagein = 

agricultural pursuits, provided I could give them such assistance or support as they should 7 

have or needed in their present impoverished and isolated condition ; but I have said to them 

that their appropriation is too meager to get all at one time ; that yearly a few could engage 

in farming, and I and my employés would aid and teach them as they needed. Farming 

this year has been discouraging; nearly everything was destroyed by grasshoppers, that 

emigrated here just as the grain was turning into blossom. 
The sanitary condition of these Indians at present is very good, in fact during the entire : 

year, except the extreme cold season last winter, when they suffered as heretofore stated. | 

There has been no missionary work performed among these Indians. a 

When I was ordered to remove these Indians to Fort Hall reserve, I discontinued the 

school, and I find it less difficult to get the Indians to work than to get them to send their 

children to school. They think more of money than education. However, as soon as prac- 

ticable, I shall open a school. 
I desire to express my grateful appreciation of the uniform courtesy and forbearance. 

which have been shown. me by the Department during the past year of my arduous official 

duties. ‘ 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

| HARRISON FULLER, 
. 7 Special United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. SmMIrH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Wushington, D. CU. 

, REPORT OF NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY. 

. . . NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY, 

| OFFICE SUPERINTENDENT INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
— Omaha, Neb., Ninthmonth 21, 1875. 

RESPECTED FRIEND: During the past year the Indians of this superintendency have 

been peaceable, orderly, and comparatively industrious. No white person has been killed 

by them; the ouly case of personal injury to a white person reported against them is that 

of an assault and battery upon a man detected in the act of stealing agency-timber. : 

An increased acreage of tillage has been made on each reservation, The early crops on 

the Ottoe and Great Nemaha reservations were destroyed by grasshoppers ; later crops have 

all escaped their ravages, and give promise of being bountiful. ,
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The number of agriculturists in each tribe is largely increased. Indian apprentices are 
learning the mechanical trades. Schools are established for the instruction of Indian youth | 
on each reservation, and with the same ratio of improvement it will require but a few more 
years of the humane, just, and honest treatment they have received during the administra-_ 
tion of President Grant to make each tribe self-supporting, and its members fit to become 

_ American citizens. | 
SANTEE SIOUX. : 

The Santees have adopted the costume of the whites, and the majority of the tribe have 
. become members of Christian churches. Most of their families are upon allotments of land, 

and live in log or frame houses. The Santees have not made as rapid advancement in self- 
support as the Winnebagoes, Omahas, or Iowas. I attribute much of this result to their 
system of regular rations, consequent with their connection as members of the Sioux or 
Dakota confederation ; could their funds be separated from the general ‘‘Sioux of different 
tribes” fund, and used according to the demands of their advanced state, much good would 
result to them. Necessity is compelling tribes having fewer advantages to labor for their 
subsistence, and this compulsory labor is one of the greatest incentives to self-support. 

While Indians are in the hunter condition, the culture of the earth is considered secondary 
as a means of subsistence ; tillage is generally confined to small patches of. ground, culti- 
vated by women for family use. Agriculture is not pursued by them for the purpose of sell- 
ing or bartering the products of the soil. As most of our tribes still tenaciously desire to 
follow the chase, it is very difficult to induce the masses to give that attention to agricul 
ture which is necessary for success ; it is, in fact, a new business to them as a.sourfce of in- 
come or profit. Asa class, Indians are industrious and willing to labor when there is a 
prospect of compensation for their toil. In each tribe, where the implements of husbandry. 
are available to the members and one bountiful harvest has brought its golden fruits to the 
cultivators, volunteers have the next year in increased numbers entered into the new busi- 
ness and labored, trusting to the harvest for their reward. 

The ration system is destructive to all industry. It is a necessary first step when wild 
tribes are gathered upon reservations, but when Indians are located upon good agricultural 
soil, rations of subsistence should gradually be reduced as the tribe increases its tillage, until 
all necessity for them ceases except to the aged or helpless members, who should be then 
placed in infirmaries, under proper care, so that the subsistence issued for their use will be 
received by them, and not be consumed by the strong members of the family. 

; WINNEBAGOES, 

The Winnebagoes are a boisterous people, and require a firm head to control them, but 
have given much attention to agricultural pursuits. Every encouragement has been held out 
to that portion of the tribe removed to the reservation from Wisconsin to induce them to 
remain in Nebraska; houses have been built, and prairie-sod broken on the tract of land pur- 
chased from the Omahas, and agricultural implements have been given to those desiring 
them ; but, with all these advantages, there now remain in Nebraska only about 204 persons 
of the number removed. 
Much inconvenience and embarrassment have been experienced by the agent of this tribe 

in being compelled to reduce the salaries of employés to conform with the provisions of sec- 
tion 5 of the Indian appropriation bill, approved March 3, 1875, and the progress of educa- 
tion and mechanical industry will probably be retarded thereby, as the salaries now paid are 
not sufficient to retain skilled labor, and the tribal fund saved by such reduction will be of 
less service fo the tribe if paid in annuities or rations of subsistence. 

. OMAHAS. . 

The Omahas have probably made a greater advance in industrial pursuits during the 
year than in any previous year; all available lands have been tilled, and, under the judicious 
management of the agent, the Indian villages have been depopulated and the inhabitants 
largely removed to their allotments, upon which they have broken 681 acres of prairie-sod 
during the year without compensation, their hope of reward for their labor being through 
future tillage. A large amount of agricultural implements have been carefully purchased 
and distributed to the more industrious Indians. A contract has been let for building an in- 
firmary for the aged and infirm, which will also be used as a hospital for the sick, and will 
be placed under the care of the village matron, there being no agency physician in this 
tribe. 

. , PAWNEES, | 

During the autumn of 1874, about 1,800 Pawnees were remo~ed from their reservation in 
_ Nebraska to the Wichita agency in Indian Territory, subsisted there during the winter, and 

have recently been removed to a reservation selected for them between the forks of the Arkan- 
sas and Cimarron Rivers, in Indian Territory, east of the ninety-seventh degree of west longi- 
tude. The removal was accomplished by agency employés under their annual salaries, and 
was comparatively without expense to the tribe. The remnant of Pawnees now in Nebraska 
will be removed to the new reservation in the same manner during the present autumn. 
As it is necessary for the comfort of the employés and advancement of the tribe that erec-
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tion of proper agency buildings should be proceeded with as rapidly as possible, I would 

respectfully call attention to the importance of an early transfer of title of said land in 

trust for the Pawnees, and also for a sale of their valuable reservation in Nebraska in such 

nianner as will realize for the tribe its full market-value. 
The Pawnees have contributed funds from their annuity for the erection of a hospital for 

the sick at the new agency, and material is being prepared and collected there for employés’ 

dwelling-houses, ageucy-shops, an industrial-school building, and flouring-mill. 

On the 23d and 30th ultimo, hostile raids were made upon the defeuseless Pawnees left 

upon the Nebraska reservation, in each of which one Pawnee was murdered. The first raid 

occurred while a company of United States infantry were stationed at the agency for the 

protection of the Indians. The hostile party escaped without discovery. The last raid was 

made by fourteen persons dressed as Indians, and supposed to be Sioux. 

OTTOES AND MISSOURIAS. 

During the autumn of 1874, while the agent was properly absent, some refractory Ottoes 

led a portion of the tribe from the reservation with the view of visiting southern tribes. They 

‘were captured by the military, the leaders confined at Fort Hays, and the others sent home. . 

The punishment of the leaders by a few weeks’ restraint was salutary, but the tribe has grave 

objections to the transfer of nearly $1,000 of their funds to the War Department in compen- 

sation for the board of the offenders. . 

The Ottoes and Missourias have had a very successful summer buffalo-hunt, which re- 

lieved the agency of the expense of weekly subsistence-rations to them. The purchase of a 

herd of domestic cattle will, it is hoped, prevent the necessity of such hunts in future. 

A survey of the eastern portion of the Ottoe reservation has receutly been made by the 

Land Department. 1 recommend that measures be early taken to issue certificates of allot- 

ment to such Indians as desire them, giving 40 acres of land to single persons over eighteen 

years of age, and 8U acres of land to heads of families, and that said certificates convey the 

same rights and privileges to the holder as the land-certificates already issued to the Omahas 

and Winnebagoes. , 

A bill was introduced into the House of Representatives at its last session and will proba- 

bly come before Congress at its next session as unfinished business, providing for the sale of 

the Ottee reservation in connection with the sale of the Pawnee reservation. I am informed 

that the said bill does not provide that the consent of the Ottoe and Missouria Indians shall 

Grst be obtained to said sale. As some three-fourths part of said tribe appear at present to 

be adverse to a sale of any other portion of their reservation than the western half part by 

a straight line drawn north and south, and are opposed to a removal, I believe no bill for 

the sale of said reserve should be permitted to become a law that does not provide for the 

assent of the Indians previous to such sale, and also limit the sale above a minimum value 

therein mentioned. | 

The Ottoe industrial-school building has been fimshed, and preparations are now being 

made to organize a boarding-school therein at as early a period of time as is practicable. 

GREAT NEMAHA. 

The Iowas continue to be interested in the industrial home and in agricultural pursuits, | 

and are opening farms as rapidly as their funds will admit of the purchase of implements 

and stock. 
The Sacs and Foxes of Missouri have for the first time made an appropriation from their 

trust-fund interest for the breaking of prairie-sod and supply of tools. A combined school- 

house and dwelling for teacher has been built for this tribe, and an educated Sac woman en- 

gaged as teacher with a salary per month, the school-fund not being sufficient for her proper 

compensation during the year. 
There was a large surplus of grass on this reservation which was needed by the neighbor- 

ing white settlers, and by permission from the Department the agent made sales to them, the 

proceeds from which would have been of benefit to the tribe, but the United States com- 

missioner for that district of Nebraska having threatened to prosecute all who removed hay 

from the reservation, the contracts have been annulled and the grass will be consumed by 

prairie fires. 
The Sacs and Foxes still desire the sale, under provisions of Congress, of the ten western 

sections of their reservation, and the expenditure of the proceeds therefrom for the improve- 

ment of their condition on the remaining portion. They express no wish or desire for removal, 

and, as with the Ottoes and Missourias, I earnestly hope that no measures will be taken to 

remove them without their free and full consent. ° 

. EDUCATION. . 

Upon the proper education of the youth we must principally depend for the advancement 

of Indians in civilization. As the funds of many tribes will not admit of industrial boarding- 

- gchools, and the parents are not yet sufficiently interested in school-learning to voluntarily 

send their children regularly to school, it is necessary in most cases to provide persuasive or 

compulsory means for filling the day-school houses. In some instances we have provided . 

he pupils with a lunch, paid for out of private funds; in others an addition to the family
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'  flour-rations has been made weekly according to the attendance of the children at school. 
The first method appeals to the child, the latter to the parent. Both systems have-worked meas- 
urably well, but have not been as satisfactory in results as we desire. Our most successful 
attempt at filling a day-school with regularity was with the Ottoes and Missourias, when 
the parents were on a buffalo-hunt. An arrangenient had been made by the agent with the 
parents to leave their children at home, he promising to care for them. A contract was then 
made with proper Indian families living nzar to board the children for $1.50 each per week, 
with @ proportionate deduction from the price for each day the child was absent from school. 
Those Indian landlords not only cared well for the children at home, but each one considered 
himself a special guardian of the education of bis wards, personally conducting his children 
to the school-house, or seeing for himself that they were actually in school. Some such per- 

| suasive system is probably preferable to.a compulsory one. 

— CONCLUSION. 

‘ During the six years the Santee Sioux, Winnebagoes, O.nahas, Pawnees, Ottoes and 
Missourjas, Towas, and Sacs and Foxes of Missouri have been under the care of the 

. Society of Friends they have made marked advancement and improvement in civilization — 
and industrial pursuits. No murder of a white person has been charged upon them for four 
years, and although several Indians have been killed by whites during that time, for which 
crime the murderers were not punished, no attempt at retaliation has been made by the In- 
dians. As arule, these Indians are honest and temperate in regard to strong drink ; in these 
respects being probably above the average of the same number of white persons in the State 
in which they reside. The majority of the Winnebagoes, Santee Sioux, and Iowas have 
given up the chase as a means of subsistence, and are devoting their attention to agriculture. 
The disposition and intention of all the tribes is good and tending toward the arts of civil- 
ization. With just treatment,the adults are easily controlled, and the children are apt 
scholars in most branches of school-learning. 

Were it possible fur the Nebraska Indian t» receive from his white neighbor the treatment 
and respect due to a man, and from the Government equal rights with the white man before — 
the law, he would soon stand as his peer, and become as valuable a citizen. 

: Very respectfully, thy friend, 
BARCLAY WHITE, 

Superintendent Indian Affairs. 
Hon. Epwo. P. SMITH, . . 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. . 
, | 

Table of statistics in regard to Indiaxs of Northern Superintendency for the year ending 31s 
August, 1875, to accompany annual report of Burclay White, superintendent of Indian affairs 
for Santee Sioux, Winnebagoes, Omuhas, Pawnzes, Ottoes and Missourias, Sacs and Foxes of 

_ the Missouri, and Towas. 

esses 

Population .......-...-...----- 6,446 | Number of male Indians who labor 
| Number of above who are mixed- in civilized pursuits with their 

bloods ....--....-.-.-....-2-. 703 own hands......-.-........--. 1,303 
Number of schools.........---. 13 | Number of bushels of grain raised.. 114, 685 
Number of teachers......-...-. 22 | Number of bushels of vegetables 
Number of scholars .......----. 702 raised ...-....----2.---..0----- 24,240 
Number of Indians who can read. 640 | Number of horses owned ......... 2,513 

. Number of births a ..........-. | 217 | Number of cattle...-......2...... 1, 067 
Number of deathsa........-... 139 | Number of swine owned........-. 713 

- - Amount contributed by Friends.. $5, 387 47 | Number of houses occupied by In- 
Number of church members .... 424 diams .... 022. ee ee eee eee eee 480 
Number of Indians who wear cit- Number of houses built for Indians 

izens’ dress b .......-...-..-. 2, 192 during year .......-........... 54 
Number of white persons killed Per cent. of subsistence of Indians 

by Indians ...... 2-2. ........ 000 obtained by their own labor in 
Number of acres cultivated -.... 6, 293 civilized pursuits. ..--........-. . 64 
Number of acres broken......-. 2,248 | Per cent. of subsistence obtained by 

- Number of acres under fence -. . 5, 830 hunting, fishing, &c ...--...... . 08 
Number of rods of fence made Per cent. of subsistence obtained by ‘ 

during year ...... .....-.... 7,080 issue of Government rations .... 28 
ee 

L a No report from Pawnees. b No report from Ottoes. . :
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REPORTS OF AGENTS IN NEBRASKA. 

| | ~ GREAT NEMAHA AGENCY, : 
. . Nohart, Nebr., Ninthmonth1,1875. — . 

RESPECTED FRIEND: Inaccordance with instructions from Indian Department. per circu- | | 

lar letter of July 8, 1875, the following is respectfully submitted as the report of the lowa 
and Sac and Fox of Missouri tribes of Indians for the year ending Eighthmonth 31, 1875. | 

By. direction of Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, I was assigned to take charge of 
this agency, vice C. H. Roberts, resigned, commencing services Twelfthmonth 22, 1874, my : 

commission not arriving until Fourthmonth 29, 1875; and.as no school or other statistics 
previous to the former date are on record in the office, this report will be compiled from data 
secured entirely subsequent to Twelfthmonth 22, embracing nearly nine months. 
Owing to the absence of a licensed trader for nearly three months, and the failure of crops 

the preceding season, the Indians were found to be in a very destitute condition, and those 
who were able to do so had obtained credit from surrounding settlers and merchants, thus 
securing what little they had upon which to subsist. Many also were not supplied with 
sufficient clothing to protect them from the extremely severe weather which was experienced 
during the past winter; and having to depend entirely upon their cash annuity for both pro- 
visions and clothing, it required strict economy to live through the winter with any reason- 
able degree of comfort. | 

As the two tribes at this agency are so unlike in their state of advancement in civilization 
and industrial pursuits, it will be necessary to report for each separately ; and in referring 
to the 

| IOWAS. | 

It is but justice to say that they have reached a point in their efforts to derive their subsist- 
ence from the soil where they deserve all the assistance and encouragement it is possible to. 
give them. With the exception of one or two families, they plant and cultivate their crops 
ina manner that will compare favorably with that of the surrounding white settlers; and 
they evince a sprit of perseverance wortby of imitation by those further advancedinciviliza- 
tion. After the two years of almost entire failure of crops, it was surprising with what 
alacrity they responded to the efforts to induce them to engage more extensively in farming. 

They sowed 165 acres spring-wheat, 75 acres oats, 20 acres barley, 4 acres timothy, 16 
acres buckwheat, and planted 8 acres potatoes, all of which presented a fine prospect of an 

abundant harvest, until about Fifthmonth 1, when the migratory grasshoppers, which had been 
hatched in this locality about Fourthmonth 15, began their depredations, destroying every 

vestige of wheat, oats, barley, and timothy, thus completely chilling the ardent hopes of 
those engaged in the labor. 

A large portion ot the grain above mentioned was sown by the Indians themselves, after 

having received instruction from the agent; and no more difficulty was experienced in teach- 

ing them than would be found in teaching whites having the same opportunities. Those who 
are most largely engaged in agricultural pursuits can speak and understand the English 
language, and show a spirit of emulation to do as their white neighbors, and obtain their | 

subsistence from the land they own, as their annuity of about $35 each, upon which they 

have had almost wholly to depend during the last two years, is entirely inadequate to sup- 
port them. But, not unlike all classes of human beings, some among them are shiftless, and. 

either live upon the product of other's labor, or eke out a miserable existence upon their 
scanty annuity. This is the exception and not the rule here. | 

As nearly as can be estimated, by calculating each field separately, without actual meas- 
urement, the Iowas have planted and cultivated in a creditable manner 500 acres corn, 
which includes a large portion of the land that had previously been sown with wheat, 
which was destroyed. When it is remembered that nearly all this corn was planted twice, 
and much of it three times, the first and second planting having fallen a prey to grass- 
hoppers, whatever they may succeed in harvesting must be credited to the perseverance of 
the Indians. It is not expected that a full crop -vill be realized; but estimating 20 bushels 
per acre, which isa low estimate, for some of it will exceed 50 bushels per acre, there will be 
raised 10,000 bushels of corn, besides a large amount of rough provender for stock. This, in oo 

addition to the hay vured, which will amount to 700 tons, will furnish abundant food for all 
the stock of the tribe, and allow a liberal amount for marketing, by which we hope indi- 
vidual wants can in a measure be supplied. The buckwheat, though not sufficiently ma- 
tured to enable an accurate estimate of the crop being made, is very promising, and will 
probably yield 15 bushels per acre, or 240 bushels. Summing up everything in the way of 
crops, the prospect of a winter of comfort is much more flattering than appeared one year 
since. 

The Iowas, save two or three families, live in comfortable houses for summer; but owing 7 
to not being well finished, and some not at all finished, are not a complete protection 
against the chilling blasts of winter. These few families are very desirous of having 
houses, and ina few more cases, where two or more families occupy the same house, it is de- 

sirable that they should be separated as soon as practicable, each family having a home of 
its own, for it is a most potent obstacle to civilization to have them promiscuous y huddled 
together in one ranch, as dumb brutes. They are much disappointed that these houses can-
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| not be supplied the present fall, which it was fully expected would be done, until notified 
that means usually remitted from ‘‘ civilization fund,’’ wherewith to conduct the schools, had 
been withdrawn; and now we are thrown entirely upon tribal resources for improvement, 
which probably might be adequate during successful farming seasons. Had the usual Gov- 
ernment assistance beenallowed the present year, we might have been able by another year, 
if successful in farming, to settle upon a basis of self-support. Those who occupy houses 
make an effort to imitate whites in their manner of living, using stoves for cooking pur- 
poses, tables, chairs, bedsteads, &c., as house-furniture. The men all wear citizens’ 
dress, they being much more neat in their personal appearance than the women, who occa- 
sionally wear the blanket; though all would be improved by more attention to habits of 
cleanliness. Indeed, thisis one of the most difficult objects to accomplish, to teach them per- 
sonal neatness. Some adhere with tenacity to primitive customs, that of carrying their 
children upon the back, for instance. and a male is but seldom seen carrying an infant, 
though they perform the more difficult labor, according to civilized customs. 

THE IOWA INDUSTRIAL HOME, | 

Was on Fourthmonth 1 organized as a Government institution, and is conducted in conjunc- 
tion with the day-school. The children attending the day-schgol are principally boarded at 
the industrial home, and there they are instructed in various branches of industry pertain- 
ing to housekeeping and farming. The boys, when out of school, are under the care of the 
‘* teacher of industry,’’ whois the head of the institution. The girls are taught by matron 
and seamstress, as their stations indicate. The live stock, farming-implements, and house- 
furniture are now agency-property, except such of the latter as was formerly supplied by 
Friends, and is still held as belonging to them. 

There were at the proper season 25 acres spring-wheat sown on the home-farm and 9 
acres oats, all of which was lost, except a small fraction of the latter, which may pos- 
sibly yield 100 bushels grain of very interior quality. All the ground upon which the small 
grain was destroyed was afterward planted with corn, together with 20 acres, not previously 
planted, making in all 54 acres corn; a portion of which wil! make a fair yield, the remainder 
having been planted after the departure of the grasshoppers, being too late to produce a 
crop. One and one-half acres potatoes are quite flattering, and will yield over 100 bushels. 
An additional field of 50 acres has been fenced for the home, and 26 acres new ground 
broken, making the farm now contain 80 acres cultivated land. It is proposed to seed 25 
acres of it with fall-wheat, and, with an average success in raising farm-produce, it is be- 
lieved that the home can be made almost a self-supporting institution, save the salaries of the 

_ employés. But owing to failure of crops, and the withdrawal of the usual support received 
from general funds, much embatrassment the present year will be experienced, if, indeed, 
the school and home do not have to be suspended ; a circumstance to be deeply deplored, as 
much good is discernible resulting from the labor in this direction. 
The maximum attendance at the home for any single month was 31, with an average of 

25, being the full number provision can be made to support comfortably. The maximum 
attendance at day-school, 42; average, 31. The teacher of the day-school, who: has had a 

, number of years’ experience as a teacher, reports the Indian children quite as apt at learn- 
ing, when their natural diffidence is once overcome, as white children of corresponding 
ages and better opportunities, seemiug not only to learn, but to understand their lessons, 
and are much more easily governed, seldom noticing the petty contentions so common among 
children of school-going ages, in which parents not unfrequently participate. The day- 

, school, in connection with the industrial home, is expected to be conducted in a measure as 
a manual-labor school, though the latter is not so much needed in this tribe as in many 
others. The Indians, being practical farmers themselves, frequently require the assistance 
of their children. 
Two Indian women, at a salary of $50 each per annum, as assistant to matron and 

assistant teacher, have been employed at the home and day-school with much success, each 
performing her duties with credit to herself and benefit to those whom she is expected to 
instruct; though it is believed the influence of white instructors among the children is to 
be preferred. There is found to be more necessity for instruction—especially among the 
girls—in habits of cleanliness than in almost anything else; for when grown to the age of 
womanhood they are seldom found to be idle. The girls render considerable assistance in 
the culinary department, as well as in the laundry and sewing-room, one girl of about 
twelve years of age, under the instruction of the seamstress, having, in ashort time, learned 
to operate the sewing-machine. They are interested in their work, and strive to excel, and 
if not so closely surrounded by former Indian habits and manner of living, while at their 
own homes, as practiced by parents, might soon become good housekeepers. Indian preju- 

- dices and habits of life are obstacles not easily overcome; and it is only by the most per- 
sistent determination not to yield to the influence of the natural Indian tendency that any 
great amount of good can be accomplished. 

SACS AND FOXES OF THE MISSOURI. 

The members of this tribe show a growing desire to do something for themselves, the 
most practical evidence of which is that contained in resolution signed by chiefs and head-
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men, Fourthmonth 17, 1875, diverting $2,000 of their annuity, usually paid to them in cash, 

for the year ending Sixthmonth 30, 1876, to be used for purposes of general improvement. 

Notwithstanding Congress has. for two successive sessions thiled to legislate for the sale of 

the western ten sections of their reservation, for which the tribe has petitioned, also for the 

repeal of the defective act of June 10, 1872, authorizing the sale of all their reservation : 

lying in Nebraska, for which they never asked, and do not want, as their land lies in both 

Kansas and Nebraska, and the sale of that portion designated by act of Congress would 

deprive them of all their timber, they have concluded to apply a portion of the means already 

at their command to improve their condition, even while their affairs are in this unsettled 

state. If the question of location were speedily settled, as it undoubtedly should be, they 

would improve rapidly, being a small tribe, and not difficult to govern, 
- I would respectfully urge, with all due earnestness, that all proper means be employed to ‘ 

secure congressional action during the next session to decide the question of their improve- | 

ment of their present home or their removal to the Indian Territory; for it seems useless 

to improve land already virtually taken from their ownership. They have ample means 

within themselves for all necessary improvement, if properly applied, instead of being paid 

to them wholly as cash annuity, as heretofore, continuing them in habits of indolence, dissi- 

pation, and debauchery, in which they have been reveling. 
The law requiring the performance of labor equal in value to the amount of cash annuity 

paid Indians has a salutary effect upon them. Although strenuously opposed at fizst as a 

tyrannical imposition, it was finally accepted as an inevitable regulation, and with very few 

exceptions they have responded to the requirement, and the result proves there is wisdom 

im the enactment, for Indians cannot be civilized unless they are induced to labor. There - 

have been on their reservation the present year, cultivated in corn, 300 acres, which will 

yield 6,000 bushels. Wheat and oats were both sown, but were destroyed. Two hundred 

acres prairie have been broken, in tracts of from 5 to 10 acres, for individual families, upon 

claims selected by themselves, and paid for from tribal funds, 50 acres of which were broken 

by Indians. They also have 500 acres inclosed with fence, 100 acres of which were~in- 

closed the past year. They will cure 500 tons of as fine hay as could be found upon a west- 

ern prairie. 
. 

There have already been purchased from their own appropriation, and issued to them, 

three farm-wagons and three sets harness. One Indian has, from his individual or family an- 

nuity, purchased a span of horses, wagon, and harness; another a set of harness; and the 

first chief of the tribe has constructed for himself a comfortable log-house, which is consid- 

ered an example worthy of imitation. A building suitable for school-house and residence of 

teacher has been erected from funds appropriated for that purpose in fulfillment of treaty stip- 

ulations ; and a member of the tribe has been employed as teacher, who opens school Ninth- 

month 1. There is a desire among them to have the children educated, though with what 

perseverance they will be sent to school cannot be conjectured, for they insist upon a plan by 

which their children can be boarded at the school, and an effort will be made to accomplish 

that purpose. There are many honest thinking men in this tribe, though they move with 

great caution, and there are many evidences that but little exertion has ever been made to im- 

prove them. Having received a per-capita annuity of $90, is it any wonder they should live 

lives of idleness, especially unless they are urged to look upon labor as a necessity or & 

blessing? . 
7 CONCLUSION, | 

The justice and efficiency of the present humane policy in the civilization of Indians can 

no longer be called in question, as the progress of various tribes which have come diiectly 

under its beneficial influence will fully testify ; and although we may not be able for many 
years to eradicate the original Indian proclivities, can Indians be civilized is not an un- 

solved problem. The onward march of progress in the United States demands it, and just 
so far as they are either taught or compelled to ‘‘earn their bread by the sweat of their brow” 

will there be substantial progress made. - 
* % * # * * * 

There are members of both tribes who are anxious to have some assurance that the labor 
which they expend upon their individual farms may be secured as a permanent profit to them- 

selves or their families, and not, at the option of a few self-constituted leaders, called chiefs, 

be sold out of house and home, and all their hard-earned improvement go to fill the general cof- 
fers. In order that each may have secured to himself all the benefit of his own honest labor, 
it is respectfully urged that the necessary steps be taken to have the land of the Iowas sur- 
veyed, (that of the Sacs and Foxes having already been surveyed, ) ana that on both reserva- 

tions lands be allotted in severalty to all members who are willing to locate their claims. Even 
a conditional title with necessary restrictions would be acceptable to those wishing to make 
permanent homes on their present reservation, if it would only protect them in the accumu- 
lation of property, and secure it as a family inheritance in case of death. A faction of the 
Iowas oppose allotment, but a large number of the best men earnestly urge it, and in justice 

to them it should be adopted. 
The adjacent traffic in intoxicating drinks continues to be the fruitful source of a large 

part of our trouble and annoyance, and sometimes chills the zeal of enthusiastic labor. <Ap- 

parently for no other reason than because they have an uncontrollable appetite for it, and
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’ opportunities for obtaining it are offered by those who act in open defiance of the law, do they indulge; notwithstanding it is discountenanced by the chiefs, and every effort made to suppress it, yet tribal and agency regulations are both inadequate, so long as those who fur- nish the drinks, the prime offenders, go unpunished. There is no great difficulty in many | cases to prove charges preferred against them, but those with whom lie the administration of the law fail to impose a penalty commensurate with the crime, and in accordance with existing statutes. But while these unprincipled white men are permitted to sell with im- punity, and we are almost powerless to prevent it, they thus sow the demoniac seed of de- struction among these untutored, inoffensive beings, and we must expect to reap the fruits in crime, corruption, and sin. The officers of the law are by no means the least criminal in this matter, for it is believed that, in some cases, they sustain those who sell instead of imposing upon them condign punishment, for all seem leagued together to harass the agent. - | Respectfully submitted: | oo } M. B. KENT, 
United States Indian Agent. 7 Hon. Epw. P. Smrrn, - . . Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. : | | 

OMAHA AGENCY, Ninthmonth 1, 1875... 
RESPECTED FRIEND: I hereby submit my annual report of the condition of the Omaha Indians for the year ending the 31st ultimo: 

. Although there is much to dishearten all laboring with this class of persons—for progress is necessarily slow under the circumstances—yet I feel confident that I can report a decided improvement and advancement in the condition of the Omahas. They are each year becom- ing more nearly self-sustaining by means of agriculture, and labor now, instead of being considered degrading, is practiced by nearly every man in the tribe, and very many, indeed most, take pride in what they can accomplish. They manifest great desire, which I believe is genuine, to improve their condition, so far as they think they can do so. They often ex- press hope for the future of their children, but frequently say that they (the older ones) cannot become white men; they generally speak in this way as an excuse for some custom or pecu- liarity that they do not feel ready yet to abandon. I-have uniformly endeavored to treat them. as men, in the true sense of the word; laboring to impress upon them the importance of | self-reliance and self-support, and discouraging the spirit of begeary and dependence so common to Indians, and too much-encouraged by many working with them. The Omahas have cultivated this summer about 1,000 acres in corn, and nearly 500 acres in wheat, besides numerous patches of potatoes, beans, &c. They have sold of last year’s crops 10,000 bushels of corn, several hundred bushels of wheat, besides potatoes and beans. They have broken of new prairie, ready for next season’s cultivation, 631 acres, in lots ot | from 5 to 12 acres, all on individual allotments, and without compensation. Considerable revenue is derived from tanning buffalo hides for white hunters and traders. _ In the fore part of the season the crops on this reserve promised a bountiful harvest, but the great amount of wet weather has very materially lessened the prospect, and the numer- ous and heavy rains of late have badly damaged the wheat in stack. Thrashing is not yet done; it is estimated that the average yield will not exceed 7 or 8 bushels to the acre. Corn is very green and still growing ; should it not be prematurely killed by frost, I esti- mate there will be an average yield per acre of 25 bushels. All the sweet or ‘““ squaw ” : corn will be dried while green, tor food. As stated in my report last year, there has been no “agency or department farm,” the Indians cultivating all for their own individual benefit, - with no other remuneration than the prospe:tive crop. 
This reservation now comprises about 193,000 acres, including 50,000 acres offered for sale three years ago, but which failed to sell, and is now held in trust by the United States. I am decidedly of the opinion that much, if not most, of the opposition to the Indians felt among white settlers is in the fact that they hold large tracts of land lying idle and un- a productive. I think it would be much better for all parties concerned if all this surplus land could be sold; and if the proceeds were not needed for the improvement of the tribe, let it be held as a trust-fund, drawing interest, 
The Omahas are poorly supplied with stock; their horses are mostly Indian ponies, very inferior, and unfit for heavy work. Some of the more thrifty members of the tribe see the importance of disposing of these for fewer but better horses and cows. Of the oxen origi- nally issued to the chiefs, but few remain, and they are old and of little value as work-cat - tle. Most of them will be butchered before winter. Several yoke of young oxen have been raised by members of the tribe. In addition to the above there are about 50 head of cows and young cattle, and 150 hogs, 
The idea of fencing the crops has been abandoned as impracticable, on account of the ex pense and the scarcity of timber. Last spring I caused to be fenced about 320 acres, (on the agency tract, ) to be used as a pasture for the horses when not at work ; three or four —
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other and smaller pastures on different parts of the reserve would be of good practical 

value. 
. 

There has been very little sickness in the tribe during the year, and few deaths, mostly 

very old persons and young children. oe } 

The Omahas now number 262 men, 267 women, and 476 children—total, 1,005. 

The schools have prospered, and the attendance has been good. The interest the Omahas 

have always taken in their schools is very much in their favor as a people, as the hope of 

their ultimate success must depend upon the children. ‘The settlement of the Indians upon 

their allotments makes the building of other school-houses for the accommodation of their 

children a. necessity. In my last annual report I alluded to the necessity for establishing 

an industrial or boarding school; but the more I see of the © ractical utility of the day- 

schools, the more I am convinced that the same amount of funds expended on them would 

afford a greater good to a greater number. The child is an educator of the parent; in many 

ways this is noticeable. | | | 

I would earnestly recommend that some system of compulsory attendance at school be 

adopted, that those who take no interest in education may not be allowed to deprive their 

children of its benefits. a, 
Very respectfully, thy friend, | 

T. T. GILLINGHAM, | 

United States Indian Agent. 

BARCLAY WHITE, 
Superintendent Indian A ffutrs, Omaha, Nebr. 

— OTvE AGENCY, NEBR., Ninthmonth 1, 1875. 

RESPECTED FRIEND: Herewith is submitted my third annual report representing the con- 

dition of the Indian service, and progress made on the Otoe and Missouria reservation for the . 

year ending Eighthmonth 31, 1875. | | 

“ The year just ended has been characterized by events of some importance relating to the 

progress of the tribe, some of which have been of a discouraging nature, and some other- 

wise; but altogether I think the showing is decidedly on the side of progress toward a bet- 

ter condition as relates to pursuits of civilized life and their attendant conditions. 

The events of the year previous left the tribe in a very destitute condition, with no provisions 

in store for their future subsistence, except 1,000 bushels of wheat that had been raised on the 

agency farm ; all other crops had been‘an entire failure, caused by a protracted drought and | 

the destruction by grasshoppers. The Indians were not unconscious of their destitution, 

and the natural effect was that of discouragement, under the pressure of which a portion of 

- ‘the tribe, without permission, left the reservation in the hopes of finding a place where they 

could procure game and other subsistence ; but their actions being in violation of law and 

Department regulations, they were promptly stopped and returned home. 

Congress had previously made a re-imbursable appropriation of $12,000 for the construc- 

tion of agency buildings and the support of destitute Indiansy which, under the circum- - 

stances above mentioned, signified nearly all the tribe. Out of this fund I procured provis- 

ions and issued rations as necessities required, until the close of the year. But little of 

the fund was used for agency buildings, and with the balance not otherwise expended I 

procured a herd of 308 head of cattle, to be kept as agency property in the interests of the “ 

tribe, as a nucleus of supply for their future wants in the way of beef; and to furnish fami- | 

lies with cows, as they become so situated as to take proper care of them. » 

The plan inaugurated last year of using the annuity money due the tribe under the treaty 

. of 1854, for the encouragement of labor and other beneficial purposes, has been continued 

with the following results: Under the care of the agency farmer 230 acres have been pre- 

pared and sown with wheat, 30 acres with oats, 100 acres planted with corn, 15 with pota- 

toes, and 10 with turnips. All the available land on the reservation has been brought under 

cultivation. That cultivated by individual members of the tribe and not included in the 

above is estimated at about 300 acres, making an aggregate of 685 acres; 300 acres have 

been inclosed with post and plank fence, and 150 acres of prairie broken, besides much other 

repair-work done; 44,500 feet of logs have been cut, hauled to the mill, and sawed for fencing 

and building purposes; and. all the wood required for running the steam saw-mill and other ~ 

uses about the agency, was cut and hauled by Indians. The work of cutting and putting 

up hay is now going on by Indian labor, and when completed it is expected to have 400 to 

500 tons prepared for agency use, including feed for the herd of cattle. 

All the crops cultivated as above mentioned are good and. promise an abundant yield, ex- " 

cept wheat and oats, which were injured by grasshoppers and the early drought, and after- 

ward partially destroyed by wet weather. Had the wheat been as good as the other crops, . 

the produce of the present season would have been nearly or quite equal to the necessities 

of the tribe, but as it is they will have bu: little flour. 

One. Indian who broke a piece of prairie last year raised 75 to 100 bushels of wheat on it 

this summer, which is the first wheat raised by individual Indians since my connection with 

the tribe, and will, I think, induce others to imitate his example next year. Oo
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| The present plan of using the anouity-fund to encourage labor, and to furnish implements 
and stock, has seemed to work well, and I think the appearance of the agency and its sur- 
roundings will justify me in saying that there has been decided improvement in the last two 
years. Yet the change from a cash payment has not gained universal favor in the tribe, but 
sufficiently so to give us double the labor that could be used witb our limited means. The 
pay-rolls of the past year show 132 names of Indians that have labored, while the census 
recently taken shows 134 male Indians in the tribe over twenty years of age. Perhaps the 
most favorable feature of this system is that it creates an individual interest in labor; gives 
a double value to the money expended; and it is believed is developinz a spirit of industry 
that will lead to the care of a home on an individual allotment of land. Of the land broken 
this season about 80 acres was by Ind ans, done without compensation other than that 
afforded by the prospect of opening a farm. The time has probably arrive] when allot- 
ments of land should be made to those who are willing to take them, as is providel in the 
treaty of 1854. The preliminaries of a survey are already completed. OS 

The subject of improvement has been rather an agitated question among the Indians 
during the past year, resulting in a difference of opinion that is represented by two.clearly- 
defined parties, one favoring active improvement and the other opposed; the former are 
perhaps three-fourths of the tribe. This, it is believed, is one of the most favorable indica- 

| tions of permanent advancement, and, so far as my information extends, is a condition that. 
marks the turning-point in the progress of every Indian tribe from the wild to a partially 
civilized mode of life, as well as all important changes and reforms amongst other races 
of people. This condition being reached, those who are dispused to move in the right direz- 
tion should receive the encouragement of the Government and all philanthropists, whereby 
to show an appreciation of their efforts, and tending to bring the opposing elements into a 

, €0-Operative condition. 
The destruction of timber of the reservation the past winter has been very great. A large 

_ Majority of the settlers in the surrounding country have supplied themselves trom the In- 
_ dians’ timber, and many made a regular business of trade by hauling off wood and the most 

valuable logs they could find, to sell in the neighboring towns, the aggregate value of 
which would reach many thousand dollars. The tribe has been materially impoverished by 
this means, and it is but justice that they be re-imbursed to the extent of their loss. Had 
the timber been taken only by those who were destitute, to prevent suffering, there would be 
the appearance of an excuse for their proceedings, but the heaviest operators were persons 
who are reasonably well off. 

One day-school has been in operation ten months of the year, and while the Indians were 
so situated as to attend conveniently the attendance was good, and their progress mainly - 
satisfactory. With funds appropriated for the purpose,and re-imbursable to the United 
States, a suitable building has been constructed for the accommodation of an industrial 
school, which it is proposed to organize this present autumn. The appropriation of last 
Congress made for the purpose will be sufficient for its support the present year, but some 
enactment should be made for its continuance in the future. An amendment to the bill of 
1872, providing for the sale of the west half of the reservation, so as to secure the sale of 
same for its market-value, and an investment of a sufficient amount of the proceeds for the 
permanent support of school, whereby it may be maintained by accruing interest, instead of 
using the principal as at present, will probably best meet the exigency. Funds should also 
be had from the same source for furnishing the Indians stock and implements, and the means 
for improvement, The agency farmer has given his attention to the development of the 
agricuitural interests of the tribe, the care of stock and implements held as agency property 
fur the benefit of the same, and the direction of Indian labor on agency farm. . 

A carpenter has been employed during nine months, and has found constant occupation in 
the repair-work of various kinds requiring to be done, and the erection of a few small build- 
ings. It is hoped that during the next year circumstances will justify placing under his direc- 
tion an Indian boy as an apprentice. . 

The blacksmith has attended to the smithing of the agency, and run the steam saw-mill 
when required. 

A. teacher has been employed during the year, and an assistant until the close of the last 
quarter, Also a village matron, whose duties have been, in conjunction with the teachers, to 
attend to the wants of the sick, and to instruct the Indian women in domestic duties, and 
the making of clothing for themselves and families, out of material furnished by Friends of 

- Philadelphia. The garments wholly made by Indian women will number 3U0, and add 
much to the apparent comfort of many wearers. ; 

No physician has been employed, but such means as have been placed in our hands by 
charitable persons of the East have been used as best judgment directed for the relief of the 

| sick. No epidemic has prevailed, and the health of the tribe continues good, and a recent 
reckoning shows the births to exceed the deaths in the ratio of seven to four. 

Respectfully submitted. 
JESSE W. GRIEST, 

United States Indian Agent. 
BARCLAY WHITE, 

Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Omaha, Nebr.
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PAWNEE AGENCY, GENOA, NEBR., 
| - Ninthmonth 1, 1875. . 

RESPECTED FRIEND: The general condition of this agency may be gathered from the : 
several reports from the Pawnee Manual-Labor School and the other departments. Our - 
agency affairs are now in a favorable condition of progress, but the past year has been 
fraught with many changes in the condition and prospects of our Indians. In my last 
annual report I spoke of the excitement then prevailing, and the growing desire manifested 
for the complete migration of the tribe to the Indian Territory. The movements of the Paw- 
nees since that time, and the measures taken by the Department to secure their removal and 
provide a new reservation for them, would require many pages to explain fully, and I will 
here give but a brief outline of our operations. =. . 

On the 8th of Tenthmonth, last year, by direction of the Commissioner of Indian Af- 
fairs, B. Rush Roberts, of the Society of Friends who have this agency in charge, and now 
one of the Board of Indian Commissioners, Barclay White, Superintendent, and myself, held 
a council with the Pawnees and learned their wishes respecting a removal. The honorable 
Commissioner had drawn up a plan, upon which alone the Department would consent to ~ 
their removal, and a series of resolutions, having all the force of a new treaty, embracing 
that plan, was read and explained to them. They took two days to consider it, and, though 
not quite to their wishes, finding they could not modify it to suit their own views, they 
finally acquiesced, and the resolutions were signed by all the chiefs and headmen of the 
tribe. These resolutions defined the mode of removal and sketched out a general plan of 
operations for distributing the Indians upon allotments of their own. One party was to go 
in advance as the pioneers and representative men of the tribe, to aid in the selection of a 
new home. They were expected to report to the Wichita agency, where they wished to visit 
their friends, and be ready when called upon to assist in spying outa suitable tract on which 
to locate. Another party was to start a month later, under the charge of some agency em- 
ployés, and these were expected to join their friends, the Wichitas, if permission should_be 
granted them, in a buffalo-hunt to procure subsistence, robes, &c. The remnant of the tribe, 
with some of the headmen of each band, and the aged and infirm, also the children at the 
industrial school, were to be left in Nebraska, until such time as arrangements could be 
completed for their removal. Soon after this I was directed to proceed to Indian Territory, 
and en route thither to consult Superintendent Enoch! Hoag of the Central superintendency, 
at Lawrence, Kans., respecting a suitable location. I left home the latter part of Eleventh- 
month, in company with my son, Henry Edwin, who was authorized to act as my interpre- 
ter and special assistant. We passed through different portions of the Territory, according 
to instructions, and finally selected a fifle tract south of Osage agency and north of the 
Sac and Fox reservation, in the forks of the Cimarron, or Red Fork, and the Arkansas Rivers, 
which tract was examined by a delegation of the Indians authorized to act for the tribe, 
and was to them quite satisfactory. The Department also approved of the selection, and 
restricted the limits to the forks lying south of Salt Fork and east of the ninety-seventh . 
meridian of west longitude. 

In the Indian appropriation bill which passed near the close of last Congress the usual : 
appropriations were made; but a special bill which provided for the sale of the Nebraska 
reservation, and asked an advance of money to aid the tribe in their immediate require- 
ments for building up a new agency, to be refunded from the proceeds of the sale of their 
lands, failed, in the general bustle attending the closing hours of legislation, to receive due 
attention, and thus unprovided for the tribe were left in a bad dilemma. By special order I 
‘proceeded to Washington to consult the Department about the most feasible plan to pursue. : 
A course was soon opened which promised relief, and the power to operate under such special 
plan, in such way as not to conflict with the law, was conferred upon two of the members of 
the Board of Indian Commissioners, F.H.Smith, secretary, and B. Rush Roberts, before 
mentioned. Thetwo parties of the Pawnees previously referred to, and whom I had met at 
Wichita agency in the Secondmonth, (February, ) were now ordered to their new agency; a 
subagent was appointed to to take charge of affairs there, and a force of temporary labor- 
ers was employed to make all the needful preparations for building up the agency. 

A pleasant location was selected by myself and others, after a general canvass of the new 
reservation, on Black Bear Creek, for the agency-buildings, and this on a subsequent visit by 
Superintendent B. White was approved by him, and the laborers proceeded to erect tempo- 
rary dwellings and provide for the comforts and conveniences of a permanent home for the 
tribe, This reservation contains a fair proportion of arable land, while the whole of it will 
make an excellent grazing region ; and it is well stocked with timber suitable for building, 
fire-wood, and lumber. | . . 

At the point selected on the stream there is a fine water-fall and an excellent mill-site, 
which we hope soon to utilize. A new steam saw-mill, purchased in Saint Louis, is now in 
successful operation there, and a good ferry-boat is constructed to facilitate travel across the 
Arkansas River. | 

The overland route from Coffeyville, Kans., the nearest railroad terminus, to the agency is 
about one hundred miles, and the road leads directly through the Osage agency. The mail- 
carrier to the Osages has been employed for a time to convey the mail weekly tothe new — 
agency. This distant transportation and a siege of wet weather have retarded labor on ~~ 

21 IND | :
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some of the works, but from personal observation and frequent reports from the subagent in 
charge, as wellas from others, I believe they have made very reasonable progress in the 
work assigned. About 300 acres of sod were broken by special] contract, and they have 
raised a good crop of squashes, pumpkins, beans, and melons, besides some corn, pease, 
and other vegetables. There is an abundance of limestone, sandstone, sand, clay, and 
other building material quite near and accessible,and some of the agency-buildings have 
been planned and preparatory work upon them commenced. 

At this agency the farming operations have been more extensive and successful than 
usual, as the farmer’s report will show, and the problem of making Indian labor successful 
is being gradually soived to satisfaction in our experiments. 

Under the plan now partially ordered or arranged it is expected that the industrial school — 
will be suspended at the end of the present month, the close of the first quarter of the fiscal 

| year, and the Indians here have agreed that the school-fund for the balance of the year may 
be applied toward the building of another school at the new agency. It is also expected that 
the Indians will leave the reservation about the Ist of Tenthmonth, accompanied by some 
of the employés, and that the operations ofthe agency here will be broken up and our head- 
quarters transferred tothe Territory. That the farm and the improvements here should be 
left in some way under careful oversight for protection until the same shall be sold I think 
is important, and I presume it will be done, but measures for that purpose are not matured. 

A small company of infantry from the Omaha barracks have been stationed here for a 
few months past, to assist in protecting the Pawnees from the incursions of the Sioux or 
other hostile parties, but the season being advanced and no further danger apprehended, 
they were recently ordered away. A sad accident occurred just after they received their or- 
der to move. ; 

On the morning of the 23d of Eighthmonth, about daybreak, the wife of Eagle Chief, 
having left her lodge to look after some corn she was drying, was shot by some one and in- 
stantly killed. They supposed it was by an Indian enemy, and on examination we dis- 
covered that a party of horsemen had been camped near by, inan adjoining corn-field, but 
they fled, and all traces in pursuit were soon jost in the heavy grass, though a few things 
were found which gave evidence that the party were Indians. I have been pursuing the 
investigation, but no discoveries have been made that seemed to throw light upon the singu- 
lar murder. Whether the deed was committed by Indians, or by white men in Indian dis- 
guise, is uncertain ; but suspicions have been entertained for some time that the most of our 
horse-thieving, and the more recent raids upon the Pawnees, have been by aclass of de- 
graded white men who infest the unsettled region northwest of our reservation. 

In the course of a few months I hope to see the several fragments of our tribe again con- 
. solidated at their adopted home, and though there is a vast amount of work to be done be- 

fore they can be properly arranged by separate families in comfortable quarters, I feel en- 
couraged in the belief that the labor of civilization is progressing as rapidly as with our 
means and circumstances could be anticipated, and though the project of removal one year- 
ago presented many gloomy forebodings, I now see no good reason why the transition may 
not prove advantageous, and, under careful management, be attended with complete suc- 
cess. 

Since writing the above another raid was made, on the morning of the 30th, at sunrise, by 
a party of fourteen Indians, who were mounted on fleet horses. Failing to secure some 
horses they were pursuing, they shot the herder-boy a short distance from our buildings, and 
then made their escape. The Indians made an unsuccessful pursuit, but have since been 
carefully guarding their village by day and night from any similar sudden attacks, from 
all of which they hope now soon to be relieved. . 

Very respectfully, 
WM. BURGESS, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SMriru, 

Commissioner of Indian Affuirs, Washington, D.C. 7 

| | SANTEE AGENCY, NEBR., 
Ninthmonth 1, 1875, 

RESPECTED FRIEND: I herewith respectfully submit my fifth annual report. This tribe, 
the Santee Sioux, is located on the west side of the Missouri River, twelve miles below the 
Niobrara River, in Nebraska. They belong to the Sioux Nation, and have the reputation— 

| and justly so—of being further advanced in civilization than any other tribe of Sioux. They 
: all dress in citizens’ clothes; the blanket, leggings, paint, and trinkets have entirely disap- 

peared. Our Sabbaths are as quiet and orderly as in any New England village. Nearly all 
the men, women, and children congregate at one or other of the places of worship. The
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Sabbath-schools are well attended. The children demean themselves orderly and manifes 
a commendable interest in their exercises. 

The executive part of this agency is under the care of the Society of Friends. There are 
also established here two missions; one under the auspices of the Episcopal Church, and 
the other supported by the American Board for Foreign Missions. Each of these have 
schools under their charge. . 
The American Board has two schools, one of which is a girls’ industrial school, where the 

children are taught exclusively housework in its various forms; the other is a day-school 
for boys and girls, where the common branches are taught. 

The Episcopal Mission has also a girls’ industrial school, devoted mainly to housework ; 
they have also two day-schools for boys and girls, where the common branches are taught. 

In addition to these there is one supported by the Government. This is styled ‘‘ Manual- . 
Labor School.” The boys are trained in farming and gardening, and the girls in all the 
branches of housekeeping. They are also taught the common branches of English educa- 
tion, reading, writing, drawing, arithmetic, and geography. The children at all the schools 
show an aptness at learning, and many of them an intelligence not inferior to white chil- 
dren. This branch of the service has shown a marked improvement during the past year. 

It will be seen by reference to my last annual report that last season, so far as agriculture 
was concerned, was an entire failure, drought and grasshoppers destroying everything. 
This season has been the reverse of last;. plenty of rain and no grasshoppers. The conse- 
quence is that all who planted and cultivated their crops are rewarded with a bountiful 
yield. There was much discouragement felt inthe spring, owing to the repeated failure of 
their crops, and considerable of the land thrown out of cultivation, owing to the unprece- 
dented overflow of the river-bottom, which rendered it impossible to do any planting on that 
portion of the reservation. , | . 

The law requiring the able-bodied men to work for their rations is beginning to show good 
results. As an incentive to labor I told them that all those who worked out their full 
amount of rations and clothing would be allowed $1 per day for all overwork. Many of 
them have already worked out the full amount and are now on the pay-roll. My experience 
with this people leads me to believe that the greatest civilizing agencies that can be brought 
to bear upon them are schools for the children and agricultural implements for the men. 

The sanitary condition of the tribe is pretty good. There is no resident physician at _ 
present on-the agency, hence there will be no regular sanitary report accompanying this. 

The Indian apprentices are all working steadily, and are in a fair way to acquire a thor- 
ough knowledge of their trades. There are three apprentices working regularly at carpen- 
tering, two at blacksmithing, and one at milling, besides many others who have been in- 

structed in the use of tools. One is being instructed to run the steam engine, with a fair 
prospect of success. Others are instructed in sawing, and the capabilities manifested so far 
‘lead me to believe that they will all become efficient workers at their several trades. 

In conclusion I would say that, after anexperience of more than four years, I am fully 
convinced that the present policy, if persevered in, will ere long show a rich harvest of good 
fruit. Failures there have been, but it is not the fault of the policy, but may be charged in 

almost every instance to inefficient agents. I was speaking to an old Indian missionary on 

this subject a few days ago, and he gave it as his opinion that the advancement of the In- 
dians was retarded more by incapable agents than dishonest ones. . 
My active labor among this people is about to cease, yet I hope and trust that the good 

work may and will go on; believing, where there are so many honest endeavors and earnest 
prayers for the success of this good work, that these prayers will not go unanswered nor 

these endeavors fail of the Divine blessing. 
Rey. 8. D. Hinman is absent on official business, hence there is no report from his mission. 

Very respectfully, thy friend, 
JOSEPH WEBSTER, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

MISSION OF THE AM. BOARD OF COMMRS. FOR FOR. MISSIONS, . 
Santee Agency, Nebr., September 1, 1875. 

Drar Sir: I cheerfully respond to your request to furnish some items concerning the | 
progress of the work under my hand at this station during the year past. 

The condition of our church-work is not changed from what it was last year in general. 
We have lost from the membership of the church, by dismission,8; by death, 2. We have 
received 9. Our total membership is 172. Sabbath-services have been maintained regu- 
arly at the home-station, and through two-thirds of the year at the out-station, at Bazil
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Creek. Two native preachers, Rev. Artemas Ehnamani and Titus Icaduza, have been my 
assistants. , 

As one great aim in our work is to bring this people up to independence and self-help, the 
matter of benevolent contributions is kept before them. The native church has contributed 
the year past, for pastoral support, $65.20; for relief of poor and sick, $23.04; and for 
missions, $7.48. 
We have had 89 pupils in Sabbath-school, with an average attendance of 40. 
Our day-school work has been more prosperous than ever heretofore. Inthe normal train- 

ing-schoo], which includes all.the scholars of our boarding-halls and many village scholars, we 
have had during the year 82. At Bazil Creek we had last fall 7; 5 of these last were not on 
the rolls of the central school at any time, making a total of 87 under our instruction during 
the year past. I still have the assistance of two native teachers, Mr. John Eastman and 
Mr. Eli Abraham, who are able and valuable helpers in the school-room. 

The young men’s boarding-hall has given a home to 8 scholars. | 
The ‘‘ Dakota Home,” our industrial school for girls, has received 22 scholars, the most of 

whom have been very steady and since their entrance have continued. Miss Marie L. Haines 
| and Mrs. Lucinda P. Ingham are the two ladies in charge. a | 

_ During the winter months a night-school for young men was kept up with encouraging 
results. 

| The other laborers in our mission, not already named, are Miss Martha A. Shepard, teacher ; 
Mrs. Mary B. Riggs, and Mr. George Burton, steward. 

The amount expended by our board at this station during the current year is $4,050, 
In publications our work goes on. We have issued from the press during the year three 

.more books of the Bible. Our Dakota paper meets with encouraging success. An edition of 
1,200 is issued monthly. We have a geography in press at New York, and have brought 
out @ very attractive and popular English and Dakota First-Reader ; this is rapidly going 
into general use. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. | 
ALFRED L. RIGGS, 

. | -Misstonary in Charge. 
JOSEPH WEBSTER, 

United States Indian Agent, Santee Agency. . 

| WINNEBAGO AGENCY, NEBR., 
. Ninthmonth 1, 1875. - 

RESPECTED FRIEND: In presenting my second annual report of the affairs at this agency, 
I have the satisfaction of being able to report the tribe as progressing in industrial pursuits 
and advancing toward civilization and self-support. Although some events have transpired 
during the year which have had a tendency to discourage and retard their progress, the ma- 
jority have borne up under discouragement and still continue to advance. 

Since my report last year, the Indians have broken over 800 acres of new Jand and in- . 
closed a much larger amount with fence. The fence is not yet all completed, it being im- 
possible to saw the lumber fast enough to supply the demand. We hope, however, to have 

. it all completed before the close of the season. . 
__ The acreage of wheat this year was less than for two years previous, caused by the very — 

late spring; the Indians, many of them, despairing of getting their wheat sown in time 
to ripen, did not make any attempt. Those who did put in wheat have harvested about 
two-thirds of an average crop, which is, with the exception of a few fields, now secured in 
stack. A much larger breadth of corn, oats, potatoes, and vegetables has been planted this 
year than ever before, and the prospect is now flattering for an abundant yield. 

_ Thad intended this year to purchase a number of cows, and encourage the Indians in 
stock-raising, but was discouraged from doing so by the uncertainty of the disposition to be 
made of the Winnebago funds. In my opinion, no branch of husbandry would prove more 
profitable, or tend more to the comfort and support of the tribe, than this, if properly man- 
aged and carried on. | 

I append a few statistics indicating the condition of the Winnebagoes as regards agricul- 
ture during the years 1873-’74—’75, which will best convey an idea of the relative progress 

' made by them in this pursuit:
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: | oe 1873. : 1874. 1875. 

Acres under cultivation........-.--..---.---eee eee eee eeeeee| 1,520 | 1,700 | 2, 000* 
Acres broken during year..--.. ---..----- -- eee ee eee eee 180 300 800 
Acres under fence...... 222-2 eee ene ween eee eee weeeeeee| 1,800 | 2,000; 3,000 
Bushels wheat raised by Indians...........----.-----------.| 4,507 | 6,200 | 5,800 
Bushels wheat raised. by Government.....--...--------------| 2,500 300 200 
Bushels corn raised by Indians ...-...--.------.-----++-----| 7,650 | 12,000 | 20, 000 
Bushels corn raised by Government....--...---. .------+---- 350} 1,200 | 2,500 | 
Bushels oats raised by Indians.........22. 2-22 eee eee eee eee lene eee 200 | 1,000 
Bushels oats raised by Government ..-...- 22-226 pee ene eee ees 150 | 1,300; 1,070 
Bushels potatoes raised by Indians.......----.------.--- eeee 500 | 1,000; 4,000 
Bushels beans raised by Indiuns..-.-. 22-2 2-2. eee wee eee [eee eee 500 | 1,000 
Bushels buckwheat raised by Indians... .....--. 22-22 oe ee ee [eens eee fee cee 25 
Bushels onions raised by Indians...- 122. 2-6 wee wee eww ee cee [ee ee eee 25 100 
Bushels beets raised by Indians ........-- 2. ee eee eee eee cee lee ee eee 25 |. 50 
Bushels turnips raised by Indians..........-.--.--.----------| 100 |.------- 200 
Tons squash raised by Indians.......-.. 2... 2-2 .-- eee eee eee 50 75 200 
Heads cabbage raised by Indians.......--.--. . 0-2 eee cee [ene eee 500 | 1,000 

The different branches of mechanical industries have been carried on during the year with 
an encouraging degree of success, although some of them have been somewhat retarded on 
account of the late act of Congress limiting the amount for pay of regular employés at all 
agencies, which makes it necessary to dispense with the foremen of some of the mechanical 
branches at this agency. This is a great drawback to the work, as these Indians are not 
far enough advanced to lay out work or cut material to the best advantage. The grist-mill 
was last fall remodeled and thoroughly repaired. The wooden foundation being decayed 
was replaced by a substantial brick. A brick engine-house 22 by 36 feet was built and a 
new engine put in to supply the place of the old one, which had become worn and entirely 
inadequate for the work required. A new run of burrs was added, also one new bolt, and 
the mill now has a grinding capacity of 30 barrels of flour per day; doing all the work re- 
quired by the tribe without delay. | 

There being but one engineer at this agency, and the miller filling the position of sawyer 
also, the saw-mill has been running only when the grist-mill was idle. There has been 
sawed 150,000 feet of lumber, all for the use of the Indians, and which they have used ‘to 
fence their land, build houses and barns, &c. 

The arnual election, which takes place on the last Tuesday in Thirdmonth, (March, ) re- 
sulted in the election of seven of the eld chiefs and five new ones, which result is considered 
more favorable for the benefit of the tribe than the choosing of new chiefs each year. I would 
respectfully recommend that the time for holding the election for chiefs be changed to the 
last of the fiscal year, for the reason that the census is always taken immediately after the 
election, and it is almost impossible to get an accurate census of the tribe at that season of 
the year, partly from the inability of many of the tribe to come out during the unpleasant and 
stormy weather usual at that season, partly on account of very many being absent from 
the reservation at that time, either at work or hunting and trapping, whereas during the 
month of June they are nearly all upon the reservation. A police force, consisting of twelve 
men, is chosen by the chiefs immediately after the election, whose duty it is to arrest depre- 
dators and maintain order in the tribe. 

Three day-schools have been in operation during the year, taught by Caroline Thomas, 
Lucy A. Lamb, and Mary E. Bradley. During the first part of the year, after the election 
of the new chiefs, it was very difficult to get an attendance at the schools, owing to the in- 
fluence of some of the chiefs against sending their children to school, especially their girls. 
I found it necessary to adopt more stringent rules in order to secure a better attendance, and 
also have issued a small ration of four weekly to those who attend promptly. 

On the 6th of Tenthmonth, 1874, the industrial school was opened for the reception of pupils, 
_ with an attendance of 21—12 boys and 9 girls—and by the first of the present year the num- 

- ber was increased to 52—27 boys and 25 girls—which is about as many as can be managed 
- with the present limited force of employés. The children in this school advauce rapidly in ’ 

- their studies, and if the institution is properly managed will be of great benefit to the future 
prosperity of the tribe. | 

There is no religious service held at the agency except the Sabbath-schools, which are held 
regularly each week, one at the industrial school and one at the school-house most centrally 
situated for the day-scholars. The one at the manual-labor school is attended only by the ~ 
scholars and employés of the school, with occasionally a few of the employés of the agency . 

_ *Wheat, 625 acres; corn, 1,000 acres; oats, 100 acres; potatoes and other vegetables 
275 acres. . .
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The other has been well attended by a large portion of the school-children and the men of 
the tribe together with a few women and girls. The exercises consist of singing, and read. 
ing from the Testament; all those that can read joining in, after which the lesson is inter- 
preted to them. . | 

| The fifth section of the late act of Congress requiring all agencies to come within a certain 
limit for pay of employés falls heavily upon this tribe. Within the past two years they have 
increased their working capacity nearly one-half, making it necessary that they should have 
a full corps of efficient foremen to lay out and prepare work for the Indian apprentices in 
the different departments who have shown an increased desire to learn the industrial arts. 
This act will deprive us of many of our best employés, and I fear retard the progress of the 
work, 

The health of the tribe has compared favorably with last year. Some deaths have occur- 
red, though mostly from old age or long-standing complaints. No disease of a contagious 
or malignant character has been among them during the past year. We still feel the need 
of a hospital where the infirm and blind could have a comfortable home and be properly 
cared for, and where the physician and matron could contribute more to their wants than in 

_ their desolate and uncomfortable homes. | | 
Those of the Wisconsin Winnebagoes who have remained on the reservation, and have 

taken allotments of land, are showing a disposition to provide for themselves. Quite a num- 
ber have broken and fenced their land, and planted it in corn, which promises an encourag- 
ing yield. There is still a restless and dissatisfied spirit among some of them, and occasion- 
ally I hear of one who has left and gone back to Wisconsin. 1 last spring let a contract 
for building 25 frame houses, with brick basement, containing winter-kitchen and cellar, 
at a cost of $668.75 per house. The underground kitchen and cellar it is hoped will be a 
means of inducing the Indians to live in their houses during the winter, and also affords 
them a place for storing their vegetables. These houses are now being constructed on the 
allotments of those who have proven the most worthy and industrious. 

There has been furnished for the tribe during the year, by contribution from New York 
Friends, clothing and cash to the amount of $1,500. In this is included $50 in eash for | 
sanitary purposes, which has all been expended in providing delicacies for the sick, and has __ | 
been of great benefit in this way. The balance of cash donated the tribe was expended in 
supplying the service of a village matron, and in purchasing suitable clothing for the most 
needy and the school-children, which, together with the clothing sent by Friends, was | 
issued under the directions of the matron and school-teachers. | 

A summary of the general work, and the results of the work accomplished by the Winne- 
bagoes the past year, is quite satisfactory, and shows a steady improvement. Especially is 
this noticeable in the awakening of many of the Indians to the great benefits arising from 

| individual improvements, and in owning tools and implements. One of the Winnehbagoes 
has earned the means to supply himself with a new wagon, a set of double harness, and 
ateam. This is the first instance of the kind which has come to my knowledge, and I can 
even now see the interest excited by the success of thisone man. During the past winter I 
was much at a loss to provide work for the numerous Indians desiring the same, but finally 
set them at work cutting down the timber (of which there is a large amount) into cord- 
wood, and paying thei ata reasonable rate fcr their work. In this way they were kept 
employed, and also over 1,200 cords of wood and about 400,000 feet of logs were cut, much 
of which would otherwise have decayed and been lost. There are, in the work of “ civilizing 
the Indians,” as in all other works, many discouraging features; but with the past year’s 

. results before me, Iam unswerving in my opinion that the true way to christianize and 
civilize the Indian race is by a practical method of teaching by illustration and example, 
and not by force, or a spirit of monarchy. 

Very respectfully, oo 
TAYLOR BRADLEY, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. Epw. P. Situ, 

Commissioner Indian Affuirs, Washington, D. C. | 

| REPORTS OF AGENTS IN NEW MEXICO. 

ABIQUIU INDIAN AGENCY, TIERRE AMARILLA, N. MEX., 
. September 3, 1875. 

Smirk: In compliance with the requirement of the Department, I have the honor to submit 
my annual report. 

During the past year there has been but one complaint made to me of depredations by 
the Indians, and that was abandoned immediately upon proof being required. This is a 
gratifying fact, and I think worthy of note, in view of the fact that he agency is in a Mex- 
ican village, the country settled by Mexicans, and that there is a gereral intermixture of
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their stock throughout the country. Nor has there been any serious trouble between the 

different tribes, or bands of the respective tribes, connected with this agency. 

That the Utes and Apaches are more or less jealous of each other is very evident; but 

- they meet together and receive their rations on the same day in peace and quiet, and appar- 

‘ently enjoy the society of each other. | 

There has not been a murder committed in either tribe during the year, and yet in the 

general moral condition of these Indians there has been no special improvement, nor can 

there be while surrounded by present influences. | 

The Jicarilla Apaches are generally regarded and reported as ‘‘thieves” and ‘‘ vaga- 

bonds.” That they are restless, and less provident than the Utes are, is true. Let us con- 

sider their present and past condition, and see if this is at all strange. The Jicarilla | 

Apache Indian has no home. As a people, they have no country that they can call their own. 

No incentive to improvement has ever been placed before them ; they are Jeft to roam over a 

section of mountainous country of uncertain ownership; they may be on territory belonging 

to the United States, or it may be included in a Mexican land-grant. 

A treaty was concluded between the J icarilla Apache Indians and the commissioner ap- 

pointed by the United States Government, on the 10th of December, 1873. By this treaty, 

‘a district of country’ between the San Juan River, in New Mexico, and the southern 

boundary of Colorado was agreed upon, and set apart ‘for the absolute and undisturbed use 

and occupation of the Jicarilla Apache Indians ;” but no measures have been taken to 

place them on this territory. The preamble to this treaty reads: ° The said Jicarilla 

Apaches have no place on which they can take up land and settle as permanent homes, 

which they greatly desire to do.” I have had frequent conversations with their leading 

men on the subject, and they have always expressed a strong desire to be placed where they 

could have some hope of permanency. They also express themselves as anxious to learn to 

farm, and have their children learn to yead and write. I cannot but feel that, under all the 

| circumstances, they deserve credit for good behavior, rather than to be stigmatized as they 

ave been. . 
Although the Utes belonging to this agency are a part of the confederated Ute tribe, 

neither they nor the Apaches receive ‘‘ annuity ”’ goods from the Government; consequently 

they are, as a rule, poorly clad, and during the winter many of them suffer, sicken, and die 

from exposure, particularly children—the number of deaths being about equal to the births. 

During the year I have given them all the clothing that I could possibly do, with the limited 

amount of funds at my disposal, and the frequent admonitions from the Department to ‘‘ keep 

within the appropriations ;” but the amount has been so trifling as to be scarcely worth con- 

sidering. . 
On my arrival at this agency last fall I was so impressed with the destitution of many of 

these Indians in the matter of clothing, that I immediately wrote the facts to the Depart- 

ment, and have frequently done so since during the year, and am gratified to know, by a 

communication received within a few days. that a supply of blankets will be furnished them 

this fall; and I sincerely hope that, in addition to this, it may be possible to supply them 

with enough material for tents to replace those that are now useless, and an additional, 

amount of clothing, before another severe winter is upon them. They have had a sufficient 

supply of beef and flour, (or, when impossible to get flour, corn or wheat, ) and of good 

quality, also plenty of ammunition and tobacco. It gives me pleasure to add, that the . 

funds to pay for these supplies have been promptly furnished by the Department, and that 

the financial credit of the agency is much better than it was a year ago. 

Recently, a few of my Indians, both Utes and Apaches, have visited the Los Pinos agency, 

and while there were supplied with blankets, and in some instances the men were given 

a full suit of ready-made clothes. While I am glad to see the Indians enjoying these needed 

comforts, and have no complaint to make of the agent for supplying them, it is easy to un- 

derstand that, in the minds of the Indians, it tends to the disparagement of this agency, and 

causes them to doubt either the efficiency or the disposition of the agent to care for them, 

feeling, as they do, that this agency ought to be equally well supplied with goods as the Los 

Pinos agency. They claim, both Utes and Apaches, and are continually repeating it, that, 

when their delegations were in Washington, since making the last treaties, and also at the 

time the treaties were made, this was. promised them. 

The Utes have a country and home of their own, where their rights and privileges are 

respected. They are a peaceable, quiet people, fond of hunting, and not disposed to work. 

Nor do they, at present, desire to have their children educated, but they claim as a right to 

be placed by the Government in an equally favorable condition in all respects with those of 

their people connected with other agencies. . 

The location of this agency is at an elevation of about 7,000 feet. We have deep snows * 

during the winter, and from the first of December until April 1 but few Indians visit the 

agency. During this time they subsist on supplies stored away late in the fall, by hunting, 

and upon roots. . 

The number of Indians belonging to this agency is estimated at 1,300, but not more than 

895 rations have been issued at any one time. Some of the Utes are so far away that they 

seldom visit the agency. 
The cost of supplies furnished those who have actually received rations amounts to about.
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$39 each per annum, while, if we estimate the entire number belonging to the agency, and entitled to receive them, the cost has been less than $13 each perannum. The pay of sala- ries, and the incidental expenses of the agency, amount to abopt $4,000 a year. | Considering the facilities for obtaining liquor, there has been less drunkenness among the - ~ Indians than I expected. Within a few weeks, however, a new store has been opened in the village, and there has been more drinking than before. It is almost if not quite impos- sible to get evidence which will convict parties who sell the whisky. I hope, however, at I have succeeded in obtaining evidence that will insure one conviction at the next term or court. - 

In conclusion, I will express the hope that it may be practicable before another year will have passed for the Department to place the Jacarilla Apaches of this agency on the reser- vation provided for them; also to establish ain agency for the Utes ‘on the southern part ”’ 7 of their reservation, as provided by treaty of 1873, and in all things fulfill the just expecta- tions of the Indians; and thus prove to them that the Government intends to deal justly and faithfully with them. 
Verv respectfully, your obedient servant, 

S. A. RUSSELL, 
Special United States Indian Agent. Hon. E. P. Smrru, 

| Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

CIMARRON INDIAN AGENCY, 
Cimarron, N. Mex., September 1, 1875. | Sin: Ihave the honor to submit the following report upon the condition of affairs at this - agency for the past year. . . There are at this agency a portion of two tribes, namely, Muache Utes and. Jacarilla Apaches, the other portions being at the agencies of Los Pinos, in Colorado, and Tierra Amarilla, N. Mex. = The number present at this agency varies from less than 100 to over 00, owing to the sea- son of the year and their love of visiting. The number considered as belonging to this agency is as follows: Muache Utes, 350; Jacarilla Apaches, 550; though other Indians are frequently at this agency to secure supplies the same as the regular residents. Owing to the agency being located upon a land-grant, and not upon Government land or : a reservation, it can only be considered a temporary affair, The buildings occupied are only rented for the time being, and not owned by the Government. The idea seems to be to fur- nish the Indians with provisions and a smail allowance of clothes, and so prevent them con- tinually depredating, until a permanent provision can be made for them. Provisions are issued weekly, and only to such Indians as are actually present to receive , them, even the women and children being required to come to the agency on ‘‘issue-day.”’ Visitors are always made weleome to witness the issues, as I have always considered that the public had an interest, and should be privileged to know by actual observation the treat- ment the Indians. receive, and that they are fairly dealt with, and I am always particular to _ explain the whole method. 

I find very little diffieulty in controlling the Apaches, when I succeed in keeping whisky from them. The Utes are much more trouble, being very independent, and considering themselves masters of the whole country and all that are in it: .act as though every one they come in contact with must of a surety be their servant. Even their agent is expected to run for and wait upon them whenever they desire it; but I cannot: report that they have always met with the most flattering success. 
The country is fast settling up,and the Indians and settlers are crowding each other ; the Indians claiming the whole country and regarding the settlers as infringing on their rights, in having herds of cattle to eat up their pastures, and in driving all the game from this country, although the Indians are in nowise particular where they allow their horses to run or graze. A field of grain suits them very well, and there not being any fences in this country the damage is often considerable; and aside from this, they are in the habit of levy- _ ing contributions upon the settlers, by the way of appropriating to their own use corn, sheep, and cattle, much to the loss and annoyance of the poor settlers; and if I correct them they tell me it is their right to do so. 

. No attempt has been made to educate these Indians, and I think it would be useless to try while in their present situation. 
The health of the Indians, considering their mode of living and exposure to the cold weather, will compare favorably with that of the whites; the greatest number of deaths last winter being from pneumonia. 
The only attempt at agriculture was made by several Apaches, but ail belonged to one family ; as the mother, a very old woman, but quite intelligent, still controls them, even though all are grown and have families of their own. They have been most successful with . corn, and are not at all selfish with it, but divide with their friends and eat while in the roast
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ing ear. I have given them all the encouragement in my power, and think their success will 
be an inducement for others to imitate their example. 

I would recommend that the Utes be required to remain upon their reservation at Los 
Pinos, in Colorado. They may be good Indians in Colorado; but while in Eastern New 

Mexico, they are not to be considered desirable neighbors. For the Apaches that provision 
be made for them as soon as practicable, by removal to a reservation of their own, or to one 

already established. Their condition could be vastly improved by a permanent settlement 
upon their 6wn lands. While they remain here there is no hope for any change for the bet- 
ter, and they are a great drawback to the progress of the country. , 

| Very respectfully, your obedient servant, . . 

| ALEX.G. IRVINE, 
United States Indian Agent. . 

Hon. EDWARD P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. 

MeEscALERO APACHE AGENCY, 
. Fort Stanton, N. Mez., September 30, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with the regulations of the Indian Department, I have the honor 

herewith to transmit my second annual report as agent for the Mescalero Apache Indians of 

New Mexico. Since my last annual report, the Mescaleros have had trials growing out of dep- | 

redations committed by outlaws of thiscountry. During last fall the Apaches occasionally 

would have a few head of horses stolen from them, they being on their own reservation. | 

They invariably made reports of the same, but all efforts for the recovery of the horses and 

bringing the thieves to justice were fruitless. During the months of October and Novem- 
ber, it was rumored that many depredations were being committed by the Indians in the re- ~ 

gion of the Pecos River, some seventy-five miles east of the reservation, and they were alleged 
to be by Indians from the Mescalero Apache reservation. I regarded the accusation at that 

time as being false, and have had no reasons since that. time to change my mind on the sub- 

ject. Public sentiment, however, was strong against the Mescaleros. So great was the feel- . 

ing against them that during the fall and up to mid-winter bodies of armed men were 

formed and raids made on the Indians while they were peacefully sleeping in their tents, 

firing on them, disregarding the lives of the helpless women and children. The Indians 

would make but little resistance, they being comparatively unarmed ; and the consequence 
was they would be overpowered by the raiders, who would drive away a great number of 

horses. After a series of these raids had been made, the military having failed’ to recover 

the horses stolen by the raiders or to bring the offending parties to justice—in short, all 

efforts being abortive, the Indians, during the month of January, were induced to pitch their 

tents within gun-shot of the agency, and within a few hundred yards of the military post, ata 

point where Major D. R. Clendenin, Eighth United States Cavalry, commanding post, assured a 

them they would have protection. They were, however, somewhat skeptical on this subject, . 

as will be seen by their actions a few days subsequent. It being rumored that another at- . 

tack was likely to be made by the raiders, the chiefs came to my office to council with me as . 

to what should be done. I advised them to stand their ground, and by their defense and 

aid from the military they could repulse the raiders. They appeared to evince some doubts 

as to the propriety of my counsel, but finally agreed to take my advice. The Indians, after re- 

turning to their tents and counseling over the matter, thought the safer plan would be for them 

to go into the mountains near by and return next morning. This plan they communicated to 

me, and I consented to the arrangement, not supposing they intended to leave the reservation. 

Within thirty minutes there was a general stampede, many of the Indians leaving their tents, 

cooking-utensils, &c. Morning came, but the Indians did not return. Having much anxiety . 

on the subject, two of the agency employés were dispatched to learn their whereabouts. They 

returned in a few hours, and reported the Indians gone to parts unknown. On application 
to the post commander, Capt. J. F. Randtell, Eighth Cavalry, and company were sent on 

scout to bring the Indians back to the reservation. There was much feeling among the 
citizens at the time, they fearing the Indians were on the war-path and would avenge the 

wrongs that had been perpetrated on them by the raiders. 

Captain Randtell, after being out some ten days, returned, having failed to see or hear of 

the Indians. Captain E. G. Fechet, Eighth Cavalry, by order of the post commander, was then 

sent on scout in pursuit of the Indians. He was fortunate in striking their trail, and after 

following them some sixty miles, found them encamped in a cafon, and to the surprise of 

the Indians opened fire on them. The Indians made but little defense, as their resources in 

the way of arms were very limited. The result was a general stampede of the Indians, | 

many not taking time to gather their blankets or other clothing for their comfort, leaving 

also many of their horses and tents. The tents and everything of any value were burned, 

and some 50 head of horses and mules captured. ‘There was also a child of about eight 

months left on the grounds. It was taken by Captain Fechet and kindly cared for. The 

horses taken by Captain Fechet were sold at public auction, by orders of the commander of
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the post, at’ a nominal price—about seven dollars per head on an average. On or about 
the time of Captain Fechet’s return, Captain Wells, Eighth Cavalry, and company had been 
ordered to the post, in order to make a successful scout and bring the Indians to the reser- 

_ vation. About the 18th of February, a scouting party of two-companies, Maj. D. R. Clen- 
denin, Eighth Cavalry, in command, left the post going east. About the same time, with the 
approval of the commanding officer of the post, I sent one employé and two citizens in a 
western direction with an Indian who had remained on the reservation for a guide. After a 
lapse of some two weeks they reported as having found the Indians that had been pursued 
by Captain Fechet. They were reported as being in a very destitute condition, without 
sufficient clothing for comfort, the weather being very cold, and also in a starving condition. 
On receiving the intelligence, supplies were sent them in the way of clothing and food, to enabie 

| them to return to their homes, On their return it was heart-rending to see a class of 
human beings so destitute of the absolute necessities of life; many of them almost naked and 
bearing marks of an outraged class of human beings. In council the chiefs apologized for hav- 
ing left the reservation, as they had said prior to leaving that they would be back next morn- 
ing; but said that when they got out into the mountains the evening that they left, their 
women and children were so frightened that they were compelled to continue their tramp al! 
night, fecling they were pursued by the raiders; that they had no intention of committing 
depredations on the citizens; that their leaving was to save the lives of their women and 
children. They felt they had been wronged; that they had been driven from their homes 
when on their own reservation ; that the ‘‘Great Father’? did not want them to retaliate or 
to take revenge for the wrongs that had been committed against them: nor have they. I take 
pride in saying that a more law-abiding and peaceable class of people do not live in New 
Mexico. They confine themselves to their reservation. The scout of Major Clendenin with 
two companies of cavalry being absent about two months, like former scouts proved un- 
successful, not seeing or bringing an Indian to the reservation. _ . 

_ The efforts of the Mescalero Apaches in farming have been of the most encouraging chat - 
acter, many of the Indians evincing great energy and industry. Their farming has not been 
on a large scale, but each family has had its little farm of corn, beans, pumpkins, &c., 
which has been to them a great luxury, the result of their own labor and their first efforts in 
the way of sustaining themselves. 

I have no hesitancy in saying, with a locality such as selected by Special Commissioner 
Hon. John McNulta, adapted to agriculture, and an efficient agent who is energetic and 
industrious, a sufficient amount of corn and wheat can be raised for the consumption of the 
entire tribe, which would relieve the Government greatly in providing for these Apaches. 

But little has been done in the way of education, owing to the want of a building for 
that purpose. A school-building is now completed, and I have no doubt as to the success of 
the enterprise of establishing a school among the Mescaleros. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| | : W. D. CROTHERS, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. Smrru, | 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. 

SANTA Fé, N. MEX., October 19, 1875. 
| Sir: In submitting this my third annual report of the condition of the Navajo Indian 

agency, I am compelled to ask you to pardon its delay, which has been unavoidable, caused 
by the interference of the ‘‘whisky-sellers,” at Cubero, Cibollito, Fort Wingate, and San 
Mateo; the squaw-men, who, when I took charge of this agency, I discharged because 
they were living with Navajo squaws, and were controlling, in consequence, the affairs of 
the agency, and who had previously forced the agents to submit to their dictations; and 
the want of co-operation and support from the military at Fort Wingate, the nearest military 
post to the Navajo Indian agency, which military post has been under the control of the 

_ officers of the Eighth Cavalry, United States Army, for the last year. | 
The foregoing adverse circumstances culminated in the driving from the agency, in the 

month of September, by some of the chiefs and Indians, my family and several of the white 
employés of the agency, and the threat that I would not be allowed to remain at the agency. 
The Indians also forbade the Navajo laborers to work any more at the agency ; and when the 
laborers resisted, a portion of the chiefs drove them away and tied and whipped some of the 
Indian laborers, and thus broke up all the efforts to teach them to use the looms and other 
machinery which I had during the previous six months introduced at the agency, with the 
view of making the Indians self-sustaining. 

Prof. V. Friese, school-teacher at the agency, left; and after he reached Bacon Springs, 
he forwarded to me his annual report of the condition of the school. Since the date of that 
report he died at Fort Wingate. 

Miss H. W. Cook and Mrs. Cecelia Arny, who were engaged in the work of teaching the
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children and womento labor, make their own clothes, and co-operated with the teacher in civ- 

jlizing, educating, and making self-sustaining the Indians of the agency, were forced to 

leave the reservation, and the labor of several years was retarded, if not destroyed, by the 

machinations of bad white men and the inefficiency of the military at Fort Wingate. 

Under the direct superintendence of Miss Cook, no machinist or carpenter who understood 

the work being obtainable in this country, three looms and other weaving-machinery were 

constructed and a fourth loom put in working order; all of which will hereafter be of great 
benefit to the Navajo Indians. | 

At the court for the second judicial district of New Mexico, which was held at Albuquerque : 

during the last two weeks, efforts were made to indict two parties, natives of England, (who, 

up to that court, were not naturalized citizens of the United States,) and others who are liv- 

ing with squaws in open adultery, and who have defied the agent and demoralized the In- 

dians ; but owing to the doubtful jurisdiction of the courts of New Mexico, it being uncer- 

tain whether the Navajo agency is in New Mexico or A1izona, and other adverse circum- 

stances, I am informed that the grand jury failed to tindindictments. I would here respect- 

fully suggest that Congress be requested to attach the whole Navajo reservation to the sec- 

ond judicial district of New Mexico for all judicial purposes, civil and criminal, under the — 
laws of the United States - | 

I would also respectfully suggest that a law be passed making it a criminal offense for a 

white man to cohabit with an Indian squaw unles he is married to her under the laws of 

the United States, and that when married they shall no longer live on the reservation. This, 

in my judgment, would break up the fruitful source of trouble arising from the interference 

of squaw-men on the various Indian reservations. The retarding influences which pre- 

vent civilization, moral, religious, and physical training of the Navajo Indians, I regret | 

to be compelled to say, arises from the want of the co-operation of the military in this coun- 
try and the interference of the squaw-men. 

On the 12th of December, 1874, I addressed a communication to you in reference to Na- 

vajo Indians which Major Price, of the Eighth Cavalry, United States Army, took without — 

my knowledge to Colorado on a campaign against the Indians of the plains, and which 

Indians, on the route, took sheep from the flock of Florenzo Sandoval. In the same communi- 

cation I also called attention to the demoralization of both the Indians and soldiers, arising 

from the fact that the Navajoes were allowed to visit at their pleasure the military reserva- 

tion of Fort Wingate, and asked that the orders of June, 1870, on this subject be enforced, 

and that the Indians be required to leave the military post and return to their reservation — 

and report to their agent. This communication was referred to the Hon. Secretary of War, 

and by him to General Sherman, and by the latter to General Pope, who indorsed on it, 

among other things, as follows, viz: ‘‘I do not consider the statement of Mr. Arny to con- 

stitute such a state of hostility as would excuse me in the eyes of the Indian Bureau for 

interfering with the business or pleasure of such Indians as the Navajoes.” The order of 

June 20, 1870, issued by General Pope, is as follows : “‘ Under no circumstances whatever 

will any Indian be permitted to enter any military post or station in this department.” 

All I wanted was the enforcement of that order to prevent the evils specified inthe letter 

of Dr. R.S. Vickery, the post surgeon, as follows: 

| ‘*ForRT WINGATE, N. Mez., April 3, 1872. | 

‘‘ Sip: I have the honor to report that, in consequence of the number of Navajo squaws 

being about the post, venereal diseases have become of late much more frequent among the 

troops, so that half or more than half of the sickness among the men is of that character. 

‘*T therefore request that the commanding officer order all these women from the reserva- 

tion ; or should some of them be allowed to remain working for any one at the post, to let it 

be under such regulations as would insure their behaving themselves in this respect. 
‘ Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

| ‘“R. S. VICKERY, 
| ‘¢ Assistant Surgeon, United States Army. 

‘* PosT ADJUPANT.”’ 

Not long after making this damaging report, Surgeon Vickery was relieved from duty at 
Fort Wingate, but his successor reported the same state of things, and the official report of 

the present surgeon, Dr. Lauderdale, confirms all that was said by Dr. Vickery. If, there- 

fore, the facts as stated by me relative to the continued infamous debauchery of Indian 

women by United States soldiers, with the full knowledge of their officers, are questioned, 
reference to the official records of the Surgeon-General United States Army will entirely . 

establish my statement. | 

During the two years last past I have asked that the Indians be ordered from that mili- 

tary reservation. My requests have been disregarded ; and although, under date of June 10, 
1875, Colonel Gregg, commanding the district of New Mexico, renewed the order of Gen- 

eral Pope, prefacing it as follows: ‘‘The following general order is republished for the 
information of all concerned and will be strictly enforced,’’ in despite of the above, up to ~ 

this date, drunken and debauched Indians are to be seen almost daily at that post, and
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squaw-men are allowed to send Indians with letters against the agent, and are encouraged 
to resist their agent. 

On several occasions, when I asked for troops to protect the agency, they were refused, . because, as the officer stated, ‘‘ there were scarcely sufficient troops to stand guard at Fort 
Wingate.”” And on other occasions they said, that ‘ troops could not be furnished with- 
out an order from headquarters.” 

The lives of my family and the employés at the agency were endangered and threatened 
by the Indians, who were excited thereto by the squaw-men. Application was made to : the commanding officer at Fort Wingate and refused. My family and some of the employés 
were driven away from the agency without any protection from the military, and shortly 
after, Major Price, with his soldiers, took forcible possession of the agency, evidence of which 
has been forwarded to you in my letters of September 15, 24, and 25, 1875. 

On one occasion an Indian robbed the trader’s store at the agency. Iasked aid from the military at Fort Wingate to arrest the Indian, and was refused. I then took my employés 
and arrested him, recovered most of the stolen property, and took the Indian to Fort Wingate, 
where he was placed in the guard-house, and in less than a week the guard allowed him to 

: escape. | 
On another occasion a Navajo murdered a Mexican, and robbed him of $20. He was arrest- 

ed and placed in the guard-house at Fort Wingate, and in a few days the guard allowed him to escape also. 
Again, the agency butcher, 8S. Hanlon, shot an Indian. I applied for aid from Fort Win- 

gate. The agency was surrounded by Indians, who were determined to hang Hanlon, and 
the lives of all the whites at the agency were imperiled. I detailed my men, employés, after 
I was refused aid from the military, and exerted my personal influence with the Indians and 
had him taken to Fort Wingate. 

*% * % % * % ¥ 

Either the Indians must be declared citizens, as proposed by the Hon. Mr. Shanks of Indiana, and thus be made amenable to the courts; or they must be placed under the full control 
of the agent and’ the military be compelled to aid him in fact, and not by Department and 
district headquarter orders, and the laws enforced; so that when an agent asks for protection 
and power to compel the Indians to stay on the reservation, it will be furnished to him, and 
not, as at present, several thousand Indians of this agency be allowed to be atthe military post, 
and in the surrounding country, being demoralized by soldiers, whisk y-sellers, and ‘‘ squaw- 
men.”’ 

After an experience of several years with these Indians, under all these adverse circum- _ Stances, I am still of the opinion that the Navajoes (with the exception of a few of the chiefs and their immediate attachés, who are associated with the whiskey-sellers and squaw-men) 
_ are good Indians, and would aid in every way to make themselves self-sustaining, if the 

agent was sustained by the military. I am also forced to the conclusion that no agent can 
. accomplish anything with them till the reservation and its surroundings are made clear by the | removal and punishment of the whisky-sellers and squaw-men ; and until the order of General 

. Pope is e&forced, and all the Indians are compelled to go on their reservation and live there, 
especially Manuelito, Marianna, and Delgadito,who have never lived on the reservation, and 
who, at their will, are allowed to visit the Wingate military post, and the Mexican towns 
where whisky is furnished to them, the agent not having power to prevent it. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, . , 
W. F. M. ARNY, 

United States Indian Agent, Navajo Indians, New Mexico. 
Hon. Epwarp P. Smitn, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs. | 

OFFICE OF PUEBLO INDIAN AGENCY, 
. Santa Fé, N. Mez., September 8, 1875. 

Sir: I have’the honor to submit the following as my first annual report of the affairs of 
the Pueblo Indian agency : : 

The Indians of this agency number about 10,000, and live in nineteen pueblos, (villages, ) 
which are situated at distances varying from nine to two hundred and forty miles from the 
agency—the extremes being over three hundred miles from each other. Each pueblo bad 
granted to it by the Spanish government a tract of land measuring one league each way 
from the center of the pueblo. Nearly all these titles have been confirmed to the pueblos 
by the United States, and the lands are still held by them in community. 

The Pueblo Indians are a very quiet, industrious, reliable people; but not sufficiently self- 
‘Yeliant to protect themselves from the grossest imposition on the part of designing men, aided 
by the Mexican courts. Without. the protection of Government they would soon be de 
frauded of all their lands and other possessions, and would soon, of necessity, retrograde 
from their present condition of plenty and advancing civilization to a condition worse than
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that of the wildest tribes most lately brought under the civilizing care of the Government. 

Iam now making an effort to have the United States district attorney authorized to prose- 

cute all cases in which the Pueblos are interested, and hope to succeed. | 

The Pueblos support themselves by agriculture, and by raising sheep and goats. They 

farm and manufacture their clothing with the rudest implements, barely sufficient for the 

purpose for which they are intended. It would be both policy and economy on the part of 

Congress to make an appropriation of $8,000 or $10,000 for the purpose of purchasing, for 

the use of these people. plows, fanning-mills, spades, hoes, &c., and a thousand good apple- 

trees for each pueblo. This would place means in their hands of effectually helping them- 

selves to an independent position in the community. All the articles named they would 

appreciate and take great pride in their use and preservation. 

Such appropriations are unhesitatingly made for wild trikes, who derive only harm from. 

the supposed benefit. Why not give the peaceable and industrious Pueblos a little material. 

encouragement, even if they do steadfastly refuse to go raiding and murdering over the 

country whenever they do not happen to be treated as lords of creation? The only com- 

plaint the Pueblos ever offer is that the Indians who make the most trouble receive the most 

presents ; while they, who doall they can to help the Government, receive no material aid. 

Two or three of the pueblos are located in the midst of arid plains, and if the Indians 

should be confined to the limits or their grants of two leagues square, they could not raise 

anything for their subsistence. This is a matter rapidly becoming vitally important to the 

Indians, as the surrounding country fills up with settlers. I intend, as soon as practicable, 

to designate arable lands necessary to be added to the old grants, to enable the people to sus- 

tain themselves, and then press upon the Department the importance of having it set apart 

for the benefit of the Indians. 
The subject of education requires the greater share of the agent’s thought and attention 

at this agency, and it gives me great pleasure to be able to report a good degree of encour- 

agement in this direction. The gratulation is derived more, however, from increase of 

interest in schools on the part of the Indians than from education actually accomplished. 

There are now in operation seven schools—six day-schools and one female industrial school. 

Only two of these were in operation during the winter—most favorable mouths for school ; 

the others all opening after the commencement of the busy season. An examination of 

these schools has convinced me that the children are susceptible of as rapid progress in edu- 

- gation as any other class of children. The school at the pueblo of Isleta has been in opera- 

tion since March last, and in June the children could read and write English remarkably 

well. The school at the pueblo of Cochiti has been in progress less than two years, yet 

many of the scholars can read and write, and when I examined the school in January, sev- 

eral of the boys could do promptly any example in figures that I might give them, up to 

division. This much for encouragement. For discouragement, we have irregularity of 

attendance; home influence, and use of the native language by the children out of school 

hours; inadequacy of salary to secure good teachers, and effective influence against edu- 

cation on the part of many of the Catholic priests ; but by persevering for a while, I am 

sure the work of education will begin to move on more rapidly and satisfactorily. 

The female industrial school was inaugurated for the purposeof teaching the women 

and girls of the pueblo of Cochiti how to wash, iron, sew, cut out garmenis, &c. The exper-. 

iment has proved to be a success, manifest even to a casual observer, in the cleanliness 

of the people. It will probably not be necessary to maintain a school of this kind at the 

same pueblo longer than one year. | 

After considerable experience in the management of both wild and semi-civilized Indians 

under the “peace policy,” and some observation of the former military management, I am 

prepared to give it as my unqualified opinion that the present policy for the management of 

Indians is the best possible. An honest, fearless, resolute business-man, properly sustained 

by the Department, is as sure to succeed in the management of an agency under the present 

policy, as he is sure to wish for a slight increase of salary, to the end that he might retire 

trom his agency at the end of his four years in no worse financial condition than he was 

when he accepted it. | 7 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| BEN. M. THOMAS, 

| - United States Agent, Pueblo Indians. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner, Washington, D. C. 

_ SOUTHERN APACHE INDIAN AGENCY, 

a Ojo Caliente, N. Mex., September 1, 1875. 

Str: I have the honor to submit the following as my first annual report of the condition 

of this agency, and such other matters as are relevant thereto: | 

The policy adopted by the President for the treatment and governing of the Indian tribes,
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by placing them upon reservations and providing for their wants, as well as subjecting them to wholesome discipline and restraint, is beyond doubt the best adapted to secure perma- nent peace and civilization to the different tribes of New Mexico—varying the modes of 
treatment to the character and location of the different tribes, who vary very widely in char- acter and habits, requiring in many instances accurate knowledge of human nature and dif- 
ferent modes of treatment for the different bands or tribes. In this lies, in a great measure, in my opinion, the success in managing and controlling the Indians—carrying out the fun- damental principles involved, with kindness and benevolence on the one hand, to inspire con- fidence in the good faith of the Government toward them, and with firmness and authority | on the other, to instill the idea into their minds of the ability to chastise and punish when they do not respect our national authority. Especially is this true with this tribe of Indians, and with a judicious application of these principles, I can see no reason why these Indians. _ cannot be carried on step by step until they are fully and completely upon the highway of 
progress, civilization, and Christianity. I have only been in charge of the agency since last _ November. I can see marked improvement and progress in almost every respect. They are now peaceful, law-abiding Indians; doubtless from self-interest, for they abstain from blood- ) shed and carnage more from a sense of advantage gained than from any idea they have of wrong in murdering, scalping, or burning the victims ot their vengeance, Let us see if there is no cause for congratulation and rejoicing. Not one death has been laid to their charge of a white man or citizen within the past year; not a substantiated charge of plunder or robbery known to have been committed by them; not a cause of complaint against them 
for disobedience to the agent’s authority; men, women, and children traveling with safety . everywhere in their country, even without arms. How does this contrast with the known history of their deeds for the past few years, when our public highways were strewed with — 
the mangled corpses of our best citizens, and when mails could be carried only at the risk of the lives of the coachmen and carriers, as the smoke of many a burning coach and mail- 
bags, and the cruel tortures of those unfortunate men, bear record; when thousands on thou- 
sands of dollar’s worth of property were stolen annually, and the country was in a state of 
dread and constant fear. Can we look at this contrast and say nothing has been done, no advance made? The change to us here seems almost unaccountable. Should they never make any better Indians than they now are, Government is well rewarded for all it has cost. * * * *% * * * 

We are not only at peace, but we have made a beginning in the civilizing pursuits of hus- 
bandry. These same Indians that were killing and scalping have been digging ditches, 
plauting, and hoeing corn, and literally converting their spears into pruning hooks. They 
are now eating of the fruit of their own labor, in green-corn, melons, vegetables, &c. The 
experiment is on a limited scale, from the small facilities and few farming-im plements pro- 
vided; but they are much encouraged, and promise to do more next year. It would not’ be practicable to enforce a system of labor; they have never been accustomed to work, and their 
roving habits and living in booths or tents, and changing location so often, render it impos- 
sible. It can only be done gradually. No Indians are employed off the reservation, and 
there are no means to gize them employment on the reservation should they seek it, and their : nomadic habits would render any attempt at forced labor disastrous to their present friend ly 
and peaceable relations ; but gradually, I think, they can be induced to labor, and perhaps 
to live in fixed habitations. . 

The war-path having been the only road to honor and preferment among them, they have 
never learned to make or manufacture any articles of clothing from home production, or em- 
ploy their time in any useful occupation. They manifest some curiosity in the school, and by 
persevering effort we hope to make the enterprise a success. The relation of agentand tribe 

_ is growing in mutual confidence and satisfaction, and I see no indications of disturbance 
of the peaceful relations now existing. | 
We have new agency buildings in process of construction, which will add much to the 

appearance and comfort of the agency. We have a desirable reservation, and the Indians 
are pleased with it; enough agricultural tand for the tribe to work, with good timber and 
grazing. Their stock consists of horses and mules. They are better adapted to be a pas- 
toral than an agricultural people, and the reservation is well adapted for this purpose. 

The great drawback and annoyance to an agent is the constant traffic in intoxicating 
liquor. Ihave made strenuous efforts to bring the offenders to justice, but find it a most 
difficult task, and thus far have not succeeded in finding evidence for conviction. Several 
cases are now pending where we hope to bring the offenders to justice. 

The sanitary condition and health of the tribe during the past year has been comparatively 
good, although measles have prevailed to some extent, and in some cases, among the children, 
proved fatal; but on the whole we have a healthy location and delightful climate, and the 
tribe are perfectly contented with their new home. 

We need very much a survey, with the boundaries of the same as recommended in my 
special communication upon that subject I have rid the reservation of settlers and intruders, 
except a man who had a saw-mill on the reservation before it was established, and who is 
now furnishing the lumber for our new buildings. Some arrangements should be made 
upon the principles of equity to remove these embarrassments from the reservation. 

In closing I would say that the present policy is well adapted to conduet this tribe in the
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road of permanent peace and prosperity. The Indians complain of having their agents 

changed so often. Permanence in this relation, when you can secure good agents, is very 

desirable for the welfare of the Indians. A stranger, unaccustomed to the frontier life and 

the habits and customs of the Indian character, has a difficult_task to supply the place of 

one who has acquired the confidence and respect of the tribe. I can see no need of recom- 

mending any changes. My relations with the Department are so satisfactory to me and the 

tribe, and the modes of treatment so well adapted, when properly applied and carried out, 

that they cannot fail to secure gradually the desired results. 

Experience has shown that my recommendation respecting the military force on the res- 

ervation was well made. The small guard of ten mounted soldiers and a non-coinmissioned 

officer, for protection of property, has proven all-suffigient for the police service of this agency, 

and works to entire satisfaction. Our relations with the military are of the most friendly 

nature; Captain Kauffman, commanding Fort McRae, (forty-five miles distant,) from 

- whose command my guard is furnished, rendering all the assistance and co-operation de- 

sired when Indians are disposed to leave the reservation. The entire community feel a sense 

of security for life and property that they never before have felt. 

| Iam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. M. SHAW, 

United States Indian Agent. 

_ Hon, Epw. P. SMITH, | 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

REPORTS OF AGENTS IN NEW YORK. . 

New YorK INDIAN AGENCY, 

| Forestville,N. Y., October, 15, 1875. 

Sir: In making my sixth annual report, I have the honor to state that the whole number of 

Indian children residing upon the eight reservations in this agency number 2,341, of whom 

1,737 are between the ages of five and twenty-one years; 290 live upon the Allegany res- 

revation, 582 on Cattaraugus, 3! on Cornplanter, 52 on Oneida, 126 at Onondaga, 356 at 

Saint Regis, 117 at Tonawanda, and 183 on Tuscarora reservation. The whole number of 

Indian children attending the thirty schools in-the agency during some portion of the school 

- year ending September 30, 1875, was 1,174. The schools were taught on an average of . 

thirty-two weeks during the year, and the average daily attendance was 555.1. Of these . 

schools, one is a day-school on Cornplanter reservation, and is supported by the State of 

Pennsylvania at an annual expense of about $350. One on the Onondaga reservation, New 

York, is also a day-school, and is supported by the Episcopalians, at an annual expense of 

about $600. ‘The boarding-school at Allegany reservation, New York, at which there has 

been an average attendance of 24 Indian children during the year, is wholly supported by 

the Society of Friends at Philadelphia, at an annual expense of about $2,700, exclusive of use 

of farm and farm-products connected therewith. The other twenty-seven schools in the agency 

are mainly supported by the State of New York, ata yearly expense of about $9,000, of 

which sum the Indians pay about $550. Allare day-schools except the one connected with the 

Thomas Orphan Asylum on Cattaraugus reservation, which is a boarding-school, under ex- 

cellent discipline and management, with two teachers, and an average attendance of about 

80 students. These twenty-seven State schools are under charge of six local superintend- 

ents, who are appointed by the State superintendent of schools, who make quarterly school 

reports to me, and employ the teachers. Owing to the small compensation, of about $5 

per week, paid to teachers, and the difficulty of obtaining suitable boarding-places near the 

‘schools, the teachers are generally poorly qualified. About one-fourth of the teachers in 

these schools have been, for a few years, Indians, and the Indian teachers who have been 

properly trained for their work have usually succeeded well, and are to be preferred to white 

teachers. The appropriations heretofore made from the fund for civilization of Indians for 

education of Indian teachers for these schools have produced good results, and it is very 

desirable that the same should be continued. 
In June last a census was taken of the Indians in this agency, except those on Cornplanter 

reservation in Pennsylvania. This census was taken by competent enumerators, especially 

appointed for the purpose by the secretary of the State of New York, and contains valuable, 

and, in the main, reliable statistics of education of the Indians and of their agricultural 

products. I have examined these census-returns, and availed myself of the information 

‘therein contained in making this report. A like census was taken by the State of New York 

in 1865. 
The present population of the Indians in this agency is 4,955; an increase in ten years of 

866, and in twenty years of 911. Of the present Indian population of the agency, 59 are 

-over seventy years of age, 29 over eighty, 5 over ninety, 1 one hundred and one years 

old; and Mary Jacobs, of Onondaga reservation, died the past year at the advanced age of 

-one hundred and twelve years. 
The Indians on Oneida reservation number 25 less than in 1865; but this apparent 

\ 
:
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decrease is owing to their selling out and removing. There is an increase on each of the 
other reservations. . 

The New York portion of the Saint Regis tribe, according to the State census of 1865, numbered 413; they now number 737, of whom 441 are under the age of twenty-one years. This increase is quite remarkable. They receive no annuities from the United States in money or goods; only a State annuity of about $3 per capita, Their reservation is less fer- | tile than any of the uthers in the agency, and is in a colder climate, being upon the Saint - _ Lawrence River, in the extreme northern part of the State. The Saint Regis Indians are descendants of the Mohawks of New York, whose language they speak. Under the influ- 
ence of some French Catholic missionaries, their ancestors migrated from the valley of. the Mohawk in 1677, and settled at Caughnawaga, near Montreal, in Canada’ A colony from 
the latter place, in 1760, migrated to Saint Regis, on the Saint Lawrence. They are named ‘from Jean Francis Saint Regis, a French ecclesiastic who died in 1690. They are mostly Roman Catholics. Their location is isolated, and, in that respect, favorable to improve- ment. Only six deaths are reported on this reservation during the past year, of which four were from consumption, one of hernia, and one from child-birth. 

The 4,955 Indians of the New York agency own 86,366 acres of fertile lands, on nine reserv- ations, of which 22,989 are cultivated by them and under fence. They live in 899 dwelling- houses, of the estimated cash value of $133,579 ; of which 273 are frame, 313 plank, 290 
block and logs, 21 board, 2 of stone, and 1 brick. They raised, in 1874, 60,461 bushels of 
corn, 49,229 bushels of oats, 12,906 bushels of wheat, 57,648 bushels of potatoes, of pease 
1,514 bushels, beans 1,266 bushels, and of hay 3,490 tons. They milked 712 cows, made 28,369 pounds of butter, and slaughtered 108,958 pounds of pork. The cash-value of their stock is estimated at $134,137, farming-implements at $56,103, and of farm-buildings, not : dwelling-houses, at $56,103. They have growing 15,791 apple-trees, and raised last year. 
6,844 bushels of apples, besides peaches, pears, and grapes of choice varieties in consider- able quantities. They have held annual fairs the present year for exhibition of stock, grain, and vegetables, upon Cattaraugus, Tonawanda, and Onondaga reservations. They cultivate 7,511 more acres of land than in 1865, and since that time their wealth in individ- 
ual property has nearly doubled. 

: Of the 1,685 Indian youths in the agency between the ages of five and twenty-one years, about 1,000 can read and speak the English language, and of adults about 500, | : There are twelve church-buildings on the reservations, of the value of $22,400, capable of . seating 3,500 persons. Of the churches, four are Methodist Episcopal, four Baptist, three Presbyterian, and one Protestant Episcopal.. The number of church-members is 1,034¢ ° The Catholics of Saint Regis reservation attend church in Canada. Of the twelve clergymen _ and missionaries in charge of these churches, six are Indians. | Rev. Asher Wright, who had been'for forty years a missionary of the American Board of Foreign Missions among the Senecas of this agency, died at the mission-house, on the Cat- taraugus reservation, in April last. He was a graduate of Dartmouth College, a gentleman . of fine literary attainments, and most thoroughly devoted to his work as a missionary. He | translated a book of hymns and the four gospels of the New Testament into the Seneca language, and was engaged at the time of his death in compiling a Seneca dictionary, which | he left unfinished. He was a skillful physician, and used to great advantage his knowledge of medicine as auxiliary to his missionary work. His services as physician to the Indians were gratuitous, and he supplied them with medicines from his limited missionary stipend, | 
and died poor. The first supply of medicines furnished by the Government was received 
only a few days before his death. In my opinion, the importance of furnishing medical treat- 
ment and supplies to Indians, in the work of their civilization, cannot be overestimated. There is a growing desire among the Indians of this agency to become citizens, and to own their lands in severalty and in fee. Especially is this true of the young men. But the Senecas uf the Cattaraugus and Allegany reservations will strenuously resist any effort to make them citizens and allot their lands, so long as the claim of the Ogden Land Company, 
or its assigns, rests as a cloud upon their title to these reservations, for the reasons stated in my annual report of 1873, to which I again respectfully beg leave to call attention. 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| : D. SHERMAN, Agent. 

Hon. Epw: P. Smitru, | 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. . 

REPORTS OF AGENTS IN NEVADA. : 

SOUTHEAST NEVADA AGENCY, 
Moapa River Reserve, September 11, 1875. 

oO SiR: I have the honor to submit the following report on the condition of affairs at this. agency for the year ending September 30, 1875: 
On ny arrival at the Pi-Ute agency last November the outlook of affairs was gloomy in the extreme. A large deficiency existed from the previous year. The creditors of the
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Government were clamorous for payment; its local credit entirely worthless; its agent 
looked npon with suspicion; and thus, without money and without means, I entered upon 
the discharge of my duties. The causes producing this state of affairs are not pertinent to 
this report, being already well known to the Department; I therefore forbear discussing 
them Let it be sufficient, however, to assure you they no longer exist. By the action of . 
last Congress I have been enabled to pay every dollar of indebtedness, and to start on a 
sound financial basis. , 

It will be remembered that by an amendment to the last Indian appropriation bill, the res- 
ervation set apart by Executive order was abolished, and the agent authorized to select in lieu 
thereof 1,000 acres of unoccupied land. Pursuant, therefore, to the act aforesaid, and to the 
instructions of the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, Agent Bateman and I located and sur- 
veyed 1,000 acres last May, a plat of which, with our report, has already been forwarded 
to, and is now on file in, your Office. This land is situated in the upper part of the Moapa 
Valley, and includes what was once known as the West Point Mormon settlement. We 
decided on this part of the valley for the following reasons : 

First. There were no conflicting titles in abeyance to contend with hereafter, the Mor- 
mons long since having gone back to Utah. 

Second. The irrigating-ditches constructed by this people were still in a tolerably good 
condition, and extended all over the land. To construct these on land which had never been 
under cultivation would have cost more money than I could conveniently spare from my 
appropriation. 

Lastly, there were several buildings still remaining claimed and occupied by a Mr. 
Rector, which, as he was willing to dispose of them for a much less sum than I could have 
built others, I purchased, and was thus enabled to proceed at once to farming-operations. | 

I might say, indeed, those reasons were inexorable, in view of the fact that no crop had 
been raised last year for want of funds to purchase seed, and, as I have before stated, my 
official financial credit was positively worthless. 

The lateness of the season prevented me from doing as much in the matter of farming as’ 
might otherwise have been accomplished; in fact, the proper season for wheat-sowing in this 
climate is October. Our corn-crop, however, is excellent; of this there are about 30 acres’ 
giving promise of an abundant yield. Melons, squashes, beans, cucumbers, and tomatoes 
have been raised in profusion. I have also assisted the Indians materially by plowing por- 
tions of land for individual communities, laying out and furrowing the same, and other- 
wise assisting them to sustain themselves by the pursuits of husbandry, and am glad to say 
they are apt pupils. Indeed, their progress in this respect is astonishing, and I look forward 
to the coming season’s work with an abiding confidence that the results of their industry will 
enable them to abandon entirely their nomadic habits. I have determined, if possible, to 
break up at least 300 acres this fall, and to that end have now in daily operation six plows. 
The salubrity of this climate obviates the necessity of cutting a large amount of hay for 
winter use; nevertheless, we have cured and stacked a sufficient quantity to provide against 
any emergency. 

It will be obvious that the foregoing results could not have been accomplished in so short | 
a time without the aid of Indian labor; and right here permit me to say that while I have | 
availed myself of such labor when practicable, I have found it almost impossibie to comply 
with section 3 of the act making appropriation for the Indian Department. The Indians 
within my jurisdiction have for so long a time been in the habi’ of receiving blankets, cloth- | 
ing, &c., from the Government at stated periods, without any services being given in return, ; 
that they believe the Government is bound to provide for them under any and all circum- 
stances; in fact, this impression is very general all over the State. I have greatly eradicated 
this idea; indeed,J am clearly of the opinion they now understand their true status, which | 
they have been instructed is as follows: that the aid extended to them in plowing their 
land, furnishing seed, clothing them, and caring for them generally, was simply to enable 
them to become self-supporting by adopting the habits of the white man—practicing his 
industry and his habits of life, but was by no means to be considered as a perpetual gift. 

It affords me much pleasure to report that since my arrival at this reservation nota single 
instance of bad conduct on the part of these Indians has come to my knowledge. ‘This is 
attributable in a great measure to the kindness with which the white settlers of the valley 
have always treated them, between whom and themselves the most friendly relations have 
always existed. 

Notwithstanding this friendly intercourse, however, the latter cling with a strange tenacity 
to many of their superstitions; for instance, when a member of a family dies, the surviving 
relatives kill one, two, and sometimes as many as four horses, perhaps to accelerate the de- 
parted ‘to the ‘‘ happy hunting grounds.’”’ They also have their ‘‘ medicine-men ’’ who prac- 
tice the most hideous incantations over the sick; frequently also burning the sufferer iv the | 
most inhuman manner. Should the medicine-man, however, lose three patients in succes- 

| gion, they kill him. This they consider inexorable justice. 
| Iam happy to state, however, that of late these practices have almost entirely disap- 
_ peared. Little by little, during the last four years, they have acquired confidence in the 

mode of treatment practiced by the white man, and to-day, as will be seen by the monthly 
sanitary reports of thisagency, they no longer fear to place themselves under the treatment 

22 IND 

| | |
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of awhite physician. Owing to this happy change, their health during the summer has 
been remarkably good,no more serious diseases having occurred than are incident to this 
warm climate. 

While it has afforded me much pleasure to thus record the temporal prosperity, exemplary 
_ conduct, and good health of this people, it is to be regretted that so little has hitherto been 
done in educating them. I feel in full unison and sympathy with the desires of the Gov- 
ernment in this respect, and am anxious to see them reclaimed, enlightened, and taught the 
words of eternal life. To do this, we must first educate them ; first prepare the ground, and 
then sow the seed ; first educate, then Christianize; in fact, intelligence is the very basis of 
Christianity. Ihave a case in point, which strongly illustrates the truth of this assertion. 

During last summer the Mormon priesthood in Saint George, gathered together at that 
place some two or three hundred Indians of the surrounding tribes whom they proceeded to 
baptize with all the pomp, ceremony, and display calculated to make an impression on the 
Indian. They even had an artist on hand who produced a very fine, and no doubt, a faithful 
picture of the scene. The Mormon bishop in the center, up to his waist in water; hundreds 
of dusky forms all around him, while a vast concourse of shints looked approvingly on. 
These pictures were freely distributed' among the Indians a day or two after the event. Now: 
mark the sequel. Every Indian who participated in this farce thinks he is a better Mormon 

: to-day than Brigham Young himself, and that the ceremony alluded to has clothed him witha 
sort of armor against any responsibility which he may incur for such trifling matters as 
horse stealing, or other petty thefts, If he be caught in an overt act, he proudly exclaims, 
“* Me good Mormon Indian ; me heap wash.’”’ Comment issuperfluous. I have only mentioned 
these facts as illustrative of my well-grounded conviction that to successfully reach the un- 
derstanding there must first be the capacity to comprehend. 
A very large proportion of the Indians under my charge speak the English language ; the 

younger portion of them quite intelligibly. These are anxious, nay, eager, to be educated. 
Let us by all means assist such a laudable desire. During my predecessor’s term of office, 
& school was maintained for six months, but was discontinued for want of funds. During 
that time, however, the boys were prompt in their attendance, and their progress wonderful, 
all of them being able to read the easy lessons of Wilson or McGuffey’s first reader. I pro- 
pose in a few days that these boys shall go back to-school to their old teacher, for whom 
they seem to entertain great affection, and whose reports will show in detail the progress 
made. This school is located at Saint Thomas, my formerheadquarters, and is well supplied 
with books, charts, furniture, &c. . 

The pressing emergencies of agricultural work and the great scarcity of lumber pte- 
vented my building a school-house on the reservation this summer. I hope, however, to 
have a large and commodious house erected and fitted up for such purpose the coming win- 
ter, wherein a permanent school may be kept the year round. It is gratifying to be able to 
state in this connection that the head chief, Tosho, and his subordiuate captains, are all in 
favor of educating their young men, and have frequently assured me of their hearty co- 

oo operation in every effort which shall be made to this end. 
In closing this my first annual report I indulge a well-founded hope that the coming year 

will witness continued prosperity of those committed to my charge, both in their physical 
and moral condition, and to this end I ask the continued confidence and hearty co-operation 
of your Department. | 

Very respectfully, your obedient scrvant, 
. A. J. BARNES, 

mo United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. EDWARD P. SMITH, _ 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. : 

| OFFICE NEVADA INDIAN AGENCY, 
Pyramid Lake Reserve, September 10, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with instructions received from the Office of Indian Affairs, Wash- 
ington, D. C., July 9, 1875, I have the honor to submit the following as my fifth annual 
report relative to the affairs of this agency, and the Indians under my charge. 

* * * * * * * 

Cursory retrospect of the year that has passed marks no very important changes upon 
the two reservations originally subject to the management of this agency. Everything has 
moved on smoothly and as encouragingly as could be reasonably expected. Improvements 
and disbursements have been made corresponding with the means appropriated for this de- 
partment of the service. , 

It will be remembered that, owing to the fact that not one dollar was furnished me by the 
Department at Washington for the second quarter of that year, there remained at the close 
of the fiscal year ending June 80, 1874, a deficit of $3,987.03. This fact I lamented very — 
much; but I could see no other way to pursue during said quarter but to provide for the
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absolute wants by asking credit. To have done otherwise would have been a complete sus- 

pension of all work, the discharge of every employé, and the absolute abandonment of the 

Indians during the most important quarter of the year, the season of planting. . 

I regret to say that the deticit above mentioned still remains unpaid for want of appropri- 

ation by Congress last winter to cancel the same, and has thereby worked a hardship upon. 

us during the whole time that has intervened, as it has had the tendency to depreciate the 

credit of the service, as men hesitate to advance their means or give their time and energies: 

to a work of indefinite return. Both coutractors and employés have materially suffered from 

want occasioned by this delay. I sincerely trust that with the assembling of the next Con-- 

gress the matter will meet with due consideration, and an appropriation sufficient to cancel . 

the same will be made. 
The financial record of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1875, presents the following :: 

There was granted to me for the use and benefit of the Walker River and Pyramid Lake 

reservations, all told, incidental expenses Indian service, the sum of $10,454.39, currency, 

and for a new work among the western band of Shoshone Indians, near Carlin, in this. 

State, $2,100, currency. With this meager amount I was expected to provide clothing, 

blankets, supplies, subsistence, medicines, teams, farming utensils, seeds, &c., and pay 

all salaries of the employés, traveling expenses of the agent, and for blacksmithing and. 

repairs; in a word, all contingencies pertaining to the service. This, all willagree, was & 

pitiful sum to be appropriated for an agency embracing three separate and distinct enter- 
prises, widely separated from each other, and in a country where coin prevails and currency 
will only be received at the lowest quotation. 

By the strictest economy in every department, aiming always to make every dollar. ex- | 

pended repeat itself in some important work, much has been done and satisfactory results 
have been realized, while no additional deficit has been created. Here iet me make a state- 

ment which I consider pertinent to the occasion, (and if the rule had been carried out in 

the past, I, for one, should have avoided the embarrassment occasioned by the deficit of 1874, 

mentioned above,) which is this: when appropriations are made for any given service, © 

the agent in charge of said service, should, in my opinion, be apprised of the amount 

upon which he could rely, and thus he could be enabled to make his calculations accord- 

ingly, and thereby, not asin the past with myself, be entirely in ignorance and at the mercy 

of an uncertainty. It certainly can do no harm to afford the agents this desirable information ; 

for they do not have in their power to recklessly draw upon the funds appropriated, while 
with a knowledge of the above facts they may apportion to each quarter as circumstances 

demand, and thus accomplish a greater amount of good, and at the same time avoid indebt- 
edness. 

ISSUE OF RATIONS “ 

has been conducted on the same plan as from the first by me, only to Indians performing & 
work corresponding with the value of the issue, and to the sick, infirm, and aged. This 

plan, now being well understood by the Indians, occasions no evidences of dissatisfaction 

by the indolent, and is really the only true method to observe in civilizing the Indians or : 

protecting the Government funds. 

. ENROLLING OF THE INDIANS 

has been observed so far as the beneficiaries are concerned, and though by reason of the 
small appropriations made for the Nevada service a large portion of the Indians of the 

State are not personal recipients of food and clothing from our hands, yet the larger portion 
of this class are fully able to provide for themselves by their work, which is demanded in - 
all the departments of labor throughout the State, and which, if denied, would occasion 
hardship to many citizens in certain localities, as without Indian help laborers would be _ 
scarce. 

se THE SANITARY CONDITION. . 

of the Indians has been generally good, though a number of cases of sickness have occurred 
on the Pyramid Lake and Walker River reservations, in a few instances resulting fatally. 
Among the Shoshones, near Carlin, considerable sickness prevailed during the summer, in- 
creased somewhat by the want of suitable medicines, which were asked for in proper time, 
but for reasons unknown to myself were long in reaching us. We ought to havea physician . 
for this service, but have little hope that an appointment would be made, from the fact that | 
the appropriations are meager, and though I have really three interests to care for, no 
allowance is made for the fact, because all are under one management, and therefore subject 
to the limit prescribed by law for an agency. ; 

THE SELF-SUPPORTING INDIANS 

have not decreased in number since my last report, and though entirely shut out from re- 
ceipts of supplies, have manifested an ambition worthy of the labor and means bestowed 
upon them in the past. I have endeavored to keep them well supplied with farming utensils, 
though their requests have been few. I should be pleased to have the enemies of the ‘‘ policy” 
look at some of the farms made in the three or four years past, and now providing em- 
ployment and support to the Indian residents. I think their opposition would be removed, 
and they would decide that it is really worth while to make an effort for their civilization.
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THE TROUT-FISHERIES 

have afforded their full share of employment and profit to, the Indians during the past year, 
and thrcugh the traffic carried on by them in this department, another good besides the 
money-consideration has been the result. 

The Indians are being educated in business transactions, and now, with scarcely and excep- 
tion, those upon the reservations can readily give correct weights and aggregate the coin- | value of their sales. This fact holds good in regard to the disposition by the Indians of 
their hay and grain. Weights, prices, and aggregate returns are now, with the larger num- 
ber, so thoroughly familiar, that they are independent of assistance to the protection against 
frauds ; and right here let me repeat what I said in my last annual report, but may not be 
universally understood, that all hay cut and secured by the Indians, together with all grain 
raised and fish caught, is wholly controlled by the Indians doing the work, and they re- 
ceive all money paid from the sales thereof; the Government agent and employés not with- 
holding one dollar or pound for any purpose whatever. 

THE BUILDING OF HOUSES , | 
has gained interest among quite a number the past year; and itis apparent that there is a 
growing desire to abandon the campoodies for the permanent abodes of their white neigh- 
bors. True, some of their attempts are rude in appearance, but bespeak an ambition for 
something better yet in the future. 

Large reservations are not, in my opinion, conducive to the civilization of Indians. If 
they are to be brought under military rule, it no doubt is desirable to have the largest pos- 
sible number together, as they will thereby be the more easily guarded ; but to civilize with 
the ereatest rapidity and surest success, the same can be accomplished by having not to ex- 
ceed a few hundred in any location, and upon a territory which can be brought under culti: 
vation and made available to the support of those that cultivate the soil—said territory so 
divided into small farms that each Indian family can bestow their personal labor, and realize 
that every improvement they make will contribute to their permavient and individual good, 
One thousand acres of this kind is infinitely more valuable for Indian purposes than ten 
times the amount embracing worthless area,as the former may be continually under the ~ 
watch and care of the superintendent, while in the latter case it is quite impossible to pro- 
tect and guard from encroachment and do justice to the laborers by daily presence and in- 
struction. Again and again I have recommended the reduction of the territory embraced in the 
Pyramid Lake and Walker River reservations, and every year I remain in this service the 
benefit that would arise from said reduction becomes more apparent, for the following as well 
as many other reasons that time and space will not allow me to give in this report: 

First. The large area embraced in these reservations misrepresents us abroad, there be- 
ing in the original survey 640,000 acres, while not to exceed 10,000 acres, all told, is of any 
value whatever for Indian purposes. If all of the territory north of the island, embraced in 
the area belonging to the Pyramid Lake reservation, and all of the territory south of ten 
miles from the agency-house on the Walker River reserve was cut off, it would be infinitely 
better tor the service, and said reductions would not diminish the tillable land one acre. In 
fact hundreds of acres that would still remain would be entirely worthless, embracing area 
of deserts, mountains, and lakes. I deem it important to embrace much that is compara- 
tively worthless in order to monopolize the fisheries and prevent encroachments. 

Second. I would urge for the reduction of reservation territory to what is of practicable 
want, from the fact that by reason of the late decision ‘‘that Indians have no fee to the 
lands,”’ they cannot be benefited by a larger area of territory than personal farming, herd- 
ing, and fishing interests include. 

Third. While so large and unnecessary territories are reserved there will ever be, no doubt, 
legislation in the States and Territories where said reserves are made for their abandonment, 

. on the plea that too much territory is diverted from its proper line, to the injury of local in- 
terests, such as mining, herding, and other departments which promote immigration. 

This was the case last winter in the Nevada legislature, when a concurrent resolution and 
memorial was presented to Congress in reference to the immense tract in the southeastern 
part of this State selected by Mr. Ingalls; a tract in itself larger than some whole States 
of the Union; twenty times larger than needful for all the Indians in that portion of the 
country. Happy was it for the succeeding agent when Congress ignored the original and 
directed the location of one containing 1,000 acres only. 

The question of military government for the Indians is the much-mooted theme of the day, 
and the authorities at Washington are urged to surrender the “ peace policy ” and refer the 

" whole care of the nation’s wards to the War Department, as a measure eminently adapted 
to the well-being of that class and a sure preventive against frauds, while at the same time 
it will result in a final settlement of this very vexed question. * * * Ihave to say that 
I have no controversy to wage with the military, and, so far as I am aware, I have always 
enjoyed their confidence, and since entering upon the duties of my office in Nevada have 
had frequent occasions to confer with tle military commander of the Department of the Pa- 
cific and the members of his staff, and nothing but the most pleasant relations have existed. 
At any and all times when it seemed necessary to refer to the military for aid in preventing 

_ what seemed to be ominous of futwre trouble, there has been no hesitancy on the part of the 
~ commanding general to respond to such notification; for all of which Iam very grateful. I
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have never had but two cases come to my notice during my administration in Nevada where 
the military were deemed absolutely needful in regulating the conduct of the Indians, and 
both of these cases were by Indians off the reservations, and discarding any connection with 
cr claims upon the Government patronage. 

The first, which occurred in 1872, at Stillwater, which brought a detachment under com- 
mand of Maj. J.C. Tidball, might have been avoided if the citizens had been a little more 
deliberate in their investigations and less extravagant in their reports. 

The second case was in 1874, when the eitizens of Wadsworth were aroused against a 

troublesome Indian, and the military arrested and confined him for ashort time, then paroled | 
him on promise of good behavior; which arrest proved alasting blessing to the community 
and sufticient warning to the Indians, and established the fact that the strong arm of the 
military is sometimes absolutely needful in preventing trouble where, as a general thing, no 
military is needed. | 

Again, there may be times when the military will be in demand to prevent encroachments 
upon the reservations, for scarcely an Indian agency can be found that is not subject to an- 
noyances from a class of trespassers who ignore the fact that Indians have rights which 

should be respected ; and outside of the military I for one recognize the truth that in a large 

measure the agents are powerless to restrain the class above mentioned. 
It has been suggested that an armed police-force from among the Indians themselves 

would be an efficient aid to the agent in cases like the above mentioned ; also in sustaining 
order and discipline among the Indians; but to my mind such a measure would be wholly 
impracticable in the Nevada Indian service, and couid only result in jealousy and opposi- 
tion. Itis true that friendly Indians have in some cases supplemented the efforts of the 
military to entire satisfaction ; but,if my advisers are correct, in every case where Indians 
have been thus employed they have been under the direction of efficient military leaders. 

With these facts presented, showing the necessity at times for military intervention, I do 
most conscientiously enter my protest against referring the management aud care of the 
semi-civilized tribes to the military department, (there should always be a just discrimina- . 
tion made between those at war and the peaceable Indians ; for instance, the government of 
the warlike Sioux should be different to that of the docile Pah-Utes, or that for the savage 
Comanche to the educated and Christian Indians of the consolidated nations in the Cherokee 
country,) from the fact that the military do not want such care, if I am rightly informed. 
Besides, it is not the province of that department to perform the work demanded and the 
work absolutely needful, if we do justly toward the remnants of those whom we have 
despoiled of their country. In my humble opinion, to place the tractable and peaceable 
Indians under military rule, and let them feel that upon the slightest provocation the sword 
will be drawn against them, will only have a tendency to blunt their sensibility to right, . 
and discourage endeavors to progress. Declare martial law in any part of the country, 
and for the time-being progress is at an end, unrest predominates, and long after the cause is 
removed the prejudicial effects remain. 

Agaiu, how much is expected in the line of education of Indians from the military ? How 
many Indians were educated to read, to plow, or build permanent abodes when the mili- 
tary had control? To me it seems but folly to talk of the education of Indians or any one - 
else in the arts of civilization by a department that was created for war. Every soldier 
knows that when the word ‘‘Fall in!” is given it does not mean to read or plow, or teach 
some one else to read and plow, but to drill, to march, to fortify, to fight ; and only when 

| extermination of the Indians is the watchword of the nation will it be, in my humble opin- 
ion, the legitimate business of the War Department te wholly control the Indian service.. . 

Then, I submit, there would be nothing gaiued in an economical point by the transfer. At 
present the Army is reduced to the lowest minimum, and at the best the necessary demands 
for improvements upon fortifications, bespeaking the security of the nation, is laborious. 
What must be the additional care and responsibility if the work of another department is 
thrust upon them? Surely a demand for men would be the inevitable result; and is it just 
or fair to discuss whether more honest recruits would be found than those selected with care 
from the different religious denominations of the country, who are, in a large measure, re- 
sponsible for the conduct of the nominees? It is urged that frauds are the order of the day 
in the Indian service, and needful reform is the question of paramount importance. Well, 
frauds may be perpetrated in some instances by certain parties. I know that it is not uni- 
versal, and it is unjust in the highest sense to charge guilt upon the whole body because 
there may be individual exceptions of unprincipled and dishonest men under appointment. 

Without arrogating to myself superior wisdom in the matter, I have in mind a plan which, 
if carried out, would unquestionably meet the exigency, and preclude the opportunity arising ; 
to misapply the funds designated for the Indian service, even if there was a disposition to do 
so. The proposition is made upon the presumption that the public verdict is correct; that 
the military is immaculate, and thus incapable of dishonesty in any degiee, a decision that 

- I shall not attempt to question. The plan is to let the present humane policy be continued, 
- and the many favorable results gained through the administration of said policy be an in- 

centive to persistent efforts in the future; and in place of having a separate contract-sys- 
- tem for the Indian Department, let the superintendents and agents make requisitions for 

supplies, subsistence, and medicines directly upon the Army quartermasters, commissaries, 
and purveyors. This course pursued, all opportunity for charging fraud upon the officers of 

| . 

|
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the Indian service would be removed, as their disbursements, outside of the above named, 
_ would be trifling. To those who are conscientiously laboring for the good of the Indians, 

__ the above plan would be no hardship, but a welcome relief, as it would dissipate suspicion 
against them. : 

* *% * . * * * * 

THE STATE AUTHORITIES. 

It affords me gratification to record the kindness of his excellency Governor Bradley, as 
, well as other officers of the Nevada State government, during the past year. Their co- 

operation is invaluable to a superintendent or agent, not only in suppressing unjust and 
harmful legislation, but in‘ sustaining and vitalizing the efforts for the civilization of the 
Indians; and while the General Government is responsible for their care, I think it would 
in many cases be advisable to concur with the State authorities in general plans of manage- 
ment of the Indians within their individual jurisdictions, as they are unquestionably more 
familiar with the customs and necessities of the local tribes than are officers more remote. 

Then, as the question of civilizing is not, nor should it be, in any sense a political ques- 
tion, it is just that all parties should unite with all Christian denominations throughout the 
country in hastening the day when the name savage should not apply to any class upon 
American territory. : | ; 

, SPECIAL WORK. 
| During the autumn of 1874, I was visited occasionally by Indians from the western band of 

Shoshones in the northeastern part of the State. As their visits became more frequent, it was 
_ apparent that there was a growing desire on their part to duplicate the system inaugurated b y 

us among the Pah-Utes, for they began to ask that I should locate them a reservation on lands 
upon which they could make permanent homes ;.then they asked for seeds, and finally for 

_ farming-utensils and other supplies. ‘I finally referred the matter to the Department and inti- 
mated a willingness to do what I could on my part for that tribe of Indians. The result 
"was that the Department placed to my credit a small amount of money to be used for the de- 
sired end among the Indians above mentioned. I appointed a farmer, who assisted in the 
selection of a piece of unoccupied territory in a small fertile valley, easily irrigated, some 
twenty-six miles north of the town of Carlin, in this State; and, though late in beginning, 
no other work in the State has been more fruitful in its returns; no finer fields of wheat and 
potatoes are to be found in the country than I was permitted a few days ago to look upon 
along Coyote Creek, the result of the first season’s effort in farming. 

Some annoyance, however, has occurred during the summer by runners from Utah in- 
_ -viting the Indians to come to that Territory and be washed, as they expressed it. Many 

were the promises made to them if they would go, while our Indians testify that the invita- 
_ tions were general thoughout the State, and some developments prove conclusively that 

there were among the Mormon leaders other motives than simply religious. The late indi- 
cations near Corinne, and those still later in Eastern Nevada, which are not entirely settled 
yet, may, upon investigation, show corruption akin to the spirit. actuating the famed 

, Mountain Meadow massacre. 
Mr. Palmer, the farmer, has been indefatigable in his efforts to make the first year a 

success, and has succeeded. A man of less firmness and decision might have failed in 
. retaining the Indians when such glowing promises were made if they would come 6ver to 

Utah. 
DETACHED SERVICE, 

| During the month of April last I received a communication from United States Indian 
| Inspector Vandever directing me to accompany United States Indian Agent Barnes to the 

southeastern part of the State to assist in the selection and location of 1,000 acres for a 
reservation for the Indians in that section. * * * * * Without unnecessary delay, I 
proceeded to make a selection of land for the new reservation, according to letter of instruc- 
tions and act of Congress, resulting in the location of the same in a valley near the head of 
the Moapa River, a place most admirably adapted to the wants of Indians, being extremely 
fertile, easily irrigated, and well protected from probable encroachments. . 

The additional labor and traveling consequent upon accomplishing the above work ata 
time when in that southern country the heat was intense, was not inconsiderable, but I do not 
regret it. Having presented the name of my worthy colleagué for appointment to that 
agency in Nevada, I was more than willing to aid him in his inauguration in the Indian serv- 
ice, or by any means contribute to his encouragement, assured that in the man the Indians 
would find a true friend, the Department a faithful agent, the citizens a worthy associate, 
and myself a harmonious co-worker. . 

In conclusion I have to say that in the foregoing report I have endeavored to canvass 
matters of chief importance to the service. 

Trusting that the future government of the Indians will be as in the past and much more 
efficient, 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
C. A. BATEMAN, 

| United States Indian Agent, Nevada. 
Hon. E. P. Smita, . 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs. a 

. $ .
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HAMILTON, WHITE PINE County, NEVADA, 

| October 22, 1875. 

Str: In compliance with instructions embraced in circular from your Office, I herewith 

submit the following report of the Western Shoshone. Indians for the year J875: 

The Western Shoshone Indians under my charge have improved in civilized habits during 

the past year, and have received little or no assistance from the Government. They are gen- 

erally inclined to be industrious, but are a low, degraded race, and some are very indolent. 

They are all peaceably inclined, and quite a number are engaged in farming for themselves, 

anda great many support themselves by working for the white people. Those that are . 

farming have raised grain and vegetables enough for their support during the winter. They 

have no reservation, and are scattered over a large tract of country. Some of the Indians who 

are engaged in farming, are compelled to rent land from the whites, nearly all the tillable 

land being claimed by the white settlers. More of the Indians would engage in farming if 

_ they had the land. There has been considerable sickness among them, several deaths oc- - 

curring during the past year. 

| I would respectfully suggest that a suitable reservation be set apart for the Shoshones of 

- Nevada as soon as practicable. The whites are rapidly settling up the country, and in 

/ many cases the Indians are compelled to give up their little farms. The game is being driven 

out, and in a short time there will be no place suitable for a reservation, and the Indians will 

have nothing to subsist upon. —. . 

A difficulty occurred in September last, in which an unruly Indian killed a white man, 

- and four peaceable Indians were subsequently killed by the whites. The Indian that killed 

the white man was captured and turned over to a military officer, from whom he was taken 

and hanged by a mob. Fora time great excitement prevailed, but the trouble was settled 

before any serious damage was done. My report for September gives full particulars of 

the affair. The Indians in the vicinity of the trouble were driven from their homes and 

rendered destitute. . | 

They express an anxiety to be taken to a reservation suitable for them, that they might be 

assisted in case of necessity, and be able to support themselves without fear of being molested. 

If a reservation be established, and one Indian from each band be allowed to visit the same and 

return and report, I think the result would be good. In this way tke Indians could be peace- 

ably induced to congregate at one place where they could be assisted and protected. As they 

are, many of them die for the want of a little care. No effort has been made to educate these In- 

dians. They are all peaceably inclined and willing to do right. Great improvement could . 

be made in their civilized habits if properly attended to. 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
LEVI A. GHEEN, 

Farmer in Charge of Western Shoshones. 

Hon. E. P. SMtrnH, . . 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

—_—__—__—_——- | 
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| - EASTERN CHEROKEE SPECIAL AGENCY, 

| Webster, Jackson County, N. C., October 29, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to submit the first annual report of this agency. 

The beginning of my work here in June last found these Indians in a condition of extreme 

destitution. They had been for years without an agent or any Government care. They 

had received no annuities since 1869. They were heavily in debt for their lands, which 

had been sold under judgment, and, until the termination of the suits prosecuted for them 

by the Government m 1874, had lived in constant dread and expectation of losing their 

homes and being driven west. Oppressed by all these discouragements, they had lost heart 

and become exceedingly idle and improvident. They were almost entirely destitute of stock . 

and farming-implements ; absolute beggary stared them in the face. As regards educational 

facilities, they were almost equally destitute. They have bad for years no school among them 

worthy of the name. With the exception of a few half-breeds, none could read or write 

. English. Very few full-bloods could speak it. One fact speaks well for them, nearly all 

_ «an read and write the Cherokee language, the parents teaching the children. This con- 

tributes little to their intelligence, however, since they have no literature. : . 

Living, as they do, on lands naturally fertile, surrounded by a white agricultural popula- 

tion, long since compelled by the failure of the chase to depend upon agriculture for sub- 

_ sistence, wearing the citizens’ dress, and adopting many of the habits of civilized life, it 

| might naturally have been expected that they would ere now have become a prosperous 

people, and previous to the late civil.war they were prospering to a certain extent. But the 

| war, which paralyzed the energies and exhausted the resources of this, in common with other 

sections of the South, was peculiarly destructive to them. Agriculture almost entirely
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ceased; beggary and starvation ensued, and at the close of the war the soldiers brought with them to their homes that decimating scourge, small-pox, and it seemed as if the pes tilence marked the most thrifty, energetic, and intelligent for its prey. Add to these disas- ters the fact that they had never had the example of energetic and intelligent husbandry set them. The great mountain-ranges surrounding this region have proved effectual barriers to civilization. The phrase ‘‘a century behind the age’ aptly expresses the condition of the people, save that it is a slur upon the intelligence and culture which blessed more favored regions a hundred years ago. The methods of agriculture are most primitive and inefficient. Inability to read and write is the rule rather than the exception. In such a state of things it is no wonder that the native indolence and improvidence of the Indian have been intensified. Driven to agriculture by simple necessity, he works when present neces- sity compels—poverty and degradation are the inevitable results. Men, whether white or Indian, when pressed to the extreme of poverty and devoid of the stimulus of hope, can- not be expected to exhibit energy, industry, economy, or providence. ‘Toward the work of lifting these people from their deplorable state, under the present wise policy of the Government, a fair beginning has been made. Their land-titles are se- cured; they have been as well supplied with stock and tools as the limited time would allow. ‘The most needy have been aided first. Horses, oxen, plows, harness, and hoes | have been given out as public property, to be cared for and used by the individual, but not to be sold, killed, or otherwise disposed of. The object of this arrangement was to protect them against designing whites, who have habitually bought stock of them at far less than their value. For instance, one Indian to whom I gave an ox costing $30, tried to sell him for $10. They have cultivated a considerably larger area of corn and potatoes this year than formerly. 

In the work of education only a beginning has been made. One school, designed more as an experiment than otherwise, has been opened. The result so far is highly encouraging. The pupils are weil behaved, quiet, and obedient. They show considerable aptness for | learning, making good progress in reading and spelling, and a beginning in writing, The great difficulty is, as was anticipated, in securing regular and punctual attendance. Ar- rangements are pending for commencing additional day-schools and for opening two boarding- schools as soon as the buildings can be completed. A model farm is contemplated in con- nection with each of these, with blacksmith, wagon, and other shops, as may seem desir- able. 
They have seven churches, five Baptist and two Methodist, with some eight or ten native preachers. The communicants embrace a larger proportion of the population than is usual in white communities, but in religious as well as in secular matters they are sadly in need of instruction. They have the New Testament in their own tongue, necessarily imperfect through the poverty of their own language. I have distributed among them one hundred copies of a book containing fragments of the Old Testament in Cherokee, granted by the American Bible Society. 
The first great need of the people is instruction in English. They must constantly do business with white people, and their ignorance of the language places them greatly at the mercy of the designing, and the English tongue is the only avenue by which intelli- gence can reach them. The schools should be conducted with that end in view, For further particulars I respectfully refer to my statistical report inclosed. It is neces- sarily by estimate, and, indeed, in many cases little better than guess-work, the nature of my duties having precluded the gathering of statistics as yet. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

W. C. McCARTHY, 
Special United States Indian Agent. Hon. E. P. Smiru, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
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OFFICE OF ALSEA INDIAN AGENCY, 
September 11, 1875. 

Str: I submit this my second annual report as agent of this agency. It has been a year of historical note, as the agency has commanded congressional action, and has attracted the attention of politician and settler, and has kept the Indian in a state of mind unfitting for the expectation of much imptovement; while, amid all this, peace and quietness have prevailed among the Indians.. Perhaps there never was a year more quiet than this. While I have struggled to restore the lost confidence they have had in the white man, I have had a series. of drawbacks to coritend with since my first advent among them. Still, they have listened to me and remained quiet. I labored under financial embarrassment the first sixteen months that I was in charge, without a single dollar salary or funds to purchase supplies, except a.
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small amount of credit that I obtained, which is still unpaid. The Indian labor I paid off to 
some extent with my own means; and if I had not done so, nothing would have been raised 
and harvested the first year. . 

Last December I received funds to establish a school and erect a house for the agent, but 
owing to the winter-season we could not build until spring. It is now about finished, and 
we have moved in. 

The school we commenced as soon as we could secure a teacher in an old log building 
about the Ist of March, which is duly appreciated by the Indians, and has proved a success 
for an Indian day-school, up to this date. The pupils have learned very fast, young and old. — 
All who have attended have greatly improved. With nearly twelve years’ experience with 
Indians and Indian schools, our efforts here thus far I have never seen excelled as regards 
general improvement and rapid learning. Some boys, ten years old, who a few months ago 
could not talk English, can now read in the Second Reader very well, while the language is _ 
somewhat broken. Owing to the lateness of the spring and the uncertainty of affairs, I have 
not yet built a school-house. 

With the funds that I received I have been able to assist the Indians the past year, which 
was very much needed, as they had not received any presents for a series of years, and the 
older portion of them were very destitute of clothing and blankets. 

In my former report I gave you in detail the claims of some of these Indians upon Gov- 
ernment, which are the same yet. While it is not expected to have the old treaty ratified, 
they ought to be treated with some consideration, to compensate for their past neglect. 
The farming-prospects are in some respects better than last year. I was at considerable ex- 
pense and trouble in procuring seed grain and potatoes. Oats I could not get a good qual- 
ity of for seed, without going a long distance; which was impracticable, owing to bad roads and 
inclement weather. Potatoes, I purchased all I could get within reasonable distance, and 
the crop looked well up to the 1st of August, at which time the blight commenced to show 
itself, and has now taken the gardens and patches. This is the third season that potatoes 
have failed up and down the coast near two hundred miles, and also inthe mountains. The 
crops of settlers have also been injured by the blight. We experimented on some wheat, which 
looks very well, but not to be compared with that grown in wheat climates. This soil and 
climate are not adapted to grain; grass and vegetables are better suited for this immediate 
vicinity ; but the latter have not succeeded well for the last few years. 

The health of the Indians has been very good during the past year. There have been 
less deaths than the previous year, and about the same number of births. 

Religiously, these Indians cannot be expected to improve while their minds are kept in a 
constant state of commotion about their homes and country; although they have and are 
improving their moral status, and polygamy is on the decline under the influence cf civili- 
zation. 1 think if the minds of these Indians were settled about their homes, &c., there 
would be much brighter hopes of their accepting the ways and instructions of those placed 
in charge of them. Their faith in the white man has so often been shaken, that an agent 
or instructor has to win their ‘confidence before he can get them to change from their old 
ways and embrace new ones. When they get their minds set in favor of a man, it is hard 
to change their opinions and turn them against him. On any new theory or new story 
that they should hear detrimental to the service, they will sooner believe an Indian than a 
white man. I mention these facts to show some of the difficulties that an agent has to en 
counter almost, daily in his intercourse with them, more especially on the outskirts of the 
reservation, adjoining the white settlements, where the settlers are anxious for the removal 
of the Indians, and, if necessary, will stir up some strife or trouble to prejudice outsiders 
against the Indian. Among the mass of the people on the western frontier the Indian has 
but few friends, and these Indians are as far west as they can well get and remain on land 
in the United States, and now, if removed, they must be taken either north, east, or south. 

Having no physicianemployed, I have kept an assortment of standard medicines on 
hand, which I have dispensed with great success in my practice, as the record of mortality 
will show. 

Hoping that these complicated questions of locating these Indians will soon be settled for 
their good, and to the satisfaction of the whites, (as, until they are restored to a serenity 
of mind, little can be effected with these Indians in a religious point of view,) and thank- 
ing you for the granting of my requests during the past year so minutely, which has helped 
me to succeed in spite of the financial embarrassments of the former year, which were and 
are a heavy burden for me to bear, and hoping that the present Congress will be called to 
note the situation of affairs more fully than before, and that it will come to our relief, 

| Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
. GEO. P. LITCHFIELD, 

United States Special Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. Smita, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.
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GRAND RONDE INDIAN AGENCY, OREGON. ~ 
Sik: In accordance with the regulations of the Department, I submit this my fourth 

annual report. 
The Indians of this agency are making rapid progress in the pursuits of civilized indus- 

| try ; every succeeding year finds their condition improved in every respect. The majority 
now maintain themselves by their own industry very comfortably. ‘They all:dress as the 
whites, have good houses and barns, use the same food, stoves and cooking-utensils, and 
table-ware as the whites; have entireiy abandoned, with the exception of a few of the 
oldest ones, their old customs; and have the same local laws, administered by themselves, 
as exist throughout the State. Many of them are anxious to become citizens, and to have 

_ all the rights and privileges the term implies. | 
The past year has been very favorable for their interests. They have cultivated their 

land to its fullest extent. The average yield of crops has been very good, and the prices 
twice as much as last year. They are now entirely an agricultural people, and understand 
that they have to depend mostly upon their own exertions: the aid extended by the-Govern- 
ment being very little. They manifest great desire to have more land, the land allotted to 
each family not being sufficient, some being of poor quality, not tillable. Those who are 
able, after working all they can on their own land, go outside and work for the farmers; 
they earn many good horses, wagons, &c., in that manner. 

The sanitary condition of the Indians is much improved over former years. The number 
of births for the past year is in excess of the deaths; most of. the deaths having resulted 
from chronic diseases contracted previous to their present improved habits of cleanliness 
and regularity of living. The present condition of these Indians I believe shows that the 
popular theory that they area ‘‘doomedrace”’ is wrong. Give them a fair chance, and they 
will thrive, “increase and multiply ’’ as well as any race of people. .. 

The improvements made during the year comprise many good houses, barns, and fenc- 
ing, and a public road through the reserve. A smut-machine and separator has been pur- 
chased and attached to the grist-mill, which now turns out as fine a quality of flour as any 
mill in the country. A mower and reaper has been purchased and run, cutting most of the 
hay and grain this season; also a ten-horse-power thrashing-machine, which is now in suc- 
cessful operation. The addition of these machines has given great satisfaction to the In- 
dians, who highly appreciate their value. 

During the year the agency has been visited by Indian Inspector-General Vandever, Gen. 
O. O. Howard, Lieut. W. H. Boyle, Hon. A.C. Barstow, of the Board of Indian Commis- 
sioners, Rev. Archbishop Blanchet, and many other prominent persons; and all, I believe, 
express themselves very highly in praise of the exhibition of thrift and progress shown by 
the Indians. , 

I have to report the continued prosperity of the schools, under the able and efficient super- 
vision of Sister Mary Perpetua, assisted by three others. The pupils are making rapid pro- 
gress in their studies. The benefit to the Indian children, as well as to the country, in main- 
taining the present efficiency of the schools of this agency, cannot be estimated. The ex- 
piration of the treaty with the Umpqua and Calapooia Indians, of $1,450 per annum for 
school purposes, last July, leaves but $3,000 per annum for the support of schools, pay of 
teachers, clothing and subsistence of pupils, books, &c. The amount absolutely necessary is 
$5,000. An average of 100 scholars could then be assured. In my last annual report I 
stated the necessity of a new building, suitable for a boarding-house, in connection with the 
school. The building now in use is entirely unfit for the purpose. I hope to be able to 
build one the present year. 

The missionary work of the agency is still continued by the Rev. Father Croquet, who 
labors with great zeal, and now, after fifteen years’ service, sees the fruits of his labors in 

the fact that nearly every adult Indian and child belong to the church and comply with its 
requirements in their daily lives. | 

On the Ilth instant, at the request of Hon. Benjamin Simpson, special commissioner 
to arrange with the Neztucca Indians for their removal, I accompanied him to that country. 
After a council of three days, the Indians consented to remove to the mouth of Salmon River, 
now included in the Siletz reservation. Leaving the details of the negotiations made with 
them to be reported by Commissioner Simpson, I will state, as relating to this agency, that 
the Indians first desired to come here; if not, and they located at Salmon River, they 
wanted the jurisdiction of this agency extended over them. Before their consent was ob- 

| tained, they were promised that they could have the benefit of the schools of this agency ; 
have the same privileges of the saw and grist mill as the Indians liviug here; have their 
troubles settled here by the same laws that govern the Indians here; and that efforts would 
be made to have that portion of country to be occupied by them attached to this agency. 
Their reasons are— 

Ist. Their location, at the mouth of Salmon River, is but six or eight hours’ drive from 
here, over a good wagon-road ; when to reach the Siletz agency they have ten miles to go to 
Siletz River, thence by canoe forty miles to the agency ; a journey of two days. 

2d. They have, since the establishment of this agency, been accustomed here; are ac- 
quainted with the Indians; and have to come here to get their supplies and find a market 
for their products. :
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FE Under the circumstances their wishes are very reasonable, and as the promises have been 

made to them they should be fulfilled. , 

The act of Congress for the removal of these Indians was a very beneficial one, both to 

the Indians and the country. The Indians will now be under the civilizing influence of the 

Government, and a large extent of valuable country, comprising large bodies of tillable and 

grazing land, fine timber, &c., is opened for settlement, and is now rapidly being settled by 

white people. 
g, Statistical report is herewith forwarded. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| P. B. SINNOTT, 

United States Indian Agent. 

tlon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 

: Washington, D.C. | 

KLAMATH AGENCY, OREGON, 
August 31, 1875. 

Sin: LlLave the honor to submit this my fourth annual report as agent for the Klamath, 

Modoc, and Yahooskin and Wal-pah-pe Snake Indians. . | 

— CIVILIZATION. | | 

Since my last annual report the Indians under my charge have manifested a steady im- 

provement in all that pertains to civilization and morality. Drunkenness is becoming almost 

unknown among them, only two cases having come to my knowledge during the year; and, 

considering that there is a military post within the limits of the reserve, I think this is very 

remarkable. Iam safe in saying that there cannot be found a community of an equal num- 

ber of whites (nearly 1,000) on the Pacific coast, and, perhaps, not in the whole country, 

that can show so good a record in this particular. The habit of a frequent change of wives 

is almost entirely corrected, and an increasing desire and effort to be respectable is clearly 

manifest. Their advancement in civilization is slow, yet steady, and when the school 

shall have had time to make its influence fully felt, I look for still greater results. | 

; ; AGRICULTURE AND STOCK-RAISING. . 

& These Indians exhibited a greater zeal last spring than ever before in agriculture, and 

planted a larger breadth of Jand, both to grain and roots ; but, as usual, the frequent heavy 

frosts, which continued this season until into June, ruined all except in a few favored 

localities. 
The stock-cattle purchased last season wintered exceedingly well, only a few having died, 

and those all from eating poisonous weeds found on the border of the lake and streams early 

in the spring. This fully demonstrates the great importance of making all possible effort 

io increase the number of cattle, as to stock-raising principally must these Indians look as a 

means of subsistence in the future. | 

: ; INDUSTRY. | 

Greater industry has been manifested during the past year, and at least twofold more work 

has been performed by these Indians than ever before in the same length of time. They have 

built several log and plank houses, made a large number of rails, kept the saw-mill con- 

stantly supplied with logs, and have always shown a disposition to work when they would 

get fair remuneration for their labor. For particulars see statistical report. 

, SCHOOLS, 

The year commenced with a flourishing boarding-school in progress ; but in consequence 

of the act of Congress limiting the amount paid to employés upon Indian agencies, it became 

necessary to cut down my corps of employés, and, as others could not be dispensed with, I 

was obliged to discharge the matron and one teacher, thus reducing the school to simply a 

day-school for a large portion of the year. On the Ist of July last the boarding-school was 

re-opened, with an attendance of over twenty scholars, which number is gradually being in- 

creased, and it is expected will reach from thirty to forty soon. 

A similar school is greatly needed at Yainax Station, which is situated forty miles from Kla- 

math agency proper, and where the Snakes and Modocs are located; and I would earnestly 

recommend that a special appropriation be made for this purpose, provided that an extra corps 

of teachers be allowed. In fact, a school is needed at Yainax just as much as at this place. 

Nothing but absolute force will induce those Indians to allow their children to come so far 

away from home as to attend school at this station, while they would be very willing, and 

some of them anxious, to send them to school at Yainax. If, however, the new law should 

be applied in this case, and I be limited to my present number of employes, I wish no such 

appropriation, for I can spare no employé for that purpose. An appropriation of $1,500 per
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annum for the payment of a teacher and matron for a boarding-school at Yainax, beside f and above the number of employés now allowed, would be all that is needed, and would - _ a2complish more good than the same amount expended in any way of which I can couceive. 
MISSIONARY WORK, 

This work has been very limited, being confined to what could be done by the agent and farmer in charge at Yainax Station, excepting such influences as could be brought to bear upon the school-children. I think all having experience in these matters will testify to the great need of a thorough Christian missionary to labor with these people continually, who shall have no other duties to perform. The ‘services of such a person are greatly needed here. All has been done, however, that could be done, and we have the satisfaction of feel- ing that our labor has not been in vain. - 
SANITARY. 

The general health of this people has been remarkably good during the past year, and . the mortality very much less than for several years before, the deaths having been only fifteen. This is less than the number of births; but of the latter I have not now correct knowledge. This good state of health is due, in a great measure, to the strong efforts made for the past three years to prevent the intercourse of the women with the low whites in the 
vicinity. , 

EMPLOYES. 
I have been very fortunate during the past year in my selection of employés, and have had good, faithful persons, who were capable of performing good service, and who have greatly assisted me, and held up my hands in my arduous duties. Such persons cannot be often found, nor can they be obtained for a mere pittance; and I am greatly in fear lest the small amounts to which salaries of employés have lately been limited by the Interior Depart- ment will place it beyond the power of agents, especially on this coast, to obtain suitable persons. Tradesmen who are fitted to fill these positions with credit to the agent and De- partment, and with profit to the Indians, can very seldom, if ever, be obtained in this section of country for the sums named, as they can make more money outside, and at the same time have their families enjoying the benefits of civilized society. 

MODOC INDIANS. 

, The remnant of the Modoe tribe which remained faithful to the treaty, and which are now upon this reservation, have been somewhat alarmed lest an effort was being made to remove them to the Indian Territory, along with Captain Jack’s band. It was the opinion about a year ago that they would consent to go, in which opinion I coincided ; but upon further in- vestigation I find that, on the contrary, they are greatly averse to it. Sconchin, the old chief of the whole Modoc tribe, who was a terrible and bloody warrior in his day, but who has lived up to his promise faithfully ever since signing the treaty, although at times sorely pressed by the retractory ones, is very decided in his determination to live and die upon this reservation. He has received several letters from his relatives, now in the Indian Ter- ritory, urging him to go there, and extolling that country, and the advantages there; but he so fully understands their former treachery and duplicity that he cannot be made to believe anything which they may write to him: I have assured him that he need have no fears that the Government will remove him without his ceqnsent, but that possibly he may see it for his good to go at some future time. I think, however, if the amount of money which it would cost to remove them were applied to the purchase of stock-cattle for them, and to the establishing of a school at Yainax, as above suggested, it would be much better for them 
_ to remain where they are. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

L. 8. DYAR, 
United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. EDWarp P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indiun Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

MALHEUR INDIAN AGENCY, OREGON, 
; September 2, 1875. 

Sir: Ihave the honor to submit this my annual report of the Indian service at this agency 
for the year ending August 31, 1875. | Tassumed charge of these Indians about the Ist of August, 1874, in accordance with in- 
structions from the Department, since which time the Indians have been peaceable, quiet, 
and, with few exceptions, obedient to the command of the agent. 

It will be remembered that this agency was located and laid out only two years ago, and ~
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that prior to that time these Indians were under the control of no agent, but, on the other 
hand, were composed of wild, roving, half-starved bands, who were far back in the mount- 
ains, away from the influence of the whites, and who depended on fishing, hunting, and 
their depredations on the settler’s stock for what little subsistence they obtained. 

During the last winter over 700 of them, consisting of Piutes, Bannacks, and Snakes, 
have been at the agency, and have been clothed and fed from the commissary, together with 
other roving Indians who have been in and out again at various times. 

No new buildings have been erected, except additions to the old, during the year, for the 
reason that the funds were insufficient to justify any outlay over and above the amount act- 
ually needed for supplying subsistence, annuity goods, farming utensils, and the salaries of 
employés; but, during the coming fall, I expect to be able to erect a school-house, store- 
house, hospital, and one or two employé’s dwellings. . 
We have no school begun as yet, for want of a school-building, except an agricultural _ 

school, wherein about 75 of the able-bodied young meu of the various tribes have taken 
their first lessons in practical farming. In the spring I set apart about 20 acres of ground 
to be tilled by the Indians themselves, under the supervision of the agency employés. This 
20-acre farm was considered an experiment, and success deemed doubtful until I saw with 
what a will these Indians took hold of the matter. They, in the beginning, were awkward 
and slow in learning the minutise of farming, but had the determination within them to per- 
severe until they could understand the reasons way and wherefore this and that was done. 
They were strong in body, but in intellect were as children. Each step had to be taught and 
retaught to them many a time before they could comprehend. But perseverance has finally 
won, and these, our ‘“ school-boys,’’ now see the result of their labors in a field full of corn, 
potatoes, squashes, onions, and turnips, which will be their sustenance. The question is 

— settled—the Piute will work. ; 
Besides the above, the agency-farm, consisting of some one hundred acres of tilled land, 

has all been put in, with the assistance of the Indians, to crops of grain and vegetables. 
The grain sown has done well, bearing a large quantity to the acre, and if left to mature 

the kernels would have been full and plump; but I was compelled to cut ali the wheat and 
oats for hay, the wild hay-grass being very scarce this season. There is no question but 
that good wheat in abundance, to supply bread for this whole people, can be raised on the 
reservation, if tools, implements, and suitable teams are only furnished, with which to put 
in and harvest the same. During the coming year a mill should be built, and I have no 
question that the Indians would raise almost enough wheat to furnish them with flour for the 
winter next succeeding. Iam satisfied that the coming winter, as the result of our vege- 
table crop, we will have a large quantity of potatoes and turnips, besides some carrots, 
beets, parsnips, peas, corn, and onions, for additional subsistence. 

In the month of April we began digging a ditch for irrigating purposes, and large enough ° 
to furnish a full supply of water for a mill and all necessary shops. 

The Indians took hold of the matter with great zeal, and persevered until they had- ~ 
finished same; its dimensions being, surface-width, 10 feet; width at bottom, 6 feet; aver- 
age depth, 3 feet, and length one and one-quarter miles. It now furnishes a full supply 
of water for irrigating all the grounds on the west side of the river, and by running the same 
the distance of 20 rods farther will command a fine site for shops and a mill, with a fall of 
about 24 feet. The Indians did all the work on this ditch, except the plowing of it, with- 
outa ny compensation other than their subsistence and annuity goods. 

The health of these Indians during the year has been comparatively good. In the early 
part of the year they were unwilling to come to the agency physician, and generally waited 
until they had submitted to the treatment of the Indian medicine-men before they accepted 
our course of treatment: but now the rule is different. Under the skillful management of 
Dr. James W. Howard, late resident physician, they have acquired faith to believe that our 
method of treating the sick is more successful than their own, and as a consequence they are 
gradually dispensing with the services of their doctors. I am sorry to lose, by resignation, 
the services of Dr. Howard, as while here he exhibited such skill in the management of the 
Indians under his care, that he forced them to believe that he was one who fully understood 
his profession. 

These Indians as yet have no houses, their only tenements being skin, cloth, and tulle 
lodges. During the next year some steps should be taken to furnish them with better protec- 
tion from the winter’s cold and storms. 

During the last summer the agency has been surveyed, and all the lands within easy reach 
of the agency and suitable for agriculture surveyed into 40-acre tracts. I have been and am 
trying to instill into the Indians’ mind the idea of individuality, that each family should have 

_ its own ground and home, insnstead of having all things in common, and roving around from 
_ place to place, as has been their custom. 
| At present many of my Indians are out at their summer resorts in the mountains, hunting 

and fishing, but will soon return, and no doubt will, with but very few exceptions, be present 
and assist at the time for gathering in the potato and turnip crops. 

This fall we will have a school started for their intellectual and moral culture, as soon as ~ 
lumber can be obtained and a building erected. | 

In conclusion, let me say that I find the present policy of the Department, in compelling
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the Indians to labor sufficient to pay for their annuity-goods, to work admirably, and I deem 
the policy of furnishing each family a home of its own, and thereby ultimately breaking 
up the tribal relations, 4 good move in the direction of the future advancement of the Indian. 

I hope before the next year rolls around to be able to report these Indians progressing in 
civilization and morals, at least as rapidly as any others on this coast. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. : SAM B. PARRISH, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. Smriru, : . 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

| , ee | 

UNITED STATES INDIAN AGENCY, 
, Siletz, Oregon, September 1, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with instructions contained in your circular of the 5th of July last, | 
and the custom of the Department, I respectfully transmit the following report from this 

" agency for the present year. | . 
To give a clearer idea of the present situation, I have arranged my report under such heads 

_ as will better enable me to present concise views of the past aud present condition of these 
Indians. To gain any fair idea of the progress and improvement made by any race, some 
knowledge of their past condition is indispensable. 

The tribes inhabiting the Siletz reservation, some twelve in number, were former! y scattered 
along the coast and rivers of Oregon, from Tillamook on the north to California on the south, 
living in hovels of bark and brush, subsisting on roots, berries, and fish, and inhabiting little 
villages or rancherias at the various fishing-stations, each village under control of its own 
chief, and acknowledging no allegiance or connection with any other. Might made right; 
the will of the strongest was law, though all paid some respect to rude traditions of former 
customs. Wives were purchased, the number being only limited to the ability of the pur- 

| chaser to pay, and were regarded as slaves, doing all the labor, bearing all the burdens, and 
liable to be exchanged or sold at the whim of the husband. ll offenses, from the most 
venial to murder, were condoned by payment, and it was not uncommon for an Indian with 
hard head and light possession, desirous of bettering his condition, to deliberately provoke 
an assault, that he might claim damages, and thus increase his wealth at the expense of his 
skin. I have never been able to discover any traces of definite religious belief; though all 

. . acknowledged a Supreme Being, who was worshiped by singing, dancing, and incanta- — 
* tions. Their credulity was wonderful. The medicine-men exercised unbounded influence, 

which they acquired and maintained to a system of terror, professing their ability to destroy 
an enemy by sorcery, no matter what distance might intervene. 

Their intellectual status, though much superior to the diggers of California, was still far 
| below the natives of the buffalo regions. The gratification of selfish appetites and instincts 

was their whole system of ethics. They had no conception of the rights of others except 
as it might be maintained by force, and were utterly unable to conceive of conduct prompted 
by any other motive than self-gratification or self-interest. They were intensely hostile to 

| the whites, and were brought here many of them red-handed from the slaughter of the 
wives and children of frontier settlers. Add to this, that of the twelve or fourteen tribes 
located here, who acknowledged no kinship with each other, scarce two of whom were at 
peace, but were hereditary enemies, hostile for generations, hating each other with all the 
intensity of their savage nature, and we have a fair picture of the problem presented for 
the solution of the Indian Department, when these Indians were located on this reservation 
some eighteen years ago. Their number was then reported at about 3,000. With the In- 
dian love of home, reverence for the graves of his ancestors and the scenes of: his childhood 
amount to a passion. To it he will sacrifice any other feeling; give up any cherished de- 
sire. Removed to any other locality, he soon pines and dies. Little wonder, then, that 
these Indians, thus brought together, continually tighting among themselves, and required to 

_ subsist on food to which they were wholly unaccustomed—little wonder that they rapidly 
_ disappeared. In a few years the number has been reduced to 2,000. Itis sad to read the 

reports of successive agents on the numbers as determined by the different enumerations. 
Two thousand, then 1,800, 1,500, 1,200; so the roll of the living has year by year been de- 
creasing, till within the last few months, when the fearful march of death seems to have 
been arrested, and the number, for some time on a balance, begins to increase. : 

No doubt the earlier agents on this reservation had a hard task assigned them. Their 
Indians were reported, and undoubtedly with truth, as the most turbulent and unmanage- 
able on the coast. Still there would hardly seem to be an adequate return for the large 
sums so treely allotted this agency during the earlier years of its existence. Knowing the 
character of the Indians, the earlier agents, perhaps wisely, adopted a policy of severity 
and compulsion. The whipping-post and the buck and gag were in constant requisition. 
Much dissatisfaction was felt at the neglect of the Government to ratify the treaties made 
with them previous to their removal. The character of the agent and employés were some-
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times such as not to win respect, and all confidence in the good intents of the whites was 
destroyed. Upon the advent of my predecessor, General Palmer, the policy of severity was 
abandoned, and one entirely different adopted. His efforts were constantly directed toward 

inspiring the Indians with a belief in the good intentions of the Government, and his own 

sincere interest .in their welfare. He partially succeeded in gaining their confidence, and 

during his administration, for the first time in their history, efforts were. made to impart to 

them religious instructions; but owing to his early resignation and other causes little prog- 
ress was made. 

Such was the condition when I assumed charge on the first of April, 1873. Firmly be- 
| lieving that ‘‘ Christianity is the best civilizer,”” my immediate efforts were directed toward | 

organizing religious services on week-days, as well as on the Sabbath, and no efforts were 

_ spared to instruct them in the principles of Christian religion. At the same time stringent 

regulations were adopted for the suppression of Sabbath- breaking, profanity, and other kindred | 

vices. I was also fortunate in securing the services of a corps of employés whose unselfish 

- Jabors have contributed in no small degree to effect the change which has since taken 
lace. . , , 

P The general improvement has been marked and steady. Only by looking backward two 
and a half years, and contrasting the condition then with the condition now, can any defi- 
nite idea be gained of the great change that has taken place. Adultery and other kindred 

vices, then so common, have now almost ceased. Theft, fighting, wife-beating, then of 
every-day occurrence, are now seldom heard of. Our guard-house or jail has been tenant- 

less for months. Then the fierce jealousy existing between savage tribes who had been hos- - , 

tile for generations was continually breaking out in desperate conflicts, in which numbers. 
were engaged, calling for the constant exercise by the agent of the utmost vigilance, pa- 
tience, and fairness to preserve even the semblance of order. Beneath these savage pas- 
gions, however, lurked the germs of a nobler nature. The Indian is as capable of feeling 

emotions of gratitude, as capable of appreciating an earnest, faithful effort to assist him to 

improve, as a white, when his confidence is once secured. To this end our efforts were con- 
stantly directed, and with such success, that a more peaceable, orderly, and quiet community 
than this does not now exist. 

On the Sabbath, a well-dressed, orderly*congregation assembles for worship; the former 
pastimes of that day are almost wholly abandoned, and the people seem to appreciate the 
importance of a strict observance of the Sabbath. During the week few are seen lounging 
around the agency and stables, as formerly, but in the shops or on their farms are busily em- 

ployed, while the women at home are learning to make their homes comfortable and attract- 
ive, and are profiting by the instructions given them. Of course all have not been able to 

divest themselves of old customs and old ways. Some still cling to the traditions of their 

ancestors, and manifest little inclination to profit by the assistance tendered them, but their 
numbers and influence are decreasing. 

Advance in civilized habits has been steady. All wear the dress, and to a certain extent 

adopt the habits, of the whites. The women are anxious to learn the art of housekeeping, - 

and are steadily improving in this direction. Many of the Indian houses, erected entirely 
by themselves, are comfortably furnished, and kept by the women in a state of neatness that 
would excite the envy of many white housekeepers. | | 

Their old method of treating the sick has been by all but a few of the older people aban- 
doned, and now all cases of sickness are brought to the attention of the agency-physician. 
They have latterly been required to make payment in labor for all issues of goods, food, or 
clothing, and are thus learning to depend upon themselves. 

The want of mills has been seriously felt and has much retarded their advancement, but 
provision has now been made to supply this want, and I doubt not but they will enter on a 
career of unexampled prosperity as soon as they shall be completed. 

The population numbers at present about 1,000, though various causes have contributed 
to make it impossible to obtain a compiete census. The above estimate, however, will vary 
but little from the actual count. This number is divided into some twelve or fifteen remnants of 
once powerful tribes, the most numerous of which are Joshuas, Sixes, Chetcoes, Rogue Rivers, 
Chasta Costas, and Klamaths. The decrease has been fearful until the last year, when the 
scales seemed to turn, and they are slowly increasing, Could they be confined more closely to 
the reservation, I think the mortality would be arrested, and future enumerations show a 
healthy increase. This may be accomplished when the mills and buildings shall be put in 
operation, and the Indians enabled to produce their own food on the reservation. 

The advance in agriculture and mechanical knowledge has kept pace with the general 
improvement. Many of the Indians are as capable of managing all the details of a large 
‘farm as any white man. Much more interest is taken in farming since the allotment of 
lands in severalty. Several have from 30 to 50 acres of grain the present season ; the result — 
solely of their own labor, the agency farmer only proffering advice when thought necessary. 
Formerly the Department maintained a large farm at the village, seven miles above the 
agency, and another at the village, seven miles below, each in charge of a white farmer, who, 
besides raising large crops on account of the Government, was instructing the Indians with 
agency-teams in cultivating their own lands. Within the past two years both these farms. 
have been abandoned, the farmers withdrawn, the teams issued to the Indians, and they in- 

a a
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~ formed that hereafter their crops must be produced by their own labor. The effect has been 
good. Most of the heads of families have applied for lands, and are earnestly at work to- 
improve and bring them into cultivation. Many of them have earned teams, wagons, &¢., by 
labor outside the reservation, and the majority are now sufficientlysupplied with these and nec- 
essary tools and implements to work their own farms in future. The harnesses, boots, and 
shoes are now made on the reservation, ina shoe-shop established and carried on under the su- 
pervision of the agency-farmer, who is practically acquainted with this branch of mechanic 
arts. In this shop some three or four have been instructed, and are now capable of doing 

_ good journeymen-work in either branch. 

- THE ADVANCE IN EDUCATION. 

On this point I am not able to report as encouragingly as I could wish. The supersti- 
tious fears of the Indians have been excited by the death of several school children som e 
years ago, and all the efforts of my predecessor had not succeeded in allaying their appre- 
hensions. I was met, therefore, at the outset, by an unwillingness on the part of pa- 
rents to permit their children to attend school. The limited and uncertain means for schools 
at my disposal formed, also, an insurmountable obstacle to the permanent establishment of 
a manual-labor school. An effort was made in this direction, but abandoned for this reason. 
A day school, with a lady teacher, was established and has continued with good results. Many 
of the children have learned to read. All have been much benefited by instruction with re- 

. gard to proper behavior, and the opposition of the parents has been overcome. Great atten- 
tion should be paid to this matter. The educational question here is just placed in a condition 
where, by proper care, the advance should be rapid and permanent. 

ADYANCE IN RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE AND CHRISTIAN CHARACTER. 

On this pointI am thankful I can speak with decision, The change that has taken 
place—and this change is the foundation of all other change for good—is astonishing. Were 
evidence needed to prove that ‘‘ Christianity is the best civilizer,” it could be afforded here: 
Not so much that a certain number have thrown off the yoke of their old superstitions andi 
united with the church, but that the principles of the Christian religion have, to a greater 
or less degree, penetrated to all ranks, and are winning respect from the bittere st opposers. 
Men, formerly foremost in brawls and fights, feared and disliked by all the others, have 
been brought under the light of the Gospel, and exhibited such change of character and 
life, patience under provocation, readiness to forgive injury, a spirit of meekness and love 
under persecution, that they have won the respect and confidence of all,’and. those who, a 
short time ago, derided and persecuted them, now eagerly seek their advice and apply to 
them to settle their differences. The number uniting with the church the past year has not 
been great. Probably twenty have in that time been received on probation, who are still 
giving evidence of consistent Christian conduct. The church here, though not numerous, 
is earnest and aggressive, and the circle of its influence is daily widening. 

_ The advance of material prosperity has kept pace with the march of improvement. The 
policy adopted in pursuance with instructions from your Office of holding such teams, wag- 

_ ons, implements, &c., not necessary to work the Government farm, for issue to the deserv- 
ing Indians on payment for the same in labor or produce, has placed within the reach of 
nearly all the means of cultivating their own farms, and awakened a desire for the acqui- 
sition of property never felt under the older system. The cows and heifers, property of the 
Department, have nearly all been issued in the same manner, taking care to help those only 
who manifested an inclination to help themselves. Indians laboring outside have been en- 
couraged to invest their wages in the purchases of teams, wagons, &c., and now probably 
70 to 100 have teams, and 50 are the owners of wagons, when not more than 5 or 6 were 
owned two and a half years ago. When the mills now building are completed there is no 
doubt they will advance in the acquisition of material wealth. With a good grist-mill ca- 
pable of manufacturing flour that will compete with outside brands in the market at Ya- 
quina Bay, I see no other reason why these Indians should not produce a surplus sufficient 
to provide themselves with clothing and groceries, and in two or three years become in the 
main self-supporting. Tolls should be collected as at present from the reaper and thrasher, 
the work in carpenter and blacksmith shops charged and collected from the Indians, and 
the mills made as nearly as possible to pay their own expenses. 

; CONCLUSION, 

In conclusion I beg to express my grateful recognition of the hand of divine Providence 
in our operations the past year. The Indians have advanced in all directions. The fearful 
diminution of numbers seems to have been arrested permanently, let us hope. The indi- 
vidual wealth of the Indians has greatly increased. They are rapidly approaching the con- 
dition of civilized society. They are earnestly engaged in improving their farms, and will 
soon, I trust, arrive at that state when the fostering care of the Government will no longer 
be required. 

And now, when these mills shall have been completed I shall feel that my work on this 
. reservation is accomplished, and the management may be committed to other hands with 

advantage to the service as well as Indians. I have been guided by a sincere desire to
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benefit this people, and obey the injunctions of Him who has taught us to go forth and teach 

all nations. | 
: 

If improvement has taken place among these Indians, if good has been done, I desire to 

place the credit where it is due. not to any action or policy of my own, but under divine 

Providence to the earnest, faithful labors of the corps of employés who have been with me, 

and seconded all my efforts, and who, sacrificing, in some instances, more lucrative as well 

as more pleasant positions, have come here animated by a sincere desire to bring this people, 

so long sitting in the region and shadow of death, under the civilizing influences of the 
gospel of peace. | 

) Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| | . J. H. FAIRCHILD, | 

United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. SMITH, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs. 

. UMATILLA AGENCY, October 24, 1875. 

Sir : In compliance with your general order of July 8, 1875, I have the honor to submit 

my first annual report of this agency, which will be necessarily partial, as I have been in 

charge only since the first of last month to fill a vacancy occasioned by the resignation of the 

former agent. 
The task of becoming acquainted with the requirements of the agency, and ascertaining 

the general duties of my position has left me but little time to gather the necessary materials 

for a report of matters and things which took place previous to my arrival here, and which 

ought to have been supplied by my predecessor. This report, therefore, will embrace only 

such information as I have been able to gather from data in the office, and such other sources 

as were most available for that purpose during the short term of my administration. 

The reservation embraces the remnants of. the Walla-Walla, Cayuse, and Umatilla tribes, 

once the lords of the plains from the Columbia River to the eastern boundary of Oregon, 

and extending far north into Washington Territory. They are now reduced to a mere frac- 

tion of their ancient numbers, and their empire curtailed to a domain of twenty-five miles 

square, and even that is much coveted by their rapacious white brothers, who dwell about 

them, I have no certain means of information as to the exact numerical strength of each 

tribe; but the last actual enumeration was taken by my predecessor in January, 1873, and 

is as follows : . 
I 

|e] , - 
Names of tribes. ad | & e 2a a 

o | $ ° = } 
= | = fea Oo e 

Walla- Walla ..-..---..----e0+----- 29 53 24 22 | 128 | Ow-Ak-Tin, chief. 

Cayuse.......2-02--eeeceeeeeee eee] 88 138 88 71 | 385 | Howlish Wampo, chief. 

Umatilla ....... -.-....-----------| 40 71 35 23 | 169 | We-nap-Snoot, chief. 

Total. ..-..2..e----eeeeeenee| 157 | 262 | 147 1i6 | 682 

a 

The foregoing was used by my predecessor in his last annual report. I have not been 

able in the six weeks that I have been here, during which time very many of the Indians 

have been absent on their annual hunting and fishing excursions, to collect any reliable 

information on this subject. I will endeavor during the winter months, when they are all at 

home, to make a correct enumeration. 
The reservation covers a tract of country equal to an area of about twenty-five miles square, 

and embraces a large body of the most valuable land in Hastern Oregon. The Umatilla 

River, a small but beautiful, bright stream runs entirely through it from east to west, and 

abounds with mountain trout, and at some seasons with salmon. The white settlements have 

crowded upon the borders of the Indian tract on every side, and the expression of desire on 

the part of the whites, that the treaty should be extinguished and these lands thrown open 

for settlement, has been universal andardent. Rumors are afloat that efforts wiil be made at 

the next sitting of Congress to this end, which has created much dissatisfaction and com- 

plaint among the Indians. - 

Another prolitic cause of complaint among them has been the pressing demands of whites 

for wagon and stage roads across the reservation. While it is undeniably true that, from 

the posifion of the reservation relatively to the settlements around it, to deny them this right 

would be a serious drawback to the progress and business of the country, the fact is equally 

apparent, and the Indians know it as well as anybody, that the tenth article of the treaty in 

reserving such rights to the United States Government, delegates to the President alone the 

power to determine ‘‘ when the public necessity shall require these roads.” The failure of the 

23 IND |
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: road-builders to shape their action strictly upon this view of the subject has already led to some 
' disputes between them and the Indians. This was of recent occurrence, and during the ab- 

sence of the agent in Portland purchasing annuity-goods. Upon my return, I found Gov- 
ernment troops posted upon the reservation to protect laborers, who were never in any dan- 
ger, from the Indians. These troops were not called for by the man in charge of the agency, 
and in my opinion the exigency never required their presence. The Indians, I find, are well 

sO and peaceably disposed toward the white people, and are in all things ready to obey the law: 
| while they are great sticklers for their rights, (and they are pretty well posted on this head, ) 

: they always yield a ready obedience to any order of the Government when they are assured, 
through their agent, that it emanates from that high source. 

| It is pleasing to be able to state that the good work of the missionaries is plainly discern- 
| ble among these people in the well-marked religious and devotional character of a large 

inumber of them. The religious exercises at the chapel on every Sunday, conducted by the 
Rev. Father Conradi, the missionary priest, are well attended, and I have seldom seen a 
more orderly and attentive congregation among white Christians than are these Indians. For 
the sake of good example, as well as to secure a proper observance of the Sabbath, I have 
made a standing order, and require its strict observance, that every white employé on the 
agency shall attend church on Sunday. As nearly asI can ascertain, there are about 125 
Christian Indians on the reservation, many of whom are very regular in their attendance 
upon divine service. The choir is composed of Indian women and school-girls, and the 
rendering of the litanies and canticles of the Catholic service by the latter is quite respect- 
able, all things being considered. ‘The acolytes who assist the priest at the holy sacrifice of 
the mass are Indian boys, who discharge their duties promptly and with becoming: rever- 

, ence. ‘T'wo of the three chiefs are baptized members of the church, and one of these is a reg- 
ular communicant at the altar. Ihave found the Indians generally truthful and reliabie in 
what they say, and even when in fault very feiv of them will screen themselves behind a lie. 
I think they are all strongly disposed toward temperance, and their chiefs are vigilant 
watchers over their people in this matter. I have not seen a drunken Indian since I have 
been here, though I have heard of two cases where some conscienceless peddler of whisky 

i bas taken the chances of a cell in the State prison by selling two bottles of whisky to In- 
dians. I have the evidence of his guilt, and will pay my respects to him if he ever comes 
within my reach again. 

__ The school at the agency was re-opened on the Ist of September, after the summer vaca- 
tion, and is under the general supervision of Rev. Father Conradi, the Catholic missionary, 
assisted by Miss Mary C. Taliaferro, the daughter of the agent. The average attendance has 
been about 25, of whom 14 are boys and 11 girls; this number will be increased when the 
Indians all return from their hunting tour, which will be soon, as the season is growing late 
and the rains are setting in. Some of the larger pupils, boys and girls, read English with 
tolerable facility, and most of them show a very decided aptness in writing; their copy- 
books display specimens of penthanship that would do credit to some of our best juvenile 
chirographers; steadiness of hand and exact neatness are the distinguishing features in 
their writing. Afew of them manifest a laudable ambition to learn, and if the means were 

, at hand to establish a boarding-school, where they could be constantly under the eyes of the 
teachers, much more might be expected in this direction. The distance from the school- 
house to the residences of the Indian families, scattered over the reservation, varies from 
one to fifteen miles, which makes it too far for many of them to attend schvol. A manual- 
labor boarding-school would enable us to select the brightest and most ambitious of the 
children and advance them much more rapidly. It is my intention to ask the Department 
for the privilege of applying, under proper restrictions, the proceeds of the sale of lumber from 

a the agency saw-mill to this most benevolent purpose. 
_ There are about fifty farms or patches on the reservation that are inclosed with rail fences. 
They are reasonably supplied with farm-wagons and farming-implements, and they raise 
some hay and wheat; but I have been here too short a time to acquaint myself with the 
extent of their productions. ] think they are not much inclined to labor, and prefer to rely 
mainly upon the sale of their cattle and horses, and on fishing and hunting, for their mainte- 
nance ; there are some, however, who labor with alacrity, and have provided themselves with 
comfortable homes. Many others have desired to build houses, but owing to the fact that 
the saw-mill was located ten or twelve miles from the timber, and there had been no work- 
oxen on the agency to haul the saw-logs, it has been impossible to supply them with neces- 
sary lumber. This ‘difficulty has been partially overcome by removing the saw-mill some 
fifteen miles higher up the river,where there is abundance of good timber, and we may hope 
soon to be able to supply them with plenty of lumber if we can get the cattle to haul it 
with. 

The flouring-mill is situated about six miles above the agency, is now in good condition, 
and does its work efficiently. The dam was broken away by the freshets of last spring, 
but has been replaced within the last month in a very substantial manner. The flume has 
been standing for the last sixteen years, since the mill was first erected ; the timbers are rotten, 

| and must be replaced next spring. The grinding of the Indians’ wkeat is progressing as 
fast as they bring it to the mill.
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The sanitary condition of the Indians is ordinarily good, yet from local causes there is 

sufficient sickness among them to keep the physician occupied most of his time. 
There are upon the reservation some fifteen or twenty indigent Indians, men and women ; 

most of these are old, and all of them helpless, diseased, decrepit, and friendless. Indians are 

not much acquainted with the quality of that ‘‘charity which falleth like the gentle dew from 

heaven, blessing him that giveth,” but much prefer that other quality. which ‘‘ blesses him, 

that receiveth.”” Owing, I suppose, to this neglect in their early education, before the _ ‘ 

Government began to Christianize them, these poor unfortunates find but little commisera- 
tion from their wealthier fellow Indians, and are therefore entirely dependent upon the aid 

which they receive from their Great Father. The fourth article of the treaty provides for 

hospital accommodations, which have never been supplied. The fulfillment of this stipula- 
tion of the treaty would be just and truly charitable. 

Very respectfully, 
| T. W. TALIAFERRO, 

United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. Epw. P. SMITH, . 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. 

. WaRM SPRINGS INDIAN AGENCY, OREGON, 
| August 23, 1875. 

Sin: I have the honor to submit herewith my annual report of this agency for the year . 

ending August 31, 1875. | 
The year has passed without being marked by any prominent or special features to note. 

There have been no fatal epidemics, no general privation or distress, nor suffering for the 

necessaries of life; nor have there been any unpleasant collisions with whites or other Indians, 

or dissensions among themselves, or anything to arouse apprehensions of trouble in the 

future; nothing more than the not uncommon outcroppings of the inevitable petty je alo usies 

which may always be expected to exist when more than one tribe is located on the same 

reservation. 
The Warm Springs band have, as a band, been more backward about making a stat for 

civilization than the others, though there are individuals among them who are among our 

best and foremost men. This year several more, some of them leading and influential men, 

have made a start by inclosing and breaking up land, and I think I have reason to consider 

it an indication of better feeling among them and the precursor of both individual and gene- 

ral improvement, . 

JT had made arragements for the taking of a new cénsus by the physician, but his resig- 

nation prevented its being carried out, and there is no one else who could be spared from 
regular duty to do it inthe manner required to insure correctness ; that is, by visiting all the 

settlements and seeing every individual; and as the reservation is of considerabie extent, | 

and scarcely any time when all are in the vicinity of the agency, this would occupy con- 

siderable time and require a number of visits. Iam therefore under the necessity of reporting 

the same number as last year—680 alltoid; and, as according the physicians’ reports the 

births and deaths are about equal, and there have been no other agencies operating to cause 

material variations in population, that number is believed to be as nearly correct as when 

first reported. * * * * * * * * 7 

In some respects our school-work will not compare as favorably as it might with the 

showing of some other years. Yet progress has been made, and especially in that most im- 

portant primary part, the acquirement by the Indian children of the English language; that is, 

not merely the reading, but the comprehending of it, and this, too, when they have lived with 

their parents; which it is easy to see must and does add greatly to the difficulty of teaching 

it. I had hoped that by this time some results could have been reported from our boarding . 

and industrial school, but was compelled to close it ere it had barely attained to a full work- 

ing condition, and the house provided for that purpose stands as an attestation of my 

earnestness in endeavoring to inaugurate this most important adjunct in teaching Indian 

children those things they must know before they can change their habits of life for the 

better. ButI had not funds available, nor could I see any possible plan for carrying it on 

without material assistance from some source; and the Government failing to make any 

special provisions, and not being met by the religious body in charge with substantial en- 

couragement, compelled its suspension for the time being, very much to my annoyance and 

regret, for it is the one thing of all others that I was most interested in seeing in successful 
operation. me 

PT he number of cases reported by the physician as having been treated is nearly double 

the number of Indians known to be here, and he has stated that during the course of a year 

nearly all the adults apply for medicine or treatment, either for themselves or families, and 

while they have not all given up their ‘‘laminawis,” or spirit medicine, they evidently are 

constantly losing faith in it, and depending on the regular physician more and more. 

The only missionary work in progress is that carried on by the agent and employés, whose
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maintenance is, of course, from the Government; besides which we have the services fot a por- 
tion of the time of Rev. T. J. Wilson, of the United Presbyterian Church, who endeavors to be 
with us every second or third Sabbath ; but, as he receives no support, he cannot devote any ! 
more than just the Sabbath, and that in holding public service, leaving undone the more im- 
portant part, which is accomplished only by daily contact and intercourse with them; that ! 

7 is, of getting a thorough comprehension of their ideas and modes of expressing them, and 
in general, a thorough acquaintances with their wants and natures. Other than this, for all | 
the tangible evidence that exists here, there might as well be no such things as missionary 
societies. This may be, perhaps, satisfactorily accounted for by the anomalous sitnation here, | 
the agency being nominally under the charge of one denomination, while its church organi- | 
zation. was obtained from and is controlled by another. * * * * | 
* Some cases have occurred during the year of drunkenness and -other pernicious practices, 
which the majority of the Indians are desirous of putting a stop to, by inflicting light pun- | 
ishments, depending more on the moral effect, and the influence of popular sentiment, | 
than on the severity of the punishment; but the number of cases has not been recorded. | 
One Indian has been tried by the civil authorities for murder of another Indian, (committed 
previous to the time under consideration;) but the evidence, which was principally if not 2 
wholly Indian, was so manipulated as to secure his acquittal, although the dying statements | 
of the victim, and the attendant circumstances rendered it merally certain that the mur-— 
derer could have been no other person. There is need that the legal status of the Indians | 
and the preper courts for the trial of offenses committed against each other, of a grade — 
that our laws provide punishment for, be a little more definitely settled. There is apparently — 
now no prcper tribunal except the agents, and their powers are hardly as well defined as 

. they should be. * * * * * * | 
The amount of land under cultivation does not vary greatly from last year. Some new — 

land has been broken up, but probably as much old, and perhaps more, was not sown. | 
There wasa scarcity of seed, and it was so late before any could be procured that some con- 
cluded not to sow, and the appearance of young crickets also deterred some, though, as it has | 
turned out, no damage has been done, their number either having been greatly overestimated, — 
or some severe frosts and cold storms having destroyed them. Gardens also suffered serious 
damage from the same cause. There may seem some discrepancy between the amount of 
Jand cultivated and the quantity of grain realized, but it must be borne in mind that very 
mu@h of our land in dry seasons such as this was for a considerable part of it, yields but © 
very little, perhaps one-third—no: more than returns its seed—while but little comes up to 
the average of good grain countries. There were two or three seasonable showers from the ~ 
middle of June to the middle of July, which materially benefited the late crops; in fact, — 
without them they would hardly have matured at all. Taken altogether, the crop may be | 
considered about four-fifths of an average. | 

The stock belonging to the Indians is confined entirely to horses and cattle. They have no- 
sheep, and but few mules and swine. They have sold off quite a number of horses and some 
cattle, so that the net increase falls considerably short of the ordinary natural increase. Be- 
sides, they also kill a good many cattle for beef. A portion of last winter was exceptionally 
cold, but it did not last very long, and the snow-fall was not sufficient to cover the grass, SO 
that stock came through without any appreciable loss. The excellence of this as a stock 
country can be inferred fromthe fact, that the Department teams (horses and mules, ) were — 
turned out late in the fall, in poor condition from the fall-teaming, and yet wintered them- 
selves through on the range without loss. . | 

The production of pelts, &c., is confined mainly to deerskins, with some coyote, and an | 
occasional beaver, otter, or mink skin. There being no post-trader here, the Indians dispose 
of them wherever they think they can do best, so that the actual number cannot be arrived 
at, and that given may be wide of the mark. They use a great many deerskins for gloves, 
moccasins, and in other ways, so that the sales are not more than one-half or two-thirds of 
the number taker. The deerskins average about half a dollar (gold) each, undressed, the 
condition in which the larger portion are sold, and perhaps $1.25 dressed. 

T have built about a dozen houses for the Indians, with the assistance of an Indian who is 
able to do very fair work, and whose wages amount to less than $100. In some instances 
the owners dress the lumber and assist in other ways as. much as they are able. 

_ They are mainly plain, one-story box-houses, though two or three have been of a better 
class, and are very respectable-appearing dwellings. Altogether their houses compare 
very favorably and even to advantage with those of the nearest white settlements. They 
haul their logs to the saw-mill, where they are sawed into lumber for them, and nails, locks, 
&c., are furnished from their annuity funds, the only additional expense to the Government 
being the wages of the one individual mentioned. 

The relative proportion of subsistence obtained from agriculture, their principal employ- 
ment of a civilized nature, depends on the season. If they have good crops of grain and 
gardens, they are not compelled to seek after other things, any more than to gratify their life- 
long habits and tastes; but if their productions are light, they are compelled to look to other 
sources for food. During the past year it is doubtfull if more than one-third of their food 
consisted of agricultural products. Some of them labor for the whites a portion of the time; 
but a considerable portion of their earnings goes for dress, trinkets, and the like, and does
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not constitute any important element in their means of subsistence. They also consume, 

as before intimated, a considerable amount of beef raised by themselves. No rations are 

issued at all. Sugar, rice, and tea are kept for hospital purposes, and sometimes a little is 

given for a Christmas or Fourth of July dinner or other holiday occasions, and exceptional 

cases of destitution are furnished with small amounts of wheat or flour when the yield of the 

Department fields will allow it; but the amount in ail is trifling, and they are virtually self- 

sustaining. * * * x * * | 

We lack one important thing: that is, giving the Indians a proper title to their lands. The 

necessary surveys have been made, and I have repeatedly called the attention of the Depart- 

ment to it and asked for a plat and order for allotment, and I would again urge that the 

project, if any is entertained, of removing these Indians elsewhere be abandoned, and that 

permanent homes be given them here in accordance with their universally expressed wishes. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant. 
| JOHN SMITH, 

. United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. Epw. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

| REPORTS OF AGENTS IN UTAH. 

UNITAH VALLEY AGENCY, UTAH, 
September 10, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to submit, in accordance with Department circular of July 8, 1875, 

my fifth annual report of the service under my charge. 
The honorable Commissioner and all others interested in the welfare and progress of our 

Indians will be pleased to learn that their progress in agricultural and civilizing pursuits 

indicated in my last report continues, and affords increasing encouragement to themselves and 

those who have the management of their affairs to increased efforts on their behalf. 

INDIANS—THEIR NUMBER. 

The number of Indians belonging to and periodically visiting this reservation is, so far 

as we can ascertain, about the same as given in my last report. I have estimated them at 

650, but the number at any one time on the reservation seldom exceeds 500. From the 

nomadic habits of most of our Indians it is difficult if not impossible to be accurate in their 

enumeration. 
GENERAL CONDUCT. 

There has, I think, been a steady and marked improvement in their general temper and 

eonduct, evincing a greater willingness to be controlled and counseled by the agent. It 

must not, however, be understood that they always evince the same good nature. Often 

when they cannot have what they want, they manifest some dissatisfaction, but it passes : 

away more readily, and is not of so frequent occurrence as formerly. 

INDUSTRY. - 

It is the opinion of all those who have opportunities for forming a correct judgment in 

the matter that there is a marked progress in the industrial habits of our Indiaus. More ot 

them than formerly have directly engaged in agricultural pursuits, and, as an evidence that 

farming is becoming more popular, some of those who do not work themselves hire others to 

cultivate their land for them, and thus claim to be farmers. Their progress in this depart- 

ment of industry, though steady and marked from year to year, can only be fully appreci- 

ated by those. who saw and knew the habits of our Indians and the condition of this agency 

three or four years ago, and can compare them with what they are now. The products of their 

farms are every year becoming a more important element in their subsistence. Not only do 

they cultivate their land themselves, but provide material and construct rude fences for the 

protection of their crops. A new farm has been opened by a band of our Indians, about 

eight miles south of the oid one, and considerable new land cleared, broken, and put into 

crops, and partially surrounded by a fence of their own construction. It must not be in- 

ferred from what has been said of the industry of our Indians that they work continuously 

through the season. This would be too much to expect. After they have prepared the land 

and put in their crops, and to some extent made arrangements for their irrigation and care 

during their absence, many of them, often a majority, leave on hunting-expeditions and 

visiting-tours among their friends in the settlemenis and tribes with which they are on terms 

of intimacy, to gather news ard talk about it, of which they are even more fond than their . 

more cultivated white brethren. It is difficult and almost impossible 1m our situation to re- 

strain these roving habits, which materially modify the results of their previous hard work. 

On
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. ~ CIVILIZATION. . 

In civilization, so intimately connected with industry, if not absolutely dependent upon it, 
whilst admitted to be very slow, we think their progress is gradual and perceptible, as mani- 
fested by their disposition to adopt more and more the dress and habits of civilized life, and 
the giving up of many of their barbarous customs during sickness, and at the death of any 
of the tribe. . 

| HEALTH. . 

There has been more sickness among them than last year; at least more has come within 
my knowledge; perhaps from the growing disposition to report the cases, and to obtain 

| remedies from the agent. Still it is next to impossible to accurately ascertain the amount of 
sickness or the number of births and deaths. Most of the diseases are of a chronic charac- 
ter. Consumption is superinduced by their scanty clothing, poor shelter, and general ex- 
posure during the winter and spring. Venereal diseases in their various stages are also 
quite prevalent, and from the peculiar remedies and treatment necessary, necessitate the em- 
ployment of a physician and hospital provisions. I cannot too earnestly recommend that 
provision be made for both these items, both on the score of humanity and justice to the 
Indians and employés. The Department, as well as all well-wishers to the Indians, insist 
that the best class of employés be secured; but such cannot be induced to remain while 

| their lives are exposed both to accident and disease, without any available adequate reme- 
, dies or skillful treatment. 

SCHOOL. 

The school alluded to in my last report has been in operation since October last. The 
house for its accommodation, then in process of erection, has been so far completed as to be 
comparatively comfortable, though not ceiled or plastered. A portion of it is fitted up for 
the residence of the agent and his family, the balance for school purposes ; and for present 
demands, so far as instruction is concerned, is all that is required. With slight interruption 
the school has been open during the year, and though it has not fully met our anticipations, 

it has perhaps accomplished as much as could reasonably have been expected. It has 
steadily grown in favor among the Indians, and those who have availed themselves of its 
advantages have, considering their irregular attendance, made commendable progress. The 
whole number of Indian boys attending more or less during the year is twenty-five. The 
number seems small among so many, but when it is considered that the children are under 
no kind of restraint or compulsion, but are left free, except in a very few cases, to come or 
stay away, it will not appear so strange that so few attend; and especially when it is remem- 

to bered that the farms and lodges are located from three to six miles from the agency, and, — 
| further, that when the Indians leave to hunt or visit, their children must be taken along. No | 

girls have hitherto been induced to attend, older Indians laughing at the idea of educating — 
_ girls. They, as an evidence of their interest in the school, sometimes propose to leave their 

boys with us, but we have no way of caring for them at present, and of course decline to 
. take them. In order to secure the best results from our school, we must have another build- 

ing. for boarding and lodging purposes, with separate apartments for boys and girls; also 
| apartments for a matron, who should be employed to take charge of the establishment. The | 

children should be instructed not only in ordinary school-studies, but also in those matters — 
which are calculated to fit them for providing for their own comfort and support in future. 

The adoption of this plan with us would require additional means; but I am satisfied it — 
is the only way in which Indian schools can be made to produce the best results, I there- 
fore earnestly recommend that we be enabled to adopt the plan above indicated. For a more 
detailed account of the operations of the school, I refer you to the teacher’s report here- 
with. | 

MORALITY AND RELIGION, | 

The former being an outgrowth and dependent upon the strength and purity of the lat- 
a ter, can hardly be said to exist. Whatever of religion they may have once had exists.in a 

weak and modified form of superstition principally among the older ones, and exercises a 
very slight control over their actions under ordinary circumstances. ‘There is, indeed, a 
belief in a Supreme Being or Great Spirit, who controls both in the natural world and in the 
affairs of men; also a belief in the existence of evil spirits, to whom are attributed all 
malign influences. But it is only in times of great affliction and sorrow that their religious 
notions appear to exercise any influence or control over their actions, and then not always 
in a beneficent way. They are, to a very great extent, creatures of appetite and impulse. 
Selfishness, as with most of the human family, is a marked characteristic. Natural affection 
even between members of the same family, seems except in rare cases to exercise little | 
influence over their treatment of each other. For their boys, indeed, they seem to have a — 
degree of it, but for the aged, often for the sick, and generally for the women, or squaws, _ 

. old or young, this delightful principle of our common nature seems wanting to an alarm- _ 
ing extent. Chastity and a sense of obligation to the marriage relation, except to a limited | 
extent, are lamentably wanting. Polygamy, as with most barbarous tribes or nations, — 
exists, though to a less offensive extent than formerly. All the benign influences and — 

, 
|
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principles which are the outgrowth of true religion are either wanting or exist in a very low 

degree. They possess, however, a degree of kindness, a sense of justice and integrity, and 

some other amiable traits of character which have survived-their ages of darkness, super- 

stition, and barbarism. Notwithstanding the dark picture partially delineated above, we 

think there has been, with regard to all the matters alluded to, a gradual change for the 

better; but not till the older members of the tribe pass away, and the benign and civilizing 

influences of the Christian religion, through the influences of Christian schools and missions, 

are brought to bear upon the young, can all the dark picture be obliterated. For a more 

detailed evidence of their natural progress I would refer to my statistical report herewith. 

This, however, will not, I apprehend, show in some particulars the increase that might be 

expected, when compared with former ones, or as might be inferred from the tenor of my — 

general report, inasmuch as I have learned from past experience to more carefully estimate 

the various items, preferring to be rather within than beyond the true figures. | 

RESERVATION—SIZE AND CHARACTER. 

This yeservation was originally described and set apart by Executive order, and after- 

wards confirmed by act of Congress, and is described as all that portion of country drained 

by the Uintah River. As it has never been surveyed, only an approximate estimate of the 

number of acres can be given. After a most careful estimate, 1 have put the length from 

east to west at one hundred and fifteen miles, with an average width of thirty-five miles, 

or about 2,576,000 acres, about one-hundredth part tillabie, one-thousandth wooded, one- . 

half grazing, and the balance worthless. The agency is located in the eastern part of the 

reservation, about thirty miles from Green River, which forms a part of the southeastern . 

boundary. This agency is located about two hundred miles from Salt Lake City, on the 

west, the point whence all our supplies must come, and about one hundred and fifty miles 

from Fort Bridger, W. T., and about the same distance from Green River City on the Union 

Pacific Railroad. | | 
; ROADS. 

The road from Salt Lake City, over which all our supplies are hauled, is pronounced by 

all who have ever traveled it to be utterly unworthy of the name; and yet those who thus 

characterize it see it only at the most favorable season. What they would say of it were 

they compelled to traverse it at other seasons can be imagined. Owing to the great amount 

of snow and the number and violence of the mountain-streams, this road is available for 

only about four or five months of the year, say from July to November. It will be perceived "| 

from the above that a reasonably good road is a prime necessity for the economical and a 

successful conduct of this agency. I would theretore renew my former recommendation, . 

also indorsed by Majors Powell and Ingalls, that an appropriation of $10,000 be secured for 

this object. It is believed by those best qualified to form a correct opinion in the matter that 

a road could be made from this agency to Green River City on the Union Pacific Railroad, 

which would be available for two or three months longer in the year. The route would be 

shorter, would accommodate more settlers, and could, perhaps, be constructed at a less 

cost, though it would necessitate the construction of a bridge or ferry over Green River on 

the east. 
EMPLOYES. | . 

The character of the employés, who, from their constant intercourse with the Indians, 

exercise more or less influence over them for good or evil, has been a matter of much solici- 

tude to the Department and all friends of the Indians as well as tothe agent, but, as a prac- 

tical matter, cannot always be controlled by the latter. I have been encouraged by the De- 

partment and other friends of the Indians to secure the right kind and induce them to bring 

their families. I have had my own family with me about one year, and quite recently my — 

carpenter and farmer have brought theirs. * * * * 

Hitherto the agent and the employés have been subsisted from the general supplies, but by 

Department circular of July 22, received August 21, we are required to furnish or pay for our 

own supplies. Without a modification of the provisions of that circular, so far as this agency is 

concerned, I feel assured it will be impossible to retain the class of employés secured, and 

which is so important an element in the civilization of Indians. Some of my best ones have 

signitied their unwillingness to remain without some modification of the circular referred 

to. Ihave heretofore presented the matter to the Department, and hope it will be carefully 

and favorably considered. Our situation is one of the most isolated and inconvenient in the 

seivice: our deprivations and exposures greater; heuce we think still further discrimination 

should be made in our favor. 

BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS, 

Our employés are men of all work. None are employed who are not willing to du anything, 

and at any time, which may be thought to be for the best interests of the service; nor do 

} they confine themselves to hours, though, as a general rule, ten hours’ service is all that is
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required of them. No contracts are let for the procuring of material, erection of buildings’ 
or making repairs. These matters are all done by our ordinary employés. Several new : 
buildings are necessary for the proper equipment of this agency, in addition to the one for . _ boarding and lodging purposes for Indian children above mentioned, ) 

The agent, who has hitherto lived with considerable discomfort in a small division of the | 
school-house, should have a dwelling more comfortable and convenient. Asuitable store-house for the safe-keeping of supplies, shops for carpenter and blacksmith, a Slaughter-house, and | 
a suitable house or sheds for storing machinery and farming-implements, are all very much © 
needed. The erection of all or any of these will necessitate the employment of an additional | force aad of course much additional expense. Till quite recently, the Indians did not de- | 
sire ‘American houses,” but they are fast changing their minds, and several of them, Chief 
Tabby among the number, are asking for houses, and are willing to help build them. This | 
we regaid a favorable sign of progress, and shall gratify their desires as suon as possible. 

No trouble has occurred during the year, either among the Indians themselves or between _ 
them and the whites, calling for the interference of the agent, or any outside parties. : 
One circumstance has occurred since the commencement of this report, which has cast a | 

gloom over all, both Indians and whites, connected with this agency, and gives additional 2 
emphasis to my earnest appeal for the employment of a physician or surgeon on this res- | 
ervation. On the 7th instant, while my blacksmith, Charles Bently, was engaged on the © 
Indian farm, aiding in cutting their wheat, an Indian was shooting at a mark, and either — - did not see him or the ball glanced and struck Mr. Bently in the right arm while stooping, | passed through it, entered his side, and lodged in the region of the kidney, producing very 
painful, and we feared fatal, wounds; but the symptoms are more favorable, and we are | . encouraged to hope for a favorableissue. Weare glad to be assured that this was an accident, | 
perfectly unintentional, on the part of the Indian, and that the Indians all express much — 
concern about the matter; yet such occurrences may take place at any time, though the | 
utmost care be exercised; and as it would be impossible to procure a surgeon in any rea- 
sonable time, we are in constant dread of sickness or accidents calling for his aid. None | 
but reckless men will, for ordinary compensation, if at all, run such risks. | 

Not more than three-eighths of the Indians belonging to this agency are subsisted by issue ; of Government rations; and as they procure the balance, five-eighths, by their own exer- | 
tions, it will readily be seen how much credit is due our Indians for their industry, and also 

| . how far short the Government comes of enabling them to develop their industry and re- | 
sources. Our Indians sometimes allude to the fact, and complain of it, that those who do | not work get more than they do. I am inclined to think there are, in some eases, grounds ~ 
for their complaints. | I have procured a threshing-machine, so that we will be better able in future to secure , 
all their grain-crops, and ascertain the amount. They desire me to purchase their surplus | 
wheat, and thus, asthey say, encourage greater production. I have recommended this plan | to the Department, and desire its favorable consideration. A full supply of beef is one of — 
the most costly but essential items of subsistence. I have more than once recommended the _ 
stocking of this reservation with cattle, so that all the cattle necessary for beef and work | 
oxen might be raised with compuratively small outlay. With $15,000 expended for stock- 
cattle at once, this agency would never call for another dollar for beef or work-cattle. Be- 
sides, with judicious management, deserving Indians might be encouraged by the present- 
ation of a cow and calf as a reward of industry and good conduct, and ultimately the 
whole stock might be turned over to them, and the Government relieved from any responsi- 
bility for their subsistence, which should be brought about at the earliest possible time. 

The indiscriminate distribution of supplies to all, industrious and idle alike, I have always _ 
regarded as demoralizing in its effects, tending rather to encourage indolence than industry. 
Hence I regard the provision in the late appropriation law for the Indian service, making | 
labor a condition-precedent to receiving supplies, as a step in the right direction. Ihave _ 
notified th» Indians of the requirement, and of my intention to insist on compliance with it, 
which will be done so far as practicable. , 

In conclusion, I can only regret that I have been unable to contribute any ethnological 
information or specimens of value. This country and tribe have been so thoroughly can- 
vassed by Major Powell and others that I have not been able to procure anything of value 
or interest, and trust that the great exhibition in contemplation, in which I feel great pride _ 
and interest, will not suffer thereby. | } 

Respectfully submitted. . 

F, J. CRITCHLOW, 
United States Indian Agent, 

_ Hon. E. P. Smrra, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C.
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COLVILLE INDIAN AGENCY, 
September 1, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with the regulations of the Indian Devartment, I have the honor to 

submit my third annual report relative to the condition of the Indian service at Colville 

agency fur the year ending August 31, 1870. | . 

There are eight different tribes belonging to this agency, numbering in the aggreonte 3,117 

gouls, as near as can be ascertained. Only three of said tribes, however, reside upon the 

reservaiion west of the Columbia River, viz, the Okanagans, Sanpoels, and Nespeelums, 

numbering 830 in all. The Colvilles (650) are located in the Colville Valley, and on both 

sides of the Columbia, from Kettle Falls down to the mouth of the Spokane River. The 

Lakes (242) are located on both sides of the Columbia River, from Kettle Falls north to the 

British line. The Callispels or Pend d’Oreilles (395) are located on both sides of the Pend 

d’Oreille or Clark’s Fork of the Columbia, in the vicinity of Callispe) Lake. The Spokanes 

live on both sides of the Spokane River, from its mouth to the Idaho line, and the 

Methows (315) are located on the west side of the Columbia River, from the mouth of the 
Okanagan to the We-natchee River. 

With the exception of the Sanpoels, Nespeelums, and Methows, who never Visit.the agency, - 

(and the two former have invariably refused to acknowledge the authority of the Govern- 

ment or its agents, ) there is every reason to be satisfied with the peaceable and friendly disposi- 

tion of the above-mentioned tribes, and with the trial they seem to be making to adapt them- 

selves to the pursuits of civilized life. They seem to appreciate the efforts being made by 

the Government to better their condition, and appear anxious to avail themselves of the 

opportunities offered them. There is an increasing desire to engage in agricultural pursuits, 

and farming-implements are eagerly sought after. Out of the limited means at my com- 

mand, I have purchased and issued them, during the past year, 56 axes, 20 sets of harness, 

15 plows, | cradle, 2 spades, and_ 3 grindstoues, also about 6,840 pounds of seed-wheat and 

2.000 pounds seed-potatoes, besides garden-seeds. They have made good use of the articles 

furnished them, and itis gratifying to know that their efforts have been rewarded by a plen- 

tiful harvest. Thrift and progress is more apparent among the Colvilles and Spokanes than 

among the other tribes. There is no lack of laborers, and they render valuable assistance to 

the farmers in putting in and taking off their crops, and at this season of the year they are 

to be found in every neighborhved busily engaged, and some of them go as far as Walla- . 

Walla to look for employment. It is confidently believed that if their lands were sur- 

veyed aud secured to them in severalty, without the power of alienation, the majority of 

them would abandon their nomadic life and subsist themselves by tilling the soil. At 

present their chief reliance is upon roots, fishing, and hunting. 

The Methows live farthest frum the agency, and never visit it, but, so far as I can learn, 

they are peaceable and well disposed. 
The Sanpoels and Nespeelums, who may be regarded as one tribe, are wholly under the 

control of their preachers or prophets, who are called dreamers, and are distinct from the 

drummers, who live lower down on the Columbia. They tell their followers that truth 

is reveaied to them (the prophets) directly from heaven, and all that is necessary to secure 

their well-being in this world and happiness in the next, is to obey them implicitly, and that 

they do almost without an exception. A distrust of white men and a disregard of their . 

teaching and laws seems to be the foundation of their faith, and no one is permitted to 

acknowledge any authority emanating from them. They are having a bad effect upon the 

surrounding tribes, offering to the turbulent and disorderly a place of refuge and immu- 

nity from punishment. The whites living in their vicinity complain that they steal their 

horses and kill their cattle, and commit other acts of lawlessness. Unless some steps are 

taken to bring them to a sense of their duty, serious difficulty may be apprehended. The 

agent is powerless, and they can only be dealt with by the strong arm of the military. I 

am of the opinion that the speediest and most effectual means of bringing them to terms is 

to arrest the ringleaders (not over six) and send them to some distant reservation, and forbid 

them to return to their country. It would strike terror among them, as an Indian dreads 

nothing so much a3 to be forced from his home and friends. The tribe would then be easily 

controlled. The chief is a well-meaning man, but has lost his influence and blindly follows 

the prophet. 
As tribal goverument among the Indians of this agency seems to be of no effect for the 

punishment of crimes of a serious nature, it is evident that some regulations should be 

established for the enforcement of law and order among them, and I heartily indorse the 

recommendations made by the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs in bis last annual 

report for ‘‘ qualified citizenship.”’ 
There are uo agency buildings here, and serious inconvenience is felt fcr want of them. 

- The headquarters of the agency have continued to remain at Fort Colvilie since the estab- 

lishment of the post up to the present time, and such accommodations as could be offered to 
the agents have been freely given by the different post-commanders. An estimate of the cost 

| of puch buildings as are required for the use of the agency has been forwarded to your 

ce. :
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The hardship to which the Indians were subjected last year, in consequence of a monopoly 
of the mills by one of the trading firms, has been remedied by the authority recently given 
to purchase a portable grist-mill and to have it and the saw-mill put in running order for the use of the agency, thus supplying an important and long-felt want. 

Owing to the untiring devotion of the Sisters of Charity, who have charge of the boarding- school, the progress made by the children in their studies is highly gratifying. Besidesthe — branches ordinarily taught in primary schools, the girls are taught sewing, knitting, house- | keeping, and to cut and make their own clothes. The boys saw wood and work in the 
garden, and have, with the assistance of the girls, under the direction of their teachers, raised sufficient vegetables for the use of the school. The children are fond of going to 
school, and we could get five times as many as we have (40) if we could provide for them. The Indians are much pleased with the school, and willingly contribute towards its support. They have recently given a year’s supply of fish. 

The Protestant Spokanes belonging to. this agency have shown a commendable zeal in 
the cause of religion and education. During the past year they have, with their own means, 
built a comfortable dwelling for their minister and teacher Rev. H.T Cowley, (whose heart 
seems to be in his work,) and have also built a commodious school-house without any as- 
sistance from the Government. They appear anxious to have their children educated, but 
what progress they are making I am unable to say, as their teacher reports to Lapwai and not \ to this agency. There is no reason to believe, however, but that it is satisfactory. From the 

- fidelity with which the Indians adhere to the teachings of their Christian ministers, there is 
much reason to hope for their steady advance in civilization. 

. The self-sacriticing devotion of Jesuit fathers to their flock renders the work of the Indian 
| agent comparatively easy, and to their influence more than to any other are we indebted for’ the long peace that has prevailed on this frontier. 

The sanitary condition of the Indians during the year past has been reasonably good, but 
we are in great need of a hospital, which L have asked permission to build. The same 
necessity for a permanent adjustment of the reservation boundaries still exists, and the rea- 
sons given in my last annual report may be considered as renewed in this, and it is to be 
hoped that another year will not be allowed to pass without some satisfactory arrangement 
being made and the necessary agency buildings erected. 

A statistical report is herewith inclosed. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

JOHN A. SIMMS, 
United States Indian Agent. 

Hon. E. P. Smiru, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. | 

: rs ! 

. | NEAH Bay, W. T., August 25, 1875. 
Sir: A circular from your Office, dated July 8, 1875, requiring me to prepare and forward 

without delay my second annual report, has been received, and in compliance therewith I 
beg leave to submit the following statements : 

I conceived the plan, after some months of hesitation as to the best method of inaugurat- | 
ing the work of separating the children, so far as I could get consent, fromm the homes and 
influence of their parents, of taking them entirely out of Indian life and of giving them the | 
culture of a Christian home. A circamstance occurred a short time previous to the date of | 

. my commission quite favorable to my plan. The property at Bahada Point, the eastern | 
arm of Neah Bay, which had been used for many years as a trading-post, consisting of nu- 
merous tenemeats and out-houses, had been, by the enlargement of the reservation,in- 
cluded as agency buildings. This promontory is two miles distant from the nearest Indian | 
lodge. The buildings, though inferior in character, and not well designed in form fora _ 
boarding-school, are nevertheless by some reconstruction made to answer the purpose, and ! 
their separation from the Indian village is a circumstance quite in their favor asa location 
for the school. The location being settled upon, the question of greatest importance yet re- 
mained unanswered. What father and mother of a family can be found to assume parental } 
care and control of these children, every one of whom leaves the camps covered with filthand | 
vermin, and a majority of them diseased with loathsome eruptions and humors? A service is 
here required for which no amount of money can pay. Who can be found to perform it? It 
was finally decided, after some deliberation, to inaugurate the work in my own family. Per-  _ 
adventure, if it should prove successful, others could be tound to take the labors off our 
hands. This plan having been matured, I moved my family to Babada, and in October com- __ 
menced the school with four pupils; atthe ead of a mon’h we numbered 9, and at the end 
of the quarter, 13. Our present number, which is the highest we have had at any time, is 22, 
and this has been our average for the last four months. _ 

The unwillingness of the Indians to place their childreni1 the school, which accounts for | 
_ the slowness of our progress in collecting pupils, is due in part to the conditions on which
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hey are received. These conditions require parents to surrender all control of their chil-. 

dren to the agent, who undertakes the whole responsibility of subsistence, care, and guard- 

ianship, the:same as of his own children. And they are made to understand, further, that this 

new relation is not a temporary affair, to be broken off at the will of the parents, but that it 

is a relationship which is to result in such a change in the child’s taste and habits that he 

will never return to Indian life, but will seek new social alliances and a better form of life. 

It is not strange that the Indians are slow to accept these conditionsy and yet it is very evi- 

dent that these are the only conditions on which a school for the children of savage parents 

can accomplish results worthy of the expenditure for educational purposes which the Gov- 

ernment is making. These children have been subjected to thorough drill in the elements 

of school knowledge. Not more than four of them knew a letter of the alphabet in the outset. 

Now a dozen of them can read the New Testament, can write legibly, some of them grace-. 

fully, and are good singers. But the chief benefit conferred upon them results from their 

social and domestic surroundings. Cleanliness of person, decorum of manners, and good 

behavior at all times and in all places are requirements that are never relaxed. These are 

enforced when necessary by stern discipline. But the power of parental kinduess, gentleness, 

and patience is the main instruatentality relied upon to mold the spirit and shape the 

habits of these children. Our policy is to make them know that their truest friends are those 

with whom they have found their new home. We tryin all respects to fulfill the parental re- 

lation towards them, and to attach them to us with filial love. In this way we bring them into 

sympathy with us in our religious feelings. They kneel at our family altar every morning . 

and evening, and with united voice either chant or repeat the Lord’s prayer. No meal is ever 

eaten by them until they have first recited in concert some paragraph from the Scriptures ; 

and in our Sabbath services the time is mainly occupied with rehearsals from memory of 

passages from the Bible by the school. 
About the Ist of August, in accordance with a previous promise, we gave the school an 

excursion through the Sound. We went to Victoria by canoe. We camped in that city 

four days and over one Sabbath. We there found a very interesting religious work among 

the Indians, under the auspices of the Wesleyan Church, which has erected for them a neat — 

house of worship, in which they hold regular religious services. Our children attended their 

meetings in a body, and surprised everybody by their readiness in rehearsals of the Scripture 

and the unction with which they sung many familiar songs. From Victoria to Olympia, . 

taking advantage of the low fares by reason of strong opposition, we went by steamer. At 

Port Ludlow, one of the large lumbering points, the steamer was delayed an hour, giving us 

plenty of time to take the school through the large saw-mill, in which a log that cuts 1,000 | 

feet of lumber is made into boards in fifteen minutes. They saw the whole process of the 

immense factory, which was new and wonderful to them all. In Olympia we camped just 

a week, during which time the children visited the printing-offices, the flour-mill, the shoe 

and other mechanic shops, and three of the different churches, in whose public services they 

bore a part. At the request of some friends of our work a public meeting was called specially 

to witness the exercises of the Indian school from Neah Bay. The house (a capacious church) - 

was filled, and for two hours the children entertained the people with the- rehearsal of their 

Scripture lessons and the songs which they have been taught to sing in our family school. 

The remark was made by one of the Sunday-school superintendents in Olympia, and 

seconded by many others, that the same number of white children could not be found in the | 

Territory who could acquit themselves so well. After an absence of three weeks we arrived 

back at Neah Bay without a single disaster of any sort, all in good health. I mention these 

facts in no boastful spirit, but to show the pains we are taking to rear these children in 

the way of wisdom. ‘The excursion, to children never before off an Indian reservation sit- 

uated sixty miles from the nearest civilized settlement, was an event never to be forgotten, . 

and one full of valuable instruction.. . 
* ~ * * * * * 

Manual labor, among other appliances in the education of the children, is not omitted. 

Each day brings to each- child some duty to do with his hands. The girls are practiced un- 

der the matron, in the various kinds of domestic work in the house, and the boys, when not 

under drill in the school-room, are with the agent or employés in the garden, field, or forest, 

and are taught the use of hoe, spade, rake, ax, or saw. At first they were very averse to 

all manner of work. But they have now learned to submit to it mere patiently, and are 

never excused from their prescribed tasks. 
- Eight Indians have been punished by the agent by fine and imprisonment—three for viola- 

tion of the liquor law, and five for petty larceny. 
No survey of this reservation has ever been made, but the described boundaries would 

indicate about sixty square miles in the reserve. Of this very little is at present tillable. 

The greater portion is mountainous and covered with heavy evergreen forests. There are 

two streams, skirted with rich intervale land extremely productive of grass, but useless for 

) tillage by reason of overflow by tides. All the land now under tillage is sandy and sterile, 

and-made productive only by extensive manuring. At Neah Bay we have some twenty 

acres in grass, oats, and vegetables. At Hobuc, where the farmer resides, on the ocean- 

beach, we have probably sixty acres under fence, but not more than ten or twelve under 

plow. The balance is meadow and pasture. .
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The Makah Indians are a sea-going tribe. They live exclusively by fishing. ‘Their op- portunities for obtaining fur. seal, salmon, and halibut are excellent; also the oil of dog- fish, shark, and whale. The character of the land of the reservation in its present condition - is not such as to tempt them from their present pursuits. Like other men, they incline to do that which pays them best. If the intervale lands of the reservation were reclaimed | from the tide by small expense by way of diking, there would be plenty of inducement for them to turn their hands to farming. Of the desirableness of this enterprise my views . have been fully expressed in previous correspondence, and I need not refer to it here. Suf- fice it to say that there is no hope of making agriculture a pursuit of these people until that is done. 
We have some six acres of oats on the ground. They are not yet ripe. The crop, with the exception of about two acres which was highly manured, is light. In all we cannot expect to reap more than eight tons of sheaves. Of potatoes we planted lightly, for the 

reasou that last year we lost our entire crop by ret, and chose not to risk a large crop this year. Ido not expect to harvest more than 100 bushels. As yet, however, we see no signs of rot, and regret not having planted more. Our turnips promise well; we ought to har- vest 500 bushels at least. We have already secured 15 tons of hay, and if the weather should be favorable for drying we hope to get a good deal more. There is an abundance of fine grass upon the intervales, but at present the weather is such as to render it impossible 
to cure it. 

There are seventy-three Indian lodges and five houses, built after the manner of white 
men, occupied by the Indians. No addition to this number has been made during the year. 
We have buiit during the year one cattle-shed, and one hay-barn 40 by 20, with capacity for twenty tons. Cost of material, exclusive of employés’ labor, not more than $25. 
The Indians generally are unwilling to work in civilized pursuits. Their main dependence 

is upon their fishery, the productions of which give them means of trade for all needed supplies. A few of them will work for wages when short of supplies, and when positively assured that they can obtain them in no other way. Their chief source of revenue is their seal-fishery, and the manner in which the seal are taken exposes them to hardship and often to great danger. From February to June the seal rendezvous near the mouth of the straits’ in their migration, as it is supposed, from southern latitudes to the Alaska Isles, where they give birth to their young. They are supposed to linger in these waters to feed upon a cer- tain kind of fish more abundant here than elsewhere. During their sojourn here they are . captured by spearing. They are pursued by Indians in their canoes, and are found at vari- ous distances from land, from five to twenty miles, being governed in their movements by the direction of the wind. This pursuit is often dangerous. Adverse winds often arise when | canoes are tar out at sea, and they are driven beyond sight of land and beyond the possi- 
bility of return. A year ago a canoe containing three Indians was picked up forty miles out by a ship bound for Asia. They were afterwards transferred to a ship bonnd for San Fran- 
\cisco, and at the end of two months returned by the same ship to the straits, much to the 
joy of their friends who had given them up as Jost. : During our late sealing season seven Indians fishing from this reservation have lost their ~ lives in pursuit of seal. The wisdom and humanity of providing for their safety in the pur- | suit of this dangerous but lucrative business has often been brought to the notice of the De- 
partment with urgent recommendations that seaworthy vessels be provided them to take the | 
lead of the canoes, and, in the event of dangerous weather, pick them up and save them ! from disaster. I can do no less than repeat the recommendation, here and in behalf of the whole tribe pray that the subject receive the consideration that its importance demands. | 
The subject of reclaiming the tide-lands above alluded to is likewise of paramount importance. | 

The truth is we have no other land worth cultivating. A good farm iu this agency is a desider- | 
atum without the supply of which our service must be carried on at great and continued cost | 
to the Government; we need it for the subsistence of the school and those that are helpless | 
and dependent; we need it to give employment to the boys of the school, and as they grow : 
up to manhood to furnish them homesteads whereon they can subsist. To reclaim our for- | 
est is practically impossible. 1t would cost at least $100 an acre, and then it would be very | 
poor. To reclaim the intervale would not cost $5 per acre, and then it would be very good | 
and productive. In May last I caused a scientific survey to be made of the Waach Valley, | 
together with the projection of the required dike. The engineer’s report of estimated cost, | 
together with the profile of the contemplated dike and the complete map of the location, are 0 
now in your hands. I can but hope that the matter will receive the attention of the Gov- , 
ernment, and that a special appropriation will be asked to carry the improvement into 
effect. | 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
C. A. HUNTINGTON, 
United States Indian Agent. 

The Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.
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QUINAIELT INDIAN AGENCY, W. T., 
| September 1, 1875. 

Str: I have the honor to submit my fourth annual report from this agency. 
There has been a steady improvement on the part of the Indians in many ways during the 

year. They are becoming more industrious and cleanly in their habits ; and for a people who 

are so opposed to labor I feel that there has been as much improvement as could be expected. | 

The great difficulty with which building-material of every kind is obtained deters many from 

building who would do so if they could obtain material more readily. The timber on the 

reserve is generally of an inferior quality, very little making shingles or boards. The near- 

est saw-mill is about seventy miles distant,and inaccessible most of the year. 
The beneficial fund is small, amounting to $700 per annum. This, after purchasing such 

articles as clothing and blankets, which are needed, does not allow mach for the purchase of 

building-material. 
The policy of requiring all able-bodied men to perform labor in payment for goods works 

well, and greatly assists in breaking up the habit of begging. 
Three additional houses have been built by the Indians this year, the carpenter working 

with and assisting in such work as they could not do. It has been my custom to require the 

Indians to do all they can; and to encourage them, I have furnished nails and such articles 
as they could not obtain. 

Farming cannot be made a success at this reserve. The land is of an inferior quality. 

For the last three years the potatoes have been destroyed by the ‘‘ blight,” and this year the 

‘‘eut-worms’’ have done much damage. About ten tons of timothy-hay have been cut from 

the agency farm and five tons of oats. The Indians have also raised about eight tons of 
timothy-hay this year. No more land has been cleared this year. 

A riumber of Indians have been employed at oystering for parties at Shoal-water Bay ; 

they make good wages, someas high as $3 per day, which is quite an assistance to them in 

obtaining a living. 
I have no trouble on account of whisky. There has not been a case of drunkenness, to my 

. knowledge, on the reserve for the last three years. 

For the sanitary condition I refer you to the report of the physician. Being without means 

"to supply the sick with hospital-stores or accommodations is a great detriment to the service. 

There are very few healthy Indians among these tribes, most of them being tainted with 

scrofula and syphilitic complaints. While there are few severe cases among the Indians fre- . 

quenting the agency, its effects can be seen in most of their offspring. | | 

The school has been been better patronized this year than any previous, and the scholars 

have made a fair degree of progress. They are small children, none being older than nine- 

teen years of age. Quite a number of Indians can speak the English language, but none 

can talk it well. At the request of the patrons of the school, and also that needed repairs 
and renovations could be attended to, I have allowed a short vacation. 

The carpenter has been employed in assisting Indians to build, and making repairs on the 

agency buildings; the blacksmith has been at work in the shop making such articles as the 

Indians required. It became necessary to dispense with his services on the 9th of August, 
since which time I have been without. The farmer has been engaged in working on the farm 
and, hauling agency supplies from Point Brown, where all our supplies are landed. This 

is thirty miles south of the agency, and much time is unavoidably consumed in getting 
supplies to the agency. 
The employés and Indians work pleasantly together, and there has been no disturbance 

of any kind between the Indians and whites, and very little among themselves. They are 
generally peaceable and well-behaved. ; 

: Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
G. A. HENRY, 

Special Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 

SKOKOMISH AGENCY, W. T., 7 
September 2, 1875. 

Sir: I have the honor to submit my fifth annual report of the condition and progress of 
_ the Indians under my charge and of the situation of affairs at this agency. 

The interest taken by the Indians, as reported last year, in the improvement of their land 
and in making comfortable homes for themselves has continued, subject to some discourage- 
ments, through the past year. Last fall, by the desire of the Indians, I purchased for them, 
with their annuity-money, about forty stoves, and this spring have distributed among them 

over one hundred wood-seat chairs. This was followed by a grand rush on the reservation- 
carpenter for bedsteads and tables. So that now a majority of them cook on stoves, sit on
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chairs or benches, and eat off tables with plates, knives, and forks. Their improvement in 
these respects has been quite marked. 

A very serious cause of discouragement has arisen, which has operated seriously against 
their progress. By a comparatively recent decision of the Supreme Court of the United 
States, the right of the Indians to cut and sell logs from off the reservation, except when 
done in clearing land, has been abrogated. As the land on this reservation is all heavily 
timbered and cannot be cleared for less than from $25 to $60 an acre, and as the only source 
of income they have had has been from the sale of the logs, the effect of this decision has 
been to deprive them of almost their only means of support. They have, therefore, been 
compelled, just as they were getting comfortably fixed to live, to leave their homes and 
ramble about the country in search of work, thug coming in contact with strong temptation | 
to drink, and to acquire and practice other vices, which not only demoralize and degrade 
them, but also use up all their earnings as well as destroy themselves. In addition to 
this, the construction here given by the courts to the law in the Revised Statutes regarding 
the sale of liquor to Indians makes it no offense against the laws of the United States to 
sell Indians all the liquor they wish, provided it is done off from the reservation. Thus on 
the one hand they are driven from the reservations, and on the other, the flood-gates of 
destruction are let loose upon them. Their circumstances seem to call loudly for relief, 
which can only come through some act of Congress authorizing the cutting and selling 
logs from off the reservation. By it they obtain their only means of support while at home. 
Take it from them, as at present, and the whole expense and machinery of keeping up an 

| agency are rendered, to a great extent, useless, for an Indian must either leave or starve. 
The latter he cannot do, and if he does the former, he not only deprives himself of the 
benefits of his home and subjects himself to many temptations and drawbacks, but loses 

| the benefits granted him by the Government. It is earnestly hoped that something. will im- 
mediately be done to relieve this serious embarrassment. 

The school has been successful during the year. The whole number on the roll has been 
26; average attendance over 20. The sessions have occupied ten full months. During 
the winter months the school has been in session six hours a day, and during the summer 
there has been school for three hours and work four hours each day. The above number is 
as many as the present appropriation will support. An additional appropriation of $1,500 - 
or $2,000 would enable us to double the number of scholars, and would, I think, be a very 
wise expenditure. _ 

. The labors of an efficient missionary have been expended.among the Indians during the 
year with satisfactory results. , 

The improvements made during the year are the erection for the Indians of ten or twelve 
Jumber-houses, an office for the agent, and sheds and additions to the barn, and improve- 
ments to the dwellings of the employés. The school has cleared ten acres of rich bottom- 
land, and the farmer has broken the same amount. The Indians have enlarged their clear- 
ings of land, and made more comfortable their houses; but the amount of land cleared by 
them it is difficult to estimate. 

| In conclusion, I would earnestly recommend that the. titles to the land held by the Indians 
be confirmed to them in severalty, as was recommended last year, and also that they be 
granted the right to cut and sell logs from off the reservation, as I consider these two points 
vitally essential to their advancement. 

All of which is respectfully submitted by your obedient servant, 
EDWIN EELLS, » 

, United States Indian Agent, Washington Territory. 
Hon. E. P. SMirua, | 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington City, D.C. 

TULALIP INDIAN AGENCY, W. T., 
| September 21, 1875. 

Sir: In compliance with instructions contained in circular-letter from your Office, dated 
July 28, 1875, I have the honor to submit this my fifth annual report of this and the other 
reservations of the Point Elliot treaty. 

The Indians of Tulalip and the other reserves under my charge have given marked evi- 
- dence of improvements made in their industrial habits and pursuits. 

During the past year there have been more Indians on this reservation than heretofore, all 
: industrously engaged either in farming or working in their logging-camps. ‘There is also 

a visible improvement in the manner in which they perform their respective duties. Those 
engaged in logging carry on their own business in disposing of their logs to the best advan; 
tage, pay their bills and workmen,.and act in every particular as white men do who are 
engaged in the same business. . 

In carrying out the order contained in circular-letter of April 1, 1875, section 3, which 
provides ‘‘that, for the purpose of inducing Indians to Jabor and become self-supporting, it 
is required of all able-bodied male Indians between the ages of eighteen and forty-five to
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perform service upon their respective reservations to an amount equal in value to the sup- 

plies to be delivered.” Iam convinced that the change is a good one, and, when properly car- 

ried out, cannot but tend to the most satisfactory results, as it gives to an agent power to use 
his own judgment to distinguish between the worthy and unworthy, rewarding all accord- 

ing to their merits. The custom formerly pursued of distributing annuities to all Indians, 
irrespective of merit, had, in my opinion, a tendency to injure rather than to improve their 

social and moral condition. They now understand that it is not the intention of the Govern- 

ment to support them in laziness and idleness as heretofore, and that they are obliged to 

work for their maintenance. The result is patent; instead of spending their days and 
nights in gambling and tam-au-wasing, they are now to be seen industriously employed in 
pursuits above mentioned. Still there are some drunken and disorderly Indians belonging - 

to this treaty, who are under the impression that they are American citizens, and as such 

are at liberty to drink and get drunk as often as they please. They keep aloof from the 

reservation, and spend their time. wandering from settlement to settlement, rioting in all sorts 

of licentiousness, and are a constant source of trouble to all those with whom they come in 

contact. I have many times tried to reclaim them, but I regret to say my efforts have been 

unavailing. Their absence, however, is not to be regretted, as their presence would have a 
tendency to corrupt and work evil among the majority, who are industrious and well dis- 

osed. 
P The conduct of the Indians at present on the reservation, I am pleased to say, has been 
most exemplary, and their general bearing denotes a decided improvement; they are quiet, 

sober, and industrious, desiring to live in perfect conformity to the rules and regulations of 
the Department. 

The schools on the reservation have been in successful operation during the year; the aver- 
age number in attendance 50—24 boys and 26 girls, aged from six to seventeen years. The 
male department is under the immediate superintendence of the teachers, Rev. F. Richard 
and H. De Vries ; the females under the supervision of the Sisters of Charity—four in num- 
ber—who devote their entire time to the care and education of their pupils. The schools 
being under contract, the pupils are furnished with good clothing, beds, and bedding, all of 

which is kept clean and orderly, and good and wholesome food prepared by one of the Sisters, 

whose duty it is to superintend this department. It is very gratifying to report the contin- 

ued success of these schools and the progress made by their pupils. In addition to their 
regular studies, the girls are instructed by Sisters Benedict and Pacific in vocal and instru- 
mental music, embroidery, crochet, &c., and their proficiency in those branches reflects . 

great credit on themselves and the devoted efforts of the Sisters, who have given up home, | 
country, and friends to devote their lives to the spiritual and temporal welfare of the poor 
Indians confided to their care. 

MISSIONARY LABORS. 

Port Madison and Muckelshoot reservations are visited four times during the year by the 
Rev. Father Richard, who spends a mouth with them on each occasion. His time is occu- 

pied in exhorting and instructing the Indians in their respective duties to God, their neigh- , 

bors, acd themselves. The effect of those instructions are most consoling to all who are in- 

terested in the spiritual and temporal welfare of the Indians. 
The sanitary condition of the Indians of this agency for the past year has been very favor- 

able. For particulars, I refer you to reports of physicians, and also to reports of Mr. John — 

McGlinn, farmer, in charge of the Lummi reservation. 
For an estimate of farming products, &c., please find inclosed herewith statistical report 

of the reservation, as far as | have been able to ascertain, embracing the items pointed out 
in circular-letter. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, - 
| E. C. CHIROUSE, 

United States Special Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 

Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. 

| OFFICE YAKAMA INDIAN AGENCY, 
Fort Simcoe, W. T., September 6, 1875. 

Sir: In submitting my annual report,it gives me pleasure to state that all the Indians 
who have been brought under contro] of this agency remain frjendly, and have made great, 
advancement in agriculture and other civilized arts. 

There is with them a growing desire to make farms, to build houses and barns, toown | 
wagons, team-horses, and harness, and to have all the late improvements in farming—plows, 
harrows, mowing-machines, reapers, and thrashing-machines—that are in use among the | 
whites. The multiplication of these home-fixtures greatly increases their attachment to their | 
homes, and does wonders in breaking up their long-established habits of wandering. 

I am fully pursuaded that, under the present Christian policy, with good employés, fair land 

| 
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to cultivate, and a reasonable appropriation of money to help them until they can be instruct- 
| ed to help themselves, the Indians of this agency (and I believe all agencies) may in a few 

years be made self-supporting. It is not the work of a day, but requires patient and constant 
perseverance, instructing, correcting, and reproving. This needs to be done everywhere ; 
from house to house, from camp to camp, on the mountains, at their fisheries, on the 
week day, and on the Sabbath. They are grown-up children, and must be personally 
educated to work. This can only be done by men and women who are willing to stoop down 
and lift up the fallen, and contribute in every possible way to industry and purity. 

a FARMING. 

At the agency and school farms, we have raised 2,000 bushels of wheat and oats, worth 
$1,250; cut and put up 400 tons of hay, worth $2,265; manufactured, 4,000 fence-posts, 
at $5 per hundred, $200; grubbing and ditching at said farms, worth $225. We have 
plowed new land for the Indians worth $300; cut and hauled 626,594 feet of saw-logs for 
the mills, worth $4 per thousand; manufactured 626.594 feet of lumber, worth $20 per 
thousand, making $12,531.88; manufactured 37,000 shingles, worth $5 per thousand, makin 
$185 ; made ten miles of post-and-board fence; the lumber to make said fence was hauled 
from ten to thirty-five miles; the lumber, hauling. and making said fence is worth $3 per 
rod, making $10,800. With a portion of said fencing we have inclosed near 2,000 acres - 
of natural meadow land. 

The grist-mill has undergone a thorough repair. A uew flume of 100 feet has been made, 
and the inside of the mill renovated. The improvement, counting labor and material, is 
worth $1,000. The millis in better condition to do good work than ever before. Additional 
fixtures and repairs have been made at the steam saw-mill and mill-house, putting ina 
shingle-machine, and other improvements, worth $800. 

The ageney buildings have been painted by an Indian man under my supervision, whose 
work was worth $200. We have built seven houses for the Indians: average value, $400. 

The cattle belonging to the Department and Indians, numbering near 3,000, have done 
well, and are a source of wealth to both. The Indians of the agency have about 15,000 
horses. As it was with their fathers, so it is with the sons—a large band of horses makes 
a big Indian. Their horses are worth $195,000. 

The Indians have caught salmon at their several fisheries worth at least $5,000, and have 
. caught and sold furs worth $1,200. 

We have fifteen apprentices in our mills and shops learning the different trades, who prom- 
. ise well for the future. Under the superintendent, F. Kettridge, H.L. Powell, and Mrs. 

Headley, teachers, and Mrs. Kettridge as matron, the schools have done well, and promise 
great usefulness to these people in their clevation and salvation. 

There has beer no abatement of the religious interest during the year, but an improve- 
ment in their church edifices, and fifty added to the membership. | 

The sanitary condition of the Indians has not been as good in fifteen years, as it has been 
the past year. This arises mainly from two sources: first, from their better living, and, 
second, from the full supply of medicines, and the skillful practice of the resident physician, 
Dr. Kuykendall. There has been by births an increase of 150, as near as we can e&ti- 
mate. 
From my beginning with this agency as agent, in 1864, I have uniformly nominated men 

and women as employés that I believed to be first class in business and morals, and when 
I have found myself mistaken, I have gently let them out of the service, and supplied their 

' place with others. All the regular employés are good men and women, and are doing good 
service. ‘I'he work of the agency is more than two-thirds done by the Indians, and there is 
& daily application for work beyond my ability to employ. | 

The appropriations made to this agency are ample and prompt, and have enabled me to 
keep the agency free from debt from the beginning. 

It will be seen by my statistical report -that no rations are issued to the Indians of this 
agency, except to those who are engaged in the service, (and to the sick and needy, ) who 
receive about 1,000 pounds of flour, and about the same amount gf beef per annum. Our 
beggars are not one-fourth the number we find outside the agency among the whites of the 
same population. | 

It would be pleasing to the agent, employés, and Indians, to see the honorable inspectors 
of agencies here, and have their fatherly counsel. 

In conclusion, I desire to acknowledge the supervision of a kind Providence in giving us 
health, peace, and unusual prosperity, during the year. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

JAMES H. WILBUR, 
United States Indian Agent, Washington Territory. 

Hon. E. P. Smits, | 
Comnussioner of Indian Affairs.
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KESHENA, WIS., September 18, 1875. 

Sir: In accordance with instructions as per circular-letter under date of July 8, I 

herewith inclose a report for this agency since October 10, 1874, at which date I received my — 

commission as agent. The first work devolving upon me (Hon. T. C. Jones, of Qhio, . 

special commissioner, assistant) was to make payment to 138 Stockbridge Indians, who en- 

yolled themselves as per act of Congress of February 6, 1371, entitled ‘‘ An act for the re- 

lief of the Stockbridge and Munsee tribe of Indians,” as desiring to’ sever their tribal rela- 

tion and become true and loyal,citizens of the United States. The per capita share realized 

from the sale of lands, as provided in the above act, was $675.38, which amount each re- 

ceived, and they are no longer wards of the Government. | 

Nearly all of them, in anticipation of this payment, had bought of unprincipled traders, » 

who surround every Indian reserve, (over whom the Government has no control, ) horses, . 

wagons, &c., paying exurbitant prices, leaving them but a small amount with which to 

start out in the world for themselves, but generally the little they had left was invested in 

land and a home was provided; and although they are largely scattered, I find most of them 

are doing well, raising good crops the past summer, showing a commendable spirit of in- 

dustry and settling down into citizenship quite naturally.| | 

According to a census just made, 118 members of the tribe preferred to remain a while 

longer as Indians ; but observing the general success and independence of those gone out 

from them, and owing to the internal discord for which this tribe has been noted for many 

years, which this separation does not seem to heal, they are almost unanimous in a desire to 

petition Congress the coming winter that an act be passed authorizing a sale of the balance 

of their-lands, permitting them to receive the portion of goods falling to them, and to become 

citizens of the United Stutes. | 
‘As this tribe is so small, all of them speaking good English, and in every respect capable of | 

caring for themselves, having made all the advancement in knowledge and intelligence it is 

possible for them to make as Indians, it is earnestly hoped their petition will be acted upon, 

and their request granted. 
Owing to the withdrawal of the citizen party the number of school children is greatly . 

reduced, (an average of less than ten,) which makes the school far from interesting for their 

efficient teacher, Mrs. J. Slingerland. a 

. : THE ONEIDAS, | 

thirteen hundred and thirty-two in number, occupying as they do much valuable land 

in Brown and Outagamie Counties, are surrounded by white people, who in many instances 

come into Indian territory on purpose to take advantage of the Indians and thereby wrong 

them out of their property. Fortunes have been and are being made by unprincipled merf, 

who have erected saw-mills as near to the reservation as possible, buying of the Indians 

timber at much less than its value, scaling the same to suit themselves, and oftentimes pay- 

ing for it in goods at exorbitant prices, which in many cases are exchanged for whisky, - 

and it is no uncommon thing for a man with his team hauling timber from the reserve to 

settle Saturday night, and before morning his week’s work and timber are both gone.’ With 

permission of the Department I have made a few arrests of parties selling liquor to the In- 

dians, but am much hindered in this work from the fact that the Indian is aware thatheisnot | 

subject to arrest, no matter how drunk he may get, and the whisky-seller, by bribes.and 

threats, can generally seal his mouth from giving any testimony that will secure conviction. 

There are many sober and industrious men of the tribe who deeply deplore this state of 

things, and ask if a law cannot be passed whereby an intoxicated Indian can be put under 

arrest until he will tell where he obtained his liquor. Could this be done, drunkenness might 

be almost if not entirely overcome among them. 

A large proportion of this tribe can speak good English, are intelligent, transact their owit . 

business, receive and give credit, and are in every sense fit to become citizens. The survey 

of their land is now being made and apportioned into lots of 40 acres each, looking 

toward citizenship, which, if bestowed upon them, will prove best for the Indian, the com- 

munity, and the Government, for, like the Stockbridges, they cannot improve in civilization 

and remain Indians. . . 

Their schools are schools in name only, although there is some improvement the past few 

years; but it matters not how efficient teachers they may have, no one can make good, or 

even passable scholars of pupils who can come or stay away at their pleasure. Of nearly . 

400 school-children among the tribe, the average attendance is but 60, and with such indif- / 

ference on the part of parents and children, that the withholding from the tribe (a step just 

taken by the Department) of the $800 heretofore given for school purposes is perhaps a wise 

course to pursue until such time as they can appreciate the advantages given them. For 

statistical information of this tribe I herewith inclose a report. a 

THE MENOMONEES. , 

They are the largest of the three tribes under care of this agency, numbering 1,522, who 

are a well-disposed, quiet, and willing-to-work people, and all improvements that can be 

' 24 IND | 
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made upon their reservation giving employment to them have a bene‘icial effect. They take 
pride in building comfortable houses, many of them frame, and while only a few years ago the log house was the exception, now the wigwam is the curiosity. For their commendable progress in agriculture I refer you to the farmer’s report, herewith wnonexed, which speaks 
much in their favor. 

It is to be regretted that it has been customary with this tribe to receive every year a com- | plete new outfit of tools for haying—scythes, rakes, forks, &c.: also distributing nearly a 
thousand dollars’ worth of provisions to the,owners of the marshes as they go into haying- 
camp. This appears to me unwise, as it teaches them to be very improvident and to waste 
their property. Besides, in the,matter of provisions, private individuals are fed at the expense of the tribe. I hope to make a radical change in this respect. ‘The maple-sugar crop is a source of revenue which helps them much. Not less than sixty tons were made the past 
spring, the Government trader purchasing the same, paying them $200 per ton. 

Owing to the death of Mrs. Keeler, the blacksmith’s wife, a change was made May 1, and Mr. Brooks the new blacksmith, who filled the position under a former agent some years ago, 
understanding the Indian and their wants, is giving general satisfaction. Inclosed is his 
report. ‘The resignation of Mr. Moarn,;December 31, left us withouta miller from J anuary . 1 to July 1, at which time the services of Mr, N. D. Smith were secured, who proves himself 
thoroughly practical as a miller, millwright, and carpenter, and would be valuable to the tribe at the highest price allowed for a miller among Indians. But the work to do, no re- 
pairs having been made for years, the isolation from civilization necessary to live here, with 

| the meager salary offered him, will, I fear, prevent his enroliment as a regular employé. 

| THE SCHOOLS, 

like those of the Oneidas, suffer in irregular attendance ; yet a marked progress is per- ceptible, and the enthusiasm of the teachers produces good results. A new school was started 
at Keshena in December, Miss M.S. Schlieman, of Princeton, IIl., teacher, and has proved a success, the average attendance being eighteen. Could these same teachers have the scholars under their charge in a boarding-school where the home influence could not counteract their 

’ efforts, good scholars, good men and women, would be their reward. 
The Indians in council have repeatedly expressed a desire that a boarding or manual- 

labor school might be established among them, and in the opinion of the agent no expendi- 
ture of funds could produce more permanent good with this people. | 

In December last, with the approval of the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, four lumbering- 
camps, employing about 100 Indians, were started cutting pine for the Oconto and Oshkosh 
markets; $16,335.46 was realized in April last from the sale of 2,891,232 feet, which were ‘sold at public auction at Oconto, the logs delivered on the banks of the Oconto River, in the 
yeservation. . 

The logs cut on the Wolf River were taken to Oshkosh and sold through sealed proposals, 
realizing $19,335.89 for 2,272,918 feet. After deducting expenses of the camps, we have for : ‘stumpage a little over $4. 1t is unfortunate that the logs cut in 1873 and 1874 by my im- 
mediate predecessor were not sold by him, as he was offered $2 per thousand more than they 
sold for this season. Like others, he held for a rise, which, owing to the severe hard times 
all over the country, did not come with the opening of spring, but a heavy decline in lumber 
followed, from which it has not recovered. 

A recent census taken shows this tribe to number about seven hundred pagans and eight 
hundred Catholics. . . 

With the reports of the farmer, blacksmith, and a statement from the acting miller, this 
report is respectfully submitted. - 

JOS. C. BRIDGMAN, 
United States Indian Agent. 

. Hon. E. P. Smita, - . 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 

OFFICE OF UNITED STATES INDIAN AGENT, 
CHIPPEWAS OF LAKE SUPERIOR, 

. | Red Cliff, via Bayfield, Wis., September 30, 1875. 
Sik: I have the honor to submit the-following as my second annual report : 
Payments were made in the usual order, commencing with the Grand Portage bands, on 

their reserve in Minnesota, September 21, there being present or accounted for 262 souls ; 
to the Bad River bands, on their reserve in Wisconsin, October 3, there being present or 
accounted for 732 souls. Arrangements had previously been made for the payment to take 
place a week earlier, and the agent, with his assistants, proceeded to Odanah, on their reserve, . 

. prepared to complete the payment, when the Indians were met in council, but owing to an 
impression in the minds of the chiefs that large arrearages from former treaties are still due 
them, they refused to receive either money or goods. After counciling with them two days, 
and coming to no favorable understanding, other than that they would not receive their
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annual payment ‘ill those old matters had been adjusted, the agent struck tents and returned , 
to his home, where he was waited upon two days after with a request from the chiefs stating | 
that théy had reconsidered their decision, and desired to have the agent return and make ~ 
payment, which request was complied with as above. | 

The agent met the Red Cliff bands, and made payment on their reserve September 28, 
1874, there being present or accounted for 726 souls. The Fond du Lac bands were paid on 
their reserve October 15, 1874, there being present or accounted for 404 souls. The Lac du 
Flambeau bands were collected for payment, at-their request, on the line of the Wisconsin | 
Central Railroad, at Worcester, Wis., being the end of the railroad, there being present or 
accounted for 665 souls. The Lac Courte Oreille bands were paid on their reserve Novem- — 
ber 14, 1874, there being present or accounted for 1,048 souls. This completed the last of 
the twenty annual payments in money and goods, under the treaty of 1854, with the Chip- 
pewas of Lake Superior; and it is not to be wondered at that the Indians should claim a | 
right, usually granted to white: people, to examine the books and accounts, and to have all | 
old matters properly adjusted before giving a clear receipt. They desired to have those mat- | 
ters investigated and all the provisions of their treaty carried cut before receiving this their 
last payment. The agent was met at all the reserves with the same cry, ‘‘ We want to go to 
Washington to settle with the Great Father.” The several bands were finally induced to 
receive their money and goods, which the women and children needed badly, with the assur- | 
ance from the agent that he would again bring the matter to the attention of the Department ; 
and it is here placed upon record as the opinion of the agent that it would be in the interest, 
of civilization to grant the request of these Indians, even to giving them a visit to the Great 
Father. So long as the chiefs are holding the young men back by assurances that large 
arrearages are due them, our work will be Jabor indeed. The Bois Fort bands received their 
payment January 23, 1875, at the crossing of the Saint Louis River, there being present or 
accounted for 732 souls. 

THE GRAND PORTAGE BANDS 

are in much the same condition as last year. This reserve is not adapted to any great re- 
sults from an agricultural stand-point, even if they could be induced to live upon and work 
it, which is hardly possible. The Indians are generally a thrifty but very quiet people. 
They mind their own business. Fishing, hunting, and trapping are their principal occupa- 
tions, although many of the young men go into distant parts of Canada, working in | 
mines, lumbering, wood-chopping, &c. Their school has been pretty well attended, and 
some degree of advancement has been reported. Although the Indians remain so short a | 
time on the reserve, frequently not more than five or six children being present, the 
school is, however, kept open, and they find the teacher ready to welcome the children when - 
ever they come home. a 

BAD RIVER. BANDS. 

These have steadily advanced in all steps toward civilization, notwithstanding many 
drawbacks, and the determined stand taken by most of the chiefs against seif-advancement 
and suppdyt. The chiefs have rendered no assistance whatever; in fact, they have dis- . 
couraged the young men upon all occasions, even to their making requests to the agent to 
withdraw the employés, &c. The young men have kept steadily onward, taking the advice of 
and frequently consulting with the agent, farmer, teachers, and missionaries. The result is 
an increased demand for horses, cattle, and the comforts of home. The agent’s recom- 
mendation that allotments of 80 acres be made to those prepared to receive patents was granted, . 

-and allotments to 160 individuals was made, and the boundary-lines surveyed and blazed. 
The chiefs took decided steps against the movement, but the young men came forward, gave 
evidence of having made improvements and received their certificate. 

The product of Indian labor on this reserve for the last twelve months is estimated to be 
over $100 for each man, woman, and child on the reserve. Now, this is the result of Indian 
labor as practiced by the few who work. What might it not be if all did what they could? 
The following is a partial list of products, &c. (For complete list see statement of statis- 
tics.) Bushels of corn, 600; bushels of vats, 1,000; bushels of potatoes, 6,000; bushels of 
turnips, 4,000; number of pounds of tobacco grown, 600; tons of hay cut, 250; cords 
of wood cut, 300; value of furs sold, $4,000; number of baskets made, 250; barrels 
of white-fish caught, 2,000; other fish caught, 50,000 pounds ; bushels of berries gathered, 

’ 350; amount of maple-sugar made, over 40 tons; number of pounds of rice gathered, ©G 
over 2 tons; hoop-steff, over 50 cords ; 30,000 staves, 10,000 shingles, 428 ax-handles, and 
3,000 pairs of moccasins made and sold. Twelve Indians have learned to read during the 
year, and 7 have learned trades. Eighteen additions to the little Presbyterian church ; fif- . 
teen during the last six months. This is but a partial result of the year’s operation; but 
does it not look well? Does it not speak in tones that will not be mistaken, in favor of car- - 
rying the Bible in one hand and the Christian civilizer, labor, in the other ? * * 

RED CLIFF BANDS. 

The expiration of the treaty was accepted by these bands as a finality, so far as assistance 
rom the Government was concerned. ‘They have generally supported themselves and fami 

,es. They work as white people; in fact, the majority have taken a noble stand for self-
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support. They have been encouraged by all the means at the command of the agency.. 
| . Their reserve, being principally hills, was presumed to be unadapted to any agricultural 

results; this has been proven beyond doubt to be erroneous. 
| | The agent moved on this reserve to thoroughly test the question, what can be done: 
a with Red Cliff? And our experience teaches us that, with an ordinary: good season, as fine 

@ crop can be raised on the reserve as on any land bordering the great lake. Ground 
was broken, potatoes and other seed purchased. The Indians worked manfully, and about. 
four times the usual amount was planted. The season has been unusually dry, (no rain for 

_ the six weeks ending August 5.) The potato-bugs have been destructive in the extreme, 
saying nothing of the cut-worms, &c. ; and yet the estimated crop for this year will be 4,000 
bushels of potatoes, 50 bushels of turnips, 50 bushels of beans, 25 bushels of pease, 10 bushels 

' of onions, 10 tons of hay cut, and 25 tons of sugar made. They have made 1,000 fish- 
barrels, and 15 boats have been built, 52,000 staves cut, and over three miles of fence built. 
They have caught 150 tons of fish, 50 tons being caught during the cold winter months, and 

a sold to parties for shipment south and west. Besides, over half of these Indians have been 
engaged outside of the reserve in logging camps, cutting wood, and other civilized occupa- 

_ tions. Many of them have accumulated property in houses and lots, horses and cattle, &c., 
and have given the best of evidence that they are now ready for citizenship. These things, | 

_ together with the request made by several that they be allowed to make selections of land as 
provided by the third article of the treaty of 1854, within the -boundary of their reserve, 
caused the agent to recommend that steps be taken by the proper authority to grant their: 
request, and that all who might so choose be aliowed the privilege of citizenship by abandon- 
ing their tribal relations. Many are now prepared to take this step, and it is most earnestly 
recommended that such legislation as may be required for this purpose be secured at an early 
day. 

The cooper-shop enterprise, inaugurated on this reserve over a year ago, is a complete 
_ success in so far as doing good work is concerned. If the barrels could be sold, or if we had 

. three or four pound nets in the bay off Red Cliff, the shop could be kept going, and from five 
to eight Indian boys could be taught the trade each year. This would give employment to 
from ten to fifteen Indians ten months in each year. “I'he only drawback this year has been 
no sale for barrels. 

FOND DU LAC BANDS, : 
The following is taken from my monthly report for May: During the first few days of 

. this month I was with the Fond du Lac bands, on their reserve in Minnesota, inspecting 
Government property, distributing seed, &c. I visited the sugar-camps, where I found men, 
women, and children just as active in their several assigned duties as one would wish to see: 
in a well-regulated manufactory. Each one had his or her part to perform, and they did it 
with a will; not slow or lazy, as some would have us think, but with a spirit and determin- 
ation to make sugar while the sap is down, worthy of imitation by some who profess a greater 
civilization. While on the reserve I inspected a wagon-road cut out this winter by the 

. Indians; it is seven miles long ; running from their village, at the blacksmith-shop, to the 
_ Northern Pacific Junction. 1 walked over it, and a better winter road: cannot Ve found in | 

the Northwest. This they did at their own expense; that is, doing the work and boarding 
themselves, and all for the privilege of having a civilized way of getting to town with their 
potatoes, sugar, &c. Many of the Indians had potatoes to sell, and were packing them oz 
their backs to market at the junction. This visit, and what I witnessed during it, has caused 

. me to think more favorably of Indian civilization{than ever, especially as it relates to the Fond 
du Lac bands. Ifa large portion of this ‘reserve could be disposed of, reserving the sugar- 
bush and meadow lands about the lakes, and the proceeds used in making the inhabitants | 
of thé reserve comfortable, allowing them to select their 80 acres, under the third article of 
the treaty of 1854, within the boundary of the sugar-bush and meadow- lands, they would 
require but little of our guardian care, and in a short time cpuld be induced to abandon their 
tribal relations and take upon themselves citizenship and all that word signifies. They are 
a thrifty and intelligent class of people, who work in the logging-camps, on the railroad, 
and at other civilized employment. 

. LAC DU FLAMBEAU BANDS. 7 

| _ These bands are so far removed from the agent that nothing is attepted further than 
to visit them once or twice each year. Efforts have been made at each visit to induce them to 

_ give up their roving habits and settle upon Bad River, but to no good results. The young 
men of these bands would willingly accept this offer, but they are controlled by the chiefs, 

- who will not give up their present location. Some few have, however, been allotted eighties 
with the Bad River bands, and it is yet hoped that others may be induced to settle with them. 

LAC COURTE OREILLE BANDS. 

. These bands have been in a continued state of excitement. The mischievous individuals 
who circulate among and live off the poor,ignorant Indian by pretending to give him whole- 
some advice, and are so watchful of his interest, have kept these Indians in hot water during 
the whole of the past year. They claim an Indian woman for wife, and iie, cheat, and sell
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whisky for a living. These bands are kept in a miserable state of unhappiness by just such 

white men, too lazy to work, too cowardly to steal. Then, again, they were annoyed 

by the work on this reserve being suspended for want of funds, while the old contractors 

were allowed to cut and remove timber during the winter. It will be remembered that the | 

agent was directed to decline further payment on the timber contract, and it was understood 

that no timber was to be cut; the contractor having so informed the agent, and he in turn so : 

informed the Indians on his visit to them in November. To this understanding the con- . 

tractor however failed to adhere, and a large amount of timber was cut and removed, not- 

withstanding they had been directed by this office to cease further operations. 

~The farmer and teacher who had inaugurated the work on this reserve, in July, 1873, be- 

coming discouraged and disheartened, on account of want of funds and a suspension of the 

work, resigned in January, and I wish to bear record to their faithfulness and devotion to the . 

labor in hand. The Indians of this reserve will ever remember with grateful hearts the good 

‘and kind Mr. and Mrs. Holt. About $25,000 has been spent in this work, the Indians receiving 

a greater part for labor performed for their own benefit or that of their bands, and so much 

had been accomplished that the agent did not consider it policy to abandon the work ; . 

he therefore engaged another teacher and farmer, who were sent out June last ; although late 

in the season, great results are reported. ‘The school was opened July 5, the average daily 

attendence being 13. | 
These Indians certainly deserve attention from the Government. They are willing to - 

work, and have some good farming-lands. I know of no better material for a philanthropic 

and benevolent Government to work upon. Allotments of lands under their late treaty will 

be made to them this fall. Can we not be assured that funds ample for this work will be 

forthcoming this next year? 
It is estimated the product this year will be 100 bushels of corn and 1,000 bushels of pota- 

toes; they will cut 100 tons of hay, have made about 30 tons of sugur, and have gath- 

ered a large quantity of rice, berries, &c. They have also built 640 rods of fencing. It has 

been estimated that 364 have been brought directly under the civilizing influence of the 

_ farmer and teacher, and that 80 families are now actually engaged in agricultural pursuits. 

BOIS FORT BANDS. , 

It is to be regretted that no report has reached this office from either the teacher, farmer, 

or blacksmith. This is accounted for, however, by the condition of the roads (trails) one - 

finds in the northern part of Minnesota. It is presumed the whole of the Bois Fort country 

has been swept over by the late fires; the meadow and potato-fields have been burned, and 

much valuable pine timber destroyed. Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler, and their family, were busily 

engaged teaching and farming when last heard from. | Provisions and the necessary sup- 

plies were furnished, seed was secured, and an effort made for a good showing this fall. 

The funds appropriated for the present fiscal year will not meet the demands of the agency 

by half. It must be remembered that this agency has jurisdiction over seven different 

reserves, separated by hundreds of miles. To reach the Indians, and be of any benefit to , 

them, employés must be stationed with and among them. The employés necessary are , 

blacksmith, farmer, and teacher. A man and his wife can usually be employed at from . | 

$1,000 to $1,200 per annum; the man for farmer, his wite for teacher. The man can assist 

the Indians in the blacksmith-shop when necessary. Ih this way the expense could be cut 

down to $10,000 or $12,000 for emplovés. Then our contract with the Presbyterian board 

. for the successful operation of the Odanah manual-labor and boarding-school will reach | 

$2500, and should be $3,500. Five thousand dollars is a small amount for goods, &c., : 

and $2,000 is needed for each reserve for agricultural purposes, $2,000 for labor, building 

houses, &c., and $2,000 for furnishing the poor, blind, lame, and aged with subsistence . 

and clothing. Out of the $5,000 for goods $1,5V0 should be taken to furnish three pound nets 

for the Red Cliff bands, to be operated under regulations made by the agent for the benefit 

of said bands. : 
With the above appropriations successful work can be assured, and I most heartily ree- 

ommend all of the above, and call upon all Christian and philanthropic men who may 

have aught to do with securing appropiations, that they use all honorable means to secure 
for my poor wards the amounts recommended above. 

In asking this favor for my poor Indians I wish to respectfully call your attention to one 

error our friends are making in Indian civilization. Large appropriations are secured for 

the warlike Sioux, and the wild savage of the South and West; but for the poor Chippewas, 

who have always been good and ioving children of the Great Father, nothing. The Chip- 

pewas are half civilized, the Sioux wild. Will not the half-civilized Indians, knowing the 

difference in appropriations, soon learn it is better to kill, better to rove, better to declare 

_ war, than to live in houses and work ? Should not the Indians who have started on the 

road to self-support be encouraged by liberal appropriations? It is claimed that it is better 

to feed than kill. Fill the stomach, then talk to them of the better life, &c. This *is 

well, certainly, with regard to the wild, untamed savage, the warlike Sioux and Comanches, 

but is.it not equally well for the always loyal, the always peaceable, half-civilized, but poor 

Chippewa? Because their treaty has expired, because the Government has already received | 

from them all they have of value, because they are poor and friendless in the councils of the 

|
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nation, are they to be left to the mercy of the speculating thieves and rascals, the whisky- venders, and miserable wretches who associate and live with them? God forbid; but rather let us have reasonable appropriations, their affairs properly administered, see that the Indians get the benefit of every dollar, and my word for it, the Chippewas of Lake Superior will. soon make their mark in strides toward civilization and self-support. : In closing this long report I would respectfully urge that the deficiency accounts for the years 1873 and 1874 receive your early attention. As we have covered into the Treasury nearly $4,000 of balance of appropriations not used, to July 1, 1875, it is hoped this matter may now be adjusted. : 
- Respectfully submitted. 

I. L. MAHAN, 
United States Indian Agent. ! 

. Hon. E. P. Smiru, 
Commiss‘oner of Indian A ffuirs, Washington, D, C. | - 

ODANAH INDIAN MIssIon, 
Bad River Reserve, Wis., August, 1875. 

Drar Sir: I gladly submit the following statements respecting the nature and progress of our work here, hoping they may prove of some service to you in the making up of your 
annual report for the Department. 

The manual-labor boarding-school, the regular day-school, and for a part of the year a _ night-school, have all been well maintained during the past year. The night school had not so large an average attendance as the year previous, owing to the fact that so many of our young men were away from home most of the time, either trapping, fishing, or in lumber- camps. Still there were usually in addition to our own 13 boarding house boys, from 2 to 10 young men present, so that the room was for the most part comfortably filled. The average of the day-school has hardly. been as large either as last year. The absence of so many families all winter on the fishing-grounds, accounts mainly for the difference. For the most part the children that have been in Odanah have been more or less at school. Two lady teachers have been constantly at work, and the results are very gratifying. If more punctual attendance and greater regularity could be secured, there would be little left to wish for, The day-school has been, and continues to be, a source of great good to this eople. 
P The manual-labor boarding-school, however, is the grand instrumentality in raising these children to industrious, steady, and civilized habits. Longer experience convinces me only more and more of the superior worth and excellence of this mode of instruction. Of course it is a little more expensive at the outset, but that it will prove in the end to be far " the most economical way to educate and civilize these children, I cannot doubt. Children admitted here between the ages of six and-nine and retained from four to six years, acquire such a taste for a better mode of life than what they witness among their people, that there is little danger of their relapsing into their old ways. Their knowledge of English, too, becomes so extensive and thorough that they can speak, read, and write very intelligently. If this boarding-school therefore is maintained efficiently twelve or fifteen years more, the Chippewa language will soon lose its hold upon the hearts of the people, and distinctive , schools and missions to this people will no longer be necessary. Allow me then to express the hope that the evil day may be far distant when the Government shall withdraw its friendly aid from this manual-labor boarding-school. It is to-day an institution loved, respected, and trusted by the people. A more healthy, happy, and bright lot of children than are now within its walls, cannot easily be found. Their progress in every respect, during the past year, has been most cheering indeed. Some that have spent their term of _ three years here, since leaving us, are distinguishing themselves for their industry, sobriety, and provident habits. In fact, the indirect good which results from this institution is so pro- nounced that in some instances it seems almost to equal the direct good. 

| RELIGIOUS. . 
As heretofore, two services have been held each Sabbath, besides the maintenance of a 

Sabbath-school and a weekly prayer-meeting. All these services have been well attended. _ Half of them have been conducted by Mr. Blatchford, entirely in Chippewa, and the other half by myself in English, Mr. Blatchford interpreting. The apparent results have been greater than for many years. New Year’s day was ushered in with a deeply interesting prayer-meet- ing, and from that time forward the religious interest only seemed to grow broader and deeper, urtil diversified interests and duties to some extent scattered our people. The “week of prayef ” was well observed with most gratifying results. At the communion season that fol- lowed on the succeeding Sabbath, eight young men, all in the prime of life, and all representa- tives of intensely heathen families, stood up in our little church, and openly declared them- selves the followers of the Lord Jesus. It was’a glad and cheering sight. The village was electrified. The heathen party trembled to its very center. All seemed filled with amazement.
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No one could tell what next would happen. In a short time these eight young men were in the 

ranks at work. After a little, others followed their noble example, while others, both male 

and female, were only deterred from doing so by the violent opposition of their heathen 

relatives. During the year eighteen have come out and openly professed faith in Christ ; 

two children were baptized, and three couples married. Our Indian church membership 

now amounts to 46, the sexes about equally represented. The reforming, civilizing, and 

transforming power of the gospel of Christ has had many beautiful illustrations in our 

midst. The work is the Lord’s, and to Him be all the glory. The ma-ta-wa-drum has but . 

seldom been heard this summer. Heathenism seems to be about dying out. The religion 

of Jesus is ever and anon making new conquests, often in the most unexpected quarters. : 

Two or three more years like the past, and the whole face of this reserve will be changed 

physically, socially, intellectually, and morally. 

Trusting that we shall still be the recipients of your kindly sympathy in this difficult work, 

T am yours, most respectfully, 

Superintendent Odanuh Indian Mission. 

Dr. J. L. MAHAN. 
United States Indian Agent. - . | 
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SHOSHONE AND BaNNocK AGENCY, WYO. I., 
September 24, 1875. 

Sip: have the honor to submit the following report for the year ending August 31, 1875. | 

The boundary and sectional survey of this reservation has just been completed, and when 

officially confirmed the boundaries will be those agreed upon under the Brunot treaty of 

1872. ‘The sectional surveys are subdivided into 40-acre lots, and embrace all the arable 

lands on the southern portion of the reservation. The Shoshones are satisfied with the sur- 

vey, and are disposed to take up land in severalty. There are but few of them, however, 

that are able or have the ingenuity to plow the soil, fence, and build, without more assist- 

ance than can be furnished them under the last act of Congress. It would be a fair com- 

parison to say that under such circumstances they would be equal to good stout white boys, 

twelve or fourteen years old, and unused to labor. If the Government would act upon the 

principle that Indians are apprentices to agriculture and other civilizing pursuits, and not 

master workmen, it would appreciate the economy of employing a sufficient number of 

suitable teachers. It is just as impossible that they can make fences that will turn stock, 

and build houses that will not fall down, manage plews, or sow seed properly, as it is to 

expect three or four white men to manage and teach as many hundred untutored Indian | 

farmers. A Shoshone goes to work with a will, or perhaps under asense of duty ; he is im- 

patient of delay; and if there is no one to show him, he does as he thinks best, and fails; 

under the discouragement he returns to his old companions—his horse and gun. The writer 

is quite sure that economy is best secured and the object of the Indian Department will be 

more speedily obtained by the judicious employment of assistance, governed, as heretofore, 

by the Secretary of the Interior, to meet the requirements at different agencies. 

The plan of issuing annuities practiced at this agency has been to congregate the Indians: 

and have them seated in a circle—men, women, boys, and girls, each separate. The goods, 

having been prepared for distribution and handed into the circle, are distributed in the pres- 

ence of all by white men and Indians selected for the purpose, and undér my immediate 

supervision. No one is overlooked, not even the child at the breast, and pains are taken to 

discover how many are herding, sick in lodges, &c., and goods reserved for them. Issuing 

to the heads of families is very unfair, and especially so when polygamy prevails, as the favorite 

wife is pretty sure to get all to the benefit of herself and her own progeny. But in my 

humble opinion any method by which a whole year’s supplies are dealt out at once is ex- 

travagant and fraught with other evils. The Indian has more than he or she needs for the 

present, and the majority of the tribe gamble them off or resort to peddling; and as there 

are generally plenty of buyers waiting for the harvest, they are readily disposed of at 10 

— cents or less to the dollar, and the balance of the year has to take care of itself. After the 

Indians are taught the value of goods in money, and economy in meeting their wants in the 

future, this evil can be overcome; and until then would it not be better to make at least two 

issues, one in the fall and the other in the spring? 

' As you are aware, beef for this agency is contracted for, to be delivered in the slaughter- 

pen as needed, and, when dressed, the weight determined on the scales and paid for. All 

subsistence is issued to each lodge on checks given to them upon their enrollment. . 

Owing to an unusual amount of snow falling on the mountains a month earlier last fall - 

than usnal, a portion of the ‘supplies did not reach the agency. The winter was long and 

severe, and after planting in the spring the Indians were permitted to go out and hunt until
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supplies could reach the agency. During their absence a number of them were induced to 
visit Utah, and were baptized in the Mormon Church, and advised to leave their reservation 
and drive the Gentiles out of Utah, and take possession of their ranches and property. , Timely intervention stopped the trouble, and sent the deluded Indians to their different res- 
ervations. The Shoshone Indians are all at home except a few lodges, and I believe they 
are generally ashamed of the whole proceedings. - 

Our agricultural prospects have been blighted the last two years by grasshoppers, but the 
determination of the Indians as a tribe to farm and raise stock is still firm. Their views of 
civilization are widening before them, and they are slowly but surely emerging from bar- 

| barism., I witnessed an interesting interview held with them a few days ago by Bishop 
Spaulding. The subject of a home-school was introduced by the bishop, and discussed by | 
the chief and headmen in a thoughtful manner. | : 
Owing to the absence of the tribe a portion of this summer a day-school has not been | 

attempted. 
There is now due from the Government, under the provision of the treaty of 1872, cows 

to the value of $10,000, which will be purchased and delivered as early as practicable in the 
coming spriung. A good supply of provisions, clothing, &c., are here and in transit to 

| meet the wants of the present fiscal year, and I am happy to assure you that through the 
__- provisions of Congress and your courtesy and attention to our wants this agency is solvent 

and prosperous, and with the help of divine Providence the bread which is being cast 
: upon the waters will be found in the future. a 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 
7 _ JAMES IRWIN, 

. United States Indian Agent 
Hon. Epw. P. Smitu, . 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C.
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7 | REPORT OF HISTORIOGRAPHER. | 

WASHINGTON, October 6, 1875. 

Str: In answer to your requisition of October 3, for a “ full, complete, aud comprehen- 

sive history ” of my action in *‘ collecting statistics and historical data respecting the In- 

dians of the United States,” under the appropriation by Congress for that purpose, I have 

the pleasure to state that on or before the Ist day of January, 1876, the first volume of my 

report will be ready for the printer’s hands, embracing matter equal in quantity to that con- 

tained in any one of the large volumes of Schoolcraft’s *‘ Collections,” &c., on the same sub- 

ject, while material will also be partly prepared for another volume before the close of the 

fiscal year ending June 30, 1876. This first volume of the report will embody elaborate 

articlés upon, or brief notices of, all the “ Indian tribes of the United States,” and of some 

of the extinct tribes, with other articles on Indian terminology, and in one the history of the 

Indian Bureau, from its inception to the present time, will be presented. In pursuance 

of your original instructions, that in addition to general. statistics, ‘‘ a complete special his- 

tory of at least one of the tribes should be prepared (for the first volume) to be submitted to ©. | 

Congress as an illustration of the effort to be undertaken for all the different tribes of the 

United States,” I selected the Winnebago iribe, as being a representative tribe, and I have 

prepared from original sources of information, and from the writings of the earliest travel- 

ers, and from official documents, an elaborate Monograph of that tribe, which, besides a 

full notice and explanation of the various nomenclatures bestowed upon it by different civ- 

ilized and Indian nations, and by themselves, embraces their history in the ante-white 

period, or the time prior to their being first visited by the whites; their history during the 

French period of domination; their history during the English period; and their history 

during the American period to the present time, with their existing status and condition. In 

the first named, or ante-white period, are ‘ncluded their ancient traditions, religions, domes- 

tie and warlike customs, and an idea of their language, including grammatical construc- 

tion and a copious vocabulary of about three thousand words, which were personally col- . 

lected by me, and carefully noted down upon a precise yet simple system of orthography, 

(varying as little as possible from the English alphabet, ) which has been established by me 

for all Indian vocabularies of this work. A font of type suitable, with the proper diacrit- — 

ical marks and accents, has been cast, and is now on hand ready for printing this and 

the various other vocabularies of the work. The treaties made with this tribe will, in their 

historical Monograph, be republished in proper chronological order. The plan adopted for 

the work is that of an encyclopedia, the articles following in alphabetical order, thus consti- 

tuting their own index, and making reference easy when information in regard to any tribe 

or subject is needed by officers of the Government, Congress, or the people. It is not in- 

tended that the work at first shall be printed otherwise than in the most close, condensed, 

and inexpensive manner, the size of page and column and the style of type used for the 

Congressional Record, without illustrations, save a moderate woodcut or two, having been 

adopted as preferable in which to print the several volumes of the annual reports that may be . 

from time to time issued; though, when these are afterward condensed into one or two large 

volumes, (if that should hereafter be deemed expedient by Congress, ) a more elegant typo- 

graphical execution may be advisable. 

| The appropriations by Congress for this work have been two, of $3,500 each, for the fiscal 

years ending respectively June 30, 1875, and June 30, 1876, out of which the undersigned, as 

collector, &c., and historiographer, has been paid a salary, thus far, at the rate of $2,000 per 

annum, and the balance has been appropriated to pay clerks and copyists ; for rent of office, 

office-expenses, and fuel; for the purchase of special books on Indian subjects; for trav- 

eling expenses, &c.; of which whole amount there will probably remain on hand on the 

21st of December, 1875, a balance of $1,500. | 

Very respectfully, . 

| : THOMAS FOSTER, 

: | Collector, §c ,and Indian Historiographer. 

Hon. Epw. P. SMITH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. :
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